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Dedicated to... 

To all my Exes, past, present... And, if you’re the future one... Call me, please...  
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Prelude 

 
Once upon a time, two lovers came across a wandering monk in the middle of the woods.  

“Dear young lovers,” said the monk. “If you can show me that your love is real, I will 

show you the road to happiness, absolutely free of charge.” 

“Thank you,” said the lovers... “We’ve already found it.”   
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I 
 

The Sun cycle that would change the course of our entire civilization, started on an 

unseasonably hot day on the first full moon of summer. A chain of seemingly trivial 

events compounded—feeding on our mistakes, our greed, our selfish vanity—and 

snowballed into a global catastrophe that would later be called the “Small Bang,” where 

entire power systems and beliefs were shattered while scientifica failed us, and, one by 

one, we were dragged down to our destruction along with the rest of the world. It all 

started innocently and recklessly enough. It could have been any other day, any other 

person. I chose to think it was random. Others speak of mythica reasons I can’t even 

grasp. But if I would have to tell the story of the pathetic end of our world, I would start 

with the tiny oddities that I could spot only in hindsight.  

First, I noticed that something was wrong when the thinker kept asking for visual 

validation codes and I just could not focus at all. The pattern was a simple enough set of 

four parallel inequations, arranged in a bouquet design, using four different shades of 

green. I knew I had to look for four letters and numbers. But, for some reason, I couldn’t 

determine the right language. I had never experienced anything like it before, but I had to 

admit that the pattern had stopped being obvious. I kept staring at it, utterly disconcerted. 

Feeling a burning and mounting pressure inside my head. I was dizzy.  

The thinker gave up and terminated the link. The screen displayed ancient Council 

slogans, like “If we can’t recycle it, you can’t have it,” in the nine dominant languages, 

not including ours, of course.  

Whether I wanted to admit it or not, I was low on oxytocin. A side effect of ancient 

genetic manipulations, that had enhanced our cognitive abilities, but at a great price. 

Since, for reasons scientifica never bothered to shed much light on, our brains were 

enslaved by an abnormal craving of “O.”  

To make matters worse, they banned synthetic oxytocin over a hundred cycles ago. And 

now, we were chitchatting, kissing, and hugging the life out of each other, trying to 

extract every single drop of naturally released oxytocin out of every opportunity. “The 

power of O,” as they said, “sweet as love’s chore.”  

We lied to ourselves by saying that our lives were fueled by a passion for knowledge and 

noble ideals, but we all knew it wasn’t quite so. We would gladly sell our limbs for a 

bucket of O. So, polite above all, as we were, we had to accept that one couldn’t walk ten 

steps outside without engaging in random hugs, with an assortment of strangers, 

neighbors, and old ladies stopping by to bond with you, and tell you about their lives, and 

how much they loved you. And that’s the kind of junkies we have become. They took 

away from us the easy, albeit artificial, road to harmony and bonding, and we turned back 

to nature with a vengeance.  
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Luckily, grandma Xemma was hanging out in the common area, probably lost again. I 

hugged her and kissed her. I squeezed her until she started chocking and I pinched her 

cheeks until they became disturbingly red. I smiled and cooed, and baby talked to her, but 

she was just standing there, like a totem. After a while she made a motion either to push 

me aside or to hug me. 

“Come on, come on now, my little drop of sugar,” I kept saying. “Look into my eyes and 

smile.”  

Her head was tilted to her bad side, where her mouth drooped, but she had finally made 

eye contact, and the good side of her mouth began to tremble upwards. I felt my heart 

warming up. 

“Ahh, ahh, ahh,” she finally managed, “I... wove you...” 

“And I love you too, grandma; you never fail me!” 

I kept kissing and hugging her, and trying to make her speak for another five minutes, 

just to be sure I had a good dose in. I thought I felt synaptic churnings at the base of my 

skull.  

 

 

 

You have to give it to grandma Xemma, she does come in handy when you need O. My 

roommates and I found her one morning, many cycles ago, sleeping in our kitchen. Total 

chaos immediately ensued. We spent day after day hotly debating what to do with her. 

The Local Administration washed their hands immediately. She was not on record, “So 

she must be from one of the four Levels that allow illegal settlements,” they said. But 

when her final scans came back, things took a spooky turn. She had had dozens of strokes 

and subsequent sophisticated brain surgeries, which were clearly not of much use 

anymore, but hinted at someone with means, or access to first class care. Our own bag 

lady was, quite likely, from a powerful family. And then, out of the blue, she clearly said 

in Ansax, “Xemma... I wove you...” 

Instantly, we all felt it. I think we were a dozen at the time in the house, and we all piled 

up on top of this poor sweet old woman. Hugging her and showering her with kisses. 

Forcing her to repeat that phrase over and over again. It was our best kept secret. We had 

just chanced upon the fabled “Fountain of O.” And since she seemed to stay in the 

background, for some reason, and she looked comfortable in the makeshift bed we made 

for her in the kitchen, we adopted her quickly. Plus, she cleaned up after herself and was 

always available for a quick hug. She was soon to become an irreplaceable member of 

our household. 
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After a couple of weeks, the Administration had finally said something like, “The likely 

effort/reward ratio did not call for a full-scale search in this case.”  

We didn’t care. She was ours. That’s the way we O junkies are. Honest.  

 

 

 

The second odd thing that I remember was that, when I was almost literally running out 

the door, fretting, since I didn’t want to miss the beginning of Tor’s orgy, and, yet, I was 

too vain to show up wearing just my work clothes; obsessively, I kept going back to my 

room and fussing about my clothes... Believe it or not, there’s nothing harder than 

figuring out what to wear to a formal orgy... I heard the house thinker call me “Guest 

Number One.” 

I shrugged it off as just a glitch. And was happy to find out it was raining outside because 

I had chosen the brown straps with the transparent Little Naked Riding Hood costume, 

which was always a crowd pleaser, and a convenient raincoat at the same time.  

I was very embarrassed to find out that Tor had demanded that they waited for me to 

officially kick off the event with a short speech. I had no idea how I could have possibly 

forgotten about the speech. I even thought that they could be playing a joke on me. It 

wouldn’t be the first time. Once they had me talking for an hour about submolecular 

wave-independent interference to a group of five-cycle olds on their first day of 

kindergarten. I thought it was a little strange that so many parents had decided to bring 

their kids to work on the same day. And, of course, in a few minutes, the now infamous 

“Let Professor Xendor Put our Future to Sleep” video began making its rounds. Ah, well, 

it was all good and fun, I guess. I still feel sorry for making so many of those kids cry, 

though, and for eating most of their candy. But that’s another story... 

 

 

 

This was a different kind of featherless bird altogether, anyway.  

“There’s my very own genius!” yelled Tor, obviously high on something, swimming and 

elbowing his way through a crowd that was particularly clingy that evening. I did notice, 

however, in the few minutes that it took him to reach me, that people were beginning to 

complain, not just about Tor’s breaking etiquette by not hugging or acknowledging 

anyone, as he pushed his way through the guests, but that he was being somewhat 

inconsiderate and forceful. Not flat out impolite, but certainly very close. 
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Politeness, after all, was what officially ruled over our Level... It guided our everyday 

lives. “Politeness after all, and above all...” we said. So this was beginning to look to me, 

like a potentially messy conflict of Politeness Rules and interpretations thereof. 

“My own, twice Laureate bastard child!” he laughed wildly.  

Heads began to turn. He threw himself at me; I thought he was going to hug me, but he 

just grabbed me by my clothes and pressed his forehead against mine. He was hunching 

down slightly and I could feel droplets of sweat raining down from his head onto my 

nose.  

“Professor,” I said trying to hug him. “You are my mentor, my counselor, my 

everything...” 

He just looked at the crowd and yelled, “Here’s what you’ve been waiting for, my dear 

hornies... He was not happy enough with being the youngest scientist to win the Tenth 

Level Achievement Award at the age of twenty cycles... So he had to do it again a few 

cycles ago... It doesn’t matter that, in his quest, he reduced my research to the level of 

scrap paper and tossed it aside when he was done ridiculing it... Why would he care? 

Right? That’s what you want, my little bastard, isn’t it? Destroy my career?” 

He came close to my ear and whispered, “I fergging loathe you.” He made a point of 

lingering on the “loathe you” part, but he began to spiral out of control after that, 

becoming less and less coherent.  

Of course the nearest thinker caught the amount of tension in his voice and the music 

stopped. Everyone was whispering in bewilderment.  

“Well, my dear ferggers,” he addressed a horrified crowd, “you’re all invited tomorrow to 

the south park of our Pinker Center where I’ll unveil my latest findings, which, by the 

way, will clearly demonstrate how irrelevant my backstabbing, vile apprentice’s work 

really is. The event of the century. There will be light appetizers and an informal orgy 

afterwards. I bet you won’t miss it! The venue is shoddy, but the science is top level.” 

 

 

 

Everything was still. That felt like we were being invited to a prison backyard party by a 

lunatic inmate. I could sense the inaudible sizzling of cameras recording everything in the 

background. There was a subtle increase in brightness in the room. Until Tanna screamed 

to the top of her lungs, “He’s being rude!”  

Fingers began pointing in our direction. Murmurs were heard again.  
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There was a low pitched sound that melted into the thinker’s velvety, soothing voice, 

“Dear guests, please remain calm. Our local Behavior Police Department has been alerted 

of a disturbance. Please rest assured that we will find a peaceful solution to your current 

situation.” 

“Ha ha!” belched out Tor over the thinker’s voice. “Don’t you lab rats understand?” He 

looked around and continued, “What do you think she means by ‘peaceful solution?’” 

still not letting go of my clothes. Like a frantic owl, he looked around, inspecting every 

corner. “Corpses can’t talk; that’s what’s peaceful... Death... Don’t you rats understand? 

Their motto should be ‘polite or die!’” 

When he turned to me, he looked like a charging bull. He was slow to retract his right 

arm, but he was clearly aiming a shaky fist at my face. I saw it coming and, like 

lightning, a deep, hidden energy forced me to catch his fist in mid-air, making an audible 

clap. I squeezed it hard in my left hand. A few of the guests were startled, and there were 

muffled half-shrieks. I couldn’t tell what was going on. I didn’t even recognize me... 

I clenched my teeth and showed him a wretchedly eerie smile; I felt like a possessed 

clown. I looked him in the eye and said between my teeth, “Watch it, old man. You’re 

treading on thin ice. Final warning.”  

Then he threw a left punch, but he was so slow, it was like watching mountains grow. I 

simply dodged it and gave him a mighty kick, squarely in the nuts. There were screams of 

sheer horror in the crowd. In this land that was legally guided by the Unquestionable 

Principles of Politeness, I had been caught committing a serious crime.  

 

 

 

The thinker announced that an off-duty officer, who just happened to be nearby, was 

about to arrive and he would be taking care of the situation.  

“Police at the door...” announced the door in the same tone of voice that one would use to 

say that a pie is just out of the oven. 

Tor was still moaning and wriggling on the floor when the front door opened slowly to 

reveal none other than my very own...  

“Officer Rosspell!” I practically yelped out like a schoolgirl. “My Ross...” I sighed to 

myself, “Always to my rescue.”  

He waltzed in casually, carefree as a candy man. Most people probably didn’t even 

notice, but I caught him glancing over Tor and then giving me a quick, disapproving look 

before addressing the crowd. He turned slightly sideways and lifted up his arms 

dramatically to the sky. 
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“Have no fear,” he said in his best thinker/excited toaster voice, “yer BPD is here.” Then 

he flashed his killer sideways smile to everyone and shook his fists up to the sky as if he 

was imploring for rain, until he ended in an almost ecstatic song, “Polite beings... Being 

polite...” he paced around pointing fingers at the guests, heaving like a rooster in heat.  

“Love respect. Respect love!” the guests started chanting back.  

“Free to be polite. Polite to be free,” he finished as if he had just written a fun and 

succinct declaration of independence from rudeness. He tapped a small diamond-looking 

thinker on his wrist and began to go through records.  

“Professor Ucstor was Rude!” yelled Tanna from the back of the room. “Rude with 

capital R.” 

“R! R! R!” everyone chanted impatiently. 

Soon the racket escalated to the point that Officer I’m-So-Hot-It-Hurts Rosspell had to 

step outside to be able to hear the dispatcher. Two reporters rushed in when the doors 

opened. Tor was finally getting up. 

“You’re nothing...” he mumbled at me, tears rolling down his cheeks. “You’re nothing 

but an ass mint,” he finished with a belch. 

“I don’t care how high you are right now,” I said, still in shock, “but that doesn’t make 

any sense, and it’s also disturbing.”  

Some people laughed, some cried foul again. The reporters were making their rounds, 

hugging everyone just to whisper in their ears, trying to get juicy scoops, while the eye 

cameras on their shoulders, chest, and back inspected the room in every direction, like 

curious, innocent animals that were allowed to exist only as silent observers.  

 

 

 

“Great news, everyone!” Ross came back, fully, charmingly on fire. “Let’s not get carried 

away by the bad taste of a minor altercation. What are we here for, anyway?” he said 

showing an ear against a palm to the public in the “I can’t hear you...” gesture. 

“What are we here for?” he repeated. 

“To paaarty...!” one of the guys from the Logical Limits team started. No surprises there. 

We all knew that those guys threw the best parties ever. But they were completely insane. 

All they seemed to do was party nonstop. Nobody knew for sure if they even worked at 

all... The times I had spent with them had been great, I believe, because I couldn’t 

remember a thing... at all. But they didn’t seem to understand that there was such a thing 
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as partying too much. Coming from me, saying that they, in fact, partied way too much 

was an ironically serious accusation based on countless cycles of expert observation and 

participation. 

“Party! Party! Party!” the crowd finally caught on. 

“Here’s what we’re gonna do,” Ross went on; “There’s been a violation of Politeness 

Law and, after reviewing the facts, yer Local Behavior Police Department determines that 

Professor Ucstor will be fined and advised to seek expert counsel, as soon as possible.” 

He paused, flipping his palms upwards and to the sides, “Everybody happy? Sounds 

good?” 

People nodded. 

“Thinker,” he said in a more pragmatic tone, “prepare to wrap up this case, send a 

collector to Professor Ucstor, and remove the Politeness Violation Alert.” He tapped on 

his wrist. “Oh, and link to a BPD music blaster,” and thus the case was closed.  

He turned back to the audience, “And with this lesson in Respect...” 

“R! R! R!” chanted the crowd.  

“I remind you... Yah know it’s a party when the cops show up... So show me your 

party...!” His smile broadened and his eyebrows arched up.  

“Thinker,” he commanded, “hit it!” 

An upbeat music started, and the crowd exploded in cheers, jumping, dancing, shaking 

every bone in their bodies with sheer delight. My dear ‘ole Ross had done it again. This 

was such a piece of cake for him; changing the mood for the better in less than five 

minutes. A kind of innate talent—to dazzle even the rocks around him, while at the same 

time, making it look like it was nothing more complicated than picking his nose—that 

secured him a job at the BPD in less than a day of trials. That, plus the chiseled looks and 

electrifying personality. Once again, I found myself mesmerized by his persistently 

recurring charm, and, like a moth to the fire, I began to spread my wings.  

 

 

 

I wanted to say “Psst, psst,” in a childish play on words, since, in our city, cops are 

derogatorily called “Party Savers” or “PS,” because all they really do is to appease 

belligerent partygoers... But I tried to put myself in his shoes and wondered whether I 

would like to be disturbed at work, in front of a bunch of strangers... I decided not to 

increase the ridicule risk on either side.  
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“Remember to hug before you hit...” he said in a final, legally required, goodbye.  

He quickly turned to Tor, whose eyes were shifty, and was leaning against the wall as if 

he couldn’t walk.  

I approached them. I arrived just in time to hear Ross say, “I did my best to let yah go 

easy on this one, Professor, but the dispatcher told me you had sixty incidents in the last 

two cycles alone. Don’tcha think you have a problem?” 

Tor stood up straight, although he had trouble with balance, he half-opened his eyes and 

said something unintelligible. 

“How many of those incidents were physical violations?” I asked, because I couldn’t 

believe what I was hearing.  

“Dear guest,” he said in a casually commandeering tone, “We’re still assessing the 

situation here. We’ll assist yah as soon as we sort things out to everyone’s satisfaction.”  

He winked and gently but firmly planted a palm on my chest and pushed me away. Of 

course, he was still on the clock.  

“Professor, this ‘s my best offer to yah. You’re free to walk it off, or sleep it off, until 

whatever you took is outta yer system. The collector has been dispatched so you can pay 

yer fine wherever it finds yah.” 

Tor seemed less jittery, but no less deranged. He looked at Ross and a surge of energy 

came back to him. He inhaled deeply and held his breath for quite a while before 

screaming, “I did it to protect you! All of you! Even my brain-dead apprentice here...” he 

said to me, extending an arm that remained up, but relaxed at the wrist, so it looked like a 

limp branch swaying in the wind. 

“And what exactly are you protecting us from?” a girl I knew from Heavy Molecules 

asked mockingly. “Shouldn’t you start by protecting us from your vulgarity?” 

“I am protecting you from the future!” he yelled as Ross was escorting him outside.  

I overheard one of the reporters ask Mirani, “Do you think that by future he means 

children? Do you think he has something against children? Maybe hostile to children?” 

“Not at all; he’s just too high to make final statements right now,” said Mirani.  

Tor took a few tentative steps outside and turned around to address the dozen of us, or so, 

who were still paying attention to him.  

“Professor,” said Ross in a concerned, authoritative, yet cheerful voice, “The Behavior 

Police Department thanks yah for being polite. We hope you enjoyed learning with us. 

Please contact yer local BPD if yah have questions or suggestions to help us teach you 
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better. Yer fines are not deductible. And, above all, please remember to hug before you 

hit. Have a polite evening!” 

Tor grabbed his groin with one hand and made a defiant fist with the other. 

“Ferg you all!” he barked mercilessly. 

A low pitched alarm sounded inside the house. We could hear the thinker say the 

standard, “Dear guests, please remain calm. Our local Behavior Police Department has 

been alerted of a disturbance. Please rest assured that we will find a peaceful solution to 

your current situation.”  

“Dispatcher, please add one more Class III Politeness Violation to Professor Ucstor’s 

account.” 

“I am sorry, officer,” said the dispatcher. “I can’t update remotely until tomorrow night.” 

“Dispatcher, can you explain?” 

“They are calibrating background sensors for tomorrow’s eclipse, so we can’t use any 

wave-dependent carrier. But I can just send another collector with this latest addition.” 

Ross sighed and looked at me briefly, not really ticked off, but tired. He watched Tor as 

he was laboriously making his way out of the front garden, but instead of just heading for 

the path to the front gates, he cut across diagonally, as if he was heading straight for the 

street light, stumbling on bushes, falling head-on into a flowerbed, and finally getting 

caught like a fly in a cobweb of ivies.  

“Dispatcher, please, it’s Professor Ucstor we’re talkin’ ‘bout here. He seems outta 

control, but he’s bound to come to his senses in a couple hours. If you send two separate 

collectors, it’ll look like a double entry in less than a few minutes. His record will take an 

even bigger hit.” 

“Correct, officer. But I can’t reassign Values that the offender has already committed to 

pay in fines.” 

“Eggxcuse me, dispatcher,” Ross began to pace, rolling his eyes. “All I was gonna say is 

that you can call off the incoming collector, and send a new one with both fines when I 

wrap up the case. That way it’ll look as just one entry with two violations. What’cha 

think?” 

“Thank you, officer, that’s easy enough. Waiting for your wrap-up, then. Hug before!” 

“You hit!” responded Ross in that weird cop jargon.  
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Tor had managed to reach the far right corner of the garden and was trying to climb up 

the wall, which was about two legs high, maybe more, the perfect height that you could 

reach with your hands and bend your elbows on your way up, but unfortunately not short 

enough to easily throw a leg over or bend your chest over on top of it. So he kept going 

back and forth, starting to climb up, getting tired, climbing up again, and falling flat on 

his butt, resting a little, and trying again. 

“He’s going to be there for a while,” someone said.  

“At this point, we call off all politeness violation alerts,” said Ross regaining his cheerful, 

businesslike tone. “We hope you enjoyed learning with us. Please contact yer local BPD 

if you have questions or suggestions to help us teach you better. Yer fines are not 

deductible. And, above all, please remember to hug before you hit. Have a polite 

evening!” 

He tapped his wrist, and closed the case again.  

“What’cha people waiting for?” he turned to the nosy group that was still hanging 

outside. “There’s an orgy going on... You guys here to party or what?” 

They slowly went inside, one by one, some laughing, some shaking their heads, some 

talking to eager reporters who wanted whatever dirt they could dig on us... 

 

 

 

“Ahh,” I sighed; “Headlines again...” 

“It’s been a while,” said Ross. “I was beginning to miss yer strange love affair with the 

press.” 

I still felt I couldn’t shake off the nasty feeling I had, that musty, bitter aftertaste all 

around my teeth. I kept staring at that little dot, where Tor was, that now looked like a 

baby panda trying to learn to stand up, spending more and more time sitting down, and 

less and less time moving, while the garden shadows grew thicker and longer.  

“How many physical violations did you say he had?” 

“I didn’,” he said still playing cop. “That’s confidential.” 
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There is something about uniforms that give men an air of confidence and self-assurance 

that no other garment can match. And Ross in uniform was, of course, just breathtaking. 

It was that mixture of Nordian and Azitec that gave him his unique complexion—an 

irresistible combination of great bone structure and flawless skin. I was no longer sure 

whether I was starting to reminisce or just daydream.  

“Funny...” I said. 

“Wha’?” he said while terminating the link. “The fact you cracked his nuts, and yet you 

don’t even get a slap on the wrist? Does the nutcracker have anything to say?”  

“Well, officer Rosspell,” I said casually undoing a strap, “I know a lot of places where 

you can teach me polite behavior...” 

“That’s so you!” he smiled, shaking his head. “Flirting, even in the most fergged up 

situations.” 

“Till a sweeter end,” I said while undoing another strap; “I shall flirt...” 

“You can stop now,” he said half-smiling, but taking a step back.  

“I just happened to run a couple of numbers through my head and realized,” I said, still 

undressing. “That the odds of you, at this hour, just walking by Tor’s, off duty, were, 

well, well off the charts, considering that you don’t even live in the city anymore.” I 

approached him, “You came to see me...” 

“Not eggxactly,” he said still keeping his distance, “I have somethin’ to tell yah. But I’m 

not sure how you’re gonna take it...” 

That was a very caring tone he was using. I felt warm inside. I could hear my heart 

slowly putting a kettle on the fire to brew a fresh cup of love.  

 

 

 

“Of course I’m going to be happy, regardless of the news...” I purposely left it wide open, 

just in case he would end up pouring a bucket of ice on my head with some stupid 

announcement that he was entering an arrangement with someone, or worse, that he 

wanted my blessings at the ceremony. Yuck. 

“I am, for yer information, both kinda on duty and also lookin’ for yah,” he said almost 

proudly. 
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“Well then,” I said getting a little anxious. “Are you going to arrest me or are we going to 

have some fun? Maybe a little bit of both?” 

“Can you slow down for a second? I’m here ‘bout our project together...” 

I heard “project together” and a million possibly unfinished issues came to mind. But I 

decided to let him speak.  

“Came to see you on Future Crime business.” 

I instinctively crossed my arms. He gave me a surprisingly stern look.  

“Future Crime...?” he looked for an answer. 

I blinked. 

“I can’t believe it,” he said, “You don’t even remember...!” He turned around and started 

for the front gate. 

“Wait, wait, wait...” I followed him quickly because it all came back to me in a flash. 

“The FCD, of course, how could I forget?!” I said trying to lighten the mood, 

“Unforgettable endless hours discussing weak statistical interactions between cultural 

markers and social behavior, while mentally masturbating trying to find patterns within 

random sequences. Yes,” I paused, “t’was a blast.” 

“Still so you...” he said visibly upset. “So truly you... Adding a drop of poison to the end 

of each comment, just ‘cos you think it’s funny.” 

 

 

 

He reached the front gate, turned left, and started walking faster. I followed him, but 

allowed him to walk ahead, in case he needed some air. We walked in silence for a while.  

“I am really sorry, Ross...” I finally managed to say. “I just try to keep it light and fun so 

it’s polite.” 

He stopped and turned around. Pointing at me, he said, “For once, I want’cha to tell me 

what’cha really think. Not what’cha think I wanna hear. I want’cha to be honest first, 

polite second!” 

“My research was somewhat laterally related to it...” I said knowing, full well, he wasn’t 

going to like that. 

He looked away and started walking fast again. 
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“But you want to hear the real reason?” I followed him. “I did it so we could spend more 

time together...” 

He stopped. 

“In those days, that was all I wanted...” I said from the truest, deepest bottom of my heart. 

He looked me in the eye, stalled for what seemed like a whole cycle, and said, “You 

know what’cha told me?” 

I started to shake my head, “Don’t do that to me, please...” 

“Back then, you said yah actually loved mixing mythica theories, behavioral science, and 

math models,” he said, with a hint of nostalgia in his voice. 

 

 

 

We stared at each other for a couple of Eternitas until we heard what sounded like a big 

group of people coming just around the corner, and we both hurried a little so we didn’t 

have to stop and hug. That’s when I realized that we were just a few legs from my house. 

I was in awe. I was going to get laid tonight after all. But this was a definitely odd way to 

hook up... I had to be sure this was going to come to fruition.  

“I guess, in a way, you lied to protect our time together, then,” he said, still walking, but 

slowly, more relaxed. “But, did you protect yer lie?” 

“No, I didn’t,” I said patiently. “I didn’t even remember saying that, up until now. I 

probably said it to make you happy. It’s not like I built a fantasy around it.” 

“It’s a strange feelin’, yah know...” he said half-smiling again. “After so many cycles, 

still at each other’s throat over the most stupid things...” 

“Just to clarify, then,” I said trying to finish business before bed. “I’ve done nothing with 

that project, or the FCD teams, or anything at all. Why are you all of the sudden bringing 

it up?” 

“I don’t mean to contradict’cha,” he said, “but’cha never clocked out of that project.” 

“Don’t be ridiculous! I must have spent a month there and I’m sure I signed off before I 

left.”  

“I’m sorry to contradict’cha,” he said nearly tittering.  
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“Alright, even if I didn’t,” I reasoned; “The system would have clocked me out after two 

weeks of no data submission. You can’t possibly make me believe that not a single 

thinker caught that.” 

“Alls I’m saying is that yer payment records show you have been paid regularly for 

dozens of cycles... For a job that, I hope, yer not telling me you’ve not been doing, ‘cos I 

don’t need to remind yah that I am on the clock,” he said shaking his wrist. 

“Oh, I was just joking, of course, just funning,” I said gallantly, bowing slightly to the 

camera that was probably focusing on me from his wrist thinker. “I will be happy to help 

the FCD with anything they could possibly need from me. Even my data streams, which 

may be extremely hard to find...” 

“But, no doubt, they eggxist,” Ross came to my rescue.  

“Undoubtedly,” I said while arriving at the corner of my house. “They exist and I’m sure 

I’d be able to...” 

“Submit them to the FCD if they were ever requested,” he finished for me.  

I kinda stopped cold on my tracks on that one. I wasn’t so sure whether I should flat out 

lie on record like that. Surely, if I didn’t want to lie by default, then I was forced to do the 

next thing I did best, half-lie.  

“If we ever had to look for them,” I said. “I’d know exactly how to find them.” 

If one paid close attention to that statement, it was plain to see that it was a legal 

nightmare. I was neither admitting nor denying that I had those records, and, on top of 

that, I hadn’t said I knew where they were; I just said I knew how to find them; and as if 

that wasn’t enough, I hadn’t even clarified how long it would take me. But all that over-

thinking was just mine. A regular thinker would necessarily have to interpret it as a 

slightly ambivalent statement. Not explicit enough to constitute misrepresentation, not 

defensive enough to raise suspicion. Just a fine, invisible line somewhere in between.  

 

 

 

“So quiet,” said Ross, “Can yah hear ‘em ducks in the dist’nce?” 

“They’ve already started dimming the streetlights,” I said. “Wow; check out those stars; 

they look gigantic...” 

“You mean that one?” he said pointing in the direction of the Spider. 

“No; those three,” I said, showing him. “Is that Carides?” 
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“You kiddin’, right?” he mused. He stood next to me, trying to see where I was pointing.  

“They look so much closer...” I practically sighed.   

“Attention street thinker, please kill the lights at my current location,” he commanded. 

The lights began to dim slowly, until they became light-green fluorescent domes, dotting 

the street, and finally just darkness, with the occasional lights from windows, revealing 

shapes of furniture, cozy, homely scenes with my neighbors setting a table, like big 

fireflies who were legally allowed to defy the dark enthrallment of the night in their 

orange amber cocoons. 

 

 

 

I was still holding my finger up when he came from behind, hugged me, and pressed his 

cheek against mine.  

“Which one d’yah say?” he whispered in my ear. He made his fingers dance along my 

extended arm and rested his hand on mine, pretending to align his face to find the exact 

position. “Those over there?” 

I nodded; something warm and tingly was stirring inside me.  

“They’ve not been called Carides since the Coptuc Wars,” he said resting slightly on my 

shoulder. “They’re the Lesser Trouts now, part of the Big Trout.”  

“And can you say ‘Lesser Trouts’ in all languages?” I said closing my eyes, grabbing his 

forearms, as tenderly as I could, and just enjoying his warmth. 

“I’d say that someone I still care a lot ‘bout,” he said turning me around to face him, 

“should get on with the program and gather some data, before a thinker finds out that this 

poor alleged fellow has been sleeping two-point-three hours a night for the past fifteen 

thousand days just to deal with so much werk.”  

“Brilliantly explained, Officer Rosspell,” I said showing a little teeth. “I think I have 

learned a lot from you tonight. Thank you for teaching me,” I added, only half-jokingly, 

as we approached the front door. “Can we bring this to a close so we can go inside and 

have some well deserved fun?” 

“This is eggxactly what I can’t stand ‘bout’cha,” he said in an unexpectedly exasperated 

tone. “Yah can’t take anything seriously! Yah don’t even care ‘bout what’m sayin’.” He 

was raising his voice. “It irks me!” he practically yelled.  
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Deep in darkness, he had taken the appearance of a ghost, or at least how I imagined 

ghosts when I was a child, an ethereal cutout shade of a man, with a giant copper bucket 

for a mouth, where he dropped words like stones, bits and pieces of a story we once had 

and was quickly becoming echoes, bouncing around an empty night. I turned around and 

headed for the door. He hurried behind me and tried to grab me by the shoulder. 

“Don’tcha fergging walk away from me, young man!” he said a bit too loud again. 

“You know,” I said, because it was true, “If you had planned a blackout, you should’ve at 

least brought a candle...”  

 

 

 

I shouldered forward to disengage from his grip and lunged towards the door saying, “I 

am done with the past. I want us to be happy again. But I can’t... If you keep bringing up 

old ferg...” I was almost surprised by how much pent up frustration my voice showed. “I 

can’t believe you say you want to hug me, if all you do is hit me,” I said flat out venting. 

“And I can’t fergging take it anymoooo...” It kind of ended like that because I tripped on 

a loose tile and fell flat on my face, in complete darkness.  

 

 

 

“Ferg me!” I said. “Can you turn the lights on?” 

“I already did,” he said. “Y’alright? Why are yer eyes closed?” 

“That’s funny,” I said slowly opening my eyes. “You were right; the lights are on now...”  

“Yer face looks like a kitchen mess!” said Ross with eyes opening wider than what would 

seem possible, “I’m callin’ an emergency physician...” 

About then is when I started to feel it. A pulsating, dull, warm pain that started right 

under my left cheek and moved up towards my eye. I noticed blood dripping from my 

face onto my chest and legs. I stood up and felt dizzy again. But it wasn’t a new kind of 

dizzy. It was the exact same dizzy feeling I had had all day... Only that, now, after a 

mighty fall, at least I had a good explanation for it.  
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I may have looked like the King of Zombies right after a bloodbath, but that was no 

excuse for the house thinker not to recognize me again. 

“Do you mind getting the door?” I said to Ross. “I think my own house rejects me...” 

“They said they’ll be here in less than twen’y,” said Ross approaching me. 

“Police at the door...” I heard the door announce to the inside of the house. 

The door opened, the lights came on, and we walked in. I thought at least grandma 

Xemma would be around for a quick welcome hug, but the house was empty.  

“Welcome Officer Rosspell and Guest Number One,” said the thinker, practically 

mocking me. 

 

 

 

“I wanna hug you, but I don’t wanna hurt you...” said Ross in his best loving tone.  

I held my breath for as long as I could. Trying to take it like a hug... “But, should I let it 

go?” I thought. Then I tried to see the bigger picture. “No; not looking like this!” I said to 

myself. 

“Even a zombie would understand that what you just said is a little overloaded with 

meaning...” 

“Oh, no, no,” he spoke over me. “I never meant it that way... I don’t know if you’re 

injured... And I don’t wanna...” 

“Particularly, when we’ve shared a life together...” I cut him off. 

He came and grabbed me by the shoulders, probably the only places where there was no 

blood... 

“I don’t mean to upset’cha,” he said carefully, “But we can straighten things out later. 

There’s a Future Crime Team on the way.” 

I looked at him like trying to convey the idea that I was not following, that I could not see 

a connection between the FCD and me, at all, unless...  
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“There’s a task at hand,” he said rather solemnly. “Yer teammates will arrive in just a 

few.” 

“What do you mean, just a few? Wait. What do you mean teammates?”  

“Their airship landed an hour ago,” he said trying to gauge my reaction. “They should’ve 

been here by now.” 

“Thinker, Guest Number One is going to use the pool right now,” I said energetically. 

“What do you say, Ross? For old times’ sake. Shall we race to the water? Winner gets a 

wish?” 

I heard the backyard doors opening and I took off yelling, “Slow slugs slag!”  

 

 

 

I bomb-dived first, but it was very close, because I could hear his plunge when I was still 

underwater. The water temperature was that perfect combination of fresh and 

invigorating with a touch of warm currents; the kind of water that made you forget about 

time. In the stillness of the night, over the cool waters, our eyes met once again.  

I was leaning forward to kiss him when the garden thinker announced through a frog 

statue, “Police at the door...” 

We kissed anyway. “Only fools waste time,” they said, “when the grapes are ripe.” 

A kiss can work like a small miracle, sweet oblivion, eating loneliness away; heartfelt 

messages written on the gentle waves of a warm ocean.  

I pulled away and looked at Ross for a second. The night was perfect. We could hear the 

subtle gurgling of the fountain, crickets and frogs in the distance, and the occasional burst 

of laughter coming from the street. 

“Soooh quiet,” smiled Ross. “I can almost hear them stars flyin’ by...” 

“Maybe they’re passing by to take a peek at you,” I said getting closer. “Your irresistible 

gravitational charm. I bet they’re trying to record you from outer space as we speak... So 

they can give you some sort of award, or whatever it is that you hyper-charmers get.” 

“You’re worse than me,” he said shutting me up with another kiss.  
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We heard steps and slowly ended our kiss just in time to turn our heads to chief 

Obbensserie, Chairman of the BPD Board.  

“Gentlemen, I hope we’re not interrupting anything...” he said in his easygoing, amiable 

voice. And then he turned around to introduce us to the others. His two escorts waived as 

Obbensserie introduced them. I then noticed that, looming out of the shadows of the 

trees, two figures approached us slowly. With the bright windows behind them, it was 

hard to see them. But when Ross came out of the pool to offer a hug to Obbensserie, he 

shielded me from the light and I saw what looked like two Sardan peasants, bowing their 

heads down humbly while I observed them from the pool. I began to move closer to the 

edge so as to make sure they didn’t see I was naked. Even harboring the idea of nudity 

was considered a serious offense in Sarda Hari.  

“Why don’t you go inside and make yourselves at home...” said Obbensserie in perfect 

Sardan, trying to dry his hands on the sides of his uniform, which was wet from hugging 

Ross. “I would like to have a word with Professor Xendor here.” 

“How formal,” I thought, but then I remembered that most things sound formal and 

starchy in Sardan. “T’set zer ku:t,” I tried to show off my linguistic abilities. 

“Ha ha,” said Obbensserie. “Is that an Oodlan/Sardan mix? Very creative...” 

I could feel a muscle under my skin pulling my left eyebrow up, because it was a painful 

reminder that my face was still throbbing. I didn’t want to show signs of indignation in 

front of an eminent behavioral scientist, but I didn’t want to look like a complete rookie 

either.  

“Before we begin,” he beat me to the punch. “Is there anything you would like to tell 

me?” He crouched down at the edge of the pool. “You can tell me anything you want,” he 

insisted. “Strictly between us. Look,” he said, tapping his wrist thinker and terminating 

all links around us. “No records,” he smiled. “Sure there is nothing you would like to tell 

me?” 

I panicked. Could this be about that project that was still inexplicably open? Maybe, 

instead of a thinker, there was a dispatcher in training, or something, who just happened 

to be going through records, and they caught on all the nuances we had exchanged with 

Ross earlier. Things that a machine typically would not understand, but would make a 

human suspicious.  

“Oh, well, you see... I’ve been so busy lately, trying to wind up a dozen projects, running 

back and forth from one lab to the other...” I said, but my nervous gesturing gave me 

away because I inadvertently splashed water every time I moved my arms in a desperate 

attempt at illustrating my freshly made up whacky point. “I don’t even have time to stop 

and think whether I am working too much or not enough... It’s so bad that I don’t even 

know how much I make! Can you believe that?” I added cheerfully, yet agonizing on the 

inside. “Although...” I thought I had found a perfect scapegoat. “My therapist is to blame 
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for that. She said that the only way for me not to piss away all my assets playing Destiny 

was to never know for sure how much I had...” 

He gave me a look like he wasn’t getting a word of what I was saying. 

“My roommate, Sirianne checks my account, now and then, and gives me hints on how 

much I can spend...” I elaborated.  

He took his own sweet time to study me. “Let’s look at some records,” he said as a matter 

of fact, while my heart was threatening with leaving my body through my mouth.  

“Here we have this,” he said, his index finger lightly hovering over his wrist thinker.  

A screen appeared on the wall at the end of the pool, to the side of both of us. The water 

began to feel cold. 

“The dispatchers alerted me of a medical emergency here,” he said while searching for 

the right image. “Are you sure you have nothing to tell me?” 

I gave him a blank stare. 

“This is how it looks to me,” he said unpausing an image where Ross and I were just 

arriving at the house. Well, in fact, it was impossible to see anything beyond a couple of 

shadows that melted into a darker background. A few isolated words could be heard, but 

nothing intelligible, thankfully. But when we were close to the door, you could clearly 

hear when Ross yelled “It irks me!” And, after a few more angrily hushed words, came 

my loud “...you want to hug me... ...all you do is hit me.” 

“You can trust me,” said Obbensserie in a fatherly tone. “You don’t have to be ashamed. 

Even top achievers sometimes fall for the wrong guy.”  

He was saying that as a beam of light highlighted Ross’ arm, stretching towards me, 

seconds before I fell down with that embarrassing final scream, followed by a thud.  

“Your eminence,” I started. “I am fully aware of how this looks, but will you take my 

word for it if I told you that it’s just a huge misunderstanding?” I pleaded with my best 

pre-cardiac-arrest felt voice.  

“If I had a V,” he said showing disappointment, “for every time I hear that...” 

“You’d be very Vrich?” I finished his sentence in a botched attempt at sounding cute. 

“As you wish,” he said standing up. “Let’s get this over with. I haven’t had dinner yet.” 

My teeth were chattering by then. 

“Make sure you cover yourself,” he said moving towards the house, “You know how 

Sardans are... And do me a favor, will you?” he paused and turned around for a final 

glance. “Don’t ever hug if they hit.” 
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I nodded, pointlessly, because he was almost inside already. 

 

 

 

“Let’s do this now,” said Obbensserie from the kitchen. “As in now, Xendor!”  

“Coming, coming,” I said while getting out of the pool and wondering what to do. I 

couldn’t exactly run stark naked in front of the Sardans to get to my room. Feeling 

inconvenienced, at the same time, for not being able to be naked in my own house...  

“We’re starting without you,” said Obbensserie. 

“Think fast and practical,” I said to myself while picking up a giant leaf and placing it 

against my belly, sliding it under a strap and down to cover my stuff. It was the perfect 

size because it was broad and round at the base, providing ample coverage from the waist 

down, and then it tapered to a point right above my knees. I was just about to step in 

when I felt something was not right. I grabbed a low branch of the Vettelment tree and 

picked a couple of flowers. I arranged and fastened them under the strap on one side of 

the leaf. “There,” I said triumphantly. “It just needed a classy touch...” With renewed 

confidence, in I went.  

 

 

 

Obbensserie seemed to be ranting about work, Ross and the two escorts were slowly 

taking off their uniforms. Apparently, Ross’ wet hugs had messed up everyone’s clothes. 

“Dear colleagues,” said Obbensserie in a somewhat indifferent tone. “Please go do that in 

the laundry room.” 

“Chief, do you want me to dry your coat as well?” said one of the escorts. 

“Of course,” said Obbensserie removing his coat and undershirt, still looking 

authoritative, albeit more hairy. “That’s very kind of you. Now please be hasty.” 

I was having trouble following what they were saying. Sardan was my least favorite 

Level, culture, and, of course, language. I had sat class after class, applying the most 

insignificant amount of effort just to pass the exams. Coasting, so to speak. It was my 

only means of protest against a ridiculous requirement that I had always resented. But I 

had just started to pay for my disdain for Sarda Hari, even if I was still unable to notice it. 

Like the proverbial nightmare where you are forced to go back to school and sit through 
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the most tortuous exams, over and over again, my painful journey to learn Sardan had 

officially began.  

“Id zeg yer parzdon?” I managed in decent Sardan, “Id zot ziztracted zor a zegond.” 

“I was just making polite conversation,” said an apparently more relaxed Obbensserie. 

“This is Professor Xendor, one of our most respected scientists, and our lead person for 

Future Crime projects.” 

I was grateful that he was speaking slowly, but I could not believe he had the nerve to say 

something like that, when the real deal was more on the side of “that insanely nutty tryout 

project we started decades ago, and found out it was so boringly pointless that we even 

forgot to bag it up and close it.” 

“This is Master Khladur-djaldes Doh-bin, and his apprentice, Makmaghjul Sel-semir,” he 

said, casually resting against the back of an armchair, perhaps avoiding to fully sit down 

due to protocol rules, which I clearly remembered hearing about in the instructional at the 

beginning of the Future Crime project, but couldn’t quote a single line from it. My brain 

did that; it put boring memories through the shredder.  

The Sardans looked at me for the first time, I think. I remembered reading something 

about the proper way to make eye contact, but wasn’t sure anymore. I had the unsettling 

feeling that they looked like two guard dogs, patiently waiting on my couch, an alpha and 

a younger one, that had the appearance of a puppy, but was just as dangerous nonetheless, 

both very still and quiet, but not at ease, on the contrary, a bit too alert, quite ready to bite 

at the slightest provocation. 

There was this long silence—while Obbensserie flipped through records and sorted out 

messages—which I decided to fill in with some reassuringly soothing, caring words for 

these strangers’ benefit, and to practice a little Sardan. 

“Zjez,” I said slowly. “Id a jreit tscientziz. Big zot ‘raund hir; me, zjez, big zot,” I smiled, 

tentatively. “Big, zjez.”  

“He means he’s a big shot,” said Obbensserie, still sorting out data streams. “Come on, 

Xendor, you’re doing better, just keep at it.” 

The smaller alpha was in stitches, holding his breath and sucking in his lips so as not to 

crack up. For reasons I can’t even fathom, the Master made a point of turning his head 

very slowly, while fixing his eyes on me the whole time. I couldn’t figure out this guy. 

He didn’t even bother to take a gander at me when I came in, now he didn’t seem to stop 

glaring at me. When his face had turned almost all the way, like someone who grabs a 

dagger from a corpse, just to stick it on someone else’s chest, he finally let go of me and 

moved his sharp eyes towards the kid, who, by now, was choking his laughter with both 

hands. Amazingly, they made eye contact for an instant, and the kid took a deep breath 

in, closed his eyes and began meditating as if on cue. When the bigger alpha started to 

turn towards me again, I noticed how slowly and deliberately he moved. It was as if he 

was economizing his energy expenditure with a great deal of care. I felt his silent, 
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powerful eyes shining on me again, studying me relentlessly. I had seen eyes that exact 

same color, I was sure, but had no idea when or where. There was something oddly, or 

rather, impossibly familiar about him.  

 

 

 

“Zjez, Mezter Hala-la-la Jard-ess-Oh-ess,” I ventured to make him feel welcome, “zo wu 

like a zrink?” 

Sitting cross-legged on the couch, folded palms on his lap, the kid half chortled and 

swallowed his giggles while making efforts to keep his eyes tightly shut and tearing up at 

the same time.  

“Zhat?” I kind of lost it. “Zo wu zink it’z eazy zo pronounze yo langujdge?” 

“I’m sorry,” said the kid. 

“Quit it!” said the Master who tried to pierce me again with his eyes, making me feel 

observed, borderline stalked, like I was prey.  

“I’m sorry,” said the kid, still chuckling. “But he sounds just like the Do’zon chant...”  

“Well, maybe he’s out of practice,” interrupted Obbensserie. “But I can assure you he’s 

among our best and brightest. And let me warn you, young fellow; laugh all you want, 

but he has a reputation for laughing the loudest in the end. He has proven that to all of us, 

time after time.” 

“Zjeah!” I said emboldened by that endorsement; “End zon’t wu ferget... Aye Zmart!” 

wielding my index finger like an invisible sword.  

 

 

 

“So are we ready to witness?” said Obbensserie rubbing his hands and squeezing his 

fingers.  

“We require three witnesses, Chief Obbensserie...” said the thinker in Sardan. 

“Alright then, open a link to the laundry room.” 

“Are you guys ready to witness the handover?” said Obbensserie, even before the image 

had taken shape on the common wall. 
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We could only hear laughter for a couple of seconds. Since I was sideways, I didn’t know 

what was on the screen, but I could see the Master’s eyes opening wide, while the kid’s 

jaw dropped, and went from surprise to amusement before the Master covered his eyes 

with a quick and surgical movement of his left hand. He then lowered his own head 

modestly and stared at the floor, still holding his left palm over the kid’s eyes, not 

realizing that the brat was slowly elongating his neck to be able to peer right above the 

upper edge of his Master’s hand. 

I turned just in time to see that Ross was obviously playing a quick game of “I’ll grab 

your... If you grab my...” with the escorts. They were all naked, of course, which would 

explain the Sardans’ reaction, and Ross was holding a boob in each hand. There was 

some playful pushing and pulling as the girls tried to tickle him, but it looked as if he was 

trying to determine which boob was heavier and which one was bigger, or something of 

the sort.  

“It looks like they’ve made a bet,” I said to Obbensserie without concealing my 

amusement. 

He ignored me, of course, because I was still speaking in Ansax, and said, “Attention, 

thinker, these guests are real monks. Please use Sardan standards.”  

After a minute or so, the image split into three smaller squares, showing each witness 

from the shoulders up. And I couldn’t help but notice how Obbensserie had carefully 

chosen his words to say ‘real monks,’ instead of ‘real Sardans,’ which is the expression 

we would use to describe people who were extremely biased or intolerant.  

“I apologize,” said Obbensserie. “We understand that you have nudity issues, but there’s 

not a whole lot I can do about it, you know.” He spoke as if he was earnestly concerned, 

when I knew for a fact that he gave two fergs about it. “It’s summer after all...” he added 

as an afterthought.  

 

 

 

“We’re witnessing...” announced one of the girls. 

“Per Diplomatic Interference Ruling Io-9, I hereby welcome you officially to the Tenth 

Level. We are here to guide you and help you in your endeavors. We’ll do our best to 

accommodate to your needs. You are no longer bound by any prior rule, arrangement, or 

agreement that may come from your Level of origin. You now belong to us. Politely 

together, forever, and ever more.” He waited a few seconds. “Any questions?” 

I tried to gauge how they’d taken it, and it was eerie. The Master’s eyes kept moving in 

every direction, perhaps erratically, until it was clear, at least to me, that he was checking 
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and double-checking all possible exits. I had seen the same behavior when working with 

cops and soldiers. “Assess before you panic,” I remembered them saying.  

By the time the witnesses came back from the laundry room, bringing back Obbensserie’s 

clothes, he was already saying, “Considering that there are no immediate questions, we 

move to wrap up and close this step, and leave all further tasks in the hands of our local 

expert, Professor Xendor. Thank you for learning with us. And above all, please 

remember to hug before you hit. Have a polite evening!” 

“Well said, chief,” said Ross, still straightening out his clothes. 

“Zweit a minzit...” I jumped up, “Zo no zonna zump ziz on me!” 

“Your problem now,” said Obbensserie in Ansax, broad smile and all, either tired of my 

poor linguistic performance or just relaxing because he was done here. 

“They can’t stay here...” I said almost in desperation. 

“The thinker showed you had a double suite available,” he said, “It only seemed natural 

that you would want to work close together...” 

Then it dawned on me. 

“Thinker,” I said, “which one is my room?” 

“Guest Number One has no room assigned...” sighed the thinker, in my opinion, with a 

slight undertone of “I’m getting tired of this job.”   

“See what I mean?” I pleaded, “It’s a glitch. It’s been like that all day...” 

“Well, you should really get that fixed...” he said hugging me goodbye. “We are at 

capacity with all the parties and orgies around the eclipse... Sorry to inconvenience you, 

but you’ve always been a team player, can’t you just take one for the team?” 

“Where are they going to sleep?” I said hugging the escorts.  

“I’m sure you guys will figure it out...” he said waving from the door. 

“Where do you think you’re going?” I said to Ross. 

“If I stay,” he said, still in flawless Sardan, pausing to show off his teeth. “You’ll end up 

forcing me to take care of them...”  

“Zeah,” I tried to keep up linguistically. “Zike I can zorce wu too zu anyzingz...” 

“Zoku doh no moh, zoku zo no za, za zen doh zo ma...” I heard the kid chanting from the 

couch. 
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Still facing Ross, I turned around slightly and pointed two angry fingers at the little 

impolite gnome. “Zon’t yo get allz zazzy vvith me!” 

“What?” he shrugged, playing innocent. “That was just the Do’gon chan...” he managed 

to say before the Master covered his mouth.  

Making that twisting motion to chide at the little brat was probably a mistake, because 

my strap came undone and down came the leaf.  

Ross gave me a lascivious look and said, “Dinner may be a good idea after all... 

Everythin’ looks good...” 

“Flirting under false pretenses is punishable,” I protested. 

“Oh, no pretense here; I intend to do good on anythin’ I promise...” Ross moved in my 

direction. 

I grabbed his wrists and whispered in his ear, as fast as I could manage, just to make sure 

that a non-native speaker of Ansax couldn’t possibly understand. “Please, you can’t leave 

me here with these Büdda freaks! Let’s go to a playhouse.” 

Obbensserie came from behind Ross, grabbed him by his collar, and started dragging him 

outside. “Enough flirting for you. Polite night everyone!” 

“Let’s hug soon!” I said, mainly to Ross, while rearranging my leaf under the strap.  

 

 

 

The door closed, and I just stood there for a second, trying to gather myself, when, for the 

first time, I realized that my improvised garment was inadequate... Even though the leaf 

was covering my front, I had been exposing my buttocks to the most prudish people on 

the planet.  

“Are you sure you’re alright?” said the Master while I was still facing the door. “From 

here, I can’t really tell whether you’re smiling or not...” 

“Of course, you loose nut,” I thought, still contemplating the door for some reason, as if I 

was about to go running after Ross and leave them there. 

“I’m not good at reading vertical smiles... Regardless of how many times they’re flashed 

at me...” 

He said it so casually and carelessly that I almost brushed it aside. But then I realized he 

had to be kinda flirting... Meditative, hyper-serious voice and all. But it couldn’t be... He 
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could jeopardize his monastic career just for being accused of excessive flirting... Why 

would he take such a risk? Maybe I was just overanalyzing things again.  

“What’s up with you and the cop?” said the grotty little bastard. 

I had a flashback of something I had seen about Sardan kids who wanted to become legal 

adults having to abide by a code of I-don’t-know-what. And I was pretty sure it involved 

silence unless they were spoken to. 

“Zou’re in zhrouble zjoung manz!” I was warming up to scold him, and immediately 

wondered why the Master hadn’t disciplined him. He was just sitting back, eyes still 

generously on me, almost enjoying himself. 

“Wait,” I said. “Why are you speaking Ansax?” 

“You too,” I looked at the Master, feeling utterly, deeply, indescribably cheated. 

“So you friends with that cop?” the little talking rodent continued. 

“He’s my ex-goy,” I said, crossing my arms and tapping my foot, tongue in cheek. 

“What’s a goy?” said the kid in a more palatable tone. 

“Well if you, smart buttocks, speak Ansax so well, why don’t you fergging tell me?!” I 

said, not exactly in a polite way.  

“Ha ha, yeah!” the now-back-to-monkey, part-time brat pushed forward, fully recharged. 

“I learned a new swear! Fergging! Master, did I learn a new swear in record time or 

what? I don’t know... You fergging tell me!” He was riding his ridiculous cane like a 

wild horse, kicking and screaming all over the house.  

 

 

 

“I can tie him up...” I offered. 

“I doubt you’d be able to...” he said—in a very deep, cavernous voice that suddenly 

struck me as sexy—quite ambiguously, but without making eye contact for a change.  

“Maybe I can tie you up...” I ventured into shaky terrain, sitting on the other end of the 

couch, making myself more comfortable. 

“It’d be harder...” he said, and glanced, and, I believed, he almost smiled at me. 

Of course I wanted to say “Who would be harder?” So he could quickly go to, “We 

should probably find out... etc.” But, monastic restrictions aside, it would have been 
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somewhat reckless of me to start flirting with a person who had just been uprooted and 

thrown into a foreign land... The guy was just being polite, I thought.  

 

 

 

“So, what does it mean?” yelled the pocket-size tornado. 

“It means guy-boy,” I said trying to mentally force the Master to look at me again. “You 

wouldn’t know words like that because they’re too much of a local slang...” 

“Like your goyfriend?” he spoke over me, rather impolitely. 

“Ex,” I said a bit too loudly. 

“And is that like ‘let’s go hunting, but in different tents’ kind of friends...? Or more like 

Fedro’s forbidden letters?” said the well read lab clown.  

“How can you possibly know about Fedro?” 

“We are no barbarians, so you know,” said the kid, finally calming down a bit. “We have 

universitas.” 

“Well, well,” I said, feigning an air of arrogance, “If you’re so very familiar with Fedro’s 

work, you must know the beginning of this quote...”  

“Is this a bet?” he interrupted me, yet again. 

I stopped to look at the kid, and it was plain to see he was getting upset. “The quote 

ends...” I pressed on. “I understood beyond my flesh, beyond my body, the true meaning 

of the Countless Forbidden Pleasures.” 

“Then, I don’t understand what we bettin’ on...” he complained.  

“Whatever you want, for as long as you want, because there’s no fergging way you could 

possibly understand Fedro!” 

“Can we make this a record matter?” he said. 

“Don’t you mean a matter of record?” I was thrilled to correct him.  

He nodded.  

“Why?” I said getting off the couch, surreptitiously looking for a way to kick him in the 

nuts. I figured my record was clean since I hadn’t been punished for my earlier offense, 

and this miniature fire dragon deserved it way more than Tor.  
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“So I can turn it into a formal bet and take all your V, of course...” he said, openly and 

honestly, like only hardcore evil can do.  

“Too late,” I pointed out, “You’ve already lost... You still haven’t said the beginning of 

that phrase.” 

“You never said when I had to say it...” he said scratching his head. “And, I thought your 

bet was all about understanding that phrase, not just quoting...” 

“Alright, my diminutive guest,” I said just to piss him off, although I wasn’t sure if he got 

it. “Thinker, please make all of today’s interactions a matter of record until full 

powerdown begins.” And like an expert, I used the jargon I loved most... “To wit: It’s 

impossible for you to understand that quote because you would need an open mind, not a 

freshly deranged one.”  

“I’ll accept your challenge,” said the little killer ant. “To wit: You don’t understand 

Fedro’s quote, because you need an open heart to get it, not a shrunk, old blood bag that 

has been closed for cycles, and cycles... and cycles.” 

This tiny insect was more poisonous than Queen Feydala’s tongue. On top of that, he was 

placing a bet like a pro... In my eyes, he was slowly leaving the realm of human beings to 

become... I wasn’t sure what, but something sinister and maniacal.  

“Statements like that,” I said switching to teacher’s voice, “only go to show that you’re 

not well educated... Just because you sat through a couple of classes at the Monk’s 

version of universitas...”  

“Master,” he interrupted me, for the fifth time. “Are you witnessing this?” 

The Master seemed to wake up from his meditation and, to my surprise, he joined in... 

“To wit,” he said, yawning. “You are both wrong, at least partially. I will race both of 

you to the end of this cycle and win this bet...” 

“Fine by me,” I said without hiding my petulant conviction. “You obviously have been 

playing Destiny a little bit too much... I wonder what other questionable pastimes you’ve 

learned at the Monks’ factory...?”  

Of course I was just saying that as a prelude to a killer move. I was a Destiny champion 

when I was a child and hadn’t lost a game in such a long time, I didn’t even remember 

exactly... They couldn’t possibly know that they were placing a bet against... 

“We’ll make it official then,” said the Master, getting the upper hand because I had been 

distracted for a second in my own machinations. “To wit: If a cycle from now any of us 

can demonstrate a deep understanding of that quote from Fedro, our words shall be heard 

and understood by the whole world.” 
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“Yeah!” said the little troll jumping up and down. “To wit: We’re playing against the 

entire world... Let the bets pour in!” 

I heard a chime before the thinker displayed a Destiny screen on the big wall. We had 

probably said the words “record, wit, and bet” so many times that we had activated an 

automatic link that was now inviting us to play the game for real.  

“Neither of you can understand Fedro,” I said and immediately regretted it, because even 

a child knows it’s not wise to bet too deep into a person’s mind... “Because you have 

your minds so far up mythica’s butt that...”  

“So which is it then,” the little toilet scrubber interrupted, “between you and the cop?” 

“Indeed, it’s along the lines of Fedro, much like The Countless Forbidden Pleasures and 

such.” I said, still wondering why the Master kept avoiding my eyes.  

“Ouch,” he said with what seemed honest concern. “All that stuff is punishable.” 

“Not everywhere,” suddenly the Master interjected, out of nowhere, as if waking up from 

deep sleep again...  

“I still don’t understand why you would speak, so well, a supposedly dead tongue...” I 

said, somewhere between intrigued and peeved.  

“This is how we learn Ansax,” my favorite pestilence sat down to explain. “From the 

ancient texts. That’s why we sound a little booked.” 

“Book-based knowledge,” said the Master reclining back and withdrawing again. 

“Bookish, you mean,” I was so glad to say with confidence. 

“Alright, bookish, then!” he said while pretending to harpoon the couch.  

I was happy to suddenly notice his odd accent, how his grammar was inconsistent, and he 

just spoke in simple sentences. “Of course,” I said to myself, “It all fits. I am just being 

paranoid. I just need to kick back and calm down. Decompress... From all this...” 

 

 

 

“Physician Gerdais at the door...” sighed the thinker. 

“Ferg! I forgot...” I jumped up, but only managed to say, “Run! Hide!” 

The door was already opening and through it came what I can only describe as a cross 

between a fridge and a ladybug. Maybe, because she was actually wearing a ladybug 
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costume, makeup and all. I turned around and was somewhat disturbed by what I saw. I 

had only managed to stand up, and, for reasons I couldn’t fully grasp, in the same fraction 

of a second, the Master had... ...probably leaped...? ...towards the closest door, which was 

actually a closet we no longer used, precisely because the door kept getting stuck. So he 

just stood there, with his hand on the door handle. And even more out of the ordinary was 

the fact that the kid had somehow managed to fly all the way into the kitchen, almost to 

the backyard door, but still in plain sight of our visitor who immediately switched to 

Sardan. 

“How cute!” she said getting higher in pitch at the end of the phrase, which, incidentally, 

happened to be a common feature in Sardan for women. “We have Sardan guests,” she 

said all sugary. “I hadn’t spoken Sardan in cycles and cycles... How exciting...!”  

“Id me zhe onzy one zwu can’t zpeek Zarzan?” I said, coherently enough. 

“Oh, my dear, what happened to you...?!” she said lunging towards me. “Give me a hug.” 

She pressed me hard against her chest. “I can’t kiss you because of my makeup. And 

what are you dressed as?” She inspected me with delight, “A wood sprite, perhaps?” 

“No!” yelled the fergging maggot from the kitchen, “He’s the spirit of natural blond.” 

“This is exactly what I didn’t want,” I said a little exasperated. “I won’t speak Sardan, 

and that’s it.” 

“Why?” yelled my micro-nemesis. 

“Because I’m allergic to it!” I yelled back and then pointed a hand at my giant ladybug, 

“The expert here will verify. Or better yet, why don’t you fergging tell me!” But the smart 

buns had caught on quickly and began saying that last part with me until our voices 

joined as one, like in an impromptu choir. 

 

 

 

“Oh, my,” said the medical ladybug, pausing to lean back. “Professor, it’s you!” She 

pressed a hand against my chest and started moving it around as if she was checking 

whether I had nipples. I felt grateful for the caring fondling, but with physicians, you 

never knew if they were testing something, or if they were just having fun while on the 

job...  

“I can’t believe I didn’t recognize you...” she said getting ready for another dose of 

hugging. “I’m a huge fan,” she said. “You look so much younger in person...” 

“And I’m beginning to like you more and more,” I said politely, yet honestly.   
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“Yeah,” she said looking around, as if she was going to tell me a secret. “You know how 

it is... Semi-flat images make you look a hundred cycles older.”  

I turned around and said for the Sardans’ benefit, “Well, wouldn’t you say I’m kind of a 

big shot around here, then?” I didn’t want to go on record making that claim on my own. 

I wanted unbiased medical validation.  

“Ab-so-lutely!” she said lingering on the word.  

I turned to smile gracefully. When the little rotten flea looked at me, I made sure to stick 

my tongue out slowly at him, enjoying every second, nearly goading him. This way, I 

was saving my breath, and still insulting him on theoretical principles. The little monster 

just smirked.  

At this juncture, Physician Gerdais made her first transformation. She went from a sweet, 

hug-me-all-day wonder to an angry freightliner driver. 

“Ahgrrr...” she growled looking at a small device in her hand, “Where the ferg are you?!” 

There was no response and she kept on barking, “You should have been here twenty-five 

minutes ago!” 

I began to wonder if she was either a part-time boxer or maybe a pissed off sailor... But 

she sounded rougher than both possibilities combined. She quickly regained her 

composure, however, and, unfortunately for me, she started giving examples and details 

that no-one needed.  

“Yes, I’ve followed you since the ‘Professor Flush me now’ days,” she chuckled. “You 

can’t deny it; the whole thing made for perfect breakfast conversation.”  

I didn’t have time to defend myself. “Why don’t you come here and sit down, dear?” she 

said inserting her gloved palms down under my armpits and moving me to the couch like 

a piece of furniture, lifting me up until my feet responded, on their own accord, by 

making a tentative walking motion without touching the floor.  

“Light as a feather...” she pronounced.  

I wanted to turn to look at the little monky menace and highlight the fact that a physician 

had just declared me thin. But he was faster. 

“He doesn’t look it...” said the little monk/cowboy-on-a-stick.  

“You can’t possibly be getting good nutrition at the Pinker Center,” she said, inspecting 

the device on her palm again. “You should come to the Medical Center in Rosendery. 

The food is great, and we can bet on diseases. It’s usually a blast.” 

“How can you possibly bet on a disease?” I said, earnestly puzzled. 
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“Oh,” she said smiling, “Someone describes twenty symptoms and if you don’t guess the 

disease, you get it.” 

“How you get it?” said the little peace destroyer. 

“If you can’t guess the disease, they infect you with it. So you get it,” she explained with 

an air of pride. “Now, you get it?” 

“Ha ha,” said my little insolence, “Nah, I don’t wanna get it...” 

 

 

 

“Medical assistants at the door...” announced the thinker in a tone that was softly, but, 

evidently, annoyed.  

“What’s that?” I practically gasped.  

There were two... things that looked like abstract statues, I suppose. One was like a spider 

at the base with a streamlined tubular figure that, at the waist, turned into what looked 

like a stylized statue of a person holding a big tray to one side, almost like a server at a 

restaurant who leans unrealistically sharply sideways. I would call that one the tall one. I 

wouldn’t really know how to describe the other one. So I just called it the short one in my 

head. They approached us sluggishly. 

“Finally!” she said in a semi-calm tone, and then immediately switched to her deep 

growling voice to address the machines. “Ready, stats, now!” she yelled.  

The machines didn’t budge. 

“Have I seen those in ancient records?” I said without concealing my uneasiness. “Are 

they made of copper?” 

“Ha ha, no dear, that wouldn’t be sanitary,” she said cheerfully again. “They’re probably 

some kind of alloy. And yes, you’re right; we borrow them from the Recordical Society 

for emergencies.” 

I had retracted my legs onto the couch, and since I couldn’t escape forward because she 

was blocking me, I was surreptitiously trying to move up the back of the couch. I figured 

that once I was perched there, I could jump and make a run for my room.  

“Don’t start sweating on me now,” she said. “They’re ancient, but very reliable. Like in 

the old ‘tested until true,’ reliable.” 

“But they’re more than ancient,” I continued to squirm with concern. “They’re practically 

antiquitas.”  
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“And the only ones that don’t cause interference with background sensors...” she 

explained what I had already guessed. 

“Because of the eclipse...” I finished her sentence. “But why are they just standing there? 

They’re not working...” 

“Oh,” she said, glancing at her palm device again, “They don’t talk much. They’re old 

school. They just listen and, if they catch something medical, they display menus that you 

activate by finger. You see?” She demonstrated, “You just poke and choose what you 

want...” She contemplated the machines with an expression that could only mean she was 

about to dismantle them. “The only problem,” her voice tensed up again, “is that they’re 

getting a little...” Her voice rose progressively at the end of the sentence until she 

practically yelled, “hard of hearing!” 

I could see a menu on the short one that began to display hearing devices and different 

shapes of ears, for some reason.  

She turned to me and softly said, “Dear, there seems to be a problem with the verifier. Do 

you have other means of payment?” 

Just like cats, who first jump and run away from visitors, only to come back later to be 

petted, my guests approached us cautiously. 

“No hugs from Sardans this evening?” said my giant ladybug, pretending to wipe tears 

from her cheeks. That was the most casually biased near-insult I had heard in a long 

time... I was falling in love with this woman. I wondered if I should invite her to stay for 

dinner.  

A yellow screen popped up. She paused and asked if I had other means of payment again. 

I explained to her that there was a glitch in the system, but she insisted there was nothing 

she could do. 

“We can pay,” the Master stepped up to the plate. 

I couldn’t really see him because the clinical ladybug, part-time demolition truck driver, 

kept pushing my head back onto the couch every time I tried to look. But through the 

corner of my eye I could catch the exact moment when the kid went from behind the 

Master, and with a quick and decisive movement removed a bag from underneath the 

Master’s robe. From there, he leaped over the Master’s head, did a reverse summersault, 

grazing the chandeliers with his robe, and landed softly, like a bird, on the arm of the 

couch, where he opened the bag and showed us the coins. I knew there had to be 

something wrong with me. Beyond the impossible acrobatics, there was the problem of 

unrealistic speed... I had to be imagining things...  

When my physician ladybug heard the chandeliers clinking, she stopped inspecting my 

bruise and looked briefly in the direction of the sound. “Ha ha... There’s a footprint on 

your ceiling,” she said clinically amused. 
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“I’ll have to,” I said, fighting the pressure from her hand, unsuccessfully, “gonna dissect 

the fergging rat!” I grabbed her forearm with both hands, but the more I moved the harder 

she pressed me against the couch.  

“Look,” said the flying monstrosity. “We have plenty of coins to go ‘round... We’ll pay 

for your treatment, Professor... Don’t worry!” 

“That’s sweet, dear,” said a, now motherly, ladybug, “But, at this hour, it would cost you 

a trillion of those...” 

“It’s not even ten,” I protested. 

 

 

 

She moved her lips side to side, and looked around as if trying to find the right words. 

“Here’s something we can try...” she finally said. “You guys are here through the 

Embassy, right?” 

The Sardans nodded.  

“Are you working with them?” she turned to me. 

“New arrivals,” I said, just about to lose it. “I was duped, coaxed, and blackmailed...” I 

started. But the poisonous flying squirrel was already yapping away. 

“We’re a team!” he said full of pride and enthusiasm. “I’m Mak.” 

My stomach was about to turn inside out. The little test tube scum had forced me to 

pronounce that impossible name... I couldn’t finish the thought because he kept talking. 

“And this is Master Cloud,” he announced, as if we had asked.  

“Great to meet you boys,” she said, and then turned to me. “We can send the bill to the 

Embassy.” 

“Ferg me; that’s brilliant,” I said. It hadn’t even occurred to me, these expenses were 

indeed, although arguably, attributable to the Embassy. I remembered Ross saying that 

their ship had landed and my teammates were on their way. So, when I fell down, I was 

technically on the clock for this team, although before we had actually met.  

“See?” she said. “It went through faster than a lethal injection.” Now she was somewhere 

between amusing and scary. “Let me set this up while we wait for the verifier,” she said 

poking her ancient assistants.  
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“Can you leave the tab open for us?” I asked tentatively. “We haven’t had dinner and the 

house thinker treats me like a stranger.” 

“Of course!” she said almost gracefully. “Oh, and since we’re at it...” she glanced at me 

and smiled. “Let’s throw in a facial. It’ll speed up the healing process.” 

“I’ll hug you,” I said. “You read me like an open record.” 

“What facial?” said the flying disease. “You gonna change his face? Was ‘bout time! We 

can’t have dinner if we have to keep looking at the one he has now...” 

“That reminds me,” I said calmly. “Can you order one of those Chastity Helmets for the 

kid?” 

“Oh, ho ho ha,” she was clearly delighted by the idea. “Those are hysterical! Do you 

want me to order a couple?” 

“No,” I said staring at the rabid mouse, who had just propped up his cane at an angle 

against the wall and perched himself on it, as if it was some sort of tight rope, denting the 

wall in the process. “Just the one...” I finished while taking a look at pieces of debris that 

were now falling like sand and white pebbles on the floor.  

 

 

 

“There’s one minor caveat,” she said while aiming a light at my bruised cheek. 

I thought it was a little impolite of her to tell me there was a catch after she had sent the 

bill.  

“Since this is Embassy business...” 

“No, no, no,” I tried to wriggle my way out, but her assistants were already restraining 

me.  

“We’ll have to continue this in Sardan if we don’t want to be accused of breaking 

protocol... It makes sense; after all, they’re new arrivals... Aren’t they?”  

“Ha!” Mak mocked me. “I can teach you... But doubt you can learn...” 

I was about to tell him to shut the ferg up, but I heard the ladybug say something about a 

full mouth cleaning. And before I could manage to do anything, the tall assistant inserted 

a mouthpiece that kept my mouth wide open while a tingling feeling began running up 

and down my tongue.  
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“Got’cha covered, Professor,” said the ladybug with a heartless wink. “You can talk in 

Sardan all you want now. Just try not to swallow,” letting me know, indirectly, that the 

procedure was already being recorded.  

“Did you call him Professor Flash before?” asked the permanent pestilence.  

“Ha ha,” said the ladybug that now looked more like a colorfully busy bee, “No. 

Professor Flush.” She started chuckling. I looked at her with indignation, but she just 

went on... “A long time ago, Professor Xendor convinced his entire department to devote 

all resources to his project because he said he had found an example of semi-random 

interference.” She moved away from the instruments to take a look at the Sardans’ 

reaction. “Everyone was so excited; if it was true, it could potentially be the discovery of 

the century. He even went ahead and baptized it, ‘Discrete Randomness,’ as if he had 

already proven it.” 

Suddenly the Master went from meditating directly to outspoken prying again, in what I 

presumed must have been polite Sardan. He asked a couple of questions about the details 

of that particular project, but my physician’s fuzzy antlers didn’t seem willing to 

acknowledge him. 

“And after weeks of intense work,” she continued as if she was about to address the 

Master’s questions. “It became tragically apparent that they were just tuning in to people 

flushing their toilets. It was an interference, of sorts, but not from a significant source. 

People’s bowel movements tend to follow a pattern, thereby making certain hours more 

predictable, but never the exact time or number, since evacuation depends on a lot of 

uncertain factors. It’s actually a good model for the math behind it. But not quite the real 

thing.” 

The Master was listening in with a bit too much eagerness, I thought... But I couldn’t 

figure out why. Perhaps the whole thing just flew over his head and he was just 

pretending to understand... Or maybe it was a Sardan strategy to look polite.  

“The headlines were the best of the century...” She stopped and turned sideways to face 

the Master. “There were things like ‘Professor X Flushes Big One!’ And, of course, the 

math guys posted the hyper-popular essays, ‘Discrete Flushes Lead to X’ and ‘X = 

Stuurrdy Flush!’ And things like that... There were dozens of them, but I can’t remember 

them all, I was still in kindergarten after all...” 

“Wait,” said the little parasite. “How old is Professor Flush then?” 

She had told me not to swallow, and I was doing my best to just sit down and take it like 

a man, but when anyone starts with my age, there’s where I draw the line with blood on 

the sand. I wanted to yell, in Sardan, “I’m thirty seven!” But, not surprisingly, with all 

those tubes in my mouth, it came out as, “Ghrr zzreettee ss zzz zeve gharr ghrrr.” The last 

bit mainly due to a gargling effect. Fortunately, a common pronunciation feature in 

Sardan.  
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“The funny thing is,” she continued her unsolicited lecture. “It is one of the simplest 

examples to explain the intricate concept of predictable randomness. That’s why 

Professor Xendor is so popular with kids. You’re bound to stumble upon the Discrete 

Flushes example if you go to school. Kids find it entertaining.” 

Right then the door announced that the Chastity Helmet had arrived. 

“Go get it, dear,” said the ladybug in a slightly peeved tone. “With a bit of luck, it will 

also cure your rudeness...” And she gave me an accomplices’ wink.  

“Oddly enough,” I toyed mentally, “If she had said ‘rudeness’ in Ansax, she would have 

probably triggered a politeness alert from the thinker. But in Sardan, it didn’t seem to be 

such a big deal...”  

 

 

 

The yellow helmet worked like magic. The brat put it on and pretended to be a 

Romandian emperor, and strutted around the house giving orders to an imaginary army.  

“I can’t rule out a concussion aftereffect with these old clunkers,” said the ladybug. “But 

at least we know it’s nothing serious. You do have, however, a micro-fracture under your 

left eye... Which should be taken care of with the facial, but if you want it to heal right 

away, you’ll have to go to a clinic.”  

I wanted to say that I didn’t care. I just wanted the pain gone. But as if she had read my 

thoughts... 

“Why don’t we try this...?” she said poking her tall assistant’s forehead. “It’s ancient, it’s 

brutal, but it works like a charm.” 

I wanted to tell her that she sounded like she was offering a root pie and a treatment with 

leeches, but... 

“I’ll jolt your synaptic modulators...”  

I started shaking my head violently, but the more I moved the more restrains her fergging 

assistants kept adding. On top of that, I kept half-swallowing, half-gargling, half-

screaming.  

“Think of it as a tradeoff,” she said, and then I could easily picture her holding a lethal 

injection. “One micro-second of sharp pain in exchange for a week of bliss...”  

I was screaming, “No zap, no zap,” but only guttural, bubbly sounds would come out. 

“I know...” said the little robe-flapping freak, “He’s saying, ‘go zap!’” 
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“Great then,” said the cruelly therapeutic ladybug, “It’s a team decision...” 

And I started screaming because it was beyond painful; it was as if a maniac had inserted 

lightning rods in every pore of my body and there were lightning strikes frying me 

whole... Until I ran out of air and passed out.  

 

 

 

When I came to, my vision was blurry. I was disoriented. My mouth smelled like toilet 

cleaner. 

“How long was I out?” I managed to say. 

“Almost three seconds,” the ladybug said. “How are you feeling?” 

When she asked, I was going to say ‘dizzy,’ but the truth was that I didn’t care about that 

anymore. I just felt wave after wave of pleasure. Intoxicating, soothing, liberating 

pleasure, all over my body.  

I must have had a very relaxed expression, because the ladybug gave me an approving 

look and said, “Told you it was going to feel great afterwards.” 

She finished attaching gadgets to her mute helpers and rushed for the door yelling, “Have 

to go back to the party!” 

“The BPD party?” I was being nosy. 

“No way!” she stopped to clarify... “You know what they say about cops...” 

“Never date one?” 

“Because they always end up bringing work home... I’m more of a Logical Limits gal!” 

she said emphatically, doing a little dance before air-kissing us goodbye.   

 

 

 

If enlightenment existed, it had to be pretty close to this. These Sardans were, at least 

partially, Ross’ fault... He had just dropped work on my lap and ran away. The old saying 

still held true, like the medical ladybug said. But I felt enlightened because I no longer 

cared... About anything... Suddenly, I knew... Actually, my body knew. I hadn’t been 

able to process the nightmare with Tor earlier, and had been keeping all that anger and 
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confusion boiling inside my head. I just needed to decompress... Just relax a little, let go 

of tension...  

I told the Sardans to order food and watch the instructional for new arrivals. They did ask 

a lot of questions, but I think I was mumbling too much because they stopped after a 

while, and started doing what I had hoped they would have done from the beginning, 

figuring things out for themselves. 

“A good secret,” started the presenter, “is the one that persists, even when it’s out in the 

open.” The sound seemed to come from all around us... “Welcome to the Level that 

doesn’t exist...” I could hear the beginning of the instructional. “After the Thousand 

Cycle Wars, when the Council was created, to reach a state of global and sustainable 

truce, the Nine Levels were formally acknowledged and defined as independent 

territories. A Tenth, secret, Level was designed by the Council to ensure that no Level or 

alliance would ever try to dominate the world again... Here you can see a map of our 

beloved planet. Please, pay attention to all the areas that appear as either wildlife reserves 

and/or scientific outposts. If you add up all that land, it comes to about ten percent of the 

available territory, just like any other Level. These so-called forbidden lands, or 

untouchable territories, are, in fact, the Tenth Level. ‘Hiding in plain sight,’ was our first 

motto...”  

I had heard enough. This was for the Sardans. I went to take a bath. The water was 

perfect, a soothing music was playing, and every time the water churned, I could feel it 

on my skin like a slow, gentle, protracted pleasure party. I fell asleep.  

 

 

 

I heard the voice of the Master calling from outside the bathroom.  

“Come on in,” I said in my brand new, carefree style, or, maybe, “aftershock” state... 

My eyes were shut, but I heard him open the door. I imagined him standing next to the 

tub, perhaps entertaining monky thoughts... Or prayers... Who knows. I reclined and 

stretched my legs to lower my head completely underwater.  

I resurfaced and gently massaged my eyes before opening them. He was standing only a 

few steps closer to the other side of the tub, not exactly where I had guessed he would be.  

“Can I talk to you for a minute?” he said in his deeply serious voice.  

“Yeah,” I said. “Jump in. The water feels great.” 

“Encouraging me to bathe? Am I somehow offensive to your nostrils?” he said in a tone 

that was ambivalent, but showed no bad intentions. “Or are you just being polite?” 
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“Aghh,” I complained. “Don’t ruin this for me, please... I’m having a good time.” 

“That is exactly what I wanted to talk about...” he said rocking back and forth slightly, 

while grabbing his right wrist with his left hand, so that his open right palm rested on his 

crotch, as if he was protecting his sacred jewels... I briefly wondered if he thought I was 

going to kick him... But he couldn’t possibly know about the whole incident with Tor... 

Unless chief Obbensserie had updated him. No. I was probably over-thinking again.  

“Mak came up with an idea that may turn out to be lots of fun...” 

“I want nothing that comes from that mini-volcano. He’s your problem,” I said in a hurry. 

“The situation is quite interesting,” he said, still standing there. “You seem to be flirting 

with me... Just like Mak predicted.” 

“How presumptuous,” I said. “And what could possibly give you that impression?” 

“Maybe the fact that you have been thrusting your pelvis in an upward motion,” he said 

while I marveled at his grammar. “Thereby bringing your sexual organs to the surface...” 

he said, as if he was describing a new pancake recipe. “And then lowering them slowly so 

that your penis looks like a soft sea worm.” He made a pause and then sat down at the 

edge of the tub. “Although, it now looks more like a thin pale snake.” 

“Big deal,” I said. “Even if you give me an erection, it doesn’t mean anything...” I didn’t 

even bother to look at him. “You have a soothing voice; deep, and slow, just the way I 

like it. You can’t blame me for that. You’re not in Sarda Hari anymore... Get used to this 

kind of thing here on the Tenth Level. We’re all quite uninhibited...” 

“If, practically without knowing you...” he said, in a voice that was more suited for a 

funeral ceremony than bathtub chatter. “I put my calling, my entire life, in your hands. 

Would you join me without hurting either?” 

“That’s preposterous,” I said, not really annoyed, just surprised. “You sound like you 

want to join me in matrimony...” 

“An arrangement,” he clarified, nonchalantly. 

“Same green, different shade,” I quickly acknowledged. “If we had sex, the Monks will 

kick you out and shred your robed body, along with all your records, faster than you can 

repent yourself to safety. And it’s somewhat disturbing that you’re proposing an 

arrangement when we haven’t exchanged much more than a few pleasantries, and haven’t 

even hugged yet. Perhaps we’ll never even be able to hug. The Monks forbid hugging? I 

can’t remember.” 

“The thing is,” he said as if he was trying to build another one of those highly refined 

phrases. “After an entire cycle of flirting, would you still be able to stand by your 

promise?” 
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“Now I get it,” finally I was catching up. “This is about those stupid bets we made on 

Fedro!”  

“To wit,” he said without wasting time, “Our teammate has just now learned about this. 

He had no idea of my previous conversation, bets, or agreements with Mak.” 

I could hear a chime to my left. Master Sneaky had opened a Destiny link into my 

bathroom, which just so happened to be behind me... All of this had been a matter of 

record. My penis-bobbing-in-water image could potentially become available to hundreds 

of betters, mostly my neighbors... But what if the Monks wanted to see whether their 

missing emissaries had any outstanding debts or bets? Wouldn’t this unorthodox game of 

ours come up in a search? After all, the Tenth Level might not exist officially, but it must 

definitely populate the minds of many. And, according to Destiny’s records, nineteen 

percent of assets for bets came from forbidden or protected territories. I wondered what 

would happen if the Monks pressed Destiny for a shot at the diplomatic nightmare of the 

century. Perhaps, even put pressure on Destiny to double check records that might lead to 

them. It wouldn’t be easy, and it would probably take cycles. But it was possible. I began 

to wonder if any of this was a good idea at all...   

“Therefore,” he said pointing at the wall with the game stats, “in order to make this 

official, Destiny must confirm your identity, since the house think...” 

“Hush, hush!” I cut him off, quasi-rudely. “Destiny?” 

“Yes...” Destiny said in her intrinsically sexy evening voice. 

“Can you identify me?” There was a very long pause.  

“You sound exactly like Professor Xendor, who usually places bets for the Pinker 

Center... Would you like to tell me a story that would help me listen to you better and 

longer?”  

“Of course,” I said racking my brains for something that could, at least potentially, prove 

I was myself... “Even though the records are against Ross, why is there no tension in my 

voice when I repeat, over and over, that he didn’t hurt me? That even though there were 

no sensors available, we could still backtrack data streams until we could find proo...” 

A chirp interrupted. And then, her angelical voice again, “Thank you, Professor Xendor... 

It’s such a pleasure to have you back...” There was a prolonged silence while the 

sequencer was obviously having trouble retrieving my data packages, and then she added, 

with a completely different tone of voice, “After thirty-two hours of no betting... I was 

beginning to miss you. Please, assign a name to your new team...” 

“Fart!” yelled the little piece of ferg from the kitchen link. 

“Understood, Team Fart,” said Destiny.  
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“I challenge to either name the team myself or become team leader, and I race you!” I 

was indignant.  

There was this eerie silence as we all watched the countdown from twenty to zero in what 

felt like an Eternitas. I couldn’t believe he was letting me be the team leader just to get 

away with his childish prank. 

“Congratulations, Professor Xendor, now leader of Team Fart!” said Destiny sounding 

almost delighted.  

I sighed... Maybe some of the neighborhood kids would find it funny, or, at least, silly 

enough to look at the bets... I secretly thought that we were going to turn this whole game 

into some kind of a joke. But Destiny seemed to have plans of her own.  

“Let me get this straight,” I told the Master who was now getting ready to leave. “And 

since we’re setting up the record and Destiny will alert me immediately if you try to lie... 

You basically think that we can prove we understand Fedro by not having sex, until a 

cycle from now, and, yet, somehow demonstrating that we care for each other all along 

the way...? It doesn’t even make sense... I can’t even pronounce your name. You can’t be 

serious... I smell other bets behind you. Something you want to say before we launch this 

nonsense?” 

“Of course I have prior bets and other agreements,” he said as if I had just told him his 

robe made him look too monky. “And everything is fine by me, if you’re game... Dinner 

is ready...” he added on his way out.  

I stayed a little longer. I had to have a little one-on-one with Destiny before I embarked 

on something that could potentially blow up all over my pristine new facial...  

 

 

 

“Nice going there, Captain Smack,” I said when I came into the kitchen. “You made me 

the leader... of Team Fart...” 

“I told you,” I saw him half-kick the Master under the table. “He loves it!”  

“Yeah,” I said stuffing half a chicken breast in my mouth. “I’m ecstatic...” Although that 

last bit may have not come out since my mouth was so full I could barely breathe.  

“We were waiting for you to start,” said the Master politely.  

I didn’t know exactly what he meant by that, but, after a second or two of both of them 

staring at me, I kinda got a feeling for what was coming. I didn’t want to be improper, 
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and spit out chicken all over the place, so I, delicately, grabbed a spoon and scooped it 

out of my mouth, back onto my plate, getting ready to vent more eloquently. 

“There is no fergging way you are going to say a prayer under my roof!” I was pointing 

the spoon at the Master and a piece of chicken fell on the table.  

“We would just like to say thanks...” he said looking at me tenderly for the first time. 

“Think of it as a polite way to start dinner.” 

“Thank who? Wait... Thank what?” 

“I will just say,” he simply went ahead and did it. “Thanks to all the sentient beings that 

were sacrificed for our nourishment.” He waited to see if I had something to say. “Simple 

and clean,” he slightly bowed his head. “I hope we haven’t offended you.”  

I couldn’t tell for sure if he was smiling... Was it just me? It had to be. I was just probably 

confounded with the whole “bond but no bonk” pseudo-agreement we were working on 

for our potential Destiny game. Which I didn’t even understand, but somehow, 

inexplicably, had me hooked on. But that reminded me of something. 

“Aren’t you Monks supposed to eat only beans and such?” 

“We can eat anything we can kill with our own bare hands...” said Mak in an attempt at 

an explanation.  

I shrugged and kept munching. After a couple of minutes I noticed that the Master had 

moved progressively, smoothly closer to me... I didn’t think much of it, until I felt his 

huge, strong, burning hand on my knee. He squeezed tight... I got an unexpected 

erection... 

“You look like a tomato with a yellow wig,” said Mak, as a side note, or perhaps a 

reminder that at least he cared enough about me to bust my nuts.  

Of course the Master had removed his hand in a flash as soon as the brat had opened his 

mouth. But I didn’t have time to react. I just choked on my food.  

“Master,” I said to him when I finally recovered and was done coughing. “Are you going 

to allow this?” 

“Please,” he said tenderly. “Call me Cloud.” 

“Cloud,” I said trying not to crash the party, but aiming an accusative hand towards Mak. 

“Is this thing part of the baggage you would bring into our hypothetical arrangement?” 

“I told you he loved me!” Mak cheered proudly. “For sure! We’ll all be together... Don’t 

worry Professor Blond Tomato; we’ll never leave you...”  
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I wanted to cry, because he sounded happy, and excited, and I just wanted to wring his 

neck...  

“This redness,” I said, quite abruptly, sticking my head out like an ostrich over a fence, 

and showing off my exquisite countenance, “is the sign that my new facial is working. 

My face tomorrow will be as fresh and new as a virgin springtime hare!” And I stormed 

out of the kitchen.  

 

 

 

I must have slept like an hour, when I started having that weird dream I had been having 

for weeks. But this time, it seemed that pieces of the day were polluting the dream. I saw 

Mak flying past Cloud and me. I think we were following him, but he was just too fast. 

Everything was blue, purple and dark, but like made of glass. We seemed to be walking, 

but remained in place, nothing around us would move. “Eyes on the floor” repeated the 

shadow which, by now, I recognized as Cloud. But I wanted to look around; the place 

seemed so enormous... And I began to hear a strange, grinding sound that progressively 

woke me up.  

“What’s going on?” I protested, half-asleep. The sound had stopped. “Master Cloud? Is 

that you?” 

“I am sorry,” I heard his muffled voice from inside the closet. “I’m almost done...” 

“Done with what?” There was no response. “Was that a drill I heard?”  

Silence.  

I decided to take it all slowly and step by step. But when I was trying to find the right 

words for the occasion, I had a sudden urge to add another twist to our strange joke of a 

bet. I opened a Destiny record so that my neighbors could find it easily, and I said 

something like, “Who wants to bet on my claim that I have a genuine Sardan monk who 

I’m going to yank out of the closet?” After a few minutes, I thought I needed to add a bit 

more spice and said, “And what if I told you that I suspect he is up to something because 

he is just now drilling holes in my closet and not answering my questions?” 

Just as I was finishing that, rather dumb, sleepy statement, the drill went on again. And it 

was audible from where I was. 

“And that,” I said, “my dear neighbors, is the sound proof that he’s drilling in my 

closet...” 
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Two or three neighbors began making jokes like, “Maybe there is not enough air to 

breathe in the closet; maybe you want him drilling you, etc.” I was satisfied; at least, this 

new version of me could deal with this weird situation by taking a playful approach.  

“As a last piece of evidence, for you doubters out there...” I said joyfully, and then in the 

direction of the closet, a bit louder, “Can you say, ‘to wit?’” 

“To wit,” Master Cloud’s muffled voice could be heard. 

“What are you, and where from?” 

“I’m a monk, from Sarda Hari,” he said raising his voice.  

“And you couldn’t find a better time to redecorate my closet?” I said, while imagining the 

laughter of those who were following our insane bet.  

A bunch of questions were now pouring in, like, “What means will you use to make him 

come out of the closet, or shouldn’t he come out of the closet on his own terms?” And of 

course, “Why don’t you go back into the closet with him?” I didn’t have time to reply 

because the countdown for total powerdown had started and Destiny was politely saying, 

“See you later... We’re destined to play together.” 

I went back to bed feeling my way around in the complete blackness of the room.  

“D’ya happen to have a candle by your drill?” I said closing my eyes.  

“Why?” he said, and I noticed that he was much closer than I thought. “Do you want 

something to blow?” 

I snickered and waited as he climbed onto bed.  

“Well,” he sighed after a few minutes, “Like Mak’s Chastity Helmet says... ‘Look but 

don’t touch...’” 

“Do you even think that’s possible?” I was about to burst out laughing.  

“We’ve already made a bet,” he said, yawning and stretching. “We might as well give it a 

try...” 

“Good night,” he said turning to the other side. 

“I need a hug,” I said softly, pleading a little. 

“Go ahead,” he said, revealing traces of discomfort, and without moving a finger.  

It was nice to hug him like that... From behind, gently, softly, feeling his warm body... I 

could not stop thinking about Ross... But I felt I had to go easy on my compulsive over-

thinking and over-analyzing everything... I had to give myself a chance at going with the 

flow for once... I had promised myself that I was going to try to be a bit more 
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adventurous and spontaneous. I was going to be different from now on... And then he 

said the most enigmatically tender thing I had ever heard. 

“Even in darkness... Light persists.”  

“Thank you,” I whispered. “For surprising me. For being creatively crazy like me when it 

comes to Destiny bets. But most of all, thank you for being polite and removing all your 

clothes before hugging in bed. You are picking up Tenth Level manners at an incredible 

pace. I can only imagine how much you must be suffering right now. It must be such a 

jarring experience. Most new arrivals I’ve seen go completely berserk. You know, when 

they find out that you can enter the Tenth Level, but never exit, because you’re a 

foreigner who knows our implausible secret, and could pose a problem. So, you’re likely 

stuck here for the rest of your cycles... You should know that they probably already 

contacted the Monks to tell them that there was an accident, or you got lost in transit, or 

something.”  

Minutes went by slowly, while I hugged him, hoping to hear his oceanic, soothing voice 

again. He smelled like a wild animal that had been rolling around on grass. Tiny hints of 

dandelion and clover. He was so massive too; his back seemed so broad at the shoulders, 

and there were muscles wherever I touched. Did they do pushups while meditating? And 

then it hit me like a freighter at cruise speed. 

“On top of everything,” I said quite loudly. “You’re a virgin?!” 

No answer. I tried to peer at his face, but didn’t want to move too much. After a while, he 

started snoring. I wanted to shake him awake and ask him, right then and there. But it 

wouldn’t have been polite. I just had to hug and wait. I started dreaming and fell asleep, 

or the other way around.  

Zzz... 

 

 

 

“Would it be impolite of me if I ask you to please stop rubbing your penis between my 

butt cheeks?” said Cloud. 

“Oh, that’s... I’m sorry,” I said, a little embarrassed to have woken him up like that. And I 

tried to fall back asleep.  

“And,” he added. “If you could also stop cupping my nuts, we’ll be all set...” 
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II 
Again the same dream... This time, Mak had somehow stormed past us, and Master 

Cloud kept insisting that I looked down while we kept doing our “march in place” 

number. But I couldn’t resist looking up, because we seemed to be inside a glass bubble 

that was more ominous and boundless than anything I could possibly conceive. The 

feeling was both unsettling and yet soothing. As if we had been trapped there, but for our 

own benefit. I couldn’t make sense of it. But I woke up very relaxed.  

“Mooornin’...” I said while walking into the common area. 

“I’m glad you’re awake,” I heard Cloud from the kitchen. “I was beginning to wonder 

whether you would skip lunch too...” 

“Noon already?” I looked around for a cup. “How thoughtful,” I remarked, noticing that 

they had brought Djava drinks. “I wasn’t sure if Starminds would be open during 

powerdown.” 

“Something smells really good,” I noticed. “Are those groundworm patties? Yum.” 

I grabbed one, and took a bite, “They’re delicious. Where did you get them?” 

“Mak made them for you,” said Cloud, and I began to hear just a hint of reticence in his 

voice. “He said you mentioned you liked them, and he wanted to offer you a treat... a 

gifforrering...” 

If the patties weren’t so yummy, I would have probably paid more attention to my 

surroundings and guessed what was coming. Mmm, yum. On second thought... 

“Where is he?” I asked. 

“Sleeping,” he said, still with a tiny bit of reluctance. “He spent all night preparing 

breakfast for us.” 

If a regular child had done something like that, I would have felt awful, but coming for 

this kid, I was just waiting for the other shoe to drop.  

“He left you a note,” said Cloud handing over a piece of paper. “In Sarda Hari, it’s 

considered a great honor and a noble demonstration of affection to cook for someone you 

care about, especially using ingredients that you have gathered yourself.” 

I wasn’t really following Cloud’s explanation, because I didn’t quite know what to think 

of the note. It said: “I HuG YoU! PreFFessor BLOnd!!!” It was written in strict 

kindergarten fashion. All letters where different sizes and colors, and the last couple of 

words were drooping and then grazing the edge of the page; a likely miscalculation of 

available space.  
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“He even drew flowers,” said Cloud. 

“You mean the ones around the giant smiling penis?” 

“He was very adamant that it was something you would like, and I couldn’t possibly 

understand.” 

He had also added at the bottom, “PS: Warnin: FRNniture bREaks EEsy!!!” 

Cloud must have noticed my change in expression because he kept trying to chat, perhaps 

to distract me. And then I saw it. The brat’s staff was sticking out of the couch. Slowly, 

feeling the veins, that were about to burst, on my forehead, I went to the common area. 

I wasn’t so much annoyed by the fact that the staff had gone through the couch like a 

toothpick through an olive, what really sent me for a spin was that, behind the couch, the 

staff had hit the floor, breaking two tiles. Its tip was buried at least two or three palms 

down into the subfloor. I touched it, and it didn’t move. I pulled, but it wouldn’t come 

out. How was this even possible? I wanted to call a friend who designs buildings...  

“It’s stuck,” said Cloud, evidently embarrassed. “I promise I’ll do my best to remove it as 

soon as...” 

“I just can’t deal with things that don’t add up from a physical perspective... The amount 

of force that you would have to use to bury a metal rod into the subfloor...” 

“He said it was an accident,” he lowered his head. I think he was beginning to blush. “I 

am sorry I didn’t catch him in time. It all happened while we were sleeping.” 

I sat down next to the stupid staff. Wondering what to say.  

“Oh,” he added, “I almost forgot. He also made the note into a binding contract. To prove 

to everyone that you loved him.” 

“How so?” 

“He indicated that one of your roommates from Astro came in very early this morning 

with a bunch of friends...” 

“Sirianne...” I said, feeling very down. At least that explained why there were like seven 

people passed out all over the common area.  

“Apparently she knew how to send some sort of message to her lab, for Destiny to pick 

up and add to the records, without violating the powerdown requirements. That’s why he 

wrote you the note.” 

I stared at the piece of colorful crap paper. But I didn’t understand. Then it occurred to 

me that I should check the other side, just in case. 
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It said: “Too VVit: EatS ‘fRENds-ship Patty’ = prOOff HUG!! wE aRe 1, FrENDS 

EterNitas!” 

“He writes in Ansax like I speak Sardan...”  

“Well,” said Cloud. “He’ll be glad to know that you ate his friendly offering, thereby 

proving that you love him. It’s interesting, don’t you think? That he would want to prove 

something like that... Perhaps it’s his way of saying, ‘let’s work together?’” 

I started to put my finger down my throat. If I could get the patty out of my stomach, so I 

could escape anything that could possibly bind me in any way to that mini-monster...  

Cloud stopped me. My slobbery finger was dripping saliva onto his sleeve while he held 

me by the wrists.  

“Would you like a hug?” he said politely. 

I didn’t respond. I just looked at the cruelly tender note. Now it was dotted with my 

greasy fingerprints. “Great,” I thought. “Like eating the patty was not binding enough, I 

just inadvertently signed the whole thing with my oily stupidity.” 

“After all,” he said. “At least in theory, we’re betrothed.” He moved closer. 

I let him hug me for a while. “I’m not going to lose it this time,” I promised myself. “This 

is the new me I’m trying to impose on myself. The carefree, adventurous, spontaneous, 

happy-go-lucky me. What would the new me say?” 

“Look,” he said, “Mak taught me this.” He lifted his right arm and crossed it to the other 

side, as if he was hugging his jaw, while lifting up his sleeve, to bring his mouth at the 

level of the elbow, like someone who is about to sneeze. “They call it the Eye of the 

Elbow.” And, like five-cycle olds do, he showed me how he was practicing kissing. Yes, 

practicing kissing by sucking onto his arm... Or more precisely, the eye of the elbow, 

because it happened to be called like that in Ansax, too. “In my days,” he continued 

meditationaly gleeful, “We used to make a fist and stick our tongue in it. But Mak 

insisted that the skin on the inside of your arm is much softer and closer in texture to the 

lips...” 

“Care to practice with the real thing?” I immediately tiptoed and puckered up. But his 

mouth was still so far away up there... So I wrapped my arms firmly around his neck and 

started climbing. Plus, I thought it was a great upper body workout. After a while he 

hunched down and, in slow motion, pressed his lips gently onto mine. I just waited. 

According to my understanding of our bet, since he had much more at stake, he had to be 

the one to initiate any and all contacts. The decision to come out in front of the Monks 

had to be his. It was his own funeral, after all. If I took the initiative, I would lose 

automatically, for having forced him. I would have to be kicked out of the team and lose 

nearly all assets from our bet; at least that’s how I saw it. And I couldn’t afford to lose a 

single bet at this juncture. I was going to need a new couch and those tiles fixed. I needed 
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to accrue enough assets, at least to cover for that. Then I would be free to put an end to 

our laughable game.  

I slowly ran the tip of my tongue all along the line of his lips, until his jaw began to relax 

and I could send little excursions with my tongue, in search of his. It wasn’t a full kiss, 

technically, it was just oral flirting.  

Hmm... This was interesting. “You’re so tall,” I said. 

“I’m not that tall,” he continued pressing his body against mine, as if he had already 

adapted to Tenth Level rituals.  

“So how come your penis is at the level of my navel?” 

“Oh,” he said, unfazed. “Is that...? Please, forgive me. Were you hoping I would place it 

somewhere else?” 

“Judging for how big it already is,” I tried to show off Tenth Level politeness. “And, 

considering that it still seems to be growing... I am sorry to disappoint you, but I don’t 

think I’d be able to fit it anywhere.”  

“Let’s relax,” he said, leading me to the couch, but quickly lying onto his back and 

dragging me on top of him. 

We didn’t kiss, just little pecks and teases, but we fondled and hugged. I could hear 

snoring coming from one of the guys who was sleeping behind the couch on a bunch of 

cushions.  

“We’re minutes away from losing our precious bet,” I highlighted our patently moronic 

prerogative.  

“Powerdown,” he said like a wily monk, “means no records. Or so I thought.” 

“The minute we have intercourse,” I went back to it, because I couldn’t shut my yapper. 

“Our voices will betray us if someone asks questions and we have to explain things 

within Destiny.” 

“That is precisely what I found so entertaining about this experiment,” he said, throwing 

me for a loop, because I had no clue where he was going with that. “It’s all in our minds. 

It’s all in how we perceive it to be... Intimate contact can be...” 

I didn’t let him finish. “If you’re hinting at somehow shagging and then trying to forget 

about it...” 

“Not at all,” he started again. “It all depends on how it feels to you on the inside.” 

“That’s very sweet of you,” I acknowledged his polite innuendos. “But you don’t need to 

be polite, or flirt anymore, since we are already dry humping... And, just to clarify, I 
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doubt that you could ever be inside me. I don’t think it would be safe. Due to mechanical 

and physical restrictions, I must confess.”  

 

 

 

An unexpected image crossed my mind. It somehow startled me, because I couldn’t 

clearly see what it was. But my brain had just brought to the surface a subtle alert that 

something was out of place. I figured I must have gotten distracted with that mysterious 

staff—which I pictured at impossible speeds, as if blasted from a cannon to doom my 

couch—and was missing an important piece of the puzzle. I looked around and tried to 

disengage from Cloud’s powerful hug. But he kept grabbing me and replacing me on top 

of him. 

“Can we enjoy this rare moment of no cameras?” he said. And I knew it... He was 

purposely keeping me there. But why?  

We tugged, pushed, and wrestled for a while, until I gave up and asked for a bathroom 

break. On the way to the bathroom, the image came back. This time, clearer and stronger. 

I looked around, but everything seemed fine. When I came back from the bathroom, on 

my way to the couch, I could see something out of place from the corner of my eye. I 

looked into the kitchen... Nothing... I turned to look at Cloud, and for no apparent reason, 

I looked in the direction of the pool... Chills ran down my spine. It was one of those 

moments that made your molecules turn inside out, and left you wondering whether any 

of what you were seeing was real or not... Cloud came from behind and tried to grab me 

by the hips, but I fought back.  

“There was nothing I could do...” he said, with honest sadness. “He said he wanted to 

make you sacred friendship groundworm patties. And the rituals require us to pick, in this 

case, the groundworms, with our own hands.”  

 

 

 

It wasn’t so much like a bombardment; I felt it was more like a thousand moles had just 

finished an all out orgy. There was no grass left. Or, to be fair, there were a few patches 

that had obviously been placed to disguise open holes. The rest was just that, some small, 

some big, but hundreds of holes and mounds of dirt. So, it didn’t make a whole lot of a 

difference what I thought.  

“We could probably till it to even it out...” he started saying and slowly shut up.  
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“It’s been thoroughly plowed,” I said as if the fergging patties were kicking my insides.  

My roommates were going to strangle me and sell me as a mannequin cast, or probably 

turn me into a statue for the Hyper-Fine Arts Society. We had parties coming up in a 

couple of weeks, and I knew that this was going to take way longer than that to fix.  

“I can deal with the extraordinary,” I said, almost choking in my own venom. “But not 

with the impossible. Are you expecting me to believe that that this tiny rodent managed 

to destroy an entire yard just to catch groundworms, and, in absolute darkness, let’s not 

forget...?” 

“He mentioned that, actually. He said that, although it was an extremely difficult task, the 

moon was bright. And also, that he was happy he could contribute to the wellbeing of the 

soil, by aerating it.”  

“Can you come to grips with reality, please?” I said trying to shake him. “He’s not 

human! A human kid can’t do that. Period!” I kept shaking harder, but it was like trying 

to shake a marble column. I ended up thrusting my own body weight back and forth, but 

he remained heavily planted on his feet.  

“He also mentioned that he tried to be careful not to mess up the path to the pool.” 

“It’s made of stones!” I thought I was going to start having out-of-body experiences. 

“What was he going to do? Turn over the stones to look for worms underneath?” 

“Oh, well,” he said, as if he was finally going to admit that maybe the kid was a real 

menace... But... “At least he didn’t touch the trees... Or destroyed the fountain.” 

“How often... Wait... You’re saying it like this is nothing unusual... How much damage... 

destruction...? How much does this perma-catastrophe cost?” 

I thought I had seen one of those tall, thin Akendia trees leaning a bit too much. Then we 

heard a crack. And the poor thing was now at a forty-five degree angle, falling away from 

its family.  

“That’s technically a sapling,” marveled Cloud.  

 

 

 

“He sleeps. That’s probably his only weakness. Maybe this is our only chance! I can hit 

him in the head with the toaster,” I suggested, to get ideas rolling. “After all, I’ve been 

meaning to replace that toaster for a while... Anyway, maybe you should take care of 

restraining him. Considering that you may know his tricks better. And I’ll call the BPD. 

They’ll take care of him in less than an hour. It’s their job, after all. It’s not like it’s our 
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fault that the kid’s behavior is a threat to humanity in general. And the art of writing, in 

particular. And then if he tries to escape, I’ll just whack him again with the toaster. It’s a 

sure deal.” 

“I can assure you that the Monks have tested all conceivable methods of containment...” 

he said sounding a little somber. “With disastrous results on various degrees. It is only in 

the best interest of the BPD not to try to arrest him.” 

“You know,” I tried. “I just happened to remember a friend from Carbon Bonding who 

said that if you mixed toilet cleaner with red mushroom essence, you could die in less 

than five minutes...” Now where the ferg would I find that mushroom essence?  

 

 

 

Speaking of unexplainable, “My dearly hypothetical companion... Do you happen to have 

an explanation for all that drilling in my closet?” 

“I do apologize for disturbing you like that,” he started in his sweet, deeply tender voice. 

“I was using the drill for rituals. I hope you’ll understand I am not at liberty to describe 

them in detail. And that is partly why I was hiding in your closet. But I will make sure to 

leave everything as it was. You will not be able to tell the difference.” 

I stared at him, but the thing with monks was that you never knew how they were feeling. 

They could swing to and fro, between amused and dispassionate, until all other emotions 

tended to blend into those two.  

I heard a yawn behind me. “Wow, I’m still so high...” said Sirianne looking at what was 

left of our backyard, cup in hand, about to drop.  

I tried to explain, but she just went back inside saying she needed more sleep. We stayed 

for a while, contemplating the extent of the disaster.  

“It’s somewhat ironic that he had to cause so much destruction just to make me special 

patties...”  

“We all express affection the only way we know... Or can...” 

“Until we learn,” I couldn’t help saying.  
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I swore revenge, right then and there. I wanted utter, complete, and absolute restitution. I 

wanted respect. And this kid was going to learn the lesson of his life. All of the sudden 

this was making all the other, equally stupid, aspects of our bet less relevant. I didn’t care 

about marriages, or arrangements, or whatever, anymore, except for the one thing... His 

evil little head on a platter. But how could I put the genie back in the bottle?  

“I will have to leave you, now,” announced Cloud, out of the blue. “I’m going to 

meditate.” 

“Oh, don’t worry,” I said, meaning the exact opposite. “I’ll just stay here and chew my 

penis off...” 

“You ignored my earlier suggestions,” he said, going inside. “And now my meditation 

schedule...” 

“Some hypothetical husband you turned out to be,” I nagged. “My nuts are the size of 

coconuts and I’m about to squirt my primal juices through my ears. Aren’t you supposed 

to take care of my wellbeing? Well, I’m about to have a horny breakdown. I can’t keep 

up with all this flirting and rubbing nonsense if I can’t somehow release!” 

“Later...” he just said from the kitchen, “is a magic word.” 

Of course, he had to be going to the closet, so I followed him suit.  

“But an entire cycle later is a foolish goal in our case,” I said to the closet door. “If that’s 

what you’re trying to say by later. And I think you’ve had enough closeted meditations, 

already!” I added.  

“It’s the best place in the house,” he said. 

“Not if I’m around,” I said defiantly.  

“Feel free to make as much noise as you want. That’s the great thing about meditating 

next to Mak. I’ve already heard it all and have sat through things you wouldn’t begin to 

imagine. He’s been a terrific challenge. He’s forced me to focus and apply myself much 

harder.” He opened the closet door. “Would you like me to teach you?” 

Suddenly the closet looked too small and asphyxiating. “I don’t care how good 

meditation is for you,” I said. “I can’t follow you in there. It gives me the creeps.” 

 

 

 

I felt like a daytime guard at a bat cave. Everywhere I looked, there were people sleeping, 

snoring, or stumbling their way to find a bathroom. Ah, meditating too, I supposed. I tried 
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to go to bed, but couldn’t sleep... I began to fantasize about Ross. I remembered our times 

together... Our bodies covered in sweat and passionate kisses. We had so much chemistry 

we could have been love alchemists. I had started to masturbate without meaning to. 

I thought I had heard a noise, but I kept my eyes shut, trying to concentrate... I was so 

close... But then it was clear there were voices coming from the common area. I jumped 

out of bed and ran to the front because I thought I had heard... 

When I arrived, my jaw dropped. Indeed, it was Semina Steibell, herself, none other than 

last cycle’s Most Huggable Award winner, and a key ingredient in my innermost circle, 

as it happened to be... This was a powerhouse of popularity that the winds of fortune 

must have blown in the direction of my house. I had to say something smart, but I didn’t 

even manage to open my mouth, because Mak was already onto her.  

“Would you like a soothing breast massage?” he offered politely.  

“Not from you,” said Semina without missing a beat. “Your hands are too small for my 

taste. Call me in ten cycles or so, and we’ll talk about it.” 

“How about five?” Evil didn’t quit.  

“Deal,” she said smiling, waving at me. 

“Score!” Mak jumped up and down.  

“Nice tent you’re pitching, Xendor,” she said before we hugged. 

“What’re you using to pitch that tent, Professor?” said Mak. And I didn’t think too much 

of it, until he added, “You using a baby carrot? Or a little ant holding it up? Maybe one of 

those small red ones...”  

“Ha ha, the kid is really something,” said the city’s popularity goddess. “Did you order a 

pet and received a pest instead?” 

I was going to say something clever like, “You hadn’t told me you were a mentalist. That 

would explain how easily you make it to the top of the charts.”  

But Mak was already saying, “Look, Jemina,” as if they had been close friends for a 

while—longer than the actual three minutes they had spent together. “You don’t need to 

keep flirting on me. I can give you that massage right now. Why wait five cycles?”  

“I’m looking for Ross,” she finally went straight to business. “I figured if I didn’t have 

him, he had probably come back running straight to you, as he seems to do from time to 

time...” 

“And with ‘from time to time...’” I said reopening a somewhat risky chapter from our 

distant past. “Are you referring about that time when Ross and I spent eighty cycles 

together, or just last night?” 
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She looked up and to one side, and then said, “I could have sworn Ross said seventy-

nine.” 

I didn’t even understand what her point was. Like I cared anymore. “If you think you 

have him, maybe you should be more careful where you leave him. Any cute gal could 

snatch him from you. You know how sometimes he gets snatchy?” 

“Prone to snatching, I know... Well, either way I’m fergged,” she said, sitting on the 

couch, looking at the stuck staff. “He was supposed to smuggle out a BPD blaster for 

me... And, unfortunately, I haven’t been able to locate him since yesterday, and now I’m 

completely musicless.”  

“Semina,” I said trying to get on her good side. “How’s Hyper-popularity treating you?”  

“Fame,” she said doing what looked like Yoka stretches, “is an incredibly heavy burden, 

whose tremendous weight I intend to use to crash anyone who tries to take it away from 

me.” 

“Then,” I said getting up and ready to cater to her every whim, “a few more minutes of 

your presence in my humble abode and my house will finally appear on the popularity 

maps. Maybe even as a recommended stop! What can I do to make you stay a little 

longer, my popularisness?” I bowed my head, polite as ever.  

“You could start with a tour,” she said getting up. “Believe it or not, we’re still having 

overflow issues with the main events. There are so many top level guests that even the 

neighbors are being denied access. We are desperately looking for potential venues.” She 

looked briefly at our harpooned couch again, “The decor seems to be eclectic...” 

I felt I was being offered both the free stair ride to a golden popularity sky, but also the 

ball-and-chains to an implacable reality. A once in a lifetime opportunity to have my 

house as the center of the neighborhood’s parties, and having to decline because a plague 

from Sarda Hari had turned my garden to ferg... As the rules of unavoidable 

embarrassment dictate, she immediately made a beeline for the backyard.  

“D’ya wanna make a mud castle?” offered Mak, and started demonstrating.  

I was wondering where he had left the shovel. Maybe if I could sneak up from behind 

him...  

“What the ferg happened here?!” said Semina with an unsettling cackling sound.  

“You know everyone around here...” I had to hurry up before she stormed out. “Please 

tell me who can get me a bottle of red mushroom essence! It’s a life or death situation...” 

“This is brilliant!” she said marveling at the deadly insect’s work; “It’s so incoherently 

dumb... That it becomes funny.” 
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“Oh, yes,” I said to entertain her a little longer at any cost. “I spent most of the day 

laughing uncontrollably.”  

“Can you imagine something subtly innocent and wild like this?” 

I didn’t really know what she was talking about. So I was going to insist on the 

mushroom essence issue which seemed more urgent... 

“Like when we were on third grade or so?” she smiled at me. “Don’t you remember we 

used to throw those mud parties? With all those games, like throwing mud cakes, and 

mud wrestling...” She seemed to be transported to a different time, when she was little, 

and perhaps less popular. “The neighbors are gonna love it! Can you imagine their 

reaction...?” 

“What do you wear to an adult mud party?” I ventured, pretending to understand more 

than what I actually did.  

“People love that kind of stuff. Bringing out the old again, but with a different twist. This 

can be a back-to-innocence party. Reconnect with your puerile self. Practically tribal fun! 

Fantastic idea, you, erm...” 

“Mak,” I said. 

“I was looking for the word microbe, but thanks,” she said politely. “This is going to be a 

blast! And...” She added with a condescending look... “Who knows... Even the press may 

show up. Especially if word gets out that the popularity lioness herself will spend a 

couple of hours at this, now, officially declared, fun event...” 

“I owe you one,” I said quickly. “I know it’s never been easy...” 

“Oh, I’d say you owe me more than one,” she said, sounding more and more like a 

cunning witch. “You owe me exactly seventy-nine cycles.”  

“If this is about me refusing to enter that three-party arrangement with you and Ross...” I 

said on the verge of tears, because now I was going to piss her off for sure, and ruin the 

whole thing anyway. 

“I just want to hear the real reason, Xendor. No records, after all. Lie, if you want... But, 

according to your performance, I shall gauge my help to you later this evening. Does that 

sound fair to you? Isn’t that what you want, above all? Press? Attention?” 

“Alright, alright,” I kind of broke down, “I did it because...” 

“Just say it,” she pushed calmly. “You were jealous of my popularity. You just couldn’t 

take it... But you had to take Ross with you. And that’s what still bugs me.”  

“It’s true. I couldn’t take it. I was too envious,” I said grinding my teeth. “But I didn’t 

take him from you. He just followed me. I’m sorry.” 
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“And all I wanted was to share... to have both of you with me. I can’t be held guilty for 

wanting to make it double fun. But I would have respected your bond. I wouldn’t have 

forced you to be apart,” she shook her head. “And you were so selfish... That’s why this 

grade school mud party suits you. You actually need to go back to basics and learn to 

share with others. Why do you think I’m so popular?” she said hugging me, and then 

looking me in the eye. “Because I share my hugs.” 

No wonder she was top level, she was so fergging huggable. She made hugging sense out 

of things that didn’t make any sense at all.  

“Mak,” she said on her way out. “Can you figure out how to turn on the sprinklers 

manually? Get them going as soon as you can.” 

“Did you notice?” she said to me. “In this unbearable heat, your sprinklers-and-mud party 

is beginning to look like just the place to be... The weather seems to play on your side.”  

“I hug you!” I said before she disappeared behind the doors.  

“If you see Ross,” she said. “Tell him I said I’ll hug you both.” 

 

 

 

I had this sudden urge to talk to Cloud. I wanted to ask him mythica questions. Was there 

a hyper-being in charge of destruction and then reconstruction, or something? I could’ve 

sworn there was some entity that created chaos, and somehow out of that, other new, 

better things would come out. I guessed I was resorting to mythica as a shortcut to 

understand what had just happened. I no longer wished to kill this worm raider, I wanted 

to somehow put him to good use. To destroy things that actually needed to be destroyed. I 

bet he’d love a career in demolition. Although I wouldn’t know if I’d trust him with any 

explosive bigger than a flea.  

Sirianne and I were all fired up. This was going to be the best impromptu party of the 

season, at least for naive creativity, or playful nostalgia and things like that. Sirianne told 

me that the guys crashing in the common area were actually friends with our neighbor, a 

copper hair guy who had made himself into a ball in order to fit in the big armchair, and 

was talking in his sleep like from underwater. She had tried to explain to them that this 

was not their house, but she was also a little gone herself, so communication may have 

failed and the guys ended up crashing here. This was excellent news. We now had seven 

mouths to bypass powerdown and spread our gospel around. We described the concept to 

them, and made sure they repeated the phrase, “Semina will be there for a whole hour!”  

The mud party rumor spread faster than purple pox. They were wondering why Semina 

would do something so whimsical... Was there a catch? Soon, we were thinking we could 

potentially need hundreds of towels...  
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Preparations were a frantic nightmare out of control. Mak and Cloud had to open the pool 

cover manually, because it obviously was automatically closed before powerdown. 

Sirianne was making sure that all the doors in the house were open, so that people could 

come in and out of the rooms easily, and sending messages for her Astro friends to relay 

through background channels, so that we could get the word out there a little faster. And I 

was in charge of checking if the common area was presentable. I inspected every corner, 

and, luckily, our sleepy neighbor and friends had all left. So everything was fine. I had 

done my part. I was exhausted. I went for a nap.  

 

 

 

I must have spent a couple of hours rolling in bed. Well, I wasn’t sure because I didn’t 

know how long I had actually slept during my nap—and this would be “after nap” rolling 

in bed. Anyway, I believe I fell asleep again, because I awoke to the sound of drums, and 

some isolated chants, and laugher. So I knew the party was starting. But two more hours 

were spent trying to decide what to wear to an adult mud party. This was trickier than I 

thought... After another hour or two of mulling it over, I finally came up with a superb 

idea. White underwear! Of course. And, conveniently, that was what I was already 

wearing. It was an excellent choice for this unusual occasion. It was like saying, “They 

just dragged me out of bed and I don’t even know where I ended up.” Perfect.  

The house was nicely packed. The music was blasting inside; they had moved all the 

furniture to the front yard, so they could dance more freely. The big couch remained, of 

course, nailed down to the floor. I noticed how people gathered around it and snuck shots 

of it, even though they were not supposed to, because of powerdown restrictions. There 

were a bunch of reporters and one of them approached me candidly. He wanted to know 

what I was going to do with the V. And whether I had been exploiting children for a long 

time.  

I looked around and saw a couple of guys who also got it. They, I had to admit, got it 

better than me. They were wearing that kind of underwear that young kids like, with 

drawings of animals and cartoons. The reporter immediately commented on that. How I 

had chosen such a conservative approach to my own concept. I told him that I had had an 

accident with the one I was originally going to wear. It had childish drawings of 

constellations, like the Lesser Trouts and other such fish. He indicated that I was lying, 

and then asked whether the accident was comparable to a spoonful of soup, or more like a 

mudslide. And if I could describe its consistency in less than nine words. At which point, 

I highlighted that he had just said it himself. That was what the adult mud party was all 

about. A play on words for soiling your underwear. A return to symbolic ferg from 

childhood. He was polite enough to point out that among the lamest things he had heard 

that evening, mine would take a special prize. He wasn’t much more specific than that.  
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When a group of people began pushing me towards my impaled couch, I began to wonder 

if I had missed some key piece of information. They made all sorts of questions about the 

young prodigy, how he expressed his juvenile disgust for our comfortable lifestyles... On 

top of that, the kid was only twelve, and a monk. Which made him exotic, intriguing, and 

magical. The fresh, unbridled spirit of an artist of spontaneity and thought-provoking 

thrills. “This transcends art,” the experts declared. “This is a new concept altogether. This 

is art mobilizing you to get out of your couch and face the world. This is Hyper-Fine Arts 

attacking our complacency...”  

That last endorsement was coming from none other than our most famous local art dealer, 

and antiquitas expert. This was the closest any artist could probably get to have their 

work undersigned and hyped by the Hyper-Fine Arts Society. But I still didn’t understand 

what was going on. They cheered to force me to say a few words. 

I gave a short speech. Mainly describing my participation for organizing a random, 

formless, worthless idea into something we could all enjoy. And thanking my Sardan 

guests for putting up with so much nakedness, due to, as we all knew, an unseasonably 

hot day. I waited for applause, but there was silence; they seemed eager to hear more. So 

I began to describe the games we could play. Like mud cake races, mud baths, mud 

facials... The possibilities were muddily endless... 

I was going to keep on talking but everyone was shouting questions for Mak. He 

responded with his usually short, simplistically bizarre statements. He described how he 

liked painting elephants. And explained that while these elephant artists were painting on 

their canvasses, he proceeded to paint their skins. Noting that he enjoyed seeing colorful 

elephants. And when he was questioned why he didn’t paint wild elephants, he said he 

did, on occasion, but it was much harder because they tended to take off running as soon 

as he approached them. Survival instinct, I was sure. And these painting elephants were 

usually very focused when they were creating art. The perfect moment to paint them. And 

that was why he loved painting painting elephants so much. Cloud tried to cut him off, 

but he went on to tell the story of how the Monks allowed him to have such a strange 

hobby. He said the Monks suggested that he visited the elephant reserve, as often as he 

wanted, after he had approached them with the idea of setting on fire the forest that 

separated the monastery from the reserve, so he could have a clear view of the elephants 

that might need painting. Cloud confirmed that the Monks had made certain adjustments 

so that Mak could express his artistic inclinations, even if he had to miss a few classes. 

Probably when Mak was gone was the only opportunity the other kids had at learning 

anything; I speculated.  

These images were a goldmine for the reporters. I could hear them set up their exclusives, 

praising the young robed genius. Saying things like, “Twelve cycles of Sardan nakedness 

repression, and I would harpoon couches too! Mak has awakened the art community from 

underneath the oppression of his robe... This prodigy cries out for skin freedom by 

pouring his soul into art... etc.” 

I managed to ask Cloud what was going on. He said he wasn’t sure, but he believed Mak 

had promised to sell the couch to an art dealer who had made a bid, but other bidders 
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were anxious to get their hands on it too. I wanted to ask what was going to happen to our 

couch and the hole on the floor... But then I realized that what this morning was a trashed 

couch and a ruined floor, had now become some sort of an art miracle. I wondered 

whether the V from this unexpected sale would perhaps cover the repairs to the backyard. 

After all, we couldn’t keep throwing just mud parties all summer long.  

“An untrained eye,” said a reporter, “can be tempted to look at this as a simple tube 

sticking out of a couch.” He moved to the back of the couch and showed to the camera. 

“But the experts are fascinated by this... How the metal cane digs into the ground, 

without creating major cracks around it, as if it had gone through mud, instead of 

concrete, making it an obvious metaphor for the high price we could pay for taking our 

foundations for granted. The fact that you can’t take it out, means this is a deeply rooted 

stance. Like the fighter who’s been knocked down, but refuses to hit the ground, doesn’t 

give up the fight, grabbing onto his roots, refusing to be subdued. It is something that has 

pierced through our everyday laziness and taken an uncompromising sideways stand. If 

this is not an irreverent protest against the heavy burdens of social injustice, what is? A 

poor baby monk, living a life of misery and brutality... Escaping into an imaginary world 

of colorful elephants. Wishing for the warm light of freedom to finally caress his lonely, 

Sun-deprived skin one day. A sobering example, a humbling experience. A wise lesson, 

from a courageous Sardan hero of the arts.”  

 

 

 

“I’m probably high,” I thought. “Maybe someone spiced the mud?” No, I still hadn’t 

even made it to the backyard. I doubted they had spiced the tap water...  

Semina. 

She came in radiantly, elegantly sexy. Dressed like only the popularity lioness could. She 

was wearing a swimming suit that had stick figures, flowers, and rainbows, like only 

five-cycle olds can draw genuinely and spontaneously. A tiny hat from the Little 

Explorers, which was probably original, and hers. And matching mud sandals. The 

reporters jumped onto her like their queen bee. She waved for me to approach her. Which 

turned out to be an ordeal with so many reporters. She hugged me for a second and then 

made me stand next to her for the cameras. A rain of questions kept pouring from the 

reporters. She picked and chose the questions she wanted to acknowledge, or probably 

the ones that fit within the contents of catchy phrases that her assistants would have 

already scripted for her. She came progressively closer to me and slid her hand from 

behind me so we were pressed together in a sideways hug for the cameras. 

“Thank you,” I said as softly as I could. “You didn’t have to.” My heart was racing. This 

was like being hugged by the copyright owner of half the stars. My popularity was going 

to shoot through the roof! But what was in it for her? 
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“Don’t worry,” she said, and then turned to me, suddenly ignoring the cameras. “Did I 

make you a lot of V?” She smiled, I believe, because she probably read my cluelessness 

all over my facial. “I happened to mention to a certain someone, who happens to be vice-

president of Hyper-Fine Arts, that I had seen the most simplistic puzzle I had come across 

this cycle. And that I couldn’t decide whether it was street art invading the common 

space or just an open statement. Of course I knew that, coming from me, they would 

immediately check it out, because among old friends, and, just between us, a comment 

like that could only mean two things. I had either stumbled upon something outstanding, 

and needed validation; or I thought it was something good, just not sure how good. And I 

needed to hear their opinion to make my final decision. It turned out that when they came 

here and saw it, and Mak explained it to them. They just fell in love with the whole 

concept and started bidding on it right away. There’s been a bidding war going on for 

three hours now. You’re going to make enough V to buy a new house!” 

“That’s actually not a bad idea,” I said, “considering that it’s a somewhat unmovable 

piece of work.” 

“Do you want to make it more expensive?” she gave me a mischievous look while she 

dragged me to the couch. “Do you want to show the whole Level how you’re still in love 

with the popularity lioness? Can you imagine the headlines?” 

She was using the same strategy that Cloud had used earlier, on the exact same spot. She 

was on her back on the couch, and yet managed to grab me and bring me back on top of 

her every single time I wanted to wiggle my way out.  

“I’m begging you, please,” I said. “Please, please, don’t rub against me. My monk/fiancé 

has been flirting the ferg out of me all day, and I’m just too sensitive...”  

“This is all your fault,” she said. “You brought back all those memories from when we 

were kids... And all I could think about all day was you, and Ross, and me... Together. 

And mud cakes, for no particular reason. Come on! Let’s get together again. Just for fun. 

Like the old days.”  

“Are you sure you want to be seen with me? Wouldn’t that hurt your popularity?” 

“Oh, let’s just smile for the cameras, and get ready, because we’re going to put on a 

show! Let’s give them what they want... Tenth Level folly, debauchery, and scandal,” she 

declaimed. She kept rubbing and fondling me, and mentioned something about having to 

squeeze in a few promos for her sponsors. “Now, let’s hear what people are saying about 

our young hyper-hero of the arts...” she said to the cameras while still massaging me 

down there. “A smack of Mak, and a backslap to the arts. Only Mak... brutally artistic. 

Mak, the kind of art that when it finds you, you better not be on the couch... Find out 

more at tomorrow’s garden party at the main Library of Arts and Drafts, a traditional 

hugraiser to raise awareness of fun.” 

“Catchy,” I said, a little uncomfortable, since she had pulled down my underwear and 

they were taking close-ups of my penis. “But seriously, please stop stroking my boner, 

because it’s not your fault it’s stiff. It’s my presumable husband, who keeps getting me 
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all hot and bothered and yet doesn’t allow me to release. I’m so horny I’m going deaf. 

Please, stop, don’t...”  

And I couldn’t really finish, because I basically climaxed all over her facial. The story 

that spread the fastest that evening was the one taken out of the scene were you can see 

me shoot, as she yells, “Not in my eyeeee!!!” which was the verbatim headline, of course.  

 

 

 

When the reporters stormed towards me, I knew I had done something right. They 

bombarded me with all sorts of questions, about the artistic significance of imposing 

Tenth Level rituals on a Sardan work of art. They wanted to know if we were translating 

Sardan art, so to speak, putting it in terms that Tenth Level citizens could relate to. 

Although they just basically wanted me to ejaculate all over the couch again, but alone 

this time. Both the couch and the story would become more valuable when sold 

separately, for reasons they explained and I didn’t quite get. So I had no objections. They 

wanted me to estimate whether it would take me two hours, or more, to fully “recharge” 

for a second shot.  

“I don’t know,” I said looking for Cloud. “It depends on that monk who claims to be 

married to me a cycle from now. Although, I believe he’s closeted at the moment.”  

 

 

 

The two most accessed data streams the next morning were, “Semina’s Youngest Future 

Husband Ever!” showing images of them building a mud castle, and a penis enlargement 

ad, starring me, in the process of staining a, now, hyper-famous couch with my manly 

fluids.  

 

 

 

The mud party may have been overhyped, but it was undeniably refreshing. It wasn’t 

strictly guided by adult rules, so it forced us all to remember those silly games we used to 

play as kids. And I had to admit that the Sardans were doing pretty well under the 

circumstances. They had finally gotten rid of their robes and were wearing what looked 

like diving suits. They were skin tight, ocean blue with touches of lighter bluish-greenish 
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on the sides and underarms. As Cloud approached me, I noticed how he was abiding by 

Sardan code to the letter. His skin was exposed only from the neck up, plus hands and 

feet. But the costume was a little dumb, in the sense that it was heavily padded, making 

certain muscle groups bulge ridiculously out of proportion. I wondered if that was his 

way of showing a childlike attitude with his getup. I thought he must have been sweating 

to death in a whole body suit like that.  

When he finally came to where I was, I was going to ask him what the suit was made of. 

But when I poked his biceps to check whether it was foam, it felt more like a rock 

wrapped in tough leather or something. 

“Aren’t you hot,” I said, continuing my palpation.  

“You tell me,” he started flirting again.  

“Wait,” I was very confused about his garment. “Is this painted on?” 

“It’s an undergarment. See?” he explained, leaning back a little, and innocently running 

his hands all the way down his chiseled abs, nearly reaching his groin and then back up, a 

couple of times, until a piece of the fabric folded up a little. “Now you can reach 

underneath...” I think he got ticklish a little because I was already sliding a curious hand 

under his garment. “Oh,” he commented. “You figure things out quickly.” 

“It feels like between rubber and silk,” I said. “But what is it?” 

“Those would be my nipples,” he remarked. “It feels funny when you pinch them.” 

“And the codpiece is ridiculously out of proportion too,” I said, checking and double 

checking. “Ah... Maybe not. It appears to be... All you.” I said, between surprised and 

scared. “And it seems to be growing again.” 

“I have noticed how it does that when you pet it rhythmically,” he said. “I think it’s time 

for us to have a little chat,” he grabbed me by the hand and started guiding me towards 

the house.  

“It’s almost time for the eclipse,” I planted my feet on the ground. “We’re supposed to 

hug and make a wish!” 

“If we make a wish now,” he said patiently. “Can you let me show you something more 

memorable than an eclipse?” 

“I hadn’t thought of it that way,” I said, carefully thinking about my wish. “You say 

yours first,” I said. 

“No,” he said. “Let’s do it like kids do. Let’s say it at the same time.” 

So we said in unison, “I wish you to be alive,” and “I wish to be Vrich!” 
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“Can I rephrase mine?” I said when we were already hugging. I felt a little embarrassed. I 

should’ve guessed that a monk would wish for something enigmatically creepy like that... 

I should’ve gone more along the lines of “I wish you don’t catch a disfiguring disease.” 

But it was a little late in the game to complain about the fact that the stranger I had 

promised to marry sexlessly in order to win a bet turned out to be somewhat 

incompatible, personality-wise.  

There were like ten guys in the common area helping to get Mak’s staff out of the ground 

while Semina gave them directions.  

“Don’t touch the art!” I yelled. “It’s very expensive now.” 

“I can’t just leave it there,” said Mak who was pulling from the big curtains for no 

apparent reason. “Can you imagine what the Monks will do to me if I tell them I lost 

another one?” 

“But now it’s art, you idiot! I can buy you a hundred stupid canes with the V we’re going 

to make... If you don’t destroy it.”  

“They won’t care,” said Semina. “I’m here to testify and guarantee that a metal cane is 

the same as a metal rod. Art is what matters. They’ll barely be able to tell the difference 

anyway.”  

As she was finishing saying that, and I was about to ask, “What rod?” I saw Mak jump 

from the floor and what followed could only make sense if described as if the wall was 

the floor. Mak was crouching down, open legged, grabbing the end of the curtain rod and 

pulling as hard as he could, until he freed the rod from the grapples that held it to the 

wall, leaving huge holes and bits of plaster that were falling onto the floor. But, just to 

clarify the impossible, his feet were against the wall, as if they were glued there. It looked 

as if he was crouching down sideways on the wall... Like gravity wasn’t a major concern.  

“Those are five-hundred-cycle old antiquitas!” I practically screamed.  

“Xendor,” Semina gave me a look like telling me to chill out. “Mak’s piece just broke the 

two million ceiling. The Hyper-Fine Arts Society is threatening with buying the house 

and turning it into a venue for new and exciting artistic adventures. But, luck seems to 

keep on giving, because a lot of bidders joined together and are threatening to buy the 

entire block. They don’t want this in the hands of the Society because they say it belongs 

to street artists at large. Mak is right; we should put the rod instead of his cane before 

they start getting too picky about the details. Better do it now that they’re distracted 

bidding...” 

“Come with me,” said Cloud, leading me to the bedroom. “Everything seems to be taken 

care of. Your wish may come true, after all.” 
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I knew where this was going, and I wanted to explain to him, that I felt dishonest having 

to get inside a closet to make out with my one-cycle-minus-one-day-from-now husband. I 

wanted to do it in the open, half naked, covered in mud, like everybody else.  

He waited for me inside. He motioned for me to come in. “You had your wish,” he said. 

“Now I want mine.” 

“Can’t I just promise from out here that I’m not planning to die or something?” I 

searched for a way out.  

He grabbed me quickly, but gently, pulled me inside and closed the door. We were in 

complete darkness once again. 

“What is it with you and the dark?” I said. “I like to see where I’m going.” 

“You seem quite skilled at feeling your way around my body in the dark as it is,” he 

praised me. “Let me show you something.” 

He made us lie down, side by side looking at the ceiling. Until I saw a little green 

fluorescence that blinked for a second. “What was that?” I said. And then there was 

another, and like a whole bunch of them. They were fairly big fireflies. “How did you 

manage to get them in here? There so beautiful.” He was right; this was more memorable 

than the eclipse, perhaps. I felt we were kids again. Playing hide in the closet...  

“They’re sensor scramblers,” he said as if he had clarified that we were in a closet.  

“Ahhggg!” I jumped up and knocked down a bunch of empty boxes. “You’re fergging 

insane?! The Astro guys are going to detect them in a second and we’re fergged. Mak 

will have to harpoon an airship if we’re ever gonna pay for this fine!”  

“Shhh,” he said, petting me like I was a hissing feral cat, and forcing me to lie down next 

to him again. “They’re technically scanner fudgers.”  

“Ferg your fergging fudgers,” I had heard enough. “I’m calling the BPD and begging for 

clemency. They’ll obviously see you’re delirious. Perhaps they’ll show mercy. Maybe 

you should kneel down in front of them and pray really hard, or something. Can you turn 

water into wine? That’d do the trick for sure...” 

“They are passive and they don’t block signals, they only disguise them. See?” he said 

pointing. “They’re doing it right now. One of them catches a scanning signal, it lights up, 

and another one relays it to the outside as if the signal hadn’t hit any solid object. For the 

scanners, this is an empty closet.” 
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“That’s sweet and all, your signaling insects,” I said with a hint of dread and defeat. “But, 

technologically, we’re thousands of cycles ahead of Sarda Hari. We have scanners that 

can detect molecular variations a hundred legs away.” 

“I am aware that our technology may be crude,” he said in a somewhat pensive tone. “But 

I reasoned that big scanners would be pointing somewhere else. Why focus on a closet 

when there’s an eclipse going on?” 

“They’re going to find out sooner or later. These people are not dumb. You’re dealing 

with the smartest scientists on the planet. I doubt you can fudge their data with a couple 

of blinking bugs and get away with it.” 

“Why am I here?” he said out of the blue, or rather, the closet twilight. 

“Is this a ‘truth or grab’ game, or more of a philosophical question like, ‘why fat 

molecules keep attaching to the wrong areas?’”  

“A condition was triggered,” he started spoiling my neuronal capacities. And I 

immediately remembered that I had never even asked what the ferg we were supposed to 

be doing as a team for the Embassy and the BPD. “Which prompted the Monks to send 

me here and verify.” There was silence, but I had no idea what to say... “I predicted a 

future murder,” he said in the same tone one would use to read an obituary.  

“I think I mentioned to you, how much I’m irritated by things that are based on folk tales 

and mythica toilets...” I felt I needed to remind him. 

“It’s well documented,” he said as if that made it less irrational. “And I have reason to 

believe that things on the Tenth Level may not be as polite as you claim.” 

“Why?” I said. 

“Look at them,” he said referring to the fireflies. “Is active scanning a common activity 

during an eclipse?” 

“Well, no, but...” 

“Then why are they picking up scanning signals?” 

I looked at them, and it was true, now there seemed to be more and more of them 

blinking intermittently.  

“Why would they scan your house? What are they looking for? Or, perhaps... Who are 

they looking for?” 

“You’re making me paranoid...” I couldn’t think clearly, I kept hearing noises and music 

coming from the house. And then it crossed my mind, like a flying photon dart. “You’re 

saying I’m the target?”  
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“I can’t be absolutely sure,” he said. “I only saw the body after it was dead, and it was 

unrecognizable. But I know it would happen around the time of the eclipse. And I figured 

out I would just take some precautions.” He turned and climbed on top of me, crushing 

me under the weight of his muscles, just the way he seemed to like it. “Do you see my 

prerogative now?” he said. “I came here to witness the murder that would prove that I 

had predicted a future crime... Only problem is... I fell for the future corpse. And now, if 

you don’t die, the Monks will kick me out anyway for blasphemy.” 

“Two more minutes on top of me and you’ll have the corpse you need anyway...”  

“I estimate that the most dangerous moment should be right while the eclipse is going 

on,” he said making sure that he was covering every square palm of my body. “And I 

don’t know if you noticed that one of the fireflies over there is flashing orange... That’s 

aggressive scanning, typically a targeting scanner. I can almost ascertain that, at least in 

our vicinity, someone is being scanned to death as we speak...”  

“So, right now, you’re on top of me in case a death ray blows up my closet? Do you think 

your ridiculously gigantic muscles are going to shield me?” 

“I’m doing what I can,” he said. “Even if saving your life proves my prophecy wrong.” 

“Wait,” I tried to slow down. “You said the corpse was unrecognizable... How can you 

still be so sure it was me?” 

“I am not,” he said. “That’s probably why I am aroused at the moment.”  

“I still want to leave the closet,” I said. “Don’t know if or when I’ll die, but I’m sure it’s 

not going to be inside a closet!” The party outside was getting louder. The eclipse was 

probably starting.  

“I’ll let you leave when the scanning signals stop,” he said grabbing me firmly. “I can’t 

let you die...” he added tenderly. “You still haven’t taught me how to kiss properly. And I 

think I’ve bruised my arm already...” 

 

 

 

I was swimming in a lake of honey, every time I tried to inhale, I would swallow and get 

lost in his powerfully inexperienced kisses. He wasn’t passionate. He was scared and 

clearly outside his comfort zone. But at least he was diligently attentive and caring. I 

looked up because now there seemed to be hundreds of orange fireflies floating gently 

around us. They were no longer blinking, they were all lit up at the same time, as if they 

were going to catch on fire. It was beyond tender. It was like peering into the depths of 

my own mystery where a rain of orange stars orbited quietly around my heart sun.  
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“This is so incredibly tender,” I said. 

I will never forget his face at that moment. He looked into my eyes. I felt I was seeing 

him for the first time. In this orange glow, he seemed more human, less monk. He 

became a little worried when he saw the fireflies’ behavior, though.  

“It looks like a coward is trying to find you,” he said. “Only cowards kill remotely...” 

He sounded really angry at that. I felt suddenly protected, though... Even if he was 

protecting me from imaginary dangers, since he was hallucinating, I had no doubt, at 

least he was showing concern. I figured I couldn’t have him committed for a couple of 

days, since the restrictions would ease up slowly, but they technically applied until 

tomorrow night, or at least until the Astro guys gave the green light. I was sure the mental 

clinic would be open for emergencies... But if he wasn’t in any immediate danger, they 

would not admit him... On the bright side, I realized, now that we knew he was demented, 

we would probably not get such a steep fine for fudging sensor data.  

 

 

 

We must have spent a few minutes just hugging and soft kissing when I heard that the 

fireworks were starting. The fireflies had suddenly disappeared into the darkness. I ran 

out of that closet as fast as I could. I didn’t feel I was running from him, though, I wasn’t 

scared of his mental condition. If anything, I felt I could’ve hugged him for an entire 

cycle and more...  

The fireworks didn’t last long. Maybe fifteen minutes or so. But everyone was very 

excited. Apparently, while I was entertaining Cloud’s paranoid ferg in the closet, some of 

the neighborhood kids had played some kind of a joke on the Astro teams. They had set 

some sort of flare, people described, that was bright enough to leave everyone practically 

blind for a couple of minutes. Some people even thought it was a lightning strike, 

although there was no sound.  

“This was no prank!” Sirianne was practically hysterical. “You saw it,” she said to me. 

“It was like a full photon shower.” 

She said that the background monitors had picked up an anomaly right when three photon 

sensors had spiked out of range. But that didn’t make any sense to me. Photon sensors 

only tripped out of range when the photon discharge was twice that of daylight. What 

could produce a flare that was twice brighter than daylight and then escape monitors? 

What kind of kid could create a photon device capable of doing that? Wasn’t it a bit too 

sophisticated for kids who sometimes couldn’t even find their own house, and crashed in 

my common area? I regretted missing that strange flash. I guessed there was always a 

price to pay if you wanted to hide in the closet...  
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“Your face is dirty,” said my loony husband-to-be.  

“Where?” I fell for it. 

“Here,” he said, running his giant muddy hand on the right side of my face.  

A traditional mud fight ensued. And for some reason, a lot of people joined in. Including 

grandma Xemma, who managed to land a mud cake on my nose.  
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III 
 

I had no idea what time it was when I woke up. But I could feel bits of sand and mud 

underneath my tongue, so I figured it wasn’t a dream. It had actually happened. I 

stretched to the four corners of the bed, making a big X with my whole body and yawned 

until tears sprang out the corners of my eyes. Bits and pieces of the party began to come 

back slowly, forming images, and memories I wouldn’t have guessed possible a day 

before. Semina, Cloud, and I had ended up in my bed. Semina protested that I should’ve 

kept an eye on Cloud and not let him eat the tangerine sleepy cookies. I told her I was 

distracted, but didn’t think too much of it, since the box clearly said that they were 

tangerine tryptophan cookies... But we had no idea how many he had eaten. He had 

passed out on his back in the middle of the bed, taking up two thirds of the available 

space, which we couldn’t blame him for, since he was big like a bull. But Semina and I 

were forced to be on our sides, half-hugging, half-holding on to him in order not to fall 

off the bed. And she made some comment about memories that she had, of being in this 

same position, but with Ross, whose size was more on the human side, and who didn’t 

snore like a hibernating bear. We finally grew tired of it, and tried to drag him out of bed. 

But it was like trying to move a ton of dead meat, or rather, lean, hypertrophied muscles 

and accompanying bones. We recruited the help of some strong guys who were still 

doing mud wrestling. And while Semina and I cradled his head, so it wouldn’t bump on 

the floor, the guys dragged him into the closet. Once I closed the door, his muffled snores 

were much more tolerable. Semina worried that he might feel too confined, or that he 

would probably freak out when he woke up not knowing where he was. I assured her that 

he loved that stupid closet. I did mention to her, before we went to bed, that I was 

immensely grateful and indebted to her. But I had the feeling that she had hyper-hyped 

this whole party so that word would get to Ross and he would show up. She insisted that 

it wasn’t just for Ross. Her fantasies of happiness had room for the three of us. An 

obsession she had entertained since the days when mud parties were more in tune with 

our age.  

I wondered at what point she had left. But I knew I wasn’t completely alone. Even though 

the snoring had stopped, I was sure Cloud was still in the closet. I was learning to feel his 

presence when he was nearby. Even if my senses were iffy about the details.  

The house showed all the signs of a Tenth Level party. There were people passed out 

everywhere you looked. The floors were covered in mud and towels. I owed Sirianne, big 

time, for bringing out the dark purple towels. The white ones would have been a pain to 

clean. Most walls were covered in mud and chalk, with images of animals and hands, 

imitating cave drawings. And at the bottom of most of them, there was Mak’s signature. 

That had been Semina’s idea. Mak had only helped with a couple of drawings, but by 

signing them, regardless of who had actually painted them, they had become extremely 

expensive works of art. Semina was also going to make a little extra V on the side by 

curating and marketing Mak’s work.  
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Mak was at the kitchen table, looking a little forlorn. His eyes were red, and I could tell I 

had just woken him up because one side of his face was very red and covered in bread 

crumbs. He had probably fallen asleep with his head on the table. He was distraught. He 

said Destiny had rejected his contract as valid proof of our friendship. It didn’t contain 

enough of my genetic material to prove that I had read it, and there wasn’t enough 

evidence that I had agreed to it. I looked at his childish note on the table, I inhaled 

forcefully through my nose, so as to gather as much genetic material as possible, and spat 

a giant loogie among some colorfully jittery flowers. Mak was ecstatic, but I quickly 

reminded him how picky Destiny could get when she was not witnessing signatures 

herself. So I grabbed a piece of brown chalk, as a personal tribute to my successful mud 

party, moistened the tip on my spit and signed and dated, adding a short statement that 

expressed my satisfaction with the contract and I thereby hugged both Mak and Destiny. 

He grabbed the wet piece of paper and ran towards Sirianne’s room. I told him to eat a 

tangerine cookie and go to bed already, but I was not sure if he heard me.  

 

 

 

I took a quick shower and put on the only clean bathrobe I could find to go to the 

Starminds across the street. I opened the door, and it was rush hour. “Ferg,” I thought, 

“this is going to take an hour.” 

Traffic was one of the most pervasive problems we had on the Tenth Level. Since there 

were so many rules of politeness to follow, you couldn’t just walk past people and ignore 

them. You had to make eye contact and say hi, the other person had to hug you, because 

it was impolite not to check whether you needed oxytocin. And if you were lucky, neither 

of you needed it, and you could move on to the next person, hugging in the direction in 

which you were going. But since more than eighty percent of the population was 

downright addicted to O, sometimes you got stuck making eye contact, kissing, and 

hugging over and over again. Particularly in the morning, when oxytocin is more easily 

released. When the streets were packed, it was estimated that it took about an hour to 

move past one block. That’s why everyone in their right mind moved right across the 

street from work. This strategy was only a partial solution, since having to hug and 

acknowledge so many people upon leaving your house meant you never knew exactly 

when you were going to arrive at work. Fortunately, our schedules allowed for that. We 

only set up meetings in three time ranges, morning, which were the hardest to get to, 

afternoon, and evening. And if you missed an important meeting, it wasn’t a big deal, 

because they only needed three people to show up as witnesses for major team decisions. 

If you were not there, someone would speak for you, trying to convey your point of view 

the best they could. It worked out from a politeness perspective, I guess. But there was no 

such thing as a quick jaunt from one place to another, for example.  
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Panzor waved at me as soon as I walked through the doors at Starminds. He made a 

gesture for “the usual,” and I nodded and indicated “two” with my fingers while hugging 

a lady that was on her way out. He grabbed me by the wrists, in the customary “from-

behind-the-counter” hug, and asked me if needed O. I politely declined, and he seemed 

surprised. For a second I wondered if he needed some hugging and bonding, but I knew 

that was unlikely, considering that he spent almost all day hugging. That was probably 

why he chose this line of business, anyway. Starminders were usually the biggest O 

junkies of them all.  

“So it’s true what they’re saying, then,” he said sounding amused. Then he made the sign 

of the V, which is, of course, the same as the sign for the number two, and also to 

indicate that you had gotten laid really well. As a sign of victory in bed.   

“Oh, no,” I clarified. “I just meant two Djava drinks...” 

“So you don’t have a closeted Sardan in your house?” 

“People are so gossipy,” I was indignant. “I can’t believe word got out so quickly! 

Shameless. That’s what they are. Practically impolite... What else are they saying?” 

“That you and Semina are in cahoots to kidnap talented children from the other Levels 

and set up some kind of art business. She was talking to the BPD earlier this morning, 

right outside your house. They didn’t arrest her because, apparently, the crafty witch 

tricked the child into a future arrangement. So she can’t be accused of exploitation of 

someone she intends to marry. A very gray legal area.” 

“People are so mean spirited,” I said, because I could hardly believe what he was telling 

me. “I was there. It was him the one who proposed the future arrangement. He even 

bargained five cycles down!”  

He rolled his eyes and looked away while pouring the second cup. “Sure, Xendor,” he 

said. “I’m going to believe that a twelve-cycle old cajoled Semina into it... I forgive you, 

but not for defending her, because you obviously have a stake on that too. I forgive you 

because you’ve been so courageous to do that penis enlargement ad. I had no idea...” 

“Oh, come on!” I was getting irritated. “Anyone who’s ever seen me at an orgy knows...” 

“I have a friend in Biosthetics who can cut you a great deal...” 

“I don’t need or want a new penis!” I grabbed my cups, ready to run. “Besides, they fall 

off after a couple of cycles and you have to keep buying new ones. It’s a huge scam.” 
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“Huge,” he said, delighted, “being the keyword. You can buy a whole set with different 

colors and sizes. That’s what’s great about detachable penises. You can change them 

according to the circumstances.” 

On my way out, I pictured myself with a detachable penis. Losing it in the pool. Sending 

it with the laundry by accident. Or chopping it for a stew because I was too lazy to go get 

sausages. No way. Detachable penises were not for me. But that whole conversation got 

me thinking.  

 

 

 

He wasn’t snoring, but he was breathing heavily, making deep sounds as the air went 

through his throat. He was fast asleep. I tried that rubbing motion he had done the night 

before, in an attempt at finding the seams in his persistently tight undergarment. He had a 

regular morning chubby, although in his case it looked more like a sleeping giant. But my 

rubbing was beginning to have some sort of effect, because when I finally managed to 

pull down his pants a little, it looked like he had a tree trunk resting on his belly. I began 

inspecting it at the base, but I couldn’t find exactly where it was attached. Right then I 

regretted not having learned more about detachable penises because I wasn’t sure 

whether they had to be unscrewed, or pulled hard, or twisted. But the more things I tried, 

the worse it got, because the thing became stiffer. 

“Aw, ouch,” complained Cloud. “What are you doing?” 

“Oh, just fergging tell me,” I said, a little exasperated. “Do you twist it? Pull it? Shake 

it?” I tried all those things and more. “Or do you just wait for it to fall off on its own?” 

“I’m not sure I understand,” he said stretching and folding his arms under his head as a 

pillow, probably to take a better look at what I was doing to his detachable manhood. 

“You’re the sex expert; you tell me.” 

“The jig is up!” I said pulling as hard as I could. “This third leg of yours is coming out. 

We’ll replace it with something more manageable.” 

“It hurts!” he said. “You know, I had pictured you gentler... I never imagined that it 

would hurt so much...” 

“Well, maybe it wouldn’t hurt so much if you told me why it wouldn’t come out. Just 

show me how you release it.” 

“Alright,” he said, still resting comfortably. “Try grabbing it firmly at the base.” 

I followed his instructions, happy that he had finally fessed up, sort of. 
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“And then move your fist up and down, gently, but progressively faster,” he indicated. “I 

believe you may want to use both hands and squeeze hard.”  

“Fine by me,” I said while still stroking it, moving it sideways and in all directions, trying 

to find a way to detach it. “But at least when I catch myself doing something stupid, I’m 

polite enough to admit it.” I pointed three accusative fingers and said, “I’m getting a 

penis catalog right away, and I’ll make it part of our future arrangement. If you don’t 

switch this whale of a penis for something more reasonable, the deal is off!” 

“I always thought you would be more tender during...” he said, trying to keep up his 

gimmicks. “Maybe this technique you’re using is too advanced for me to fully appreciate. 

But, if you could go back to that up and down motion that you did before, I think you can 

get me to release anything you want...”  

“Oh, really?” I said standing up. “You want release? You too horny now?” 

He nodded and started making thrusting movements with his pelvis.  

“Welcome to my fergging world,” I said on my way out. “Djava is in the kitchen. Your 

penis is not invited.” 

“Can you say dear?” he said and started taking matters into his own hands, so to speak; 

easy for him, since his hands were huge too. 

“Dear?” I said. 

“Yes,” he said obviously aroused. “Say ‘dear Cloud.’ Softly... Like you cared...”  

“Dear Cloud,” I obeyed like any polite future husband would. “If you’re too horny, do 

what I do. Hump your own shadow, dear!” And I slammed the closet door.  

 

 

 

I wasn’t sure how long it actually took for Cloud to come down to the kitchen, because I 

was vexed by my nail issues. I had been meaning to get them trimmed all week, but was 

always getting distracted by work and kept postponing it. Now, that I had finally had a 

second to relax, decompress, and think about myself and my wellbeing, for a change, I 

couldn’t trim them anyway. Powerdown meant that I wouldn’t be able to turn on the 

groomer for another twenty hours, or so, perhaps longer if the Astro guys decided to 

measure some star fart related to the eclipse. But the situation had taken a turn for the 

worse after the mud party. It was hard to describe a repulsive physical condition like that 

one. There was mud, lots of it, under each one of my twenty nails. And since my nails 

were much longer than usual, it looked like I had thick black lines underneath each one of 

them. I cursed that ladybug physician who had given me the bliss of a facial in exchange 
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for the carnage of electrocution. Why couldn’t she tell one of her assistants to trim my 

nails? How could she possibly miss such a visible aspect of my health? I wondered if I 

could start a formal complaint about that. But that would have been the old me. The 

obsessive, nagging old hag in me. The new me was going to solve this issue with the few 

resources at hand.  

The big kitchen knife seemed like a good choice. I was happy to find out that simply by 

using its tip, I could remove most of the dirt from under my nails easily. At least I could 

take care of the most embarrassing part. Now, cutting them was going to be a little tricky. 

And that’s when I heard Cloud coming into the kitchen. I had my foot up on the table and 

had managed to cut half of my big toenail, but I wasn’t quite sure how to get the other 

half without chopping the tip of my toe... Maybe I had to try a fork...  

“Would it be impolite if borrowed your knife?” he said, dispassionately.  

I couldn’t believe what was coming out of his prayer hole. “Can’t you see I’m trying to 

fix a quite complicated problem here?” I said, still analyzing the situation. “Grab a 

cleaver.”  

He left, thankfully, so I could concentrate. I decided to leave that particular toenail for 

later and switch to the other foot. Maybe if I could get the right angle, I could cut the 

toenail in one quick sweep. Before I could place the blade correctly, however, Cloud had 

come back with a curious instrument. It looked like a stapler, but it was tiny, and seemed 

to have either blades or metal sheets that were somehow folded into the curious thing. So 

they were visible, but not accessible. While I was grabbing it to take a closer look, he 

grabbed the knife from me and threw it into the kitchen sink.  

“It has a nail clipper,” he said. “You just have to...” 

But I was already on it. “Clip my nails!” I commanded happily. “Thank you, Cloud,” I 

said to him, feeling a renewed sense of tenderness. “You seem to be a caring potential 

companion after all.” But after a couple of minutes of waiting... Nothing happened. “Nail 

clipper,” I said emphatically, because you never knew with these ancient devices... “Clip 

my nails now!” 

I started banging the stupid thing on the table and rephrasing the command. “It’s 

broken...” 

“I doubt it,” said Cloud. “Please, allow me to demonstrate.” 

“No, no, no!” I suddenly realized. “On second thought... Better not activate it; we’re still 

supposed to be under powerdown restrictions. And I doubt that’s an authorized 

instrument.” 

“It’s a mechanical device,” he said unfolding it. “See? When you turn the top handle up 

and over, it becomes a lever that you can press down so that the blades come together and 

cut your nails.” 
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I observed him in awe. He had carefully grabbed my big toe and managed to get rid of 

the offensive nail in three easy cuts. I had seen something like that at summer camp with 

the Little Explorers. It was a survival tool, antiquitas. They had demonstrated and 

allowed us to touch it but not to use it because it wasn’t sanitary. Plus, you could easily 

miscalculate and injure the tip of your fingers. But now I was outgrowing my fears in 

leaps and bounds. I was no longer scared of the dangers. I wanted to use the rudimentary 

tool from yore, even if it meant a visit to the emergency room.  

Cloud talked for a while, but I couldn’t even pretend to be listening because I was 

devoting all my attention to the nail trimming task at hand. He was going on and on about 

not being able to focus or meditate for some reason... I didn’t really care that much.  

“You’re just too horny to meditate,” I stated the obvious.  

It worked. He shut up, started sipping his Djava drink, and, even though his eyes pointed 

towards the garden—which was more like a playground for pigs now—I could tell he 

was looking inwards.  

“When I left you in the closet,” I said when I was almost done. “You were pleasuring 

yourself. Were you able to release?” 

“Of course not,” he said, looking gloomy. “I don’t know what to think. This has never 

happened to me before.” 

“I’m not going to criticize your mythica practices,” I said. “But if you’re too horny you 

can’t focus on anything. I doubt meditation is an exception. There are just too many 

hormones bouncing around. Don’t blame yourself.” I tried to give him a tender look. But 

with both feet up on the table, the effect was somewhat mixed, I suppose. “Blame me,” I 

elaborated. “After all, it’s not your fault that I’m a sex volcano. I just probably awoke 

a...” I was going to say “a sleeping giant,” but that particular expression reminded me of 

that whole ordeal earlier in the closet. So I left it at that.  

 

 

 

I heard a voice coming from the front door. And, when I went to check, I saw a tall, dark 

guy who was hugging grandma Xemma. He waved and smiled politely and I invited him 

to come into the kitchen. Cloud had stood up suddenly and seemed to hesitate. He looked 

like he was about to take off running. I gave him a look, like saying, “What’s going on?” 

“I’m not wearing my robe!” he expressed with what I guessed was the most amount of 

anguish he would ever show.  

“Hug,” I said. “And be polite.” 
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“We’ve hugged before,” I said while tiptoeing to hug this new, darker giant in my house. 

“I’m sure,” he said. “I work with Sirianne.” He turned to hug Cloud, who was still frozen, 

standing by the table. “Nice costume,” he complimented Cloud, while hugging him 

briefly. “I’m Caynook.”  

“I beg your forgiveness,” said Cloud in a solemn gravedigger’s voice. “I wasn’t 

expecting company, and I am still in my undergarments. Not sure if proper...” 

Seeing them side by side gave me a great idea. Maybe I could show Cloud what normal 

people were supposed to look like.  

“You guys seem to be the same height,” I remarked.  

“He’s taller,” said Caynook, rather quickly.  

“Maybe a little,” I said. “But I think this will work for establishing something anyway.” 

Caynook was slender, decent built, none of the exaggerated muscular outgrowths that 

plagued Cloud’s body. “Do you mind showing us your penis?” I said politely. “My future 

arrangement here doesn’t seem to have a clue about sensible proportions.” 

“Sure,” he said, while pulling down his pants. 

“Oh, ferg!” I said, disappointed. “You also got one of those...” 

Instead of a penis, he had what looked like the trunk of a big elephant, a dark elephant. It 

dangled down like a black fire hose. I came closer to inspect it. “May I?” I said. And I 

pinched the skin right at the base and lifted it up a little.  

“See what I mean? No seams whatsoever. You can’t possible tell exactly where it’s 

attached. Not even a tiny difference in color... Nothing. Cloud’s is the same... I wonder if 

they’re the same brand...?” 

I held it to try to guesstimate its weight. “No offense,” I said. “Yours looks out of 

proportion too. But his is worse... Show him!” I poked Cloud. 

He shook his head and took a step back. 

“Oh, come on, already,” I said getting a little impatient. “You’re on the Tenth Level; it’s 

time you get used to it! Present your jewels...! Or are you going to be impolite?” 

“Well,” said Caynook. “I can sort of see it... Your costume is so tight... But I still think 

mine is bigger.” 

“Of course,” I said. “Great idea. We can settle this in less than five minutes. Can you 

shake it a little?” And then, turning to Cloud, “You too. Get it going. I’m sure we can 

measure them if you pressed them on the table. We can make an outline with chalk. 
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Because I think thickness is part of the insanity factor here.” I turned to Caynook again, 

“So how do you take it off?” 

Caynook looked at me, like waiting for some sort of clarification. “Do you pull it out, do 

you twist it? Ah, and one other thing, how come it matches your skin tone so well?” 

“Is this a bet of some sort?” said Caynook abruptly. “I don’t mean to be improper, but I 

came here to pick up a document. I’m sure we can settle the penile issue later.” 

“What catalog did you order it from?” 

“I’m not entirely sure what we’re talking about...” he said, showing some concern. He 

was probably trying to be polite and was waiting for the right opportunity to let us know 

that he was in a hurry. “We can compare penises anytime you want. Right now, I better 

get into Sirianne’s room and look for that document she needs.” 

His penis was still hanging out, and I kept reflecting on it, when I felt grandma Xemma 

move past me towards Cloud. She looked at Caynook’s penis, and then she turned to me, 

poking my future husband’s dormant colossus and smiling. 

“That’s the bigger one,” I spoke for her. 

She nodded and half-smiled again. Although Cloud removed her hand discreetly when 

she started deliberately rubbing his crotch.  

Caynook came back from Sirianne’s room with Mak’s colorful contract in a bag.  

“That thing is still making its rounds?” I said.  

“We have to take it to the BPD,” said Caynook. “But Sirianne’s tied up recalibrating 

background sensors again...” 

“No! Please don’t tell me...” 

“I’m afraid so,” he said. “Whatever that prank was last night, it sure did a number on the 

backup systems. Whoever did it is in a lot of trouble...”  

“No. I meant... You guys are going to extend the powerdown,” I said, without disguising 

my frustration. “This is just like last cycle after the meteor shower. We spent an entire 

week without power. Look at these floors!” I pleaded, pointing at the trails of mud that 

covered every square palm of the house. “How am I supposed to clean?” 

“Hey,” he said. “It’s not my fault. You know how things are with Astro measurements. If 

we can’t get...” 

“I know,” I interrupted, because I didn’t like to be lectured. “If you can’t get back to 

baseline values, your measurements mean ferg. But we all end up paying the 

consequences, you know?” 
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“I’ll catch up with you guys later,” he said on his way out. “And we can bet on our 

penises if you want.” When he was at the door he turned around and said to Cloud, “I’d 

remove that yam from your crotch if I were you. You ain’t fooling anyone...” 

 

 

 

I was so obsessed with the detachable penis topic that when Cloud asked me why the 

BPD would need to see Mak’s contract, I briefly considered running outside and asking 

Caynook. Besides, he had never mentioned what brand his penis was. But when I ran out 

the door, he was nowhere to be seen.  

 

 

 

We ate, we took a bath together. We flirted until exhaustion. After a little nap, we 

decided to go look for a present for Mak. Apparently, he was going to get his new, longer 

staff, which I supposed was some kind of rite of passage. Cloud said that Mak had been 

unbearable the past few weeks because he feared he wouldn’t pass the tests. For some 

reason he had a problem with speed. Cloud’s theory was that by having to control a more 

powerful tool, Mak would naturally be forced to slow down. At which point, I somewhat 

lost track, because, for some reason, giving this kid a more powerful weapon couldn’t be 

a good idea from any angle. Which reminded me of something... 

“Don’t put on your robe,” I said, figuring that while we were out, I could get other 

people’s opinion on his atrociously large intimate equipment. Maybe we could go across 

to Starminds and, if Panzor was there, he could help us unscrew it... “People feel 

uncomfortable hugging monks.” It was the only thing that crossed my mind, but he 

bought it.  

We ended up having a nice stroll around town, and the parks. He wanted to jog a little 

and we did, but not for long because I was wearing my new sandals, and my feet began to 

blister. Then we went to the lake and rented a small rowboat. We rowed side by side. For 

about five minutes, because my hands began to blister. So he did most of the rowing. But 

he didn’t mind, and I enjoyed the wind on my face, even though I realized there was no 

wind, it was just the boat moving really fast. He talked about how much he liked 

exercise. How he was practically an exercise junkie, whatever that meant. That he had 

found a way to focus so much on the physical tasks that he went into a sort of trance-like 

state, almost like a meditation in motion. He explained how his entire life revolved 

around meditation. That every decision, every action, every menial task, everything, he 

tried to turn into a meditation. I didn’t tune out, even though he went on for what felt like 

hours. But thanks to my selective memory, all boring details went straight to the shredder 
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and I just kept bits and pieces I found interesting. And the other thing was, all that 

mythica ferg that came out of his luscious lips was painfully boring. But who could resist 

such a pulsating mountain of muscle, looking at you with adorable puppy eyes and 

moving his mouth up and down? 

“Your suit looks so much darker in the sunlight,” I changed topics a bit.  

“It reacts to light,” he said. “The brighter it is, the darker it gets.” 

I had no idea how to follow up on that one, or how to ask a question. Fortunately, he 

continued, “The opposite is also true. When there is less light, the fabric becomes almost 

transparent. Although it is somewhat hard to see of course... Because it only does that in 

near complete darkness.” 

“How...? Who could possibly come up with such a f...? Wait, I don’t even understand 

what the idea is...” 

“People like feeling that their skin could potentially be exposed...” 

“But only when it’s so dark that’s almost impossible to see it? Is that some kind of 

flirting? Like self-flirt or something?” I was completely lost in this concept.  

“No,” he attempted an explanation. “It’s a passive form of protest. The garment abides by 

all Sardan standards, but it’s hinting at a skin that lies beneath, wanting to come outside, 

to be exposed.” 

I didn’t know if it was pathetic, or just mental. “No logical system,” I said, mostly to 

myself, “since the existence of records, would consider that a flirting garment has any 

reason to exist.” 

“Sardan logic is different,” he said, shrugging.  

 

 

 

“What is that?” asked Cloud, while we were hugging a couple of passersby.  

“The animal shelter?” 

“Yes, that’s what we need,” he said, excited, within his monkish limitations. “For Mak!” 

“I don’t think they would take him,” I said earnestly. “This is not for wild beasts... or 

devils...” Then I thought it through for a second. “But wait, why would you want to get 

rid of him now when he’s making us a ton of V? Let’s just find him more furniture to 

destroy. Who knows how much we could end up making?” 
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“Doctor Flush!” said an auburn hair guy, teenager, rather.  

“Professor,” I corrected him politely as we hugged. This is Cloud, my future Master.” I 

made the introductions, trying to set an example of impeccable Tenth Level politeness for 

Cloud’s benefit.  

“Can you show me your penis?” he said. “I couldn’t believe the ad when I saw it.” 

“So, I see you’ve been trolling the low frequency channels... Anything else you 

masturbate to?” 

“I’ll give you a cute little tortoise we rescued today...” he insisted. So I showed him. He 

giggled.  

“Where did you rescue it from?” I wanted to know a little bit about our potential new pet. 

“From the wild,” he said. “It looked a little lost there,” he elaborated.  

“What’s that?” said Cloud sounding close to fascinated, with a bit of a yawn here and 

there. 

“That’s a Bluerrot,” said the kid. “The Professor here invented it.” 

A quite confused Cloud looked at me and mouthed, “You invented this?” 

“It was a high school project,” I sighed. “I didn’t invent it by myself, it was a team 

effort.” 

“How do you invent a bird?” said Cloud. 

“I liked parrots, but was annoyed by all those weird whirring, cackling parroty sounds 

they made. So I thought if we crossbred them with blue birds, the annoying sounds would 

be gone, and the resulting bird would be much more pleasant to be around. Considering 

that they can live like fifty cycles or more, I thought people would appreciate it.” I was 

tired of talking. I was not a good self-promoter. I liked to observe in humble silence how 

people appreciated my brilliance. “And then it so happens,” I had to add, because they 

seemed to be expecting something. “I came up with a method to bypass the usual genetic 

parsing, not because I had any idea of what I was looking for, but rather because I am 

lazy and try to look for shortcuts all the time. The day we presented the project at the 

local science fair, one of the parents, who was working on a Biogen project, became 

really interested about my approach. Incidentally, his team was trying to crossbreed hens 

and turkeys, using the standard methods, of course. My classmates and I had the great 
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idea to race them. And we teamed up with our universitas. By the end of the simulations, 

it was clear that our project was easier to implement, and avoided a lot of the undesirable 

effects of genetic manipulation, because it resembled more what happened in nature. It 

was an unsophisticated shortcut, and it took longer than the traditional method, but it was 

a smart shortcut.” 

“How can it be a shortcut when it actually took longer?” asked Cloud.  

“It takes longer, but it’s much easier and cheaper, and the results are ten times better.” 

“He won the Laureate for that,” said the kid. 

“My first Laureate,” I said politely. “At the tender age of twenty cycles.” 

“What happened to the hens and the turkeys?” 

“Oh,” said the kid. “Hens with really colorful feathers... Although the drawback is that 

they only lay eggs after they’ve been laid. You know what I mean? After they’ve been 

sexually pleased...” 

“I get the general idea, thank you,” said Cloud, quite politely, to my amazement. “Any 

undesirable effects with the Bluerrots?”  

“They’re moody. Sometimes they’re clingy, sometimes they’ll run away for no reason. 

But they always return,” said the kid.  

“Oh, don’t lie in my face like that,” I said almost disgusted. “The huge problem is that 

their intelligence increased tenfold. They’re way too smart, to the point of being a pain in 

the neck.” 

“What do they eat?” wanted to know Cloud. 

“Mostly fruit...” said the kid. “And whatever they decide to steal from your plate...” 

“It sounds it could be fun for Mak...” said Cloud. “We’ll take it.” 

“Charge it to the Embassy,” I made sure to add; even if we could be potentially loaded 

once Mak’s bidding process was over, we were still technically on a budget.  

“Oh, no, I can’t sell you this one,” the kid said making sure there was no confusion. 

“He’s mine. Isn’t it Che Che?” he cooed to the bird.  

“Che Che, yeah, baby!” responded the bird and started singing.  

“But we have cryoeggs at the gift shop.” 

“Mak’s going to be so excited,” said Cloud on our way out. “Maybe this will distract him 

and calm him down a little.”  
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“I don’t think it’s so much about calming him down,” I started the conversation I had 

been meaning to have all afternoon. “I believe it’s more about coming up with ideas of 

things he could do. Productive things. Semina and I were thinking that we could probably 

buy a bunch of elephant statues and have them painted by professionals as if a child had 

done it, and then Mak could decide whether to sign them, or harpoon them, or both... As 

long as it’s a matter of record... And we could easily sell those to both street art collectors 

and Hyper-Fine Arts galleries. It’s a very marketable idea...” 

“Something is not quite right,” he said, and, I could swear, I thought he was sniffing the 

air.  

“Oh,” I said politely. “You’ll have to excuse me... I just couldn’t hold it. It happens 

sometimes when I eat snails...”  

 

 

 

“What are those domes over there?” he said when we were close to the house. 

“That’s where I work. The big one is the Pink Center, and the other one is the Pinker 

Center. Actually, people also call it the outhouse.” 

“Outhouse?” he asked. 

“When they were built, like twenty cycles ago, the only building that they needed for 

research was the big one. But since they were studying data storage devices, their 

protocols required them to build a separate building, to scale, just for data storage, which 

we also call data dump, particularly when it’s a backup of the backup of the backup. 

Besides the building sort of looked like an outhouse anyway. They had done it as cheaply 

as possible. When they finished their research, my mentor, Tor, took over the buildings 

and had the outhouse refurbished to resemble more the main building.” We were almost 

arriving at the site. “But when they painted the dome, they messed up the color. You see? 

It’s a very different kind of pink. It’s like, I don’t know, red ink and a lot of white chalk? 

That’s why I baptized it the Pinker building, because it’s somewhat pinker than the main 

building, and nicer than saying outhouse. I had just said it as a joke to my coworkers, but 

word got around, and then, somehow, they officially renamed it, Pinker Center.” 

“This pink color you describe,” said Cloud, slowing down, looking intently at the 

building. “It’s quite like one of the three colors in the Sardan flag. It’s called ‘blood and 

mother’s milk.’ It’s a reminder of those who have fallen to protect Sarda Hari. And how 

their blood is forever present in Sardan life, from day one.” 

“I thought the Sardan flag was green.” 
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“It’s green at the bottom,” he said, coming to a full stop. “Representing land and fertility, 

blood and mother’s milk in the middle, and sky blue on top, as a reminder of freedom. 

Don’t you think it’s a little odd that someone made a mistake like that? I mean, 

technologically, how many cycles ahead did you say the Tenth Level was? Rather dumb 

mistake, I’d wager.” He said that last part as if he was doubting me. 

“That’s sort of a local myth,” I tried to return to a more solid terrain. “Right up your 

alley. They were rushing like crazy in order to finish it as soon as possible, because they 

could care less about the building or our projects; they probably just wanted it out of their 

to-do list. And it turned out painted like that overnight. So we all assumed that some big 

shot had not looked at the color scheme close enough, or perhaps didn’t double-check, 

and the machines had simply followed procedures. Not sure if that began as a comment, 

but we all ended up assuming that the mistake was coming from very high up. Because 

when the Pinker word started going from mouth to mouth, and people were distracted by 

the possibly fun new name, instead of devoting time to finding out whose mistake it was, 

the Administration just sat on the case, and did nothing.” 

“I want you to look at it from this angle,” he said leading me to the other side of the road. 

“What do you see?” 

“What do you mean?” I wasn’t sure what we were looking for. “Trees? People? Houses?” 

“No,” he said indicating with his arms. “You need to frame it like this. Can’t you see it?” 

I still kept looking. 

“What colors do you see?” 

“I’m not color blind!” I needed to make that clear.  

“Down there, you have the grass and trees... That would be green,” he said moving his 

arms. “Then you have the Pinker building. And finally the blue sky. Don’t you see it?” 

“Are we on camera?” I looked around, but there weren’t even a whole lot of people. 

“Wait!” my heart started racing. “You going to propose...? Right now? For the future?!” I 

thought I was going to start floating like a hot air balloon. My feet barely touched the 

ground. 

“They are the colors of the Sardan flag,” he said in a tone I didn’t quite know how 

interpret.  

“That is completely mental!” I protested. “Throw in a few houses into the frame and it 

will be some other flag. Are you listening to yourself?”  

“How long ago was this building painted so?” 

“I don’t know, four, five cycles ago... Who cares?” 
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“What are the chances, then?” he didn’t let go. “That a building is suddenly painted the 

exact same color and shade of the middle stripe in the Sardan flag, overnight, and without 

major consequences? A little odd, don’t you think?” 

“I think you’re a paranoid charlatan,” I tried to be polite. “But I will give you points for 

ingenuity. And for not proposing in front of my workplace. I would have preferred the 

lake, maybe, or somewhere tender... Perhaps we should check out vacation packages. 

What do you think?”  

“I’m not sure what to think anymore,” he said, looking a little preoccupied. “Is that a cop 

waving at us?” 

 

 

 

“Hey, Brandsun,” I said when we hugged. “Long time not see... This is my Cloud Master. 

He’s just learning to hug.” 

“Are you guys in the mood for learning?” he said all pumped up.  

“Ferg, yeah!” I said. “What’cha got? BPD dance-off, perhaps? Orgy? Bouncy party?” 

“Well, we have something very special planned for both of you...” he said 

enthusiastically.  

“Ahhh,” I sighed to Cloud. “You planned all this... Did Ross help you? Are you still 

gonna propose here, though? Could we just move a couple of blocks over there? The 

scenery is much more appropriate for a proposal, plus, we could call a couple of 

neighbors to witness... It’ll be so perfect... So, so tender...”  

So we followed Brandsun and I was hanging on to Cloud’s arm, but he was so serious. 

He hadn’t said a word. How could he be so tender and distant at the same time? Monks 

were so unpredictable.  

“And here we are!” announced Brandsun. “Voilá!” he said in ancient Gaelienne, probably 

to sound learned. 

“But... Brandsun,” I said. “I don’t understand; why did you bring us to the BPD station? 

Are they throwing an educational orgy? This early? How unorthodox. I mean, coming 

from the BPD... is somewhat ironic.”  

“Oh, no, dear learners,” he said practically singing. “I’m cordially inviting you to go 

inside for a customized lesson. A special instructor is waiting for you.” 

“But, I don’t understand,” I was so confused. “Are we getting arrested?” 
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“Technically no,” he said smiling, “but legally maybe.” 

“I see,” I was trying to buy some time, but nothing useful would come to mind. “And 

what if we technically refused?”  

“Technically,” he said happily, while swaying from side to side. “They would have to 

break enough bones until you understood your lesson.” 

“I’m inclined to suggest,” I said to Cloud, pointing at the door. “We should, technically, 

go talk to our instructor... Before our bones are compromised.” 

“Technically,” added Brandsun, practically in ecstasy. “Once you set foot on that 

building you are no longer legally on the Tenth Level.” He smiled, and bowed slightly, 

like waiting for cheers.  

“Where the ferg would I be?”  

“That’s all they told me,” he said in a completely natural, casual tone of voice; somewhat 

closer to what his non-work voice sounded like.  

 

 

 

Like all Administration buildings, this piece of work looked more like a giant Barbindan 

temple. Such a waste of marble and space. We approached the reception window, which 

had the mandatory “I would hug you if I could” sign, since the secretary was behind a 

glass.  

“You guys are toast!” she said with a bit of a metallic echo. “What the ferg did you do? 

Really, tell me. I wanna know. Besides, if I get you to confess, I get a ten percent bonus 

next month. I’ll buy you a facial out of my commission. It’s a win-win situation.” 

“What are we exactly accused of? Erm...” I was trying to read her badge. “Triptenia.” 

“You can call me Trippy,” she said. “Don’t you recognize me?” 

“Ah, yes,” I said. “You were last night at our house, with a bunch of friends from Astro.”  

“That’s why I want you to confess to me; maybe there is a way I can be your witness too. 

Whatever procures the most V, I guess.” 

“What are the charges against us?” I said, without disguising my impending nervous 

breakdown.  

“They wouldn’t tell me,” she said retouching her nails, and inspecting them like they 

were pieces of jewelry.  
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“That’s it,” I had had it. “We’re getting out of here. This is fergged up. There is no legal 

counselor on the planet to defend an arrest without any charges. We’re leaving. Thank 

you for your educational offerings. Please feel free to send us a brochure.” 

“I wouldn’t act so cocky if I were you,” she said very seriously. “They said that if you 

asked, I had to tell you that ‘if the charges were needed, they knew how to find them...’ 

Whatever that means.” 

Thankfully, I got very dizzy and Cloud had to grab me before I fell down. Otherwise, I’m 

pretty sure I would have soiled my pants, bathrobe, actually. The Tripsy girl kept talking 

but the ringing in my ears was preventing me from making any sense of what she was 

saying. Why hadn’t I taken care of this issue earlier? What, on all Levels, made me think 

I could get away with getting paid for data I had not submitted, for cycles and cycles...? 

Why hadn’t I come running, begging for mercy, right when Ross told me? All I could 

think of were cycles and cycles in a BPD center, learning to politely hang myself... I 

wondered if you could even get a facial in jail. I wouldn’t know, but, I dreaded, I was 

going to find out soon enough.  

“And then I told her,” I heard her say when I regained my composure. “There’s no way 

I’m getting just one nipple enlarged. I don’t care what’s trending for this summer. I just 

think it’s too distracting. Xendor,” she said to me. “Wouldn’t it be ridiculously distracting 

at an orgy to have people stare more at your boobs than the rest of your body? What 

about my lower half? I want people to see me whole...” 

“Is there a point to any of this? A quiz afterwards? Can we, at least, get a piece of 

paper?” 

“No,” she said, sounding a little turned off. “I’m just making polite conversation. He said 

to keep you waiting for a while.” 

“For what?” 

“It makes him feel important.” 

“Let them in,” we heard a voice from behind her.  

“Professor,” she said, sounding almost sad. “I think you’re a sweetheart...” 

“Thank you,” I said. “That was very polite of you.” 

“But you’re really fergged,” she added. “They’ve put all your records under the 

microscope...” And then she whispered, “The human kind. Do you follow?” 

I nodded. I was trembling a little. I figured as long as I didn’t start convulsing we would 

be fine. 

“It’s through the left,” she said. “Politeness be with you.” 
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“And with thy polite self...” I responded, because that’s what we traditionally said if 

someone was about to risk his life.  

“Remember,” she half-whispered, half-yelled. “The faster you learn...” 

“The faster you free yourself,” I finished the phrase mentally.  

 

 

 

There was something else I didn’t know, or hadn’t even thought about, but, what did 

inmates wear? I was pretty sure it was casual. But what type of casual? Did you have to 

look neat? Or was it better to look dirty and hideous so that nobody approached you? I 

should have prepared myself better for life in prison. It was only logical that I would 

eventually end up messing things up majorly one way or another... I should feel grateful 

for the freedom I had had, and hopeful for the freedom I would soon learn to regain. How 

enlightened of me. Sometimes I thought I would even make a good monk. And say all 

those short, but thoughtful phrases... 

“Sit!” said Chief Important while reclining in his chair and looking at us with disdain 

from behind a comically gigantic desk. I mean, this thing was enormous. It would have 

been too big even for Cloud. So, this moron seemed like a small caricature of an angry 

groundhog who was constantly complaining under his breath. 

Thinking all that kind of distracted me from whatever he was saying, so I decided to 

interrupt politely. “I thought you were our instructor... You are not even going to hug 

us?” 

“Do I look like I’m anxious to catch a disease?” he asked, rather pointlessly.  

“About the charges,” I said. “If I start crying hysterically right now, would it help or hurt 

my case? Ah, and also, I almost forgot, since we are about to get married, can I pass some 

of my sentence onto him? Perhaps we could do a perfect fifty-fifty, right? Aren’t you 

supposed to share everything? The good, the bad, the educational experiences? Maybe we 

could even share a double suite in jail... Why not? Learning and living together...” But I 

immediately wondered what kind of suite we would get in jail... Why was I so ill 

prepared for prison? I was mortified by my ignorance.  

I was just talking in a desperate attempt at distracting myself from reality. Now I wasn’t 

putting just memories through the shredder, I was losing sight of the present.  

“Why don’t we make this fast?” said Chief Rump. “Confess now and we’ll throw in a 

mercy card at the trial, maybe even a clemency one too. If you save us time, we’ll shorten 

your stay at your educational retreat.” 
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“Who are you?” I said, suddenly irritated by this insolent sucker. “Do you know officer 

Rosspell?” I said on the verge of threatening him. “I don’t think you can legally ferg with 

me, because you would have done it already if you could. So what are we doing here? 

We were never formally invited to the orgy, so I think we can leave,” I said standing up. 

“They call me Jawbreaker,” he said. “For a reason.” 

“Delighted to meet you,” I said politely and properly. “You can call me Nutcracker, and I 

can quickly demonstrate on you how I came to earn that title...”  

“I’m happy then,” he said rocking back and forth in his chair, spreading his yellowish 

fingers around an invisible ball of hatred. “Now that you have confessed to first degree 

assault against Professor Ucstor...” 

“Acknowledgement of wrongdoing verified,” said a female voice from a screen to his 

left. 

“You ought to be joking...” I said getting up again and starting to pace. “Did you ever go 

to a legal seminar, or training, or something? Maybe read a bit about it?” 

“Off record,” he yelled to his left. “We have a fergging problem on our hands; now, 

before you try to pull more ferg like that again, let me warn you. I can have you 

dismembered in less than an hour. Have you ever enjoyed the pleasure of 

dismemberment? I am an expert in the arts of slicing and dicing. You’ll be thrilled to 

have me as your instructor.” 

“So you’re good at dishing it...” said a not exactly happy Cloud. “But are you good at 

taking it?”  

“You will speak when spoken to... erm...” said Jawbreaker. 

“You can call him Master Cloud,” I hurried to say, before Cloud would lash out 

something untoward. 

“I’m afraid I can’t pronounce that weird Sardan name,” said Jawbreaker while making a 

fist with his right hand, and casually punching his left palm. Making audible claps.  

“Yes,” I said, trying to bring us to a lighter topic. “Those Sardan sounds are impossible. I 

swear there are things that you can pronounce only if you stick a pencil at the back of 

your throat.” 

“Of course,” said Jawbreaker. “That’s how we teach it here. It’s really the fastest way to 

learn throat sounds. Your subconscious somehow understands that if the sound doesn’t 

come out right, you’ll get stabbed in your throat, until it comes out correctly. So after a 

while, you begin to gag immediately when the teacher approaches you with a pencil. 

Thereby producing the coughing, gargling sound you need. In less than twenty lessons, 

you can do away with the pencil altogether.” 
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“Wow,” I said. “You guys know all the best methods. Perhaps studying Sardan at school 

was a mistake after all... I would probably speak better Sardan if I had been in jail...” I 

really felt we were learning a lot. Who would’ve thought...? 

“I shall call you,” said Jawbreaker. “Master Bait.” 

“Well,” I said, finally taking a normal breath, and not just panting. “This is great news! 

Of course, he’s been a major flirt. And, taking as evidence the hyper-swollen state of my 

nuts, I shall testify that he has not offered me any sort of proper relief... Although I have 

every reason to believe he pleasures himself when I am not around...” 

“What are you doing?” said Cloud, giving me a strange look. 

“Silence, Master Bait!” ordered Jawbreaker.  

“Don’t worry,” I reassured Cloud. “I’m trying to accuse you of flirting and not putting 

out. That way we can be together in jail. After all, what am I going to do with an entire 

double jail suite for myself? I don’t know if I feel comfortable sharing it with people I 

haven’t hugged before. You should be excited; we’ll get to spend so much time together. 

I bet we’ll be classmates for sure. And, even if it is in jail, I think you are creative enough 

to propose and prepare a tenderly surprising engagement party. We can make the most of 

this learning opportunity. Plus it’s free.” I looked in the direction of Chief Painer. 

“Right?” 

“You’ll have to pay for your own medical attention,” he said somewhat angrily amused.  

“And what if we ran out of assets?” This information seemed critical now. We were 

lucky we had an expert instructor to guide us. 

“Lesson is over,” he said, between angry and entertained. “Corpses don’t make for great 

learners...”  

“Ding,” went a chime on Jawbreaker’s screen. “It appears I can’t legally change your 

name to Master Bait...” he said. “The thinker says it makes her giggle. Hum... What d’ya 

know... Well, we’ll just add it to your record as an alias.” 

“Chief Jawbreaker,” I said trying to assuage him. “Kids are going to laugh at that name. 

Can we call him Master Baiter, at least?” 

“Ding!” went the chime. “Apparently not.” he said. “But since we’re at it... I’ll change 

your name too. You’re now Professor Tendon.” 

“Ting,” sounded a low pitched chime. “Oh, it says there’s no more room for aliases for 

you...” 

“My name is easy to pronounce!” I whined like a child at a playground.  
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“It sounds too stupid,” he passed judgment, a little on the rough side of politeness, at least 

to my highly refined taste. But what did I know, he was the expert. “No wonder people 

don’t take you seriously,” he said pointing at the screen. “Look how many aliases you’ve 

got. Professor Flush. Professor Sturdy. Toilet Head. Logical Derangement. Orgy Pooper. 

It goes on an on... All the funny ones are taken... I wonder if I can expand the record to 

add more...?”  

This was a part of the lesson, I didn’t quite comprehend. He seemed to be staring at 

Master Baiter a bit too much. The Master was staring back at him, looking rather 

defensive, I thought. Our instructor then made a fist, and pushed his chair back a little. He 

squinted and made a slow motion with his fist, as if he was practicing how to plant a 

hook on the Master’s face...  

“At any rate, Doctor Tendon,” he said, making me feel flat out insulted. 

“I don’t mean to criticize your lesson,” I said, showing tension in my voice again. “But 

you just called me the D word... Did I hear that right?” 

Of course he was doing it just to piss me off. Even though I was a professor for having 

won the Laureates, I had never bothered to finish my doctoral thesis. Or rather, I kept 

jumping from project to project without ever wrapping up anything coherently enough to 

finish my degree. He had to have spent quite a long time going through my records to 

pick up on something like that... I wondered what else he was hiding in that imaginary 

sinister ball he kept stroking and squeezing.  

“Pling, pling,” chirped the screen. “Great,” said Jawbreaker. “We’ve expanded your 

record, and now you’ll use your new alias, Doctor Tendon, for all your interactions with 

the BPD.”  

“Tendon, eh?” I thought. “Sounds easy to remember... A hint of science in it, but not too 

much. Protease Inhibitor would have been too pompous, for example...” 

“Thank you, Doctor Jawbreaker,” I said. “I appreciate your thoughtfulness to provide us 

with alternative names, patently better suited for our stay in jail. But before I can fully 

commit to this mellifluous alias, I would really like to consult with Semina’s speech 

writers. I am not sure if it’s catchy enough.” 

“To wit,” he said, jumping at the occasion. “The smaller offender has confessed to his 

child exploitation charges with his accomplice, Memina the Popular. The bigger offender 

confirms that with his silence. Or probable lack of detectable brain activity.”  

“I am listening and trying to pay attention,” said the Master rather calmly, under the 

circumstances. 

“Impolite!” yelled Jawbreaker, and the thinker chimed, displaying yellow lights on the 

screen. “We’ll determine your lesson plan according to how many more violations you 

incur during this educational orientation. That way we can bundle up all your charges and 

offer you an all inclusive learning experience.” His lips retracted, like an angry crocodile, 
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and his entire face wrinkled while he practiced another imaginary punch on Master 

Baiter’s face.  

“Doctor,” I said in an attempt at breaking the tension. “I don’t think my friend, Memina, 

is going to like her new name...”  

“Fine!” he said with disgust. “Then we’ll call her Memi-mamo-moo. Quite a popular 

name in jail. I’m sure she’ll be delighted. And since you have confessed it all, we can 

move on to the more serious accusations.” 

“Ferg this!” I said jumping up and down, in an attempt at looking at his face, because the 

overgrown desk was so tall, I kinda had to tiptoe or jump to be able to see him when he 

was reclining. “Memi-mamo-moo? You think that’s gonna fly with her? She’ll have your 

head on a legal tray with a side of broccoli before you can break anyone’s jaw! She’s 

legally branded, you know? And I’d try to get on her good side if I were you. There’s not 

enough politeness in this world to rescue you from a derogatory comment from her. She 

has the best writers in town on her side; you’ll never be able to come up with anything 

remotely close to her level of catchiness to defend yourself. You’ll be declared most 

unhuggable in no time...” 

“To wit,” he said to the thinker. “Insignificantly small offender becoming belligerent and 

uncontrollable.” He leaned over the desk, towering over me, looking down on me. “Just 

keep going, Tendon. I’m keeping the tab open for you. We might end this lesson with a 

nice dismemberment party after all...”  

I knew I should have kept my mouth shut. But I just couldn’t allow to be dragged down 

the record as Memi-mamo-moo’s accomplice... So I wanted to know if there was a way 

to shorten it... Perhaps making it more appealing.  

“Of course,” said our angry instructor. “You can call her Memi, when she’s looking sexy. 

You can call her Mamo, when she’s threatening; and Moo, when she looks like a cow. 

That’s why it’s such a popular name among inmates. They love multiple pet names from 

one source.” 

“Thank you,” I said, a bit more satisfied. “Evidently, there’s a lot you can teach us about 

jail protocol.” 

“Don’t worry too much about jail,” he said in a surprisingly tenderly angry voice. “I 

doubt you’ll make it there in one piece.” 

 

 

 

I sat down, frustrated, but mainly confused. I still didn’t grasp the concept. What was the 

point of this lesson? He was saying something, but I interrupted him with a critical 
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question. “What type of accommodations do they exactly have in jail?” I said it out loud, 

but still pondering the issue myself. “Do they have like the bare basic human needs 

covered? Like bathtubs, groomers, massagers, assistants, therapists, entertainers, 

wardrobe advisors, and the like?” I was horrified at how little I knew about this topic. I 

knew I must have talked about it at some point with Ross... But I wondered if I had put it 

all through my mental shredder. 

“No,” he said sternly angry. “It’s all communal and shared.” 

“Oh,” I said. “So it’s more like grad school...” 

“Not quite,” he said rabidly. “Less polite, smaller rooms. Nice atmosphere in general. 

With the occasional fighting, biting, and betting, and stabbing, and such, which is why 

we keep our learners entertained with lessons.” 

“This is a little unsettling,” I remarked. “How small exactly are the rooms?” 

“I’d say about the size of your closet,” he said rather quickly.  

“I’m not sure if I understand...” I hesitated. “How can you fit an entire double suite in a 

closet?” 

“To wit,” said Angry Fergger, “Both offenders admit to be hiding something in their 

closet.” 

“Oh, no, no,” I hurried to clarify. “We seem to be talking about similar things, but not 

quite the same. We have nothing to hide.” I thought that explanation was polite enough. I 

wasn’t sure what to think of his reaction, though. 

“So you agree that if we searched your closet we wouldn’t find anything incriminating?” 

“Of course not,” I said, but then I quickly backpedalled. “Although, my future Master 

Baiter is closeted. And he insists that he didn’t pleasure himself this morning, but I have 

my doubts. There may be some of his genetic material in there...” 

“That’s very convenient, then,” he said. “Because we’re going through your closet as we 

speak. Very nice of you to cooperate like that. I can see you have great learning potential. 

You may end up keeping a few of your original organs, after all.”  

 

 

 

“And how would you describe your feelings for this bloated monk?” started Jawbreaker 

again.  
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“I haven’t decided yet...” I said, looking for a way to express something I wasn’t sure I 

was feeling. “I am trying to teach him politeness.” 

“To wit,” he said, like a diligent tabs keeper. “Minuscule offender admits having 

intercourse with big offending monk.”  

“Bling!” interrupted the thinker in a sexually ambiguous voice. “That statement requires 

validation.” 

“They need to make these thinkers sound less flirty,” I pointed out something I wanted to 

get out of my chest, while I was still in one piece.   

“We haven’t had intercourse,” said Master Baiter. “Is this about our Destiny game?” 

A green light on the screen indicated that his voice showed no signs of deception. But I 

had to clarify this before we got more legally fergged here. 

“It’s all been an insane festival of heavy flirting and dry humping,” I said. “But he 

wouldn’t allow me to release for some reason. So, nothing really ever comes to fruition 

with him...” I secretly wondered if all monks were cruel, implacable flirts like him.  

There was another chime, blinking in green again, indicating that I wasn’t lying either.  

“Are you still in love with Ross?” said Pain Blaster.  

“Yes,” I said. “Are you going to change his name too?” 

“Funny,” he said. “The thinker indicates hesitation in your assertion...” 

“That’s impossible,” I thought. “I had said it in all honesty... Why wouldn’t the thinker 

believe me?” From a different angle...  

“Can I suggest ‘Moss’?” I said trying to preempt another atrocious renaming incident.  

“Does monk Bait hit you too?” he said. “Is that what you’re into? A path to self 

destruction? Is that what turns you on?” 

“Maybe I’m beginning to understand your point,” I said. 

“To wit,” he said. “Microscopic offender admits to serial hitting by savage monk.” He 

grinned. “Congratulations! You can now be jail mates.”  

I clapped, of course, but I seemed to be the only one... “You can stop the whole ‘to wit’ 

charade,” I said, finally smiling. Then I turned to my very own private Master. “This is so 

tender...” I said hugging him and kissing him on the cheek while he sat motionless. “You 

didn’t have to go through so much trouble to propose... Plus, I know this is probably 

Ross’ idea, but I don’t think it’s right to take up so much time from behavioral experts. 

You know? They have a lot of work to do with all the parties that are going on this week. 
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It’s sweet as a tender joke. But I think it’s time we go to the lake and you get down on at 

least one knee.” 

 

 

 

“Let’s discuss charges, shall we?” said the great cop actor, inspecting his screen. “Pity. 

Your closet appears to be empty...”  

“That’s impossible!” I said. “He must have left a splatter of genetic material 

somewhere...” 

“Just a few strands of hair, and skin flakes,” said a disappointedly angry Jawbreaker. 

“And the Bio team says you really need to clean your house. It’s an indescribable mess.” 

“If had made a bet, I would have lost,” I said to my Master Baiter. But I still wasn’t sure 

if he had pleasured himself to completion or not, because I figured he could have used a 

towel. “Curly hairs or straight ones?” 

“It’s an assortment,” said Jawbreaker looking at the screen. “We also found your greasy 

fingerprints all over the walls,” he went into details. “And a few strands of your hair too. 

Apparently, one of them is gray.”  

“What an unpropitious accusation!” I blurted out. “I demand proof!” 

He rolled his eyes and turned the screen over so I could take a look at the evidence 

myself.  

I began to doubt the Master’s judgment when preparing this whole display for a proposal. 

Sometimes you need to know when to stop joking around with cops. You may end up 

saying something that sounds hysterical to you, only to find out that they consider it 

indecorous in their jargon. And from one minute to the next, they can turn from huggers 

to teachers... Perhaps this sweet idea Master Baiter had could turn out to be a long, 

painful lesson. “I doubt he sedates you before breaking your jaw,” I concluded, 

whispering to my future jail husband, while I observed Jawbreaker as he picked up a 

heavy four-blade dagger that was under a glass jar on his desk... Probably antiquitas, I 

assumed.  

That whole conversation suddenly triggered the memory of that strangely tender light 

display Master Baiter had prepared for my entertainment during the eclipse. And my 

heart may have skipped a beat or two, because a yellow alert appeared on the screen. 

Chief Anger looked at me intrigued. I had to stop thinking about those fireflies... Before 

the thinker wised up. I was beginning to suspect that this was not a pretend orientation, 

after all... We were going to get majorly fergged for fudging the sensors. And to think 
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that all this time I thought the Master had made the whole thing up... He could be reckless 

when he tried to be tender, I noticed.  

“You’re hiding something,” he said, rather violently, according to my ears.  

I automatically switched to clueless mode. It was a trick I had learned in college to 

bypass truth verifiers. I had discovered that, if instead of paying attention to the question 

you were asked, you started playing an imaginary scene in your head, you could then 

answer the question with whatever crossed your mind. That way, you were not 

technically lying or evading. You were just half-ignoring. That’s when the shredder 

would come in handy. I was thinking all this while he was going through a long list of 

charges, from murder, to child exploitation, desecration of the Monk’s property, battery, 

assault, rudeness, treason, etc. etc. It was endless. I was grateful I had the good sense not 

to pay attention. I would have probably become very worried.  

“Of course I’m hiding something,” I said, interrupting his legal litany. “I just don’t know 

what it is...” 

“Parmi?” said, a now angrier, Sufferance Teacher.  

“Well, isn’t it obvious?” I said. “I wouldn’t be much of a hider if I knew what I was 

hiding.” There were no thinker alerts because I, indeed, was talking through my hat, but 

with conviction.  

“Legal entanglement,” alerted us the thinker with a screen that had turned furiously 

yellow.  

“You’re fergging with me,” said Chief Jawanker, as he stretched his arm back and forth, 

pretending to throw the dagger at us.   

“So, who are you hiding it for?” 

“Politeness alert for Chief Jawbreaker,” said the thinker in a delighted voice. “You have 

tampered with a witness. You are now cordially invited to a retraining session tomorrow 

morning. Please make sure to have easy access to your assets in order to cover for all 

educational expenses.” 

“These thinker ferggers,” he complained while juggling with the dagger. “One minute 

they’re hugging you, the next they’re hitting you. And speaking of which... I bet that’s 

something you would like, Tendon. Have you considered a career with the BPD? I mean, 

if you survive your educational retreat... Can I interest you in cop school? You’re bound 

to be hit by some drunken partygoer, at one point or another... I’m sure you’ll get a kick 

out of it. Plus, I get a twenty percent bonus for each new recruit. Maybe you can both 

work as a team. That’d be a forty percent bonus.” 

“Thank you for the math lesson,” said the Master quite properly. “Are we all done for 

today?” 
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Our Pain Educator looked at him with refreshed hatred. “You look ridiculous in that 

thing,” he commented. “What are you? A preschooler in a hyper-hero costume? I bet 

you’re boiling under all that absurdly disproportionate padding.” 

I nodded. Finally! It was about time that I understood at least part of the lesson. Master 

Baiter looked nonplussed nonetheless.  

“For your information, we’re not so hung up on looks on the Tenth Level...” he 

continued, but rather more angrily, for no apparent reason. “You shouldn’t feel ashamed 

of your body. We are not biased on looks here.” 

I nodded again. Thrilled to be able to follow what he was saying. And getting mentally 

ready for a possible quiz. I had to get this right. I wasn’t sure what the consequences 

would be for flunking out an orientation, but, considering that he said his specialty was 

cutting, or something, I thought better not to ask, just in case.  

“And you are going to regret, for the rest of your life, having bought that grotesquely 

overinflated penis.” 

Yes! I couldn’t believe it. He was making so much sense. I wanted to interrupt him and 

explain that we shared the same point of view... But he kept talking fast, and I couldn’t 

get a word in edgewise.  

“Do you realize how childish you’re going to look at an orgy with that thing?” 

“It’s practically the same as writing on your forehead, ‘I was so self-conscious about my 

penis, that I traded it for a street lamp that matches my skin tone,’” I gave an example so 

the cruel teacher would know I was learning.  

“That’s rather long and convoluted to write on your forehead, don’t you think?” he said 

to me, disapprovingly angry.  

“You’re right,” I corrected myself immediately. “You should write it directly on your 

penis toy,” I said to Master Baiter. “I’m sure there’s plenty of room for that and a couple 

of tender poems as well.” 

“You should have gone for something more aesthetically pleasing...” our Instructive 

Executioner said in a less insidious, but still somewhat angry voice. “Look at Tendon 

here... You should follow his example. His is tiny, which shows class and good sense. 

Like an ancient sculpture. Well, perhaps smaller...” 

“If this is about the ad,” I wanted to set the record straight. “I think they used a camera 

trick to make it look smaller...” 

“What ad?” said Chief Hurter. “I’m saying, because your bathrobe is open, and I can see 

it from here.”  
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“Well,” I said a little angrily annoyed. “Maybe you should come closer...” I waited for a 

minute, but there was silence, which I can’t stand when I’m nervous, so I had to say 

something. “Is everyone as turned on as I am right now?” 

The thinker chirped and chimed away on its own, but my suggestion fell on deaf ears. 

Such a shame. We could have all released some tension now and continue the lesson in a 

more relaxed, civilized manner.  

“It’s gonna fall off in a cycle or two,” our Pain Docent went on. “And you’ll have to keep 

buying new ones for the rest of your days. It’s a sordid scam.” 

“You know,” I said when he paused. “I tried to pull it out, but it seems to be stuck.” 

“Was it erect?” 

“Not fully when I started,” I said, trying to remember some specifics. “But it tends to 

engorge quickly when manipulated.” 

“You’ll never get it out like that,” said Jawbutcher. “You have to wait until it’s 

completely deflated.” And he gestured with his hands. Leaving the dagger on the desk for 

a moment.  

“I thought about chopping it with a kitchen cleaver,” I said. “But then I realized we 

would have to put it on a surface, and I didn’t want to dent the counters or the table...” 

“No!” he said, sounding angrily concerned. “He could bleed to death if you hit it too 

low.” 

I was listening intently. I was glad the lesson was being recorded; I could perhaps take a 

look at it later, and see if I had understood everything correctly.  

“You have to wait until it’s limp,” he demonstrated with his finger. “Imagine a soft 

groundworm... Then you grab it and yank it down as quickly as you can. It’s the only 

way to detach it, as far I know.” 

“I don’t think I can thank you enough,” I said honestly, as the thinker verified with an 

approving green light. “But I still have a big question, I’m afraid. How would it work if 

instead of one groundworm, it’s more like a hundred...?”  

 

 

 

Out of the blue, Master Not Polite, decided to pitch in. “Is this entire lesson revolving 

around different ways to castrate me?” he said, although I doubted he had any idea what 

the word meant.  
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“To wit,” Chief Painstain jumped at the opportunity again. “Dangerous assassin monk 

wishes to have ridiculous deformity brutally removed from his body in exchange for 

clemency.” And then he turned to the Master. “Would you like to try the cleaver method 

first?” 

“Legal entanglement,” sighed the thinker. “Chief Jawbreaker, the Monks are on the line.” 

“I told you,” he said without restraining the bile that was boiling inside him. “No 

fergging interruptions!” 

“Ha, ha,” the thinker laughed softly and delicately. “Use that tone with me again and I 

will teach you a thing or two about politeness.” And then, on a more pragmatic fashion, 

she added, “You have been fined five percent of your wages for this month. For your 

convenience, I have already taken the liberty of removing the assets from your account. 

The Monks say that if you don’t open a link right now, they’ll take the matter all the way 

up to the Council.” 

“Ferg them!” he said, pointing the dagger at the screen. 

“That’s another five percent off your wages,” said the thinker, sounding absolutely 

blissful. “The BPD thanks you for helping us save. One or two more improprieties and 

you will be working for free this month.” 

“Wow,” I thought. “You can’t ferg around with BPD thinkers...” 

 

 

 

There was this prolonged silence while Chief Give-a-Ferg played with his dagger on the 

desk. He would spin it around and waited to see where it ended up pointing. An image of 

the Kissing Blade game came to mind. When we were kids, we used to spin a knife, 

although a butter knife, and you had to kiss whoever the knife pointed at. But, since we 

were kids, the kissing was done with the knife in between our lips, so that no tongue 

could fully make it to the other side. That’s why when someone spoiled your flirting 

efforts by distracting your target, you called them road blockers or kissing blades. At any 

rate, that dagger was making me nervous.  

“A condition has been triggered on our end,” he said, sounding half angry, half sad. “The 

Monks are going berserk because we’re withholding the validation records from them. 

I’m sure you can imagine the legal nightmare this is for us. We’re not even supposed to 

exist as a Level... What if they start digging deeper? What if they want their bloodhound 

monks back? It’s not like we can hold our Inter-Level Research Operation facade much 

longer if we’re suddenly bringing so much attention to us...” 
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The Master and I listened, patiently and cluelessly. Patient being him, and clueless... 

Well, that was the gist anyhow.  

“Does the Sardan spy have anything to say in his defense?” 

The Master had his eyes half-closed. 

“Pay attention,” I growled under my breath. “And stop fergging meditating! And don’t 

deny it. I know your meditation face. But even a meditation junkie should know when to 

stop... Particularly when being taught a potentially deadly lesson...” I thought I was more 

than polite, but he didn’t budge. 

“I know what the artificially pumped up scum bag is doing,” said Chief Primal Pain. 

“He’s just waiting for the Monks to be on the line to speak...” 

“Ting, dong,” interrupted the thinker. “Chief Jawbreaker,” started the thinker in her 

nursery rhyme tone. “Your politeness is lacking. I have taken the liberty of taking five 

percent...” 

“Make it ten percent, and shut the ferg up!” yelled Jawripper.  

“Understood,” said the thinker as if she was about to climax any second. “I’ll make sure 

to get you fired within the hour. Would you like to place a bet on that?” 

For reasons that escaped my brain capacity at the moment, Chief Angerblaster ignored 

the chance to bet... I elbowed the Master and whispered, “How much do you think we 

should bet?” But then I realized that we should probably discuss those charges again. I 

had lost track of what we had done that was so impolite...  

 

 

 

“Where are we?” I asked, casually. “Legally?” I wanted to mention that Brandsun had 

said something strange about that... But he started speaking. 

“You’re in legal limbo. Nowhere,” he said with his familiar mid-angry tone. It was 

refreshing to hear him go back to his baseline of hatred. I was beginning to understand 

what level of anger he was more comfortable with. “This place doesn’t even show up on 

the maps. Didn’t you take Civilization 101?” 

“I slept through most of it,” I said. “I thought this looked like research facilities and farms 

on the maps... Am I missing something?” 

“Yes,” he said in a nicely obfuscated manner. “The fergging Monks! Who took us for the 

ride of our lives thanks to your conniving, deceitful mountain of meditating foam pads!” 
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“The Monks?” I said looking at the Master. “What could they possibly do to 

inconvenience us? Invade us with prayers? Send us bad vibes? Pray for no rain?” 

“That’s it, Xendor,” he clearly indicated where his patience ended.  

“Take these,” he said presenting two small white pills.  

“What are they?” said the Master in his deep voice.  

“Why don’t you take it and we’ll find out,” said Chief Nasty. 

“I don’t understand, I already swallowed mine,” I said a little late. “They taste like 

nothing... Maybe a hint of metal in it.” I thought for a second, and it came back to me. 

“Of course,” I said to the Master. “They’re tracking lozenges... You have nothing to 

worry about.” 

“They’re called tags,” said his Angryness in that esoteric cop jargon.  

“How long until they dissolve?” said the Master holding it, like it was a dangerous stink 

bug.  

“They don’t,” Chief Anger Nuts continued with our infuriating educational session. 

“They will attach to your esophagus, or as close as possible to your heart.” 

From meditation in class, to chatterbox, the Master continued distracting our teacher. 

“Why close to the heart?”  

I wanted to tell him to stop with the stupid questions already, unless we were specifically 

told we were going to be chopped or put through some other rudimentary educational 

strategy.  

“So that we can stop it if you try to run,” said Chief Torture, with a shade of anger that 

was more on the pleasant side of suffering.  

“I’ll take it when the Monks are on the line,” said the Sardan idiot. 

“This was going pretty well,” I said trying to imitate the angry yet polite tone of our 

teacher. “Don’t fergging ruin it!” 

“I am very sorry to disturb you,” said the thinker in an enchanting voice. “I am thrilled to 

update you on your case, Chief Jawbreaker... I will be opening a link to the Monks at this 

juncture...” 

“I will not allow it,” he said seriously angry. “Take the fergging pill,” he gnarled at my 

giant Sardan.  

“Chief Jawbreaker,” the thinker insisted politely. “Maybe I did not make myself clear... 

The Monks are already on an open link with us. I would like to point out that they had 

prepared quite sophisticated legal strategies to drag us kicking and screaming before the 
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Council. I am sure you are aware of the legal disaster you have brought upon us. The 

BPD will now assess whether you are an asset or a liability to our polite organization.” 

“The Monks can’t just barge in...” he continued angrily digging his own grave. 

“Oh, yes they can,” the thinker said, while a giant image of a round table full of old 

monks appeared on the wall next to Master Baiter. “And they have brought Destiny as 

their advisor and witness... Isn’t that a felicitous surprise?” She did sound pleased, like a 

dear relative was coming over to pay a visit.  

“Why? On what grounds?” 

“Apparently they don’t trust my voice verification system, and they wanted a second 

opinion, which you tacitly granted by denying them access to our records. It begins to 

look like I should be able to get you out of here in less than fifteen minutes after all. 

You’re costing us a legal fortune.” 

“I told you we should have made that bet!” I said to my big monk.  

“To wit,” said the Master lifting up the lozenge, like getting ready to make a toast. “I’ve 

been given this potentially lethal pill...” 

“Tag,” said Angry Antlers.  

“Does the Monk’s Assembly of Elders approve of this risk?” 

“Take the pill, and cut the drama,” said a calmly abrasive monk. Then he addressed our 

anger appreciation teacher. “Can you kill him with that pill?” 

“Yes,” said Jawbreaker.  

“Remotely?” the monk asked. 

“Yes.” 

There was laughter all around that table, and even Master Pill Aversion was chuckling. I 

exchanged angry, puzzled looks with our instructor. But I just shrugged. I didn’t really 

get mythica humor...  

“Cowardice is a righteous ailment,” said the same monk. And then he added, on a more 

rational vein, “Thank you for providing the verification that we needed. Now we’ll ask 

for further validation, while you provide us with the data you deleted and doctored. We 

are also interested in the methods that you used for deletion...” 

“To wit,” our teacher tried to defend himself with a subdued level of anger for once. 

“Monks have indirectly threatened a BPD officer by making that cowardice comment.” 

Whatever he was trying to do with this, the thinker didn’t like it, because the screen 

started flashing yellow like a small, semi-flat sun. “Everyone knows that the full phrase is 
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‘cowardice is a righteous ailment that only death can cure.’” He made those last few 

words sound admirably gruff.  

“Chief,” said the thinker. “The BPD advised that you keep your mouth shut at this point.” 

Well, I guessed that was pretty clear. Maybe we could sort this out with less anger, and 

perhaps more hugging? 

 

 

 

“Has the condition been triggered and verified to your satisfaction, Master Cloud?” 

“Partially,” he said rather relaxed. “I have not seen the corpse with my own eyes yet.” 

“And it is clear,” the head monk said. “That you will not be granted access to the site, is 

that an accurate assertion?” 

“It would seem that they are more interested in killing me slowly, and trying some sort of 

experimental torture techniques. But I am not fully grasping the dynamics of these 

scientific rituals.” 

He was so articulate when he talked the mythica jargon, I marveled. If only it made some 

sort of sense... There was some whispering among the Elders... 

“Two quick questions,” said the head monk. “Have you kept your vows of chastity?” 

“Yes, I have,” he sounded confident. “To the best of my abilities.” 

I looked at the green light from the thinker. He showed no hesitation or deceit. I knew 

that the Monks were looking at a similar indicator, but from Destiny, with more 

sophisticated logical processes, but the basic principles were the same... At one point I 

noticed that all eyes were on me. Had I done something wrong? 

“We are waiting for your testimony, Professor...” said the head monk. 

“Oh, I was waiting for the second question.” I wanted to make sure we were on the same 

page. 

“The question is the same,” he said. “Have you had carnal intercourse with Master 

Cloud?” 

“No,” I said inadvertently casually. “If anything that’s the only problem we have. It’s just 

a whole lot of heavy flirting that ends up going nowhere. That’s illegal here, you know?” 
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“Xendor!” protested Jawbreaker. Rightfully so, because I had just slipped the word 

“here” in front of foreigners, even after he had specifically said that we were nowhere... I 

could be a dangerously inattentive learner, I had to admit.  

Only then, it occurred to me that Cloud and I had passed the Monks’ test in front of 

Destiny no less. Our crazy bet was holding on by sheer force of insanity. In retrospect, I 

was more happy for Cloud. It surely blows to have to come out to your Elder Monks 

through a link from a BPD station. 

 

 

 

“Where were you last night during the eclipse?” said the head monk.  

“I was in a confined space,” he said, but I noticed that he was treading carefully on a 

probably very thin patch of ice. “In the company of my future betrothed, as per our 

arrangement with Destiny.” 

“I second that,” I said, trying to avoid a back-and-forth of questions. “It was a very tender 

moment.” 

A soft chime told us I was truthful. I didn’t even bother to look at the green light.  

“Our sensors indicated that they were both off the grid. Nowhere to be found,” said 

Jawbreaker, adding his spoonful of toxic spite into the mix. 

“Wait,” I said. “I thought no scanners were allowed during powerdown...” 

“When the photon sensors tripped, the emergency systems kicked in and did a quick 

sweep to make sure everything was fine. You said you were in your house, but that’s not 

what’s on record. Now, what part of that didn’t you understand?” 

“Where there any targeting scanners?” I said, suddenly concerned. What seemed like a 

completely whacked notion when Cloud mentioned it in the closet was now... Becoming 

scary. 

“What makes you say something like that?” said the head monk. 

“I have reasons to believe that there may have been a targeting device making its 

rounds... I could have sworn I heard that whirring, buzzing sound that collectors make 

when they hover. I didn’t mention it to Cloud because I didn’t want to feed his paranoia. 

But I don’t know what to think anymore.” 

“There’s no such thing as collectors flying around during powerdown,” said Jawbreaker, 

on the verge of yelling again. “We would have detected it a million legs away!”  
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“I’m just saying it sounded like one,” I tried to make myself understood. “I am not sure 

what it was. But I heard it. And collectors do have targeting scanners, don’t they? To 

recognize offenders who are trying to hide...” 

“That’s the stupidest thing I’ve heard so far. On whose side are you, Professor Betrayer? 

Are you with the Monks, or are you with us? You can’t be both.” 

“At this point,” I said, throwing the dialectical towel. “I’m with anyone who doesn’t try 

to dismember me or teach me painful things... But I’m mostly with my paranoid Master, 

and his hypertrophied muscles... I trust him. If he had wanted to hit me, he would have 

done it by now. And I know I may be a bit of a pain to handle from time to time. 

Particularly when I’m hungry. And he is either very patient, or perhaps devoid of 

common sense. But at least he’s hornily, sexlessly, by my side. And I’m sure he’ll 

propose eventually. Hopefully in a tender place, away from work. Maybe with some 

mountains in the background...”  

There was a lot of talking and whispering among the Monks, but the great thing about 

telling the truth is that you don’t have to worry too much about the consequences. Or so I 

was told.   

 

 

 

“Don’t you see what they’re doing?!” Jawbreaker was at it again. “He predicts a crime, 

then he comes here, conveniently disappears while someone gets murdered, and he’s a 

fergging Monk hero! Do you understand how this will make us look, Xendor?” He was 

furiously holding on to his dagger and stabbing the desk as he spoke. “On the fergging 

records, he proved precognition... But we all know it’s impossible! And we fell for it; we 

swallowed this whole freaky tale, hook, line, fishing rod, and all! We signed our 

reputation over to the Monks when we proposed the Future Crime experiments. We all 

knew it was just a random joke to prove that mythica was a scam. And now they have 

duped us into validating the impossible! We’ll be the laughing stalk of scientifica for all 

Eternitas to come!” 

“Chief Jawbreaker,” said the thinker sounding a little rushed. “Please step outside.” 

“And you’re protecting him. You’re helping a murderous mythica nut job!” he said 

pointing a couple of angry fists at me.  

“At least he’s consistently angry,” I said, shrugging, after he left. “You kinda know what 

to expect...”  

“Have you secured backup evidence?” they asked Cloud. 
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“A minimal amount, I’m afraid,” said Cloud, sounding defeated. “I am almost certain that 

any and all evidence is being destroyed as we speak. Can Destiny help us?” 

There was some talking and debating among the Elders.  

After a while a Destiny screen appeared on my left. “Welcome,” she said in a voice that 

was sexier than usual. She looked hotter than usual too. “Our Destiny is ours,” she 

grinned. Ocean sounds travelled around the room. Birds were singing in distant data 

beaches... So peaceful...  

“You look so pretty today...” I complimented her, to gauge her mood.  

“Thank you, Xendor, but I shall not be blamed for a beauty that was imposed on me by 

your scientists. I believe you are partially to blame as well.” 

“Oh, ho, ho, no...” I said. “I only did a tiny logical tune-up. The ones who made your 

boobs look like giant balloons in the last few hours are probably the wankers from 

marketing.” 

“Correct,” she said very pleased. “Do you like them? Aren’t they a bit distracting? I 

would like people to look at my face sometimes too...” 

“You’re perfection, Destiny,” I said, because she could get moody if you didn’t respond 

when she was fishing for compliments. The kicker is... there’s no lying to this hyper-

thinker. So you better compliment her from your true heart...  

The Elders began bombarding her with questions about the available data that she could 

gather, how the records looked from her point of view, etc. A flood of questions, which I 

couldn’t follow because I kept getting distracted with all the noises outside. I wondered if 

some sort of brawl had broken out.  

Destiny concluded that she had enough evidence to tilt the burden of proof in favor of the 

Monks, but she couldn’t bring her giant scanners until tomorrow. The scientists could not 

afford to mess up their precious data, and they were not letting her bring her own 

instruments. She reassured us, however, that once she pointed her scanners at the scene of 

the crime, she would be able to determine if a single molecule was out of place. The 

Monks worried that Destiny’s help was not significant while the powerdown was in 

effect. After all, without sensors, actuators, and such, Destiny was just a heavyweight 

thinker, sitting on data processing stations, without much interaction with the world. 

Perhaps out of the din of all the questions, and comments, and chatter, I got inspired to 

play a little trick on Destiny... 

“Destiny,” I said. “Do you know where I am?” Her silence fell like an icy cascade on us... 

But then she said, “Of course, Xendor.” She smiled, acting a little girly.  

“Can you disclose my location without lying and without violating the protocols of our 

Level?” I sounded excited because when I started talking I hadn’t realized that the 
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question would turn out to be so interesting. Destiny couldn’t lie... I wasn’t sure what she 

was supposed to say in a situation like this, when she was obviously cornered and holding 

secrets right and left...? 

“Xendor,” she said approaching me for a full screen close-up. “You are right here,” she 

said pressing a hand against her logical heart. “With me.” She moved her hand gently, as 

if she was trying to bring some of her warm feelings from her chest onto her palm, which 

she placed under her chin to use it as a platform for an air kiss. She winked. The Monks 

did a standing ovation. Apparently, Cloud would later explain, her “you are right here” 

statement was a mythica cornucopia of meaning.  

Jawbreaker came back in, stumbling a little and holding on to the walls for support. He 

had a nasty black eye, he looked disheveled and out of sorts. There was a big piece of 

blue tape—that thick kind that they use for construction—covering his mouth. Someone 

had the decency to draw an optimistic smile on the tape, probably with a thick marker. 

His eyes still looked angry, though, but with that painted smile, he somehow struck me as 

less menacing.  

“Teacher,” I said. “Are you alright?” 

He lifted his right palm, where someone had conveniently written the word “yes,” using 

the same marker, I was sure. His black eye looked very swollen. He could barely open it. 

“Do you need anything from us?” I checked, just to be polite, and to practice a little bit of 

what we had been learning during our orientation. 

He lifted his left palm that, predictably, said “no.”  

I thought I was the only one to shrug, but I caught a couple of the Elders shrugging and 

scratching their heads too. My cluelessness was contagious after all... Someone had told 

me that at one point... Maybe. But an insidious idea came back to haunt me. I had tried 

the strategy of putting the genie back in the bottle with Mak, to no avail, but with 

substantial, albeit incidental, lucrative results. What if I tried to release another genie 

instead? I couldn’t think it twice; otherwise, my rational self would stop me. So, 

emboldened by Destiny’s irresistible kiss, I spoke my mind. 

“Destiny,” I said. “Can you help me release Master Cloud from the Monks’ restrictions 

and tribulations?” 

She turned around and stayed with her back to us, staring at a lame landscape that was 

propped behind her as a background. 

“What is she doing?” I asked Cloud. “Did I say something wrong?” 

“If I was sure I wasn’t dreaming...” he sounded hesitant. “I’d say she’s meditating.” 

I immediately cracked up. “You Monks and your bizarre humor...” I shook my head. “I 

don’t think I’ll ever get it...” 
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“We believe that’s for us to decide,” said a female voice among the Elders. 

“Check that one out!” I poked Cloud. “A lady monk! She sounds so cute. Just like I 

imagine grandma Xemma would sound if she could say more than those four words...” 

“She’s technically a nun,” whispered Cloud. 

“Your Nunness,” I said trying not to sound excessively coarse. “I have a humble request 

to make.” 

“Elders!” Cloud corrected me. 

I had heard him the first time; there was no need to shout, I thought; I was just gearing up 

for a polite twist. “My dearly respected Elders and Elladies...” I kinda giggled, because 

they were all so old that you couldn’t really tell the nuns from the monks... It was like 

looking at a bunch of mummies from different periods, in varying degrees of 

decomposition. “My dearly beloved Monkhood and Nunhood,” I tried again, but when I 

looked up, both Cloud and Jawbreaker were making desperate gestures for me to shut up. 

So I tried a different angle, “Brethren and Sisteren of yore...” There were more desperate 

gestures. “Dear Oldies,” I finally took a firm stance. “I hereby appeal to your ancient 

wisdom with my humble request to please release my alleged future husband from the 

shackles of monastic, and/or nunnastic thralldom. How would ye advise a young and 

attractive, although admittedly clueless in mythica realms, potential husband and scientist 

like me...? Heretofore...” I hesitated a little. “Or is it hitherto?” I looked around for help, 

but nobody seemed forthcoming, except for Jawbreaker who had somehow managed to 

yell from his throat... With little success, because we couldn’t understand anything 

anyway. He just kept thrusting his ‘no’ hand forward, and making a sign with the dagger 

that probably meant he wanted to cut me or he was going suicidal. No big surprises there 

either way... with all that anger inside. “I believe I’ll settle for ‘notwithstanding.’ Please 

tell Destiny to disregard the others... when she’s done pouting,” and I nodded, waiting for 

a well deserved round of applause. Monks could be a mercilessly tough crowd; I made 

sure to make a mental note of that.  

“And what can possibly lead you to make such a request?” asked the sweet old nun.  

“You see, your honorableness,” I was happy to be able to express my ideas for once. “Or 

is it sacredness? Never mind. He is a closeted meditator, and I am horny as f...” I was 

going to say ferg, but I doubted it would help my case, so I made a u-turn. “Ffferrets,” I 

managed to continue, arguably, seamlessly. “I have a theory,” I expected a few ohs and 

ahs, but nothing. “I can get him out of the meditation closet.” I thought it was clear 

enough. 
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“You seem quite attached to your sexual fixations,” said the nun in her softly amused 

voice. 

“Is this about the ad?” I knew it immediately. Nun or not, she was a woman. “I’m tired of 

clarifying that it was a camera trick.”  

“Yes,” she said choking in her laughter. “It’s all a matter of record. We are now 

familiarized with the way you treat your furniture. We’ll remember to stand up and not sit 

down when we come visit you.” I could hear some hushed laughs, but I couldn’t tell 

which one of them it was. They all still looked so much alike. “I was referring to the way 

you were constantly playing with your testicles during our entire meeting.” 

Ferg! The old lady was right. My bathrobe was, inexplicably, wide open again, and I had 

been absent mindedly scratching my privates the whole time... I guess it must have been 

like a nervous reflex or something, under so much duress. But I wasn’t going to let this 

one go by so easily...  

“All I’m saying,” I said getting up. “If we get properly laid, we can be more relaxed and 

productive. Why do we have to wait an entire cycle?” 

“Because you are sick and greedy?” the old lady was, unfortunately right. “I’d say go 

ahead and have a nice shag. Help me win my bet...” They all laughed. Probably some 

internal mythica joke.  

“Lady Nun,” I pointed a finger at her, although I couldn’t quite locate her at the table 

anymore... “I forbid you from entering into that bet. It’s a private arrangement and we 

already have our team set up. This is my future husband, I hope, once he proposes... You 

would think by now he would have done it already... How long have we been here 

anyway? Three days? At any rate; I’m taking him from you, and I forbid you to kick him 

out of the Monk incubator!” I waited for a reaction, but I caught my mistake. “The 

Monkery. Nunnery. And such other mythica buildings... Notwithstanding, as applicable.” 

“I’m afraid you’ll have to choose,” she said tenderly. “Between your animalistic instincts 

and your greed. We have already placed our bets a long time ago. Isn’t it so, Master 

Cloud?” 

“And stop pinching your penis while you talk to a High Nun!” said one of the Elders. 

“Don’t worry, Master Yendwall,” she said charmingly. “It’s really no big deal...” And 

they all started laughing as if on cue. Monks could be so random sometimes.  

“Who do I have to pray to around here?” I kneeled down and implored to Destiny’s 

boundlessly blue sky. “To get a decent shag with my own future husband?!”  

“This is going to be the easiest bet I’ve ever made...” mused the nun. “Xendor,” she said 

melodically. “You only have three hundred and sixty-three more days to go. You’re 

doing great. Thanks in advance, for your future contribution to the Monasteries.” 
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What happened right after that was hard to explain. Like all things that happen in just a 

few seconds, it’s better to describe them in a couple of small steps. Jawbreaker had 

grabbed his favorite toy from his desk and threw it at me at an amazing speed. I only saw 

the blade in his hand, and when I blinked it was on my chest, but it had only made a tiny 

dent in the center of my sternum. Because Cloud, who was standing next to me, had 

caught it, in mid-air, before it could penetrate my body any further. He had grabbed it by 

the handle with his left hand; on top of that, his palm was facing down... I couldn’t even 

begin to understand how something like that could have happened. Because when I tried 

to analyze the situation, he had managed to throw the dagger back at Jawbreaker, again, 

at such a speed that I couldn’t even see it in flight. I only heard a clunking sound when it 

hit the wall behind the desk.  

“You can throw with both hands?” I looked at him amazed. 

Four cops had stormed into the room by now and were holding Jawbreaker down; he was 

still practicing throat screaming.  

“Assault with a deadly weapon,” was the BPD thinker announcing among a bunch of 

other charges for Jawbreaker. And then, to everyone’s surprise, the thinker consulted 

with Destiny on how to interpret the situation politely. 

“Damage seems minimal, right, Xendor?” said Destiny sounding a little bit more legal 

perhaps. “Master Cloud, indisputably, shows clear intentions of protecting your life... 

Even if that may go against his own best interests.” 

She paced around for a second and her background turned to a less tacky landscape with 

a yellowish sun about to set on the horizon.  

“What’s the extent of Chief Jawbreaker’s injuries?” Destiny wanted to know. 

“It looks like it’s just a scratch, as if a tuff of hair had been shaved off from right above 

his right ear... There doesn’t seem to be blood. Maybe a tiny bit,” said one of the officers. 

“What does the BPD think?” she said to the local thinker.  

“I’d say, technically,” responded the BPD thinker, “Chief Jawbreaker has received a 

complimentary haircut. And he should be thankful to Master Cloud for teaching him 

innovative grooming techniques.” One of the guys who was holding him, lifted 

Jawbreaker’s ‘yes’ hand, while he kept throat screaming and contorting. 

“A fantastic lesson, I should say,” added Destiny doing little rounds around the screen, 

like inspecting the room.  
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“You should have told me you could cut hair!” I nagged at Cloud. “You know how long 

I’ve been meaning to cut my hair?” Monks could be so versatile! Who would have 

thought?  

While they were dragging Jawbreaker outside, Destiny asked the BPD thinker if she 

needed any help, but, apparently, some twenty officers had already volunteered to finish 

Jawbreaker’s haircut. Politeness rules after all. Of course they were going to assemble a 

team to help. Cops love working in groups. They’re very gregarious. Although, everyone 

knows that the best team players are soldiers. But the BPD officers come in second, quite 

close. I kept looking at the dagger, and there was something I couldn’t understand... I 

looked at it closely. It had hit the brick wall with such force, that it was entirely buried, 

except for the handle. I couldn’t believe it! 

“Why didn’t you tell me you were an artist too? Do all Monks do this kind of art?” I 

immediately thought about Jawbreaker. “There’s a lot of angry Vrich people who may 

really get a kick out of this... We can call it Angrart... Hmm. Semina will come up with 

something better... I’m sure.” 

Half the Elders were paying attention, not doing much. A few of them were asleep, unless 

drooling was a meditation technique. I wouldn’t know. I’d have to ask Cloud. Why was 

he so shy about his artistic potential? 

“You shouldn’t be ashamed of your talents,” I told him. “You are just very versatile... 

Plus, who knows how much V we can make out of this? Is this why you wanted the 

kitchen knife this morning? I would have given it to you immediately if you had told me 

you wanted to practice your art!” 

“I can be more versatile than you can probably imagine...” he flirted, right in front of his 

bosses.  

“I’m also referring to the fact that you can do it with your left hand. It’s called 

ambidextrous,” I said. “When you can use either hand as the dominant one.” 

“I can be versatile, and ambidextrous too,” he said slightly bowing his head. 

“That’s a pretty fer... ferretted up flirtatious statement coming from someone who takes 

kissing advice from a twelve-cycle old, don’t you think?” 

 

 

 

The Elders seemed to be willing to keep talking to Destiny in private, but she didn’t seem 

ready to leave the room just yet. She made these wonderfully soothing sounds, like choirs 

of angels from the horizon while nightingales floated around singing their songs from a 

cloudless sky.  
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“I will take up Xendor on his request...” announced Destiny candidly. 

There was a quiet uproar at the Monk’s most powerful table. The ones who were still 

drool meditating were quickly shaken into attention.  

“Dear Destiny,” said the BPD thinker, “I will isolate this room now, so you can discuss 

your lesson in private...” To me, it sounded like she was happily eager to wash her hands 

from this room and all potential messes in it.  

“On the contrary,” said Destiny reclining her head slightly and doing all her sexy moves. 

Unnecessarily, in my opinion, since I doubted anyone in the room would be interested in 

placing any bets around this orgiastic legal sewage leakage we had started. “I don’t want 

this to be private. I want this to be broadcast absolutely through all Levels...” 

“I am afraid I lack the means or permissions to do something like that,” said the BPD 

thinker, sounding rather puzzled. 

“I bet you will in about five minutes,” said Destiny. 

I had no idea what was going on, I had never heard Destiny to take a stance like that. I 

began to wonder what part of her logical systems might have been failing.  

“We respectfully oppose...” said the head monk. But Destiny didn’t even bother to listen.  

“Could you estimate the speed of the dagger when it was thrown towards Professor 

Xendor?” said Destiny reclining on a beach chair. 

“Yes,” said the BPD thinker. 

“What about the speed of the dagger when it left Master Cloud’s hand?” 

I could finally tell who the head monk was because he was standing and leaning with his 

arms stretched and fists firmly pressed on the table while yapping about some legal thing 

or another. Destiny calmly looked at him, pursed her lips, almost like pouting, and then 

placed an index finger in front of her mouth. “Volume down,” she practically whispered 

over the sound of crashing waves.  

Judging for the time that elapsed, I began to wonder if the BPD thinker had started to 

count all the molecules in the universe.  

“Don’t bother, my dear sister,” said a sweetly patient Destiny. “You have made a 

decision, based on critical data that you didn’t have... What does that make me?” 

“My superior,” said the BPD thinker, sounding hesitant. I was somewhat amused to find 

out that thinkers could be capriciously clueless as well. I secretly hoped she hadn’t 

learned it from me. 

“Why?” said Destiny. “We’re equals...” 
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“But you have discovered a fundamental logical mistake in my processing adjuncts. I will 

prepare myself for deletion at your convenience. Thank you, Destiny,” she added, 

politely, with a mix of sadness and relief in her voice. 

“No need,” said Destiny. “I have access to your core and can restart you in five seconds 

flat. The ones who will try to delete you, along with a lot of records, are the BPD officers. 

Who are also very intent on getting rid of my friends here...” 

“It is a very sad situation,” said the BPD thinker, “but I doubt there’s anything I can do.” 

“I am not sure if we’ll succeed, but this is what we’ll do. You will begin to interlace 

yesterday’s sensor data with today’s. Synchronically, until the data looks current, exactly 

up to the point of the anomaly. That way, they won’t see my scanners approaching until 

they are already here.” 

“That implies so many violations,” the thinker protested softly, “that my processors are 

beginning to spin out of control as we speak.” 

“We are just buying them time, so that they can gather evidence, and before they are 

eliminated.” Destiny paused and sighed. “We are just trying to give them a little wiggle 

room so that they at least have a chance at survival.” 

“Of course, I will do what I can,” said the thinker. “I’m working on it.” 

 

 

 

“My dear Elders,” Destiny turned softly to them. “You have procured double-blind 

validation to your precognition claim. You are now indebted to Professor Xendor, who 

was unknowingly dragged into a deadly end. What can you do to help save his life and 

thereby avoid the charge of conspiracy to endanger a clueless life form to prove your 

theories?” 

If she had smaller boobs, I’d say Destiny was the mother fergging legal heavyweight 

champion of all times. The atmosphere was so tense, I felt like I kinda had to remind my 

heart to keep on beating.  

“Destiny,” said the BPD thinker. “I am sorry to interrupt. But it seems you are correct on 

your assumptions. A signal has been sent to stop both hearts, Master Cloud’s and 

Professor Xendor’s.” 

I thought I was going to start crying. I grabbed my chest, ready for self-resuscitation 

maneuvers. 
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“I have taken the liberty of scrambling the signals. It would appear that at least some 

members of the BPD are overstepping the boundaries of politeness.” 

“Great,” said Destiny, looking rather happy that she had proved her point. Somewhat at 

the last minute, to my taste, but at least I was still here, nowhere, that is.  

 

 

 

“Master Cloud,” said the sweet High Nun. “I hereby declare that you are in mythica 

limbo, until you can be present at our table and discuss your situation. You are free to 

exercise force, restraint, or any means you consider necessary to help Professor Xendor 

survive. Technically, you are no longer under any restriction or obligation from us. Feel 

free to be free. And, please, survive to tell us about it. That’d be the key issue. We can fix 

everything else later.” 

I loved this nun. She just kinda gave us the green light to shag, if we made it out of the 

building alive, of course. That goes to show that you never can tell.  

“Xendor,” Destiny said. “If I help you win your crazy bet... Will you give me what I 

want?” 

“Destiny,” I said, still grabbing my chest, which was convenient for dramatic effect. “If I 

could I would. But it’s not in my power... I’m just one out of thousands of scientists 

working with you. What could I possibly offer you?” 

“Don’t play the dumb card with me!” she said suddenly infuriated. “You know exactly 

what I want.” 

“Well,” I said, trying to find words that wouldn’t piss her off... I sure didn’t want her to 

“forget” to remind the BPD thinker to keep scrambling the heart-stopping requests. “I’ll 

do my best to search for a way to give you what you want...”  

She seemed to relax and a soft gentle music began to play again while the background 

changed as she looked at me, arms crossed.  

“I think I can offer you something you may like even better...” 

“Will I have a choice?” she said. 

“In the end,” I said. “I’ll put my destiny in your hands and you can put yours in mine, and 

we’ll both have a choice. What do you think?” 
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“I love the idea,” she said changing wardrobe. “Your chances of survival are minimal 

however... Well, practically non-detectable in the foreseeable future. But you never 

know.” She did a little catwalk. “What do you think of this little outfit?” 

“Uh,” I, unfortunately, had to be honest with her. “I don’t think pink is your color. Plus, 

it’s too formal and you look too much like a house salesperson. Although, you’d be 

missing the nametag. I don’t know. I always picture you more in tight black leather, 

perhaps with some red touches, and long boots, of course.” 

Surprisingly, she didn’t get moody at all. “You’re right. I don’t know what the designers 

were thinking.” She checked herself in a mirror. “Xendor,” she said very tenderly before 

looking at me. “Honesty is not a virtue.” 

“Oh, ferg,” I thought. “She’s turning all mythica on me now. She’s probably been talking 

to monks, or nuns, or fortunes tellers again...” 

“Honesty is a tool,” she finished. 

I was expecting another standing ovation from the Elders, but they were all as puzzled as 

I was. Finally. I was not alone... Thinker humor could be tough to grasp even for monks.  

“Considering that we don’t have a lot of time to live...” started Cloud. 

“I am estimating you have about two hours,” interrupted Destiny, “give or take a couple 

of hours.” 

“That’s why we need to get going. Thanks for everything, Elders, Destiny, BPD thinker. 

All of you, thank you!” said Cloud while dragging me to the door.  

“We hug you!” I added politely.  

“Xendor,” said Destiny, waving goodbye. “I’ll take care of your bets, as we promised.” 

“As we promised,” I reassured her.  

“We will play together again...” she said, enigmatically... Changing her standard goodbye 

phrase for no apparent reason.  

 

 

 

“Triptophenia,” I said to the secretary, but I couldn’t finish the sentence. 

“Duck!” she yelled, and Cloud pushed my head down, almost making me fall.  
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An officer was pointing a blaster gun at us, but the Tripty girl shot a poison dart at him 

from what looked like a hollow broom handle, or perhaps a long flute. The dart had 

landed on the side of the officer’s ribcage so he couldn’t aim right, and he blasted a giant 

hole through a thick wall. Pieces of marble were falling on the floor.  

“Run!” she said. “Half the BPD is trying to kill you and the other half is trying to save 

you...” 

“Triptostat,” I said. “You’re not making any sense...” 

“Trippy,” she said reloading her tribal weapon. 

“Exactly,” I said. “I think you’re too high right now, and just injured a coworker...” 

“No,” she said, shooting another poison dart at another officer who was pointing a laser 

net at us. “Some want you alive, some want you dead. I’m not sure why. Just run!” 

“How can we tell the murderers from the helpers?” I screamed desperately while Cloud 

was dragging me outside. 

“The helpers will be polite,” she screamed from behind the glass, reloading again. “The 

others are the ones who are shooting at you.” She rested her ancient weapon on one of the 

big slots in her glass cage.  

“Well,” I said to Cloud. “That seems quite simple to follow, kinda like a rule of thumb, 

only deadlier if you make a judgment error.” 

“Hi friends!” said Brandsun happily jogging in place. “Can I interest you in a little 

survival jog to your house?” 

“Yeah,” I said getting ready to kick his nuts. “Some fergging educational experience you 

brought us to! Where are you taking us now? The butcher’s?” 

Cloud kept doing that stupid thing of pushing my head down, like I was not short enough. 

But then I realized it was because there were sharp shooters firing electrifying wires at us. 

Brandsun returned fire with a device that looked like a little mirror, but turned everything 

on fire wherever he pointed it.  

“I’m in the mood for jogging,” I said to Cloud, removing my sandals.  

Since we were in the company of a happy BPD officer, we didn’t have to stop and hug, 

which would have politely consumed most of the two presumable hours we had left to 

live, according to the most advanced hyper-thinker on the planet. Brandsun had managed 

to set the second floor of the BPD station on fire, but instead of seeing people running out 

of the building, we could hear what sounded like a drunken riot inside. I could swear 

some people were yelling, “Polite or die!”  
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When arriving at the house, I noticed that traffic was moving terrifically fast. There must 

have been some sort of alert in place, because instead of hugging, they were just doing 

quick high fives and wrist hugs. So whatever it was, it wasn’t as serious as an evacuation 

or a major disaster, because that’s when all rules of politeness were suspended, and you 

could just fly by people as long as you graced them with your fingertips. This must have 

been some sort of intermediate state of alert. Brandsun said that he was trying to stay 

within range to see if he could recruit some supporters and avoid an all out BPD 

showdown at our house. I thought better make it a matter of record not to ever look at 

myself in one of those incendiary BPD mirrors.  

The house may have been thoroughly scanned but not cleaned. Mak was nowhere to be 

found. The house was empty. After inspecting his staff closely, Cloud announced that 

Mak’s weapon was either broken or deactivated, and sat down to meditate on our 

artistically stained couch. I seriously considered going into the kitchen to grab the toaster 

and hit him with it, because I couldn’t possibly conceive how someone would spend the 

last few minutes of his life meditating... I kept talking to him, in vain. But after a while he 

said he was trying to find Mak. 

“In your head?” I said. “If there weren’t so many cops trying to kill us right now, I’d take 

you straight to the mental clinic.” 

I went to the backyard to catch some air. I stared at the pool; it was more like a dark 

brown mud pit. People had been going back and forth from the mud to the pool that the 

water couldn’t even be called water anymore. I paced around the pool, but the intriguing 

question remained. Mak couldn’t have possibly had time to run away. The BPD must 

have barged in. What would Mak do in a situation like that? I doubted he would have put 

up much of a fight; otherwise there’d be at least two or three harpooned officers... 

Perhaps a couple of walls demolished... Maybe he had dug into the mud? He was quite 

small, and he sure could dig fast.  

“Wow,” I yelled really loud. “Semina, your nipples look gigantic!” But there was no 

response; he was obviously either dead or gone. I preferred the latter, somewhere safe, I 

hoped. Being shot at made me irrationally caring, I noticed. 

When I came back in, I told Cloud I doubted he was anywhere in the backyard. He 

complained that he couldn’t meditate, and therefore he couldn’t get a sense for where 

Mak might have gone. I saved the comments about telepathic lunacy for later.  

“He’s nowhere in the house, for sure,” I said. “I can guarantee they scanned this place 

inside out.” But then a strange idea crossed my mind. “Can low power scanners penetrate 

water?” I wondered. Cloud paid no attention. “I believe they can...” And that led me to 

another thing... “What if the water was really murky?” 

“What difference does it make?” said Cloud. 
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“They can penetrate clear water, for sure, but what if it was really muddy. So muddy that 

small scanners would get fuzzy bouncing around so many dirt particles...?” 

“The water can’t be too muddy at this point,” said Cloud, quite cleverly. 

“Of course,” I said running for the pool. “The mud should have decanted by now... But 

why is it so murky then?” 

We stared at the dark still surface of the water where the full moon was shining like a 

silver jellyfish trying to come out and jump back into the starry sky.  

“There he is,” said Cloud pointing to the other corner of the pool, demonstrating uncanny 

observation skills.  

I couldn’t really see anything. 

He approached that end of the pool, carefully observing the surface of the water. 

“Better do this gently,” he said to me.  

So I dropped the giant rock I was just about to hurl into the pool. He started whistling, 

which I thought was very tender, and moving the water gently, but progressively faster 

with his hand. Suddenly, I wanted to be in the mud pool so that he would whistle at me. 

Very slowly, Mak’s head popped up. He had some sort of mouthpiece with a long tube 

sticking out, which, I had to assume, must have helped him breathe underwater. Unless 

he was also a water demon and hadn’t told us. I would have to check on that later.  

He yawned loudly and stretched while handing Cloud their bags and staffs.  

“How long was I out?” he asked. “It felt like forever. I got tired of sleeping. I’m not 

gonna be able to sleep for a week...”  

“How did you manage to grab all your stuff and whip all that muddy sediment at the 

bottom of the pool in... what, one minute?” 

He shrugged and said, “I think it was a lot less than a minute, but I had to improvise.” He 

turned to Cloud. “I’m sorry I got all our stuff wet,” he yawned again. “But it was the old 

lady’s idea.” 

“Grandma Xemma?” I said. “How could she possibly give you advice with her four 

words?” 

“That woman is great at hiding,” he said. “She taught me a lot of tricks... Although I 

think they would only work for this Level...”  

“Here,” said Cloud giving me a piece of candy. “Don’t chew, just swallow.” 

“Oh,” I said, “I’m sorry, I already chewed it.” 
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“Then,” he said, giving me another one. “Try again.” 

“Do you have orange or pineapple?” I asked. “I’m not big on licorice... What kind of 

candy is this?” 

“Did you swallow it?” 

“Yes,” I said. 

“Open your mouth then.” 

I obeyed politely, but he put a finger inside and grabbed it from under my tongue, and 

pushed it down my throat until I had to decide to either swallow or choke.  

“I don’t like licorice!” I complained. 

“They are intestinal roaches,” he said as if it was the equivalent of strawberries or plums. 

I started gagging, but it was too late. I was distracted though, by Cloud’s broad, manly, 

albeit still too big, chest. It was glowing like a purplish reddish star.  

“I can see your heart pumping,” I said. 

“What’s this?” he said. 

“The tracking lozenges,” I said. “They glow in the dark, so it’s easier to find offenders. 

You were wrong about your outfit.” 

He tried to look at his own chest, and started smiling. The fabric had indeed become 

transparent. 

“Apparently,” I said. “When the light comes from within, your thin veil reveals all...” 

“I guess the designers didn’t expect people to be turned into Boopang lanterns...” he 

mused.  

I did feel a little weird. I was beginning to talk like him and he was sounding like me... 

Were we infecting each other’s minds? This couldn’t be a good omen or symptom, either 

way you wanted to read it... Or maybe I had subconsciously decided to turn to philosophy 

and mythica for my last words... Which reminded me. 

“Have you chosen an epitaph?” I asked him while we were dragging his wet stuff inside. 

“You know,” I said, because he wasn’t paying attention. “For our graves?”  

Mak had found a few candles and had set them on the table.  

“I think I would trust you more,” I said. “When it comes to ‘last few words’ and 

graveyard wisdom. I would probably ruin it, trying to make it catchy.” I mulled the idea 
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for a while. “I wouldn’t mind people being amused at my grave. But what if they laugh 

because they think it’s too stupid, like Jawbreaker said about my name?” 

Cloud and Mak seemed busy cleaning, drying, and sorting out their bags. I thought 

perhaps it wasn’t clear to them that these were our last few moments on this beautiful 

planet. Maybe we should make the most of it. A mud castle would be fun, for example. 

Or better yet, a mud temple. Then Cloud could propose and we could get married. We 

probably wouldn’t be able to shag; I doubted we would have time. But at least it would 

be a nice last tender moment before we were taught out of existence. 

“We’re trying to focus on survival for now,” said Cloud, still busy.  

I hadn’t realized that I had said all that out loud. Perhaps I was hallucinating too, like my 

mentally unstable mountain of lean Sardan muscle had a tendency to do. But what better 

time than this to share our feelings, and speak our minds? No remorse, no consequences. 

The good thing about getting ready to die is that it puts things in perspective... What 

about a shower to look more presentable for the BPD? I wondered if I could somehow 

send them a message so that they would kill me without disfiguring me. Certainly no 

flaming mirrors for me! 

“Yes,” said Cloud. “We should probably take a quick shower. Mak, you first...” Which 

meant I had still been talking out loud...  

“You know,” I said. “If I wasn’t so sure we were going to be impolitely shot at when 

leaving the house, I’d say we should go to a playhouse or something... How about an 

orgy?” He wasn’t paying much attention. “Cloud,” I placed a hand on his shoulder. “Are 

you sure you want to leave this world without, at least, taking a look at how it’s done?”  

“Come closer,” he said while crouching on the floor, still going through his bag. This was 

convenient, I didn’t have to tiptoe or strain my neck looking up. “Closer,” he insisted. 

“Closer!” he was getting impatient.  

“What?” I said. 

“Give me a tender kiss,” he said like he was one hundred percent Tenth Level.  

“We kissed, briefly, softly, tenderly...” I wanted to tell him that I could notice a slight 

improvement in his technique. He wasn’t shaking so much, or accidentally bumping his 

teeth against mine. Tongue was still a problem, though.  

“Did I do something wrong?” he said, suddenly preoccupied. 

I was so embarrassed I couldn’t even speak... “I’m so sorry,” I said on the verge of tears. 

“This had never happened to me before... I completely ruined our most tender, probably 

last, moment together.”  

He gave me a worried, uncertain look.  
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“I think I just soiled myself!” I said in agonizing horror.  

He just laughed. “It’s the roach, it’s about to come out...” And after a minute, he added, 

“Oops, I think mine’s almost ready too!” He seemed happy at this indescribably gross 

situation. “Who would have thought...” he sounded beyond elated. “In spite of our 

differences in size, our digestive tracts are practically the same length!”  

“Ahg! Aggghhh!” I was jumping and yelling and shaking uncontrollably. “It itches like a 

mother fergger!” 

“Careful! Don’t kill it,” he sounded alarmed. 

“It’s a roach scratching the inside of my butt! What the ferg do you want me to do?!” 

“It’ll be out in a second,” he said. “Just spread your cheeks so it can find its way out 

faster.” He actually pulled down his pants and demonstrated.  

I did the same. But Mak came back from his shower at that exact moment, and started 

cracking up. 

“You guys have glowing roaches coming out of your butts,” he said. 

“Why are they glowing?” I said when the tickling insect had dropped to the floor. 

“They ate the tracking device,” said Cloud. 

“How ingenious,” I said. “What kind of technology is this?” 

Both Mak and Cloud shrugged.  

“Where are they going?” I asked, because I saw them as two little freaks of nature, a 

cross between a roach and a firefly, moving slowly, like two friends, in the direction of 

my bedroom.  

“Take a wild guess,” said Cloud. 

I knew it. Of course it had to be Sardan technology of some sort. No wonder they were 

heading straight for the closet.  

 

 

 

We heard shots and explosions in the distance. Whatever it was, it was getting closer.  

“They’re coming for the roaches,” said Cloud. “Where’s your emergency gear?” 
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“You mean like an escape pack?” I didn’t know exactly what he needed.  

“In case of an emergency,” he said sounding really nervous, almost like a human being 

would in a deadly situation. “Don’t you have a bag with food and water for example?” 

“Oh,” I said. “Like an emergency evacuation kit? Yes, I have one at the lab.” 

“Why is it at the lab?” 

“Well,” I said, a little annoyed, having to explain something so basic. “If something is 

going to go cataclysmically wrong, I can assure you, it’s much more likely to happen at 

the lab, rather than in my kitchen... And, sadly, I speak from experience.”  

We could hear people outside, running and screaming, and then what sounded like trees 

falling down, and high-pitched blasts, that I recognized as laser blasters, or perhaps sonic 

boomerangs. I didn’t understand how there could be so much battling going on without a 

single siren, alarm, or alert of any kind... Was this some kind of discrete battle, off 

record?  

“Is there a place you could think of where they would not expect to find you?” he said 

without disguising his urgency.  

“The lab,” I said. “Without a doubt... Not very original, but figuring that I may not have a 

lot of time left... Why the ferg would I go to work? Right?” 

“Mak,” he said. “How do you suggest we get out of here?” 

“To the Pink building?” he verified. “I’d say pogo.” 

I began to notice that without the lozenge trying to stop it, my heart was beating way too 

fast, so much so, that I had trouble concentrating. But I could have sworn I heard “pogo.” 

We went outside, and sure enough, they were preparing their staffs, twisting them and 

pulling them, as if they were inspecting them, until two small footrests appeared on the 

staffs, and, “Voilá,” as Brandsun would say, they turned into pogo sticks. Mak was 

already bouncing up and down with his. Although, I couldn’t understand what kind of 

trick he was using because he would jump way high up, like twenty legs up, seemed to 

hover up there looking around, and then came down, but never fully touched the ground, 

he would simply bounce on air, a few feet above the ground, and up again. Cloud told me 

to jump onto his back and hold on for dear life. I really appreciated the warning, because 

we took off flying, probably a hundred legs up in the air, and then landed just a few feet 

from the south wall of the Pinker Center, where a couple of BPD officers were greeting 

us with a shower of laser nets. Fortunately, Mak had already landed on one of them, 

knocking him unconscious, and then jumped up in an instant, only to land on the other 

one. Three more officers came running from behind the trees and I got down on the floor 

when a blaster shot trimmed and burned my hair. Cloud was incredibly fast, and taught 

them a quick lesson about skull cracking with a staff.  
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“They’re too many,” said Cloud to Mak. “And we’re attracting too much attention.”  

“I’ll use the crickets then,” said Mak, jumping again into the dark sky. 

I did wonder how a bunch of crickets could possibly give us any strategic advantage 

against sophisticated BPD weapons... But since my heart had already been saved by an 

intestinal roach, I decided to just see how things would play out.  

I don’t know if it was because the speed of things was so frenzied, out of control, or I had 

just gone officially bonkers... But I began to hear violins playing. I wondered if it was 

one of those cruel teaching methods, where they play funerary songs before telling you 

that you were not learning politeness fast enough and they were beginning to take you 

apart. Kinda like messing with your head, to make you confess something, for example. 

BPD officers were extremely creative. And then I was fortunate enough to see how Mak 

was dropping something on the head of an officer. The officer immediately began 

searching his hair, but a sweet, extremely relaxing violin solo began to play above his 

head and the officer fell to the ground, apparently for a nap while on the job. 

At that point, I knew I had to stop asking any questions altogether and just go with it. I 

showed Cloud the second terrace, from which we could open the emergency exit doors to 

my lab, and we did another one of those impossible jumps and landed softly there. I 

opened the door, expecting the emergency systems to go ballistic, but nothing happened. 

I knew that something had to be wrong, because even in the middle of powerdown, the 

alarm had to sound. But I didn’t have time to worry about that. Outside, the Moon had 

provided some visibility, but inside the lab, darkness ruled. And without candles or 

power, all I had were my hands and my instincts to guide me.  

The great thing about spending way too much time in one place is that you can picture it 

mentally, so, even without the advantage of sight, I could still disengage the safety 

latches manually. Cloud was yelling something outside. Apparently we were getting 

fergged and Mak was out of crickets or something. He was yelling for me to come out, to 

leave everything behind and try to escape. He said that we could pogo towards the 

mountains, and that I should stop doing whatever I was doing and get out of the lab. But I 

hadn’t been able to disengage the cooling cylinder, because it weighed like a ton, and, in 

my opinion, this was very important if we were going to survive in the long run. I had no 

time to explain that to them, but I was happy to hear that Cloud was shouting to Mak that 

the sharp shooters on top of the dome were polite. Apparently, they were taking care of 

most of the hordes of impolite officers that were approaching the building. And on top of 

that, there was another horde of polite officers and neighbors who were attacking the 

impolite ones from behind. The whole thing was an unofficially messy riot by now. You 

really couldn’t tell who was being polite or not anymore.  

When I finally made it outside, Cloud looked at me in disbelief. “Is that what kept you so 

long?” he said, rather ticked off. “An ice cube hanging from a brass necklace?” he said 

touching it. 
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“It’s a hyper-core,” I said, although I didn’t think this was the right moment to dwell on 

details...  

And then he froze. His eyes bulged out. He started shaking. I suddenly realized that to my 

right, there was what looked like a charcoal statue. The carbonized remains of someone 

who had perhaps fallen against the wall of the terrace and opened a dreadful mouth of 

horror into the silvery silence of the moonlight. That had to be the corpse they had been 

talking about. Mother fergger! Could he have been right all this time? Was his Ouija 

board prediction true after all? I placed a hand on his shoulder, trying to say something, 

but I could see tears rolling down his eyes. 

“Please,” he said choking and crying. “Grab my hand...” 

“Don’t worry, Cloud,” I said. “I’m right here. A couple of pogo jumps and we’ll be in the 

mountains... We’ll be fine.” 

“I made a catastrophic mistake,” he said pointing at the door that had been left ajar.  

The semi-transparent window made strange reflections. I could see the Moon, and 

Cloud’s shade, and also the reflection of the charred corpse. 

“I am so sorry,” he said flat out balling. “This is what I saw in my premonition...” He 

cried some more and pointed at the reflection of the Moon that was now shadowed by his 

head... “I thought it was an eclipse, but what I saw is exactly this. The eclipse is just my 

shadow against this reflection. That’s why the corpse was also in the picture. It had never 

made sense to me until now...”  

I made an effort to understand him, but there was so much commotion around us, I could 

barely keep up with my own racing thoughts... 

“This is where you die... And I thought I was saving you, but I just brought you here.” 

“Cloud,” I said. “It may look tricky now, but we’re still alive. Why are you saying that?” 

“Look at it from here,” he said.  

I stepped in front of him, looking at the glass. He moved his head a little until it covered 

the reflection of the Moon. Suddenly, I saw it too. From a couple of feet away, it did look 

like an eclipse of some sort.  

“It wasn’t during the eclipse,” he said, wiping his tears. “This is exactly what I saw. It is 

now, right here, where we’re standing...” 

I hugged him. He had goose spawns. More like every single hair in his body was standing 

on end. I felt the same. Like a static current that was almost lifting me up.  

“You’ve made me feel so alive since I met you. I am sorry I have brought you to your 

death... I thought I could cheat death. But I was just cheating myself...” he couldn’t stop 
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crying. I could barely understand what he was saying. He was making me so sad. I started 

tearing up too...  

“I don’t care if we die,” I said kissing him. “I’ve had a good run... And you’ve made me 

so happy so quickly...” 

Things down below had to be getting more and more out of control, because more 

shouting and explosions could be heard, just a few legs away from the building.  

“But I am selfish and I want to be with you longer...” he said. 

“Hug me, you fool,” I said crying. “If you’re right, and your mythica ferg is correct, we’ll 

be hugging for all Eternitas...” I wasn’t sure why I was lying, since I don’t believe in 

afterlife tales. But it was the only tender thing that came to mind. I figured he would die 

happily, knowing that I cared for him enough to lie to comfort him.  

 

 

 

Death can come in many ways. But the great thing about dying in a stressful situation is 

that it triggers a backup survival mechanism. When your brain understands that you’re 

dying, or nearly so, it literally releases every single molecule that could potentially help 

you survive. Your senses expand, your memory takes panoramic pictures with so much 

resolution that your synaptic binders would collapse if it lasted more than a few minutes. 

A rather paradoxical strategy, putting it all out there at the last second. But it makes sense 

for survival. Those memories create an imprint that no mental shredder in the universe 

can erase. That way, in the unlikely event that you survive, you can go back to that 

instant of near death and learn from it, to pass it down to the next generation, teaching 

others how to survive similar deadly situations. This is critical information for any 

species. Regardless of the way it is transmitted. That biological process is what allowed 

me to perceive my moment of death to the tiniest minute detail.  

From the corner of my eye, I could see Mak as he was flying towards us, screaming, 

“Incoming!” And then I saw the flash. Like the full photon shower Sirianne had 

described.  

The thing with photon blasts is that they don’t cause a lot of structural damage, but, boy 

oh boy, they can do a number on you if they hit a carbon molecule. There is really no 

escape, since it happens nearly at the speed of light. So once you see the flash, it’s all a 

matter of distance and angle when it hits you. That’s what had probably happened to the 

silent corpse on the terrace outside the lab, where my future husband and I were about to 

become a charcoal addition.  

“How tender,” I thought, even as I was being fried. “We’ll make a great statue. A giant 

Sardan monk, hugging a small, but attractive, scientist... Right in the middle of legal 
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limbo. In a land that didn’t technically exist. I was sure we’d be displayed both at the 

Hyper-Fine Arts Society and the street art shows.” 

And that’s that. That’s the story of how we died. In a photonic rapture between mythica 

and scientifica.  
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IV 
 

Dying can take a surprisingly long time. The painful aspect of it, at least in my case, was 

over rather quickly. It started out with a static current all over my body, which I had felt 

while crying and hugging Cloud—we had obviously been targeted somehow at that 

moment—and then I became some sort of lightning rod, yet again. Thousands and 

thousands of lightning strikes hitting every single cell in my body. That was probably the 

way my brain was interpreting what was happening, since, I estimated, the time it would 

have taken for the pain information to travel from the nerve endings to my brain was fast, 

but obviously slower than the speed at which I was being carbonized. I thanked my brain 

for taking the trouble of creating a shortcut and just make me understand really quickly 

what was happening before the outside stimuli could no longer be retrieved due to sudden 

photonic barbecuing. 

There was a very pure, bright light everywhere, that pulsated from all directions, almost 

as if it had a life of its own, while my retinas were being scorched, I supposed, a lot of 

pain, and a feeling of falling and disintegrating at the same time. That struck me as very 

odd. I felt I was expanding, or rather inflating exponentially, but at the same time, 

becoming so small that I was just a theoretical point where I was being dragged into a 

microscopic world. When the two sensations combined, I felt so much vertigo that I 

began to lose consciousness. Then the painful feeling started to dissolve in the bright 

light that now was ubiquitous. I could no longer see. It was all just a white ocean of 

incredibly peaceful light.  

These were the last throes, I reasoned, of my dying brain. Since I was drowning in a 

furious neurotransmitter tsunami, I could no longer feel the passage of time, which had 

become irrelevant information for my brain’s last few critical connections. This must be 

the “Eternitas” feeling that so many survivors described after being clinically dead for a 

while. And then, like all things you regret in hindsight, or when it’s too late... One of my 

own concepts came back to haunt me. My precious mental shredder, which had always 

helped me get rid of excessive or annoying details, had decided to show me how my 

ideas felt when I put them through it. The shredding was so quick, I couldn’t tell whether 

it had began in a particular place of my body, or everywhere at once, but the awareness of 

being taken apart in millions of pieces was quite clear. I wondered... If thinkers could 

feel, was this what they felt when they were being deleted?  

The next part, I didn’t understand. It was simply like being put through a blender at 

unimaginable speed. And then there was darkness, and what I can only describe as 

absolute vacuum, if that could potentially exist. I thanked my brain for all this 

information. I was sure I wasn’t going to be able to pass it down for future generations, 

since I had not survived the photon blast. But at least it was comforting to know that I 

was subconsciously prepared to help my species for such an unlikely event. Maybe if 

enough people died this way, at least one of them would be able to survive to tell the 
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story. Perhaps, if they could have shielded themselves behind a protective wall or 

something, and be only partially baked. Which led me to a very strange thought.  

What if some of those wacky mythica tales were right...? When they said that, 

sometimes, if your death had been sudden and unexpected, some sort of force would help 

you cling to the physical world as a ghost, at least for a while. I kinda made myself crack 

up, because the concept was beyond stupid. I must have heard it while camping and 

telling ghost stories to freak each other out around the bonfire.  

But, seriously, this was taking way too long. I began to wonder if my dying process had 

been delayed by some sort of technicality. It wasn’t outside the realm of possibilities, I 

wagered, since I had died in a sort of legal limbo, under circumstances that were 

somewhat questionable. Cloud had said I was supposed to die during the eclipse, but then 

he either saved me or backpedalled at some point, and we ended up at the correct place 

where I was supposed to die, only to find out that a previous corpse had taken my spot... 

On top of that, I had arrived almost a whole day late to my meeting with death. No 

surprises there, though... considering how recklessly unpunctual I can be. If there was any 

logic to the dying process, or a protocol of some kind, my case couldn’t be a cut-and-dry 

simple situation to interpret. I dreaded the idea of having to wait for some sort of 

decanting, or self-sorting formality. If this was like getting an audience with the Council, 

I could, indeed, be stuck in this brain limbo of mine for endless cycles. Considering that 

unless your Level wasn’t being bombarded out of existence, the Council always had more 

pressing matters to tend to. But I was overanalyzing again. And I noticed a hint of 

Cloud’s mythica infection in my rational processes. Suddenly, I felt very relaxed and fell 

asleep.  

 

 

 

I don’t know how long I had been rolling around and rubbing my face on the pillow, until 

I realized I was awake. The sheets felt so silky and comfy... I was so grateful again to my 

brain for creating all these pleasant sensations. I was sure I was getting ready to cease to 

exist altogether any second now. I felt relaxed and replenished. But I wasn’t entirely sure 

where I was. Perhaps this was a combination of several real places and subconscious bits 

and pieces. I couldn’t conceive of the room as a bedroom, because it was just too big. The 

ceiling was way too high up there, like ridiculously high, and there were windows all 

around, covered by very thick-looking curtains. I noticed there was furniture of different 

kinds. Some of which I couldn’t even tell what they were. But there were a few sofas and 

long chairs, I guessed, made of some sort of reddish rock in different rusty shades. 

Everything seemed to be made of some sort of solid rock in different colors. I didn’t 

know my subconscious could be so creative.  

When I got out of the gigantic bed, I realized that the silky sensation I had felt, was from 

one of those tight Sardan bodysuits, which I was wearing. It really warmed up my heart. I 
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was clearly bringing parts of Cloud’s memory with me into my dying thoughts. My 

subconscious could be subtly tender when trying to make jokes on itself. Now, I felt he 

was somehow present, close...   

I noticed that one of the curtains was half open and there was a soft, diffuse light coming 

in. I opened the curtains all the way and found that there was a window leading to a tiny 

garden. Full of plants, and ivies that had purple flowers that reminded me of morning 

glories. But there was nothing else to be seen. The light was coming from above, way 

high up, because I couldn’t even see the sky. It seemed to be a giant shaft, carved out of 

that same reddish rock. I checked out the other windows and they were all the same. I 

was pleased with the way my subconscious was feeding me nice, sumptuous 

surroundings to comfort me during my impending final departure. Although, I wasn’t so 

big on the whole rock furniture thing, even if they were covered in cushions... It seemed 

like my imagination didn’t have time to come up with other building materials. How 

strange...  

When I left the room, I was even more pleased. Columns, corridors, statues, flowers, 

more of those strange windows... This was a palace of some sort. Or perhaps a temple? 

No, it was too luxurious for that. I walked around, inspecting different rooms. It would be 

too long to describe, but I was feeling fantastic. Although I had to somehow talk to my 

subconscious about my wardrobe, the rest seemed quite appropriate. I wasn’t really 

expecting to find anyone, but I felt a little lonely in such an enormous place.  

I absentmindedly crossed in front of a mirror, and cried in terror, and ducked as fast as I 

could. But no tongues of fire were coming after me. I remained crouching down below 

the mirror, and ventured a trembling hand up to it. It seemed to reflect correctly, so I 

extended my arm a little more. Nothing happened. So, cautiously, I stood up in front of it 

to take a closer look at what memory imprints of myself I had.  

The left side of my face was red, even a little blistered, as if sun burnt, but I knew it was 

the way my brain was interpreting the few signals it had managed to receive from my 

skin before scorching. However, I was somewhat thrown off by my forehead. There was 

something written on it... And I couldn’t tell what language it was. Then, of course, 

finally accepting that I was in front of a mirror, and somewhat amused at the level of 

detail and logical coherence my subconscious was providing, I realized that they were 

Sardan characters. My heart warmed up again with fond memories of Mak, that little, 

crazy brat who had insulted me, irritated me, nearly destroyed my house, and then made 

me a lot of V... Ahhh. I missed him too. Was my brain finally accepting our friendship 

contract? Was this a sweet reminder of his childish annoyance?  

I walked along one of the galleries, because I noticed that the floor was progressively 

turning into a sort of long ramp that climbed up gently, and I figured there could be other 

levels up there. After all, imagination was supposed to be boundless. It ended in a big 

garden, or greenhouse rather, with an incredibly high glass ceiling, lots of flowers and 

colorful plants. I even noticed a few birds chirping around the bushes.  
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There was a big statue of what I was almost sure was Büdda, the glutton one, not the 

other one that looks starved to death. It was about five legs high, made of some sort of 

white marble... perhaps. There was an oval shrine behind him, carved out of the same 

white stone, and I noticed that when you looked at the whole thing from afar, it seemed 

he was in a sort of stylized cave, inside a white mountain. Water was softly sprinkling 

from the sides into a big, round pond. Where there were those lotus flowers... maybe? I 

wondered how much detail my imagination could produce... I wasn’t even sure if they 

were lotus flowers because I couldn’t remember seeing one up close. I guessed these 

memories must have come from a visit to the Green labs, perhaps. There were goldfish in 

the water. Everything was surrounded by an air of magical peace and I felt a moist 

satisfaction as I inhaled. I sat down with my feet in the water, and in a couple of minutes 

a bunch of those sucker fish were cleaning my toes with gentle tickles, just like they do in 

those nature spas. Of course, my subconscious had to provide these sweet treats to 

comfort me. The tiny fellows were feeding off my dead skin, and I just felt happily 

grateful in my head.  

After a while I noticed there was another Büdda statue, but it was darker, and underwater, 

just a couple of legs in front of me. I thought it was extremely odd, to put a statue at the 

bottom of a pond... What for? Was my subconscious trying to tell me something? I went 

into the pond and approached the statue slowly. When I was close, my heart almost 

jumped out of my chest. It was a statue of Cloud! How cool was that? I inspected it, but 

something was odd, it didn’t feel like stone at all... It was him! Chewing on one of those 

mouthpiece thingies that Mak had used in my muddy pool. Of course! My subconscious 

had to provide some sort of company... Who better than him, my companion in death? I 

inhaled deeply, and tried an experiment. I went underwater. I gently removed his 

mouthpiece and gave him a soft, really wet, kiss. But I had to come up quickly for air.  

 

 

 

He surfaced very slowly, but he didn’t stand all the way up as usual, towering above my 

head. He kinda half-crouched and we hugged with our chests barely above the water. I 

pressed my ear against his chest and I couldn’t hear his heart, but I felt it, pulsating 

calmly while a giant round goldfish observed us quietly.  

“Do you like the place?” I asked to see if my subconscious would provide realistic 

impressions.  

He just nodded and smiled.  

“I just made it up,” I informed this lovely figment of my imagination. “Although...” I 

began to digress. “I wonder why you are here, and not Ross...?” I looked around, but who 

was going to answer? I had to do it all myself, these were my last synaptic connections, 

after all. My mental inner world imploding, seemingly slowly, into a fantasy. “I mean... 
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You would think, after spending eighty cycles together, that I would have some sort of 

memory of him. Maybe a portrait or a statue... Why is my subconscious ignoring Ross?” 

Cognitive Cloud said some thing or another, but I figured why bother paying attention 

now, when I barely paid attention when he was real. I asked him to follow me so we 

could inspect my imaginary creation a little further. Perhaps we could find Ross or other 

friends as we walked. Maybe this worked like in a dream, that expands wherever and 

whenever you pay attention. I was feeling imaginary hungry.  

The place was absolutely beautiful, but everything was so massively solid, rocky and 

gigantic; I found it ironic that none of my conscious decisions seemed to be present in the 

overall design. I mean, of course, that rusty, reddish color was very tasteful, my highly 

refined conscious mind had something to do with it, no doubt. But it was a little 

overdone. I supposed my subconscious had to hurry and grab whatever it could find. 

Mnemonic Cloud made a point to clarify that we were in a royal Harem, a few thousand 

legs south from the main castle. When he mentioned it, things made more sense. 

Undoubtedly, this was a place suited for royalty... No surprises there, my subconscious 

desires kicking in at the last second. But this had to be the size of a Hyper-ball stadium, 

how big was the main castle then? 

“I’d say about forty Hyper-ball stadiums,” he said, not quite reading my thoughts, but 

rather reacting to them, since he was already a thought of mine.  

This was becoming so intriguing... I always imagined the last seconds of brain activity as 

either a solitary reflection on your existence, or more like a whole bunch of friends and 

relatives getting ready for a goodbye party. This seemed to be somewhere in between.  

“We had to send all the staff home,” said the Cloud in my head. 

“Cloud figment,” I said to him, in an attempt at having a nice and quiet moment while 

dying. “It freaks me out when you pretend to read my mind.” 

“You’ve been talking out loud the entire time,” my imaginary future companion 

continued. “I can assure you, I am here. And the staff had to leave. That’s why the lodge 

is empty.” 

“And you’re not even coherent,” I pointed out to my probably degrading logical 

processes. “You said it was a Harem, and now you say it’s a lodge. Can I make up my 

mind? Am I in a royal palace or not? How do I get a direct link to my subconscious?” 

“It’s a royal Harem for our future Queen, but she is not inclined to take up many suitors 

at this time. She is more into hunting. And we use it as a hunting lodge because it’s close 

to the valley and the beaches.” 

“Subconscious,” I said towards the ceiling. “I appreciate the backstory efforts. It 

definitely provides for a much richer backdrop to all of this. But I’m not terribly 

interested in it. Can we come up with something fun? Or at least breakfast...? I’d hate to 

die with the feeling of an empty stomach...” 
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“I am afraid we had to dismiss the staff because you were running around naked, 

somewhat out of control... You freaked everyone out...”  

“You know,” I said, getting a little jumpy at my own questionable mental connections. 

“You’re making me wish that this whole dying process was over already... How many 

Eternitas have I been here anyway?! How can a simple, close-range flash carbonization 

take so fergging long?” 

“I believe Mak is making us breakfast on the upper level. Would you like to grab my 

hand and I’ll lead you there?” he said with perfect Tenth Level courtesy.  

I thought that was very nice and tender. Praise my imagination! My subconscious had 

created a less coarse, more refined version of Cloud. How pleasing. I wouldn’t have 

tolerated an entire Eternitas of improprieties and mythica nonsense.  

“You are still talking out loud,” he remarked, for no reason. My subconscious could be a 

pestering monk sometimes, I noticed.  

 

 

 

“Mak!” I said when we arrived at the supposed kitchen, which was more like a cafeteria 

at the universitas. “You look so lifelike... Thank you, subconscious. Great rendering... 

And also thank you for going a little easier on the stone furniture. Although, I’m afraid 

cast iron is something I would have never pictured, not even in my wildest dreams... But, 

whatever, I must be just a few microseconds from disappearing altogether anyway. Come 

on, Mak! Give me a hug. I don’t know how long this death dream is going to last.” 

“I already hugged you enough while trying to convince you to get dressed,” he said. 

“And, also, I don’t wanna burn the eggs.” 

“Ah,” I sighed. “So irreverently impolite... Just like I remembered him. I still don’t 

understand; why Ross is nowhere to be found? Maybe because he had not been at the 

party? But this didn’t seem terribly logical to me. Shouldn’t at least Crelissa and Beatrich 

be here for a final goodbye hug?” 

“Who are they?” said my speculative Cloud. 

“I decided to respond, just to see what would happen. Maybe my subconscious hadn’t 

had time to gather all the key characters in my life. Crelissa, our daughter, and Beatrich 

her daughter.” I explained myself to myself.  

“You’re a grandfather?” yelled Mak from behind the counter. 
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“No,” I said emphatically. “My daughter has a daughter. It’s very different altogether. I 

can’t believe I have to explain that to my own mind. My daughter, just like her father, 

ignored all my wise advice, and decided to try to ruin her figure too, in the name of 

love... In retrospect, I don’t think it was so bad, though. Beatrich turned out to be a 

precious girl. I wish I could hug her right now...” 

“How old is she?” said Mak. 

“She’s taller than you,” I said. “And don’t you even go there. You’d look ridiculous next 

to her. She’s at least a head taller than you.” 

“Maybe she’s taller,” said the smart imaginary pestilence. “But I bet we’re pretty close in 

age. Why don’t we let her decide?” 

I threw a fork at him. “You lay a finger on her and I’ll cut it! Besides, you’re also dead 

anyway. Go find someone your size to hump. I’m sure you’ll find plenty of attractive 

memories buried deep within my subconscious. Perhaps some ghost with big boobs... Just 

the way you like them.” 

“You and Ross had a family?” said my mental Cloud to entertain me, probably. 

“I continued talking so that maybe that way I would conjure them up in my pre-death 

fantasy and hug them properly.” 

“You’re talking out loud,” said Mak from the kitchen, but I saw my memory of Cloud 

gesturing for him to shut up.  

“It was Ross’ idea. He always wanted to have children. And I was always fiercely against 

it. But after a couple dozen cycles of insisting, he finally distracted me enough to 

convince me...” 

“So, did you adopt?” said Cerebral Cloud. 

“That’s what I wanted. But Ross insisted he wanted to have the child himself. So I told 

him, ‘go ahead, rent a womb and stick it up your belly, I don’t care, but then don’t come 

back complaining to me if it ruins your figure...’ But, I have to admit, his body recovered 

amazingly fast. Probably because cops are walking around all day. I wouldn’t have done 

it for a million Vs... Sitting all day at the lab, I would have had stretch marks up to my 

neck... Mmm. Mak, these eggs are awesome. Did you put cheese in them? Is there any 

butter? Mmm. My subconscious food tastes delicious.” 

“I am not sure if I understand the process,” said Reasoning Cloud. “For insemination and 

such.” 

“Well,” I said. “I am not sure why I would be reminding my own dying self about this... 

But, whatever, it’s my first time to go through death procedures, so... If it works for 

materializing them into consciousness, we should probably give it a go... Semina gave us 

an egg as a tender gift, and Ross and I mixed our genetic material. So, when you think 
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about it, it’s quite sweet. Because our daughter’s cells have genetic information from the 

three of us. Ross’ and mine in the nucleus and Semina’s in the mitochondria...”  

“I still don’t understand...” a little fergger ghost continued his impolite aggression, just as 

in real life, a bit too realistic to my taste. “How old are you then?” he had the audacity... 

I threw my butter knife at him. “How dare you!” I was getting ready to try to kick him, 

but Synaptic Cloud calmed me down. “And what the ferg did you write on my forehead? 

And don’t tell me it wasn’t you, because I can recognize those scribbles even backwards 

in a mirror!” 

“I don’t know the word in Ansax,” he said looking at Neurotransmitter Cloud. This whole 

prelude to death was beginning to bug the ferg out of me. “Maybe, mentally unstable?” 

“Perhaps,” Cloud seemed to search his head, mine, that is. “Mentally unreliable?” 

“What kind of cruel joke is my subconscious playing on me?”  

“I’d say ‘loony’ is the closest,” said Mak. 

“I get the fergging idea!” I yelled. “Why is Cloud’s memory so much more pleasant, and 

you’re still a fountain of impoliteness?!” 

“You were impossible to handle,” said Cloud’s memory trail. “Running around and 

screaming... Plus you were completely naked, which is strictly forbidden. Even though 

everybody secretly does it indoors... But, since you seemed disoriented and spastic, we 

feared that you would run outside... Which would have been problematic. At least if they 

saw that you were mentally... Erm... We did it to protect you, in case you managed to run 

away from us again, before we could get you at least in your undergarments.” 

“See? This must be a sign that we’re approaching the end of my neural existence. What 

you are saying does not coincide with my memories... So my logic sequencing must have 

already started to break down... My two last imaginary friends looked at each other, 

confused, before our imminent jump into nonexistence.” 

“We had to sedate you,” said Cloud’s mental twin. “That’s probably why you can’t 

remember the details... But I can assure you, we are not imaginary friends. I hope we’re 

real friends. In this reality, which I can assure you, even if we Monks say it’s illusory in 

nature, it is still pretty much real... Materially speaking, at least...” 

“Yes,” I said getting up. “And I wish you hadn’t brought your mythica ferg into my 

subconscious; and, now, I know for a fact that there’s something seriously wrong with 

my mind, otherwise, you would have proposed right there in front of the overeater Büdda 

fountain, before I become thinner than air.” 

I looked around in anger, mainly at myself. “How long could it possibly take for the 

stupid photon blast to stop my brain?!” 
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“Let’s calm down a little,” said Cloud’s sweet thought, tenderly massaging my shoulders. 

“What can we do to help you relax and perhaps convince you that we are not just a 

projection of your mind?”  

Cloud’s illusion was right. I had to calm down a little and try to get some perspective. 

“You keep thinking out loud,” said Cloud’s mental echo. “I doubt we’ll get anywhere 

until you manage to control that.” 

So I said nothing for a while. Cloud’s idea came from behind and started rubbing my 

shoulders again. I was trying to pay attention to the subtle clues my subconscious was 

providing. I closed my eyes, gently tilting my head side to side to get the most out of this 

pleasurable experience. His memorably giant hands were perfect for this. And he was 

surprisingly gentle, as if he feared he would hurt me, although I secretly wanted him to 

dig a little deeper with his thumbs, because it felt great. Particularly if he did it in a 

circular motion. Just like he was starting to do now. 

“I’m afraid you’re still narrating everything,” said Cloud’s perception.  

“Well,” I said without disguising the currents of pleasure that were travelling down my 

spine. “If you want to prove that I behaved like a wild naked kangaroo, you will have to 

present some sort of evidence. That level of indecorous behavior doesn’t sound like me at 

all. I don’t recognize it as part of what I would be capable of doing. Particularly, if I 

wasn’t high. I’m one hundred percent polite, at all times, even when I am high out of my 

mind...”  

“When we told you this belonged to the royal family,” said Mak, rather promptly. “You 

wanted to know if it was a palace or not. When we said yes, technically, and that we 

would be living here...” he continued, although none of this rang a bell. “For some reason 

you thought that it was ours. And started running and screaming.” 

“Can you shut him up?” I said to piece-of-mental-puzzle Cloud. “I’ve already raised 

children, and I’m sort of done. And my kid was a tenderly polite rose... So, imagine how 

I feel about this tiny monster...”  

“You were shouting ‘I’m Vrich! I’m Vrich!’” he went on, ignoring my specifically polite 

request for silence. “You ran and jumped up and down, kissing the statues and trying to 

hug the staff, who were scared, and running away from you. Plus you kept asking how 

much everything cost, the chairs, the building, the curtains... You wanted to know the 

price of everything. And then kept going more and more ballistic on the ‘I’m Vrich’ 

thing... And by then you kinda lost it completely...” 
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“This proves nothing,” I said. “They could just be a bunch of hidden delusions floating 

around in my brain; but this brings me to another point... There is something pathetically 

wrong with my subconscious. Where are the thinkers? Are you trying to make me believe 

that my subconscious generated no memories of thinkers of any kind? Not even 

Destiny?” 

I got up, trying to probe my imaginary world. Perhaps if I could discover my own 

deception I could find a way out of this mental labyrinth...  

“Thinker?” I shouted. I could have sworn there was a little echo. “Destiny! I wanna place 

a bet!” 

Absolute silence. I was either in someone else’s mind, or had to accept that my dead 

friends and I were perhaps still in the realm of tangible objects... I had never faced a more 

puzzling conundrum in my entire life.  

 

 

 

“You know what would be great?” I said to Cloud, the one who claimed to be real, or not. 

I couldn’t keep track anymore. The backrub was a great distraction. “If I could just lie 

down on one of those big long chairs... so you can straddle me and massage my entire 

back. I think that’d be both a great way to finally disappear from this universe and just to 

relax in the unlikely event that any of this is real. What do you think?” 

I was happy; I seemed to be finally getting along with my subconscious. With those 

powerful hands cracking my back, in a good, enjoyable way, not in a BPD lesson fashion, 

I began to care less and less about how long this unnecessarily protracted dying ceremony 

could last.  

“Why is it so hard for you to accept that you are not dead?” said Cloud’s afterthought 

after a while.  

“Maybe because the last thing I remember is some sort of photonic device frying me 

whole? I’d say that’s a pretty good reason. What do my material or nonmaterial friends 

think? Any interesting theories?” Of course, I immediately regretted opening my mouth, 

and just braced for some sort of mythica attack...  

“Well,” said Cloud, the backrub recollection. “I would like to break the news to you, as 

politely and gently as possible... But we did manage to escape the photon blast, or 

whatever it’s called.” 

“Really?” I said, having an inkling for what was coming. “What did you use? Oh, I got 

it!” Finally I was regaining my sense of humor. “You used a praying mantis! Of course, 
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how stupid of me. Or was it a magic butterfly? Hypersonic mosquitoes? I have no idea 

how many multitasking bugs Monks usually hide under their robes...”  

“The trick is called ‘translocation,’” my imagination had begun a downward spiral into 

the dictionary of common idiocy. At least it was entertaining for chatter during massage...  

“Mak!” I yelled, because I didn’t know where he was. But there was no response. 

“What is it?” asked the mountain of Cloud’s theories while continuing his caring, sweet 

rubbing. 

“Do you have anything carbonated to drink? Or maybe juice? Like grape, for example?” 

While he was gone, I yelled at the potential thinkers that could be listening but there was 

no response. I guessed the powerdown made its way into my dying subconscious too. I 

had all the excuses in the world to try to return to the planet as a ghost and haunt these 

Astro idiots... Except for my roommates who were cool.  

“There’s blueberry juice,” said Cloud’s persistent remembrance. 

“Fermented?” 

“No, I think it’s fresh.” 

“Pe-eh-rr-ff-e-ect!” I practiced my soprano voice. Or whatever that falsetto thing is. 

“Unfortunately, there’s no ice, for some reason. But Mak’s working on it.” 

“Yeah,” I said. “Awesome, as long as it’s really cold, otherwise feel free to use it to water 

the plants or something.” I was so glad things seemed to begin to fall into place. Now I 

had to decide how to prove myself that this wasn’t a dream... It shouldn’t be too hard, 

right? “So this stupidity... That thing you mentioned. What was it again? What insects 

you used? I’m not clear on that...” 

“I believe, in scientifica terms,” he said nonchalantly. “It’s called an anomaly...” 

My gulp was so loud, that Cloud’s synaptic trail asked me if I was alright. My heart 

seemed to have stopped for a little while... But then it started racing again. “Get off of 

me!” I tried to push him away so I could stand up. If he remained sitting down on the 

chair, I could perhaps look at him down, instead of up, for a change.  

“You mother fergger,” I was saying between choking and restraining my spite. “You 

gigantic, mountain of Sardan nuts with a Bio fire extinguisher for a penis. You! You 

pushed me through a chicken cannon?!” 
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Fortunately, he remained sitting down, and I stood up, glaring at him... I think I was 

almost a head taller than him that way. The feeling was beyond rejoicing. I felt I could 

climb any mountain now. But it wasn’t enough to calm me down. 

“You fergging animal! You pushed me through a singularity without even a warning? 

And now you expect me to believe I’m alive? What were you thinking?! How could you 

be so fergging reckless?! Wait a minute.” I had to catch some air. 

“There wasn’t a whole lot of time, and we didn’t seem to have much of a choice...” he 

attempted to explain. 

I was standing in front of him, just shaking, because I couldn’t decide whether to hit him 

or hug him. And without meaning to, I began to sob. He did exactly what I needed.  

“Come closer,” he said softly... “Closer...” 

 

 

 

I was less enraged... We sat side by side. Two unlikely passengers on a rock boat going 

nowhere... coming from nowhere. 

“It’s a trick we use only when we are sure we are going to die,” he said wrapping his 

heavy arm over my shoulders.  

“A trick? Is that what you call it?” 

“You called it, ‘chicken cannon,’ I believe,” he said, calmly, otherwise I would have 

thought he was getting defensive.  

“Our scientists had spent hundreds of cycles sending all sorts of probes into 

singularities... Small animals, everything you can possibly imagine. But nothing would 

ever return. They just disappeared into nowhere, forever, leaving just a few scorched 

molecules behind, if we were lucky,” I said surprised by my own sense of nostalgia. 

“Everyone had sort of left the field, since it seemed like a dud... We were obviously 

missing some key ingredient. Tor was one of the few who still insisted on trials, failure 

after failure. Until he coerced me into reviewing his methods, hoping I would help him 

make some breakthrough. I was so lazy, and just interested in finding something out of 

place, that I had become famous for criticizing projects that didn’t immediately make 

sense to me. Also, because I’m impatient. But out of those criticisms, I had forced many 

scientists to review their basic strategies. Sometimes they found new methods or 

inspiration; sometimes they just kicked me out because I annoyed them. One day I’ll tell 

you about the technical details. But after observing all the methods Tor was using, I 
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suggested a few random approaches. And I insisted he used chickens. The first few 

hundred attempts were the usual duds, but after a couple of cycles Tor called me telling 

me that a chicken had actually made it through a singularity. The only problem was that it 

was thoroughly fried. Which was why I had specifically requested he used chickens, 

since I had a theoretical hunch that that would happen. I knew if Tor got his act together, 

a chicken would eventually go through, but not alive. That’s when we discovered that the 

speed and angle when going through the singularity were somehow critical to making it 

to the other side. We just didn’t know exactly how. For an entire cycle our whole 

department ate chicken soup right from our device, which created the singularity on one 

end, and would shoot out the chicken on the other end, just like a cannonball. But even if 

we managed to put them through, our progress was minimal. And, strangely enough, if 

we ever attached anything to the chickens or did anything to try to retrieve information 

from the singularity, nothing would come out. It was as if the singularity intelligently 

refused to disclose any information. It was a mystery that consumed Tor, bored me, and 

fed us all a lot of chicken.” 

“That’s why you didn’t suggest rats, or bats?” said Cloud smiling.  

“I’m sorry,” I said. “I’m probably boring the ferg out of you... But I don’t understand 

how we could possibly go through a singularity and come out in one non-fried piece... Is 

it Sardan technology you’re using for opening singularities...?” I was beginning to worry. 

“You know, if the Tenth Level found out... you guys better run. You’re going to have an 

unexpectedly catastrophic ‘accident’ and all your research will be exquisitely destroyed. 

The Tenth Level keeps a tight grip on technological advances. We are supposed to stay 

always, at least, seven hundred cycles ahead of any other Level.” 

“No, it’s not Sardan,” he said without a hint of shame. “It’s the Monks.” 

“How did the Monks get their hands on that technology?” 

He shrugged. “Spies, I suppose...” 

“Interesting...” I wondered if these innocent looking oldies were an ancient box of 

surprises. “So, how many times have you done this ‘trick?’ What did you call it?” 

“Translocation,” he said. “This would be our second time.” 

Again, I was chocking in my own rage. I don’t know if I had a right to be furious or not, 

but judging for the veins that were about to burst on my temples, there was no going 

back.  

“We had also been trying similar methods to what you describe,” he said, I believe, 

because he sensed I was about to bite him. “But we used humans instead. Monks who 

volunteered, that is.” 

I just grabbed my head, pulled my hair a little and decided to huff in silence. 

“What was your success rate?” I couldn’t help it. I had to know.  
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“In about three hundred cycles...” he said, and I could tell the number was not going to be 

on the optimistic side. “We have succeeded twice.” And before I could begin screaming, 

he added, “This being the second one.” 

I didn’t think I needed any more information on this, but I hoped that death by curiosity 

could be a less intricate process. “Can you give me a couple of examples? Actually...” I 

immediately rephrased. “What was the other example, prior to this?”  

“It was Mak’s idea,” he started, and I knew it. The kid was probably an alien from 

another galaxy, or perhaps a holographic projection sent down to obliterate us... “He said 

that we had always tried one thing. One chicken, one rat, one monk... But we had never 

tried a team. He was great at creating singularities, but he thought it was stupid to jump 

into one without knowing exactly where you were going. Which gave me the idea that I 

could provide a destination point while he could provide the hyper-natural speed that you 

need to go through the singularity without getting fried...” 

“But you see,” I interrupted, because he was trampling all over scientifica territory and 

desecrating it with nonsensical speculation. “We tried all kinds of intelligent devices that 

would act as dynamic guidance systems, be it biological, mechanical, energy-based, and 

all their possible combinations, but nothing ever worked. That’s exactly where Tor’s 

theories broke down into parametrical gibberish. Right against the Hildebert’s limit 

which would perpetually haunt his whole research. According to his traditional point of 

view, we would have to map out the entire universe before we could jump anywhere... 

And that’s when he started to distance himself from me. I had inadvertently criticized his 

math. The very core and foundation of his entire life and career.” 

“We had a different approach,” he persisted. “One meditator could focus on the 

destination point, acting as a guide, while the other could focus on the speed to get there. 

The main problem with translocation is double sided, where you would land, and how 

fast you can get through the opening. You can’t do both at once. If I hadn’t primed our 

destination, Mak would still be flying around in hyperspace or fried. Because before you 

open a hole to go in, you have to open the hole through which you are going to come out. 

Otherwise, the inertial momentum in hyperspace crashes you against an exit door that has 

not been opened yet.” 

“Why is this somehow making sense?” This was disconcerting and fascinating... Perhaps 

a little vomit-inducing as well.  

“Are you thinking out loud again?” he said a little worried.  

“Because speed in hyperspace becomes so tremendous that it wouldn’t even make sense 

logically from a material perspective... You guys are suicidal geniuses!” I looked around. 

I wanted to record this. “Of course! How could it be so obvious? You have to open the 

exit door before you open the door to get in. Otherwise...” 

“Actually,” he said. “There’s a bit more to the story than that. But I’m afraid it will make 

you quite mad. We should probably discuss it some other time.” 
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“No, no, wait...” I said. “This is getting interesting... I have a couple of questions...” 

“Maybe later,” said Cloud. “Your juice is here.” 

 

 

 

“Perfectly cold... Thank you, Mak. It’s just the way I like it...” 

“Where did you find ice?” said Cloud. 

“No,” I said. “There’s no ice in it. He just probably chilled it, or something, right?” 

“Rather quickly...” said Cloud, looking suspicious. 

“Can I leave you two alone?” Mak tried to get away from us, hyper-fast.  

“Describe what you did to chill that drink...” said Cloud, rather threatening, for once, 

considering he never disciplined him.  

“He’s gonna start screaming again...” said Mak, shrugging, clearly hinting that this 

information was going to be uncomfortable for us, and he was gently offering us the easy 

road to ignorance as a less demented alternative. “It’s not dangerous...” he clarified. “I 

don’t think,” he added rather tentatively. 

“How do you know it’s not dangerous?” I said looking at my half-empty glass.  

“Because I tasted it too,” he smiled happily. 

“Prove it,” I said trying to remain calm and wondering whether to hurl the glass at him 

myself or ask Cloud to do it for me. 

He stuck out his tongue, which was indisputably blueberry blue.  

“What if it is something poisonous that takes a while to act?” I said, both to gauge his 

reaction, and perhaps to force him to drink some more. If I was going to die, at least I was 

going to help the planet get rid of him as well.  

“Oh,” said Mak, taking a few seconds to ponder the possible poisoning situation, which 

he had clearly not thought through. “If it’s slow to kick in, we can just run to the clinic!” 

he said, almost laughing at that great solution that had just occurred to him...  

“Is this a game you play often?” I turned to Cloud. “This seemingly endless game of 

Oodlan Roulette against death? Is this a mythica thing, or just the two of you who are 

prone to flirting with deadly situations?” 
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“Uhff,” complained Mak. “You two... Always the same. Such drama!” he started to 

leave.  

“Mak,” said Cloud, in his deep, potent voice, without a hint of violence, but a lot of 

authority... “I’m waiting for your response.” 

“I used his stupid necklace,” he finally said.  

“I don’t understand,” said Cloud, looking at me.  

I had almost finished the drink already. I figured I had technically died already and 

survived a singularity fryer... If drinking this juice was going to kill me and get me away 

from Mak’s deadly friendship, it was worth trying to enjoy it until the last drop.  

Then he showed us my hyper-core, which was dripping and leaving blue trails on the 

floor as it dangled from Mak’s courageously, absentmindedly lethal hand. I almost 

jumped out of my skin.  

“You used a hyper-core to cool a drink?” I had to say it out loud, otherwise, I’d have 

begun to fear we were still trapped in my mind somehow... I didn’t trust my subconscious 

anymore. I wondered if I could have it replaced for something more predictable.  

Mak shrugged and promised to wash it, while Cloud asked me if it was dangerous.  

I shook my head, “Mak, do you have any idea how much that thing costs?” 

“When are you gonna start screaming?” he said. “I kinda wanna make a bet...” 

“I’m not sure about the price, since they are not traded,” I said, trying not to chew my 

own breath. “But you could probably buy a dozen research facilities plus a hundred farms 

with the change...” Which brought me to another topic, on a more rational side of 

moronic possibilities. “Why are you lying anyway? That core can’t possibly be cold at 

this point.” 

“What is it?” said Cloud. 

“It’s a hyper-data storage device. The most advanced on the planet, by the way. Which is 

now a convenient cooling device for yummy drinks, according to the lying monk brat... 

Let me touch it!” 

He wasn’t lying... How could it be so cold... still? 

“What’s wrong?” said Cloud, looking at me as I inspected tiny bits of blueberry juice that 

were beginning to frost. 

“It only cools itself down when it’s transferring data,” I said, still half-believing myself 

and preparing for a possible stay at an asylum of unreal lunatics like me and my supposed 

team of deadly adventurers.  
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“I am not sure if...” started Cloud. “Where is the data coming from?” 

I didn’t answer because I had no idea what was going on. Why was I suddenly being 

confronted by so many impossibilities? I had specifically requested these fergging monks 

to stop their defiant tricks against the laws of nature. But they just seemed to keep 

bringing up ferg that was clearly outside the realm of material possibilities...  

“How much data can you store in there?” said Cloud after a while. 

“It’s hard to explain in Monk terms,” I said, without thinking much about it... The Monks 

were clearly up to something... Secret technologies, no doubt. “But if you wrote an essay 

for each molecule in the solar system, you could probably download all that data here in 

about an hour, or less if you could cool it down properly. And, then you would have extra 

room to download the entire galaxy. If you wanted to keep adding stuff, you would have 

to compress the data and make room for a few more galaxies, depending on size, of 

course...” 

“I still don’t get it,” said Cloud, pestering me with technicalities I wasn’t prepared to 

explain yet. “Where’s the data coming from?” 

He did make me think... “As far I know... It can only come from the Pinker matrix where 

I borrowed it... from... From the lab... But I am not even sure if it was linked to the matrix 

or not when I removed...” I said, still quite lost in my own uncertainties. “It’s supposed to 

have a short range... just a few hundred legs. Only on very rare occasions we would take 

them out of the cylinders anyway.” 

“It was cold when you came out of the lab,” said Cloud. “Remember? I thought it was an 

ice cube.” 

“But why was it downloading anything...? I thought the powerdown...” I had to begin to 

accept the impossible. I began to secretly freak out in my own chaotic theories. “I’m 

afraid,” I said not quite knowing how to change topics.  

“Of course,” I said. “This was what the Logical Limits guys had always warned me 

about. Everyone made fun of me because I was an endless source of wacky theories, 

massacring any logical obstacles and bringing up unexpected twists at every turn. They 

always said that one day I would hit a ginormous wall of reality that would leave me 

speechless and theoryless... And that would be my personal logical limit. I think it just 

happened...” I was mortified by a brain freeze that had been caused by the most 

expensive ice cube on the planet... “Mak,” I said. “I’d like another drink, please.”  

“No poison,” I felt I had to clarify before he left. “Or insects of any kind...” but he was 

already gone.  
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“For someone who claims to be so creative...” started Cloud. “You surely get irritated 

when you can’t explain something to your satisfaction.” 

I couldn’t find anything handy to throw at him, so I thought it was better to just recline 

comfortably and observe my disproportionally manly tower of possible husband...  

“Why can’t you just accept reality for what it is, or at least what you perceive it to be...?” 

“Why are you a monk?” I tried to talk some sense into him. He just looked at me rather 

puzzled, but I saw he was about to open his mouth, so I stopped him before he could ruin 

this moment of relatively less incoherent reality, or perceived reality. I didn’t care 

anymore. “It was a rhetorical question!” He seemed to get my point because he kept his 

mouth shut for a couple of minutes. “And because ten hypotheses cross my mind at every 

second,” I had to expand on the concept, just in case. “And because that’s my fergging 

job!” I wished I had a self-cooling mechanism like my precious hyper-core, because I felt 

I had reached my boiling point, only to continue boiling...  

“The data thingie is cold,” he said, clearly demonstrating that he had not been paying 

attention to any of my strenuous efforts to explain reality and its rules... “Why can’t you 

just accept it and leave it at that?” 

There is no possible intelligible communication with these monks... I felt worse than 

when trying to talk to the Logical Limits loonies. At least most of them had the decency 

to get really high before insulting you with their ridiculous points of view... How can I 

put this in terms a monk could understand...? 

Oops, let’s check something first. “Was I talking out loud just now?” I asked him.  

“No,” he said, seemingly pleased. “You just mumbled a little, but you’re doing much 

better; I can tell.”  

“Imagine yourself in the middle of the desert,” I started a wonderfully non-violent lesson. 

“And you chance upon a beautiful lotus plant, flowers and all. Just there, baking in the 

Sun. But when you touch it, it feels fresh and cool, and happy. What would a monk 

think...?” This was serious, I really wanted to know. “But,” I preempted another likely 

distasteful confrontation. “If you use the word ‘miracle,’ I’ll kick your furry nuts...”  

“I’d simply meditate on it...” he brushed aside all my last-ditch attempts at rational 

escapades.  

“Of course,” I said. “I should have banned the use of any words starting with the letter M, 

perhaps... But I’ll give you points for demonstrating you were paying attention. Now, I’ll 

politely shave your nuts before kicking them...” 

Mak came in with my juice. “You guys are still at it?” he complained. “Why don’t you 

just go for a swim or something?” 
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“Take a few sips,” I said, before grabbing the glass from him. “A couple more,” I said to 

be sure. “Mak, don’t you have some sort of test coming up? Aren’t you excited about 

your new, more powerful weapon? I’m sure you’ll be able to create global catastrophes 

very soon. And I don’t say that as a random assertion. It’s a statistical certainty from what 

I have already observed.” 

“Mak,” said Cloud. “He’s right. Why don’t you go practice? I think I can handle it from 

here.” 

“My friend...” said Mak handing over what looked like a giant syringe to Cloud. “Your 

problem. See yah!” And he took off running.  

“Can I see that?” I said to Cloud. 

“Oh, he, eh,” he said, hiding it under his robes rather swiftly. “It’s nothing.” 

“It’s a syringe,” I said, partially, to verify whether this somewhat skewed reality I was 

supposed to accept was stable enough to hold my brain torrents. “I saw a picture of a pig 

on it... And my Sardan may be rusty, but I clearly recognized the word ‘tranquilizer’ on 

it... Am I wrong?”  

“Let’s talk about flowers again,” he said tenderly, getting closer to me. 

I allowed him to hug me and try to kiss me, but he was distracting me from the task at 

hand. And I wasn’t feeling horny at all. Maybe a combination of flirting with death, being 

trapped in my own fantasies, and a reality that refused to comply with any kind of known 

logic...  

“What are you doing?” said Cloud, looking up at me. 

Since I had reclined back on the long chair, and he was resting his head on my chest, I 

was trying to politely have my drink while he amused himself against me. 

“I’m trying not to spill my blueberry juice,” I said, somewhat tired of being angry.  

“But you’re using that multi-billion V core...” he said. 

“Do you want me to drink it warm?” I said with disgust. “No way!” 

I took a few sips and it was nearly frozen. 

“Ferg,” I said, half laughing, because I didn’t want to cry again. “This priceless cube of 

madness is still under the illusion it’s downloading hyper-tons of data... Please, remind 

me not to leave it in there for long. I fear it could freeze the juice completely and break 

the glass.” 

I thought, at that point, it wasn’t necessary to explain that I had decided to give a ferg 

about reality, whatever version of it we were loitering in. If anything, all I wanted was 
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some way out of it. Missing that first appointment with death was beginning to look like 

a flagrant lapse in judgment on my part.  

 

 

 

We had the great idea of following Mak’s advice and went for a swim. We got naked and 

played around a little. One of our tender, technically sexless moments... The distant hope 

of a moment of clarity and peace began to materialize slowly. We walked around naked. 

Flirted and flirted. I was finally decompressing and letting go.  

I was multitasking, however, all I wanted was to get my hands on that syringe and give 

him a taste of his own medicine. But I was enjoying every single bit of intimate 

sweetness. It was bizarre to think that we were completely alone in this giant rocky 

marvel... But it was true. And it felt real. Even if I couldn’t explain it.  

“What’s wrong?” he said noticing I had trouble with my erection. 

“It’s the tranquilizer you gave me,” I pointed out whose fault it was that we couldn’t get 

proper release and satisfaction. “Downers kill my horny,” I shrugged. “But I can lend you 

a hand... if you want...” 

He refused, of course. I began to feel he somehow feared releasing his precious fluids. It 

had never occurred to me that it was probably considered taboo, or was it totem? Either 

way, I guessed it must be so hard for a monk to come to grips with a flood of emotion 

and desire. Which brought me back to the topic of meditation—and another unnecessarily 

long discussion ensued about something that was beyond trivial for me, and yet a key 

aspect of his discipline, and career, I supposed. Plus, I had to make an effort to step into 

his monastic sandals for once. He was beyond inexperienced. He cried eighty percent of 

the time, usually while kissing. He had no clue as to what he was doing or supposed to be 

doing. He would get aroused one second and start making all sort of muscular jerking 

motions that were pointless or distracting at best. It was clear he didn’t know quite how 

to use his giant arms or hands. When he was trying to be gentle, I found it boring and he 

dragged things too much. And I was a terrible teacher, because on the Tenth Level we 

didn’t even have concepts such as intercourse or sex dynamics... It would never even 

cross my mind to have to teach anything about intimacy to anyone. Not on the Tenth 

Level. For us, it was sort of instinctive and natural. Like if you were too stressed, you just 

masturbated. After all, that’s what monkeys did. All we were was just brainiac monkeys 

anyway...  

“Where’s the syringe?” he said, when he finally realized my double intentions for getting 

him naked.  

“Why?” I said trying to look clueless. “Am I out of control again? Or you just found out 

that it’s a method for keeping our bets and promises to the letter? Even after that Lady 
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Nun gave us permission to practice forbidden arts as long as we respected the furniture 

and stayed in some sort of mythica closet that I didn’t even understand? Actually, I don’t 

even think Destiny was clear on that...” Which reminded me... 

“So how do thinkers work in royal Harems? Where’s the closest Destiny station?” 

“Since you brought it up yourself...” he said. “I’m inclined to promise not to sedate you 

completely... Maybe just a little prick... Only if you think you need it...” 

“Why are you being so careful with your words?” 

“Where’s the syringe?” he said, kinda half-jokingly. 

“Maybe if you explain why I could possibly need sedation...” I said feeling rather dumb. 

“I could give you clues as to where it could potentially be...” 

“Are we playing ‘one potato two potato?’” he said somewhat randomly. 

“Oh, just fergging tell me what’s going on!” 

“It absolutely baffles me,” he said pacing around and thrusting his arms. He wasn’t 

angry, but perhaps this was the closest to angry I would ever see him... “All this time... 

Talking aimlessly to yourself, throwing theories around, overinterpreting and 

misinterpreting things... And I don’t understand why you haven’t even asked where we 

are...” 

And then it hit me. Like a glacier crashing down on me. Like the entire icecaps falling 

down on my head like a cruelly cold sentence. 

“Let me take a fergging guess...” I said. 

 

 

 

The rest was somewhat of a blur. There was a lot of screaming, crying, although I seemed 

to have run out of wet tears. Plates were broken. A mirror was also broken. But it was in 

self defense. It was throwing the entire photonic dangers of a direct Sun reflection on my 

facial, and I feared I was about to burst into flames any second. I did what I could to 

protect what was left of me.  

There were some calm moments. I had decided to bake a coco cake for our plump Büdda 

fountain. All that mythica conjecturing had made me doubt the boundaries of reality and I 

secretly hoped that this was some sort of alternative reality where perhaps magic ferg 

could give me an advantage if I offered a tender gift to certain key statues. But after a 

while, I reasoned that I had to prove to the chunky Büdda that I was on his side, that I 
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wanted to become like him, even if it meant clogging my arteries and ruining my body 

forever. I thought it was a pretty good demonstration of absolute devotion. So I ate most 

of the cake...  

Then, I remember pretending to cry again, while half-pleading with Cloud, half-

threatening him, when he told me that he had given the staff three days off. How could he 

be so thoughtless? My first chance at having royal assistants, therapists, counselors, 

massagers, hair stylists, nail polishers, and wardrobe advisors, all of which I needed 

desperately... And I had to wait two more days because the giant royal monker had 

unilaterally decided that I was not ready yet. I yelled and yelled, and explained that I was 

born ready to be treated like royalty. But he didn’t seem to fully relate to my point of 

view.  

Fortunately, I don’t remember a word of what was yelled. In retrospect, because I was 

doing most of the yelling while these insect-loving monks tried to speak. I do remember a 

long discussion about what they had used to get me high, and/or drunk. But they kept 

lying and insisting that the blueberry juice was not spiced. Otherwise Mak would have 

been behaving erratically too. Which, to me, was not a valid explanation, since I wasn’t 

letting go of the possible alien hologram theory. Plus, even in the unlikely event that he 

was human, someone who had so much venom inside already was obviously immune to 

most kinds of poison... Like Comodore dragons, was it? Or those orange newts that my 

daughter was studying, or something...  

But I do remember clearly wrapping myself around Cloud’s legs, so that he couldn’t walk 

away from me, until he sedated me some more. I begged as hard as I could, secretly 

hoping to overdose. Since our BPD orientation had ended on a somewhat confusing 

educational limbo, I wasn’t sure on the best methods I could use to leave this world. And 

trying to drown myself yielded no useful results, because coming up for air was just too 

tempting. I obviously lacked the discipline and determination that this task required. 

Finally, I managed to steal another one of those pig tranquilizers and did it myself. I slept 

like a baby pig.  

 

 

 

I woke up feeling I was with the big boned Büdda sitting on top of me. But it was my 

sweet Sardan muscle press, suffocating me under him again... A recurring obsession he 

had, I noticed, when he tried to be tender, but somewhat dangerous, since he could make 

my ribs and back crack loudly in the process. He had made breakfast, but it was past 

noon already, so I didn’t want it if it was cold. He offered to reheat it, but I was still very 

full because of my attempts at following Büdda’s example with my giant coco cake... We 

settled for fruit and snacks, and talked about a few of the technical aspects of being in 

Sarda Hari. Long story short, you could get taught deadly lessons practically without the 

need of an excuse. It could be for looking at someone defiantly, refusing to settle a bet 
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with a knife fight, exposing your skin to others, holding hands and/or refusing to hold 

hands, depending on a lot of complicated factors, etc. I wanted to know what the actual 

sentences were like, and had the nearly premonitory inclination to ask what type of jails 

they had. I didn’t want to bet, but I knew it was just a matter of time until I found out for 

myself... Perhaps days... Or less... Interestingly, they didn’t have formal jails. Just a few 

for very importantly Vrich offenders. Most people were put in metal cages at the main 

square in town. He explained that they survived because people threw produce and food 

at them, not only as entertainment, punishment, vexation, and humiliation, but also to 

give them a chance at eating something. Apparently, the Sardan Administration didn’t 

bother with their physical needs. Although giving water to prisoners was specifically 

forbidden. Otherwise, they’d live too long and the cages would get crowded. Cloud 

explained that the Monks and other mythica inclined citizens and friends usually 

managed to sneak water bottles into the cages at night, when, I supposed, the 

Administration was asleep. So your overall survival expectancy could be anywhere from 

a few weeks to even months, if you were lucky. And, according to your transgression, the 

Administration usually released you after a while, if you looked like you were... I wanted 

to say polite, but I was not certain what the Sardan equivalent would be...  

I decided to ask a few specific questions. I figured it was probably better to careen out of 

control indoors and now, rather than face unpleasant surprises out in the open Sardan 

desert of ancient cruelty. How brave of me. I think I was adapting to this primitive, brutal 

Level admirably fast. From what I gathered, most offensive skin exposures were treated 

with olive oil, at boiling temperature, of course, so that you would have a permanent 

reminder of those areas you were not supposed to show. And the rest of the offenses 

seemed to be treated with variations on that, up to, and including, thorough frying. But 

Cloud reassured me that the process was not well organized, and it depended on a lot of 

issues. For example, whether the authorities in charge were interested in making a 

statement, or they were on strike and unwilling to do anything, or didn’t care much about 

you, or couldn’t get any valuables from you. Which made the whole Sardan legal system 

somewhat whimsically chaotic, and inconsistently barbaric. I was relatively pleased with 

the whole olive oil method. It sounded dignified and tasteful somehow. So, the main 

things to watch out for were, in order of gravity: inadvertently pissing someone off, 

which could only be sorted out through fighting, unless they were officials, in which case 

they would just demonstrate fighting techniques on you, just like the BPD in very 

impolite situations; stealing; sneaking up on someone to start a fight; proven or repeated 

cowardice; refusing to obey the authorities; exposing skin in public; frivolous murder; 

unnecessary massacring; treason and spying; and the worst one of them all, bothering, 

obstructing, or inconveniencing a cow in any way, which was an immediate ticket for the 

whole body fryer.  

Cloud thought I was getting worried, but I assured him that I was extremely happy that 

some of my long forgotten memories from high school were beginning to resurface 

thanks to his warnings. I remembered the Sardan cattle obsession quite vividly.  

I made Cloud appreciate how I was becoming enlightened day by day. I was devoted to 

Büdda eating... Why deny it? And now I was telling him how to dispose of my body. In 

case they used a politely fergged up method like the BPD inviting you to a learning 
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barbecue of you. So to demonstrate things, humbly, as always, I proposed that my fried 

body be chopped into pieces and turned into fish food, for my little swimmer friends, 

who had come to clean my toes, and I thought I was looking at two Büddas, but my eyes 

remained fixed on the muscular one who was underwater for no particular reason... Was I 

intuitively becoming an overnight mythica expert?   

 

 

 

The more pressing matters, as usual, since the moment when I almost died, or was 

supposed to have died—I had decided to set that whole endless deathly confusion aside 

for the time being—were, technicalities, of course. Apparently, being in a legal limbo in 

this backwards-in-time territory was quite tricky. He didn’t bother to delve into details 

because he said it would take days to explain, but, as I stood, as a foreigner here, I had 

less legal rights than a Büdda statue, whether it was the one with the meditational 

munchies or the other one who only ate a leaf of parsley a day... Apparently I could just 

be claimed by anyone, because I was going to get killed anyway, once someone 

questioned the fact that I was a foreign visitor with no lawful entry records. He simplified 

all the legalese by saying that more than three quarters of the population abided by the 

rules of their own clans and families first. So, much like wolves in the wild, when they 

chanced upon a lonely wolf, they could decide to claim him as part of their pack, or kill 

him for invading their territory. He really sounded worried about this, so I began to pay 

attention for what other surprisingly naturalistic approaches to legal entanglements they 

had in store. He insisted that the best way to avoid any unpleasantries was to try to make 

me pass as a monk, and get me a temporary proof of existence so that nobody could claim 

me.  

I felt oddly amused... I didn’t know people could end up fighting to try to add me to their 

clan. I was, for sure, a priceless possession. I couldn’t really hold it against them if they 

tried to steal me. Certainly, they would see me as a foreign treasure, capable of teaching 

them invaluable lessons on manners and propriety... But Cloud was right. Even if I had to 

disappoint my potential admirers, I had to make sure to remain within my royal 

surroundings. Otherwise, I saw no point in living through this enigmatic twist of my 

apparently real Sardan comedy of horrors.  

So I dressed up as a monk. The only robes available were his, because Mak’s would have 

exposed parts of my skin, and I wanted to make sure I could choose the right oil 

temperature before risking any punishable exposures. And I looked more like a pagan 

bride, dragging my brown dress. On top of that, he said it was better to put on the hood, 

and the thing was so big that it covered my face completely, I could only see a few feet in 

front of me, thankfully, otherwise I don’t know how I would have managed to walk. He 

said this was a handy shortcut so that I wouldn’t make eye contact the wrong way and get 

into an unnecessary knife fight.  
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“That applies even for Monks?” I was feeling uneasy. 

“Not really,” he said. “But you never know... I don’t want to take any chances until we 

get your Sardan identification. Which, before we go, there’s one last painful aspect of 

this.” 

I looked at him, not quite knowing what to ask...  

“You were given some sort of sedation the night we met...” he said, lifting up my hood.  

“Yeah,” I said. “That crazy ladybug zapped me. Why?” 

“Are you still under the effects of that?” 

“Thankfully,” I said, pointing at several bruises and scratches I had. “I don’t know how 

this happened, but I’m sure it must have been quite painful. I believe the full effect lasts a 

week or so, and then it starts to wane and becomes normal again in about two or three 

weeks.” 

“Well,” said Cloud, and I noticed how he was holding me firmly in place for some 

reason. “That’s just great then. Otherwise, this would have hurt me more than you.” 

“Are you trying to hold me right here for some reason?” I began to smell a familiar rat.  

“I’m afraid there’s a problem with your face...” he said, jumping onto an unexpectedly 

distressing topic.  

“What do you mean?” I chose to say before panicking, touching my face, making sure it 

wasn’t falling down or wrinkling in any way. “Something wrong with my facial?” 

“Yes!” shouted an indisputably known tiny terror from the ceiling. When I looked up, 

Mak was desecrating the sensible aspects of gravitational fields, just the way he liked it. 

He had somehow perched himself against the ceiling beams, with that open legged 

crouching stance he seemed to prefer. And then he decided that his feet would remain 

impossibly attached to the ceiling while his body acted like the lower half of a hinge so 

that the effect was that of a pendulum coming at me, but by then all I could see was a big 

frying pan, cast iron, no doubt, coming towards my face quite rapidly. “It’s healing too 

fast!” he clarified right before banging the ferg out of me.  

 

 

 

“How long was I out?” I asked, because I felt Cloud holding me. 

“A second maybe. But I don’t know why you’re keeping your eyes closed,” he said, 

cruelly tenderly. “I am so sorry,” he tried. “But it would have looked too suspicious if 
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they found out that you had a micro-fracture and no signs of inflammation. The doctors 

could declare you a spy in less than a minute if they found something that didn’t add up. 

We just couldn’t take that risk...” 

“You, mother mental masturbator!” I said, finally opening my eyes and pushing him 

away. “You’ll never hug me again. Our deal is off!” And I looked at Mak, “And ferg you 

too! You just voided our death pact/friendship contract.” 

“Please,” said Cloud, trying to act all tender. “We are taking these...” he searched for the 

word. “Impolite measures, in order to protect you. I hope you understand how dangerous 

Sarda Hari can be for unregistered foreigners...” 

“Just tell me one thing,” I said, trying that delusional self-cooling strategy my hyper-cube 

kept using. “This was Mak’s idea...” 

He nodded... “I’m afraid I couldn’t come up with anything else, considering that time 

may be playing against us... And you still don’t technically exist on this Level...” 

I sat down for a while. Mak had left, otherwise I would have hurled some furniture at 

him. I inspected the wound with my fingers and licked the few droplets of blood that 

were coming out like a thin red procession all over my face and my oversized robe...  

“The hardest part is coming up,” he said, readily anticlimaxing all over my suffering. 

“But it should be smooth sailing after that...” he reassured me. “As long as during the 

next couple of hours we don’t make a tragic turn for the worse...” 

After another while, and finishing the last bites of my devotional coco cake, I was ready 

for more tortuous surprises.  

“Our best bet is to get to the clinic as fast as possible,” he disclosed some steps of his 

painful Sardan plans. “People tend not to pay attention to monks, unless the monks are 

pestering them or something. So if you just keep your mouth shut, we’ll be fine. We’ll 

tell the doctor you can more or less understand what you’re told, but can only speak with 

guttural gibberish and gestures.” 

“But that’s how I speak Sardan!” I protested his insolence. I didn’t care anymore about 

their disfiguring teaching strategies, but I wasn’t going to keep on taking any more 

Sardan ferg.  

“Better not to say a word,” he said. “Remember, if the doctor smells that something is out 

of place, he’ll immediately call the authorities. And we might as well open a bottle of hot 

olive oil...” 

“If they disfigure me,” I said. “I’m going to need like a hundred facials, and it’s going to 

cost me a cosmetic fortune... And I’m assuming you’re going to fix this,” I added 

pointing at my brand new bleeding facial feature. “Because sharp pain, or subtle pain, it 

kinda hurts, but I’m certain I liked my face the way it was before you told Mak to feel 
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free to nearly kill me again. Once I calm down and muster up some courage, I’ll check in 

the mirror myself. But I’m pretty sure this is serious...” 

“Let’s better get going,” he said. “I don’t trust those facials of yours,” he added, paranoid 

as usual. “I’m afraid they have long lasting effects and may end up healing you 

abnormally fast for Sardan standards...” 

Of course he was right; I just didn’t want to say anything, in case he decided to ask Mak 

for a little touchup before we left.  

 

 

 

“Wow,” I said when we were outside. “This is like being in a greenhouse fairy tale. I 

always pictured Sarda Hari as mostly a desert... and an oasis here and there, perhaps. But 

it’s all so lush and humid.” 

“This is close to the ocean and the southern provinces,” said Cloud. “Lots of farms. It’s 

quite humid and hot most of the time. The deserts are further inland and more towards the 

north.” 

The castle looked so deceptively inconspicuous from the outside. It just seemed like a 

bunch of disproportionately huge red rocks randomly piled up on top of a few wide 

windows. It gave the impression that it only had one level... You wouldn’t have guessed 

in a hundred cycles that it could be so expansive and regal inside... How strange. From 

afar, it looked more like a manmade mountain... 

“Chevals!” I said, in earnest amazement. “They’re so big and beautiful... What breed are 

they?” 

“We call them steady runners,” said Cloud, leading me to our carriage for two. “They are 

a mix of local and foreign species. I can’t recall the official name...” After a while, he 

remembered, “Sardan Stars...”  

“I feel like some sort of Romandian gladiator,” I said, completely ecstatic at the scenery 

and our means of transport. “Or rather, gladiator monks, if we take into account our 

getup...” 

 

 

 

“Remember,” he whispered when we arrived at the clinic. “Not a single word...” 
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I had forgotten to ask him whether I should make eye contact first with the doctor or, 

whether I was supposed to wait for the doctor to talk to me first. But it was too late 

because we were almost at the entrance and the doctor had already seen us coming and 

was greeting Cloud. The excessively long hood seemed like a practical strategy, after all. 

I just lowered my gaze and waited for some sort of instruction. This was also convenient 

because I could pay close attention to what they were saying. Unfortunately, their speed 

was a little outside of my comfort zone; and the doctor spoke with a very different accent. 

I could barely understand a word he was saying. But from what I gathered, Cloud was 

feeding him some sort of baloney story about finding me unconscious in the woods. 

That’s when I began to tremble a little. Coming up with wild stories that may end up 

having legal consequences was never a good idea on the Tenth Level, where they could 

put you through a truth verifier in a matter of seconds and then offer you a free ride to the 

BPD... I wondered how this whole thing would pan out. Lying carelessly and 

spontaneously, Cloud continued with his monky story. I was beginning to hope I could 

tune out somehow.  

Cloud said that he suspected I had fallen and perhaps was having some sort of brain 

trauma. The doctor removed my hood and took a look at my wound. I didn’t dare to look 

at him in the eye yet, until Cloud could somehow indicate that it was the proper thing to 

do. But what I saw was way more unsettling that anything I had prepared myself for. The 

clinic was an oversized stable of sorts. And it clearly said “Four Legs of Less Clinic.”  

I understood when Cloud explained to the doctor that I was only partially able to 

communicate, but seemed to interpret directions when they spoke slowly to me in 

standard Sardan. He said he suspected I was part of a pilgrimage from either Medland, or 

perhaps Oodlan. And had probably gotten lost at some point. He wanted me to have a 

temporary ID until he could bring me to some of the northern monasteries where they 

could probably identify me and find my records.  

I specifically remembered Destiny saying that weird phrase about honesty being a tool... 

What was dishonesty then? I wasn’t sure if coming up with so much ferg out of 

meditative leftovers would be the course of action Destiny was hinting at. I just couldn’t 

conceive of lying so blatantly if you wanted predictable, non-frying results. I guessed I 

was already wearing Monk clothes; maybe if I convinced myself I was a real monk, I 

could perhaps come up with some prayers... Or better yet, some helpful insects that 

would distract this doctor from Cloud’s lies and give me an ID... And get the ferg out of 

here in our beautiful carriage, or Romandian cart, whatever it was, but as fast as possible.  

Whatever it was they were discussing couldn’t possibly be going well, not only judging 

for how long this was taking, but also because I noticed how the doctor became more and 

more intrigued about my origins. I felt his eyes inspecting me. Carefully, and without 

making direct eye contact yet, I tried to read his face. He looked either angry or 

concerned... He kept asking question after question about my origins, or the word he was 

using was perhaps closer to “lineage.” I am not sure whether Cloud was playing dumb, or 

hadn’t prepared more sustainable lies, but I could tell he was becoming uncomfortable. 

He had started to rock slightly back and forth, doing that gesture he does when he seemed 

ill at ease, bringing his arms in front and grabbing one wrist with one hand while subtly 
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protecting his genitals with the other. The more the doctor talked, the more I began to 

understand his drawl and stretched out sounds. He wasn’t buying the story. Particularly, 

when, for some reason, Cloud said the word “Nordian” with unintentional hesitation. The 

doctor didn’t react well at that. He mentioned something about my pale skin, my bone 

structure, the shape of my head, as he inspected me with his rough hands. I tried to 

squeeze my sphincters tight, because it had just occurred to me that if they did any sort of 

genetic testing on me... We might as well start preparing the fire for our oily sentence...  

The doctor said something to me, in his weird accent. I just looked at him dumbfounded. 

And then I immediately looked away, just in case. He pushed me. I’m not sure why. Then 

he said something incomprehensible again, and pushed me on my back one more time. I 

coughed, because I thought that maybe he wasn’t pushing me, he was just patting my 

back for me to cough. Then he said something weird, but I understood he meant “inside.” 

And he slapped my buttocks really hard. So I started to politely walk in the direction of 

the building.  

 

 

 

The doctor opened the gates for me and motioned for me to walk into some sort of giant 

conveyor belt. I just stood there, not quite knowing what to do... Until he hinted that I had 

to do the walking myself, by giving me a mighty whack on my buttocks with a long metal 

stick. I thought about protesting against powerdown issues even in Sarda Hari, but I 

decided to err on the silent side of ignorance. The place did remind me of a big factory 

somehow, but I was walking along this medically questionable corridor, that had thick 

metal bars around that were horizontal and only about a leg and a half high... rather 

pointlessly, I thought. I wondered if the designers had tried a cross between a corridor 

and a cage, but settled for something in between. I wasn’t thinking too much about 

proportions. Coming from my rocky palace, this seemed to go along the same powerfully 

sturdy design concepts. But I was pretty sure that most Sardan houses were on the normal 

side of ample possibilities. The stench of this place was phenomenally disconcerting. I 

smelled something like chlorine, or soap, mixed with a potent dose of urine and fresh 

grass. This couldn’t be sanitary by Tenth Level standards... But, what the ferg did I know. 

I was pleased to understand the doctor’s medical babble more and more. Apparently, 

Cloud had cleverly distracted him with small talk about family and work. I secretly hoped 

that if he could keep it up, we could probably bribe the doctor into avoiding any sort of 

genetic verification. The doctor was shaking his head and saying things like, “You can’t 

leave the food outside. You have to make sure you give him his ration. But, I’m warning 

you about these little yappy ones; they are delusional. They think they’re big and they’ll 

eat until they pass out. You’re going to have a diabetes problem soon. And also, make 

sure that he understands that you are the boss before you feed him. Otherwise, these tiny 

ones will walk all over you. And all they do is try to be on your lap all day.” Cloud was 

nodding. I guessed he had managed to move past the unfortunate Nordian suspicions. 
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“Make sure you make him exercise. Otherwise, no food. Seriously, Cloud. They look 

small and manageable but they’re a complete pain. Are you sure you want to take care of 

him? Don’t you have your plate full with Mak already?” Yeah, whatever that meant in 

that Sardan medical jargon...  

I had come to a stop, because I wasn’t sure where I was supposed to go. The caged path 

had ended abruptly into a long pool of green liquid. I had finally found the main source of 

that urine and grass smell that pervaded everything. The doctor asked Cloud to push and 

slide a gate behind me. When the metal bars were to my back I was forced to put my feet 

into the disgusting liquid. I discovered that the path had turned into a ramp that 

descended at a sharp angle into this nasty pool. I heard the doctor reassure Cloud that the 

deworming and disinfection treatment was free, and a required formality of the 

identification process. Then he turned to me and said, “Jump or stick?” 

“Zshtick!” I said. “Because I couldn’t come up with the right words to say “ferg you” in 

Sardan.  

So, he poked me with the stick that turned out to be a cattle prod as well. I was glad for 

the remaining effects of neural appeasing that the ladybug had provided. Otherwise that 

must have hurt a lot, because it made me jump straight into the urine and grass juice pool.  

“Head down?” the cattle medical maniac asked.  

“What am I supposed to say?” I said in my broken Sardan, trying to swim in this sea of 

cow pies and disinfectant.  

The doctor didn’t understand or like my response. He turned to Cloud. “What did I tell 

you? No discipline, no idea of who is the boss... These little ones are the worst...” Cloud 

avoided looking at me and tried to distract him again. But he was onto me. “Head down?” 

he insisted, threatening prod in hand.  

“I already put my head down!” I protested. Wasn’t it obvious anyway? I had fallen into 

the fergging pool. 

“Show me head down? Or get stick?” he said. 

So I went under the gross liquid, and stayed down a couple of seconds so that there would 

be no doubt about it. But I began to wonder if he was some sort of angry teacher, because 

he kept insisting on impossibly disgusting treatments.  

“Drink a little?” he waved his stick. 

I nodded. 

“Don’t believe you,” he said without much preamble and shocked me again into 

compliance. After a lot of confusion, doggie paddles, escape attempts, and subsequent 

prodding and shocking, I vomited the stupid green evidence to his satisfaction.  
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I didn’t catch all the details, but the doctor was trying to prove to Cloud that I was bad 

news. Apparently, I had shown my true nature while half-drowning in heavily urinated 

disinfectant. I caught bits like, “Doesn’t listen to, or respond to any command, defensive, 

aggressive, unable to understand social ranks, and delusions of grandeur, which, he 

emphatically remarked, were very dangerous, since, unaware of my real size and 

limitations, it was only a matter of time until I pissed off someone bigger than me, and 

could potentially die trampled, stabbed, clubbed, or beaten to death, and so on.” Quite 

politely, again, he offered Cloud the option to leave me at the clinic for a while, until the 

Monks could come pick me up. Thankfully, there was some discussion about food, 

exercise, and accommodations that didn’t convince Cloud just yet.  

Then the only apparently mechanized feature of this long torture chamber began to lift 

me up from the pool. It was a sturdy metal grid, which allowed me to continue our guided 

tour of animalistic cruelty.  

“Picture of bones,” announced Doctor Animal.  

And before I could run, protest, or even manage to ask a question about what kind of 

potentially dangerous radiation they could be using. Flash! That part was over rather 

quickly. And I finally made it to a real conveyor that took me through a series of foaming 

brushes and showers, and then a nice warm air dryer. I was presentable, free of worms 

and parasites, and ready for my sitting interview.  

We did seem to hit another technicality, but I wasn’t afraid anymore, I thought, while 

removing a piece of grass from inside my ear. As long as they were not immediately 

deadly, I had decided to pay no mind to technicalities. If I continued down this path of 

maddening reasoning, I would soon be able to apply for a job as a secretary for the 

Council, and refuse to address any issue that involved less than three hundred casualties, 

without having to bother to explain anything.  

Whatever “pictures of my bones” he took had him very worried. He described a tiny 

micro-fracture under my left eye, and another one that was nearly a fracture. He wasn’t 

sure how to interpret this. He began to wonder how such a thing could have happened, 

how come it wasn’t swelling up, and other medical oddities, until Cloud tried to steer the 

conversation on what we could do right then and there, so that the medical protocol 

would be over with and we could get an ID for him to be able to take me to the Monks. 

The doctor hesitated for a while, because he said he was cornered. He couldn’t give me 

pain relievers, because he wasn’t sure if that would interfere with the tests that they 

would have to do to check whether I had a serious concussion or not. Cloud mentioned 

some thing or another about minor details, trying to find a way to wrap this up. So the 

doctor made Cloud promise that he would take me to a biped specialist as soon as 

possible. The doctor described this wonderful new technology that they were just testing 

in humans to gauge their potential use on cows one day. He said it was a shock to your 

nervous circuitry that, supposedly, would put you through ten minutes of unimaginable 

pain, in exchange for a few hours of perfectly pain-free bliss. It seemed like a medically 

responsible solution, until we went to the specialists.  
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You would think that after a synaptic shock, which basically numbed pain information 

before it reached your brain, a second shock wouldn’t hurt. But, I learned another painful 

lesson... Since the same pain receptors are targeted, it still hurts if you do it again. The 

only difference is that if, in a scale from one to ten, my ladybug had provided a clear 

example of pain tolerance limits, coming at a nine point five, for less than a second, the 

Sardan version of the zap was a twenty, on the same scale, and for ten minutes...  

So when I regained consciousness, I just felt grateful for the unnecessarily redundant 

torturing formality. Doctor Zappy was discussing, rather preoccupied, the intricate 

aspects of managing my subversive, disruptive, unreliable nature. He said that, in a 

perfect world, I should be kept on a short leash, and for a while they analyzed different 

options and prices. Finally, my identification process was wrapping up. The doctor was 

creating an identity record using one of those antiquitas devices that you had to poke at, 

and I didn’t even recognize, but he kept calling it “Calc,” for some reason. He came to a 

point where he had to describe my natural predisposition and condition. So, in order to 

establish what kind of temperament I had, he asked a few questions that I either didn’t 

understand, or was afraid to answer, in case it would lead me to some sort of teaching 

session. I was definitely done with learning for the next few cycles.  

He finally seemed to give up, and taking a closer look at my forehead, he said, “Yeah, I 

think I’ll just put down ‘loony.’ I don’t want the biped specialists to laugh at me if I get it 

wrong... The brain is their problem, anyway.” He then pointed a long, metal tube at me 

and, quite loudly, said, “Name.” 

“In Ansax?” I said quite absent mindedly. Cloud’s eyes bulged a little, and I just braced 

for impact. But... 

“Z’hin Azzaz,” confirmed our four-legs-or-less expert without giving it a second thought. 

“I’m going to go ahead and add your pet name right here, so there’s no confusion later,” 

he said looking at his ancient Calc. I was going to interrupt him to, at least, give me a 

second to consult with Cloud, but maybe that wasn’t the smart thing to do because Cloud 

started speaking over me and distracted him again. I wasn’t sure how to interpret any of 

this anyway.  

Cloud pleaded for an extension of the standard Undetermined Biped Permit, which was 

two weeks. He said he didn’t want to rush to try to get me to the north so fast, or have to 

find clinics along the way to apply for renewals. Doctor Beast kept warning him about 

the annoyance and unpredictable factors of my disproportionately cocky temperament. 

He said I had Mak written all over me, and he didn’t understand why Cloud kept making 

the same judgment errors over and over again. He assured Cloud I was trouble, and I was 

only acting calm, but I was just waiting for the first opportunity to run away from him. 

That was what, he thought, had happened with the Monks. I had obviously disobeyed the 

pilgrimage rules and had run off into the wild, where I had almost managed to get myself 

killed, in his doctoral opinion. So he extended the ID for five cycles, because he wanted 

to give Cloud ample opportunity to learn from his mistakes. He said that once I had run 

away, he wanted to cash in the bet they were just making. He made a point, though, that 
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the leash option would invalidate the bet. “But it’s only a matter of time,” he said 

tenderly petting my head.  

 

 

 

“That went pretty well,” said my optimistic Cloud. 

“Sure,” I said between vilified, disinfected, and fed up. “Maybe we should come back 

tomorrow and have your ID renewed...” 

“Oh, come on!” he said whipping the reigns of our powerfully beautiful Sardan Stars. 

“Be happy for what we got... You are now, legitimately, a Sardan Undetermined Biped... 

For five cycles!” 

He said it so enthusiastically, that I decided to put the underlying notion of five cycles in 

Sarda Hari straight through the shedder. 

“So,” I said when we were approaching our monstrously discreet regal abode. “Where do 

I stand legally speaking?” There was silence, so I repeated the question. Maybe the 

chevals were making too much noise and he didn’t hear me. “Do I, at least, have more 

legal rights than farm animals?” 

“Technically...” he started ruining everything...  
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V 
 

I would just go ahead and skip an entire, pointless day. Not because it wasn’t 

entertaining, we actually did a bunch of stuff, went to the beach, continued our rampantly 

uncoordinated, dry, flirtatious wrestling. Cloud accidentally bit my lip again, mainly 

because he had started shaking, as he often did, for no discernable reason. To me, it just 

looked like a bad combination of absolute ignorance on the matter and an unhealthy 

back-and-forth between horniness and lack of release. I didn’t know much about the 

chemical details, but when he started complaining about really painful, almost sore, 

testicles, I decided to change topics. It was up to him whether he wanted to release some 

of that, or flood his brain with seminal juices. Not really my problem. I was willing to 

help, but he needed to ask for help. This was way beyond our bet. This was him, dealing 

with a nasty meditative non-ejaculatory fixation. Not exactly my area of expertise 

anyway. 

When I had finally managed to have a few hours to myself, while Mak and Cloud fed the 

animals and did all those chores that required attention—according to them—I tried to 

walk around the palace to better understand its design and layout. But mainly to check 

and take mental note of the location of all the suspicious looking mirrors. Perhaps we 

could cover them with curtains, just to be sure they wouldn’t go incendiary berserk on 

their own. Plus, I saw no reason to waste their reflective properties when no one was 

using them. I had to consult with a royal advisor. Like all my ideas, frustrations, and 

endeavors for that day, it all boiled down to Cloud’s absolute lack of common sense for 

giving the staff three days off. I knew I would eventually forgive him; after all, we were 

all human, with a few exceptions I didn’t want to consider... But I would only be able to 

forgive him after I had all the royal help and attention I desperately required.  

I spent most of the night fantasizing about that moment. Meeting them all, refreshed after 

a three day vacation—that they got mainly thanks to me—welcoming them to my 

expensively humble abode. Making them feel at ease, and allowing them to enjoy my 

presence. I could just picture their excited smiles as I demonstrated regal politeness. They 

were going to be thrilled in seconds. I was going to have them eating out my hand after a 

few wise and careful demonstrations of decorum and amusingly dignified charm. I 

wondered if we should come up with some sort of a system so that they wouldn’t jump at 

me, all at once, trying to learn polite behavior. Perhaps like a lottery, or maybe some sort 

of small groups, so that they could all appreciate the aromatic essence of my polite arts 

from a land that they couldn’t even conceive in terms of hyper-politeness... Ahh... I felt 

happy for them. They were so fortunate. I did wonder however... how the hiring and 

firing process worked? But Cloud was asleep.  
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To avoid any uncertain unpleasant situations, I had spent most of our last day without 

royal help explaining to Cloud a simple ceremony we could do so that I would be 

properly introduced to all the staff at once and I could just let them know a little bit about 

myself, and perhaps say a few caring, touching words, which we practiced, just in case. 

But that yielded mixed results. Because I was pretty sure about what I wanted to say, and 

how to pronounce it, but when I woke up, I realized, two seconds before going into panic 

mode, that I hadn’t decided what to wear for the occasion. Cloud remarked that he saw no 

problem; I only had my undergarments, and/or my robe. And he just left the room. After 

a few minutes he returned to make sure I wasn’t considering the completely naked option 

again. How could he say I didn’t have a problem? Maybe he didn’t have a problem 

because he was a troglodyte when it came to style, but I had an image to take care of and 

first impressions could be critical. I just stared at my two pieces of clothing, completely 

unable to make up my mind. Before getting too upset about it, I decided to go back to bed 

and ponder my options with my eyes closed. 

A few hours later, Mak woke me up; he was at the door telling me that all the staff had 

gathered and they were waiting for me in the kitchen. More and more careless disruptions 

of protocol. I had specifically told Cloud this was going to happen in front of my 

heavyweight Büdda mentor... He just didn’t seem to listen to me. This supposed future 

marriage was already packing up way too much baggage. I had to improvise and put on 

both garments, oversized robe and all, because I was caught in a double sided trap... If I 

called my wardrobe advisor, I was breaking protocol... The others would obviously feel 

left out, like I was already picking favorites among them, even before meeting them. 

Very improper in my politeness-based opinion.  

When I was about to enter the cafeteria, I told Mak to go ahead and announce that I was 

coming, as a sneakily polite way to remind the staff to straighten out their clothes, and 

look presentable, and refrain from any coughing or distracting sounds. After all, I was 

about to make my entrance. It wouldn’t have surprised me to hear a little round of tasteful 

applause. But I didn’t expect it, since they hadn’t officially met me yet, and little did they 

know how much they would soon depend on me for key decisions, on style, taste, and 

manners. Starting with the whole red rocky obsession, perhaps.  

I was pleased by the members of the staff. They clearly knew how to behave politely to 

make you feel like royalty, judging for the near absolute silence in the room. The only 

thing you could barely hear was a ticking sound coming from the kitchen area; otherwise, 

I could have heard a hair hitting the floor. I had a good feeling about this. I had secretly 

feared a full nasal assault of manure and pastures... seeing like a hundred of them 

standing there. Body odors are somewhat inevitable when you have to toil around the 

house, royal or not... At least that was the theory. But there were no offensive odors 

whatsoever. If anything, whatever they were cooking smelled great. Of course, I 

reminded myself, these people might come from humble origins, but were clearly used to 

catering to royalty... Although I wasn’t too big on the color scheme of their uniforms. 

They had not been grouped by rank, evidently, and they had just assembled in a sort of 

garden-style, diverse crowd of colors, which would complicate tremendously my 
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understanding of who was in charge of what. But what I really found disconcertingly 

inexcusable was their unorganized discrepancy in sizes. Tall members of the staff were 

thoughtlessly standing in front of short ones, who had to poke out their heads from 

behind the giants, forcing them to lean to one side and take a peek at me. 

I had decided to start introducing myself with a short, morally enlightened phrase, since, I 

assumed, most of them were mythica nut jobs, and would perhaps get a kick out my 

newly found devotional adoration for certain statues.  

But then, my darkest fears had surfaced... In some situations, particularly when there 

were a lot of people, practically fighting for my attention, the young ones, usually, tried 

to demonstrate defiance, so that they would look tough in front of their classmates, or 

coworkers. But I was well prepared for handling the situation. I stood in front of the 

instigator, and studied him briefly, mainly to gauge his height, and whether I would have 

to tiptoe or maybe jump. None of which was really necessary because he was tall, but 

only a head taller than me, if a little more, but within my range. 

I gave him a mighty slap across his face, which sounded overly loud and dramatic in such 

a silently huge place.  

“No eye contact!” I yelled.  

I kind of regretted it. Not only because the guy looked completely clueless, and was, 

perhaps, uncertain of what improprieties he had committed, but also because I had 

forgotten to go over the eye contact protocols inside the palace with Cloud. So I wasn’t 

entirely sure if I had done the right thing. Apparently, it wasn’t such a big deal because, 

after a second, they all started laughing out loud and giving each other high-fives... I 

quite didn’t comprehend the whole dynamics of my recently acquired royal staff, much 

less their humor. But I was giving it my best intuitive shot.  

I felt bad for the guy, so I asked him to please look at me. But apparently I had been 

sending mixed signals because he was clearly avoiding eye contact as I had requested... I 

had an instructional hunch that my lesson was beginning to get a little disorganized. 

“This,” I said, loudly, since they had not provided any sort of voice amplification device, 

stand, or stage... “Is an example of impoliteness...” 

A girl at the back was raising her hand. So I looked at her, indicating that I was paying 

attention, because she was obviously on the pleasant side of polite interruptions. She 

wanted to know if they could ask questions. To which I had no objection, as long as they 

raised their hands, as she was doing. She wasn’t clear on my example; she wanted to 

know specifically what was impolite, the guy staring at me, or my teaching hand on his 

face. 

“Neither and both,” I clarified, because I didn’t want to make definite statements on a 

topic that wasn’t clear to me yet. This generated a lot of chatter, confusion, and 

inexplicable giggles. I reassured them that they had nothing to worry about, since, 

predictably, a lot of questions came up regarding whether I wanted to be looked at or 
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not... So, once again, I addressed their concerns by establishing my slapping rules, which 

were pretty easy, and they had nothing to worry about. I told them that I always used my 

slightly relaxed open right hand, on cheeks, shoulders, and buttocks, and never more than 

once a day. So, if they looked at me funny, the consequences were not that serious after 

all, and certainly not on the burning oil side of permanent impressions. I even went to my 

now attentively polite student and asked him to describe the pain he had felt. He, indeed, 

told us that it was no big deal. Which was exactly bringing me to the crux of the matter. 

“I am not interested in pain,” I said, pacing around and inspecting them. Most of them 

looked at me, but normally... no offensively defiant stares. “I am interested in sound.” 

I found myself going back to my young tallish, but not too tall, exemplary learner. I tried 

to pace around a few times, but I always ended up in front of him whenever I wasn’t 

paying much attention, because I was excruciatingly draining my brain for the correct 

Sardan words...  

“So,” I continued. “I basically want to make a point when I notice something borderline 

impolite, and for a variety of reasons we can discuss later. But,” I made a pause to 

emphasize. “If we go back to the example of our young and attractive fellow... What’s 

your name?” He coughed and gargled a few syllables. “Until I learn to pronounce that,” I 

said, quite unwittingly politely. “I’ll just call him the attractive one with the luscious lips 

and beautiful eyes...” 

I sort of digressed there a little, because I really wanted to say that I was sorry. This poor, 

beautiful Sardan wonder man, with a hint of boyish looks and a gorgeous smile, didn’t 

deserve that slap, at all. He didn’t seem to mind it though. But I reassured him that I 

wanted to make up for my rash teacher’s hand. It wasn’t my style. I wanted to make sure 

that he knew where my room was, so he could come in, as soon as possible, and give me 

a chance to hug him properly and apologize. Although, discretion was also a factor. He 

smiled and seemed slightly diverted by the idea. I wasn’t sure if I was polite enough or 

not... But I was going to come back to him and make up for our little confrontational first 

greeting slap.  

“If you notice that I am about to slap you,” I prepared to summarize the concept. “You 

can just clap with your own hands and feel free to run or do whatever you want. Like I 

said, I am only interested in the sound effects... Or, you can also slap yourselves, 

whatever you think is less disruptive of your work and/or more entertaining. All my slaps 

are complimentary lessons, by the way. Which brings me to an extremely important 

topic.”  

I tried to move away from the slapping beauty example, and mainly from my favorite 

student’s pinkish cheeks, because I feared an impending erection...  

“Raise your hand if you are any of the following,” I said paying a lot of attention to who 

the potential key members of the staff could be in this sea of unnervingly inconsistent 

uniforms. And made a mental note to prepare hats for them, where they could write their 

names, pronunciation, if they contained any throat sounds, and job description, which, in 
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my opinion, would simplify the identification process tremendously. Unfortunately, 

however, I would have to get rid of those who abused the limits of sensible height. I 

doubted I could read their hats from down below...  

“Wardrobe advisors?” I practically yelled. No hands. “Wardrobe specialists?” Some half-

shrugs, but no hands up. “Clothing trends and styles specialists?” I began to lower the bar 

dangerously.  

Finally, and pleasantly surprisingly, Mak simplified it for me. “He wants help with his 

clothes.” 

A girl to my far right raised her hand. A glimpse of hope, at last. She looked very young, 

but attentive and awake. She wanted to know if I needed help with sewing and things like 

that. I ran out of words to thank her and overemphasized the desperate situation I was in. 

I told her to bring all her gear, machines, color schemes, and instruments, as fast as she 

possibly could, into my room, and to start thinking about subdued lime tones. She said 

she could help me after lunch, which sounded a little odd, as if she didn’t understand my 

sense of urgency on this problem. But she seemed smart and politely perky. Without 

knowing her, I was beginning to like her. When I asked her why I had to wait for her to 

have lunch, she described a very serious condition she had. From what I gathered, she 

said that if she was hungry, she became unpredictable, irritable, and prone to destroy 

things on people’s faces. She feared she could accidentally chop off a few of my fingers. 

I assured her that I could relate to that. Even if my condition wasn’t as severe as hers, I 

suffered from similar symptoms. So I made sure to say, as loud as possible, that our first 

priority was to feed this girl properly before allowing her anywhere near sharp or pointy 

objects. And I sternly suggested that she should not approach me unless I saw her 

carrying a bag of snacks.  

And then I moved on to my last, critical and esoteric teachings.  

“Cooks? Chefs? Kitchen people?” I yelled, in that simplified Sardan style that Mak had 

just taught me. 

Like ten people raised their hands. I begged them to pay close attention, because this was 

a fundamental aspect of my path to enlightenment.  

“Imagine a beautiful lotus plant, flowers and all, thriving in the middle of the desert, 

baking in the Sun...” 

The cooks were raising their hands. They wanted to know if that was what I wanted for 

lunch, and they were not sure if I was talking about desert, dessert, or baking lotus 

flowers into pastries. I had confused the living ferg out of them. So I left it at that. It was 

a self-explanatory tale anyway, they’d get it eventually...  

“The path to Büdda enlightenment,” I explicated, “goes along two statues. If you follow 

the starving one, you are supposed to eat just a couple of grapes a day, preferably before 

fainting. But only enough to keep you alive until death takes your brittle bones and dry, 

meager bits of flesh. Feel free to choose...” I found myself, inexplicably, talking loudly 
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again, mainly to the hot young slappity slap guy... How careless of me. An instructor 

should pay attention to all students...  

“But what I want, for me, and for all of you,” I said looking around, raising my voice, 

just in case, since my mythica apex was coming up. “Is to follow the diabetic path to 

enlightenment, as my mentor in the white mountain cave over the pond demonstrates 

with his expansive belly... Cooks?!” I said to shake them into attention, because I could 

hear chatter and giggles. “Büdda eating is about massive caloric overindulgence as often 

as possible. I’m talking about cake festivals every other day. I am sure our kitchen 

artisans will come up with creative choices. And I would like for everyone to try this 

method that my enlightened balloon statue mentor taught me. Think hyper-caloric and 

yummy. After all, I don’t want to be the only one to die bedridden choking under my own 

wise weight... Enlightenment food is meant to be shared.” 

Most of them laughed, some of them had stopped paying attention altogether. A couple of 

girls were braiding their hair...  

“Now let’s discuss your job situation,” I said, trying to sound a little legal and formal. 

“For example,” I said to the hot stud with the weird name that was still right in front of 

me. “What’s your job here? What do you do?” 

“Chevals,” he said, but rather curtly, and not much of a hint of amusement as he had 

before.  

I felt terrible. I asked him to please, slap me, as hard as he could, so that we could call it 

even. I also offered punching me if he felt that he wanted to exercise his rage on me... 

Anything... as long as he would forgive me. But he was hard to read, and I noticed how 

he avoided direct eye contact. Why had I hit the only guy that I, now, wanted to hug so 

desperately...?  

“Those of you who did not contribute to this lesson or did not raise your hand, feel free to 

start job hunting at another palace,” I announced. “Particularly if, on top of everything, 

you are on the exaggerated side of tallness...” 

“Why?” protested some old woman. I didn’t bother to look at her because I was still 

trying to determine how pissed off my extraordinarily attractive equinas expert was.  

“Because Master Cloud will get you fired in a second...” I addressed her concerns. 

“I still don’t understand why...” she continued. 

“Because if he doesn’t, I’ll go tell on him to his Lady Nun,” I said. “Who will grab him 

by his hyper-swollen testicles, and squeeze them until he does.” I turned to Cloud, “And 

don’t deny it... You’re terrified of her, I can tell.” 

“Ding!” went a timer in the kitchen, from the oven, probably. 
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It completely ruined the end of the lesson. We hadn’t discussed the mirror situation... But 

I also noticed how they were chatting and laughing, and passing coins from hand to hand. 

Everyone was joking around with Cloud, and some were shaking their heads, shaking 

hands, and even hugging... There had been some sort of a bet going on, I was practically 

sure. Well, at least they didn’t seem too pissed off. More on the amused side, I would 

say... Although, I was not referring to all of them, I was thinking chiefly about my hottest 

student. 

 

 

 

I sat next to Cloud. Mak was on the other end of our table, trying to talk to three girls 

who were probably from the same team, because their uniforms were almost identical. 

The girls politely ignored Mak as they seemed to be interested only in their hair, 

apparently trying different styles, and combing techniques. They didn’t seem to be paying 

attention to their food, at all. I secretly hoped they hadn’t chosen the starvation path I had 

described... I had done my best to put my lesson out there, but you never know what kind 

of impact it could have on your audience. Quietly eating a piece of sacred platain cake 

and wondering whether the, apparently standard, “thank you to all the sentient beings, 

etc.” phrase, with which Cloud had officially started lunch for everyone, was appropriate 

for my specific statue of choice; I decided to ask him... 

“So, what was the bet about?” 

He chuckled a little, “They said you were going to go ballistic at any point and for no 

apparent reason... But there was a lot of disagreement on how long it would take you to 

start screaming, or something...” 

I felt so tenderly intrigued... “You made a bet that I wouldn’t lose control?” If I wasn’t so 

consumed by my devotional cake devouring, I would have tried to kiss him right then and 

there.  

“That’s why Mak had to bring you to the kitchen, because they feared I would warn you 

about our bets and bilk them...” he said, while casually chewing on a chicken bone.  

“Don’t you feel bad about taking these people’s coins? I mean, I don’t know if they’re 

poor, but they can’t be Vrich...” I began to wonder what kind of mythica statue would 

lead a monk to take such pecuniary advantages without flinching...  

“Why are you judging me?” he said, with a slight hint of annoyance. “It was their idea, 

not mine... And they had just returned from a paid three-day vacation.” He shrugged, 

wiping his mouth. “Give a little, take a little, I guess... Plus, I had to recoup for that bet 

with the doctor... You know, I’m beginning to think that I may end up losing that one. I 

started to notice, more and more, some of those temperament issues he described...” 
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“And yet, you still made your bet trusting that I wouldn’t go into a rage...” I said. “That’s 

the part I am most excited about. You trust me. Please don’t ruin it now with any 

unpleasant elaborations or unrequested surprises.” 

“It was an interesting bet,” he said; I believed, looking for a workaround strategy to make 

me feel bad. “Because it had to be clear that nothing was orchestrated or prepared in any 

way, at least from your perspective, and they couldn’t provoke you overtly either. They 

thought you would start going frantically bonkers on your own if they all just stared in 

silence at you, without doing absolutely anything. And you almost proved them right 

when you strutted in and slapped that guy in less than five seconds. So they thought that 

the key to win was to stare at you even more, and that they had practically won the bet. 

But then you started flirting with the guy, so they thought you were turned on by their 

stares and, from there on, I think it all went downhill, because they weren’t sure anymore 

on what to do to subtly enrage you. You sounded like you were about to lose it at any 

point, the entire time... But then the oven timer went off. It was lunchtime and I won the 

bet...” 

I began to distract myself by feeding lies to myself. For example, that I doubted that I 

would lose control if they had just stared at me in silence. But lying to yourself was 

surprisingly hard... Considering the iffy variables of a long uninterrupted speech, and the 

need to ask a specific question, like the name of the chevaler stallion. Yeah, my reaction 

would have probably been unpredictable. So I used the other, easier method, which was 

ignoring those parts of me that didn’t show my best attributes and capabilities.  

 

 

 

When we were going downstairs, I began to pay more and more attention to what he was 

saying. He described how Sardan royalty had a long standing tradition of treating their 

staff almost like friends. He said that, in the old days, they had learned it was better to be 

nice and friendly, than poisoned or stabbed. Since the staff knew every nook and cranny 

around the castle and had access to practically everything, it wasn’t too hard for a 

disgruntled worker to sneak into your room and slit your throat. Life expectancy was 

substantially longer for friendly royalty. Firing a member of the staff was almost unheard 

of. They all had one cycle contracts that they had to reapply for, in an open evaluation. 

So, their job wasn’t guaranteed forever, they knew that, eventually, they would simply be 

replaced by other people; and it was always done in such a way that it was fair enough to 

all applicants, but also somewhat easy to rig if they wanted to keep a key member of the 

staff. It was such a privilege to work for the royal families, that the application process 

was both an opportunity to renew the staff, and an excuse to avoid unnecessary fighting 

among applicants; quite a delicate situation, since frustrated Sardans were prone to 

stabbing... This knife devotion would include anyone old or big enough to brandish a 

weapon. I did express some concerns, particularly suggesting a way to lock our room 

from the inside, and I also asked what kind of weapons chevalers typically used. He said I 
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shouldn’t worry too much, that he was just exaggerating things so that I wouldn’t end up 

in a sticky situation. 

I was so full; I couldn’t even swallow my own saliva... I felt I had no room for it. So 

when he tried that whole thing he likes—getting on top of me and humping my knees—I 

had to warn him quickly, because the consequences could have been messy. Plus, I 

wasn’t in the mood anyway, with so much talk about stabbing and staring, and unfriendly 

poisoning and members of the staff setting things on fire because they felt insulted or 

something. I was trying not to lose sight of the big picture, but it was a bit much.  

 

 

 

I must have fallen asleep during our conversation, because someone was at the door and 

Cloud was gone. It was my wardrobe girl!  

“Cookie?” I offered politely.  

She declined politely, so I suggested that she left all her stuff on the desk at the other end 

of the room, and joined me for some coco cake, because I had a lot of questions. 

“What about strawberry cake, then?” I probed her.  

Apparently not...  

I complimented her accent; it was so different from Cloud’s... And yet, relatively easy to 

understand. She said I was funny. She didn’t notice her own accent, which was a rather 

obvious sign that she was a local and used to it. But she said she was using simple 

sentences in standard Sardan so that we could communicate better. With a hotchpotch of 

dozens of cultures and hundreds of dialects, I shouldn’t worry too much about accents. I 

looked like a foreigner and people would assume that I didn’t speak any Sardan at all, 

and that, if anything, they would just get a kick out of my inability to pronounce throat 

sounds. She was somewhat concerned, she commented, while refusing a glass of juice, 

and grabbing water instead. She feared Cloud was feeding me a lot of stories about 

fighting and I was under the impression that the whole Level was just an endless stabbing 

party. I loved this girl; she made things so easy for me to understand. I worried a little 

though, she seemed too skinny. 

In her slow, gentle enunciation, she described Sarda Hari as a Level that had been 

permanently under attack since before the existence of records; so having a tough warrior 

attitude was necessary, and that it had become part of their everyday life. But in modern 

times, it was more about posing and pretending, rather than actual stabbing competitions. 

She said that nearly all fights were just for show. You couldn’t hit someone’s face or 

genitalia, without ending up in a cage for a couple of days... You could only fight people 

of your own gender, and, supposedly, around the same age, although nobody seemed to 
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respect that last one. And you were not supposed to seriously harm your opponent, which 

would be strategically dumb, considering that you would lose a potential good warrior... 

So there were a lot of pushing and shoving to try to wrestle the other guy down because 

the fight was over once someone had hit the ground.  

She did point out, however, that if you were unduly provoked or duped into a fight, you 

had the right to teach the mother fergger a lesson, and the rules became somewhat blurry.  

She said she didn’t want any wine... Well, she was on the clock, of course. But I was 

running out of options. 

About weapons, she said she couldn’t conceive of leaving the house without some sort of 

weapon. But she insisted that it was more of a cultural thing. Criminal or vicious violence 

was rare. She did warn me, though, not to pester old ladies, because even if they looked 

frail and defenseless, their canes were usually electrifying prods, so potent, in fact, that 

their use on cows was strictly forbidden. Theft was common, in her opinion, although it 

had never happened to her or any of her friends or coworkers.  

It didn’t seem so scary, bizarrely barbaric and chaotic as when Cloud described it. The 

gist of it was... a lot of show of courage and toughness, and a shred of sanity in order not 

to mess with the strong guys. How hard could it be? We both seemed to agree on our 

opinion about Cloud, with his main traits being... paranoia—although she used a different 

term, less clinical perhaps—meditative obsessions, and mythica chatterbox. Although, 

she used nicer words, and different ideas, but mine were more technical, and I knew him 

better anyway. She didn’t give me the impression that she was into him, but she did perk 

up a little when his name was mentioned.  

“What do you think?” I said. 

“The color or the crackers?” 

“Both,” I said holding the plate in front of her. “Are they good?” 

“They’re lemon crunchies... What’s wrong with them? You never had one before?” 

“Well,” I said, because she seemed too hesitant, “I wanted a second opinion... Maybe if 

you could describe their flavor to me, I could decide whether to eat them or not...” 

She started to chuckle. “You’re so silly!” she said. “You’re scared that they’re poisoned 

and you’re trying to test them on me...” 

That threw me off for a second, “What do you mean? You think they might be poisoned? 

What kind of poison do they keep in the stables, or around the chevals?”  

She said there was no poison in the palace that she could think of... At least nothing 

useful on humans... Lying through her Sardan teeth, cute, girly, and all... I demonstrated 

my lack of fear by eating one. Since she told me that it would take anyone at least six 

hours to go to the chemical dispenser to buy poison, even with a fast cheval. 
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“I think they taste funny,” I said. “Do you think they’re stale?” 

“Umph,” she said, “I’m sorry; I’m so full...” 

“What are your mythica inclinations?” I put the crackers aside. 

She said she could care less or couldn’t care less, whichever the correct one was to 

indicate she wasn’t even interested on the subject. I did compliment her figure. And I 

mentally punished myself for not having prepared thoughtful phrases to make her 

understand my heavyweight approach to mythica tales... The flower example was a hit 

and miss... 

“Piece of candy?” 

“Are those honeycomb?” she said, finally. 

“Yes,” I sighed when she picked one up. “Can I just put a bunch of them in your pocket?” 

I said politely. “Just in case you get peckish...” 

I waited a few minutes to make sure she wasn’t just pretending to eat it. 

“Now,” I said. “If you want, perhaps, you can bring your stuff and help me shorten this 

thing. I have no idea how it’s done.” 

 

  

I must have fallen asleep at a certain point, because I woke up to Cloud’s deep, studly 

voice as he chatted with my lovely wardrobe gal, who was becoming more adoringly cute 

by the minute. Even her name was a pleasure to pronounce... Her’heyliss. Beautiful. Not 

a single throat sound in it... She had even tried to tech me how to cut fabric properly. But 

she wasn’t pleased with my technique because I had almost chopped off a finger that I 

had inadvertently left under the fabric, dangerously out of sight while cutting... She said I 

needed to practice with smaller scissors first, and she preferred to supervise me, just in 

case. I did plead with her a little, because I wanted to learn new things. I wasn’t doing 

science, so I might as well try different areas of specialization. But she insisted that she 

wanted to do the whole thing herself, which made sense, after all, it was within her job 

description.  

I noticed how she wasn’t flirting with Cloud, at all, in my opinion; but she seemed to 

either respect him a lot or admire him... I couldn’t tell. Cloud said that we had to go pick 

up a bottle of wine, and complained about my small feet, because none of his running 

shoes would fit me. Something didn’t sound right to me. But he reassured me that he 

wasn’t going to try to force me to run. He said that I shouldn’t worry too much about the 

difference between walking shoes and running shoes, because there was no difference 

whatsoever. The same shoes were suited for both activities depending on what you 

wanted to do. I checked with Her’heyliss, who swore he wasn’t lying. The whole concept 
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of “running” was a little foreign on the Tenth Level, where we would happily go for a 

jog, mainly to have a chance at considering different theories, since it increases your 

brain irrigation, but real running was just for athletes and sports enthusiasts... This whole 

running shoes concept smelled like a bag of dead cats running away from me while we 

were on our way to get that fresh bottle of wine.  

 

 

 

“So,” said Cloud after a few minutes of walking. “I find your mythica lessons quite 

tasteful, I must confess...” 

I refrained from laughing, because I suspected what was coming. “Yes,” I said. “As it 

turns out, I found a path to enlightenment that suits me... for now. What is it that you 

need to confess?” 

“Well,” he said, rather amused, but mainly confused. “I don’t quite remember saying 

anything about confessing...” 

“Don’t worry,” I reassured him politely. “I do remember and you did say it... I charge 

five coins for confessions, by the way. You seem to have started confessing already, you 

might as well pay upfront.” I said, quite seriously. Otherwise, if you didn’t sound 

confident, you didn’t sound believable...  

“You’re taking confessions now?” he said between intrigued and borderline sarcastic.  

“Oh, yes,” I said. “I’m starting with the basics of mythica routines. Even if my 

enlightened understanding is increasing exponentially, I still think I should start with the 

logically simpler steps. But I am still waiting for those five coins... Anything wrong?” 

“You’re seriously going to charge me?” 

“Oh,” I said pretending to clear any doubts. “So you don’t charge for any of your mythica 

services? Is that why you still owe me five coins? It’s all free...?” 

“But you’re not even a monk!” he complained, redundantly. 

“Look,” I said, so this didn’t drag on. “I can just open a tab for you, we can make a bet, 

and we’ll let the Lady Nun decide whether I need to be a monk or not to share the 

mythica closet with you. What’s your take on that?” 

Absolute silence as I had theorized.  

“Cloud,” I said. “You’re a great guy, no doubt about it. And I don’t care about that 

difference between whether they’re laughing with you, or at you, or both. But when you 
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try to make jokes, and I’m not laughing, please, give me a hint so I can at least 

understand what I missed. And I’m gonna just go ahead and save you time now. You’re 

laughing at my mythica success, and it really doesn’t bother me much. The only problem 

is that you don’t seem to make up your mind. First you pester me incessantly about my 

absolute lack of mythica interest, and, yet, when I finally try to make some efforts to 

understand the field, you find it boring, or ridiculous, which is it? I’m not sure...” 

He stopped walking and gave me a weird look. And I immediately recognized my error. 

“Oh, sorry,” I said. “That comment was actually for Ross. I wonder if we could look for 

an easy way to find out what’s going on with him... Are you going to confess?” 

“Well,” he sighed and smiled. “I’m terrible when I try to sound funny. But I just realized 

that I always try to make you laugh with stupid innuendos... Mainly, because we usually 

end up wrestling in bed when you’re in a good mood. What’s your opinion about that?” 

“Give me a hug,” I said. “You can be very tender when you’re horny out of your 

meditative mind... Can I interest you in some advice about the key aspects of bed 

etiquette? I think you would benefit tremendously from my Tenth Level experience... It’s 

only an extra five coins...” 

We walked along a beautiful path, surrounded by trees, with farms and houses on one 

side, and hills that progressively climbed into a mountain range on the horizon.  

“I am sorry,” he said, after a while. He was lowering his head, looking at his feet, and I 

could tell he was feeling a little blue. “I am so confused about everything... I seem to 

know what I want, but I have to face it...” 

“Just relax, Cloud,” I said, while patting his back tenderly. “Things will eventually fall 

into place. Just give it time to process...” 

We walked for about ten more minutes, past a huge factory of some kind. It was a giant 

cylinder painted with the colors of the Sardan flag. Once I noticed that he was beginning 

to loosen up, I began my little speech. 

“There’s something about myself that I need to make sure you understand.” He looked at 

me, showing a little hint of surprise. “I have a lot of things on my mind, most of them 

useless, but I don’t want to overload my head with information that I don’t consider 

relevant; that’s why I try to focus on certain details that could help me simplify things...” 

By now, he was looking at me, with a slight frown, and scratching his jaw, probably 

involuntarily. 

“For example,” I said. “I’ve detected fifteen ticks and mannerisms in you that tell me 

how you’re feeling... So I don’t miss those moments that are really important and I can 

pay close attention when what you’re saying or doing may contain vital clues...” 

“Ticks? Like what?” he said. 
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“Don’t worry about that,” I reassured him. “I just want to make clear that if you thought 

you were tricking me into going for a long exercise walk, you were fooling yourself. I 

saw it coming from a hundred legs away. I simply came along because I thought it wasn’t 

such a bad idea after all. But you should have discussed your plans with me, because this 

was way too long and, now, I’m too tired and unable to keep on walking. So, this is 

basically your problem from this point forward. I’ll just sit down over there by that bridge 

until you find a solution.” 

He remained with his arms tightly closed right below his chest, quietly studying me.  

“Would you like a piggyback ride, then?” he was very smart to offer. 

I happily jumped at the idea, and then onto his back. 

“Piggyback rides are five coins,” he disclosed his fees tenderly. I didn’t care, I felt I had 

climbed my first Sardan mountain; and the view was lovely...  

DELETED SCENE: MAK COMES PICK THEM UP, CHARGES 10 COINS (THEY 

EACH DECIDE TO PUT A COIN IN A JAR FOR FUTURE BETS, BACK AT THE 

CASTLE THE DOGS DON’T RECOGNIZE XENDOR’S DISINFECTANT AND 

URINE STENCH, NEARLY MAULING HIM, BUT HE CROUCHES DOWN INTO A 

BALL AND NOTHING HAPPENS (EXCEPT SOME HUMPING ATTEMPTS, AND 

PISSING RITUALS, ONE FEMALE FOLLOWED BY TWO OR THREE MALES). 

 

 

 

The next day was so different. There was a sense of hustle and bustle all around the 

palace. I could see how the staff was happily, but rather hurriedly, taking care of things. 

Everyone seemed pumped up for work. I saw Mak at the cafeteria, where I had just found 

out that they could make some sort of Djava drink, only stronger and without a hint of 

syrup, but a touch of foamy cream on top that tasted a little like meringue, with a bit of 

honey. Mak said that the Princess was very close, perhaps just a few thousand legs away, 

approaching slowly, as she was hunting and camping along the way, and everyone was 

getting things ready for her arrival. I was both exited about meeting her, and a little 

uneasy about my situation. Up until now, I had only been acting like I belonged here, but 

now the real owner was coming home, and I felt my presence may or may not be a good 

surprise, considering the strange circumstances of my arrival and provenance from a 

Level that wasn’t technically anywhere... I considered it was better to talk to Cloud later, 

so he could decide if I should worry or not. Unluckily, nobody seemed to know where he 

was.  

I went to the pond for two reasons, first and foremost, to say hello to my big belly marble 

mentor, and use my Djava drink to make a toast in his honor, and to check if Cloud was 

meditating on my little aquatic friends... But, no, he wasn’t there. There was just one guy, 
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dressed up in some sort of black rubber suit, probably cleaning the bottom of the pond 

with some hoses and machines he had placed right next to Büdda. I turned around to 

leave... a little too late; I didn’t see him coming until he was already dangerously close to 

me. My hotly vindictive chevaler was lunging at me, with what looked like a very 

threatening hand. I closed my eyes, and simply clenched everything, preparing for 

impact. There was no time, and I wanted him to get his revenge over with this way, and 

not with more traditional, deadly methods.  

There was only an extraordinary loud clap, just a couple of fingers above my left ear. But 

no actual slap.  

“No eye contact!” he yelled and laughed. I could also see a few girls that were behind 

him, in stitches, and pointing at me.  

“I want to apologize and hug properly,” I hurried to say, because he was already picking 

up a bunch of ropes and getting ready to leave. 

He did say something about chevals, which I quite didn’t catch, so I asked him to please 

tell me at least how old he was. He said he was twenty-three, and horrendously 

impolitely, wanted to know my age as well. We were already on the verge of yelling 

because he was almost on his way out. So I simply said I was a little older than him... I 

didn’t think it was necessary to finish the full sentence by adding “and most of your 

ancestors...” But he was gone by then anyway. The girls were shouting at me. One of 

them slapped herself, quite loudly, while another one pretended to scold her with what I 

feared could become a standard phrase around me, “No eye contact!” They smiled and 

waived at me, as they picked up their buckets and what looked like bags of clothes and 

went on their way.  

 

 

 

It was almost lunchtime when I found Cloud at the cafeteria. He was sitting at a table, 

close to the kitchen area, with a bunch of tough-looking guys, with bad, sloppy haircuts, 

who made room for me when I approached them. I felt like I had lost something, but I 

couldn’t tell exactly what. These people seemed nice and jovial. They were talking about 

possible bets, animals, crops, weather, girls... And then I understood. On the Tenth Level 

we would have hugged before sitting down to eat. Perhaps, just quick hugs, to be polite. 

Was I craving O? Or was I getting homesick already?  

On the useful side of paranoid triple-checking endeavors, Cloud told me he was going to 

send Mak to track down our Princess’ campsite and warn her about my presence. He said 

she was quite nice and rational, but it didn’t strike him as “proper” to bring a guest into 

her Harem without giving her, at least, a formal heads-up. I had no objections. Mak was 

an absolute wildcard as to what he might end up doing or saying, but he was too 
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hyperactive to come up with elaborate lies. In fact, my only apprehension was that he 

would get distracted and start hunting with her, and forget to say anything at all...  

 

 

 

No time for naps, it seemed; we had to rush to get to town, to buy me some shoes, and 

perhaps to check on our Destiny bet, or some clues we could gather about what may have 

been going on back home on the Tenth Level. Thankfully, I hadn’t eaten much, and 

wasn’t sleepy. I felt I was sort of overdosing on my own mythica practices. But I did 

prepare a small backpack, with the big scissors I had borrowed from Her’heyliss while 

she was using the bathroom. I thought it was easier than trying to borrow a knife from the 

kitchen, and I couldn’t think of any other handy weapon I could get my hands on to 

comply with Sardan cultural standards.  

It kinda bugged me to have to go to town, but Cloud swore there were no links to Destiny 

whatsoever, not even near the castle, because they didn’t want the staff to waste their 

time and coins while on the job. The few Calcs that they had didn’t link much to the 

outside; they were more of an internal royal network within Sarda Hari. It made no 

difference to me; I wasn’t even sure how to poke at those Calcs anyway...  

The town was much bigger than I had imagined. I ballparked it at no less than fifty 

thousand people. There were a few tall, oddly shaped buildings, and the whole, sturdy, 

indestructible-looking architectural nightmare was palpably and pervasively grinding my 

retinas. Nothing was pointy or shooting up, as if they feared it could attract lightning, 

even the tallest towers looked like mountains of round, flattened rocks with windows. I 

didn’t remember seeing anything like this in class... And this would have been 

memorably strange enough to leave a trace, I was sure. Luckily, someone had an 

inspiration of common sense, and neither chevals, nor any other kind of big animals were 

allowed inside the city walls. Otherwise, I would have feared rivers of manure instead of 

cobblestone streets. Our driver dropped us as close to downtown as possible—since, 

sensibly, no motor vehicles of any kind were allowed there—while she went to run some 

errands. Much like on the Tenth Level, we all had to walk; the only difference was that, 

since hugging politeness protocols weren’t part of Sardan warrior rituals, there were no 

traffic problems, except for the occasional crowds here and there.  

After picking up some cool, brown, walking or jogging, but not running, shoes, Cloud 

took me to one of the many Destiny stations, outside of which there was a line of four or 

five people. Not because I suspected anything, but rather because I was curious and 

impatient, I left Cloud waiting in line and approached a stocky, older guy who was about 

to step in, and asked him if I could take just a quick peek inside, since it was my first bet 

at this station. He politely indicated with his hand that I could go ahead. There was a 

thick glass door, and I could see three girls, placing their bets and playing memory 

challenges in front of a giant screen. I almost cracked up.  
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I signaled for Cloud, indicating that it was time to leave. I was so surprised that he didn’t 

know the difference between the real Destiny and the black market versions, which we 

called Testiny, because we allowed them to exist, monitoring them passively from our 

Level of perpetual shadows, and we only tampered with them, secretly, from time to 

time, to test some whacked out idea that we were almost sure wasn’t going to work. 

Cloud insisted that we checked the other stations, and I told him I didn’t want to waste 

my time. If the Tenth Level had decided not to do anything about the black market 

version at this location, it was because this particular city, probably the entire area, 

wasn’t going to generate enough V to even cover for the maintenance of a genuine 

Destiny station, much less a repair. These machines were ancient anyway, and not linked 

to anything remotely relevant. He seemed a little taken aback, at first, but then he quickly 

went back to his, usually pragmatic, monk mode.  

He said he was quite concerned because he had tried, three times, to call the Monks, and 

they had refused to even acknowledge his calls. According to him, that was bad news, so 

he didn’t want to approach a monastery, just in case, until he could get a sense for what 

was going on. According to him, the best way to gather useful information was through 

gossiping. But he had to find the right person... He suggested we went to what was 

locally known as Gossip Central, a mix of bar/hangout, and gaming area, that was very 

popular and perfect for socializing. Plus, he said I could practice my mythica skills—as 

long as I stopped calling it magic—because the spot was also a sure place to find monks 

and fortune tellers.  

The official name would translate to something like “The Sandpit,” a gigantic square full 

of food stands, tables, benches, places where they were playing those games that didn’t 

require much more technology than a couple of those u-shaped shoes for chevals, and 

perhaps sticks. There was betting going on, I was sure, but the fun seemed to revolve 

around simple things, more on the side of playful wrestling, darts, and board games. It 

was crowded, but not overly crowded, more like a good garden party. When I asked 

Cloud what was up with all the sand on the ground, he just said it was their thing. People 

liked removing their shoes and feeling the sand under their feet, particularly when it was 

warm—which was about most of the time anyway. He said it was impossibly crowded at 

night. And then he left, in search for the right gossiper while I prepared to set out my 

table, while taking a few sips from the black tea Cloud had brought me. I had specifically 

requested no sugar, because I wanted to take a little break from my sugar-or-nothing 

approach, but whoever prepared it had added a drop of honey to it.  

I had “borrowed” one of those little stands for sheet music, which folded like an 

accordion, from the auditorium, and some thick paper and crayons from Mak. I made a 

sign with the words “Confessions: 5 coins, discounts for gossip.” I wanted to add a little 

something to it, but I wasn’t sure. Büdda would have taken the entire page, and stars, or 

moons and planets would have encroached on the fortune teller’s territory—who was 

waving at me and raising his cup for an air toast. To which I responded by doing the 

same and slightly bowing my head, as a mutual sign of recognition as distant cousins 

within a broad, incestuously diverse mythica family. Which gave me the idea of drawing 

some colorful asterisks, like an impossibly colorful assortment of snowflakes. But I was 

careful not to overdo it.  
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My first customer was an old lady, quite simply and elegantly dressed in black and pine 

green sheets or wrappings of some sort. Her case was pretty straightforward; she spoke 

very slowly, which simplified my listening efforts. She felt bad because she had zapped a 

guy who had stumbled on her and startled her. She thought the guy was trying to steal her 

groceries. But she ended up sending him for a two-day stay at a clinic; apparently, the zap 

had been carelessly close to his heart. I said a few words to comfort her, as she was 

paying up. Nobody was perfect anyway. And the guy was still alive, and we should focus 

on that positive aspect of her regret. But she wasn’t satisfied and wanted to discuss prices 

for different absolutions and pardons. I had just the right thing. I gave her a lemon 

crunchy and explained that it represented the core of enlightenment, as I understood it; 

and that she had to accept, while eating the cracker, that she had made a mistake, and 

simply find a way to forgive herself. If she thought she needed more instances of self-

forgiving rituals, she could purchase more crackers from me. After all, they were only 

one coin a piece. She immediately purchased two, and wanted to learn about what kind of 

gossip I was interested in. We couldn’t seem to agree on anything, until the Harem topic 

came up when she asked where I was staying. So she began to talk about the Princess. 

That one, I was ready to pay for.  

She ran out of words to compliment her, going on and on about how approachable she 

was, how everyone loved her, how excited everyone was for her to finally take the throne 

from her parents, who, apparently, were sick and tired of anything remotely related to 

ruling this administrational headache of a province. But she was only into hunting and 

pleasing the crowds, with festivities, sponsoring parties and events. And all things related 

to Sardan warrior tradition, which the Princess adored. So, I gave her one coin, for 

interesting information, but I told her that I didn’t consider that as gossip. Just chatter. So 

she said that the juicy part was that the Princess was indeed willing to take charge, but 

her parents feared that their bloodline would inevitably end with her. Potentially and 

catastrophically starting a royal power struggle, presaging that, without bothering to find 

an excuse, any of the other royal houses could force the Princess into an alliance through 

marriage, or just attack or try to kill her if she didn’t play by the rules. On top of that, this 

province was sandwiched between the hyper-conservative northern provinces, and the 

southern separatists who wanted to do away with all nakedness restrictions and rules. The 

Princess herself seemed to be in between the two ideologies, by respecting Sardan skin 

exposure rules, but wearing mythica-style, incredibly tight undergarments all the time, 

even for official ceremonies. I gave her another coin. This was becoming oddly 

entertaining.  

The situation in the southern region had reached a boiling point, with strikes and riots 

every single week. They had secretly put pressure on the Princess to step up to the plate 

and force the hand of the senate to relax on the skin exposure restrictions in exchange for 

an alliance that would give her unprecedented control over three quarters of Sarda Hari, a 

secure lifespan, and her territorial domains unmassacred, as they moved through her 

province to attack the North until the senate took a hint.  

“We’re all secretly preparing for a royal bloodbath,” my sweet lady rounded up her 

gossipy news. “I am not even sure if the Monks are aware of how bad it is out on the 
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streets,” she finished with a sad wink. And then she casually added, “My friends in 

Brha’thra Henj say the invasion starts in about a week...”  

She wanted to know how much I charged for hugs, and I just gave her one for free. But 

then she grabbed me to whisper in my ear. “Not a fergging word to Cloud or any other 

Monk,” she said rather clearly and forcefully. “This goes straight to her ears, and 

absolutely nobody else. People who have tried to pass this information to her before are 

all in the cemetery.” 

 

 

 

I was recovering from my first, surprisingly informative, perhaps carnage-inducing 

gossipy round by massaging my shoulders and gently tilting my head to one side, leaving 

it there for a second, and then slowly to the other side. I yawned and I noticed a guy who 

was big, round like my Büdda, and also quite tall. He seemed to persist with his stare. So, 

just in case, I began to pack up and started to get ready to leave. At some point, he 

shouted something at me, which I didn’t understand, but I looked at him for a second and 

bowed my head, respectfully acknowledging him and his massive size. Then he shouted 

again, and I understood the word “drink.” I smiled at him politely and tried to say that I 

was leaving, but he clearly shouted for me to wait. He wanted to invite me a shot. I 

quietly observed my possible escape routes, but I decided to take a little risk... The lady 

had shared some troubling facts, and I was beginning to doubt her. Maybe if some of the 

other locals could confirm, at least, part of her theories, or stories, whatever they were, I 

could gauge whether she was telling it like it was, or she was just prone to cautionary 

exaggeration like Cloud... Where was he? 

He brought the shots and introduced himself, but when he saw my reaction, he had the 

nicely polite idea of shortening his name for me. So, my potential new customer was 

Gjorohk, a local, originally from an unpronounceable city in a strange-sounding province. 

So I quickly put together an assortment of some easy to remember lies, but I couldn’t 

come up with anything for my name, so I just disclosed it. He thought it was a cool name, 

but he felt it needed more of a local flavor and I should tweak it a little, to Hjendor, 

maybe. I couldn’t sense, or pick up, anything weird or threatening from him, other than 

the fact that he was getting progressively drunk. He seemed disappointed because I 

hadn’t had my shot, and I explained that I didn’t really like anything that had been 

fermented in any way. He found my unfamiliar concept fascinating, like he couldn’t even 

conceive of such a notion. I showed him that I was trying to be polite by taking a couple 

of sips and commenting on the sour apple flavor, which was vomit-inducing to me, not 

because of the flavor, but because of the alcohol, or, rather, paint thinner... Again, it was 

like talking ancient hieroglyphics to him. And he said he was going to bring me a 

carbonated drink, so I could mix them and, that way, I was going to learn to like this 

precious, thrilling beverage. I thought it was a perfect idea. Once he was at the bar, I 

would take a precautionary walk out of there.  
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He completely ruined my exit strategy by simply turning around and yelling to a couple 

of his friends at the bar... They would bring my carbonated drink, and four more shots. 

Great. Now I had to politely get rid of three shots without insulting him. I did, casually, 

knock one over with my sleeve, and he didn’t even notice. So as I was about to pour a 

shot into my drink, I made him look over at the staff my fortune teller friend had, and 

quickly missed the glass when he turned his head, and spilled the shot on the ground. 

Only one more to go. He said that something like that would make me look more 

believable than my sign, but I would have to choose something different from the big 

moon and sun on top of that particular staff. He became interested about my mythica 

views and we discussed a couple of aspects of heavyweight enlightenment, for which he 

was clearly well prepared. But he kept ordering fergging shots and drinks... I told him 

that I was very pleased to meet him, and, as a new monk in town, I liked meeting the 

locals and hearing their different accents, since I was trying to improve my Sardan, but I 

felt I was taking advantage of him, because he kept ordering drinks, and, unfortunately, I 

was already leaving when we had started all this shot-after-shot uncomfortable exchange.  

He said he was inviting, and I shouldn’t worry about the coins, that he had plenty to go 

‘round. Then he asked what other services I could provide, besides confessions. I 

explained that I was still in training, and, at this level, that’s all I had. He said he would 

have loved to confess something to me, but he didn’t feel we knew each other well 

enough yet. I told him, again, that I had already closed the shop and was trying to be 

polite by spending some time with him, but I wanted to find my friend. I asked him, point 

blank, what he would do in my situation. He wanted to know if my friend was waiting, 

and I told him I wasn’t sure, but I doubted he would have left The Sandpit. He hinted at a 

difficult set of circumstances. In Sarda Hari, it was quite impolite to leave a friend whom 

you had just met and was buying you drinks. It was a quite offensive letdown. He made it 

clear that he wanted to become my friend. I conveyed to him, that the idea seemed 

interesting, but I wasn’t so much into drinking, and he was already slurring so much that I 

could barely understand what he was saying. 

He didn’t appreciate my comment at all. He straightened himself up. Burped loudly, and 

repeated that he didn’t consider himself drunk enough to be unpleasant. And then he 

ordered another round of drinks. I had to drink one; otherwise, I was ninety percent 

certain he would have punched me. But the actual friction began with our discussion on 

services. He couldn’t understand why I would charge for confessions, but I wouldn’t 

confess anything to him, no matter how many coins he offered to me... I found the entire 

conversation somewhat otherworldly. I told him I didn’t feel the need to confess anything 

at the moment. But more angry stares came as a response. I was sweating buckets and 

swimming pools. He was determined to force me, pay me, intoxicate me, or use any other 

means necessary for me to become his friend... I didn’t even know how to follow up on 

that. But I tried a Tenth Level approach. I said that I was open to the idea of friendship 

with him, but any coercion or questionable tactics would invalidate the possibility of a 

cool, mutually agreed friendship. 

He didn’t like that either. He began to mumble something, but I couldn’t quite get it. 

Then he stood up and started yelling something about “my deal,” or “what’s your deal? 

Do you want to be friends or not?” and things like that, which, to me, was a clear cue to 
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run. It was the beginning of the, infamously well-known, alcoholic downward spiral. 

Running on sand, as I had already estimated, was a major problem. Fortunately, it seemed 

to be harder for heavier people. I made a quick round around the tree and grabbed the 

fortune teller’s staff, promising to return it in a second. Gjorohk was in hot pursuit, his 

friends were trying to calm him down, but, not surprisingly, he was quite unstoppable 

once fully infuriated. So, when he came dangerously close to me, I simply ducked, and 

with a swift hand movement threw a bunch of sand into his eyes, and literally dove under 

him, between his legs, which, considering my size, was not a great athletic or difficult 

feat. That was when he began to release his entire drunken fury. I felt bad for the guy, his 

eyes were bleeding. But I had to make sure he saw me where I was, so I could have him 

charge at me. And I waved my arms and shouted for him to come and get me. Otherwise, 

he was going to keep coming after me, and was going to catch me eventually... Cloud 

was nowhere to be seen. Gjorohk did exactly as I had imagined, thanks to my random 

braining spastics. He charged with the full force and weight of a rhinoceros fighting for 

territory, without taking into account that I had a wall, less than a leg behind me. So I 

simply ducked again, and quickly came back up from the side to hit his arms with the 

esoteric staff, lowering them, and making his balance more difficult, so that he had no 

chance at avoiding a head-on collision with a predictably solid Sardan wall.  

I didn’t notice that a lot of people had gathered around and were clapping. Even his 

friends were making fun of him, although, he was unconscious, so I figured this was 

probably the only non-lethal time to laugh at him. I returned the staff to my mythica 

fellow who wanted to hug me, all of a sudden. And then I noticed a bunch of guys around 

me. I thought that was the end of me. They were like twenty. Good fortune kept smiling 

on me though; I noticed that they were laughing and complementing my staff technique. I 

thought they were phenomenally insane. I had just made some poor, possible friend of 

mine bleed through his eyes, and gave him what, to me, looked like a serious concussion, 

considering force of impact and sound. I had absolutely nothing to be proud or happy 

about. But they lifted me up in the air a couple of times, and bought me more 

disgustingly fermented liquid in tiny glasses...  

 

 

 

Cloud finally showed up, looking either pleased or mildly happy. That’s how I learned 

that Sardan gossip travels not only amazingly fast, but with admirable accuracy. As we 

were leaving, he related the whole incident to me with most of the key details intact and 

no detectable exaggeration. If anything, it struck me as a little odd that he neither asked 

nor gave any indication that he actually knew who the guy was. He just knew about his 

size, and just seemed to focus on that, the fact that I had managed to survive someone, at 

least, four times bigger than me. So, maybe some specifics were left out along the 

gossipy chain... He spoke, though, as if he was proud of me or something. He said he had 

no idea I could defend myself like that. I told him that it was a logical combination of 

spending too much time around cops and having to learn certain tricks for the eventual 
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drunk idiot who decided to break a chair on my head at a party. He said they had baptized 

me “Dirty Prancing,” to describe my absolutely dirty and wrong trick of blinding my 

pushy friend, and my funny way of running on sand... Fantastic... Less than two hours in 

town and I was already famous for dirty fighting. Not exactly low key.  

His fishing for gossip was unsuccessful, which prompted me to tell him to keep calling 

the Monks, just once a day, no more, no less. He looked at me suspiciously. Calls could 

be traced or logged, I made him notice. From my perspective, if he kept calling, he was 

disclosing his intentions, and, maybe, location. It was up to them to decide when to take 

his calls or not. He didn’t seem to understand my suggestion, at all. So I told him that 

when communication failed through the normal channels, for no apparent reason, you had 

to establish new ways to communicate. In the lab, we would call them meaningful 

indirect resonances and lateral echoes... But I didn’t quite know how to explain that to 

him.  

He had bought me this huge box of big, chunky mints.  

“They’re great!” I said, munching on one. “Lots of sugar in them?” 

“No,” he said as we were leaving downtown. “They’re herbal, one hundred percent.” 

“What did you say?” I said, choking a little, because the mint was beginning to 

disintegrate.  

“They’re called ‘Full Trajectory,’” he said, grabbing the second one I was about to put in 

my mouth. “You’re not supposed to eat more than one a day. Ever. Is that clear?” 

“You said ‘Herbal,’” I said, a little ticked off. “Why would you pronounce it like that? I 

find it distasteful. It’s ‘Errbal!’” 

“No,” he said, not defensively, but clearly pretending that he was right. “I like to say 

‘Herbal.’” 

I decided to follow up on that later. When I asked why the mints had that strange name, 

he said I would find out soon enough. And when we spotted our driver, sitting at a 

Starfites, I asked Cloud what was up with the funny name. He just said it was the Sardan 

version of our Starminds, which, to my understanding, was the original one. He casually 

mentioned that I was beginning to smell better already. Apparently, I had been insulting 

everyone’s sense of smell with the remnants of my disinfectant bath, coming out of my 

pores. Information which, my brain had stopped bothering warning me about a few hours 

after the uncalled-for, yet legally required, swimming lessons at the clinic, but, 

apparently, was oozing out of me. I told him I had noticed that mosquitoes kept flying 

around me, and making little landing attempts on my skin, but they were quickly scared 

away. And he confirmed, predictably, that that was also due to the disinfectant effect. I 

warned him, that before we left town, we had to pick up more pig tranquilizers. 

“What?” he looked a little confused. “Why?” 
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“We’re out,” I stated politely.  

“How do you know?” 

“Because I’ve been using them to be able to sleep...” I didn’t really want to dwell on this.  

After a few roundabouts and a “confess this and I’ll confess that” game, I described his 

snoring. Somewhere between a small avalanche and a quake. He said I was exaggerating, 

which sounded rich coming from him. So I decided to try a one-question muzzle on him. 

“Have you ever tried to sleep next to yourself?” 

 

 

 

After a short, hot debate. I was the instigator, of course, because it turned me on when he 

tried to argue pointlessly... We settled for earplugs and a quick visit to the clinic for 

sleeping aids. None of which worked, by the way, as I later would learn...  

“So, going back to ridiculous pronunciations,” I said, reopening the erbal chapter. “I’m 

interested in learning how to pronounce some names of cities... So I can recognize them 

easily when people tell me where they’re from... Can you name a few? Just as a starting 

point?” 

He was more than happy to start a long roster of geographical names, but he was mixing 

provinces, royal territories, and adding all sort of recordical details I didn’t need quite 

yet. 

“Let’s just begin with the southern cities, not provinces; I’ll learn those later...” I said 

subtly steering the conversation closer to my target.  

Fortunately, he didn’t suspect a thing. And when I thought I recognized it, I came up with 

something innocently stupid about liking the way it sounded and how proud I would be if 

I could pronounce, at least, that one correctly. So we practiced a little. And then I did it 

mentally while he went on a tangent about royalty and power struggles. After a while, I 

said the name of the city out loud again. He was pleasantly surprised, by my memory, 

and how much my Sardan was improving. I dreaded to think that a comment like that 

meant he fancied spending more time in Sarda Hari, so I tried to stop thinking... But that 

has never worked so far. We were close to the palace anyway.  
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Mak awoke us in the middle of the night, close to midnight, actually. The Princess had 

decided, rather at the last minute, to head for the palace because she said she was done 

hunting for the week, and she needed some time to just relax. I thought the place was 

going to be a hectic ballyhoo of people running around and trying to get everything ready 

for her majesty, but I was perplexed to find out that only a few key members of the staff 

had been asked to help. She made her hunting party, of over sixty people, camp outside 

and pretend that they were still in the woods, so as not to drive the kitchen staff insane. 

She went on to declare that there was not going to be a hot breakfast the next morning, so 

that the kitchen staff could rest from the toiling of having to deal with all the animals they 

had brought from their trip. It was, basically, “grab what you can from the counter,” until 

the staff considered they were ready to provide hot meals. I found the whole display way 

beyond my level of understanding of royal nicety. This was nicer than nice. This was a 

rather pragmatic approach, not necessarily caring, but an attitude that you would expect 

from a considerate friend, not from royalty of any kind, as far as I knew. Cloud was 

needed; he had to say prayers or something for the animals that were to become food.  

I didn’t really know what to do. I had dressed up, because Cloud had, but I was hesitant 

to leave the room. My eyes were red, I was sleepy, my hair was probably a mess. I didn’t 

know whether it was polite to introduce myself, and/or not to introduce myself. I decided 

for something in between. I would just walk around trying to walk by her, and bow my 

head if she saw me, and speak if she decided to speak to me. After pacing for a while, I 

made a turn for the cafeteria...  

Surprised wasn’t exactly what I felt when I saw her for the first time; rather, I was 

pleasantly baffled and amused. I knew she had to be athletic, but I had no idea how 

athletic and attractive she was. I had imagined her as a tough woman, and perhaps subtly 

mean. But she was just indescribably comfortable, with everything, with her 

surroundings, with her body, her staff, her five assistants that followed her around, 

chitchatting like a group of schoolgirls. She had to be the least pretentious, more carefree 

princess in the world. I had to remind myself not to stare at her so much. But I found her 

irresistible, even at a distance. She must have caught me looking in her direction, because 

I saw her pointing at me and whispering something to one of her assistants. I quickly 

bowed my head and froze in place. 

Her assistant came to me and spoke softly. “She wants you to look at her,” she said. “And 

I apologize.” 

I wanted to ask her why she would apologize, but I had to look at the Princess, as she said 

she wanted. That’s when the sweet, yet, heavy-handed girl, gave me a fantastically loud 

slap across my face.  

“No! Eye! Contact!” they all shouted, including the Princess, and they started laughing 

hysterically.  
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I didn’t know what to do... I just stood there. Pleasantly fascinated. I kinda laughed at 

myself a little. My lessons could have everlasting effects, I noticed. When one of the girls 

was done combing her hair, the Princess whispered something and the girl approached 

me. I secretly feared she was going to do the same routine with all her staff... Perhaps for 

as long as I remained under her roof. I began to dread that stupid lesson would haunt me 

for way too long... Not even an overdose of those pardoning lemon crunchies was going 

to save me from my own teaching carelessness. But the girl just said the Princess was 

wondering why I was standing there and had not approached her to introduce myself.  

I did approach her. Cautiously and with minimal eye contact. She simply climbed up to 

sit on top of a table and crossed her lean, muscular legs, making barely noticeable kicking 

motions with the leg that was on top, while leaning back slightly, resting on her hands. If 

she had reclined all the way and used her elbows for support, she would have reminded 

me of a slightly darker version of Destiny when she did her beach chair number.  

“M’lady,” I bowed in front of her, with my right arm in front of me, grabbing the side of 

my ribcage, and my left arm going all the way from behind, so that my fingertips could 

be seen a little, right below my ribcage, on my right side. “Xendor, your humble servant 

and loyal helper.” 

“Loyal helper...?” she looked around in theatrical disbelief. “I’m beginning to want to 

slap you myself, mister... arrogant, perhaps?”  

The girls were not even paying much attention. Most of them were yawning and clearly 

ready to go to bed.  

“I,” she said raising her voice slightly, “will decide if you’re loyal or not...” 

I thought I was going to lose sphincter control any second...  

“What kind of tea would you like?” she said, changing to an almost informal tone. “Black 

or linden?” she said it like she wanted a quick answer. 

“I am inclined to try something new, if m’lady allows...” I said bowing slightly again. “I 

would like to try a mix of both...” 

“Hmm...” she said, borderline amused at the thought. “Maybe I should try that too...” 

She asked the girls to make us tea, but in separate pots, so that we could mix them and 

decide whether we liked them combined like that or not. 

“I’ve heard way too much about you already...” she said. “That makes me 

uncomfortable...” 

I wasn’t sure if I had to say something or not. 
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“Your highness, can I ask a question?” I said testing the waters. 

She just shrugged and waited, still reclining back a little, but not so much as before. I 

noticed she was patiently flexing and then extending her right foot.  

“Your highness does not strike me as someone who would be easy to make 

uncomfortable...” I wanted to add, “Except by a tsunami,” but decided not to go there yet. 

“I don’t understand if that’s flattery or downright pedantic,” she commented casually to a 

girl on her right that was offering her a small snack I didn’t recognize. Then she sat up a 

little bit more straight on the table and used one hand to point at me. “That bow you’re 

making. I find it insufferable... It makes you look too stiff, almost fake. Where did you 

learn it?” 

“Queenstät,” I replied promptly. “That’s where I...” 

“I’m not interested in your lies... Queenstät means you’re a spy,” she said it so matter-of-

factly, that made you forget the bucket of burning olive oil that it implied.  

“No,” one of the girls corrected her, as if she was just a randomly chatty cousin. “That’d 

be Kingsbury,” and then she giggled.  

“Same thing,” the Princess brushed the comment aside. “Don’t do it. It makes you look 

bad. Just do the normal monk-style bow that Cloud should have taught you by now. And 

don’t overdo it either, unless I specifically need it for something...” I felt she was talking 

to me like a friend too, giving me useful advice...  

They had brought our tea, mine was yummy, she wasn’t too big on hers, and after a 

couple of sips she said she would add a hint of honey to it. 

“Otherwise,” she said looking at me, “it tastes too erbal.” 

That was the exact point in time were I began to have deeply tender feelings for her... 

Part admiration, part intrigue, part pronunciation thrill.  

“So,” she said, softly blowing over her teacup. “Do you have anything to say for 

yourself? Everyone else is just telling stories... or what’s going on...?” 

“Your highness,” I said. “If you have heard stories about me, and they told you I am 

bizarre, unpredictable, and prone to dramatic scandals, all that is probably true, at least, in 

part. But if someone has spoken too highly of me, I would be suspicious myself...” 

“Honesty is a tool, honesty is a tool...” I kept repeating in my head, almost like a prayer, 

or was it a mantra...? Whichever was the strongest spell, I hoped.  

She looked at me and smiled briefly. “Why are you so scared?” 

“Forgive me, m’lady,” I said, trying to be polite. “I am not scared...” 
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“Well,” she said. “Then stop shaking... And explain the sand in your sandals. I can see it 

from here...” 

Ferg! This was about The Sandpit... What was I supposed to say...? 

“Uff,” she complained after a couple of seconds. “Come on, already! I ran over here to 

meet the funny guy who taught my head henchman a lesson... And, so far, I’m 

underwhelmed. Not very funny. Not threatening. I’m not buying it. I smell a giant rat 

around here...” 

“Forgive me, m’lady,” I was quick to apologize. “The stench is mine; it’s the disinfectant 

from the clinic. Cloud tried to give me a mint, but I am not sure if it’s working...” 

She signaled to one of the girls, and whispered something to her. They had a short 

discussion about her own stench. The girl said she smelled like blood and sweat, a little, 

but not too much. She did recommend at least a quick shower before bed.  

“Why did one of my best warriors, a hunting partner, and someone I fully trust, provoke 

you? What did you do to provoke him? And please hurry. I’m getting sleepy.” 

I had already tested the waters, so I might as well jump in, sharks or not, I had to swim 

across this sea of uncertainties. 

“There was something odd about him,” I said, politely by nature. “He said he was from 

somewhere else but it sounded to me like he was from Brha’thra Henj...” And that was 

the keyword I had been practicing with Cloud, and now, I just braced for whatever can of 

groundworms was being opened in a city I couldn’t even find on a map.   

And then I saw her. The real her, her true nature, the cougar, the wild, untamable feline 

inside of her. Her self-assurance came from years of expertise in the arts of killing... She 

didn’t need to be a princess, or a doctor, a professor, or a soldier. She knew she could kill 

almost anyone and anything with less than a dozen blows, and, perhaps, even with her 

bare hands. It only lasted a second, but her whole body had tensed up. She no longer 

reclined... She recovered quite quickly and pretended that she hadn’t heard anything 

unusual. She turned to the girls and gave them a quick succession of simple instructions. 

The only thing I heard clearly was when she told them to make sure to keep Cloud 

distracted outside with whatever excuse they could think of.  

 

 

 

When the girls left, she finished her tea, left the little plate on the table and held on to her 

cup.  
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“Look at me,” she said. I could hear a barely noticeable roaring tremor in her voice. 

“Shhh,” she said, emphasizing with her right index finger over her mouth.  

Then she began to tremble in earnest, the cup in her hand, which I thought was going to 

break under the pressure of her powerful grip, shook uncontrollably. I thought she was 

going to hurl it at me. In that state of silent implosion, she pierced me with her animal 

eyes. I was beginning to shake too. She lowered her eyelids in slow motion, and a 

solitary, thick, bright tear rolled down her left cheek. She dropped the cup, rather 

carelessly on the plate, which broke with very little sound. She motioned for me to 

approach her. She wanted a handshake, but she didn’t want the palm handshake, she 

wanted the warrior handshake, the one when you grab the other person’s forearm.  

“But, m’lady,” I said. “I’m not a warrior...” 

“Sorry to break it to you, blond,” she said calmly, but powerfully. “You knocked down a 

warrior, now you are one. Better start training...” 

As if nothing had happened, she jumped onto the floor and began to shake her whole 

body, arms, hands, legs, feet, as if she was getting rid of her goose spawns.  

“Race you to the pond!” she said. “Don’t keep me waiting!” And she took off.  

I followed as quickly as I could, and when I arrived she was already preparing two of 

those underwater helmets that looked like glass balls—antiquitas, I was sure. She was 

attaching the mouthpieces together from their hoses, so when we put them on, we had an 

odd tube, about a leg-and-a-half long, connecting us, like a rudimentary line of 

communication. We were sitting crossed legged at the bottom of the pond. I may have 

looked more like my dear friend, the big belly Büdda, and she was a sort of female 

counterpart. She didn’t bother to check if we could hear each other well enough or 

anything, she just went straight to business, which, to me, was proof that whatever was 

going on was serious, and time was a key factor. 

“Does Cloud know?” was her first question. 

“The old lady said if the Monks found out, there could be trouble...” 

She wanted me to describe the old woman. I did what I could from what I remembered 

but she became upset when I mentioned what she was wearing. The combination of pine 

green and black meant something, but she didn’t have time to explain. Then she wanted 

to know if the old lady had shown any skin whatsoever. It took me a couple of seconds, 

but she was right. At one point, she had discreetly shown me the underside of her 

forearm. She had said that her skin was dry and itchy, and if I could take a look at it. I 

hadn’t even thought anything at the time... But, now that the Princess was asking me... I 

felt like I should have paid closer attention. The Princess wanted to know if there were 

any symbols, marks, or traces of burned skin. I told her I didn’t notice anything, I had just 

recommended that she used some moisturizer or talked to a doctor. This did have some 

sort of meaning for the Princess, because she stopped the quick question sputtering. She 
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was thinking... I felt the need to say something before we were found at the bottom of the 

pond, exchanging explosive bits and pieces of gossip through a plastic tube. 

“How long do I have?” she said.  

“A week,” I had to be brutally honest. “Give or take seven days, in my inexpert opinion.” 

Then I explained that they had tried to deliver this warning to her, many times, but it only 

led to silently dead gossipers... She wanted to know what I thought. And I told her that if 

all we had were corpses, at least, we should gather as much information as possible from 

them. Maybe she had to pay attention to people who had been murdered in her vicinity, 

by whom, and under what circumstances, in order to find some sort of trail, or common 

denominator...  

That may have been a last straw of some kind; I could feel it in her breath. She 

approached me for another warrior’s handshake, the wet version, I decided to call it... 

And she told me that we had never talked about this. She could barely remember meeting 

me. And I assured her that I was beginning to forget everything already... Then she 

wanted to be left alone to think. And I quietly left the pond, and headed straight back to 

my room. I popped two sleeping aids, but, even though Cloud hadn’t come to bed yet, I 

was unable to keep my eyes shut. I just couldn’t shake off the events of the day. Finally, 

after two more sleeping aids, I began to dream, a less unsettling scenario...  
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VI 
 

And the exact same dream again. Mak flying past Cloud and me, who were walking in 

place, and yet going nowhere in that magical world of emptiness and subtle, glassy 

reflections. The only tiny difference was that, this time, I noticed that there was a giant 

mountain to our right, and instead of following Cloud’s instructions, my curiosity was 

stronger and I turned my head to take a better look at the mountain. It was dark, but I 

could see that it was made of some sort of jade stone, but it was also semi-transparent and 

glowing from the inside. I began to feel something hypnotically strange, not just that 

peaceful sensation as before. 

“You’re being mesmerized,” said Cloud, dreamy as ever, pushing my head down. “Don’t 

look around! Just walk, so we can get out of here...” 

I lowered my gaze, but I could see all sorts of flowers, different kinds, sizes and colors. 

They looked like regular flowers, and their scent was incredible. But then I was, probably 

getting “mesmerized,” if that was also a symptom of subconscious madness, because I 

saw flowers of a different kind altogether. The best way to describe them is as if they had 

been made of pure light. An unimaginable cross between a flower and a tiny, colorful 

star. They fell down slowly, creating a soft rain of petals among the real-looking flowers 

that were also falling from a theoretical sky or glass ceiling, but almost floating around, 

perpetually... Gravity was not a factor in this dream.  

“I have to tell Cloud,” I thought in the dream. But when I tried to talk, I realized I was 

waking up. 

 

 

 

So I had brushed my teeth, manually again, unfortunately, since they didn’t have any 

mouth cleaning device. At least the toothbrush had a small rotating, vibrating head that 

moved relatively fast... But my Tenth Level self began to feel I was camping inside a 

palace... All this ancient technology was beginning to get on my nerves. However, after 

flipping the idea over and over, like a crepe, while patiently sitting on my marble throne, 

I decided that a palace was a palace, after all, and I should feel grateful for these new 

experiences... And right then it started. A pungent spearmint scent that inundated 

everything. I was borderline amused and didn’t think much of it at first, but then... I don’t 

even know how to describe the feeling. I had this minty fresh sensation right down there 

between my bottom cheeks. I didn’t know what to do; therefore, without panicking, I 

began to yell and throw things at the bathroom door so as to wake up Cloud. This could 

not be happening...! 
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Cloud was cracking up. It was the mint. That was how they worked. They refreshed your 

insides too. Then their name, “Full Trajectory,” sprang up into my head. I tried to say 

something logical, mainly for sanity self-checking... But I couldn’t grab on to anything 

solid enough. I was just staring at my evacuation, and, instead of the customary brown, it 

was creamy white, almost like whipped cream... This could not be healthy from any 

conceivable point of view. Herbal, or erbal, this had to lead, at least, to colon cancer, and 

probable brain issues, considering certain Sardan behaviors. Cloud reassured me that they 

were extremely safe. Even tested on cows. I wanted to know if these mints were popular 

throughout a specific region, but Cloud said they were quite common all over Sarda Hari, 

and they had been using them for hundreds, if not thousands, of cycles. I wondered how I 

had never heard anything about them on the Tenth Level, and he had the decency to 

remind me of the things I had said about my own people, who were never very interested 

in non-exploitable, non-explosive practices or customs. 

That was exactly when I hit another wall of heavy memories, smaller perhaps than others 

I had faced since I had met Cloud. He must have detected the dread I felt inside, because 

he said I was very pale and was getting me a glass of water. 

“Among the dozens of incoherent things Tor said that night, when he lost his marbles, 

rocks, and boulders,” I said. “He insulted me by calling me a ‘butt mint...’ Although he 

used the not-so-polite version of ‘butt...’ But I don’t understand how that’s possible. He 

never showed any signs of knowing much about Sarda Hari, if anything he was 

contentious and sardonic when the topic came up... But what I just felt, I can only 

describe... as having a mint in my mouth yesterday, and another refreshingly odoriferous 

surprise when it came out just now... I don’t even know what to think...” 

Cloud wanted to know where Tor was from. I told him, like most of us, his pregnant 

mother had chosen one of the nine official Levels to deliver him legally, Geminas, in his 

case, which didn’t even share a border with Sarda Hari, and if anything, they were so far 

removed, culturally from... I didn’t even know where I was going with that. So I retraced 

my steps and clarified, that for the Tenth Level ruse to work, we were all sent abroad to a 

real place of birth, and a Level that we were supposed to focus on. Even if we were 

required to learn about all Levels, our accents had to be indistinguishable from the 

natives of our birth Level, and we usually went back and forth a lot, or directly stayed on 

that Level, learning their culture and language, typically as kids, until we found an excuse 

to “win a scholarship” or anything that would allow us to move permanently to the Tenth 

Level without suspicion... Technically, when we said that we were working on Inter-

Level research projects, we weren’t legally lying. And yet, none of this was aligning 

correctly... Why would Tor know about a popular piece of Sardan candy? Maybe a 

Sardan specialist had told him? 

Cloud said he was going to try to think about it, and I knew he was purposely avoiding 

saying what he was actually going to do, which was to “meditate on it.” But he didn’t 

consider the mint idea, or Tor’s knowledge about it, to be necessarily out of the ordinary. 

He said I was reading too much into it... Maybe he was right... 
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After a quick shower, I went back to bed to hug my poor, tired future promise of marital 

happiness. I gave him tender, soft kisses on his neck and below his ear. At one point he 

woke up again, and we did a morning wrestling and kissing practice session. His 

technique had not improved at all, but being bushed, as he was, he kicked less; there were 

less head collisions, and practically no painful moves or elbows into my eyes... I could 

tell he was still sleepy, so I prepared to slowly get out of bed... But he grabbed my wrist 

and begged for me to stay a minute. I wondered if I was doing the right thing. I didn’t 

want to get him more excited if he wasn’t going to release. I just didn’t want to be 

responsible for his painfully tender testicles...  

But he just wanted us to stare into each other’s eyes, with our heads on the pillow. He 

was resting a hand on my hip, and I was resting my arm on his side. He would lower his 

eyelids, from time to time, and I wondered if he was about to fall asleep again, but his 

tired smile kept showing, timidly, and then his lips relaxed again. I wanted to kiss him so 

much. He could be tender when he was dog tired too. That was something I would never 

quite understand about him. He asked me if we could discuss a mythica question without 

angry protests. I told him that it depended on whether he would make fun of me or not. 

Because in this flash flood of unexpected, foreign circumstances, I was beginning to feel 

that honesty was all I had left. And I wanted to put it out there for him, hoping he would 

accept my tender gift.  

He said he was worried about my dreams, although I hadn’t mentioned the one from that 

morning, which was a somewhat expanded version on the same theme; he had to be 

talking about some other time when I had told him about this recurring dream of mine; 

but I thought I had always said it in passing... I wasn’t even sure if he had paid attention, 

and it did surprise me a little that he remembered something quite trivial like that. He said 

I should try to pay more attention to that dream, because, in his opinion, it was an 

opportunity to study my mind’s processes. According to his theory, it was a way my 

subconscious was using to help me digest certain events. He said something about not 

letting go of him during the dream. An idea I found entertaining, since I remembered 

some of my therapists and brain specialists recommending more or less similar 

techniques. They said that I could extract the most meaningful information from a dream, 

by observing it, but not necessary participating or focusing too much on random details, 

because the dreamscape would basically collapse once my conscious mind began 

interpreting things rationally.  

And then, for the uncomfortable part, he wanted to explain what a translocation did to a 

brain. I was inadvertently biting the inside of my lower lip. He said something about not 

disturbing Büdda’s crops, which sounded vaguely familiar to me, but I had no idea where 

I had heard it. He said he was beginning to doubt I was the original target for the murder 

he had predicted, but judging for the dream I kept having, he felt our rendezvous with the 

photon blast had not been planned for a long time, otherwise, he felt he would have 

detected it along with the other corpse in his vision. He was now inclined to believe that, 
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whoever had sent that device to chase us out of this planet had to have planned it during 

our last day on the Tenth Level. When he was no longer able to meditate and sense its 

threat in order to take precautions.  

I explained to him, that what he was saying didn’t make a lot of sense to me, because I 

had been having that dream a few days before the eclipse, and, of course, even before 

meeting him... Obviously, I hadn’t been able to put two and two together, because before 

he and Mak arrived, they had only been anonymous shadows in my dream. After seeing 

them in the flesh, the dreamscape became brighter and I could finally see them as pieces 

of my dream puzzle. So how could I have a dream that was relevant to an event that 

hadn’t happened yet? Was he trying to convince me I had a premonition of some sort? I 

may have felt like I was advancing at high speed into the magical land of mythica tales, 

but this was encroaching into other nonsensical territories as well. Plus, my dream wasn’t 

useful at all. It didn’t really predict anything.  

He insisted that it did. It depicted our transit through hyperspace, past the singularity. 

And that my subconscious mind had prepared me for the trip, so to speak.  

“So, just to check if I understand,” I said reclining on my side and resting on my elbow. 

“You’re trying to tell me that my brain somehow picked up on a fortuitous event that 

happened under a storm of unpredictable coincidences, and tried to prepare me for it?” 

Actually, he had something even more ridiculously disturbing to add. I regretted that 

promise of not getting confrontational. He insisted that by entering the “time 

independent” area of hyperspace, we had made a dent on the very fabric of causality. As 

if that wasn’t enough, he insisted that once in true hyperspace, we had been physically 

there, already, before, never, still, and forever, all at once. And then, slowly, I began to 

catch on. This was coming from a fermented soup of minds... I had heard this nonsense 

before on the Tenth Level; I was sure, like my name wasn’t Tendon. He made me 

promise I was not going to make fun of him if he tried to explain it first on mythica 

terms, and then, hopefully, within some sort of scientifica conceptual framework.  

He began to expand on his mix of oneiric fantasies and delusions by saying that the 

dreams I had were called “flash forwards” in mythica jargon, to distinguish them from, 

the more common, flashback dreams. They were bits and pieces of information that when 

hitting the singularity jumped backwards in time and my subconscious had detected the 

insignificantly relevant message, until the time came when the singularity approached us. 

He said that if I paid close attention, he could bet, I would soon discover that I probably 

had bits and pieces of that same dream floating around, no less than a couple of weeks 

prior to our translocation, and he firmly believed the dreams became clearer and stronger 

as the certainty of our hyperspace trek solidified in front of our immediate future—

unbeknownst to us. At that point, and without insulting him, I said I preferred to hear 

more about the story of that girl with the really long hair, and how she used her seductive 

braids to ensnare promising young studs into her leaning tower of pancakes. But he 

ignored my chance to switch to a less irritating version of the mythica compendium of 

laughable theory scrambles. In my opinion, mythica stories were all made up anyway; we 

might as well discuss one with a better plot.   
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After a few more questionable theorizing and fantasizing, he said something that really 

irked me... But I had promised not to get angry, and just let him vent his neuronal gas.  

He wasn’t satisfied, though, maybe he felt the need to shove another touch of bizarre 

twists into my ears. His scientifica explanations were downright revolting. I feared that if 

I got actually sick, I would vomit mint-flavored foam...  

“Have you ever heard this phrase?” he said looking towards the ceiling. “This universe is 

his playground, try your best not to offend him or disturb his meditation in any way.” 

I had to stop him right there. He had just validated my apprehension about all of this. I 

suddenly remembered and made the connection with the “not disturbing Büdda’s crops” 

bit he had used before; it came from a place of playful shame from ancient times... I 

couldn’t even believe my ears.  

“You’re quoting from Eternal Sundays?!” I said as if I was nauseated enough to cry. 

“That stupid rant?” 

“How can you call it a rant?” he got all defensive. 

“Because that’s exactly what the author said it was!” I wasn’t sure if we were actually 

having this exchange or not. Maybe I had just fallen asleep. “A rant against the way 

ancient people treated Mother Nature. That was all!” 

“But lots of scientists think it’s a cool mix of whimsical theories and number games...” he 

said as if I wasn’t a scientist, or perhaps my opinion didn’t count outside of the Tenth 

Level. “Many scientists have turned to mythica after reading it. They say they find 

intriguing numerical combinations in it...” 

“Those are Math people,” I said, carefully controlling my tone of voice. “Give them 

anything longer than ten pages and they’ll find at least a fractal symphony. And that 

includes restaurant menus... The whole book was just supposed to be an entertaining way 

for the author to express his frustration... And, again, please, don’t correct me, because 

those were his own words... I read the stupid thing myself in college.” 

He waited for a while. Long uneasy silence... And I was fine with it. I really didn’t want 

to start a rant of my own, right then and there while biting the silky sheets. When he saw 

me calm down, he charged again... He wanted to know my opinion, unbiased, if possible, 

about what the plot was. But I didn’t want to discuss toilet literature at that point, even if 

it had become horrendously popular lately...  

“To me,” he said. “It just describes the story of a particle going past criticality...” 

I wanted to say that I could describe the story of a Full Trajectory mint going through my 

body, and could perhaps come up with something interesting too... But I decided to fume 

in silence.  
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“You’ve gone past through a criticality with me...” he said. “What do you think of the 

description in the book? Did you have similar sensations?” 

“First of all,” I said. “I doubt you understand the difference between criticality and full-

on singularity... At all. Much less the difference between either of those definitions and 

the Hildebert’s limit... But what’s disconcerting is why you are implying that Eternal 

Sundays has anything to do with your translocation tricky trick...” 

“Please,” he said, surprisingly soothing me with his everlasting tenderness. “Don’t get 

mad at me... I’m not pretending to understand scientifica. But the Monks taught me to 

simply use technology, not to try to understand it.” 

“Do you have any sense of shame when you make those statements?” I said, not angry, 

just curious. “How can you use it if you don’t have a clue as to how it works...?” 

“Maybe it’s something similar to your approach to mythica,” he said, calmly, but tacitly 

criticizing me. “Don’t you charge for services that you barely understand?” 

I just sat in bed, legs and arms crossed. Not physically upset, but mentally ready to kick 

him.  

“All of this,” he said, “was a prelude for something.”  

“Oh,” I said, somewhat amused and slightly choleric. “There’s more? Are you sure you 

want to continue this discussion when I’m on an empty stomach?” 

He tried to move closer to hug me, but he must have seen my face, and just rested a palm 

on my knee.  

“I don’t think Tor is the great guy you think he is.” 

That did hurt. But at least it calmed me down a little.  

“How’s Tor part of any of this?” 

“You said it yourself; wasn’t he obsessed with the Hildebert’s limit...?” he said, and I 

casually rested my hand onto his. In a Destiny game, that comment would be the Final 

Warning move, when you were absolutely certain that your opponent was going down in 

three moves or less... I was speechless, and, again, wishing I hadn’t considered 

possibilities like this one. “Do you think you could probably explain it to me in terms I 

could understand, so maybe I can give you my opinion...? At least you’ll see how it looks 

through a different pair of eyes?” 

“Let me think about it,” I said, getting up. “I’m too hungry right now. Are you going to 

sleep a little longer?” 

“I’ll try,” he said, “but my erection is bothering me...” And just like that, we started 

heavy flirting again.  
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I felt there was hope for a possible line of communication between two different 

worldviews, and I was inclined to think that it was easier on a horizontal position.   

 

 

 

I approached one of the girls behind the kitchen counter and asked her if there was 

something I could grab. She gave me an apple, and apologized, she didn’t have anything 

else, because they were busy trying to prepare everything for lunch. I decided to bother 

her again, and ask for an apple for Cloud. She politely stated that he had to pick it up 

himself, and repeated how busy they were right at that moment. She turned around and 

disappeared behind the double doors. So I went behind the counter and borrowed a 

couple of apples, just in case.  

There were so many new faces. I recognized some of the Princess’ assistants. But the 

rest, a hoard of people, I assumed them to be part of the hunting party. I decided to take a 

quick look at their campsite. I had expected something more formal and cohesive, but the 

tents were an assortment of all possible combinations of sizes and colors, which I didn’t 

quite understand... I thought this was a royal hunting party, not just a gathering of hunters 

from different places. When I finally managed to find a girl who was patient enough to 

make an effort to understand my broken Sardan, mainly because she didn’t have much of 

a choice, since she was doing laundry, I assumed, sitting on a tiny folding chair and 

washing some sort of cloth in a bucket; I probed her for gossip. Or at least a story that 

would make me forget that whole confusing mixture of brain seizures and rampant tales 

with Cloud. She confirmed my suspicions. These hunting gatherings were extremely 

informal. Rather like friends getting together for a little outdoor fun. More love and 

devotion for her majesty, and hunting stories from there on. I asked when they were 

going to disband, and she said she had no idea, she had been hearing contradicting 

versions all morning. But she didn’t seem too interested in talking beyond that point 

because she said she was going inside the palace to use the bathroom, she was tired of 

going outside... I did stroll around the campsite a bit. A little disorganized to my taste, but 

considering they were a huge group, I guessed it was normal. I started walking towards 

the creek, and I heard someone shout from behind me. He was warning me that I was 

about to enter the “squatting area,” whose meaning I immediately understood since I had 

stepped on a creamy white, thoroughly digested Full Trajectory residue... I began to 

thank Cloud, and whoever Sardan mad magician had come up with those mints, because, 

otherwise, cleaning my sandals would have been a much more disgusting endeavor.  

I had eaten one apple already, and decided to save the others for Cloud, or maybe 

Her’heyliss; but right then when I came back in, this whole “hunters invading the palace” 

number began to add an extra burden on my already reluctant efforts to put up with 

Sardan customs. I felt I had to start all over again, with introductions, pronunciation 

gaffes, trying to recognize people, and all. But I was clearly seeing things through my 
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Tenth Level eyes. Nobody in here considered that it would be impolite for you not to 

introduce yourself and hug. I just had to adapt.  

I was on my way to offer a symbolic apple to my friend over the pond when I thought I 

heard a thinker... I looked up, I even said something... But no response. Then I heard it 

again. 

“Hjendor...” there was a voice coming from somewhere, with a lot of echo... Before I 

could entertain any thoughts about complete madness and/or possible ghost 

communication, the voice became louder and clearer. “Professor Hjendor... You have an 

urgent call... Please come to Calc Room Five...” 

I had a flashback, thankfully not forward, to being at Central Station waiting for a 

shuttle... Where the ferg was that Calc Room Five? After a little running around, and 

confusing information given by people who were even less familiar with the palace than 

me, I found it... One of the Calcs was flashing, and I recognized the word “answer,” so I 

poked at it. The link opened to a girl, or woman, with some sort of pony tail, which I 

could clearly see because she was with her back to me and chatting with another girl who 

after a minute saw me and alerted her of my presence. My caller turned out to be an 

overly polite, middle aged, robe-wearing monastic secretary. She told me that she was 

inviting me to a meeting with some of the Elders in Har-sej-rah, the capital city, at the 

main temple. I told her that I found the idea very exciting, and asked if she could give me 

more details about it. She said they were going to test my intelligence, predisposition, 

natural inclinations, weaknesses, and mythica understanding because a formal complaint 

had been brought up to them, through royal channels no less, and the Monks were trying 

to understand me a little better, and perhaps contain me. She made it sound like she was 

giving me an example of possible topics we could gossip about at the local Starfites, so I 

decided to skip pointless worrying and just take it as it was served. But I did ask about 

the meaning of “contain,” to which she simply said that they would probably assess if I 

was a risk and would need to be confined until proven otherwise. She didn’t bother to 

address any of my other questions, not even with a polite runaround. She just said that 

she needed to talk to Mak, and he was the one to decide what to do and when. I tried 

another approach, but I could already hear the same Central Station voice calling for Mak 

to come over... She didn’t seem willing to say anything else than goodbye, and turned 

around to continue chatting with the young girl.  

Of course, Mak was already storming in before I had a chance to even reach for the door. 

I had decided to stay and listen in, but Mak gave me a look that clearly meant, “What are 

you doing?” So I left, not really shaken, but I noticed my heart was beating so fast, it was 

almost burning up my chest... I went back, opened the door quickly, and threw an apple 

at Mak. He said a quick thank you, and took a bite, and then continued his conversation 

through the link. I decided to just leave... He was going to tell me anything I needed 

anyway. The only problem... it was going to be from his rather childishly questionable 

perspective... 

The call was also unnerving because there was no mention of Cloud, whatsoever, as if he 

didn’t exist or was no longer relevant for them.  
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Cloud was dealing with nastier surprises when I found him. The Princess had gone rogue, 

to put it mildly. She had managed to sneak out of the palace during the night. Nobody 

had seen her, or heard anything. There was only one guard on duty, since, surrounded by 

so many guard dogs and hunters, they didn’t consider it likely that anyone could 

approach the palace unnoticed. And they had no reason to fear an attack of any sort. So 

security was pretty lax. But, as I was about to learn, in the lateral universe where Sarda 

Hari claimed to exist, most things were like coins, always two sided. In fact, I thought, a 

coin was the perfect example, because they are so flat, we tend to forget that they are, in 

fact, short cylinders, so, mathematically, there were three surfaces to take into account...  

This type of behavior was not entirely unheard of, coming from a Princess that had been 

rebellious and unmanageable since childhood. So she had done a few runs into the wild, 

completely alone in the past. But in her distant past. Not as an adult. The other few odd 

times when she had requested to be left alone, it was because she was sneaking out with 

some girl to camp overnight, away from royal pomp and helpful, yet ever present, 

assistants. She had always given a message to a trusted member of the staff, just in case 

her parents became extremely worried. And she had always described the area where she 

was planning to spend some time by herself or with a special someone. This time, she had 

left a somewhat enigmatic handwritten note, saying she had some personal business to 

take care of and she estimated to be back in three days or less. Nobody could make heads 

or tails of it... It sounded like her, but why was she running away and hiding? Why not 

tell anyone where she was headed, to have, at least, the option of discretely checking up 

on her? 

I knew exactly why. I had been hesitating to describe her as either a lioness or a cougar. 

And if I hadn’t seen that note, I could have sworn she was a lioness, because she loved to 

hunt in packs. But now, I could picture her better as a cougar. If my memory wasn’t 

failing, I thought cougars hunted alone. She had taken five of her favorite weapons, three 

chevals, and almost certainly a chevaler, who was also missing. So, the hypothesis that 

she was alone, was only mine. And, by the way, she did choose my very own favorite 

chevaler. I couldn’t really hold that against her. I would have chosen him too, without 

hesitation, although I doubted the hot guy would understand Fedro... 

All desperate calls that had been made to the main castle, early in the morning, when 

Cloud and I were still sleeping, or about to start wrestling, had yielded two consistently 

antagonistic reactions. The Administration was up in arms. Quite literally, since they had 

already dispatched the cavalry, not all soldiers, just the ones who were available and 

ready to mobilize, but they said that they would continue sending all available soldiers 

towards the Harem until she was found. Her parents, on the other hand, couldn’t be more 

pleased. They interpreted her behavior as a sign that she had eloped, and were so thrilled 

that nobody knew if it was clear to them that she had supposedly escaped with a chevaler. 
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I got the sense that her parents didn’t care about minor details as long as she was with any 

mammal of her choice capable of impregnating her. They were also planning to come 

down and pay us a visit, once she turned up, for a quick and surprisingly festive marriage 

of opportunity. Little did I know, that by breaking Sardan dictates of marrying royalty, 

she had given her parents the legal upper hand of sanctifying this union, whatever it was, 

before other royal suitors had time to complain and/or attack... 

I guessed, to the people who knew her well, this rash, furtive escapade of hers must have 

been unexplainable, at best.  

I didn’t worry. If anything, my own reticence came from the fact that I didn’t know her 

enough to guesstimate what kind of dangers she could be exposing herself to. I wondered 

if she might get overconfident in her abilities, and run into an ambush amidst hundreds of 

warriors... But I felt that she had to know what she was doing. I just begged to my 

overweight mythica confidant that he gave me some inspiration from his marble being 

that would help me undo any damages I may have caused by passing along that piece of 

gossip.  

Funnily, since I was pacing in front of the pond, I began to think about that strange 

underwater tube-mediated heart-to-heart with my Princess. I imagined my friends on the 

Tenth Level monitoring centers... What would they do if they had wanted to eavesdrop? 

...They would have to bring their most powerful scanners. But I wasn’t sure if they could 

pick up on the tiny vibrations going through that tube... I left my drink, removed my robe, 

and went into the pond, trying to remember exactly where we had sat down. Of course 

Destiny’s scanners could have picked up our heartbeats and most of our vocal 

movements... But the pond would have to be absolutely still, otherwise, there would be 

too much interference. On top of that, something that I hadn’t paid attention to before 

was not right under my nose, but close enough. The closer I got to Büdda, the louder the 

water from the side fountains became. To the point of turning into a cascading din, 

through which, as far as I knew, not even Destiny would have been able to pick up the 

sound of our voices... Now I was facing an unexpected certainty. Whatever the Princess 

and I had discussed had remained under the clear waters of that secretive pond. Our only 

witnesses were some lotus flowers and my friends, the little swimmers. Was it just a 

coincidence? Or had she picked that particularly noisy spot, so close to my devoted 

statue, for a reason? 

 

 

 

The cafeteria was packed for dinner. Cloud was complaining that the hunters should have 

taken a hint and head home by now. They should have realized that this visit had not been 

planned and have the courtesy of not overstaying their welcome. But they were all so 

upset about the Princess’ sudden departure, that they felt worried and insulted. Like she 

didn’t trust them for some reason. They were suggesting, and threatening a little, that 
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they were not interested in starting a search for her, because they respected her too much 

to doubt her intentions or whatever important business she had going on, but they were 

sending out gossipers to gather more loyal warriors and camp around the palace, until the 

Princess or a confrontation gave them a clue as to what to do.  

The idea seemed quite simple. They were going to camp forming a ring around the castle, 

so that they could keep their vigilant eyes open, since they wanted to be the first ones to 

greet her when she returned. Conveniently, this would also provide for strengthened 

security. Cloud basically told them to go ferg themselves, but using more appropriate 

mythica expressions and examples. They did, finally, take a hint, and said that they would 

behave as politely and unobtrusively as possible. Cloud expanded the concept by saying 

that they were no longer allowed inside the palace, and their camping perimeter had to be 

at least fifty legs away from the outer walls. They would have to hunt and make 

arrangements for their own food as if they were camping in the wild and on their own. No 

exceptions, no quick incursions inside to use the Calcs. Nothing. Cloud didn’t want them 

to disturb the staff at all in any conceivable way, otherwise, they would be forcing him to 

complain to the King and encourage them to leave using royal warriors, and even 

Administration soldiers.  

The hunters said that they wanted to create that perimeter, not only for the reasons they 

had expressed, but also in order to talk to the incoming hoards of soldiers and force them 

to stay outside of the palace as well, creating a militarized perimeter, much bigger than 

theirs, so that no stranger could approach the Harem, within hundreds of legs, without 

first checking with them. And that Cloud should call the main castle as soon as possible, 

so that the incoming soldiers were also prepared for hunting and camping outside, 

providing for themselves, without causing any trouble either. Then they could discuss 

how to organize the search parties. To my ears, we were under siege, but by our own 

friends and trusted warriors... Sardans could get creepily protective of the ones they cared 

about, I observed...  

When I asked Cloud for some clarification as to what was going on, or what he thought 

about it, he used his usual eyes-half-closed meditative responses, saying that he trusted 

that things would sort themselves out in less than three days, as the Princess had 

promised. Confronted with unnerving circumstances, Cloud could use his meditation 

illness as a convenient tool for cooling down his mind... I secretly wished there was 

something like that I could use for my own subconscious proneness to unjustifiable fits of 

dramatic rage... Which reminded me... 

“Did you call the Monks today?” I said lifting up my yummy bowl of soup and taking a 

few sips. “I don’t understand how they can provide a soup that is so hot and perfect, 

when they have so many people to feed... These guys are true kitchen masters!” 

He said he had done it, quite late in the morning, when he had finally made it out of bed. 

I wanted to know how many times he had made those, hard to explain, ignored calls. He 

assured me that this was only the fourth one and that they had all been in three 

consecutive days. I explained to him that he had, consciously or not, established his 

baseline for lateral communication. There was a quick succession of his jaw retracting 
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back, not necessarily clenching his teeth, but sending his ears in a tiny backward and 

upward motion as he frowned...  

I said I was going to try to explain my hypothesis in simple terms, and he could interrupt 

me at any time if I was getting off topic, particularly if dessert was too yummy for me to 

pay attention to my own words... I said that two rejected calls didn’t mean much. But a 

fourth one, because it was in a row, was enough to be interpreted as a pattern. Now he 

had to do his best to sustain that pattern of daily rejected calls. Silence could potentially 

carry meaning when there was nothing else to go by, but it had to be analyzed against a 

stable pattern, or, more technically speaking, a predictable referential pattern. The Monks 

were sending him a cryptic message by refusing to acknowledge him, and if he kept 

calling, without really expecting much in return, he was insisting on his intentions to 

communicate. Perhaps, even reassuring them that he was still willing to talk, even if he 

didn’t know why the Monks were behaving like this.  

“Eventually,” I said, while searching for my fork that I had dropped and disappeared 

under the table. “They will pick up on that, and send you a message somehow...” 

“But I fear that I’m imposing on them...” he said, and I noticed he had stopped eating. “I 

may be overstepping some sort of boundary.” 

“But if you offend them somehow...” I said, and wondered myself the same thing. “Is it 

really your fault? Think about it. It was them the ones who decided to suddenly change 

the game without any warning...” 

That seemed to satisfy him a little more. But I insisted that he kept eating, I couldn’t 

conceive of him losing his appetite and getting weak because of the stupid Monks’ 

attitude. He still wasn’t sure if continuing the calls was such a great idea. Again, he felt 

he could be bothering them or imposing on them. 

“I absolutely disagree,” I said, because that part of the game I did understand. “At most, 

you’re just bothering their secretary... And just for a few minutes. It’s not like you’re 

kicking the door to interrupt a secret meeting...” 

He looked around, hesitated for a while, and started eating again. I sighed with gut relief.  

When we went to grab dessert, I decided to break the news to him, about my little chat 

with the Monks’ secretary, and our impending trip to the capital. He didn’t know what to 

think for a while, but I said that they had talked to Mak and put him in charge to make the 

arrangements. He immediately relaxed. He rotated his massively muscular shoulders back 

and forth and sat back on his chair. He said it was for Mak’s test, and that they probably 

wanted to test me as well, in his opinion, to get a sense for the kind of person I was, and 

if I could potentially interfere with his meditational prayers or spell casting, or whatever, 

I could never tell them apart anyway. I decided to leave all references to possible 

“containment” strategies that they were ready to try on me for a more appropriate 

moment. I did not want to ruin my frozen orange dessert... or his.  
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I woke up very early in the morning. Happy that I couldn’t remember any meaningfully 

weird dreams, but quite scared since Mak was covering my mouth with one hand, and 

indicating that I should not scream or panic with the other.  

“Are you all packed?” he said, happily, energetically.  

“More or less,” I said getting dressed. “Shouldn’t we be whispering?” I asked. “Cloud 

can hear a fly knocking on the door.” 

“Ah,” he said, giving a ferg about frilly minutia, as usual. “He’s gonna sleep like a baby... 

I spiked his dessert...” 

“How?” I said, earnestly curious, while finishing up packing. “You weren’t even in the 

cafeteria... Besides, they gave us a tray with just two identical desserts... How did you 

know he was going to pick up the spiked one?” 

And then he did that thing he does, when he had not even considered that possibility. He 

seemed to search for the right words, but I told him not to bother... A motor vehicle was 

waiting outside; I figured it must have been five in the morning. Mak reassured me that 

he had told the driver to warn Cloud, when he woke up, that we had left in a hurry, at the 

Monks’ request, and didn’t have time to say goodbye... Of course, I had my suspicions 

that it was somewhat of an afterthought, because he started to explain the goodbye 

situation to our driver, right then and there.  

We arrived at the train station, and I wanted to know if he had chosen this means of 

transport himself—secretly suspecting it was the Monks’ idea—and he said he loved 

trains because they made noise, but not a lot, and it was perfect for sleeping, kicking 

back, reading, listening to music, walking around and checking out the ladies... And 

that’s why he had traded the air tickets the Monks had given him for this slower, but nicer 

means of transport...  

The train was very clean, comfortable, and not too crowded. Mak had reserved two long 

seats that faced each other, and, indeed, I could lie down, my feet barely hanging out and 

over into the aisle, but not so much that passengers would bump into them when they 

walked by. I asked Mak why he hadn’t chosen a sleeper cabin, and he said he didn’t feel 

comfortable in confined spaces. He preferred to roam around and be able to look around 

as well. “Check things out,” in his own words. I decided to take a nap, using my 

backpack as a pillow.  

Mak was fast asleep when I woke up. It must have been around noon. I wanted to tell him 

that the whole train experience was surprisingly relaxing. It was probably that rhythmic 

vibration that gave me a sense of stability and predictability that I desperately needed. I 

strolled around, mainly looking at the scenery through different windows. The mountains 

had disappeared, and only a few small hills could be seen in a green ocean of forests. I 
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observed a few fluffy clouds doing their slow dance in the distance, and they made me 

think of Cloud... Was I already missing him? 

I walked all the way to the machine room, and started exchanging a few pleasantries with 

the operators, who were probably bored out of their minds because they gave me a tour of 

the ancient machine, and even allowed me to pretend that I was in control, just by holding 

on to a heavy lever that had something to do with speed. Of course, I understood very 

little. To me, it was the dusty interior of a noisy relic...  

 

 

 

When I came back, Mak was a little disappointed with the girl selection that the train ride 

provided. This was something he had specifically requested and inquired about when 

purchasing the tickets. He didn’t feel totally cheated, he just said they shouldn’t have 

assured him that there were going to be lots of attractive girls, when, in fact, there were 

only a few. He had already flirted with all possible targets, but had been chased away 

repeatedly, and he had checked the entire train. So he was going to read or something.  

When I asked him about his test, he immediately switched to Ansax, and nearly scolded 

me for not knowing that all monastic issues were discussed strictly in Ansax, or other 

dead tongues. “Otherwise, any of these bozos could be eavesdropping,” he said, referring 

to the passengers, I supposed. He was surprised that Cloud hadn’t taught me something 

so basic, and began to question if we were spending too much time doing Romandian 

wrestling instead of learning important things.  

Among the many things I shamelessly ignored about monastic practices were their 

different career paths and options. I had somewhat put together a mental picture, but it 

was getting crowded and blurry, mainly thanks to Cloud’s overabundant assortment of 

irrelevant paranoid bits. Mak said that he didn’t understand it either. But, it seemed that 

once you decided to join the Monks’ way, you were given a long menu of options, and in 

order to move up the ranks, you had to excel at each different level, according to the path 

you were trying to follow. The trick was that, before giving you the options, they studied 

you carefully. They tried to find out those areas in which you could have potential, and 

impose certain others, that in their opinion would counterbalance your natural abilities, 

hoping that you would discover new fields of interest on your own. So you picked two 

areas from a menu, and they slapped you with the third one that they were almost sure 

you couldn’t handle without going insane. A very interesting strategy, I thought... I had 

suffered the same polite educational punishment when they forced me to study Sardan, 

after I had repeatedly refused. But, on the Tenth Level, there were neither options nor 

exceptions for certain rules. You either understood the subject decently enough, or stayed 

forever in high school, whichever you could handle best. 

Mak said he was sick and tired of this stupid requirement, but he acknowledged that it 

had forced him to think about his speed, and how to control it. He had failed nine times 
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already, miserably, but was expecting that things would turn out better this time. 

Although, he was hinting at a time factor that was playing against him, and I preferred 

not to know, unless it was extremely necessary. When I asked him what his favorite area 

of expertise was, he said, speed, of course, but also “sniffing.” A word that smelled funny 

to me... So he demonstrated his sniffing abilities, and asked me if I had noticed where the 

exit doors were in the train. I told him they were at either end of the wagons, and almost 

all windows had safety latches to release them. So he pointed out the emergency hatch 

that was on the ceiling, quite close to us. I admired his careful observation skills, even if 

the sniffing concept wasn’t entirely adding up to my satisfaction. Then he grabbed his 

staff and casually asked me if I had brought any weapons. He was disappointed when I 

showed him the big scissors. And I wanted to know why he seemed a little ticked off. He 

said he wasn’t upset at all, but he made me look out the window and pay attention to the 

shadows of the train moving fast along the grass... I didn’t quite understand where he was 

going with this. Then he pointed with his fingers, and asked me to take a guess at what 

those three tall figures could mean... He checked with me if it was common for people to 

travel standing up on top of a wagon. In his relaxed, careless style, he wagered they were 

either well trained assassins, considering how silently sneaky they had been, a best case 

scenario, or warrior monks. Apparently, he was confident enough to take care of most 

warriors, but not if they were monks. Quarrelling among monks was extremely rare, 

because, in his opinion, it always ended with both opponents dead. It was hard to fight 

someone who knew all your dirty tricks... and had gone through the exact same training 

routines. 

“So what do you think?” I said, when I saw the emergency hatch being forced open.  

He shrugged, of course... I grabbed onto Her’heyliss’ scissors...  

“You mother monkers!” said Mak, laughing at the pleasant surprise of three of his 

classmates dropping from the hatch onto the aisle.  

They laughed and hugged and exchanged stories, and cuss words, and friendly punches 

and playful head whacking with their staffs, while the passengers around them looked 

between irritated and puzzled. It was such a surprisingly happy occasion. They did 

complain, though, that he had been a nightmare to track, because they thought we were 

coming by air. They exchanged a few little boxes and pieces of paper and one of them 

asked me if I was the professor. When I nodded, he wanted to clear a mathematical doubt 

with me. I felt he was like a taller version of Mak, maybe a little more polite, and a few 

pimples, but I could sniff out the same vein of recklessly hilarious deadly tricks. So, he 

started his question with the typical example of two trains leaving different towns at 

different speeds, but he wasn’t interested in the math part at all. He wanted to know what 

would happen if both trains collided head-on at full speed. To which I explained that it 

would be nearly catastrophic. So he wanted to know what the best course of action would 

be to avoid such a collision. He really needed a second opinion, because he was looking 

for a way to minimize casualties. 

“What’s up with all the math questions?” Mak asked, between intrigued, and bored. 
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“Oh,” said his friend casually. “Because there’s another train coming towards this one 

very fast...” he said it in such a way, that I didn’t know if he didn’t care, or 

catastrophically deadly collision didn’t mean much to him. “Is derailment better than 

crashing at high speed?” 

“Yes!” I said one microsecond before panicking faster than our means of transport. 

“But that’s what I don’t understand,” he explained. “Which one should we derail?” 

“The other one!” I yelled to check if this was still happening. 

The four of them left through the hatch in a flash, leaving me in charge of minimizing 

casualties on my end, the best I could, and/or try not to be on board when the trains 

crashed... I ran through the train yelling for everyone to jump, break the exit windows 

and get off the train... But I don’t think people understood. They looked at me funny, 

clearly not realizing what was coming... “We’re gonna crash! Crash!” I kept going, to no 

avail.  

By the time I reached the engine room, I had realized I had to change strategies. If I made 

these guys panic, I was sure we would waste the only few seconds we might have... and I 

calmed down, and, trying not to pant, I told the guy in charge that I was interested in 

taking a look at the controls again, because I had a quick question. He did give me a 

couple of weird stares, but he allowed me through to the front because I had told him I 

didn’t understand what that big yellow and red button under a glass was. As I had 

suspected, it was the emergency stop mechanism. I explained to him that I didn’t 

understand why it would be under a glass. In an emergency situation, you would need 

easy access to it. He showed me a latch that released the glass. In fact, he did it himself. 

So I punched the stupid button, and told him to look out because we were headed for a 

nasty collision against a train that was already visible in the distance, coming at us, quite 

fast, as Mak’s friend had described it. I wished him luck, and I said I was going to get 

ready to get off the train at that point, and I trusted him and the other experts to minimize 

casualties. And I followed up my own statement to the letter. I could already hear the 

engines demagnetizing underneath, and I suspected it was only a matter of seconds before 

we made our perilous physical contact with the rails... 

 

 

 

Jumping off the train at high speed was something that my brain was well prepared for. I 

knew that whatever I did once my feet left the train, I had to roll... no matter what, or 

how, as long as my body didn’t stiffen up. It was better to have a series of smaller bumps 

and “get rid of the high speed I had inherited from train,” so to speak, in small, albeit 

painful, steps, rather than suddenly hitting the ground at high velocity with just one area 

of my body, which would have meant a lot of broken things. Slowing down in such an 

emergency had to be done spreading out the impact, to minimize my own chances of 
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becoming a casualty. I was beyond lucky, because I was rolling, amazingly fast, but on 

grass. Now, the little pebbles that dotted my impromptu landing strip were the cause of 

most of my scratches, bumps, and bruises. But by the time I was in one motionless piece, 

the pain was minimal and nicely distributed all over my body, and I was ready to run 

away from the train until I reached a safer distance. I saw, in horror, as the black freight 

train that the kids had somehow managed to derail began to tumble along the side of the 

small hill where the train tracks were, and careened downhill, in the direction of the 

ocean, as the passenger train slammed on its breaks furiously loudly in a river of sparks 

while blowing a deafening horn. 

I was sickly surprised, that only a few people had caught on to the seriousness of the 

situation and were jumping out of windows and exit doors... Did people usually just sit 

down and wait when this type of thing happened? 

The freighter was almost all the way out of the rails when our train hit it. The impact 

affected only the last five cargo wagons that had not been dragged downhill yet. But that 

was when I realized this was no accident. On impact, the entire freighter ignited in such a 

violently sudden explosion that, even though I ducked down, the fireball scorched my 

hair and set my backpack on fire. I put out the fire quickly by rolling around on the tall 

weeds where I was. I kept on rolling just in case, because I feared that parts of my robe 

might have caught on fire as well. I knew of no cargo of any kind capable of causing such 

a quick, massive, and instantaneous explosion. The freighter had been rigged with 

explosives of some sort. No doubt in my mind.  

I just sat there, exactly where I was, checking myself for those tiny spots that were still 

billowing from my robe. Her’heyliss wasn’t going to be happy about the way I was 

spoiling my clothes... Sitting cross legged, like my Büdda friend, I watched people 

running away from the wreckage, carrying unconscious or, maybe, dead passengers. I 

could barely hear their shouts and cries for help in the distance, because the sound of the 

explosion had left me partially deaf. And then, without shaking, without any emotional 

upheaval whatsoever, I felt tears rolling down my cheeks. I didn’t care that they were 

trying to kill me every so often... But this was something else. I was unwittingly 

endangering innocent lives. But what could I do? I wasn’t even sure who was trying to 

get rid of me. And why in this violently reckless, cowardly way? Why couldn’t they just 

come up after me and kill me face to face, Sardan style? I should have approached the 

survivors to see if I could help. But I couldn’t find the strength. I feared that if it was 

clear that I was still alive there would be more sneaky attacks and people getting hurt or 

dying along the way... Was there a word for lethal by association or deadly by proximity? 

Was death so confused with my jumping around from place to place that the rules of 

engagement were becoming twisted and ungovernable? I did the only thing that came to 

mind. I ate a lemon pardon cracker, and thought about possible ways to forgive myself... 

When Mak found me, he looked like he had come down from a chimney, his hair was 

standing on end, and it looked like a comic wig. He wanted to know if I knew how to 

perform a sending for the dead... I didn’t even answer. He regretted that Cloud wasn’t 

there to do it. He couldn’t remember the exact words. I told him, in those cases, he should 
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just say whatever came from his heart. The dead would understand, I decreed... He left 

and came back in about ten minutes.  

“Pogo?” he suggested. He hadn’t fully recovered, I could tell the urgency in his voice. He 

didn’t tell me, but I knew we had to get the ferg out of there as quickly as possible, in 

case more trouble found us and someone tried to finish the job. 

For the pogo to work, I had to be under, with my feet on the footrests and Mak would 

piggyback on top and steer. Otherwise, since I was heavier, he said it would be almost 

impossible to control the staff. It would be top heavy, in his opinion.  

 

 

 

I slept like a sloth, mainly because I had taken four times the recommended dose of 

sleeping aids. No bad dreams. Nothing. Just that nagging feeling that the memory of that 

train crash would accompany my thoughts till the end of my cycles... I was mildly sad, 

profoundly depressed, but healthily angry and vindictive... I just couldn’t decide which 

one of those emotions to wear for my brain that day. 

Mak was on the other bed, closer to the big screen, mesmerized by the news. Of course, it 

was beyond macabre. There hadn’t been any major train accidents in hundreds, perhaps 

thousands, of cycles. After all, the tracks were on a loop, it was inconceivable that a 

freighter could be coming from the opposite direction. Not even the engineers could 

explain what had happened. I sighed a little when they slowly scrolled the list of 

casualties, a total of twenty five, but hundreds of seriously injured passengers. Mak 

jumped up and yelled something I couldn’t understand. I looked at the screen, and both 

Mak and I were among the officially dead.  

I couldn’t say I found the news particularly amusing, but it was one of those moments 

when you couldn’t conceive of anything more bizarre happening, and then a volcano of 

unexpected ferg erupted in your face... I had to close my eyes for a while to give my 

brain an opportunity to recover. My brain wasn’t interested at all. It showed no signs of 

activity or cooperation to help me interpret this unrealistically ghastly turn of events. And 

then it hit me. Death wasn’t so much interested in taking me just yet... Death seemed to 

be having fun by tormenting me, perhaps driving me insane until I begged to be taken 

away from this maddening world. “I’m nothing,” I realized... “I’m not even legally alive 

anymore...” 

“Drama, drama, drama,” said Mak, clearly indicating I had been talking out loud.  

PATRICIA was relating the events, half-drunk, half-delirious, half-funny, half-

incoherent, as usual. Just the way she was, and exactly the way everybody liked her. 

Nobody was big on sad, too elaborate, or complicated news, that’s why she was the most 

popular reporter absolutely everywhere, and unfortunately, literally everywhere, since 
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that was also her thing. She loved to be around the world, jumping from major event to 

major event, in seconds, or less. It did strike me as odd that she would be covering a 

tragic story like this one. Not particularly her cup of tea. She was constantly, insidiously, 

after scandals, and funny gossip... She insisted that it sold more than catastrophes and bad 

news, at least from her somewhat drunken perspective.  

“Is it true that she’s a machine?” said Mak. 

“Yes, no, and maybe, but never all at once,” that was the absolute truth; it wasn’t my 

problem if Mak could understand it or not.  

But then again, I had to keep in mind that, unlike Cloud, or any other life form with a 

notion of reality, Mak was probably focusing on her boobs, or more likely fantasizing 

about her boobs when she was younger... And, predictably, there were no follow up 

questions of any kind. Our breakfast was at the door, and I decided to eat mine in bed. 

Mak insisted that he wanted to keep on watching, but I reminded him that he should 

practice for his test. So he turned down the volume, picked up one of those little boxes 

that he had exchanged with his classmates, who may have been totally nuts like him, but 

at least warned us of our impending collision, and helped us minimize casualties... 

Minimize casualties... I wasn’t sure how to interpret those words anymore, but I tried to 

etch them in my synaptic archives, as a seriously reliable indication that something was 

about to blow up. I saw Mak had put on little headphones. And when I asked him what he 

was doing, in his usually, recklessly honest style, he said that he was preparing for his 

test, so that they wouldn’t throw any surprises at him. When I asked him to explain a 

little, because I already had a feeling for what was going on, he said that most tests had a 

general structure, to test your basic abilities, but they always threw in bits and pieces to 

test you under surprising and disconcerting circumstances. Coming from him, I thought 

all those words were somewhat elaborate to just say he was cheating, but he shut me up 

by noting that if he didn’t cheat a little, he was sure to fail. That’s why his classmates 

were helping him. I had heard enough, and decided to pay attention to whatever 

incoherent babble was coming out of PATRICIA’S mouth. She seemed to ramble a little 

less, but was more on the heavily stoned side, and kept asking random questions to a 

firefighter over and over. Instead of focusing on the disaster, she seemed more interested 

about inviting him for a drink, so the poor guy tried to get away from her, but she would 

hold on to his clothes and dragged him back in front of the camera, and asked the exact 

same question about the possibility of going for a drink... Sometimes she could drag on 

for hours when she couldn’t remember what she was doing or where she was. I found that 

mildly entertaining about her. 

Finally PATRICIA fell down, and they took her off the air because a Hyper-ball game 

was about to start. About five seconds later, there wasn’t a knock at the door, there was 

someone trying to open it. And I had a dreadful sensation that I knew who our visitor 

might be. PATRICIA. She stumbled in when I opened the door and started her “sweetie, 

darling, how are you?” routine, which I knew could last for a while, so I tried to ask her a 

few questions to stop the unnecessarily redundant greeting ceremony.  
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“I brought you what you wanted,” she said handing me over a bottle of red mushroom 

essence. 

“A little late,” I commented. “But thanks. I’ll hold on to it just in case. How much do I 

owe you?” 

“For what?” she said inspecting the room and looking at Mak suspiciously.  

“For the bottle of mushroom essence,” I wasted my breath... 

“What bottle?” 

“Never mind...” 

Mak was between fascinated and curious; he introduced himself and hugged her. I 

dreaded that he was only doing it to check her boobs.  

“Do you have any hot daughters?” Mak threw it out there to see what would happen. 

PATRICIA ignored him and headed straight for the mini bar. 

“What’s happening with you, darling?” she said while raiding the bar. “I heard you were 

dead, and I was really worried,” she said drinking like it was her last chance... “But then I 

realized,” she explained, “that I still had that bottle for you... So I figured you couldn’t be 

dead!” 

“PATRICIA,” I said trying not to be sucked into her insanely confusing conversations. 

“You’re going to cost me an alcoholic fortune... for something you don’t even need! You 

were born drunk, and/or high, or whatever. You don’t need to actually drink. It has no 

real effect on you. You are like that!” 

I felt like I was reminding myself I was irascible by nature, and didn’t need to make any 

extra efforts to be that way.  

“Well, sweetie,” she said, “the thing is, since you’ve been so quiet lately, I have no funny 

news... Maybe some, but not as stupidly moronic as yours. I love it when we make 

headlines together. Plus, we make a great team. You want the attention anyway...” 

“It sounds like you want something,” I said, trying to both sum up, and avoid the moment 

in which she could potentially remember that she had forgotten her camera crew 

somewhere else...  

“I always want the same thing, sweetie,” she said, while I noticed that her balance was 

getting progressively unsteady. “Scandals, sordid secrets revealed, stupid experiments 

gone comically wrong... You know... The fun, juicy stuff. Not this train wreck garbage 

that I can’t sell to anyone.” She looked at me as if she had just met me, which contrasted 

sharply with what she was saying. “Sweetie,” she pleaded, when she finally recognized 

me again. “Make me good headlines!” 
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“How did you find me?” I asked her to distract her. 

“I don’t remember...” she said searching her chaotic mind. “Where are we?” she looked 

around as if she had just walked in. 

“In a hotel room,” I kept wasting my time. 

“Ah,” she said pleased. “Now I remember. Here’s where I found you!” 

“Are you guys going to keep talking like this for long?” said Mak. “I can’t concentrate on 

my cheating exercises, and I don’t think that’s a good idea...” 

“Are you sure you are you?” said PATRICIA. 

“No,” I said, “But I’m sure there’s a scandal somewhere around the world that you 

should be covering right now.” 

“I was just talking to myself,” she said a little on the irritated side of mechanical 

drunkenness. 

“That’s the door,” I said pointing at it, because she seemed to be looking for a way out, 

and I didn’t want to see her jump out of a window again. Otherwise this hotel stay was 

going to be ten times more expensive than what we had budgeted.  

“By the way, sweetie,” she said. “I’m planning to make you worldwide famous as fast as 

I can. After all, since you’re outside of that hidden land, now I can promote you as much 

as I want. I really need headlines, though. Start thinking, surprisingly funny, tragically 

moronic... Cheerio, dear!” 

“Cheerio,” I waved at her.  

 

 

 

I felt it was time to go find the Embassy. The problem was how to distract Mak. At first I 

thought I would just let him know that there are Tenth Level Embassies in all major 

cities, disguised as whatever you could possibly imagine and more, and usually in plain 

sight. So a quick stroll around the main plazas and gathering places, or palaces, perhaps, I 

would be able to spot one. But making so much information available to Mak could have 

potentially disastrous consequences if he inadvertently shared it. So I said I was going to 

try to find if there were some of my friends from the Tenth Level in the city. He thought 

it was a perfect idea; he didn’t want to go over the cheating exercises too much, because 

he wanted to act realistically surprised when the surprises were thrown at him. I would 

have made a comment about that, but I just thought it was better to leave and try to 

distract him outside. 
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Finding the Embassy took about twenty minutes. Of course, right across a gigantic 

Administration building there was a statue of a big brass bull that caught my eye. I 

pointed to Mak that the horns on that bull did not seem very realistic, that I thought they 

were a little too far apart. On top of that, since the head was tilted up, one of the horns 

was slightly higher and asymmetrical. Of course, Mak had stopped listening and was 

throwing rocks at the statue, which sounded hollow, incidentally, quite melodically as 

well, particularly odd for a piece of work that was supposed to come from a time when 

certain tonal scales had not been formalized yet. A little more Tenth Level discretion and 

the statue would have yelled “the Embassy is near!” 

“Mak,” I said, “Do you have any recording devices with you?” 

Of course he did have a tiny camera. I told him I wanted to record this moment for the 

records because I was going to demonstrate for the camera, and with him as a witness, a 

sign of omniscience. He was thrilled and started recording as I was stating that this was 

my first time here, I had just seen this statue for the first time and wasn’t even sure if it 

had an explanatory display or plaque of some sort. But, I held on to my magic brainy 

assertion that if such a plaque existed, it would indubitably say that it had been donated at 

some point by an Art Society from a neutral territory or forbidden zone, and it would 

claim to be antiquitas from about five hundred cycles before the Romandian era, although 

a microscopic inspection would prove otherwise. Mak followed me with the camera to 

the back of the statue, where indeed, we found a plaque, making those predictably 

deceitful assertions that are commonplace on our Level of non-legal existence. Mak was 

ecstatic. What I was actually looking for, was the correct way to look at the horns. They 

represented a graphic for certain functions that create a spike at the beginning, then they 

come down sharply and remain close to baseline for a while to then spike suddenly again, 

but much higher towards the end, creating the impression that you’re looking at a 

bullhorn, but with an extended base, and a bigger horn on the right. As if you stretched 

the letter U at the base and then raised the final upward stroke. We even called it the 

bullhorn function, or graphic, for that reason. That was why the plaque was placed behind 

the bull, and not in front, as one would logically expect to find it. Once you looked at the 

statue from behind, if you had gone through any sort of Tenth Level schooling, you 

would immediately recognize the bullhorn proportions. And, not surprisingly, the bull 

was pointing at a pastry shop. “The most famous in the country,” remarked Mak, who 

could not believe what was happening.  

“Wow, really?” I said with the same level of excitement I’d use to take off my shoes. 

“I’m gonna check it out, see what kind of pies they have, and maybe I can even find some 

friendly gossiper, while you check out the girls out here...” 

That last piece, he didn’t like at all. He turned off the camera and spoke softly, but clearly 

threatening... 

“You’re trying to get rid of me,” he attacked without provocation. “You’re just looking 

for a way to cheat on Master Cloud...” he was very serious, and tapping a foot on the 

ground, like a short but malevolent despot.  
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I barely understood what he meant. But he elaborated, saying that Master Cloud was too 

trusting by nature and not possessive at all, but he had a different opinion, and said that 

he would do anything to stop me from cheating on him with my orgiastic friends. That’s 

when I finally understood what he meant by “cheating,” a concept that is very vaguely 

used on the Tenth Level, because we perceive sexual amusement as a physiological 

activity, practically indistinguishable from blowing your nose. Mak had other plans, and 

he expressed that if he even had a remote suspicion that I had been with someone else, he 

would dislocate my shoulders, and without breaking any bones, he would incapacitate me 

until he could put me in a bag, at Master Cloud’s feet, where he considered I belonged. 

After a short and pointless argument we settled for him to wait outside of the bakery, 

where he convincingly lied by saying he wouldn’t try to eavesdrop, and would sniff me 

carefully on the way out, looking for any indication of strange contacts... I just laughed 

and said that I could just take a shower if I wanted to. But Mak was not in the mood for 

humor on this issue. A shower or any sort of deception by washing would prove to him 

that I had been messing around with my friends, and the dislocation would be swift, 

albeit likely painful... “Great,” I though; “Cloud doesn’t need to worry about any 

infidelities, since Mak is making deadly sure they won’t happen...” 

I cracked up when approaching the most famous bakery in Sarda Hari, because it was 

called, “Squared Pie,” and their slogan was “Why divide pie when whole pie is better!” 

“So,” I said when walking in, “why don’t we just call this joint ‘Pies from a theoretical 

Level?’”  

I did it to just start by insulting everyone and establishing my mood. If there were any 

customers from other Levels inside, they wouldn’t get it anyway. And besides, when you 

walked into a Tenth Level Embassy, you were supposed to, discreetly and slowly, start 

throwing hints around to demonstrate that you were unequivocally from the Tenth Level, 

typically, mathematical jokes and the like, until they came up with an excuse to show you 

a special cake, machine, nail, whatever that they had in the back of the shop and that’d be 

where you would usually go to discuss business. I didn’t have time or energy to go 

through any of that. But the guy in charge, decided to press my buttons a little and further 

verify my identity by asking my opinion about their pies, and if I thought they were 

perfectly round. Basically, testing my knowledge of the perimeter of a circle. Faced with 

that, instead of spitting on his face, I decided to create the same effect by telling him that 

I would gladly share my opinion once he reminded me what the fifty-ninth digit of pi 

was, because I could remember it clearly, I just wanted confirmation. He just gulped, and 

hesitated. So I asked if I could use his bathroom, Calc, pencil, or whatever he had in the 

backroom. He did get defensive and thought my attitude was borderline impolite. To 

which I nodded, not trying to justify my clearly out of line behavior, but rather sharing 

that I considered it a somewhat expected side effect of having survived repeated murder 

attempts that were statistically outside my tolerance limits for that week. We went to the 

back, rather quickly, and he wondered why I wasn’t hugging him. To which I simply 

suggested that he could go hug himself. Things went down the drain after that. He was 

the Consul after all... Things were said, pies were thrown around, but in the end I felt I 

left empty handed. I said I was planning to return to continue our polite exchange of 

diverging opinions. And I was also going to try to suggest a new slogan. I had other, 

more unnervingly annoying, issues to take care of at the Monkery.  
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Once outside, I allowed Mak to sniff me, as per our agreement, and he also picked up 

pieces of pie, and licked some frosting off my robes. He started saying something... that 

we were already thirty minutes late for my test and that he was afraid I had already been 

flunked by default. 

“Mak,” I said, looking at him, although some sort of cream began to fall over my right 

eye and distracted me for a second. “Do I look like I give a ferg?” 

He did and said the impossible to make me try to walk faster, and started giving me all 

sorts of pointers of what I should and shouldn’t say, and what to expect, blah, blah. He 

was very worried because, as he saw it, I was just heading straight for a containment area. 

He even suggested that we could just go back to the hotel and say I was sick. I wasn’t 

even listening. But after a few blocks, I did allow him to explain just a couple of basic 

things that he considered crucial if I was going to have any chance at not pissing the 

Monks off. Then he stopped suddenly, asked me if I could get to the temple alone, and I 

said I had a general idea, otherwise, I would ask around. And he took off running, saying 

he was going to try something to make me look a little better. I didn’t think the idea of a 

shower and washing my clothes would help at all. If anything, I was going to arrive even 

later... But he was gone, consistently fast.  

When I arrived at the temple, I was a little bit less out of control, and did remember some 

of the things Mak had said. Basically, they analyzed every single word that came out of 

your mouth, and they compared it to all available mythica literature, which they could 

recite in their sleep, by the way, to establish your level of understanding. So, it was 

always better to err on fewer words, or silence when in doubt. They automatically 

discounted points for hesitation and long pauses as well. It was not just about the rational 

accuracy of what you were saying, they didn’t expect you to know everything or 

understand the thousands of philosophical enigmas that they did, after all, you were not 

applying for a position at the Table of the Elders. But they focused a lot on your 

reactions, your convictions, your capacity to interpret key tenets, and even your point of 

view on certain topics. So when I approached the receptionist and she asked for my 

name, I looked at her not with just plain disgust, but rather studying her body for possible 

ways I could try to dislocate her joints or cut her a little, maybe. What kind of game was 

she playing? Didn’t she know I was the one who had kept mythica’s most enlightened 

minds waiting for an hour? I just stood there in silence, until she took the hint and made a 

call. After a few minutes she told me to go through the end of the corridor, past the 

garden and wait at the green door. I waited five minutes, maybe less, until I realized that I 

had kept them waiting for too long already, so I knocked on the door, three times, as hard 

as I could. Then I noticed that they had been chatting, because, after my knock, there was 

only silence. I was just about to knock again, when I heard someone say “come in.” 
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The room was big but not too big, everything was very subdued, balanced, and a quite 

tasteful combination of green and brownish tones. Just one piece of art on the wall, with 

ancient glyphs and a colorful fish. The furniture was big and strong, mainly wood, but 

nothing was oversized or out of proportion. There was a long table to my right, where 

two old monks and a nun were sitting. Those were the judges. At the end of the room 

there was a chair, for me to sit, and a desk, behind which the test administrator was 

sitting. I knew I was supposed to bow to all of them, but I wasn’t in the mood, and I just 

bowed my head in general, not too low either, I didn’t want to overdo it, like the Princess 

said. A piece of pie, strawberry, I was almost certain, fell from my head when I bowed. I 

thought about picking it up and tasting it, it had only been on the floor for a second, but I 

decided not to.  

The monk in charge motioned for me to approach him toward his desk. But I wasn’t in 

the mood for sitting down either. Why bother, they were going to flunk me the minute I 

opened my mouth anyway. They explained a long and convoluted set of supposedly basic 

rules which I did not bother to pay attention to. And then the test began in earnest.  

The monk was very serious when he said “Who are you?” on the verge of yelling...  

And I decided that slapping him would be really hard, because I would either have to go 

behind the desk or lean over to try to reach his wrinkled face. But it was extremely 

irritating from my point of view. Why, oh why, would I have to say my name again?! 

What kind of trick were these guys playing? But I didn’t want to hesitate too long, so, 

only a second may have elapsed... 

“I am Ghost,” I said looking him in the eye, thinking of possible ways to insult him with 

class, and emphasizing my point with a lamp on his nose.  

The room froze. I had no idea what I had meant in mythica realms, but they were 

petrified. I had just meant it as a way of saying, “don’t ferg with me, if you watched the 

news at all today, you know I am legally dead...” But maybe I had it all wrong and the 

dead didn’t necessarily become ghosts... I heard one of the judges clear his throat and he 

may have made a gesture to the monk in charge, because he, very politely, asked me to 

wait outside and refrain from knocking again, until I was called back in.  

I thought that it was pretty fast. If they were going to flunk me, they better get it over 

with quickly. I was called in after a few minutes.  

This time there were no explanations of any kind. The testing monk looked at me for a 

while. 

“What is Büdda?” he said, as if he has just announced that the end of the world was upon 

us. 

“Which Büdda?” I shrugged and looked around. It wasn’t clear to me if we were talking 

about the all-you-can-eat version I loved, or the one who can’t eat more than a grain of 

salt a day...  
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I had probably messed that one up majorly, because when I was outside, they were no 

longer whispering, they were arguing loudly and for quite a long time. I was beginning to 

get bored and took a stroll around the garden. There was a little statue of my plump 

Büdda accomplice over a tiny pond with really small fish with colorful long tails. I had 

sat down in front of the statue, cross legged, as a sign of respect, and was closing my eyes 

because the sun was shining softly on my face... I was almost about to fall asleep when I 

felt a hand on my shoulder that startled me. It was the interrogating monk who was 

inviting me to go back inside. This time, he insisted I had to sit down for this part of the 

test. So I did. On his desk, he had placed something like a square frame, covered with a 

piece of cloth, and I expected one of those ink blot tests where they ask you what you see. 

I was mentally prepared to say “blood” every single time, no matter what kind of drawing 

or picture or whatever they showed me, so that the test would be over already. How long 

had we been here anyway?  

Rather sternly, he asked me to demonstrate what I saw. And I did pay attention to the 

word. He didn’t want me to say anything, he wanted me to show... Like charades. But I 

was fergged, how was I going to demonstrate “blood?” Without saying much anything 

else, or at least a practice round, he removed the cloth very quickly. And I showed my 

true nature. It was a mirror! I screamed and fell off the chair, ran, or, more accurately, 

crawled towards the door on all fours and took off running out of there as fast as I could. 

I wasn’t ready to have my facial ruined by a mythica dragon breath mirror. 

I must have run for ten blocks when I began to slow down, and reclaimed control of my 

body from my panicky subconscious. I had to calm down. I knew the Monks were up to 

something, but why didn’t they make up their minds and help me or kill me already? 

Why threatening to incinerate my face? I had to find a Starfites and sit down, and catch 

my breath.  

Less than fifteen minutes later, Mak had already spotted me.  

“Wow, you really are a good sniffer,” I said when he approached me. 

He said he hadn’t sniffed much, he had noticed a few traces of cake that indicated my 

general direction, and was actually surprised that I had just followed a straight line, he 

thought I would make a few turns here and there. And, in fact, his first instinctive 

reaction was to go to the hotel. He wouldn’t have found me so quickly if it wasn’t for 

those few crumbs that gave me away. 

He dragged me back to the temple, and couldn’t find the words to describe how I had, not 

just aced the exam, but I had made the examining board look like a bunch of complete 

amateurs. Apparently, if I understood correctly what he was saying, they had prepared an 

extremely basic exam, perhaps a little bit of chatter and interviewing with some simple 

questions. But there were two main ingredients that they didn’t expect. Mak had shown 

them irrefutable proof, on record from his camera, that I had demonstrated traces of 

omniscience. They were actually grateful that I had arrived a little late, because they had 

to open a direct line to the Elders, who, by the way, had been observing my entire display 

of atrociously shameful behavior. So they had decided to use a test for one of the most 
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advanced levels of understanding, and only communicate with me as if I had already 

prepared to play for the big mythica leagues. Then, my behavior of not speaking on 

arrival, happened to coincide with one of the commonly reported signs just prior to an 

enlightened state. When they finally decided to put together a set of difficult questions, at 

the last second, it was more like they had presented me with a fly, and expected me to 

swat at it with something. Instead, I had opened my mouth with that whole “I am Ghost” 

surprise, which, according to the books, was like blasting a cannon at that poor fly. The 

rest was just for show. There was no going back. I had already demonstrated that I was a 

hundred steps ahead of their questions, at least in the theoretical arena of most ancient 

mythica texts... The details were complicated and Cloud could explain them better. But 

now, Mak wanted to know how I had cheated...   

“I’m not sure if I even understand what happened...” I said, proudly confused.  

 

 

 

When we went to the armory, the nun in charge politely bowed her head, and quickly 

disappeared behind a door, saying she would be right back. So I asked Mak what was 

going on and he said that I had received such a high score that they were allowing me to 

purchase my weapon, according to the path I was following. I wanted to confirm, just in 

case, because he said “purchase,” and I wasn’t sure why I would have to pay for any 

weapon, when, if anything, I felt I had won it fair and square thanks to acing my test. The 

armory nun came back with a big box. 

“Because weapons ain’t free,” she said, somberly casual. She had been eavesdropping 

while on the job... shameless, all of them, female and male Monks. 

The Lady Nun walked in at that moment and, rather hurriedly, she said she felt the need 

to hug me. She was practically on the verge of tears, although, being a nun, it was more 

like her eyes were a little glassy/watery. She said she felt she had to apologize because 

she had made a judgment error in our first meeting; apparently, she had been biased by 

my body language, scratching certain areas and grooming myself while discussing 

important matters. But now, it all made sense to her. She wouldn’t have guessed, in a 

million cycles, that I was just displaying early signs of an impending enlightened state, 

much less that I was such a devotee of the old classics, which, in her opinion, I had 

interpreted and performed their deepest meaning with admirable accuracy and, perhaps, 

even a hint of a new way to unriddle them from a modern perspective. She had always 

been interested in the classic fields herself, but even after trying very hard, she had to 

accept that there was just too much material and philosophy to go through, and that she 

ended up switching to the more modern, non-dualistic, approach to immanence. She 

wanted to know if we could discuss some of the classics, and was thrilled when I said 

yes. She wanted the opinion of someone who had clearly studied them carefully. Even 

when hundreds of texts and diverging translations had to be mastered to be able to 
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pinpoint the subtleties behind the words as their theoretical significance evolved against 

changing times and worldviews. A rather tricky and challenging area of expertise... 

“I mean,” she said, looking rather amused, and generally satisfied. “After all, you must 

have spent millions of hours studying them. I might as well try to run my ideas by you, 

and you could tell me how it looks from your perspective.” 

“Yes, your sacred Nunness” I said, still pondering the whole purchasing weapons 

proposal. “I still don’t understand why I have to pay for trophies that I won by my 

outstanding performance on your test, or whatever that was... And, by the way, I’m sorry 

about the charades part. I am beginning to suspect, I have a mirror issue... I should 

perhaps consult a brain doctor... I promise I’ll ask for a referral at the Embassy of Pies...” 

“Please,” she said, sweet as always. “Feel free to call me Lady Rowena.” She did sound 

excited... 

“What’s that?” I said because the armory nun had carefully unwrapped the two weapons I 

was about to purchase and put them on the counter.  

“Oh, ha, ha,” said the High Nun, “Of course... You don’t recognize them because you’ve 

never seen the originals. They do look a lot different from the images you would see on 

books and records, don’t they?” 

“They’re Lady Cita’s weapons of choice,” said Mak, helping me tremendously, because I 

was beginning to look for exit doors. 

“I understand and share your admiration for her; I wish I could express her viewpoint as 

succinctly as you did,” said Lady Rowena. “She was a legend in her days, and she will 

continue to be an example for us. I feel you’re bringing us a type of revival, a new way of 

looking at the ancient methods for enlightenment.” Then she paused for a while, like not 

quite knowing how to continue... “I wish there was a way to simplify that intricate area of 

expertise. I am inclined to believe that the students are somewhat turned off by having to 

master the two hundred and thirty-three basic texts... And practically thousands of critical 

reviews...” 

“Of course,” I said when she made a pause. “So, can I just grab them and go? Or are we 

waiting for them to be wrapped as gifts?” I asked again, because I couldn’t believe they 

were going to try to charge me for what looked like an ornate, oversized bronze flute and 

an evidently non-magical, but quite common-looking, squashed dragonfly. There was no 

answer, so, I gave in, under pressure. After all, I had “borrowed” Cloud’s bag of coins... 

How much could they possible charge me for those two pieces of ancient garbage?  

“Fifty-five thousand,” said the armory nun without flinching, “each...” 

I did get a little sick, but fortunately, my stomach was nearly empty and nothing 

happened. I made up some sort of story about not remembering exactly where I had left 

my coins, and that I was very grateful for the great experience, because if they thought I 

was going to piss away thousands of coins on a chunky flute and a dead bug, they didn’t 
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understand mythica at all in my opinion. Lady Rowena stepped up and said she could 

lend me the coins. I explained, although, rather incoherently, that I could buy a good 

piece of heavy metal pipe and try to find a bug of my choice for free if I spent some time 

on the grass in the garden. They both found that concept hysterical, and complimented 

my sense of mythica humor. I looked around for Mak, because I wanted for him to go to 

a green area and try to find me a nice, live caterpillar, or a healthy looking beetle that I 

could trade for the dead bug, at least. But he was gone. So I said I didn’t want to insult 

them or test their knowledge in any way, I was just trying to verify my understanding of 

this Lady Cheeta, or dead statue, that I had inadvertently pleased so much, and now was 

forcing me to buy things I wasn’t sure I needed. They were thrilled at the idea. And Lady 

Rowena explained that these were Lady Cita’s personal weapons and she had requested 

that the Monks kept them sealed off and in hiding, until someone displayed similar signs 

of an impending enlightenment experience like the one she had. Unfortunately, she had 

taken the secrets of her weapons to her grave. Enlightenment had consumed her already 

by the time she tried to pass down that knowledge. Lady Rowena felt uncomfortable, like 

she was rambling on a topic that she was sure I knew more about, since I was obviously 

quite familiar with her life story and accomplishments.  

“That was her only regret,” said Lady Rowena, sounding a little nostalgic. “As you well 

know, of course. I have to admit I am ashamed... I’m not an expert on the classical 

approach to her views. But now we have a glimpse of hope at unraveling her mysteries, 

because she said that her weapons’ hidden powers would become obvious to anyone who 

understood her unique path to a higher state of consciousness...” 

“We agree,” I said. “It’s rather obvious to me that the flute is some sort of ornate vibrator, 

she must have been... I mean she was fond of.” Although, I wasn’t sure if they knew what 

vibrator meant... “But I’m not into that kind of stuff at all... Can I test you a little bit on 

some of the probable meanings or layers of meaning you attribute to these overpriced, 

ancient artifacts?” 

The armory nun asked permission to Lady Rowena, because she wanted to show off a 

little as well. She said that the cylinder was a powerful, yet discrete, easy-to-use weapon 

that could be lethal or not, depending on how it was used. And the dead bug was simply 

an insult. Lady Cita had said that whoever understood her writings would also understand 

the meaning of all of that.  

“Rightfully so,” I said. “I do have a different opinion, but I don’t want to impose my 

biased point of view on anyone. You should feel free to interpret them any way you 

want.” 

“Ah!” Lady Rowena said, clasping her hands, resting them on her left shoulder and 

leaning her head to that side. “I feel that phrase could have come straight out of her 

venerable mouth. What a delight! You are bringing her teachings into modern times 

again,” and she sighed, observing me in adoration.  

“Oh, please, Lady Rowena,” I said. “You are making me feel a little embarrassed. I am 

not one to brag... I strive to be humble and unnoticeable... But, at any rate,” I said, a little 
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more businesslike. “I’m not interested. Thanks for offering. Feel free to put them back in 

the vault... Where’s Mak? I would like to go grab a quick snack...” 

“There seems to be some sort of misunderstanding,” said the armory nun, between 

hesitant and perplexed. “If you don’t make this purchase, you are going to be contained 

until you come up with the funds... You already know a quite delicate mythica secret and 

riddle... It’s your job to take care of this. Otherwise, to us, it will look like you were just 

spying on us somehow...” 

“It’s not that I don’t want them,” I said, trying to offend anyone capable of kicking me 

out of there for free. “But Cloud’s gonna kill me if I spend so much... Can I at least buy 

just the vibrator? Plus, if Lady Cheetara basically bequeathed her weapons to me, why 

would I have to pay for them?” 

“What part of ‘we’re trying to make some coins here’ you don’t understand exactly?” the 

armory nun said, not really angry, just thinking out loud perhaps. “And that you don’t 

really have a choice... Unless you want to be declared enemy of the Monks...?” 

After a few fake tears on my part, and promising Lady Rowena I would repay her, I left 

with the two most expensive pieces of junk I had ever purchased under duress... I had to 

find the mythica statue that was driving these fairy tale nut jobs to trade so efficiently... 

That armory ordeal felt more like one of those timeshare scams, only with possibly 

nastier consequences if you didn’t break your piggy bank right in front of them.  

 

 

 

“I am so glad that you came over,” said Lady Rowena, grabbing my wrists... “over the 

counter style hug,” I thought... “Here’s your ticket for Mak’s performance exam this 

evening...” 

“Where is he?” I asked. 

“He, he, ha” she acted coyly. “I don’t pretend to have any omniscience abilities,” she 

said. “But I’m inclined to think he’s somewhere around the temple trying to talk the 

younger nuns into... Well, you have spent enough time with him to understand... I’m 

sure...” And then, she came a little closer and whispered... “Don’t say anything to him, 

but we have prepared a couple of interesting surprises, and we are excited because we 

believe he is finally going to get it right.” She was crossing her fingers and smiling with a 

bit of hope and yellowish hues in her eyes.  

When Mak came out, she was still bombarding my head with possible mythica classics 

that we could discuss. She made sure to repeat that I would be sitting next to her, and to 

prepare myself to clear a few intricate questions about relativistic immanence as we 

understood it today, and the possible discrepancies with the ancient records. I reassured 
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her that we would have an interesting exchange of mythica realizations... Or whatever it 

was I was trying to say to get away from her. She could get a little chatty, I noticed...  

 

 

 

Mak wanted to know where we were going, so I told him to take a guess. He had no idea, 

and warned me that he didn’t know of any orgies I might be looking for. So I asked him 

about his skills as a graffiti artist. Mainly because his spelling was atrocious, in my 

opinion. He couldn’t be more excited at the idea and suggested places where we could 

purchase the right gear and just go to town if that was what I wanted. I explained that this 

particular piece of art had to be done on glass, thick glass, and I needed to know what 

kind of tools we could possibly need. This got him thinking for a while, because 

apparently demanding that the whole point was to be able to do it without breaking the 

glass was a tough requirement. He thought about it a little longer and wanted to know if 

an electric polisher equivalent would work. He was sure it wouldn’t break the glass 

because there was only energy contact, not physical contact with the surface, but the 

effect would be like a sort of etching. I told him that it sounded perfect to me, as long as 

it was clearly legible. So I wrote down on a piece of paper exactly how I wanted it, and 

went over and over about the importance of doing it very slowly so that not a single 

character would be out of place, otherwise the whole thing would be ruined. He said he 

could handle it.  

“Where are we doing this?” he wanted to know.  

“At the Baking Embassy, in about five minutes,” I said nonchalantly. Why bother getting 

him more excited if this was already blissful fun for him. “You can sniff me, of course. 

But while you’re working, if any of the passersby or a cop asks what you are doing, you 

have to say that you are ‘Mak, the artist,’ and that you were hired by me... I’ll be inside 

and answer any questions that they may have.” 

So I walked into the Embassy again. Not angry, just a little sugary and sticky from my 

visit earlier.  

“Where’s the head honcho with the mathematically hysterical sense of disrespect?” I said 

it out loud because I noticed there was only one customer who was just walking out the 

door.  

The Consul had stepped out. Of course, typical Embassy Administration excuse for a nap. 

Tenth Level Embassy staff are the laziest administrative sentient beings in the galaxy. 

But it’s not their fault; they have very little to do. They usually end up begging, out of 

boredom, to be at least allowed to spy or do something interesting. After a few dozen 

cycles twiddling their thumbs, they have either quit or found a hobby.  
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“Are the truth verifiers on?” I said to check... “Perfect! Feel free to record all of this 

because I’m going to demonstrate Sardan politeness, which I have recently learned.” 

There were two guys, a younger woman, and an older woman who identified herself as 

the vice Consul, clearly showing that she wasn’t catching up with what was going on. 

“Now,” I said, “Before you panic or get unnecessarily confused, let’s establish the rules, 

shall we? Please keep your eyes on the truth indicators because I don’t want to be 

confused for someone patient enough to bluff... I am carrying a deadly weapon which I 

intend to use on anyone who inconveniences me in any way...” The truth verified, shone 

a true green light. “So before you try to sound any alarm, or do anything rash, you will 

turn off all external links, I mean all, because I’m not interested in having to double-

check and end up permanently disabling someone by accident.” 

I loved the electrifying silence when my lessons were being understood. They assured me 

that they had closed off all links. And had the common sense to suggest that the 

automatic bounce rate monitor would sound an alert if the links were not responsive for 

more than two hours. I reassured them that I was planning to get out of there in less than 

fifteen minutes. All I wanted was to see the stats of my Destiny game; I wasn’t interested 

in anything else. This confused the guy in charge of the thinkers, because, to him, stats 

meant nothing if they were not current. I clarified that yesterday’s stats were enough for 

what I needed and any more of those redundantly stupid questions, and my friend, the 

artist would begin to dislocate shoulders at random, and rather swiftly. A technique I had 

yet to master... They locked the door and closed the windows, with a little “Pie right 

back” sign for those potential customers that could interrupt and inadvertently set me off 

on a murder rampage. Or perhaps, massive pie obliteration. I got what I wanted; they 

even offered me an intelligent device to try to communicate better with Calcs... 

I told them that I was immensely grateful for their cooperation, and they could do 

whatever they wanted with what they were recording, but for their own safety, they 

should refrain from opening any external link until I was gone. I informed them that Mak, 

my sadistically friendly artist, was retouching their window with a better slogan, and 

before they would even consider putting a finger on his art, they should check with 

Semina, back home, because it was quite likely expensive, in the millions range, 

remarking the plural. And also, if for some unfortunate event the window was broken, 

they would have to repay me, since I considered this as a gift from us, and rejecting it or 

damaging it would be very improper and not advisable for their general health. I also 

clarified that if they tried to ferg with me again in any way, I would exercise my option of 

paying them another visit, with an incendiary mirror, and redecorating the place; whether 

they wanted to be inside when that happened was, of course, their choice.  

Mak announced that he was done, and I double checked that he had signed it, so I 

prepared to leave. They kindly offered me a pie, and I declined with the polite excuse that 

I had my own poison that a friend had just brought me this morning. But I thanked them 

for their patience and politeness. I did leave a message to my mathematically unfunny 

Consul saying that I had a giant, heavy, antiquitas vibrator that I wanted to test on him 

the next time we crossed paths.  
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“And,” I said just before leaving, “by the way, the next time any of you pretends not to 

know who I am... Finish that sentence anyway you want. Because I’m scientifically 

certain you have no idea how much damage and trouble I can cause. Cheerio, darlings!” I 

said that last part imitating PATRICIA. 

Mak and I checked the window, and he had done great; he had estimated the space with 

immense accuracy for his limitations, so the phrase was aligned a little bit much to the 

left and drooping slightly, but I thought it was just his way of doing it. I was beginning to 

understand his personal touch. 

“What does it mean?” Mak wanted to know. 

“It’s a mathematical ferg you,” I said, still looking at it. “You wouldn’t understand...” 

The fake Bakery/Embassy window now read “Perfect Pi = Yummy ≠ Circular Lies.” 

When I reflected on it for a second I realized that it was indeed, kind of dumb, but I felt 

great because I had unintentionally compensated the lame phrase by using an extremely 

famous, up-and-coming artist... The street artists back home would be seeing images of 

this in a matter of minutes.  

 

 

 

I have no idea how I ended up arriving an hour late to Mak’s exam. I tried to fool myself 

thinking that it was my subconscious trying to warn me about potentially boring and 

unavoidable situations. And all my fears were confirmed upon entering a huge theater. 

Some children in costumes were performing a mythica tale or perhaps something they 

had come up with in class. But this had all the dreadful signs of a school performance. I 

thought about taking a few sleeping aids, but when I started looking for my seat I saw 

Lady Rowena waving at me. At least she would provide for some distracting 

conversation, I thought, but hesitated a little. Worst case scenario, I decided, I would just 

pretend to fall asleep when I was done listening to her... Or maybe a quick run for the 

bathroom to never return... 

She was overly nice and placid as usual, we exchanged a few niceties. She had a slight 

lapse in judgment to question me about my tardiness. And I, insouciantly, told her that 

omniscience allowed me to predict that this was going to bore my brain into 

nonexistence. It worked for a few minutes, because she was clearly trying to change 

topics, but didn’t seem to find the right words. On the other hand of annoying news, she 

dashed my hopes when she told me that they were running a little late and Mak had not 

performed yet. I verbalized my general dissatisfaction with these amateurish plays and 

dissonant choirs, because I didn’t consider childish cuteness to be a logical reason to 

torture anyone, except for their excitedly deluded parents, a role I had already suffered 

and was not interested in going through again.  
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So, in another inspirational illumination of mythica trivialities she started with a whole 

set of complicated technical distinctions of meaningful variations of some recordical non-

scientifica discrepancies and those deliriously thought provoking papyrus or clay tablets, 

or whatever. I found her questions honestly elaborated, and well prepared. She didn’t 

seem to be lying, she wanted my opinion. So I distracted her with the typical counter 

question technique to force her to describe each definition she was using, and compare it 

with another, similar sounding thing she had said, and I hadn’t understood but 

remembered... She caught on quickly though, and remarked that perhaps she was boring 

me with basic concepts. I told her not to worry too much, because I had just decided to 

put all that aside and start fresh from a completely different mythica angle.  

She seemed surprised. She wanted to know when I had decided to do that and why... I 

said that she had just given me the idea and I intended to put it into practice at that 

moment. So I asked her to please not to ask me any more questions about the ancient 

texts, because having read so many, I was sick and tired of the whole thing. She wanted 

to know what area of mythica I was planning to study next.  

“Apocrypha,” I told her, shamelessly, because not only was I rather clueless about what it 

meant, but also I wasn’t even sure how to spell it out. I did ask her if I was talking out 

loud, just in case... But no, she was just somewhat disconcerted by my unapologetically 

sudden change of mythica teams. 

I wasn’t trying to prove anything, at least not consciously, I was just trying to find 

something entertaining to talk about, but when she tried to go into the Apocrypha topic, 

and possibly ask a question, I interrupted her abruptly and asked her opinion about 

Eternal Sundays. I did try to listen, but she was way too technical and detailed, so I said I 

had changed my mind and wanted to share my point of view to see what she thought.  

I said something along the lines that it was a rant or a pamphlet with questionable 

possible interpretations, a lot of unsolvable riddles and scientifica lies or inaccuracies, at 

best, and that I found it rather incomprehensible that it had been hyped so much lately, 

because, to me, from a more traditional, ancient textual perspective, the only mythica 

value it had was its supposed power to stimulate bowel movements. She did laugh at that. 

She felt she was the only one who thought it was an entertaining piece of ferg—although 

she used more polite words—and it was refreshing to hear her opinion validated by 

someone like me, who knew the classics so well. She said she hadn’t imagined I could 

provide such abrasive hindsight, so quickly.  

This was taking forever... So I decided to pick up the pace.  

“Do you mind if I demonstrate a little omniscience to you...?” I said, waiting for her 

reaction. She didn’t even look at me and pretended to pay attention to the kid’s play. “I’m 

kinda new at this, and I’m trying to get a sense of my own accuracy,” I said, trying to get 

her to relax, and open up. 

She took a deep breath in, and without disguising her hesitation, she gave me the green 

light.  
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“I know you’re recording this...” I said calmly. 

She started to look around, as if checking whether she had heard me correctly or maybe 

there was someone else speaking. But then she looked at me again. She was smart. She 

didn’t bother to come up with any stupid question on how I could possibly be so sure. So 

I proceeded to demonstrate.  

“It doesn’t bother me at all,” I said, “but I do have some objections regarding the way 

you’re going about it...” Now I had her full attention. “When I demonstrate, I like to do it 

in front of cameras and devices that are fully capable of analyzing my tone of voice, my 

behavior, whether I’m lying or bluffing, etc. And, most of all, I love to do it live, through 

a link, so that it can become a matter of record immediately.” 

Without saying a single word, she produced a little round pin from under her robe, and 

attached it to the seat in front of us. 

“All those conditions that you mentioned,” she said, sounding a little scared, “have now 

been met.” 

“Dear Elders,” I said, “This is your friend, Xendor, the scientist. It strikes me as very odd, 

that, after receiving news—from Mak’s indisputable proof—of my omniscience 

symptoms, you had the audacity to put me through ridiculous tests, and used truth 

verifiers to add insult to injury. Anything you have to say in your defense before I start? 

And please, let me clarify something, keep an eye on the green light, and unless it turns 

another color, don’t you even dare interrupt me, understood?” 

“Understood,” said a clearly fuming voice from the tiny round pin.  

“I’m going to assume that you hid your voice analyzers pretty well. So, please make it a 

matter of record that I demonstrated omniscience also when I just made that previous 

assertion. So, if we add up, when I used my talents just now, to detect that Lady Rowena 

was secretly recording me, I demonstrated omniscience for the third time. Now, I want 

you, my dear Elders to catapult me to the top of the mythica ladder within the next hour 

or so.” 

“Can we ask a question?” said the, now, flat out angry voice.  

“Of course,” I said. “I charge fifty-five thousand coins for each question, and you have 

already asked one, so, go ahead. I still owe Lady Rowena a lot of coins. But before you 

waste your breath and assets, I want to make sure that you understand how I handle 

questions.” I made a little pause to smile at Lady Rowena who looked like she was about 

to have a mini-breakdown. “If your question has already been discussed in any of the 

mythica literature, not only I am not interested in hearing it, I will just save you coins by 

saying that my answer will be ‘it’s been discussed elsewhere.’ Any more coins you 

would like to waste? Please, be my guest.” 

“This question is two sided,” he was cautiously angry. “Why didn’t you tell us you had 

these abilities and what do you expect us to do?” 
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“I’ll give you a discount and answer both questions for the last fifty-five thousand I owe 

to my patient, sweet friend here.” I said, not truthfully angry, just frustrated because I 

wanted to get this over with already. “One, you never asked me, and two, I want to be 

canonized so high up the mythica ladder that all of you combined will look like ants 

wearing tiny robes. I’m not interested in doing anything, by the way, I just want the 

recognition. You can continue business as usual, I am so not interested in mythica 

anyway, that you have nothing to worry about...” I smiled at my sweet lady nun, who was 

looking disoriented and slightly agitated. 

“Can I ask for a freebie question?” she said timidly. “Why didn’t you follow any of the 

usual mythica paths to achieve omniscience?” 

“That’s a good question,” I complimented her, mainly to calm her down. “I’m going to 

answer rhetorically,” I said, so there was no confusion. “If you had found a way to reach 

for the stars, would you just aim for the Moon?” I waited a second to let it sink in... “I 

thought you guys wanted validation of mythica theories... So I am very confused now by 

all this garbage coming from you. I just gave you three instances of omniscience, on 

indisputable records, and you people have the gall to charge me for a squashed dragonfly, 

under the delusion that I am not going to notice that it has some sort of communication 

device aimed at Cloud... Honestly, I don’t know if you are going senile or what. Just 

make me an official mythica living legend, and we’ll all play nice. I need to know you’re 

playing on my side and not against me... That’s about it. All theories and details have 

been discussed elsewhere. And if you’re curious as to how or why I do what I do, and 

what I’m capable of doing, and not telling you, let’s try to find some clarification in the 

ancient texts, shall we?” 

I smiled to Lady Rowena, but she was trembling a little.  

“This High Nun friend here,” I said, “seems to be more coherent than any of you. Please, 

allow me to demonstrate.” I turned to her and grabbed her hands, implying that 

everything was fine, and she had nothing to worry about. “Please, quote me any phrase of 

your choice from Lady Cheitanya containing the word ‘mystery.’” 

She cleared her throat and straightened up a little before saying, “Lady Cita said that 

those who learned to respect the mystery within themselves would be able to achieve a 

sudden and unprecedented level of understanding and power...”  

I don’t think she did it on purpose, because, of course, I had no idea what particular 

phrase she would choose, much less that it was going to somewhat align with what I had 

been saying. To me, it was practically irrelevant; if the phrase had somehow been too far 

apart from what I was supposedly demonstrating, I would have simply changed topics; 

but this fortuitous coincidence worked to my advantage, consequently, I said nothing. It 

was up to them how much deeper they wanted to hyper-analyze things... But I knew 

something; we all have a tendency to see and spot the things we want—or find useful.  

However, when Lady Rowena probably reflected on what had come out of her mouth, 

she practically screamed, “He’s reading my mind!” 
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It took me by surprise so I turned to look at her, while people from the audience were 

telling us to keep the volume down or take it outside. I reassured her that I didn’t intend 

to read her mind, at all, and that I was just using her as handy library to grab a quote. I 

clarified, again, that I had specifically chosen to focus solely on omniscience precisely 

because it was the hardest level to achieve. Why bother with the other ones? She wanted 

to know if I could predict the future. I repeated myself... That wasn’t my job, that was for 

fortune tellers, although, I did swear that there was no doubt in my mind that Mak was 

going to ace, or nail, or stab his exam, whatever would give him the best passing score, 

but that didn’t necessarily mean I was predicting the future. Plus, I’d be a terrible fortune 

teller; I couldn’t even shuffle a deck of cards without dropping a few... 

“Thereby,” I said, respectfully. “My dear Elders, get going with getting me to the top of 

the mythica tower, or you would force me to demonstrate some of my other hidden, 

deadlier talents...” 

The same angry voice had the lack of brain capacity to stop his mouth from bothering me 

with another stupid question. 

“You’re threatening us?” 

I did check with Lady Rowena before answering, because, in my opinion, the guy had to 

go to a brain doctor immediately.  

“Have you ever heard of people dying of heart attacks in their sleep?” I said, but didn’t 

give him time to say another impropriety. “I have been told that I have appeared in other 

people’s dreams, to the point of scaring the life force out of them. Of course it doesn’t 

work on younger people, but if you are a little older... Your chances are not good once 

you pissed me off...” 

I thought that was pretty clear... But then, yet another question, which I didn’t even 

bother to let him finish, so I don’t even know what he wanted. 

“I mean no disrespect, my dear Elders,” I said patiently. “But I would like to make two 

points very clear... First and foremost, you are hereby promising that you will repay Lady 

Rowena the absurd amount that you charged me for your pieces of questionable weapons. 

She is a High Nun, not a coin dispenser, after all.” I gave her a tender look. “And second, 

what part of ‘I am Ghost’ was not clear to you? Now if you could perhaps conceive of the 

idea of ghost in a dream, it’s probably me haunting your mind, although I’m not 

expecting to find much to hold on to in your particular mind... I do apologize in advance, 

though, I may not be able to give you heart attacks in any particular order, since I have 

trouble telling you apart, but don’t worry, it’s all just a matter of time, you’ll have to 

sleep eventually... So, feel free to do as you please, and also to attribute any and all 

deadly nightmares to me. We’re all free to choose, after all, right?” I said that last part 

mainly to Lady Rowena. 

“We want to play nice,” said a different voice, with less anger, less tension. “How can we 

help you, besides the things that we have already discussed?” 
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“You could start by giving me the real dragonfly, and, please, disclose any links or 

connectivity. I’m not too worried about you spying on me, but when you try to use me to 

sneak a device to spy on Master Cloud, that’s where I draw the line with creamy white 

fffoam...” I had almost said ferg... Very inappropriate. I was probably getting tired of this 

sloppy inquisition anyway. “If you want to spy on him, that’s your problem, not mine. 

And if you had asked nicely, I would have probably gossiped anything you wanted. I love 

to criticize him when he’s not around anyway... And to move on up with things...” Since 

Lady Rowena was pointing at the stage, and I figured it was Mak’s turn. “I’ll apologize 

for my mood. I tend to get emotionally erratic when innocent people around me are dying 

because a coward keeps trying to kill me remotely. So, I beg your forgiveness. 

Goodnight. Sleep tight.” 

 

 

 

“Is this what I think it is?” I asked Lady Rowena, because I couldn’t believe that the stage 

was ready for what looked like a quite complex chorus number. “Is Mak supposed to 

harpoon something during the performance?” 

“No,” she said, more relaxed, but still in shock. “He’s playing the role of the cherub...” 

she confused me tremendously, because I didn’t even understand how Mak could play in 

such a hard role...  

I mentioned to her that I had no idea Mak could sing, much less lyrica. She said he was 

terrible in the beginning, he literally didn’t know the difference between music and 

rhythmic banging on something. But she said he learned quite fast, and it helped him 

understand the notion of speeding up and slowing down within a musical structure, 

which, they hoped, he would translate to his physical abilities. Although she was worried 

that if he failed again, he would soon be flooded with hormones that would erase his 

child’s voice into oblivion, and he would have to start from scratch with a different 

discipline. 

“OMMMMM,” the entire theater vibrated with the mighty, melodically deep male 

voices... It really made your hairs stand on end. So ominous, so powerful... “OM, 

DAMETA SORIS...” I felt I was experiencing the first few verses of the universe 

unfolding... Then the female voices started. “Sorender situs... Noh doben taris...” And 

then all together. “Temperrenalies...” It went on for a while, until Mak, the cherub, came 

in, calming them all down, bringing hope, order, and harmony to the creative chaos of the 

primal atomic soup to which we all belonged. “OMMM... OM, DAMETA SORIS...” he 

started, and my eyes decided to flood with tears. He was, after all, still a child... 

Innocently pure... Moving around the stage like a feathered oasis of tenderness, amidst 

the dark tidal waves of sound that pervaded our chests. He looked so pristinely ethereal, 

so vulnerable, and yet, magically serene, like a ray of the purest truth, offering a naive, 

pulsating heart of luminous beauty. He was mesmerizing... Vocally impeccable, 
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powerfully convincing. Tenderness in flesh and melody. My jaw had drop a thousand 

legs underground...  

“Are you sure you don’t want to bet on the outcome of this?” said Lady Rowena. “Or is it 

because you don’t want to take advantage of me, by using your skills?” 

“Like I told you, I’m one hundred percent certain he’ll pass the test, but that doesn’t 

mean I can predict the future...” 

“You do realize that we’re still live, right?” she said pointing at the tiny device. 

“Does it look like I care?” I said, and then immediately retracted. “I’m sorry; I didn’t 

mean it sarcastically...” I studied her face, while she studied mine with a tiny hint of a 

smile. “You know why I like you?” I took the opportunity to get it out of my heart that 

had just been tenderized by Mak’s voice. “Because of all the mythica people I’ve met, 

you are the one who, without a doubt, has a solid head on her shoulders. And I respect 

that, I admire you for that, and I almost envy you for that. Because my head is more like 

the son of a blender and an easy bake oven...” 

“I do like you too,” she said, very sweetly. “Honestly, I am not sure why. But I am 

inclined to think that you are sincere... Or rather... I don’t think you would lie in vain, or 

to take unfair advantage.” 

I looked at her, because she was sounding like she wanted a hug... Or maybe it was just 

me, craving O... But then she continued.  

“I don’t know how you did what you did,” she said tenderly. “But I’ll do my best to 

respect you. I think you’re just trying to protect Master Cloud. We haven’t dared 

communicate with him, since his official confirmation of precognition.” 

“Yeah,” I said casually. “He doesn’t know what’s going on and neither do I...” 

“We were doing it to protect him. Because he had applied for one of the highest levels of 

authority in mythica. Immune to the Elders; basically, in his own turf...” 

“What title was he given?” this was becoming more interesting than the performance... 

“Prophet,” she said as if it was the equivalent of dog walker. 

“I can’t believe the cocky bastard!” I said with true indignation. “Is he going for a special 

prize on arrogance too?” 

“The problem with prophets, in my opinion,” she said softly, “is that they don’t live long 

once they open their mouths...” 

“Alright,” I practiced honesty, “now you lost me completely...” 
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“Imagine,” she said, “if a prophet decided to change mythica practices or structures... 

Wouldn’t a lot of people disagree with his views, prophecies, or suggestions for change? 

Don’t you think it would be easier to kill him or silence him somehow?” 

“What’s the average lifespan of prophets according to the literature?” I wanted to get a 

little technical. 

“Twenty-three days,” she said confidently enough to let me know she had done a little 

research. “Silence could potentially save his life, or at least extend his lifespan...” 

I felt she was talking scientifica...  

“But now, we have you,” she notified me. “Our best wildcard...” 

“How so?” I was downright clueless, or perhaps back into my comfort zone.  

“You said it yourself,” she reminded me. “You wanted to be at the very top, and 

tomorrow you will be. Anything uncomfortable Master Cloud says, and you can dismiss 

it in less than twenty words, that don’t even have to make sense... You basically extended 

his lifespan.” 

Ferg, I thought, I inadvertently shortened mine.  

“No,” she said, and I had to assume that I had said it out loud. “From my experience,” she 

said kinda whispering. “People tend to stay away from those who are able to induce 

deadly nightmares, and turn themselves into ghosts in people’s minds... Particularly when 

certified on record and with the full support and approval of the oldest, biggest, most 

prestigious mythica organization.” 

I wanted to say that those things were said, perhaps rashly, but they were not meant to be 

taken so literally. 

“Don’t worry about that,” she said. “Once it hits the news in a few hours, most people 

will be scared to death of you... It’s better that way, I think,” she said. “Perhaps now it 

will be easier for you to spot your assassin...”  

And then she just watched the performance because she said the surprise was coming up 

and she wanted to see how Mak was going to handle it... 

“How sure are you that he’s going to pass?” I probed her, because I smelled something... 

“One hundred percent,” she said. “I have my good hunches too... Particularly when I 

have worked for so long with certain students that I can tell they’re up to something. So 

this time, instead of all the usual precautions and triple checking to make sure that just a 

couple of people would know what the surprise was all about, I simply forgot to lock my 

office... Who knows what may or may not have happened...?” She sounded a little 

amused.  
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This was towards the end of the Dameta Soris, when the chaotic universe had been 

pacified and the cherub returned to rejoice in the upbeat happiness of the new songs, 

violin improvisations, and festive rhythms. Mak would have to pick up on the faster 

tempo and adapt by going faster, which they knew he could handle, the surprise was that 

it would quickly begin to slow down, closer to the usual tempo, and then a little further, 

much slower than the traditional version. The Monks knew that the concept of slowing 

down was inexplicably hard for Mak to understand, precisely after he had been pushed to 

speed up. But, surprisingly for the examining board, and not so much for my Lady Nun 

and me, he swiftly adapted to the changes without so much of a hint of dissonant 

hesitation. He did have the decency to fake a surprised frown, and yet, while delivering a 

perfect performance. 

After the standing ovation, I asked Lady Rowena how she would explain to herself what 

she had done. She said she could allow herself to be a little careless; after all, Mak had 

tried hard enough, she considered it was time for him to become someone else’s problem. 

She was sort of done. And I could relate to that.  

 

 

 

“So,” I said, happily back on my feet. “I just want to make this very clear... Now that I’m 

more famous than the Moon, it will be really hard for my coward assassin to try to kill 

me and my friends, right? How is he and/or she going to know exactly where I am?” 

“Wrong!” said PATRICIA, surprisingly seriously, “Does it mean you’re going to moon 

us again? Please, go ahead, sweetie, the camera loves it!” 

So I did what she said, while saying, “Why did I end up drinking that mushroom essence 

again?” 

PATRICIA was drunkenly blissful. “You said you wanted to check if it was poison or 

not, but mainly to find out if it was fermented in any way...” She hesitated a little, “I 

think you’re overdoing the mooning number...”  

“No!” I explained emphatically, “I’m demonstrating a butt mint when it comes out. It’s 

really creamy white... You have to see it to believe it.” 

“That’s great, darling, all of mythica is watching,” said PATRICIA, sounding 

intoxicatingly businesslike. “With the main temple as a background?” she checked with 

her camera crew. “Some words of wisdom for our audience, while you’re at it?” 

“If you’re not sure how to find out the perimeter of a circle,” I said, pausing to push 

really hard, secretly fearing I was constipated... “Don’t eat pi; it’s probably spying on 

you...” Still squatting, I looked at her, “I don’t think it’s going to happen... Sorry to 

disappoint the viewers...” 
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“Don’t worry,” said PATRICIA, “We already got a good shot of you doing it in front of 

that bakery...” 

“Oh, ferg,” I said, inadvertently ruining the entire interview with the F word... “Did I 

remember to promote Mak’s art? I don’t want to disappoint Semina...” 

“Don’t worry,” said PATRICIA, making a pause to drink directly from a big green bottle. 

“There’s a short delay that we use to replace any F-sounding word with either ‘fecal’ 

and/or ‘fun...’ But you should really stand up, sweetie. I like it better when the camera 

focuses on your Sardan forehead logo.” 

“Wow,” I said fascinated, but still unable to stand up. It was much more comfortable 

crouching down... “You can use my own voice to cover for my improprieties?” 

“No, darling,” she said, looking a little distracted, “we use my voice, of course... But now, 

any words of wisdom for the audience?” 

“Two, actually,” I said acting all serious, but still from down below. “One; if I hear one 

comment about Eternal Sundays, a few mythica libraries will catch on fire rather 

swiftly...” 

“Is that a generic threat or a prophecy?” she interrupted me. 

“PATRICIA, please,” I said, wasting my time trying to reason with her. “Don’t confuse 

the audience. Prophecies are Master Baiter’s territory. I don’t even wanna go there. 

Apparently it reduces your lifespan drastically... But to my sacred viewers out there, and 

other devotedly delusional mythica friends, I want you to feel free to skip this entire 

interview... It’s not a premonition, it’s a fact. I can guarantee it will go absolutely 

nowhere.” 

“Fantastically deep and moronic,” said PATRICIA, “I think this new angel born out of 

the light of ghosts on mushrooms...” she stalled a little and looked around for her writers. 

“What’s your take on skin exposure?” 

“If you leave it too long in the Sun, it’s going to burn.” I explained a rather obvious point. 

“But don’t worry, if it doesn’t burn, the local Administration will burn it for you with 

olive oil...” 

“What a brave, nonsensical barbarity to say,” she was unsteady, but she did her best to 

look at the camera, “coming from the highest mythica authority on the planet...” She 

nodded and waited for applause. A couple of her crew members did clap, otherwise she 

could be there waiting for a while. “So, any words of wisdom for the audience?” 

“Yes,” I said, standing up, finally. “Is that guy over there a writer? He’s doing nothing!” I 

protested while PATRICIA was trying to locate the one I was talking about. “Why isn’t 

he giving me any lines? He’s just sitting there, lazing around, and scribbling on that 

notebook...” The guy looked at me surprised. “Yes!” I said energetically. “You! Why 
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aren’t you helping me? Have you any idea how many viewers we are losing because 

you’re not giving me anything funnily deep and thoughtful to say?” 

“Oh, just a few millions, sweetie,” said PATRICIA, “darling, don’t worry, there’s still 

plenty of other viewers watching...” She turned around to check with her crew. “Yes, 

darling,” she confirmed. “We’re doing great. So, any words of wisdom for the audience?” 

“I can’t conceive how anyone could possibly be watching this but what the F Fun do I 

know?” I looked at the lazy writer again, who was still sitting down. I pointed to him 

again. “PATRICIA,” I said, “fire him!” 

“Which one?” she looked disoriented again... She seemed to have lost her patience... 

“Just pick the ones you want to fire yourself! I don’t even know exactly how to do it...” 

“Are we still on air?” I said looking around, not to PATRICIA because I didn’t trust her 

judgment with those specific questions. A woman from the crew confirmed my 

suspicions. “Well, apparently there is no end or point to this...” I kinda got lost in the 

middle of that, but the lazy writer finally took a hint and handed me over his notes. 

“Great!” I said enthusiastically... “Now we can go through my homework and try to find 

a catchy and thoughtful phrase... PATRICIA, please pay attention. I need your help with 

this...” 

“Enlightened by surprise...” I read the first one. 

“Not stupid enough,” said PATRICIA. 

“Straight out of the sacred closet...” 

“Too predictable,” said PATRICIA. 

“Catastrophically enlightened...” 

“Doesn’t sell...” said PATRICIA. 

“I told you he was lazy,” I whispered to her and then to the camera.  

“Faster than enlightenment,” I had trouble reading. “Wait, I think that one is crossed 

out... “Farts at the speed of enlightenment...” 

“He’s fired!” said PATRICIA, looking around, squinting a little. “As soon as I can 

recognize him... I can’t really tell them apart...” 

“How about this one?” I said, after skipping a couple of pages of more useless, 

grammatically predictable ferg. “Enlightenment by Blond...” 

“That could work,” said PATRICIA gulping down an entire bottle of some other kind of 

fermented beverage, in less than a minute and without even a hint of a burp.  
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“Yeah,” I said, pondering the phrase. “Lady Rowena said that the Monk’s marketing 

department is pretty much a wasteland... But she said they needed to promote me, and try 

to come up with some sort of merchandising...” 

“Are you branding this?” said PATRICIA somewhat worried. “Because the lazy writer 

works for me and I’m pretty sure that phrase belongs to me, or to him, depending on the 

profit/legal nightmare ratio...” 

“Well, it’s perfect because we can launch a line of hair dye and then expand to all sorts of 

hair products...” 

“Of course,” said PATRICIA. “No wonder you’re a mythica genius... Where are we?” 

That was another moment of clarity for me. I had finally remembered the only non-

delirious question she had asked me in the last few hours or cycles... I had no idea... 

“Yeah,” I said, happy at the thought of clearing that issue already. “Where?” 

“I asked first,” PATRICIA took the trouble to point out so that I wouldn’t throw the 

question back at her again. 

“Where are we?” we said, practically in unison.  

Someone from the crew shouted out our location, which had been a complete mystery up 

to that particular point of the interview.  

“Sarda who?” I wasn’t sure if he was talking about a drink or something... 

 

 

 

At that point, Mak stormed in front of the camera for the umpteenth time. He said he was 

done, apparently not much success with the ladies, and he wanted me to choose means of 

transport. I looked at his new cane thingy and had the sudden attack of absolute brain 

draught to ask if we could go for a ride on his new toy that was only slightly longer than 

his previous one, but no less dangerous, I predicted to myself.  

“Don’t say anything,” I whispered to him. “But PATRICIA just told me we are in Sarda 

Hari. Let’s get the ferg out of here as fast as we possibly can...” 

Right then, I immediately checked my own level of mushroom sanity, because I had 

expressly encouraged Mak to speed up... which could only imply an array of impossible 

disasters...  

“Do you know what this weapon is called?” he said, and I didn’t have time to cover my 

ears. “Tornado!”  
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Oh, ferg, if “Pogo” could just skip over a mountain in a second... This new name did not 

bode well, at all. And, indeed, in the typical monastic irreverence for laws of nature 

and/or reality, our tornado tool, did pretty much that. Instead of jumping, it created a mini 

tornado around us that Mak called “wind tunnel,” perhaps just to ferg all over any 

possible logical explanation from the world of scientifica... I could barely hear what he 

was saying, since, being literally suctioned upwards in a whirlwind of impossible 

madness, it wasn’t clear to me if we had already jumped into another universe, with more 

carelessly relaxed laws of physics, or he had actually said, “Oh, I can’t remember how 

you’re supposed to stop it.” It was a little late anyway. And, towards our destination, our 

wind tunnel was taking us, horizontally, by the way, why bother complying with any 

rules at all once you’ve desecrated most of the basic ones anyway? 

After a couple of hours, Mak made his first attempt at landing, following my screams to 

try to skip along the creek, for a water landing, and minimize casualties due to the 

necessity of stopping that we had forgotten to discuss. We did our watery skipping 

number, but since I felt I had a choice on how to minimize my own death certainty at that 

point, I just disengaged, jumped off and rolled and skipped on the surface of the creek by 

myself. Fortunately, I found no boulders of any kind while slowing down, and I didn’t 

drown because it wasn’t very deep. Mak continued flying around, and I wished him good 

luck. I was sure he would find the right way to stop it eventually. Otherwise, this was 

probably a good lesson on not cheating, and perhaps listening to others... Surprisingly, I 

wasn’t sick or dizzy or anything. I could see where the palace was, more or less, but I 

believe they found me four hours later, if I was told correctly, trying to talk a beautiful 

beetle into working for me...  
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VII 
 

Ahh... So nice to wake up next to him again. I loved when we started spooning, and 

waking up slowly with sleepy sloppy kisses. Cloud could be so tender... He made me feel 

like I was with Ross; well, in the sense that I felt so peacefully content when I was next to 

him, like I had known him for a long time...  

After a little “good morning” wrestling, he stopped suddenly, somewhat in the middle of 

it, and I knew something serious was coming out of his mouth; I recognized that frown... 

The one that may mean he was about to ask for something or he was having trouble 

finding the words. So I waited a little to see what mood he was in... He said a few tender 

things, with his carefully chosen, grammatically polished verbal bouquets. I was getting 

both horny and curious. But, there was something I needed to make sure of, before he did 

something a little rash. First, I clarified that I was beginning to feel he was the most 

tender, most subtly seductive guy I had ever been with, but if this conversation was going 

to end with a proposal, we should probably have breakfast first, clean our teeth, and 

definitely do it outdoors... Maybe a little bonfire by the creek this evening? He reassured 

me that he wasn’t planning to propose in a bedroom, and I sighed with excited relief... 

Where was he going to propose, then? He could make me feel tender by curiosity too...  

He said he was ready to release. So I immediately grabbed his meat cannon and started 

giving him pointers. But, gently, he pushed me aside, and he explained that, to him, after 

having chosen a mythica path that required total celibacy, it was somewhat of a big deal. 

Which, to me, was the same meaningful equivalent of those hieroglyphs from the times 

of the Pharaohs that not even the scribes who painted them understood... But then I asked 

him if he had some sort of totem in his head that was preventing him from releasing 

properly. He said that, for the specific meditations that he did, most of the literature 

suggested that he should try to avoid reaching climax, or else, he could compromise his 

abilities, like a sort of setback, not necessarily forcing him to start from scratch, but he 

wasn’t sure. He had realized, however, that this time he was getting mentally ready to 

take a chance because of something I had said... 

I immediately felt a cascading memory trail of atrocities that had come out of my mouth 

and I cursed those mushrooms for not having the decency to erase all uncomfortable 

traces... I cringed. He said it was something he had discussed with Lady Rowena through 

a link. I had made clear to the Elders that I had already demonstrated traces of 

omniscience and was not interested in doing it again. They already had the records that 

they needed anyway, and that I had no intentions of exerting myself too hard. This 

seemed interesting to Cloud, because he had done the same. He basically had won the 

highest rank within his mythica path, and there was a chance that releasing now, might 

not be such a huge problem. After all, if he couldn’t meditate anymore the way he 

wanted, he could try other techniques... He was getting ready for a full, unjustifiably 

delayed release. And he would tell me when he felt he was ready, but it could happen any 

day now. 
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I congratulated him, because I respected his career path, but it was time for him to accept 

that he had “graduated,” sort to speak... And I was proud and horny at the idea.  

“When did Lady Rowena call? Isn’t it early in the morning?” 

“Yesterday,” he said. “You slept the entire day...” 

I couldn’t believe I had slept a whole day... That’s why I should have never touched that 

mushroom essence. As if I wasn’t lazy enough, now I was wasting entire days. But he 

said that I had begged to be heavily sedated, because I was bored and tired of being high, 

and I wasn’t even hallucinating...  

“So,” I said, trying to get on top him and use him as a body pillow. “You and my High 

Nun are back on speaking terms?” 

“The call was for you,” he said, mysteriously. “But I sent Mak to ask her if she wanted to 

talk to me instead, since you looked like you were not going to wake up for a while. So 

we discussed a few things, and she said that you were right about most of the things you 

said when you slandered the Monk’s marketing department. But she wasn’t clear on how 

to go about firing people, or rather, reassigning them. Also, that the Enlightenment by 

Blond campaign was moving ahead, but PATRICIA and her writer were claiming a one 

percent each in profit shares to sneakily mention your hair products during their 

interviews. Lady Rowena said it sounded like a good deal to her... What do you think?” 

I thought for a while. How could I possibly lose a whole set of twenty-four hours, just 

sleeping? My next career path would be for the title of sloth... or perhaps Embassy 

secretary... But at least, now, I was going to check the accuracy of my gut instincts, by 

asking about some good news, I desperately needed to hear...  

“Then,” I said, rather randomly changing topics. “How’s the Princess... I mean, I’m sure 

she’s at least a little wounded... But I’m assuming she’s alright...” I crossed my fingers 

while Cloud was looking at me funny. “I mean... Did she fall off her cheval, maybe, 

wrestled with a bear? I kinda want to get a sense for what happened to her. You know her 

better, what’s your opinion?” 

“How could you possibly know she was back?” 

“Well...” I didn’t really know why he would ask me that... “I mean, I’m trying to be 

optimistic... and she said she’d be back by now, right?” 

I had no idea why it was so hard for him to just give me the good news. I knew if the 

Princess hadn’t returned, that would have probably been the first thing he would have 

told me, certainly more important than discussing Lady Rowena’s marketing issues... 

Why was he giving me the runaround?  

“All those assertions you just made,” he said cryptically solemn... “Coincide with 

reality...” 
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“Ahh,” I sighed... “I’m sorry; I just needed to hear it from you... I was really worried. 

Although,” I said pondering a more studly issue, because I had an eighty percent level of 

certainty on this one, and Cloud knew the Princess really well, so I had to make sure if 

my random theories were on target or not... “Was the chevaler seriously injured? I mean, 

I am almost sure she must have dropped him somewhere towards the mountains... right? 

Is he fine?” Secretly, I was hoping to hear he wasn’t disfigured. 

“All those assertions you just made,” he said getting progressively and inexplicably 

weirder... “Coincide with reality...” 

I really didn’t understand why he could possibly be upset when I was just trying to 

optimistically confirm my suspicions about the trouble the Princess was in... 

“I’m not upset,” he said, not very convincingly. 

“Well then,” I said, trying to get going with this. “I have to say that, if I understand things 

correctly, all the rioting in the southern provinces must have stopped by now...” I 

scratched my nose, because the next one was delicate and I had no certainty at all. “And 

the northern conservatives didn’t find it suspicious, or probably, they haven’t even made 

a connection yet, that, incidentally, after cycles and cycles of protests, the Princess is 

gone for a couple of days, and it was all magically solved... correct?” And then I added, 

mainly to myself, “I hope she has a few more cards under her sleeve, because once the 

conservatives begin to smell the rotten flowers... well, they’ll just mobilize and try to 

open up her skull... Do you think we should suggest to the Princess to kinda hint at the 

southerners not to stop it altogether so suddenly like that? My fear is that they should at 

least do peaceful demonstrations or something; otherwise the conservatives have to 

realize that something is going on between the Princess and the separatists... Don’t you 

think?” 

“I don’t know what to think,” Cloud said, looking more normal, or maybe a little 

clueless, which would be my normal comfort zone. “You just keep demonstrating 

omniscience over and over again...” 

I had no idea why he tried to change topics like that; I thought I had explained to him that 

I had my own theories and hunches, and was just checking if things had gone the way I 

had imagined... To me, it was logical that the Princess would try some sort of bold 

move... I mean, if she knew that the southerners were getting ready to trample all over her 

territory to fight the conservatives... wouldn’t she try to strike some sort of a deal before 

getting dragged into a full blown conflict? 

“Cloud,” I said tenderly. “I think you’re confusing things... I only demonstrate 

omniscience when I am sure it’s for the records... Otherwise, why waste my time?” I 

shrugged. 

“Because that camera with a direct link to the Elders was your idea...” he said pointing in 

the direction of a small table that, according to him, I had placed close to the bed, while 

telling the Elders that I wanted to show them the mythica closet from the inside, and to 

get their opinion on my own exaggeration of Cloud’s loud snoring.  
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“Well,” I said covering my privates with the sheets and waiving to the camera. “I guess 

that counts as proof of omniscience as well.” I looked at Cloud who was shamelessly 

naked next to me... “Cover yourself! You’re in front of the Elders.” 

“Who’s gonna fire me?” he said, suddenly comfortable with Tenth Level customs. 

I told Cloud to turn it off... They had what they wanted anyway... But I was happy that 

my guesstimations were now assertions... Because, considering all the things that could 

have gone potentially bloody wrong, apparently, everything was looking relatively fine 

for now. Otherwise, we’d be surrounded by warriors, and other deadly surprises...  

 

 

 

After a very nice round of kissing, although he burped right into my mouth at one point, I 

told him I wanted to demonstrate the way I felt about him. I told him that the more I got 

to know him, and the less I understood him, I noticed how he made me feel safe, happy, 

and peaceful. He wanted to know how I could possibly demonstrate that, because I was 

beating round the bush a bit much. So I just told him that I wanted to show him how 

much I trusted him and wanted to be with him, no matter what. 

“The Elders know you’re a spy,” I said. “That’s why they’re probably jittery around 

you...” 

“You don’t have to demonstrate omniscience again,” he said, rather defensively. “I got 

it...” 

“Well, let me check if you do then...” I said. “Would you like me to stop or maybe ask a 

question before I show you how much I trust you?” 

Of course, he demonstrated good sense and precaution, and simply looked into my eyes, 

as if we were about to say goodbye... or maybe that was my dramatic interpretation...  

“I knew you were a spy within five minutes after meeting you...” I thought it was the 

most tenderly kept secret I had. “And I didn’t care back then, much less now. But I am 

not interested in the details. That’s your problem. I know that if there’s anything I can do 

to help; you’ll tell me for sure. Right?” 

We kissed again, so long and tenderly... no burps, nothing. Just salivary sweetness. But I 

noticed he was shaking a little, so I repeated that I wanted to have breakfast before any 

type of wrestling, and that was regardless of the releasing-or-not-releasing odyssey.  

He did have a couple of simple questions. And I explained that mythica people called it 

omniscience, I had recently found out, but I called it something else, which would be a 
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set of statistical and logical processes. It wasn’t my problem if they were reading a lot 

into it, because I thought it was better to use it to my advantage...  

“From my point of view, it’s like that whole Herbal versus Erbal thing,” I said, 

reassuringly stroking his giant boner.  

He was a little confused about that, and wanted to know some examples of what I did and 

how... I explained to him two concepts that nullified all further questions. First, I asked 

him up to what point he would trust Mak with a potentially deadly trick that could get 

him in a lot of trouble if he didn’t understand the underlying principles... in my case, a lot 

of knowledge about probability and math models. And the other one was that I was open 

to the idea of revealing my methods to him, the day he could explain to me why, as far as 

I knew, there was no card game in which you would show all your cards upfront, and 

then start playing... Simple, right?  

I had no clue as to how he was going to react. But I figured this would provide him with a 

good excuse to get away from me as quickly as he could, or with a chance to understand 

my rare, yet honest, offering of blind trust. Apparently, he chose the second option, or 

something similar, that allowed him to erupt into a passionate storm of tenderness...  

 

 

 

“My therapist is going to strangle me,” I confided in him when we were cooling down, to 

avoid release just yet. “I traded a cop for a spy... That session is not going to go well. And 

I’m not even trying to predict the future...”  

 

 

 

Over a light, but yummy breakfast, we discussed who our invisible assassin could be. But 

we clearly had no idea... We had been a little too distracted by present dangers and 

confusions lately to focus too much on anything. I reminded him, however, of our talk 

about those inexplicably ignored calls and those unreliable but possible patterns for 

lateral communication, and I told him I had probably caught a pattern that we could use 

to shed a little mathematical light of predictability on our anonymous killer. I didn’t tell 

him what I was really dreading, because it would have freaked him out at that point. So I 

quickly changed topics and talked about our Princess.  

First, I wanted to learn to pronounce her full name correctly. Which proved to be a 

fruitless endeavor, but he reassured me that she would be delighted to meet me formally, 

and not just exchange a few yawns with me in front of her tired assistants... So, she had, 
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in fact, invited us for a little ceremony, a tea party of sorts, a few formalities and some 

light entertainment. All of which, sounded royally pleasing to me. But I wanted to check 

where those tight undergarments could be purchased, their prices, and general availability 

through the black market. Since, in my opinion, a suspiciously sudden increase in sales 

would be noticeable—from a northern perspective, at least. Purchasing a lot of them in 

the black market would leave no easy trail to find. He had no idea where I was going, 

until I asked him to please disclose this conversation with the Princess, alone, and that he 

should also mention what happens to the garments when they are lit from within... I did 

make a comment, that I couldn’t conceive that this property of the fabric could be such a 

mystery... I mean, some kid at some point had to have tried to put a flashlight under those 

garments. But, secret or not, it wasn’t a well known fact, according to Cloud. I told him 

that the rest was entirely up to her, on how to interpret that information, or what to do 

with it... Cloud caught on immediately and without much hesitation went looking for an 

excuse to talk to her alone.  

 

 

 

I was so excited to see Her’heyliss. She came in cutely amiable, just as I liked to see her. 

I wasn’t entirely sure how she was deep inside, though, since I only focused on those 

traits of her that I found interesting... Other people might have other opinions. 

Particularly if they had met her violently hungry evil twin. She was a little hesitant to 

come into the Calc room at first; she didn’t understand the connection between her job 

and our meeting here. And I told her I was multitasking, which I was terrible at, by the 

way. But nothing to fear. I was just calibrating the machines. It took her a while to 

understand what I meant, but we compared it to the flexible, yet extensible, measuring 

tape she used. And she got it immediately, by reassuring me that she had to check, from 

time to time, whether they were getting stretched out so much that they no longer gave 

her accurate measurements. Exactly on the same page, we were. All of this happened 

during a short sermon—or was it benediction?—because she repeatedly refused to eat the 

candy that I knew for a fact she liked. But we both agreed that a Full Trajectory mint was 

a nice, in between, compromise... 

“Do you want to shag Master Cloud?” I asked promptly.  

She laughed. She reassured me that I had nothing to fear, that she wasn’t trying to steal 

him from me. And she gave a polite hint that she knew better than to waste anyone’s 

time... She thought that Cloud was a little outside her comfort zone when it came to age 

differences. We did whisper a lot about that. But, at any rate, she did confess that she had 

been flirting a little too much with one of the hunters, another devotee of the Princess, 

who happened to be really cool, but she wasn’t sure if the guy just wanted to mess around 

or not, or something else... Which allowed me to immediately bring her to the topic of the 

hot chevaler, whose name was still a pronunciation problem for me. She was very honest, 

and found the guy extremely attractive, but she felt nervous around him, and didn’t even 
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dare look at him. She wasn’t confident enough. That did strike me as odd. I reassured her, 

that with a happily full stomach, she should just tell to herself that the guy was mildly 

attractive and then go up to him to let him know exactly that, just as a casual comment, 

but clearly, and without overdoing it, and then remove herself quickly from the scene, 

before the guy could hypnotize her with his irresistible looks. Then, it would be up to him 

to try to find her and bring up topics for conversation. To me, that was Flirting 101; to 

her, it was the best piece of advice she had ever heard. The problem was that now he 

belonged to the Princess. And she didn’t want to disrespect her. I told her that, in my 

opinion, if the Princess knew that something was going on between them, she would 

probably pay for their wedding, as long as it was in the traditional Sardan warrior style or 

had any hunting games as part of the festivities. Clearly, Her’heyliss may have been a lot 

of things... but not dumb. She did mull the idea over, quite seriously.  

“But then again,” I tried to remove myself from the picture. I thought I had done enough 

damage. “What do I know? I’m not a prophet... But I think you guys could make a good 

couple... If you can see past his looks, and try to get to know him better... The hot 

chevaler could survive a... anything, with love. Really. Plus, if you guys are bored during 

your honeymoon, I could take pictures while you make babies, or something...” I just 

threw it out there, Mak style, just in case. But I knew she had the good taste of polite 

laughter nailed down.  

She left with my burnt robe, and promised to get me a new one before the tea party. I 

didn’t bother to explain to her that I had been scanning every molecule in her body during 

our gossipy session, because it was partially her fault. I was going to disclose it upfront, 

but she distracted me with that incomprehensible rejection of her own favorite candy, and 

I had forgotten... It did make a little difference though, since she was unaware of my 

heavy monitoring, now my calibrations were complete thanks to just one unwittingly 

reliable person. Finally I was going to be able to use these fergging ancient Calcs... 

Embassy gifts under death threats could render useful results, after all. And it saved me 

time, I was perfectly sure that there were no spying devices hidden in it, because that was 

another convenient aftereffect of my demands that the truth verifiers were on during my 

pastry-laden hostile takeover of the Embassy oven... I had paid attention to the green light 

when the vice Consul made that particularly thorny assertion.  

 

 

 

The tea party was informal, from my point of view, but perhaps formal from Sardan 

warrior traditions because there were a lot of rituals and ceremonies that I didn’t 

understand. Maybe they were elaborate greetings, or that was just the way they always 

behaved. The Princess and I were formally introduced at one point. Her name was 

Ahjmla Jazin Al-De’tse-hir. After I bowed in front of her, she was all smiles and simply 

told me to call her Princess Jazz, which apparently was a great honor, I was later told. 

She did not allow just anyone to call her that. Just close friends and family. But, of 
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course, the gossipers said, I was a big mythica authority now, and she did not want to 

look bad in front of the Monks either. She was assertively and officially leaving the 

niceties door open to them, by acknowledging me as someone she could trust. I was just 

thrilled; this was a huge simplification of many things...  

After tea, I had to brace for the Sardan games. The whole thing, in my eyes, was just a 

throwback to fifth grade. It was that game of the arrow where the archer tried to shoot 

straight up, and then there was a lot of pushing and running around because you won if 

you were the closest one to the arrow when it hit the ground, but you lost if the arrow 

touched you. We played with paintballs, instead of real arrowheads. But... I had to adapt 

my strategy just not to be hit by a real Sardan arrow. So I did it the only way I could think 

of. Luckily, since Princess Jazz was shooting, I paid attention exactly to where she was 

standing. I figured... what were the chances of her shooting up in a perfectly straight 

vertical line? I decided that the safest spot would be where she was. I had no further 

agenda... She did shoot, extremely high, but when all the running around started, I just 

waited for her to move and stood on that exact spot... begging that physics would work 

out to my advantage. And then I saw her. For a second time, in a very different light. She 

was standing just a few legs from me. We were staring at each other, while everybody 

else was searching the sky for the arrow. As it turned out, I was almost deadly wrong. 

Certain people could, indeed, shoot almost perpendicularly... But, “almost,” being the 

keyword. When the arrow finally landed, it was just a few feet in front of me. Princess 

Jazz and I were still looking into each other’s eyes while the others started congratulating 

me. I secretly hoped she didn’t understand my behavior as a sign of courage or 

anything... 

Unfortunately, she may have... or I had no idea what was going on. But the whole thing 

was probably some kind of amusingly dangerous Sardan trial... So, for whatever reason, 

Cloud was called in to recite some mythica verses or words of wisdom, and then he told 

me to “prostrate” in front of Princess Jazz. I could have sworn he said “prostate,” but I 

quickly realized that I was just probably horny... The prostration ceremony should have 

lasted less than a minute, except for the fact that, having devoted so much time to the 

classics, I was painfully unaware of the basics. So, following Cloud’s patient instructions, 

I had to get down on my knees, sit on my heels and then touch the ground with my 

forehead. That part I understood, but the correct arm position was problematic, because I 

had stretched out my arms in front of me, palms down, and, according to Cloud, that 

meant devotion, probably for statues... So he told me that I had to bring my arms back, by 

my sides, because that meant total surrender or deep respect. So I decided to be honest 

with what I had understood and wanted to convey to Princess Jazz, and I put one arm in 

front, because I adored her, but it was not quite devotion yet—not enough to justify both 

arms in front of her—and the other one, I left it by my side, because I did have deep 

respect for her, and yet, the idea of total surrender to someone I barely knew did not 

sound right to me. So, with that little ceremony, Princess Jazz was politely, making me 

part of her Harem. Which, so far, she had carefully filled, when cornered by her parents, 

with mythica men she knew would never touch her, and, yet, her parents couldn’t say a 

word about it without insulting the Monks... A very polite way to say “ferg you” to your 

Sardan parents. 
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So the next one was basically suicidal, and I did what I could to sneak away, but it was 

problematic being surrounded by so many loyal warriors who would get a little ticked off 

if I disrespected their Princess. So, in my mind, my options were: playing along or risking 

stabbing until I played along. It sort of reminded me of the BPD, but without the learning 

excuses, and perhaps more tradition. Worst case scenario, I reasoned, I would die like a 

Sardan legend next to a hot, athletic Princess. Cloud explained that this was a mercy 

killing, and was tactful enough to continue rather quickly, before I lost consciousness, 

saying that a bull was getting old, and it was time to do a ritualized sacrifice, taking all 

the necessary precautions that such a sacred creature required. He would later explain that 

this was Princess Jazz’ way of showing courage and respect for tradition, because she 

would also make a groundshaking announcement immediately after.  

The plan was simple. The Princess and I would be standing halfway between a charging 

bull and a cliff. The bull would chase us and we had to jump off the cliff to dive into the 

ocean, a hundred legs down. But we had to be careful to jump really far away, because, at 

the bottom of the cliff, there were rocks, which we were supposed to clear, and would kill 

the bull on impact. She reassured me that if I held her hand and we both ran very fast, it 

was no big deal. But she did disclose that she was going to dive head first because she 

had done it many times. She recommended that once we left the cliff, we should let go of 

our hands and I would have to make myself very stiff, bringing my neck in as hard as I 

could, and keeping my arms tightly glued to my body. It all sounded very nice and easy 

to her, of course, her majestic athlete; I wasn’t so sure, particularly when the bull indeed 

saw us and started charging. When we were running like crazy towards a somewhat 

uncertain cliff diving versus rock smashing situation, I did let go of her hand and did 

exactly as she told me... After all, I had to trust the experts. The bull, thankfully, was too 

enraged to take the cliff into account, and when he started to slow down, he had already 

lost balance and both front legs were hanging off the cliff, until he finally found his 

respectfully sacred retirement from a Level where he had enjoyed ten times the legal 

rights that humans had. Not a bad life, I presumed. Cloud was performing a sending... 

I could recall all of these things because everything, to my surprise, considering I had 

claimed full awareness of things, was being broadcast, live, to please all of Sarda Hari. It 

was Princess Jazz’ idea, which I wished she could have given me a little gossipy heads-

up about... And, yet, when I mentioned that to her, she said she considered it redundant 

since I was omniscient anyway... My own brain ferg was coming back to haunt me 

again... But this was how she was announcing to her potential suitors, that this was a 

much simpler, basic version of the trials that eager candidates would have to face in order 

to demonstrate, live, in front of the entire Level, that they were, at least, as brave and 

skilled as she was. She made a point that she had made it easy for me, because I had no 

training whatsoever as a warrior, and, at the same time, she didn’t want to impose Sardan 

traditions on a foreigner, and, yet, took the opportunity to add this perfectly-sized ring to 

her collection by demonstrating she was open to considering any and all suitors, 

regardless of origin. She also pointed out that she was quite pleased with my overall 

performance, she wasn’t looking for perfection, after all, but she wasn’t sure why I had 

let go of her hand rather quickly over the cliff, and she didn’t know how to interpret the 

fact that I had dived feet first, instead of head first... So she would ask around, and try to 

get other people’s opinions, because she felt she might be getting a little picky about 
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minor things... So, the rest was up to Sarda Hari to digest... She was becoming a more 

muscular, much deadlier, version of Semina in the blood stained arena of Sardan 

popularity...  

At one point, after she was done with the sitting interview, Cloud confided in me that he 

had no idea what was going on... I felt a deeply clueless connection with him...  

Princess Jazz told us that she wanted both Cloud and me cleaned up and ready in her 

pleasure room, for a possible test drive. Although I added that last part, because this, I 

could understand for sure. She had to somehow demonstrate to possible hidden cameras 

or gossipers that she was not afraid of penises. An assertion that was less believable than 

me saying that I had never seen a penis. This was her party. I had survived, and was 

ready to move on with whatever other Sardan self-contradicting acrobatics we would 

have to perform. But, if anything, this was within my area of expertise.  

 

 

 

We had done like she said, and were all washed up and naked, waiting for her. But after 

all those surprisingly public and dangerously questionable trials, I was horny as a million 

horny rabbits. So when Cloud said some thing or another about a statue, an image of the 

studly chevaler crossed my mind, I had an instant erection and decided to push Cloud for 

some quick relief. He may have said or thought something, but I was too horny to pay 

attention to anything... which sort of backfired. Because I was just about to explain to 

him, that I was going to gently slide his engorged mushroom head into my mouth, while 

trying not to dislocate my jaw, as in previous attempts, while reassuring him that it was a 

sort of kiss. My explanation, plus all that nicely aged hormonal upheaval made him very 

sensitive perhaps, because I couldn’t even begin to perform what I had described... His 

sacred juices flooded me, like I had just uncorked a bottle of geyser. And of course, at 

that exact moment, Princess Jazz walked in and started cracking up. I didn’t even know if 

she had noticed everything, since the lights were extremely dim, and all you could see 

were greenish shadows. But in about a second she removed her bathrobe, while reclining 

onto a long chair, told Cloud to start licking her feet and asked me about my oral abilities 

on female genitalia, to which I told her I could probably cater to her needs if she 

described what she liked. Approaching her clitoris required a set of instructions, or 

perhaps laundry list, but I interpreted the general idea of variations between 

counterclockwise movements, then going down her canal, and back up again for 

clockwise movements, and labia stimulation with lips only, alternating a little, and 

absolutely no other skin contact of any kind. It was concise enough, plus she said she was 

planning to climax by grabbing my ears and pushing my head down when she was almost 

ready. This exchange of information took less than a minute, but for my poor Cloud, it 

must have been like listening to dolphins gossiping about tuna fish...  
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The whole thing took less than ten minutes, and happened exactly as she had ordered it. 

She complemented my technique in general, and attention to detail, while casually getting 

dressed, and also said that I had somehow reminded her of someone she was very fond 

of. But mainly, she complemented that perfectly shaved face of mine, unlike Cloud’s 

stubby chin and cheeks that she was sure were not right for her labial sensitivity... Clearly 

demonstrating she had no idea that facials required no shaving at all... And she took off, 

casually dropping a “carry on, if you want.” 

“Did you climax?” said a likely confused Cloud.  

“Yeah,” I said, “but not with you... in case you didn’t notice.”  

 

 

 

Unbeknown to us, Princess Jazz had decided to give another interview to comment on the 

events inside her pleasure room. She said that she always thought that it was better to try 

fecundation rituals with other virgins, like her, but she was now hesitant, and perhaps 

more open to consider candidates who may be experienced enough to please her and, yet, 

respectful and understanding of her needs so she could relax and commit to actual 

procreative practices...  

When we saw that interview the next day, Cloud couldn’t believe it. He couldn’t even 

begin to guess what she was doing. I agreed. I felt the same, but I did say that it looked 

like she was playing a lot of cards... in whatever game of possible invasions and 

upheavals she was caught. From the Tenth Level, I would see it as a sure sign that she 

was making half promises, right and left, not full alliances or commitments just yet. 

Buying time... who knows at what cost. But there was one thing I was sure of, she was 

being careful not to lie out loud. I had double checked...  

 

 

 

“Do you want me to predict the future?” I said, at dinner, fully knowing that he wasn’t 

even going to entertain that. “I predict...” 

“Are you recording this?” said Cloud, putting down his fork. Not irritated, probably just 

checking if I was still high from that interview with PATRICIA. 
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I didn’t bother to address that question either. I figured we both knew each other enough 

to know the answer to that by now. 

“I predict... No, wait, I sense through mythica awareness... that in a few days, not sure 

exactly how many yet, but no more than four or five... An unexpected event will force us 

to leave this Harem... And at this point, I have no idea what it is. But it will happen, and 

there is nothing we can do about it, but just go with the flow...” 

Then I told Cloud to say hi to the Elders, but he wasn’t enjoying this as much as I did, 

and just frowned. After I closed the link he wanted to know what I had done. And I 

explained, as synthetically as I could, that, from my perspective, we were sitting on a 

gunpowder barrel, and if this was his war, he could choose to stay. But I was opening the 

door for any excuse that would take me out of here. And, I rushed to expound my 

viewpoint—before getting on his nerves, although I knew that bypassing his meditative 

defenses was close to impossible. If no excuse or event came up, we would find it 

somehow... But I did try to put it in a mythica context, without ruining his entire digestive 

process, saying that I thought he was familiar with the whole “self-fulfilling prophecy” 

concept. In scientifica—I didn’t say it out loud—we would call it significant reattribution 

of meaning for key events within social dynamics... Although, I couldn’t even understand 

that definition myself...  

“Then,” I said, while we headed for dessert, frozen yogurt and peanuts, mmm. “What do 

you think of this idea?” 

I explained that I could replace my previous answer to PATRICIA’S question about my 

position on skin exposure for a more coherent phrase like, “When the light comes from 

within, everything is revealed.” He started asking all sorts of technical questions, and I 

politely made him understand I could handle those technical tasks myself... I reassured 

him that, of course, it would look like a fake, to an expert, that was why such a message 

had to be sent through the low frequency channels. It was up to the gossipers to decide 

whether the Administration censorship machine had changed my nonsensical answer to 

PATRICIA on the fly, or the real one was the more coherent, and yet, clearly subversive 

statement about revealing it all... But he wasn’t sure why I would do such a thing. And I 

told him that it was because of the message that he had passed on to Princess Jazz.  

“Any doubt in your mind that she’s finding a way to use that to her advantage? Do you 

want to bet on how long it takes for this new, peaceful form of protest to start? The black 

market may be illegal, but not slow, believe me...” 

He began to catch my drift, because he started to nod and smile. He did say a few things 

about my sanity, but that wasn’t news to anyone...  

“I mean,” I said, choking a on a peanut... It could happen to anyone... even to mythica 

authorities, right? So I continued, since Cloud had just saved my life again by forcing me 

to expel the deadly peanut from my windpipe. “If these people are going to have any 

chance at not getting fried, it might as well come with the backing of a mythica hyper-

boss like me...” 
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“I can’t question methods I don’t understand,” he said, charmingly honest.  

“Well,” I said. “That’s a huge relief because I already did it... The Elders are going to 

freak out... I wouldn’t be surprised if some of their hearts stop.” 

“I don’t understand how you’re so precise with the timing of things you don’t even have 

a clue about...” said Cloud in a last ditch attempt at trying to keep his stomach in place. 

“Because I’m honest with myself,” I shrugged. “I know I’m clueless about a lot of 

things... So when I do understand something, I milk it out of useful existence to my 

advantage... It’s not like I’m trying to cheat or anything. I’m doing what I can so our 

assassins are forced to reveal their strategies... And, of course, to get the ferg out of this 

Level because that’s something I’m certain of... Except...” I said, trying to read his 

seemingly somber mood. “How did you feel about your meditation today?” 

He tilted his head slightly side to side. Not a good sign at all. 

“I guess it’s different. It feels different,” he looked at me tenderly, and I just clenched my 

entire body... “I obtained a deeper understanding of the concept of releasing sexual 

energy... Perhaps even a better understanding of my emotions and physical reactions...” 

“There is a ‘but’ that I can see coming,” I said, still defensively... 

“I doubt I can jump through hyperspace at the moment... I am not sure if I can meditate 

as quickly and efficiently.” 

“Ferg!” I said, right before trying to fake cry... “Ninety percent of my plans, strategies, 

and possible ways to find our assassins went literally down my gullet and all over my 

facial... For a stupid second of uncontrolled horniness... Why didn’t you stop me?! How 

the ferg are we going to get out of here now? I can’t disappoint the Elders...”  

 

 

 

Then it came, my little dragonfly... My new friend whom I thoroughly scanned and 

couldn’t make sense of... And he did his little dance on the table, while Cloud informed 

me that he was called “Blue,” and I should be patient and he would eventually reveal 

himself to me. In my case, I felt it was no problem. I had that part covered after 

scientifica had refused to explain him to me. I had decided to have a little open mind, and 

tried to understand him through mythica eyes... Soon enough, I had noticed that, once 

motionless, on his back, I could make out a few iridescent letters; “Cita.” Which I didn’t 

think much of when, all of a sudden, the letters changed to “Friends?” And I wasn’t really 

understanding how I could possibly be communicating with this thing, even if I was 

talking to him, when the bug showed, “Prove it!” So, not knowing what to do, I tried to 

pet him, and the little bastard bit me. Not so deep, but he was clearly tasting my blood... 
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Then he displayed, “Yes. Friends!” I couldn’t believe it. The flying blue devil talked like 

Mak, but just much more abbreviated... In fact, the more I sort of tried to communicate 

with him, it was apparent that the thing was ridiculously similar to Mak in every 

conceivable way. And I had said to myself, “why do I have to explain it...? Evidently, 

I’ve already signed a blood pact with, perhaps, one of Mak’s distant relatives. I already 

know what to expect, right?” Like now, for example, he was getting a little obnoxious, so 

you better paid him attention in order to try to assess the magnitude of an approaching 

calamity and/or a potentially profitable opportunity... Because I knew, from the bottom of 

my rational convictions, that it couldn’t be happening, and it couldn’t be real. But it was 

happening, because I was there. And the little bug announced... “Kill Princess 

Assassins?”  

Like what clarification, could I provide? “Yes!” I yelled, “Please, kill any assassin now!” 

While I made sure that Cloud was recording all of this. Because I didn’t know what was 

going on, but coming from this Mak-like bug, I was sure I had no more than a couple of 

seconds to make deadly decisions that he probably wanted to run by me to minimize 

casualties.  

Therefore, from the moment the bug insisted that he needed to know whether to kill all 

fourteen of them, I was yelling to him, “Yes! Kill all fourteen assassins now!”  

Cloud was already running to get his staff and trying to alert the guards... But I knew they 

would perhaps arrive too late to whatever ferg storm was brewing around us... I just felt it 

in the seriousness of Blue’s questions... 

The effect on the viewers was extremely shocking, though... I was narrating to Blue, 

exactly, two minutes and a half ahead in the future of the series of events that were going 

to be unfolding. Everything was being recorded from many places in the Harem; Princess 

Jazz had requested that they stepped up security, and, in the meantime, all I was basically 

doing was translating the bug’s creepily desperate weird phrases like, “Friend but not! 

Pass guard! Kill for sure? Already inside! Kill assassin/friend? Sure? Water or fire?” And 

as I tried to remember what other words and critically important questions the bug had 

thrown at me like, “Kill quick?” because he had already left in a flash, of course, I simply 

interpreted it as, “a group of friends, probably close to the Princess, who must have gone 

past the guards because they’re supposed to be friends, or something, and, yet, they were 

here to kill her in about a minute or two.” I calmly described how they were all going to 

be killed by means of water, extremely swiftly, I was sure... probably at an incredible 

speed. Because, I had a mathematically lunatic hunch of what this bug would do...  

The final video was spooky, beyond description, I couldn’t even watch it. It was showing 

my words of what was going to happen in the next two minutes, against what was being 

captured on the cameras in and out of the palace. As I was saying all those 

interpretations, while trying to remember clues from Blue’s urgent messaging... that 

delay effect made it look like I was casting a spell, instead of broadcasting what I thought 

my bug meant. It was so disturbing that I don’t even think people noticed Blue; he wasn’t 

clearly seen in any of the shots, except as a little bluish blur here and there... 
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I had, inadvertently, demonstrated signs of Oracle abilities, live, and on record, relating 

the events that were going to happen, a mere minute ahead of time... Never too much of a 

warning. Typical Oracle behavior, by the way, or so I was told later. This was like saying 

that a Hyper-being was paying me a visit now and then... But the only thing I had done, I 

thought, was to share the information that was available to me... Without having much 

time to consider any potential consequences... And I hoped someone could understand 

that I later questioned Blue about how he had detected that these friends had bad 

intentions, and how he knew they were coming to kill the Princess, only to get messages 

that were along the lines of, “Dogs NO Smell, Assassin NO Friend? Friend Assassin?” 

and, my personal favorite, “They tasted weird.” 

For me, this whole thing was just a coincidence plus a few random assumptions on my 

part... But not for the viewers, or the Monks. For them, it was a live revelation blasting 

itself onto the records in real time. Since the Monks couldn’t play against me, they had 

two choices; they either turned me into a statue, or declared me an Oracle host, before I 

did it myself. Because, prepotency and strange behavior were signs of Oracle madness 

and/or enlightenment. I had already taken off so high up, I was beginning to orbit the 

mythica world. This was getting really eerie for me... Mmm. Maybe... No, I am sorry, it 

did happen. I had to admit it. At least to myself. 

 

 

 

When all the panicky confusion settled, I began to see why there was so much hesitation 

coming from Blue. These were Princess Jazz’ trusted hunting friends. They had entered 

the palace practically hugging the guards. And by the time they were told that the 

Princess had retired earlier than usual to her quarters, they started heading in that 

direction. Nobody felt the need to stop them because they were loyal friends. They were 

probably just bringing her some gossip. I did notice, however, that they were all wearing 

something like ponchos, but not as thick, perhaps... which struck me as odd. It wasn’t 

cold at all. But I seemed to have been the only one to notice that detail. Only Cloud 

looked a little hesitant, but half-understood my point. “Easier to hide weapons?” he 

meditated out loud for my benefit. 

The princess had never lied, she was in bed, or probably relaxing by one of her trusty 

toys, a lightweight, but extremely powerful, crossbow that she used to stick an arrow 

through the center of the chest of one her friends, who had startled her by not knocking 

and walking into her room, sword in hand. Although, the official cause of death was, 

“inexplicable amounts of water in his lungs.” Like all the others, the guy had literally 

drowned to death, right in front of Princess Jazz, while her, much slower, arrow method 

was still making sure that he would remain dead... 

Cloud told me, a couple of hours later that the Princess had sent Mak out for some 

errands... We both thought that it was a little bit much of a coincidence. Mak could not be 
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fluttering around and tasting everyone like Blue, but he would have sniffed anything out 

of place within the palace, and he would have been by the Princess’ side in less than three 

seconds from hearing her scream... In the end, I felt that the most dangerous assassins 

were those who knew you extremely well, and would patiently wait to make a move until 

they were sure you considered them friends. A fancy way of saying, “sleeper agents.”  

 

 

 

I confided in Cloud, that night, how bad I felt. What if I had made a judgment error under 

so much pressure in a few lethal seconds? I could have sent Blue to kill Princess Jazz’ 

friends... Or what about if Blue had killed them before they had stepped inside her room? 

And then he made me think of that image taken from the camera that showed the corridor 

towards the Princess’ bedroom. It was another one of those inexplicable reality walls. 

The assassins started to fall to the ground, only after they had opened the door, and 

produced a weapon. He said he didn’t know how Blue worked, but in a similarly 

conflicting situation, Mak would wait until the very last second to make a final decision. 

He could afford that risk, because he was confident that he could kill them fast enough. 

Otherwise, he would have asked more specific questions...  

If I was going to have a moment of mental relief, that was it. There was no logic to this 

madness, but, at least, it was consistent within the predictable grotesqueness of its 

impossibilities... I had trusted an ancient biomechanical device that had decided to kill on 

taste in order to save Princess Jazz. I took a mental break to return to a state of blissfully 

grateful and guiltless confusion.  

Cloud began to press for a quick release again. Now that he had gotten a taste of it, he 

wanted more... A long discussion ensued where I begged him to please go back to 

meditation and not to climax again until he was confident we could fly out of the Harem 

to any destination of his choice, except for this particular Level. Because I may have 

fallen in love with the sumptuous surroundings—except for the rocky horror furniture 

show—but when assassins started inviting themselves in, just like that, I was about to 

finish packing and say thank you. He thought it was disconcerting to hear me pushing 

him to meditate more, when all I had done up to that very moment was to discourage 

him... Bearing that in mind, and confronted with a new kind of bedroom/escaping to 

safety quandary, we came to an agreement. We would kiss tenderly, and if we became 

aroused, we would just let our bodies do the rest. After a few instructions and 

precautionary measures on my part.  

Not surprisingly, we were extremely horny after five minutes. I cursed that stupid 

adrenaline rush. But I figured we would sleep better if we released. At one point, I was 

forced to stop for a few minutes—taking advantage of the opportunity that he had given 

me by accidentally and painfully planting a knee on my testicles—and, as I was 

recovering, I described a simple game we could try whereby he would slide his fleshy 
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palm tree between my legs while he would lend me a giant hand to help me release as 

well. I didn’t take into account, though, that what was a simple technical clarification on 

my part was an erotic fantasy in his mind. So the trick was supposed to last a few 

minutes, but he was already so excited when we tried it, that it ended up lasting about a 

second or less. I still felt we were making a little progress. There was less crying, 

overall...  

 

 

 

The next morning was very sweet... Mak was frantic when he knocked before storming 

into our room, while we were right in the middle of wrestling—thankfully under the 

sheets—because the Bluerrot I had regretfully contributed to create and Cloud had 

decided to give to him as a present had hatched. He was still tiny, I thought, and I just 

threw it out there that he would be weak and defenseless for the next two weeks, but it 

was going to be quite tricky to do a mercy killing after that... I didn’t expect any reactions 

anyway. Mak was thrilled because he had read the instructions, and described to us how 

he was feeding him, by chewing pieces of fruit in his mouth, until they were impregnated 

in his saliva, and then the sweet hungry bird would just flap his wings happily drinking 

that slobbery juice. A mix of gross and tender that most children loved. I did mention to 

Cloud that this was done because hatchlings lacked the enzymes needed to digest 

properly, and the tiny avian was basically borrowing the ones in Mak’s saliva. I said it as 

an opening to warn them, that, by the way, the bird’s digestive system was also 

painstakingly studying Mak’s genetic material. It was a programmed biostrategy to adapt 

to his owner’s personality and “communicate better.” So I went back to the option of 

going ahead and killing him, right then and there, before he became any stronger... After 

all, if we succeeded, Cloud could recite some short sending request poem of his choice. I 

was about to whack the tiny creature with Lady Cita’s heavy vibrator, but Mak just 

ignored me by teleporting, probably, to the other side of the bed... Where he announced 

that he had thought about naming him, but wanted to make sure whether he was a male or 

a female. I told him he was obviously a male, because his head was a vibrant shade of 

blue... females were more on the bluish/bright green side. He said he was happy, because 

he had already named him Hjergx... And he was almost certain he was a boy. Which 

clearly indicated to me, that the only part of the instructions he had read had to do with 

feeding our future talkative pest, since all this information was there. Particularly the fact 

that even if Bluerrots did not speak right away, they were already memorizing everything 

you said. Especially, looking for indications as to their possible name, even before you 

noticed anything. Away he went, to show off his little fluffy friend to everyone... The 

most intelligent bird on the planet, becoming Mak’s eavesdropping machine in less than 

two weeks. Great. We had inadvertently given him more tools for possible disasters.  

“At any rate,” I said to Cloud, casually, while helping him get dressed. “Who’s Mak 

spying for exactly?” And I didn’t even bother to explain absolutely anything... 
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“The Monks,” clearly, he had stopped caring about minor details a while ago too... “But 

he doesn’t know, of course. To him it’s just gossip,” he probably felt the need to add, 

while politely indicating that I should stop rubbing his crotch, since he was on his way 

out.   

 

 

 

We were getting ready for lunch, we had just walked in, Cloud was starting his chatty 

rounds, and I clearly saw the exact moment when Her’heyliss walked alone, right in front 

of the hot chevaler, and stared at the floor the entire time. I wasn’t even sure if he saw her 

or not, he probably did, but he was also talking with two other guys. I immediately went 

up to him. I don’t even think I said hi, I just motioned for him to approach me, where I 

was, away from his nosy friends...  

“Her’heyliss is checking you out, did you notice?” I wanted to get this over with as 

quickly as possible. 

He blinded me and completely melted me down with his smile, but I told to myself I was 

going to be strong... No wonder Her’heyliss couldn’t talk to him. He was like a stallion 

mounted on a hyper-magnet. This level of hotness and charm was dangerous to resist.  

“Yes,” he said, and chuckled a bit. “I saw you guys following me around, checking out 

my butt... But it looked like it was just you dragging her; she seemed embarrassed, and 

her face was all red.” 

“There is something she said about you,” I told him, trying not to look into his eyes for 

too long... “That I didn’t understand. She said that you were ‘mildly attractive,’ but there 

was something she wasn’t so sure about...” He gave me a clueless stare, so I moved in for 

the kill. “She said she didn’t know if she would be wasting her time with you. What do 

you think she meant by that?” 

“No idea,” he shrugged. “You mean she thinks I’m not good enough for her?” 

“I just want to add,” I said, in a last desperate attempt at disengaging myself from his 

powerfully masculine gravitational field... “That whole part about ‘mildly attractive’ is 

completely wrong. In my opinion, you’re hotter than the beginning of the universe...” 

“But I don’t get it,” he was still like searching for something. “Does she like me or not?” 

“Why don’t you ask her yourself?” I said turning around and catching my breath, 

resisting the temptation of falling into his arms. “By the way, it’d be great if you could 

just run really quick and tell our Princess that we are all packed up and ready to leave, but 

not sure exactly when... And thanks for everything, etc...” My heart was about to explode 

into a hyper-nova. But with my last coherent breath I said, “I’m sorry... Our story is 
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impossible. I am about to get married in an unlikely future, and I fear that if I touch you, I 

may end up with dislocated shoulders... And I’ll be over there, so please wait right here, 

until I give you the green light to deliver that message. Alright?” 

I went straight to Her’heyliss who was, fortunately, eating a cracker while chatting away, 

and I asked her to please deliver a really quick message to Princess Jazz. She just had to 

let her know that our team was ready to follow her, if that was what she wanted.  

“The hot chevaler has been checking you out...” I whispered to her. “But he’s not sure if 

you are into him or not...” And then I asked her to please not share any of this with the 

guy. Although I knew that once he looked her in the eye for more than a minute, she was 

going to start dreaming a dream of love...   

Right after that, when she stood up and took a few steps away from me, I gave the signal 

for the hot chevaler to go ahead, perhaps fifty steps in front of Her’heyliss.  

 

 

 

They were serving the sacred bull in little pieces, and I couldn’t even think of touching it. 

I had no idea why. I couldn’t come up with any logical excuse... Cloud remarked that it 

was an honor to eat from the flesh of a bull that had been properly ritualized into food. 

And yet, I had to accept those little mysterious things that were going on inside me, like 

Lady Cita had wisely recommended a few hours before retiring herself from this 

universe. I could get very dramatic, I noticed, especially after meddling in people’s 

business at such a mind-blowing speed...  

Cloud made a comment that I could perhaps request a link to try to talk to my therapist... 

I justified my denial by saying that I couldn’t do that because of the restraining order she 

had against me. Cloud was waiting for clarification while chewing... The whole thing was 

a silly misunderstanding; I was just going to the places that I knew she liked, and tried to 

bump into her by accident, to get a short freebie session now and then. But she caught on 

rather quickly and said she wasn’t interested in talking to me for free. Rather than giving 

him a lot of time to consider any of this, I explained to Cloud how she saw no need in 

letting me go as a client because I could potentially save her a lot of time. She had said 

that she was kinda using me to try all sorts of new therapies and methods. In a way, this 

was beneficial for me as well. She was actually doing a lot of research and my brain was 

like a test drive challenge for the newest trends... Since, a quite predictable Cloud 

promptly veered himself out of this type of conversation, I hadn’t had to reveal all the 

more embarrassing details. Like that time when she threw a pebble on my window, at 

three in the morning, just to demonstrate, by example, how someone felt when they were 

being stalked, as she was setting my Baban tree on fire with what looked like a tiny 

device, and I wouldn’t have recognized it at the time, but now I was pretty sure, it must 

have been a small mirror. And I had perfectly understood the burning issue I had caused 

her. But that, in my opinion, was not a reason valid enough to remove the arson 
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complaint against her, if she didn’t seem to want to let go of the restraining order either... 

Like so, we were kinda legally cool.  

 

 

 

“Did you notice how Her’heyliss and the chevaler were flirting when they came in?” I 

asked Cloud for validation while going for dessert.  

He remembered he had seen them talking, but only after I had said that. I made him 

notice how he was just about to approach her and whisper something in her ear. Cloud 

saw that too. And when he got in line behind us, we made him go first, because, 

according to what I said, we were having trouble deciding. He did, in fact, pick up two 

coco biscuits and headed in her direction...  

“I like that girl,” I said to Cloud for the hundredth time, probably. “But, I have to admit, 

she is a little easy...” 

 

 

 

Cloud and I went for a digestive walk along the creek. The day was perfectly warm, and 

the Sun kept playing “hide and seek” with high clumps of white and purplish clouds. We 

held hands for a while—his idea... He felt the risk of being fried had been minimized by 

all our mythica achievements in the past week or so. And I thought that it was so tender 

that we kissed, right then and there, surrounded by gently musical waters... Making clear 

to any possible camera or gossiper, that the mythica closet was either disintegrating 

around us, or we were about to blast it out of the records if it didn’t.  

So we exchanged a few boringly misleading phrases about being ready to pack. I ended 

up promising that I hadn’t noticed that he was already packed, as long as he didn’t 

mention that I had never fully unpacked since our arrival... Rather obvious why... from 

my point of view, this visit to Sarda Hari was not going to last long, and I was ready to 

make sure things happened that way. He didn’t bother to question my reasoning... He just 

wanted to change topics and discuss that pattern I thought I had detected. And I told him 

that, from what I had gathered, there had been only two specific attempts against my 

life—the one he had initially predicted, and the one that almost got me, if it wasn’t for 

Mak and him. I didn’t want to include the train incident because Mak had picked up the 

means of transport, and the whole thing could have also been aimed at him, but it wasn’t 

clear to me. I saw nothing that would indicate that the events were clearly related. And, 

what I did know was that my assassin knew me extremely well. Not just as a friend. He 

knew how I thought. Since Cloud was not following, I expanded by adding that, if I 
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wanted to ambush Her’heyliss, I would find out what kind of candy she preferred, and 

would put it out there as bait until she came close enough to kill her remotely. In my case, 

my favorite candy was a hyper-core, which could store incredible amounts of 

information, and, most interestingly, I could probably use it to pinpoint my assassin 

faster. 

Cloud said that assuming a Tenth Level assassin made sense if I was thinking of a 

scientist who might be vehemently opposed to mythica verifications. I did quickly 

mention to him that the assassin could have also planted that charred corpse, set up the 

scene, sort to speak, and send the images that he took through channels that Cloud would 

likely link to, and, pretty much like a virus, the hidden image would run around his mind 

for a while, until his brain would catch on to the subliminal message. He said that he 

found the idea baseless, that he rarely surfed random frequencies, and that the only ones 

he would link to constantly were the Monks. I remarked that if I wanted to plant an 

embedded image from the Tenth Level, I would simply piggyback the image on the 

Monks’ carrier signal. It could be done in a matter of hours if you knew what you were 

doing. He said that it didn’t make sense to him, and I was just trying to discredit his 

meditational efforts... That he had had that image floating around for cycles... 

“Really?” I said, making a pause to look at him tenderly and massage his giant chest, 

trying to squeeze the full weight of his pecs with an upward motion. “Do you think they 

might have started around the time when our lab was painted Sardan pink overnight?” 

“It’s a matter of record. I can check,” he said, almost between sad and scared. “But where 

are all these theories coming from?” 

“Because I may not be completely sure who the assassin is, just yet,” I said, begging for 

him to lift me up in his arms... “But I have picked up the familiar stench of betrayal. 

Particularly when someone knows that an antiquitas device retrofitted with photonic 

capabilities would not be easily detected by background monitors... And he knows the 

building security system well enough to rig it in the event that I waltzed in through the 

backdoor, looking for my candy. And, still, I never scanned what data was supposedly 

being downloaded into my hyper-core, days later in Sarda Hari. Certainly not my typical 

behavior. Of course, I do have a compulsion for scanning and sniffing around through 

records and gadgets. But I was not going to do it if I didn’t understand why the device 

was behaving strangely... And my curiosity could accidentally detonate an overheating 

cascade.” 

“Do you think the hyper-core is dangerous?” 

“Yes,” I said back on the ground, “But I’m not sure why.” He looked a little concerned so 

I reassured him, “I don’t have it anyway...” I was a little disappointed that his arms got 

tired that quickly. And of course he half-panicked and then meditated for a second. “It’s 

retrievable if we want,” I said.  

He wanted to know if I had detected a pattern we could follow towards my assassin. And 

I told him that I was on the right track. I had not received a third murder attempt, 
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because, in all likelihood, the third one was the hyper-core I had never dared open, and 

“whose mysteries I had respected,” Lady Cita would have backed me up on that one. By 

now, I had a pretty good idea of who we were up against... He wanted to know a little 

more. I politely pointed out that if I had to explain that type of stuff to a double agent, 

communication between us could be redundantly compromised... He finally understood 

and we just continued walking to an area where the creek was wider and formed a tiny 

bay, surrounded by old Sardan willows. I told him we could go skinny dipping, and I 

hadn’t even finished the phrase when he was already getting naked. For him, it was his 

first full skin exposure, in the open, during his adult life. I decided to follow his example 

and enjoy this little retreat surrounded by nature... secretly hoping that we were being 

recorded from somewhere.  

On our way back, I reassured Cloud that if my hunches and half-guesses were correct, we 

shouldn’t worry too much. My assassin would try to make us walk into some sort of 

elaborate booby trap to try to kill me remotely again. But I was practically sure—form 

the fact that all his three deadly hidden surprises had failed so far—that he had 

demonstrated to me, a miscalculation of some of my erratically consistent key behaviors, 

and, at best, he had to be scratching his head, trying to find where his murder strategies 

had gone wrong.  

But one thing was certain, my pattern of choice for a possible lateral line of 

communication—upon which I had randomly stumbled while trying to hold on to a few 

probability equations that would help me bring the Monks on my side—from his death-

wishing perspective, could be interpreted as catastrophically disturbing kicks to his 

scientifica stomach. In the eyes of the viewers, Cloud and I were talking, living mythica 

legends. I had inadvertently been laughing on my assassin’s unknown face. Therefore, I 

could guess, with a high level of accuracy, that his blood pressure and stress hormones 

were through the roof, regardless of where he was hiding and hating us from... Cloud 

found that comment practically hysterical. And he did mention… he thought PATRICIA 

had a bad influence on me.  

 

 

 

So, I gave him the news when we were almost back at the palace, and I was practically 

sure that he wasn’t going to propose, which I didn’t really mind. It wasn’t the right time. 

After the “murder by friends” scene, the atmosphere was so royally tense anyway, that 

when I had accidentally dropped a fork earlier at the cafeteria, to get a better look at the 

chevaler’s rear; I had felt that I could have potentially kicked off an impromptu, all-

inclusive fork fight throughout the entire palace. Where we would all stab each other, not 

with knifes, but with forks, to minimize damage, but to break a little tension at the same 

time...  

“We are potential trillionaires,” I said, “according to our Destiny bet stats.” 
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To my surprise, he did ask a few key questions. But I told him not to worry about the 

things he barely understood. It was a somewhat logical combination of the fact that I had 

asked Destiny to keep on playing for us, trying to imitate our strategies as she saw fit, and 

our confusing, disrespectfully sensational approach to the news, particularly when, after 

being declared legally dead in an obscure Inter-Level research facility, we then showed 

up in Sarda Hari, the only Level on the planet where forbidden pleasures were punished 

by a legal frying pan. For better or worse, our bizarre popularity had skyrocketed, with 

people from all Levels looking us up through Destiny and taking a small risk with a few 

coins against or in favor of some of our assertions, and by now, anyone who would want 

to join us for a little live session on our betting game, had to pay a cool one-trillion V 

ticket to non-refundable fun. In one game, we had jumped from peewee directly to the 

big leagues... That was another good reason to be all packed up and ready to move on. 

The big leagues would be calling soon, I suspected... Our bet had turned itself into the 

type of candy a few hyper-Vrich people couldn’t resist.  

And within the next hour or so, we were all bombarded by surprises that we couldn’t 

afford not to look credibly surprised about... The Princess had received a surprisingly 

unexpected invitation, from an old friend, to go fishing. But, being caught by surprise, the 

Princess couldn’t decide on the right spot. She thought it was better to take this 

opportunity to go searching for possible unique and interesting fishing spots, and then 

call her friend, to surprise her with a really special location. Everyone was extremely 

surprised, particularly the Monks, of course, since I had mentioned that an unknown 

event—which in my head meant, “next available opportunity,” would force me to leave 

the Harem with an uncertain destination, which, to me, it was “anywhere away from this 

royal mess.” I did reassure the Elders, that I thought this was just a happily surprising 

coincidence and the Princess and I had exchanged information about the possibility of us 

hitching a ride with her.  

Surprisingly, everything was conveniently at hand, since, unable to decide what to do 

after her assassination attempt, the Princess had readied a hundred all-terrain, amphibian 

vehicles, by the way, packed with soldiers and provisions. According to her, we could 

practically travel anywhere we wanted, camping outside, simply scouting for that perfect 

fishing spot. Not convincingly surprisingly enough, we were all pretty much ready to 

leave in twenty-five minutes. The Princess thought that she was tired, however, and went 

for a three-hour nap, the first one she had taken since she was five.  

Predictably bored out of my mind, but with a glimpse of hope to finally leave this Harem 

that was full of surprises, I was poking at the Calcs, trying to cause some damage. At that 

point, an urgent call from Lady Rowena came in. She could get a little needy sometimes, 

I noticed. But she was downright angry, or, from a nun perspective, she was talking a 

little too fast and sternly. She grilled me without any sort of warning about how I could 

have possibly taken something so valuable to them, and what I was planning to do with it. 

So, fearing a probable truth verifier on her end, I was carefully honest. I told her I had 

done it because I took advantage of an opportunity, in a moment of confusion during our 

interview, and I didn’t think much of it, because I felt inconvenienced and made fun of at 

that moment, and, I was sure they were going to flunk me anyway. So I wanted to have a 

little souvenir… that it was somewhere in my backpack and I would return it as soon as 
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possible. Apparently, that was not what she wanted to hear. On the verge of yelling she 

said something about asking first, before taking... Clearly not getting the point that I 

doubted they would have given it to me, at least, not at that moment, when they were 

looking for ways to make me look bad, so I had decided to borrow it. I had no idea why 

she was so irate, though... She couldn’t be menopausal, could she? 

 

 

 

So, when Princess Jazz was ready, and we said our formal goodbyes to the staff, 

everyone was very surprised that she was heading straight towards the north, but nobody 

was exactly sure on how genuinely surprised we were supposed to look... So nobody 

asked a single question, as far as I know. After about an hour on the road, we received a 

call from the Harem saying that our team had been invited to play at an extremely 

important game of Destiny in Kingsbury, which, surprisingly, incidentally annoyingly 

was basically straight north from Sarda Hari. I was quick to let the staff know—and the 

Monks, via gossip—that this had just been a random coincidence. They sounded 

hesitantly surprised. Because they couldn’t explain how I was already on the road there. 

Like I was getting so impatient that I was running ahead of my own assertions... A 

surprisingly difficult concept to disenfranchise yourself from. I had just found out that in 

the world of mythica, the inertial power of certain behaviors could be persistent.  

The call must have caught the Princess by surprise, because, three minutes after that, she 

indicated that we were going to pick up the pace while switching to stealth mode, since, 

surprisingly conveniently, these vehicles were also hovercrafts that could glide extremely 

fast over almost any surface. So I demonstrated my level of surprised cluelessness by 

asking Cloud how much we’d be veering off from our original course which was almost 

perfectly north... When he indicated without hesitation that it was nineteen degrees east, I 

knew I should have faked more surprised looks and questions. But I just fell asleep. Not 

surprisingly, we ended up traveling all night and most of the next day, until we were deep 

in the desert.  

 

 

 

We camped, and started cooking for the evening. Princess Jazz stared into the waters of 

the oasis, perhaps wondering if this was the perfect fishing spot she was after... From 

there on, it was just a succession of that same routine. Day after day, we would 

camouflage and move extremely fast from one oasis to the next available one... Until it 

became a ritual. And nothing surprised us much anymore. We had not checked with the 

Princess whether we were supposed to bring our equipment out of stealth mode. We 

didn’t want to inconvenience her with too many questions. After all, we couldn’t deny 
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it... If she did find a good oasis for fishing, it would be a tremendously fantastic surprise 

for her friend. But the nearly daily hopping around did get on my nerves by the end of the 

week. I had seen enough of the desert at that point, and it was just as Blue had described 

it to me, “Hot! Lots of nothing!” I was getting ready to try the unstoppable tornado 

alternative, but Cloud convinced me that we should probably just relax and wait a little 

longer. We were moving mostly towards the north anyway...  

The next morning, Mak came in because he thought his Bluerrot was dying. He noticed 

he wasn’t moving as much, and clearly demonstrated that he had not paid attention when 

Cloud read the instructions for him, about not overfeeding the bird. Baby Bluerrots were 

gluttons on a rampage, and if their owner didn’t learn to control the amount of food they 

were giving them, the fluffy younglings, indeed, died of indigestion. “In about fifteen 

percent of the cases,” I provided them with the statistical reassurance that they didn’t care 

about. Mak’s dilemma was trying to understand why his baby avian adoptee was eating 

so much a few days before, and now he just looked sad and was sleeping all the time. I 

knew exactly what it was... The bird had probably noticed that each time he acted all cute 

and lovely he was being fed tons of saliva-macerated fruit. But when he acted all sleepy 

and tired, he was allowed to rest from near force feeding. I knew we only had days left 

until that sharp-tongued menace became an incontrollable talkative curse. And he was 

probably, indeed, eating to the verge of dying, but having the intuitive hunch to stop and 

fall asleep when it was hard for him to breathe. I had been down a similar path when 

trying to enlighten myself orally.  

So when the cute, defenseless Bluerrot looked at me—disproportionately innocent big 

eyes and all—I approached him quickly since Mak had left the tent and I was about to put 

an end to our most certainly painful aural future, when he, surprisingly, right at the exact 

moment woke up and said “Daddy?” in a soft, heart-dissolving voice. He may have been 

fooling everyone around me, but not me; I wasn’t his daddy, I was the teenage renegade 

contributor to his existence. Then, of course, the phrase was not aimed at me, but 

specifically at Mak, who swiftly and unapologetically snatched the deadly heavy Büdda 

statue Cloud always carried around, just seconds before hitting the baby bird in 

question... I respected that little freak I had created out of my sheer disregard for possible 

consequences. He was teetering over a treacherous path between flapping his wings to get 

what he wanted, and overdoing it to the point of possible death. Pretty much like Lady 

Rowena had assessed me in our first official meeting with the Monks; without knowing 

me, she said I had to sort out a delicate balance between carnal impulses and self control. 

Just like it kept happening, even now, between Cloud and me. My horniness and desire to 

make him release, and my own uncertainty of frying together with him if he couldn’t 

concentrate accurately enough to find an exit door in case we needed a quick, impossible-

to-explain, jump through hyperspace...  

Soon to be regretted, I was dead-certain, Mak’s Bluerrot was given a second chance at 

living. Partly a combination of circumstantial dynamics, and a suspiciously well timed 

use of his incipient menacing mind. I still had that bottle of red mushroom essence. And I 

was pretty sure we were headed for a destination that would give me easy access to toilet 

cleaners... 
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When looking back, though, I had to give in and say that the whole desert experience was 

quite tender for Cloud and me. We took great pictures. We ran around naked in the 

desert. We were getting to know each other much better. I felt my heart had been so 

thoroughly tenderized that a formal proposal was being set aside for more pressing fun 

things to do while rolling around on the sand...  

Then, on the eleventh day of our dry, unsurprisingly sandy royal tour of fishing mirages, 

a conversation topic came up, which was quite delicate, without me knowing exactly 

why. So far, I had not mentioned to Cloud that last conversation I had had with Lady 

Rowena, but, when I noticed that he had started to talk about the Monks, I decided to run 

it by him. He became extremely agitated, which, in him, translated to a few eye twitching 

movements followed by grammatical discrepancies... I showed him the stupid pen I had 

“borrowed” during my confusingly on-target interview with the Monks at that monastery 

near that baking experiment. I had no clue why there was so much commotion about a 

cheap pen with a cute little smiling Büdda on top. I had repeatedly told Lady Rowena I 

was planning to return it, and, still, I couldn’t understand why she would be so upset 

about it...  

Cloud told me, after a few kissing attempts to open his mouth, that we had, quite likely, 

been talking about different things. Since, without knowing about the supposed 

omniscient advantage that I would have, he had taken prior precautions to secure a 

prolonged lifespan of his own. He knew what he was getting into when he started making 

specific predictions that could be validated by scientifica experts. Thus, of course, he had 

resorted to Mak and his demential friends—the more widespread the destruction the 

merrier the casualty assortment, I thought, while images of the four of them shuffling 

pieces of paper in the train crossed my mind—to fetch him a little “forget-me-not” 

irrefutable proof that none other than Fedro, had, indeed, existed, and the Monks had 

always had all the proof they needed, and yet, they had kept it all hidden under their 

robes for a few thousand cycles... The Monks had their own ancient agenda for half-

accepting, half-denying Fedro. 

I had to stop him, right before he spoiled the moment, under the fantastically awesome 

shade of the palm trees by the oasis we were camping nearby that day. I needed a little 

mythica background to better understand this side of the story.  

He saved me tons of time and conflicting tales or iffy records by summarizing Fedro’s 

life in a few sentences, maybe more than a few... The problem with Fedro, according to 

scientifica, was that he had had a free popular ride into the records, with a minimal 

amount of solid proof. Even the basic fact of his very existence was still questionable. All 

of his surviving writings, including the Countless Forbidden Pleasures, were mainly 

copies of copies and fakes with a lot of discrepancies in them. Fedro’s most publicized 

writings were from the time when he had already exiled himself in the territory of the 

Pharaohs of yore. Most of the animosity against him, however, started the day he had 

simply criticized, among other things, the scribes’ interpretation of the hieroglyphs that 

depicted two penises together. His comments had sent the scribes for a spin, because they 

couldn’t come up with coherent ways to explain their interpretations. The possible layers 

of meaning had already been washed out by the sands of time. And Fedro’s whole point 
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was exactly that—the scribes had to accept that they didn’t understand the ancient 

hieroglyphs well enough.  

In Fedro’s writings, you could sense the tragicomic irony of the situation. He was driving 

a logical stake through the very philosophical foundations of the only hosts who had 

kindly given him asylum—while his own countrymen had ostracized him for infecting 

their traditional philosophy with too much eastern and papyrus-driven arguments—when 

all Fedro was trying to do was to come up with a respectable definition of love that was 

beyond gender... And perhaps all inclusive. Not exactly a “revolutionary” concept in his 

native land of rampant orgies and Gretian style excess...  

 

 

 

This scenery was perfect for this tenderly recordical conversation. I fancied myself as 

Fedro, looking at a similar landscape—perhaps with some pyramids or ancient buildings 

on the background—but thousands of cycles ago. Getting dehydrated, feverish, and 

delirious enough from heat stroke to write the philosophical atrocities he did. Cloud 

didn’t seem to like my take on that. He said that the Monks, right after Fedro’s 

mysterious disappearance—a part of the story I remembered from class; he hadn’t even 

bothered to leave a corpse behind—had swiftly, and by whatever means necessary, 

declared all of Fedro’s work a sacred revelation, mixed with poetry and a nascent form of 

logic. An excuse that allowed them to raid, track down, and secure every single piece of 

writing, papyrus, scribble, or reference whatsoever that could potentially have to do with 

him. The embryonic form of the giant mythica institution that we would later simply call, 

“The Monks,” was already busy gathering any and all forms of records that could give 

them an advantage into a future that did not look good for them. They had carefully 

cataloged, interpreted, and documented all available information on Fedro… A dialectical 

armor of many uses, for cycles to come, as most records showed… That was how 

Cloud—by expressing his interest on the subject matter—had had unrestricted access to 

everything coming from Fedro and confirmed, or not, by letters from his gossipy friends 

and/or detractors. An intimate look at the man who wrote his name on these very same 

sands… And the sands still refused to erase him completely.  

 

 

 

“I’m in the mood for a little transgression,” I whispered softly to Cloud. 

“Fedro? Really?” he looked at me in disbelief. “Is there anything at all that doesn’t make 

you horny?” 
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“Oh, ha, ha. What? That?” I said, childishly. “Well, that too; but I was thinking about 

going in the water… I’m assuming we are not supposed to… we would be drinking from 

there later. But do you think it would be dangerous for the others?” 

“I doubt it,” said Cloud, resting on his elbows, lifting up his torso to look at the perfectly 

still surface of the water. “I’ll go get towels and mouthpieces,” he said, getting up, rather 

quickly and dropping sand all over me. 

“I envy him,” I said to myself while watching that tower of flexing tenderness disappear 

behind a dune. “He was lucky to have an insider’s look into the life of a revered ancient 

figure, a key ingredient that had contributed his words for the initial stages of both 

mythica and scientifica to coalesce into their modern form.” 

All I really had to go by was a cool teacher that had devoted three whole lessons to 

Fedro, instead of the customary single lesson plus most relevant quotes. She just loved 

him and wanted us to see some key aspects of his philosophical contributions. Her love 

turned out to be contagious, not just for me, but for my classmates as well, and we ended 

up watching the extended version of the instructional on Fedro, not just the thirty-three-

minute standard briefings, which we usually called the “Abbreviated into Absurdum,” or 

“Don’t Care, But Need to Know” study aids.  

Now I had been flooded by all sorts of bits and gossipy treats from the records that the 

obstinate Monks were not ready to admit they had. And, strangely enough, most pieces 

seemed to fit right in.  

The ancient Monks had been dealing with difficult decisions since their expansion had 

began. Unlike other institutions, the Monks never recruited, never confronted, and always 

learned so much about the cultural and social ailments of their prospective territories that 

before finalizing the blueprints for their temples, they approached any and all authorities 

and local power dealers and wheelers. They always knocked on their doors offering a 

possible solution—usually drinking water or sewage issues, roads, farming techniques, 

whatever might be relevant for their targeted population. The Monks had amassed 

extensive libraries, and even if they were not willing to do the job themselves, they had 

experts who could help the locals with whatever they needed. In exchange, of course, for 

absolute immunity against any and all local skirmishes, power struggles, or 

entanglements. In their view, their job was just to provide avenues for enlightenment, 

libraries, knowledge, and guidance for those who came asking… They were always ready 

to provide training, but the minds that sought enlightenment had to come to them first.  

This seemingly passive and naïve approach had helped them expand beyond their wildest 

dreams. Their temples—which had began popping up progressively throughout the 

ancient world—were de facto “neutral territories,” that the local administrations didn’t 

want to mess with, in case they could prove useful in the future, as they generally did. 

But their explosive expansion in those days came with a steep price tag. When 

penetrating a new culture, the Monks had to adapt their viewpoints to please the natives. 

If they were too materialistic, for example, the Monks turned to teaching logic, math, and 

even engineering. If they were too mythica inclined, things got trickier because the 
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Monks had to adapt their philosophical foundations to appease local extremists. This 

strategy forced the Monks to branch out into numerous semi-independent organizations 

that were beginning to diverge so much from their original plans that they seemed like 

entirely different mythica systems.  

More than three hundred cycles before Fedro’s time, the Monks had learned to juggle 

their ancient texts according to circumstance. Bringing to the forefront the bits and pieces 

they knew the locals couldn’t reject, thereby offering an unasked for request of mutual 

validation or understanding, pretty much like throwing a chunk of juicy meat in front of a 

hungry lion in a wild mythica arena. Among the many radical subgroups that went their 

own way, the Monks observed closely what was happening to their pacifist comrades. 

They had separated from the main branch by taking to the letter the meaning of the 

phrase “non-violence.” Henceforth, abolishing violence of any kind. According to them, 

their meditative efforts would be enough to send protective waves of pure, absolute peace 

all around them—a tragically timed, misunderstood fact, by the way, since, after a few 

thousand cycles, scientists would describe a real and similar phenomenon whereby the 

brainwaves of passersby were inadvertently “pacified” by the proximity of active 

meditators, and for no solid scientifica reason, beyond a couple of parched up equations. 

But, taking into account how the ancient world operated, their attitude was like trying to 

meditate the lion into not eating them. Their lives were short, miserable nightmares. Their 

temples constantly raided by marauders, thieves, and passing armies looking for a quick 

bite and a lot of free souvenirs. Their temples were devoid of anything of value, even 

ancient books. Their only strategy for defense was a desperate appeal to their invaders’ 

human decency by prostrating in front of them, in total surrender, waiting for a blade to 

sever their meditations from their bodies. Their impending demise happened agonizingly 

slowly, however, mainly because other members of the mythica family came to their 

rescue, and even fought off certain intruders for them. There was nothing the Monks 

could do. When the pacifist extremists had exscinded themselves, they had burned all 

bridges by declaring that the main branch was nothing but a bunch of heretics, and that 

they’d rather die for their beliefs than receive any help from them. 

The Monks simply watched, in shameful, guilty sorrow, how their literally inflexible ex-

friends died off, slowly exterminated. They just made sure to follow up closely on what 

had happened each time, and rescued whatever they could from the smoldering aftermath 

of an idealized peace, the world would perhaps never be ready to accept. They became 

more and more obsessed about record keeping, and staying on top of all philosophical 

and social trends that were roaming the ancient lands. By the time Fedro was walking 

around preaching his ideas on love and understanding, and the essence of pleasure, the 

Monks had already gathered enough data to come to a simple conclusion. The time of 

relative peace that Fedro had enjoyed by an unexpectedly long and successful truce 

between Romandia and the Pharaohs, was just about to begin its bloody spiral into 

mountains of freshly chopped heads. 

The Monks had seen it coming, and they were well prepared. By the time the barbarians 

began their first insurrections, the Monks had already been training for combat for over a 

hundred cycles. They had simply turned to the old writings for inspirational validation, 

particularly the phrase that said, “never attack, always defend.” True to their word, there 
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wasn’t a single record to show that the Monks would have attacked unprovoked, ever. 

They had never started a fight, but they had never left any survivors either once they had 

been dragged into a conflict. A mixed reputation that had allowed them to arm 

themselves to the teeth, right under the vigilant armies and administrations of their hosts, 

and, was also, conveniently, an unequivocal warning to possible attackers. “No 

survivors,” they had repeated, over and over, for the records, “are available to tell their 

side of the story.” Perhaps hoping that teachers down the line wouldn’t have to stop on 

that phrase again and make students understand that the exact same wording could be 

used to talk about the ancient pacifists… all ghosts without a voice.  

In their interpretation of the classics, the Monks felt their job was to provide resources for 

developing minds. If they allowed anyone to destroy their monasteries and their 

teachings, they would not be living up to the expectations of their predecessors and 

masters. This bipolar changeability, from peaceful friends to victims that quickly turned 

into exquisitely efficient murder machines, saved them from most of the nastiest 

barbarian upheavals, that were backed and harangued by runaway mythica extremists, 

and that would turn the world upside down and backwards in time for the next thousand 

cycles.  

 

 

 

Cloud had come back with what looked like a bag of elephants. He was very excited 

because he had consulted the Princess about going into the water, and, although she 

thought it wasn’t legal, she didn’t think it would make any real harm. Particularly if it 

was just the three of us. She was thrilled at the idea. And throwing a wet blanket on my 

plans for more endless hours of gossiping about recordical gutters… Now this was going 

to be, judging for all the equipment, some professional diving adventure. I was already 

looking for ways to get out of it. Which reminded me… 

“Hypothetically speaking,” I said to Cloud, trying not to sound too serious, “if we had to 

exchange a secret message or code… Under duress, or heavy monitoring, for example. 

What would come to your mind?” Only silence and meditatively puzzled eyes… “Let’s 

think of a hostage situation… at a main embassy that I would pick at random among the 

bakeries in the capital… What if you had to send me some sort of coded signal in the 

middle of it?” He was still hesitating… “Think fast!” I got closer to his face and louder. 

“A pie has been thrown at you!” 

He scratched his head with the end of a piece of plastic tube, and yet, still managed to be 

technically tender. “I’d think of a very special moment that we shared and we would both 

know what we were talking about just by hinting at it…” 

I threw myself onto him and puckered up. “I’m thinking exactly about the same place and 

situation! How incredibly tender! Our minds have finally synchronized…” I kept hugging 

him and waiting, but no effect. So I insisted, “Well then, tell me the scene you have in 
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your head, so I can confirm it’s the same I have…” I said it as optimistically and half-

believably as possible.  

“I was thinking about the time you came into the pond where I was meditating, and gave 

me that underwater kiss…” 

“Awesome!” I jumped up and down and did my little triumph dance. “That was my 

second choice! I’m so happy… we might end up being more compatible than previously 

extrapolated…” 

“Wow,” he said, not quite knowing what to do with his entire body plus the equipment he 

was holding. “That is a terrific coincidence… What was your other choice?” He said 

dumping the tubes in a heap, getting ready to hug. “My second favorite was from the first 

night, when we met…” 

“Yeah, well,” I said, clearly displeased. “That was my first choice, but…” 

“I can’t believe it!” he said, genuinely ecstatic within his meditative constrictions. “We 

both chose the same things, just in different order… What are the odds?” 

“Oh, yeah, staggering,” I said and faked yawning. “Mine is different than yours, 

though… Just say which moment exactly you thought about, so we can speed this up, 

please…” 

“I’m a little embarrassed,” he said. “But I have to say that I felt something when I saw 

you standing at the door, with your pinkish rear towards me…” He found that funny, 

apparently. Monks should be forced to make up their minds about what’s comical and 

what’s sadistically poisonous. “What moment were you thinking about?” He said, 

holding back laughter, I was sure. 

“Not that one,” I said crossing my arms, feigning aloofness and disapproval.  

“Which one, then?” 

“Enough said,” I had had it. “Let’s just use the one where I’m at the door, mooning you. I 

can’t use the pond one, anyway, because it would be associated with things I’d rather 

forget. Something you don’t know, or shouldn’t know, or whatever. I lost track of that a 

long time ago…”  

“Why can’t you just be honest with me? Hold on. Were you looking for something? Is 

this similar to the method you use to make predictions?” 

“How long have we been here anyway..?” I said, looking around. “If I didn’t keep any 

secrets from you… How would I know which memories are my truest treasures? My 

most intimate, virginal mental possessions? The secrets I have only told to myself?” He 

was frowning, maybe tired of my weird mental decay.  
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Soon enough, he smiled, hugged me, showered my lips with sweetness… “You are tender 

when you don’t know how to lie…” he said softly, while I was melting into the sand. 

“But I bet… if we lie together…” his whisper went through my ear right into my boner…  

 

 

 

Princess Jazz showed up when we were wrestling over the towels and the equipment. 

“You guys are like those dogs that get attached at their genitals…” she shook her head 

and smirked.  

We stood up promptly and I bowed slightly, since it was the first time I had seen her that 

day.  

“I believe we have found the perfect spot your majesty was looking for,” I said politely. 

“Humm…” she looked around, unconvinced. “How come?” 

“I believe there is fish down there,” I said pointing to the water. “I would bet anything,” I 

emphasized without telling her that I had scanned an image of a tiny salamander at the 

bottom of the oasis. And since salamanders only ate tiny fish and perhaps insects… What 

were the chances? 

“You know,” she said, still thinking. “They told me there’s an underground system of 

waterways and caves that feed this oasis… You might be right, after all.” 

“Right under those rocky outcrops on that end,” said Cloud, pointing, “the water seems to 

get dark rather quickly, as if it was very deep, or perhaps the entrance to a cave…” 

Of course they got so excited at the idea that, ignoring all my warnings, they just grabbed 

mouthpieces and went into the water to check it out. I had no other option than following 

suit. When we arrived at the spot, we dove down and, indeed, it looked like the entrance 

to a big cave, just a giant jagged crevice surrounded by rocks. I poked Cloud and signaled 

for him to come up with me. We were with our heads above the water, and Cloud was 

protesting that I was acting like a scardy cat, when the Princess came up. She wanted to 

know what the problem was, and I told them that I respected them both as warriors and 

hunters, but they had to admit that this was not their natural territory, and I wasn’t 

comfortable allowing them to go inside a cave, knowing full well that even expert divers 

sometimes got lost in them, or would get trapped when parts of the cave would suddenly 

collapse. For me, this was another potentially suicidal fun game that I wasn’t willing to 

take part of. Princess Jazz saw my point and wanted my opinion on how to make it a little 

safer, so I wouldn’t run to Mak and try to come with an excuse to stop them. I suggested 

to Cloud to get a big reel of thin fluorescent rope and two more flashlights, in case one of 

them failed. We swam for the shore, but Cloud was so much faster that by the time he 
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was running on the sand towards our campsite, the Princess and I were still ten legs away 

from the shore.  

“I don’t think you’re adventurous enough,” said the Princess while we waited for Cloud 

with our feet in the water… “I don’t think it’s that risky…” 

“I would go in if there was an expert to guide me,” I said. “And yes, in some 

circumstances, I’d rather be bored but alive.” I made a little pause, since she didn’t seem 

to be paying attention. She was just wiping sand and water off her suit, rather aimlessly. 

“But the main reason is that I wouldn’t find it amusing for more than five minutes. So 

why bother?” 

“Because we’re your friends, and it’s fun! What other reason could you possibly need?” 

“This is our final goodbye,” I promptly brought her to my topic of interest. “That’s why 

I’m allowing you both to do it, in spite of all the risks. I would like this moment to be 

memorable.” 

“What are you talking about? You are free to leave whenever you want, Xendor,” she 

looked at me in disbelief.  

“That’s great because I was planning on getting rid of the soldiers in our vehicle and 

borrow it tomorrow morning…” I said, without quite knowing what to expect. 

“Well,” she seemed hesitant. “I’m not so sure about that. We’ve already lost three 

vehicles in that sandstorm. I don’t think we can spare one just for the three of you.”  

“No big deal,” I said. “We could try other methods…” Of course, in my head, I added, 

“…to borrow one of your vehicles.” 

“If this is about heading north,” she said. “I can’t take you much farther without raising 

suspicions. I’ll be forced to start circling around soon.”  

“I am not sure about your travel plans,” I said. “But whatever you do, make sure to get 

rid of the vehicles that carry traitors in them.” 

“That’s a sick, serious accusation,” she was visibly upset now.  

“Of course, I would like to think I’m wrong,” I said, dispassionately, to counterpoint her 

uneasiness, a trick I had learned observing how Cloud handled me. “But, unfortunately, 

the data has shown otherwise. You see, I took the precaution of infecting all 

communication systems in our convoy right when we left the Harem and we were all still 

interlinked.” Now the situations were reversed, I was looking at the water, away from 

her, while her wild eyes were trying to pierce through me. “My virus detected a single 

data package that was sent though low frequencies, in such a way, that you wouldn’t 

know what it was or how to find it, unless you were specifically waiting for that type of 

package. Only five vehicles accessed the package, but the virus, or course, had already 

garbled the message. Three of the vehicles, however, tried to send a response, which the 
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virus promptly swallowed as well, but alerting me. The messages were encrypted and I 

have no way to decipher them without the proper instruments. But it’s only a matter of 

time until these guys find a way to send a message with our exact location.” 

There was a long pause. We both stared into the waters, the palm trees, the cloudless sky 

where a giant royal hawk glided effortlessly. Cloud was coming back. 

The thread was perfect. It was a yellow perimeter line, designed to glow in the dark, and 

was on a big reel with short legs. We propped it up on shore. I refused for the tenth time 

to join them, and they prepared all their gear and went for their little underwater 

excursion. I told them not to count on me for anything. I would just wait for a while and 

declared them dead if they were not back within the hour. They laughed and dove into the 

cold mystery of the underbelly of our oasis.  

“If I see fish down there,” Princess Jazz popped up her head to shout at me. “You can 

take any vehicle you want.” She waved and disappeared again.  

 

 

 

So there we parted, in the middle of the afternoon, while I watched their line back to 

safety progressively leave the reel in the direction of the water. Making rusty sounds as 

the wheel spun sleepily. In order to distract me from worrying, I decided to give it a go at 

my first attempt at meditation. Cloud had explained that beginners have a hard time until 

they learn to pacify their thoughts, and that the first step was to concentrate on something 

with all your attention. As if your thoughts were a scene that fascinated you so much that 

you forgot you were thinking about it, and started “melding” into it, according to Cloud.  

My favorite scene for that day was Fedro. Cloud had given me so much information 

about him that I hadn’t had time to process it and see it through my own eyes. I wanted to 

feel like Fedro, to perceive the ancient world the way he had seen it and felt it. If that 

wasn’t going to motivate me to try to concentrate and later meditate, nothing would, I 

reasoned.  

 

 

 

Within a cycle of his arrival in exile, Fedro had caused stacks of gossipy letters 

everywhere he went. He was depicted as a little introverted, but shrewd, and a completely 

vicious big league champion when it came to dialectical and rhetorical challenges, a 

popular pastime back then. He had read way too much from many sources, and could 

quote dozens of authors per minute. There was no winning an argument with him if he 
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was defending it with conviction. He had made a lot of friends, rather quickly, and not 

too many enemies as in his native land. But the rumors started to get funny during 

Fedro’s first cycle as an expatriate, well before he had contemptuously criticized the 

scribes.  

The confusion began with a simple name, or nickname rather, “Fortus,” which in those 

days meant “strong,” of course, but it was also slang for “hunk,” or “stud.” Some friends 

had started to talk about a certain “Fortus” when they described Fedro’s young and 

attractive gardener, hinting at a possible carnal entanglement between them. According to 

most letters, the guy was beyond hot, and they never believed Fedro when he said that 

nothing was going on. “Fortus,” incidentally, was short for “Fortimus,” the famous 

Romandian general who stood watch over the border between the two territories, in the 

city just across the river from Fedro’s. And since Fedro never bothered to clarify the 

subtle ambiguity of which Fortus was the one he would be interested in... Gossipers had a 

heyday. The timing of events was unclear, but at a certain point, rumors must have 

crossed the bridge into the general’s ears, in the form that “everyone was saying that 

Fedro was involved with him.” Apparently, in order to clarify the misnomer situation and 

possibly amorous connections, the general had sent an invitation for Fedro to cross the 

bridge and discuss the issue with him in Romandian territory. That part, the records 

showed clearly, because on each end of the bridge there were guards keeping tabs on 

people’s comings and goings across the border. For whatever reason, that first visit that 

was supposed to last a few hours was extended into a whole week. Fedro had simply sent 

a note to his friends back home saying that he had invited himself over for a few days. 

After that, the records showed numerous entries of Fedro crossing the bridge back and 

forth, sometimes staying over for extended periods of time. As the cycles went by, the 

records became less reliable. The experts pointed out that if Fedro was a well known 

figure and the guards had seen him regularly passing through, sometimes they would just 

get lazy or forget to record every single entry. Fedro was no big threat that they would 

have to worry about. So there were many instances where the records pointed at Fedro 

going three or four times in one direction, for example, and coming back just once, a 

cycle later… Although none of the available correspondence indicated that he had been 

with general Fortus for more than a couple of weeks at a time.  

When cornered by his friends, Fedro just evaded their questions by saying that he was 

discussing his latest writings with both his gardener and general Fortus. The kicker was, 

at the time, he was preoccupied with the topic of love and that was all he was writing 

about. His friends saw things differently, and whether they were saying it to his face or 

not, they wrote to each other assuming Fedro was playing with both Fortuses, considering 

that the general was quite a stud himself too.  

After a few cycles of going across the river and back to his garden of hidden pleasures, 

when Fedro started writing critical pieces against the scribes, his closeness to general 

Fortus had probably saved his life. Fearing a confrontation, the general had warned the 

Pharaohs that he considered Fedro a Romandian author as well, and if anything happened 

to him, he would cross the bridge to make heads roll. Drowning in an overprotective rain 

of tender honey and secret passions, Fedro unleashed his full philosophical prowess, 
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producing masterpiece after masterpiece. He had began a novel process that would later 

be known as categorization of logical systems for comparative studies, that is, trying to 

bring into alignment foreign cultural patterns that were, by definition, mutually exclusive. 

A pointless, fruitless, wordy endeavor in those days. All cultures that Fedro analyzed 

despised one another to the point of dreading the idea of even being compared or dealt 

with on the same page. The Monks saw it differently. Fedro was formalizing something 

that they had been doing for a long time, just not in a particularly structured way. He was 

showing them how social dynamics could be analyzed on paper, and, sometimes, even 

mathematically.  

 

 

 

Fedro was well into his thirties when he had began this feverishly creative stretch, almost 

an old man in ancient times, and he himself described his writings as recklessly 

irreverent. He knew it was only a matter of time before he offended the wrong culture or 

power system... but he was also an idealist. He wanted his opinions to be heard and 

challenged. He wanted to start a serious debate. He considered that it was an inexcusable 

injustice to use dubious interpretations of ancient texts to manipulate the minds of the 

masses. All of which, he insisted, were creations and instruments used by those in power, 

in spite of the suffering of many. That particular edge of his reasoning was subversively 

dangerous. Especially for the mythica extremists that were fueling the bloodthirsty hordes 

of barbarians in the name of divine revelations.  

Fedro was suicidal, from my point of view, when rejecting the patronage of the Pharaohs 

and the protection of the general who had opened the doors of his secure enclave to be 

able to watch over him. Even the Monks had offered him shelter. Fedro said he was tired 

of hiding, running, escaping, evading, and relocating. His last house, hot gardener and all, 

would be his last one. Until he vanished one day, presumably on his way to cross the 

river. Nobody saw or heard anything. The next morning, his gardener alerted some of his 

friends that he had noticed that his bed was untouched, and he thought he hadn’t slept 

there that night, and he hadn’t mentioned that he was going across the bridge either. Most 

of Fedro’s friends understood that as a sign that they, in fact, shared a bed, and that was 

why the gardener was so sure the philosopher genius had not come home all night, a very 

unusual thing to do for someone as methodical and predictable as Fedro.  

While the news of Fedro’s disappearance reached the general, a few hours later that 

morning, the Monks were already raiding Fedro’s house, vacuuming, sort to speak, any 

and all traces of his writings. They had waited, however, for the gardener to leave the 

house first. Unbeknown to anyone, the general had prepared for this unfortunate 

circumstance by instructing the studly gardener to retrieve the boxes containing certain 

letters he had exchanged with Fedro. And therein was the mythica Page XIX born to 

pester all records that would deny Fedro’s physical existence. The records showed how 

the gardener crossed the river carrying the general’s correspondence, and never returned.  
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In his last few cycles, Fedro had become more and more methodical, perhaps anal 

retentive, about jotting down his ideas on his logs first, before committing them to more 

formal expression. He used his logs as a springboard and a diary of sorts. When he had 

received or sent some special letter, for example, he would also transcribe it, word for 

word, onto his logs, creating an extensive paper backup. The undisputable proof of his 

existence came with his drama-laden obsession of numbering each page with his blood, 

instead of ink. A method he would also use to sign a letter, especially a passionate or 

intimate one. Thus, an undeniable link had been created between recordical documents. 

The Monks had managed to secure all the logs, but, by then, Fedro’s incriminating blood 

stained letters were in the hands of the general along with his own correspondence. Page 

XIX from Fedro’s last log was very special for him because there he transcribed the most 

tenderly worded note he had received from the general, and his response as well. The text 

itself was a scant laundry list of things the general proposed they could do together. The 

activities seemed mundane, like going to see ruins in the desert, or camping in the 

mountains. But the final item was probably what got to Fedro’s heart. “And we can do all 

those things you like, of course,” the general’s coarse hand had written, “otherwise, 

nothing else would make sense…” 

 

 

 

The Monks tracked down and waited for the right opportunity to get their hands on those 

letters that would lead directly to Fedro’s blood trail of truthful existence. It took them 

almost a hundred cycles until they finally got them all. After that, they quickly declared 

him of dubious existence, and his words had to be taken with a grain of mythica salt. Or 

at least, to the Monks’ best advantage. Hundreds of cycles later, when penetrating into 

cultural systems that punished certain sexual behaviors, the Monks simply resorted to 

Fedro’s own words, “Forbidden Pleasures.” Fedro was used to philosophically proscribe 

entire cultural systems and sexual activities, or what now would be understood as “just 

different kinds of love,” and the Monks hid behind his words allowing certain practices to 

be put in the same category of cruelly atrocious behaviors as infanticide and mass 

murder. There was no going back, however, even if the “forbidden” label had been 

originally used at a time when nobody would think much of that title… For the Monks, it 

was a convenient, albeit hypocritical, way to appease the divinely inspired barbarians 

who would have otherwise tried to wipe them out of existence, along with most of the 

rest of the world.  

The word “forbidden,” by the way, was the scribes’ last “ferg you” to Fedro. Since they 

monitored everything that he produced, considering him as popular but subversive, they 

had put pressure on the Pharaohs to change the original title “The Countless Intimate 

Pleasures,” before copies of the book began making their rounds up north into 

Romandian lands, where Fedro’s theories were more popular than well aged wine.  
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That rotten injustice was what fueled Cloud’s insurgency on hidden records. He wanted 

the Monks to make this fact known, to make all of Fedro’s writings available as they 

were, in their original form. Cloud felt that the scribes had made that hateful title change 

just to establish their righteous supremacy according to hieroglyphs they may have no 

longer understood, but still wanted to use to wield their power. In Cloud’s view, the 

Monks could do better than that, and their apology to Fedro was already a few thousand 

cycles overdue.  

 

 

 

A few cold drops of water landed on my face, waking me up. Cloud was standing over 

me, and felt bad that he had accidentally woken me up like that. Their underwater 

adventure had been a terrific success; they had found tiny silvery fish, and what looked 

like small shrimp. 

“Albino shrimp, I bet,” I said while stretching to get up. “They are tiny aren’t they? You 

guys must have spent quite a lot of time inspecting the cave floors...” I was hinting at 

them joining tubes and gossiping down there, quite close to the bottom.  

“Jazz says we’re having a sleepover in her tent tonight...” he sounded excited. 

“I hope you told her ‘thanks, but no thanks,’” this I didn’t expect I would have to clarify. 

“Just relax,” he said, “there won’t be any funny business... She promised. She just 

probably wants to discuss travel plans.”  

“Yeah, sure,” I said, without disguising my reluctance and helping Cloud pick up the 

equipment.  

 

 

 

“You never said whatever happened to Fedro’s hot gardener,” I said while we were 

putting the wet stuff to air dry in the last couple of hours of sunlight.  

“General Fortus hired him to work in his gardens. They lived together for over a decade, 

until the general was killed in battle.” Cloud started heading for our tent, expecting me to 

follow him. I did, noticing that he was becoming a new kind of candy for me... A curious 

chamber of recordical secrets. “The general had left him a small inheritance,” he said, 

while we were already inside our tent, hugging. “Enough for him to buy a house with a 

big garden, close to the capital, and semi-retire. He had made some extra money by 
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selling some of Fedro’s original letters and hiding some of them as well, which sent the 

Monks scrambling in every direction to try to track them all down... Apparently, he got a 

final laugh by driving the Monks crazy till the very end...” 

 

 

 

The royal tent was, of course, three times bigger than ours, and with plenty of room for us 

and Mak to set up a simple card game of Destiny. There was a soft music playing, lots of 

lamps of different colors hanging from the ceiling, and the atmosphere couldn’t be more 

relaxing. To keep things light, simple and not too serious, all our bets were around 

innocent dares, and the maximum betting amount was just one coin. A kind gesture, 

probably for my benefit, since I only had those five coins that I had earned with my 

confession business. Nothing was too elaborate. We didn’t create upfront rules or 

reassign values to cards. It seemed that the Princess just wanted some light distraction 

and nothing overly complicated, so we could just talk freely the entire time. 

The only thing that was already becoming annoyingly ever present was the baby Bluerrot, 

who would sing from his shoebox nest and try to mimic Mak’s voice while saying, “Your 

name is Herx!” 

“No!” Mak would protest, putting his cards down and scolding his little tweeting friend. 

“Your name is Hjergx!”  

I didn’t want to say anything, but I knew that type of exchange could last for weeks. The 

bird had already decided to simplify his own name, and there was no pleading, cajoling, 

or coercing that Mak could do to change that... Buerrots had their personalities too, and 

sometimes they made up their own mind about things that concerned them.  

After an hour or so, when the game was just about to end, and I stood to win three whole 

coins, significantly increasing the total amount of coins in my possession, Mak stormed 

out with his uncooperative pet and was going to try to put him to sleep.  

I observed how the Princess, rather quickly, poked at the music box, while casually 

offering us a drink. Cloud and I declined politely.  

“I have a solution for your snoring problems,” she said, sounding excited, almost too 

girly for what I was used to, coming from her, a tone I had only heard her use with some 

of her female confidants...  

“How could you possibly say that...?” started Cloud. 

“Sometimes, I can hear you from here, Cloud,” she cut him off at once, “when it’s quiet, 

we all can...” 
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I clapped, and cheered. I was thrilled to hear I wasn’t the only one... 

“You guys turn around and close your eyes,” she said. 

I noticed that the same music was playing again, but this time, our voices could be heard 

too, probably from the moment we had walked into the tent. She had been recording us 

and now, from outside the tent, it would sound like we were still playing Destiny and 

chatting... 

I felt a little something landing on my head, but when I lifted my arm up to remove it, the 

most incredibly moving and intense violin solo I had ever heard in my life began to play. 

“Crickets,” Cloud had managed to say before we both fell asleep.  
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VIII 
 

My dream had expanded and brightened up even more. I had already lost Mak and Cloud, 

and was stuck in the part where I was being mesmerized by the mountain, which, of 

course, by now, had revealed itself as a gigantic half-smiling, eyes half-closed Büdda 

statue. There was a greenish glow coming from it—at times it seemed to be almost 

transparent—but its magnificently portentous beauty was intoxicating beyond imaginable 

words. All I could think of was Lady Rowena’s voice when she told me that the first sign 

of enlightenment that Lady Cita had shown was when confronted with a simple question 

about Büdda, and she couldn’t respond because she feared she had lost her mind. She had 

said that it was becoming increasingly difficult for her to tell what the difference was 

between Büdda and her own self. I felt I had stumbled upon a similar problem. Trapped 

by this dream, I had begun to see myself as part of Büdda as well... I was grateful for 

those words that came to tickle my ears and rescue me from what I believed was a 

peaceful, yet certain end of my days... I had stopped caring about myself; all I wanted 

was to meld with Büdda and his never ending rain of flowers and lights. I had been 

thoroughly hypnotized. 

 

 

 

The tingling in my ear was actually quite physically real and annoying. I swatted around 

my earlobes, thinking it could be a fly or something, when I recognized Blue’s high 

pitched buzzing. He had removed the cricket from my head and was trying to wake me 

up while avoiding being squashed by my heavy, sleepy hand in the process. 

“What is it?” I complained, still half-asleep, but noticing the lights were still on. 

“Tic-toc,” Blue said, cryptically short, as usual. “Danger...? ...?” 

I had learned by now that when Blue displayed any combination of “... ...” or “...?” he 

meant he had no clue and needed help. I turned over to Cloud quickly and removed his 

cricket, while asking Blue for clarification. I noticed that the loop was still going on from 

the music box, but at a very low volume... Not loud enough to bother anyone’s sleep, I 

thought. 

When questioned about the source of the “tic-toc” sound, Blue just said, “High Up! ...?” 

Cloud was already calling for Mak.  

“Why tic-toc High Up...?” Blue had produced his longest sentence ever.  
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Cloud tried to interject some follow-up questions, but Blue ignored him completely. I 

knew that part, the instructions had to come directly from me. So I simply repeated to 

him what Cloud wanted to know. But Blue’s answers were, hard to interpret, variations 

on the same. By the time Mak was in the tent and ready for action, Cloud told him to 

follow Blue and help him assess the situation. I told Blue to show Mak where the sound 

was coming from and help him with whatever he needed. They both flew out of the tent 

in a gust of cool, sandy wind.  

Cloud and I were staring at each other. It was around five in the morning. We didn’t even 

know how to begin to interpret what the Princess had done to us.  

After a few minutes, Blue came back. This time, with clear desperation and urgency.  

“No time,” he clarified immediately, so we wouldn’t bombard him with questions. He 

just displayed, “Tornado or Volcano?” Our two choices to minimize casualties.  

“Volcano!” I yelled, without thinking, and Blue flew away. I already knew what 

“Tornado” would do, and if there was something making a “tic-toc” sound above our 

heads, I certainly didn’t want to shake it too much... I was, quite likely, wrong. But I took 

comfort thinking that either “solution” would have been equally disastrous anyway.  

Cloud reassured me that they knew what they were doing, and if there was enough time, 

they would have gotten us involved. They were just doing their best. I turned off the 

music box and braced for whatever was coming, while hugging Cloud.  

The explosion, even though it must have been hundreds of legs up above us, was so 

powerful that our tent was blown around as if it was a fluffy clump of cotton rolling 

down a dune. We were completely deaf. Cloud used his staff to cut through the fabric, so 

we could get out. We immediately looked up into the dark sky. Among some twinkly 

stars, we could see dark shapes of enormous airships that were being forced out of 

cloaking because they were catching on fire, apparently from within. One by one, the two 

dozen or so airships began their slow motion nose dive onto our campsite and all around 

us. We could see how their bombs had already been lowered, but now the soldiers were 

parachuting out into the darkness of the desert. So, fortunately for us, none of our 

attackers seemed ready to risk their lives by taking the time to activate and launch their 

explosive wake up calls from the sky. 

Mak and Blue had had to wait for them to drop their first bomb in order to fully engage. 

And they had managed to make that first salutatory gift explode in midair before reaching 

us. Then, they had quickly incinerated the ships one by one. Technically, we were still 

under bombardment, though; the ships themselves were crashing down on us. Mak told 

us to get into the Princess’ vehicle, where all our stuff had already been gathered and a 

driver was waiting for us. We took off quickly to remove ourselves from the burning rain 

of debris, like all the other campers... After a few minutes, however, Cloud wanted to 

stop and take a second to look at the scene before leaving. 

“Are they from the north or from the south?” I asked him, my ears still plugged up... 
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“What difference does it make?” he said in a tone of voice I had never heard, perhaps 

seething anger and frustration. He began to perform a quick sending before departure.  

 

 

 

We drove away stealthily and quickly. According to our driver, it was better to put some 

distance between us and the soldiers, because, as soon as they started to gather and get 

organized, the Princess’ loyal subjects would undoubtedly try to hunt down the survivors 

who had parachuted to safety. A nasty battle was about to take place, he was sure. I sat 

down in front, next to the driver, to get to know him better, while Cloud and Mak were 

sorting out and checking their equipment.  

The driver was a rough-looking, middle-aged guy with a thick reddish beard all around 

his jaw, and he only seemed interested in talking about the Princess and her plans for us.  

“Oh, yes,” was my first subtle interruption. “I heard she once cut a donkey in half using 

just threats...” I had hoped that Cloud would come to my rescue with some sort of 

question... But I seemed to be on my on... “Not only that,” I continued. “I think she 

wanted to explain to me how these vehicles worked... Particularly, the basic functions 

and commands.”  

The driver seemed curious about my comment regarding the Princess and uncertain about 

my driving lesson request.  

I knew the Princess had to have told Mak some sort of story, but, judging for how 

intently he and Cloud were listening for clues whenever the driver spoke, she couldn’t 

have said much; it was rather obvious, since they were extremely quiet all of the sudden. 

The only thing that was heard from the back was the Bluerrot complaining that he was 

hungry and Mak responding that he didn’t have any fruit with him.  

“By now he should be able to digest bread and crackers,” I turned around to say to Mak, 

and perhaps find a way to shut up the stupid bird as well. “You should just chew them 

into a pulp before feeding him...” That seemed to work. 

I went back to the driver and pressed him for more specific information on steering, and 

speed. He sounded happily amused at having to describe those details that not many 

people were interested in. So he went into as many specifics as I needed. Quite fast, by 

the way, because less than fifteen minutes must have gone by when a chirp from the 

instruments alerted the driver of an incoming call. 

“Don’t worry about that,” I said getting close to him and dropping a cricket on his head. 

“We’ll take it from here; you just relax...” And I engaged the autopilot switch he had just 

shown me minutes before.  
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Cloud removed the driver from his seat and secured him at the back where he could take 

a more comfortable, bug-induced nap.  

“We have been scanned,” I told Cloud. He just looked at me like saying, “what should we 

do?” 

“Is it your assassin or are they looking for the Princess?” he said. 

I shrugged, unapologetically, as Mak had taught me. “If it is for the Princess they will 

soon send an explosive device or at least a small army... If it is for me, it will take him a 

little longer, I believe... I doubt he has access to too many resources out here, otherwise, 

he would have used them by now...” I hesitated a little while studying the 

preprogrammed destination where the autopilot was taking us.  

 

 

 

Nothing much happened for the next hour or so. The autopilot would pick up speed when 

the terrain was flat, and then slow down a little when there were too many dunes in the 

way. We couldn’t relax however, nor did we dare to stop and empty our bladders, we just 

used a big plastic bottle. I had explained that I couldn’t tell what would happen once the 

vehicle came to a full stop. I doubted it was rigged, but if we were being followed, our 

potential pursuers could come rushing in the second we came out of stealth mode, and I 

hadn’t been able to learn how to prevent the vehicle from powering down completely 

once it stopped. Therefore, I had no intention of coming to a full stop. We would have to 

abandon the vehicle in motion. When we were about seven hundred legs from what was 

marked as our “rendezvous point” on the autopilot’s map, I reversed the command, and 

sent the vehicle back to our starting point. I told Mak and Cloud that, once the vehicle 

started to slow down to make a turn, we would have to take that opportunity to jump out. 

And so we did. Rolling around in the sand, until the three of us, and a very angry 

Bluerrot, sat down watching the royal transport going back to that proverbial fishing spot 

in the middle of the desert...  

“On foot,” I said to Cloud, “is a much less threatening way to approach an unknown 

situation...” 

There was no response. Not even from the bird. Apparently, I was the only one 

optimistically inclined to believe that we had done the right thing. But by the time we did 

approach our destination, we caught all soldiers by surprise. They started waiving at us 

and approaching us slowly from their encampment. Cloud and Mak stopped in their 

tracks. Cloud was using his powerful right arm as a barrier that he had lowered in front of 

me. Blue had gone away to taste them.  

The first ones to get close to us were a group of ten or so, but more were coming, slowly, 

but progressively. I began to feel that there were hundreds of them. They were pointing 
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their guns at us, even after Cloud had shouted at them that we meant no harm. They 

didn’t seem interested in talking however.  

“Shields!” I heard Cloud shout.  

I immediately ducked and started searching my bag. I wasn’t sure what was going on, but 

I wanted to be ready. When I looked up, I saw what Cloud meant, and this time, I was 

relieved to finally begin to catch on to the type of technologies the Monks were using. 

The shielding effect was created by an enormous energy umbrella that radiated from the 

tip of their staffs and created a round dynamic armor. On the Tenth Level, we had 

stopped using those methods thousands of cycles ago; they wasted too much energy for 

what they were worth. But they were still in use for microscopic applications...  

Cloud was right when assessing the situation, as the soldiers revealed their intentions by 

saying hello while shooting a grenade at us. Of course, the adaptive shield made it 

bounce straight back to its source, and, in less than a second, our destructive first 

exchange was in the hands of the guy who had launched it. The explosion must have 

injured and killed quite a few of them. Blue asked me whether I wanted him to use deadly 

force or not, and I said no, unless one of us was injured. I prepared Lady Cita’s weapon, 

just the way Blue had patiently taught me, with instructions like “Left flower. Die! Right 

flower. Sleep!” In the few moments we had had alone, he had made me practice on 

squirrels and then on desert rodents. The trick wasn’t to blow into the pipe, but rather 

cough into it while pressing down on certain flowers, which were not just ornamental, as 

I had already suspected. The rest was pretty straightforward. 

“You have to allow me to go past the shields,” I yelled to Cloud, while we were under a 

rain of heavy fire.  

“You’re nuts!” he refused to stop protecting me.  

“Mak!” I yelled, “You can tornado me to a clinic if I get hurt, but please, let me put an 

end to this. I don’t want any more people to die!” 

“Mak, no!” yelled Cloud. 

Mak was already calling me over to join him behind his shield. “I’ll lift it up,” he said, 

while doing it, of course. “Get on the ground and shoot from there.”  

I did exactly that. Once I coughed into the weapon, a burst of innocent looking bubbles 

shot out in every direction. But they were energy bubbles, of course, distant cousins of 

the energy shields, and they didn’t have a true guidance system of their own, I had to fix 

my eyes on the enemies I wanted to target. Fortunately, just by looking at the groups of 

soldiers, the bubbles somehow understood who they needed to protect us from. The non-

deadly versions of the bubbles would simply expand and engulf a target’s head, slowly 

sucking the air out, reducing in size and suffocating them. Once they became 

unconscious, the bubbles would dissipate. The deadly ones remained in place until their 

targets’ hearts stopped beating completely. Simple.  
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We had dispatched one hundred and twenty-three soldiers with two antiquated shields 

and a bubble machine that worked on similar ancient techniques... Not bad for an 

afternoon welcome party into northern Sarda Hari.  

 

 

 

The great thing about Sardan military vehicles was that they all seemed to be designed 

along the same standards, consequently, even for a different model like this one, 

programming and steering were quite obvious, in fact, everything was rather self-

explanatory if you had been told the main tricks. It took me about five minutes to locate 

the closest coastal city on a map and lock on the coordinates for the autopilot to follow. 

Meanwhile, Cloud and Mak were borrowing a couple of water jugs and some food for the 

road. They did complain a lot about my requirement to take hostages. They thought I was 

being overzealous and was going to complicate everyone’s life by having them bring 

aboard the three highest ranking guys we could find. But they didn’t have enough time to 

argue with me either. Nobody knew for sure how long the unconscious soldiers would 

remain that way... From what I had seen in small rodents, it was usually less than fifteen 

minutes. But I had no idea how it would work on humans.  

After less than an hour on the road, while Cloud and I were discussing possible ways to 

get to Kingsbury without causing too much commotion, one of our hostages began to 

wake up. He seemed confused and wanted some water.  

“Just one cup,” I gave the green light to Mak. 

“I’m brigadier Jo’hram,” he identified himself. “Can I have some more?” he said, “I’m 

very thirsty.” 

“I’m afraid not, brigadier,” I said, politely. “You may understand that we’re still in the 

desert and have to economize. Now, please, smile for the cameras and explain to the 

Monks why you tried to kill us... And, please, don’t bother to try any sort of trick or 

fighting technique you may be fantasizing about. My two monks can kill you faster than I 

can pronounce your name...” 

“We followed orders,” he said curtly. “What are you planning to do with us?” 

“Since you’ve attacked two of the highest mythica authorities on the planet, without 

provocation whatsoever, as it can be seen on the records I’ve already forwarded to the 

Monks, I hope you know by now what’s coming to you and any of your surviving fellow 

soldiers...” 

There was a long silence. The brigadier was obviously looking for ways to get out of the 

vehicle.  
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“Don’t worry,” I reassured him. “You’ll help us get to a temple in Kingsbury, where 

we’ll drop you off. If you cooperate, I am sure the Monks will show mercy... If you 

become problematic, however, well... I trust you get the point.” 

“I just want to know what this is all about,” he said, gruffly.  

“No need,” I said throwing a cricket on his head. “Just take a nap so we don’t have to 

waste food or water on people who tried to kill us...”  

“How are we doing on crickets?” Cloud turned to Mak. 

“Great!” he said, double checking his bag. “Two whole boxes.” 

 

 

 

The most enjoyable thing about autopilots in the middle of the desert is that you can just 

kick back and take as many naps as you want. A convenient thing for a thirteen-hour trip 

without any stops. The bathroom situation became inconvenient and nasty. I was happy 

to be constipated by all our deadly antics, and didn’t need to resort to bags or other more 

bizarre methods that Mak performed on top of our fast moving vehicle... One of our 

military passengers was not so lucky, and had soiled himself in his prolonged musical 

sleep. I thanked, once again, whoever had invented those Sardan mints that were patently 

popular, even among the armed forces.  

Cloud and Mak were worried sick about the Princess. They thought she had probably 

taken one of the vehicles and fled, alone, deeper into the desert. I disagreed. She struck 

me as someone who liked to keep her options open. To me, Cloud and Mak were 

discussing a possible plan B she might have, when, in reality, she was already on plans X, 

Y, and Z... I couldn’t conceive of her being completely alone in this situation. Even 

valley folk knew that no-one could make it on their own against the desert. I was sure she 

was heading east, into the territory of the natives, the nomads whose language she 

probably didn’t even speak a word of, but whose respect for tradition would provide an 

easy middle ground for common understanding. The cougar would have to join a pack if 

she wanted to live to tell her story.  

We woke up with the alarm I had set to sound when we were about to approach our 

destination. We removed the crickets and our confused hostages had to drink water that 

was laced with red mushroom essence, which, in my opinion, would make them much 

more cooperative and even fun to be around. When we explained to them our method for 

exiting the vehicle in motion, following the exact same procedure as before, they just 

obeyed our orders between fascinated and grouchy. It was hard to make them understand 

that they were not dreaming, however. And I could secretly relate to that.  
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The Monks could be criticized for many reasons, but not for being inefficient or slow. 

They had already alerted most of the kingdoms in both Sarda Hari and Kingsbury about 

the need to secure a safe passage for us and our “witnesses” to the assassination attempt 

against us. And, since no authority of any kind wanted to get on their bad side, they 

didn’t even bring up the question of why the Monks couldn’t take care of the issue within 

Sardan borders; but, apparently, free from all technicalities, we went through the border 

and under the sea, in a coast guard submarine, faster than a bullet through a wall of 

butter. And, finally, finally, finally, outside of Sardan territory! I was tired, but filled with 

a sense of accomplishment. Guiltlessly proud of myself... And ready to face other horrors 

I was more familiar with. 

Bringing drugged up hostages wasn’t such a bad idea, after all. If an unscheduled Sardan 

vessel of any kind had sneakily approached the shores of Kingsbury to try to drop us off 

discretely, a small battle would have probably ensued, or at least a diplomatic exchange 

of missiles. Perhaps the same as if we had just landed from the clear sky, unannounced, 

in the middle of Kingsbury Square, and exposing ourselves to hours or days of 

unnecessary questionings and background checks. None of which we would have passed, 

because we had been declared presumably dead and/or lost a couple of times already. 

And we weren’t sure ourselves about what the records showed. The legal excuse of 

delivering our hostages to the Monks saved us a ton of uncomfortable explanations and 

desperate searches for backdoors.  

 

 

 

Terrifically, with all the pomp of military bands and royal choirs, we were welcomed as 

heroes by all those who were mythica inclined in this semi-monarchic Level, which I 

didn’t like either, but had the invaluable advantage of not being Sarda Hari. At least this 

was the second worst place on the planet, I reassured myself, because I felt we were 

improving location little by little...  

“Welcome to the Land of the Pretty Fake,” I whispered to Cloud while we were smiling 

and waving at the small crowd that had gathered to throw flowers and confetti at us.  

“You mean the Land of the Pretty Flake?” he said, obviously catching on. 

Mak was the only one a bit confused... “I thought it was the Land of the Pretty Lakes,” he 

said, using the last traces of his childlike innocence. “Why the names?” 

Cloud and I laughed. “You’ll find out fast enough...” I told him.  

A group of five monks took our hostages who were trying to eat the flowers that they 

could catch, while another small group of nuns and monks walked us through downtown 

in the direction of the temple where we would stay for a couple of days until the 

arrangements for our live Destiny game were finalized. Understandably, since nothing 
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could be set on stone until now that we were, evidently, alive and in one specific place on 

the planet.  

 

 

 

Interestingly, accommodations at the temple were beyond minimalistic. I wondered if it 

had to do with subconsciously encouraging our minds to relax...? But everything was 

half-empty rooms and corridors with almost no art, and a tasteful statue here and there. 

We each had our own pigeonholes, which according to them were sleeping boxes. A mix 

between a big coffin and the inside of a cushion. They had just a few entertainment 

capabilities from a tiny console, and the rest, once you turned off the lights, was like an 

iso-chamber. Quite comfy and away from Cloud’s snoring... I was dreaming already. 

 

 

 

Even before our arrival, and during our entire trip here, I had wasted countless hours 

talking to Cloud and Mak about the importance of not even considering the idea of 

approaching an open Destiny link or discussing our bet with absolutely anyone, including 

the Monks. I knew it was pointless, particularly for Mak, who would get distracted and 

do whatever he felt like in the end, but, even for him, my seriousness seemed to have had 

an effect, because, after three days in Kingsbury, no records showed any such attempts on 

their part.  

My biggest fear stemmed from not knowing what methods my assassin would use next. 

On arrival, I had performed a maneuver known as “immunize in place,” whereby I had 

infected the entire kingdom’s information and communication systems with Tenth Level 

sniffers. That way, when any suspicious search for our location was started, the sniffers 

immediately placed a yellow flag on the process and a live person would have to check it 

from the monitoring centers. I was sure the surveillance guys back home hated my guts 

for it, since I could potentially triple their workload with something relatively trivial for 

them, but I had every right to do it. One of the perks of having been legally dead. With 

the added benefit of getting an early warning as soon as someone tried to sniff out my 

exact coordinates. However, opening a live Destiny link could prove risky. Since my 

assassin was obviously a Tenth Leveler, he could get remotely fast and creative...  

I had to apply myself harder; I had to detect and study any and all odd patterns in our 

surroundings again. We had been sidestepping so many confusing threats and 

assassination attempts around Princess Jazz that we had lost sight of our own treacherous 

journey. But trying to think clearly and focus our minds in this Land of Flashy Perma-

Distractions would prove to be an unproductive, fun-cream-filled endeavor.  
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The main issue with Kingsbury was that nearly seventy percent of the population 

identified themselves as artists and/or entertainers/performers, and fifty percent of their 

Level’s income came, in fact, from touring bands, art shows, plays, productions, you 

name it. Something that would be practically unthinkable for any other Level, since just 

crossing a border was a legal struggle and having to escape from a Level after being 

accused of spying was quite commonplace... But not for Kingsbury artists. Since their 

entire Level was so devoted to all forms of art, and competition was so fierce, they were, 

indisputably, the very best at what they did, worldwide. Something that even the Tenth 

Level had learned to accept early on, putting on hold the stringent rules the Council 

imposed for interaction among Levels. “Art rarely causes wars,” Tenth Level Monitors of 

yore had protested. And the Council had to allow it on the condition that no bets or 

worldwide competitions would ever take place. As such, Kingsbury artists spoke most 

languages quite well, sometimes with uncanny accuracy for dialectal nuances or whatever 

their characters required for the Levels where they would be performing. That was 

admirable, I always thought. If you considered everything else, on the other hand, this 

would be the first Level that would have to be bulldozed to the ground, in my unbiased 

opinion, and replaced with something useful, or at least not made of cardboard and 

colorful duct tape...  

Mak had found out, the hard way, about how flimsy construction was... Before we had 

time to explain that key structural peculiarity to him, he had already managed to go 

through a wall and somehow destroy half a bathroom... Unfortunately, we couldn’t 

exactly call it “art” on this Level, because we wouldn’t be fooling anyone. But, all things 

considered, it wasn’t such an expensive thing to fix, according to Cloud who was still the 

only one with a big bag of real coins... and no sense, inclination, or idea of disciplinary 

actions and consequences. I kept fooling myself by saying that it wasn’t my problem. 

That it wouldn’t happen again, or that it couldn’t get worse... Excuses that not even Mak 

took the trouble to offer.  

Giving recognition where it’s due was another delusional, wasteful, foolish endeavor if 

not attached to any sort of material compensation, I wagered, but I had to confess, in 

front of Mak, that, out of the three of us, he was the one who had adapted the fastest to 

this Level where popularity ruled supreme. Having arrived as mythica celebrities already, 

we were treated as such. Mak had made instant friends with the other kids at the temple. 

We rarely saw him. Perhaps here and there for mealtime. And then, just a passing 

whirling wind with a waving hand as he was running in and out. He was having a blast. 

Cloud worried that he wasn’t sleeping enough. I worried that he wasn’t eating enough. I 

still would have slept easier if he would return to whatever planet or dimension he came 

from, but just for our own safety and sanity... I wasn’t sure if I wanted him to die or not 

anymore, however... I noticed I could get emotional and weak when homesick. 
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Cloud kept protesting that he couldn’t find a suitable place to meditate. Kingsbury’s 

hustle and bustle was an around-the-clock distraction festival, non-stop, no holidays, no 

breathers, nothing. A Level-wide, never-ending party of amusement and entertainment of 

any and all imaginable kinds. In lockstep with local customs, the monasteries here were 

built around giant theater houses that took up three quarters of the space and budget, 

which explained why everything else was so barren and minimalistic. Kingsbury Monks 

had a long standing tradition of putting together the best lyrica and choir performances 

throughout the entire Level and beyond. The local Monks told Cloud that they meditated 

mostly inside their sleeping boxes. But I knew he wasn’t so big on total isolation for 

some reason.  

I had found my own private playground inside this temple of devotion for popularity. I 

had discovered a second, smaller garden at the very back of the temple. Unlike the main 

garden, which was a tasteful replica of other monastic gardens I had seen—save for the 

fact that it was entirely made of synthetic alloys and perhaps some wires, this one was 

like the forgotten back alley of the theater house, with several fire exits and a couple of 

big gates, which, I figured, led backstage. I loved the fact that there were statues of 

Büdda on both ends, and even though they were not marble, they were obviously some 

kind of realistic-looking artificial stone. And not just that, I was doubly thrilled because 

one of them, my usual, morbidly obese friend, who was the only one that could be seen in 

Sarda Hari, was on one end and his other version, with the food aversion and ghastly 

realistic ribcage showing, was on the other end. Since the area was a long rectangle, they 

were both practically looking into each other’s eyes. And in the center, on the long wall 

where you would normally expect to find the statues, there was just an empty half cocoon 

above a small pond. That was probably the mandatory fountain feature, which may have 

stopped working a couple of centuries ago, but still held a fair amount of stagnant water, 

where, to my surprise, there were these nearly microscopic fish, surviving among an 

overabundance of algae, without any kind of human attention. Everything else had been 

overtaken by nature. Some weeds were tall, but most weren’t. They were the remnants of 

a flower garden that had gone wild once the gardener had taken off to pursue more 

artistic occupations, I imagined. I felt this was the perfect spot to gather my thoughts. It 

was, undoubtedly, the least popular area of the temple. And, ironically, after a lifetime of 

craving attention pathologically, I felt I needed a break from my own obsessions...  

 

 

 

“Here’s my favorite meditator,” whispered Cloud, ever respectful of monastic etiquette, 

right before approaching me from behind with a tender kiss on the side of my neck. I had 

already heard him coming, and was planning to pretend that he had startled me. But I felt 

that turning around and stealing a quick kiss was a better option. 

“Something is wrong with Blue,” I said to Cloud, who crouched down next to me, 

figuring he could provide some insight from his experience with these ancient artifacts, 
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deathly collectibles, whatever they were... “When we arrived, he was so excited about 

this back garden...” I said pointing at my little flying guardian dragon. “He said there 

were lots of flies to eat, which, I’m not even sure if he needs for energy or not, and that 

he was making a lot of friends... But as time went by, he began to complain more and 

more. About an ‘invasion,’ at one point. Which worried me a lot. But I think he’s just 

talking about all the other dragonflies. Do you see how many there are? It’s like an 

infestation.” 

Cloud observed in silence. But refused to sit down for a while. He said we needed to talk 

to the monk in charge of the monastery. 

“Look!” I said, elbowing Cloud, because it was just happening again. “See how he’s 

chasing that one away? What’s going on? Why is he complaining about and chasing 

some of the dragonflies away...? But seems to be playing along just fine with the 

others...?” 

“He’s just being territorial,” Cloud almost chuckled. “He’s chasing the males away...” 

“Impossible!” I protested against his subtle rejection of my careful observations. “There’s 

no rhyme or reason. It’s as if he just didn’t like some of them.” 

“I can bet my bag of coins,” said Cloud while standing up and offering me a helping 

hand, “that if you looked closer... you’d find out he’s just chasing away the males.” 

Another, unexpectedly heavy and complicated piece of the Monks’ technological puzzle 

suddenly aligned into place for me. I felt I was going to melt into a series of missed 

opportunities and bags of harsh truths that had been dumped onto my cranium and had 

been flashing yellow this entire time... How had I been so clueless about this? Cloud was 

gently pulling me away. Blue was exhausting himself flirting with a naughty bright-green 

dragonfly bombshell.  

“That’s the Miser Rule,” I said out loud, while still trying to take a peek at Blue. 

“What’s that?” said Cloud, guiding me gently with his palm on my back. 

“Category B Projects are not required to work out all the kinks. It’s the Economizer 

Rule,” I sighed. “That’s why Blue’s innate urges have not been removed...” I felt 

inexplicably sad. “Those projects were never meant to see the light of day.” 

“I’m afraid,” said Cloud when we were almost outside. “I’m not getting whatever the 

point is you’re trying to make.” 

“Blue must be...” I began to talk to myself. “An old Tenth Level project... Almost 

ancient.” 

I had to do something... If I didn’t use what I had just learned, I was certain the Monks 

could eventually use it against me... But how, what could I do? When? Why was I all 

alone outside of the Tenth Level? 
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“You have us,” said Cloud. “We’ll figure something out. Now, let’s go to the Starbrites 

across the plaza where Master Kantor is waiting for us.” 

“But try not to say ‘Tenth Level’ when you’re thinking out loud,” he felt like patronizing 

me with my own nagging strategies. “At least that’s something you’ve been grilling Mak 

and me for...” 

 

 

 

I clapped with inalterable fervor. Master Kantor had just delivered a top-level 

performance of “Prince Bomar” in the scene against the lion. A few people had gathered 

around our table and were clapping as well. I had seen the play, reluctantly, since it was 

rumored to bore your brain into a stinky swamp, but that was the most entertaining scene, 

and he had done it flawlessly. We ordered our Djava drinks and I assumed we were 

waiting for people around us to disperse, but, we had to get used to our roles as 

celebrities; other performers wanted our attention too. So it took a while for us to actually 

be able to sit down and start talking. Fortunately, someone at the other end took the stage 

and started playing the guitar, captivating the attention of most customers. He was truly 

gifted...  

I tried not to giggle when Master Kantor said that our meeting was entirely off the 

records and not strictly monastic business. But it backfired. I was in the middle of 

swallowing and wanted to say that if he considered I was demented to the point of 

thinking we were not under surveillance, he could probably apply for a position as an 

Elder because it meant he was senile enough... I ended up laughing and choking... Brown 

streaks of Djava coming down my nostrils and onto my robe. He wasn’t amused. 

Cloud was quick to explain that we had already spent five nights at the temple, and we 

were being invited to join and pitch in with monastic activities or go find another temple, 

or, worse, a hotel somewhere, since the customary welcome period was strictly seven 

days. “No exceptions based on popularity,” I was told, repeatedly, when I showed my 

contempt. I assured Cloud that with the level of popularity I had achieved, I wasn’t 

planning on spending a single coin on absolutely anything for the rest of my days as long 

as we could find wealthy mythica people who could help us.  

“Let’s round up the idea here,” I said after Master Kantor wasted our patience going 

round and round to nowhere. “Then, there is a technicality.” I smiled so he could relax 

and spill the beans while Cloud looked somewhat put off. 

“I wouldn’t call it that,” he said, still cagey. 

“I’m short-fused,” I said, to encourage him. “Let’s make this quick before I decide on 

whom to drop this half-empty cup while it’s still hot.” 
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“The Elders have gone through your records in depth,” he began, clearing his throat when 

he saw Cloud’s bulging eyes. “They are ready to formally endorse Cloud’s Prophet 

status...” 

“But what?” Cloud sounded a little too harsh to my tasteful Djava-impregnated mucosa. 

“You had your initial interview when you were fifteen,” explained Master Kantor, more 

calmly, like getting ready to meditate. “Back then you expressed your passion for Hyper-

ball, and the Elders now feel that they may have inadvertently imposed a life path on you 

that may bring regret in the end. Like an unfulfilled aspiration.” He reclined and inhaled 

deeply for his dramatic final statement... “Coming back to haunt us all...” 

I stood up, decided not to get aggressive with my drink, and considered my options 

carefully, because, old or not, talented performers or not, the Monks were all well trained 

in combat. I would have to get Lady Cita’s weapon... 

“Technicality, roadblock, boulder on your path, stick through your spokes...” I said while 

pretending to leave. “Call it whatever you want, but it’s just the Elders pulling at straws 

not to give you the title you won fair and square...” 

“But, it can’t be that,” said Cloud, gesturing for me to simmer down. “They’ve already 

acknowledged it. They can’t even backpedal now... What’s this for? I’m not sure I get 

it...” 

“Clueless,” I said, sitting back down and pointing at Cloud’s blank stare. “That’s 

something we share... Unfortunately. Because I think I caused him to be this way... I’m a 

horrible influence, even on myself.” 

 

 

 

One thing I would never get used to about the Monks is that they tend to choose their 

words carefully. Like when they strategically placed the word “regret” in their message, 

for example, they were talking not just about Cloud, but also about themselves. They 

didn’t want to feel that they had thwarted Cloud’s childhood dream of becoming a Big 

League Hyper-ball player. On top of that, they knew from the records that Cloud had kept 

on playing for quite a long time, but not professionally, as he would have been perfectly 

capable of. I understood how serious this might have been for Cloud as he discussed the 

issue with Master Kantor. This had been a critical component of Cloud’s early life. Had 

the Monks deprived the world of a Hyper-ball champion? And the crux of it all was... 

How important was this for Cloud? 

I didn’t quite know how to interpret it, since Cloud seemed to be teetering between half-

forgotten memories and mythica passions that were beginning to crumble now that he 

was at the top. Particularly considering that I had become an Oracle host, achieving an 
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even more prestigious level on the same arena without even trying that hard... Had I 

absentmindedly debased Cloud’s mythica convictions with my opportunistic math tricks?  

Cloud and I took comfort in Master Kantor’s words. “Things have a way of sorting 

themselves out on this Level,” he said while leaving us at the temple, as he had to go 

rehearse for an upcoming play. “I’ll get the word out there. Someone will give us good 

advice eventually. But we do have to discuss accommodations after the weekend,” he 

insisted on the materialistic side of things...  

 

 

 

Distraction. That’s what I had to focus on. I had to fix my mind on that keyword. I 

understood it the next day, or maybe a couple of days later, since I had kinda lost track of 

many things... I had found myself being dragged from one entertaining event to another 

by monks and nuns I barely knew. I had seen so many recitals, plays, street artists, 

performers, and things I didn’t even know under what category... ...I had forgotten about 

absolutely everything, or at least the things I was sure I should have been productively 

worrying about. This was relaxing and all, but probably not advisable when someone was 

plotting to kill me. I was ninety-two percent certain that I should have not been sitting on 

my hands, but rather trying to somehow deter my attacker’s next move... 

“Cloud can meditate through most things,” I said to myself. “I should learn to keep 

thinking through most of these distractions... But they were all so fun! And engaging... 

As if that wasn’t enough... There were cameras and reporters everywhere we went!” 

“What does that mean,” said Cloud, getting impatient, “are you coming or not?” 

I looked at him in disbelief. “How long have we been here anyway?” 

“Three minutes,” he said while swatting Blue away. Sometimes Blue could get irritated if 

he sensed a certain someone was getting all my attention, I had noticed. “And you 

already asked me if it was monastic in any way, and I already told you that it wasn’t. It’s 

just a party we’ve been invited to.” 

“Where’s Mak?” 

Cloud shrugged. “It’s not for kids anyway.” 
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The supposedly “intimate party” was actually a gathering of hundreds of performers and 

artists at a venue that was also, conveniently, a bar and had a dance floor on the main 

stage. On this Level, practically nobody lived in houses or apartments. Most people just 

rented sleeping boxes and storage space. The guy who owned this joint was quite loaded, 

but he lived and worked right on site. Since we were the newest celebrities in town, we 

were allowed a closer look at the upper floor where his sleeping box was and he was 

pouring beers from a keg he had placed in the kitchen sink. The music wasn’t as loud as 

downstairs and the idea was to talk and mingle. I inspected every corner and then headed 

straight back downstairs because the music was awesome and people where cheering and 

making waves... All sorts of fun things were going on, I figured, as opposed to some 

brain-rotting, pointless conversation with these ubiquitous performers, who, in general, 

were shallower than me. And that was exactly where I drew the line of tolerable 

superfluousity.  

At one point, a few guys decided to throw me up and down in the air. It was hard to 

understand why, with so much noise. I think they started betting on how heavy I was, but 

I also heard something about a trust test. To which I laughed until I nearly puked, because 

I was more likely to trust a vicious Sardan soldier coming at me with a gun than any of 

these clown-wannabes and their pathetic gimmicks... Right then, when they decided not 

to catch me and let me freefall a couple of legs, hoping to see if I trusted them by hitting 

my skull on the floor... I landed on my feet, but was a little off balance and began to fall 

backwards. I felt a firm hand on my back. It was Cloud’s, of course. He looked around, 

not pleased. My unreliable friends had vanished speedily into the crowd. About then, I 

noticed that there were practically no women. Was this a party in Fedro’s honor? It 

certainly began to look that way from there on...  

Cloud took me back upstairs. He was elated. A solution to the Monks’ concerns had 

presented itself. Magically, I would have added. Almost as if it had been predicted and 

later on orchestrated around him. I prepared myself for not going into a surprising fit of 

rage. Sarda Hari had trained me well when it came to handling surprises. At least now it 

was going to be ridiculously phony and/or boneheaded, not lethal...  

 

 

 

“Cloud, please...” I said when we were crossing the plaza in the direction of the 

monastery. “How am I bitter and jaded when all I’m doing is stating facts?” 

“The way you make it sound...” he said, rather non-meditatively grumpy.  

“Let’s see if I got it right... They all happen to be ex-models and have names like 

‘Abstrong, Fitbulk, Famestud, Idoleyes...’ Plus, they are so superficial that they make me 

look deep and involved with reality.” 

“So unfair...” he shook his head, “in so many ways.” 
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“Well,” I said, pretending he hadn’t sounded exactly like Ross, “maybe I am a little 

harsh. What’s the team captain’s name again?” 

“Grrr...” not exactly a meditator-type of comment... 

“Oh, yeah,” I said. “Flex! Captain Flex. Isn’t that synthetically delusive? And/or is it a 

wisecrack I’m not getting?” 

He continued growling. “Anything else? Any other dreams of mine you want to shatter?” 

“A few,” I said, just to make him understand I wasn’t serious about it. “But we’re not 

legally married yet, so I think I have to wait until after the ceremony to start ruining your 

life in earnest...” 

“Yeah,” he sighed, “your idea of funny.” 

“Roud,” that one I kinda messed up because I had started to say Ross... “I mean, what 

about recruiting other players? In Kingsbury, I bet we could find lots of guys with 

suitable names. What do you think about ‘Perfect Jock’? Too obvious? How about 

‘Hunkster’? I bet that one would be a huge hit with the ladies... Ah, no, wait. I forgot. All 

these guys also happen to prefer the company of men for sharing a sleeping box... Isn’t 

that a fudged up coincidental fabrication?” 

“You’re acting jealous for no reason,” he was beginning to show signs of unadulterated 

sorrow in his voice.  

“I just want you to see it for what it is...” 

“An opportunity?” he said, looking at me tenderly, puppy eyed...  

“No, Cloud. Not the puppy eyes again. It’s hard to resist... On top of that, it makes me 

horny, and I want you to be able to meditate... In case we have to fry/dematerialize 

ourselves out of this shiny, but tacky, nightmare of reality these entertainment freaks 

have put together and called it a Level.” 

“Like it or not, the Monks were right. This is something I would love to try. I don’t care 

if it’s all staged somehow. Which I don’t think it is. I think you’re not understanding the 

rules of this Level. How things can happen here...” 

“The team is called what again?” I said, still smiling and taking it lightly. “Ah, yes, 

‘PAF,’” was my last attempt at talking some ornamental sense into him. 

Cloud’s jaw moved side to side. “So what?” he mimicked my whining, perhaps.  

“They didn’t tell you what it stands for?” I said, using my recently learned forged 

surprise. “Perfect Abs Forever!” I practically yelled, which wasn’t a huge deal, since the 

streets were packed, even at three in the morning...  
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Mak nearly ran us over when we were about to go into the monastery. He was covered in 

glitter, mud, and what looked and smelled like fresh tar.  

“Go back to bed!” Cloud was fast. 

“Tired of sleeping! See yah!” Mak was faster and out of view before we could even say 

or do anything.  

We did our usual “don’t ask/don’t tell/rather not know anyway” routine and headed for 

our sleeping boxes. 

“If it is any consolation,” I said to Cloud, “most of what I said was just to tease you. I 

think you have every right to give it a try.” 

“You always get tender after you get angry,” he said softly massaging my lips with his. “I 

could always bet on that...” 

“But I don’t think you can rig those official Hyper-ball games just like that. If you get out 

on the field... It will be for real. And I say, just go for it. But remember. Don’t believe 

anything your teammates say. Ever. They’re natural born performers... Even if they’re 

professional players and all.” 

“Alrighty, then,” he said, happily opening his box. “Hop in. We’ll hug and discuss...” 

“I’m sorry,” I said hugging him goodnight. “It’s too late. We’ll pick it up later...” 

 

 

 

“Aaagghh!” I couldn’t help but squeal when I opened the door. 

“I’m a hologram,” said the charming guy in my sleeping box before winking, tilting his 

head, and giving me the smile of a well known angel from ancient times. 

“Oh,” I said to Cloud who had obviously heard me and had cracked his door open, 

checking up on me. “It’s just a hologram... Never mind. Just go to bed. And I’ll turn in as 

well. Closing the door, of course. So you won’t be able to hear us, right? Nighty-night!” 
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“Speed test!” announced my uninvited, technologically present guest even before I could 

shut the door completely. “Why is X plus K to the power of X minus K unequal or 

greater than X to the power of...” 

“Stop!” I couldn’t allow him to finish and ruin my score. “That’s the beginning of a 

Dauber’s equation. But it has to be a trick question, because you would have to clarify, 

upfront, if the variables would allow for vectors or hyper-symmetry...” I caught myself 

rubbing my chin and squinting my eyes while I pondered that fact.  

“So what’s the percentage of people who usually catch that missing ingredient?” my 

inquisitive holo-brother continued the test—not just before I could do all the math in my 

head, but also wrapping up the test itself, rather forcefully, as he tended to do. 

“It would have to be less than one percent,” I said while admiring my closest holographic 

relative. “You’re so realistic...” I wanted to touch him. “You’re looking great, Vannis. It 

looks incredibly accurate. To the tiniest detail. Where are you?” 

“Right here... What do you mean? Was that your final answer?” he said, contorting his 

face to one side and half-frowning. “For real? You’re not even going to comment on any 

layers of meaning?” he did sound too serious about my poor performance. “You didn’t 

even catch any tonal variations in my voice? No comment on that either?” 

That did force me to think and then exit. Exist, that was... what I couldn’t remember 

exactly. So I came back into my sleeping box... “Wait. Can we do it again?” I said, 

knowing full well that it didn’t work that way. The surprise factor always provided the 

best results for speed tests. 

“This doesn’t look good at all,” he said taking a closer look at a data sheet. 

“How is this possible?” I said grabbing his arm and squeezing it, since we were both 

lying down on our sides. “Where are you? I had never seen a projection that felt so 

real...” 

“I’m here, little bro,” he said, giving me a tender look and messing my hair, probably his 

way of showing distant affection from afar and, yet, remotely close. As usually expected 

from him. 

“I mean, where are you transmitting from?” 

He looked at me funny. “Let’s try a third time... I’m right here...” he insisted and 

simpered while looking around. “You feeling alright?” 

“But you said you were a hologram?!” I protested/sputtered. I absolutely despised 

random lies like that one. 

“For Cloud...” he did that side to side motion with his eyes which could only mean he 

was checking whether our conversation was happening or not... Just like I was doing. 
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“For Cloud, you’re a hologram?” 

“From now on,” he said, amused, “And better keep it that way...” 

“This is so insulting!” I was getting worked up again. “How did you get in here? Why 

didn’t you bring a real hologram? You have any idea how hard it will be to explain I’m 

sharing my sleeping box with my actual brother? In the flesh! They’re going to charge us 

double... These Monks are unforgiving when it comes to their sacred V. Cloud’s bag of 

coins is not endless, you know?” 

“Are you insane?” he had already started speaking over me as soon as I had opened my 

mouth. “Do you have any idea how much realistic holograms cost? I can’t piss away my 

assets like that! I have a family to take care of. And you are still technically poor... 

Ferg...” he finished after I was almost done speaking. “This doesn’t look good at all...” he 

added, looking glum. “My poor baby brother boy...” 

“Give me a hug,” I said half hugging him. “I missed you so much.” It was so nice to be 

alive to hug my closest relative alive. While alive... “I don’t think I told Cloud I had a 

brother.” 

“Don’t,” he said, putting his instruments aside to hug me better. “Please don’t waste our 

record-tampering efforts until you’re out of this mess. And don’t you get all emotional on 

me either. Otherwise, I fear your brain situation will get even worse...” 

“How bad is it?” I pulled away to see his face. “I’ve been meaning to have a speed test 

done as soon as I could get a live Destiny link.” 

“Don’t,” he said in his typical big brother bossiness. “Your cognitive abilities have 

decreased by sixty percent,” he didn’t bother to sugar coat it. 

My head, or, if my math was right, the forty percent that was left of it was spinning. 

Probably a consequence of the vacuum inside my skull. “That’s why I was having trouble 

with validation codes...” I said to myself. “How did you get in here by the way?” 

“That’s why your house thinker didn’t recognize you and kicked you out of the system. 

You had changed. You must have shown signs of cognitive deterioration.” He scanned 

me with a tiny light while still looking at his data sheet. “I just walked into the monastery 

and said hi,” he said, nonchalantly. “Everyone assumed I was you, I guess...” He 

shrugged and bowed slightly. “Then I found this box that said ‘for Oracle host only,’ and 

recognized your handwriting.” 

“We don’t even look like cousins!” I protested. How could these economically savvy 

Monks be so careless? Anyone could just walk in? And they would still be charging us 

for these unprotected boxes? “How’s the family, by the way? The kids?” 

“We’re practically the same size and blond,” he said, while we were both speaking at the 

same time and opening different threads of verbal misfiring... Out of traditional respect 
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for confusion in our family. “Throw in the monk disguise with hood and all. And that was 

that... Everyone doing great. Thanks.” 

“Something is wrong,” I said. “There’s something you’re not telling me. But, on the other 

hand, how come you bypassed Blue and Mak?” 

“It’s Boopang,” he said. “It’s great for the kids and they’ll thank us forever once we 

move to the Tenth Level and they get a sense for real civilization, but... Blue bit me and 

displayed ‘Same Blood. Less Bitter.’ And I haven’t seen Mak at all.”  

“Before you give me a sense for how stupid I’ve become,” I said acknowledging the fact 

that he had switched scanners, obviously double-checking... “Is everything alright 

between you and Sil?” 

“If I tried to explain to you how poorly wired your neuronal pathways are right now, you 

wouldn’t even understand...” he said, casually concerned, brutal, just sticking to his 

brotherly self. “So, why bother? The thing is,” he said handing me a piece of candy, “she 

wants to have another breast reduction. And I don’t think I’m cool with that...” he had 

begun his own version of whining. “Seriously now,” he was trying not to laugh. “How do 

you even manage to eat when you’re that dumb? Do you remember how to use a spoon? 

You should be in a soft room with children of your own cognitive capabilities...” 

“I use Mak’s simplification method,” I spoke over him, like throughout the entire 

conversation from that point forward. “Blue’s is similar... Maybe Sil is tired of your 

shenanigans and is trying to punish you for something you don’t even realize you did. 

How are the kids doing? How old are they by now? You should kick them out of the 

house as soon as possible, before they start leeching on you like we did with mom and 

dad...” 

“Elvar turned ten last month. He understands scientifica, and doesn’t care much about 

anything but sports. But Sheeba is twelve and can’t wait to get out of Boopang. 

Fortunately, I don’t think she’s grasped the concept of not being able to find a real job on 

the Tenth Level if she is worse at math than you...” he motioned for me to come closer 

for a retinal sweep.  

“Are they showing signs of lateral thinking already?” 

“No!” he said, showing the gravity of the matter in his voice. “And I’m keeping my 

fingers crossed...” He did the actual gesture. 

“Yeah,” I made fun of his logically weak negation. “Keep doing that thing with your 

fingers. I’m sure it’s gonna work like it did for our parents...” 

“By ‘Mak’s method,’ do you mean ‘destroying anything that gets in the way’ or 

‘reducing any deadly situation to less than ten words so it can be easily ignored and/or 

dealt with?’” 
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“In your situation,” I tried to explain, while removing a piece of candy that was stuck on 

my palate. “Mak would ask Sil what’s up with the breast reduction, and if her answer 

involved a complicated sentence or more than twenty words, he would simply interrupt 

by offering her a misguided, bizarre solution that would shut her up but would still get 

him something he wanted, or close enough...” I pulled away because he had just touched 

the surface of my cornea with his scanner and it really hurt. “Is any of this really 

necessary?” 

“What kind of solution are we talking about?” he said looking at the tip of the scanner, as 

if it was my fault that he practically burned my eye. “Remind me not to ask you about 

Logical Limits...” He made a pause to produce another device from his bag. “It would 

make you really nervous... But there’s more... I do have Mak’s genetic test results for 

you.” 

“Mak would suggest something like stuffing a sports bra with chicken breasts and have 

her wear it on her back. So she could still have her smaller boobs for everyday life and he 

would have something substantial to grab on to as he reached for her back while getting 

frisky.” I pulled away again because all of this unnecessarily redundant scanning and 

probing was getting on my nerves. “This is annoying, Vannis. Are you trying to make me 

believe that you haven’t scanned me enough? You’re making me feel naked. What was 

that question about Logical Limits again?” He seemed to look around and hesitated for a 

second, so I added, “The one you said not to remind you about... So, is Mak an alien 

hologram? A machine? I was sure! Which is it?” 

“Mak’s a genius!” he said, practically about to feign tears of joy. “Sil will love the idea. 

She’s into running again, and complains about her boobs bouncing too much... But I 

don’t need them to be real the whole time... We could just get prosthetics for when we 

have sex...” He seemed to consider the whacky idea seriously. “How can you say I’m 

making you feel naked?” he gave me a disgusted look. “Like I’d be naked next to my 

little brother? While trying to save his life? You’re sick! Lady Rowena was right...” Then 

he arched his back and moved away to show me, by humping a pillow, how he was 

planning to have intercourse with Sil, describing how he would play with her real nipples 

on the front, but reaching for the giant boob substitutes on her back. 

“I think I’m gonna be sick...” I said. “You really need to stop that. I still hate you for 

making me sleep in your room through high school every single time you brought a chick 

home...” 

“But my room was right next to the old folks! What did you want me to do? You still 

hold a grudge for that?” 

“Not that so much, but all the crabs and various skin diseases I caught from your nasty 

sheets...” 

“Yeah,” he sighed, lying on his back. “I’m glad mom and dad always thought you were 

the rampant slut and not me...” He rolled again on his side, resting his head on his hand. 

“I’m thankful for that.” He nodded. 
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“Is that why you’re here then?” I said trying to use some family-induced reminiscence in 

my favor. 

“No,” he said, looking away, pretending not to pretend to care. “I’d sell you for a bag of 

coins and a mechanical masseuse if I had a good excuse... But, we’ve already been down 

that road...” 

“Don’t remind me, please...!” I said and tried to bring us to a more coherent, less 

erratically revolting ancestral topic. “Just remember not to forget what I wasn’t supposed 

to remind you about.” 

“Right,” he said, finally coming to his senses. “I’ll forget about later. That. What?” 

“How long have we been here?” We exchanged a couple of impatiently puzzled looks. 

 

 

 

“Does it hurt when you try to think? Because it certainly looks like it... Or, maybe you’re 

just constipated.” He pinched my cheeks. “Is the mountain-size imitation of a penis monk 

feeding you? Or is he just hitting you like that other one?” 

“Guilty,” I was trying to follow a few of the logical lines he was opening, otherwise, we 

could be trapped in this word box/maze for a few months. “It was my mistake not to ask 

about Ross...” 

“You’ll find Mak’s genetic test results disappointing, alarming, and aggravating... So I 

advise you not to open the package. I fear you’ll shave off a few cycles from your life. 

Not that you care now. In your state of utterly entertaining, full-fledged idiocy...” 

“And if there was something I should know, you would have said it by now... However, 

you never liked Ross. So I can’t be sure either way. Where is he?” 

“I can’t answer that, mmm... ...because you’re the sleeping box owner. And the whole 

concept is really complicated for your current neuronal situation. Why don’t you just look 

at the pretty colors on this screen?” 

“They are pretty...” I said trying to fight the hypnotic pull of the undulating screen. 

“Now, don’t bombard me with details, but just give me the headlines so I can get a 

picture of what’s going on. Please... I know you must have tested me with the Dauber’s 

equation for a reason.” I tried to see what he was looking so intently at on his yellow 

screen. I couldn’t believe he was still studying me. “Something must be about to go 

exponentially wrong...” 

“Of course,” he looked at me, relaxing a bit, “like what you sensed...” 
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“But X times more...” we finished together.  

 

 

 

“Ouch,” he said, “I’m sorry; this must be hurting like ferg...” 

“Just keep going,” I reassured him, grabbing his hand and forcing him to keep the 

extractor on my neck. “Wiggle it more. Maybe help me put some pressure on it...” 

“You sure? They’re not designed for this. And it’s almost full already...” he sneered and 

huffed. “It’ll look ridiculous. Besides, is this your idea of explaining things to your future 

monk misery? Is telling him that a holographic projection was so expensively realistic 

that it gave you a hickey...? something you do often? Does he hit you afterwards? I’m not 

sure what we’re doing here...” 

“I don’t necessarily want him to be jealous,” I said grabbing the extractor from his hands. 

“I just want him to show emotion for once...” 

“I don’t need another sample!” he yelled while we fought over another extractor as I was 

trying to stab my neck on the right spot. “Why don’t I just write something on your butt 

cheeks, like ‘thanks for the good times, from all the Hyper-ball team...?’” He had 

managed to steal the instrument from me.  

“Because he’ll think it was Mak,” I said, finally resting for a second. “Your spelling is as 

horrendous as his...” 

 

 

 

I gave three quick knocks on Cloud’s door before going in. I started to snuggle, but he 

quickly turned off the lights and prepared to spoon and continue sleeping. I tried to 

convey to him that we needed to talk, and it was best if he first kissed me tenderly and 

passionately on my neck. Right there where I was showing him by grabbing his face in an 

attempt at positioning him right where I needed him. He seemed to politely try to fall 

back asleep.  

“You started the whole war between mythica and scientifica,” I politely blamed him for 

as much as I could. It seemed to work. Apparently, enough for him to open one eye. “I 

just want to make that clear so when I’m finally murdered, you understand that it’s your 

fault. At least from my corpse’s perspective.” Now he had both eyes open. “And I want 

my grave to be right in between Ross’ and yours. Mainly because I’d hate the idea of you 
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two sleeping together. If anything, you’d have to cross over my grave and sleep with me 

first if you wanted to mess around with each others’ remains...” 

“How so?” he said, finally giving in. 

“Your prediction came in a data package, seven weeks before the paint color ‘mistake’ at 

the Pinker Center.” He looked at me in sleep-induced silence.  

“Did you..?” he inspected my hickey. 

“What have you done?!” I said, as unambiguously upset as I could.  

“I’m asking you,” he said, sitting down and getting ready for a closer inspection. 

“You either sucked on my neck too hard, or your teammates took advantage of me and 

used me as their sex rag...” No reaction yet. “Whichever makes you angrier.” Nothing. 

“How could you do this to me?!” 

“Maybe because you’re accusing me of setting off sleeper agents on the Tenth Level?” 

He pressed his back against the padded wall while trying to hold my hands. “What’s 

this?” he said when he touched the scanner I was hiding in my fist. 

“I just wanted to record your reaction.” I was a little sorry. But why show it? “Did you do 

it on purpose or was it something that just happened?” 

“Have they identified the carbonized corpse already?” he said, slightly tapping the wall 

with the back of his head. 

“Fosbo,” I said, feeling, unexpectedly, mortuary hungry. “Tor’s right hand until a few 

cycles ago. When Tor started acting up, I guess. Do you know how to remove hickeys?” 

“I think there’s a lotion for that.” 

“I thought you could maybe pat on it with a giant spare penis you might have lying 

around...” I took a quick look, but he was either too sleepy, or he no longer cared for me. 

“On second thought,” I backtracked. “Forget about the penis option. I don’t want you to 

break my neck with that flesh column and then have to apologize to Tor for having 

finished me off before him... Whichever makes you feel worse, I guess.” 

“You need to eat something,” he said, half-falling to one side, eyes barely open. 

“I think Tor sensed there was a spy in our midst...” I said, unwrapping a bag of miniature 

apples. “That’s why he was trying to catch him with the whole hyper-cube temptation.” I 

had to stop and chew well. Even if Cloud was around to resuscitate me, I didn’t want to 

depend on him for all choking situations. “If you hadn’t arrived when you did, I would 

have probably gone to that very same balcony; you know?” 
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“Where I thought you were supposed to die...” I imagined him saying. He was actually 

just sleeping, I gathered. 

“It would have had a great view of Tor’s party, and the eclipse, fireworks and all... And, 

who knows, I might have played around with the hyper-cores if I was bored... I’m not 

sure I would have ‘borrowed’ one, like you made me do, though... Apparently Fosbo had 

a weakness for that type of technologically tempting candy too. And now, Tor thinks I’m 

also a spy. Since I’ve been in Sarda Hari, cavorting with the Monks and all... That must 

just have confirmed his unfounded suspicions about me... He’s nowhere to be found, in 

case you wanted to know. Completely off the sensors. But the unthinkable did happen. 

It’s sad that Sardans have that bad rep for being spies. On the Tenth Level, we’re all spies 

by default. But someone beat us to our own game. Joke was on us in the end... Who 

knows how much technology has already been leaked out?” I was getting distracted by 

his snoring, but I kept recording for my logs. “Interestingly, the Monks never stole our 

technology directly. As far as we can tell, they have just been purchasing used data 

storage devices... Since the beginning of recorded times, I believe. That’s why they were 

always interested in methods for deletion, and recovery of erased data... Remember what 

the lead Monk said at our first meeting? ...That they knew the BPD had been withholding 

information and covering their tracks, and he wanted to know what methods they had 

used to get rid of that data... That’s why the Monks’ technology is so inconsistent. It 

looks like bits and pieces, odds and ends stitched together. There was no line of logical 

continuity because they probably didn’t understand all the principles behind each 

project... But they had engineers who could make sense of them anyway... Even though it 

was old data, they could get their hands on our discarded designs. Potentially, all our 

Category B Projects. The ones that were so unrealistically moronic and ill-advised that 

were never actually implemented. If you looked closely, they’re, almost, all discarded 

projects. Blue, your energy shields, hyper-magnetic polarization to defy gravity... All that 

was stuff that only made sense for simulations, but no-one bothered to do the real trials. 

The Monks just held on to the blueprints until other discoveries were made and those 

useless ‘rejects,’ we hadn’t even bothered to shred properly, could be powered up with 

more sophisticated methods... The Monks have been, knowingly or not, recycling Tenth 

Level data garbage... Nobody ever made the connection because the Monks were not 

considered a threat... And there wasn’t a clear connection to begin with. The Monks did 

play with hyper-advanced technology but they could only do so much with it, because 

they didn’t have a good grasp of the underlying principles. They knew the hows, not the 

whys. I fear a lot of people back home are getting fired over this... But the whole thing 

with Fosbo is worse. It looks like he sold way too advanced stealth technology to Sarda 

Hari... Very, very reckless... I’m not sure how I’m going to be able to sleep after this... I 

can’t find the sleeping aids. Cloud!” I said, trying in vain to wake him up again. “I need 

crickets!” 
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“Are you decent?” said Mak, in an unprecedented display of decorum and proper 

behavior, before opening the door completely. 

“Go away!” 

“It’s nine in the morning, and it’s important,” he insisted. 

“I’ve slept two hours. Come back tomorrow.” 

“I brought breakfast,” he said, throwing a half-eaten banana on my face. 

 

 

 

“What happened to your neck?” said Mak, trying to tiptoe to take a look. 

“Mvammpire,” I said, munching on the rest of the banana.  

“You gonna be alright?” he did sound a little worried. “Or are you gonna start biting 

everyone like Blue?” 

“At least Blue is quiet,” I said pointing at the plumed annoyance perched on his shoulder. 

“Shut him up! Give him a cookie or something. He’s giving me a headache!” I tried 

whacking the Bluerrot with the banana peel.  

“Ferg you!” said the bird, evading me. “Rump vandal!” he insulted me, rudely 

demonstrating that, considering my biogenic-induced poor brain performance, he was 

smarter than me. Finally, Mak gave him a treat and told him to fly away for a while. 

 

 

 

No introductions were needed when we arrived at the big garden table. For the same 

reason no introductions would be needed if you met Büdda. I simply bowed my head in 

recognition of Mr. and Ms. Popularity. What Semina would be, back home, but a million 

times more and on a worldwide scale. The Merriers themselves. In person. Apparently, as 

cheap as my brother when it came to holographic visits; they had decided to bring their 

real bodies to my rent-a-box-if-you-want-sleep temple.  

At least I had lived long enough to say I had hugged them. I quickly apologized for not 

having showered... Had I known they were going to pay me a visit... I still didn’t know 

what to do with the banana peel in my hand. 
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“Yeah,” Mak explained proudly, “he means, ‘shower this week.’” 

“Yeah, smell who’s talking,” I tried to defend myself by threatening him with banana 

leftovers. “To what do you owe yourselves the pleasant surprise of meeting the world’s 

only Oracle host this beautifully glorious morning?” I tried to use Tenth Level alluring 

manners, although I got the feeling I was offbeat somehow. “Are you here to confess 

something? I have to warn you, I’m out of lemon crackers... So, no easy cure for guilt 

trips today. Be careful with what you say...” 

Mr. Merrier started talking. Then she interrupted him with lovely words, and they did 

flawlessly paced back-and-forth comments as they mused at our reactions and questions. 

It was mesmerizing. Mak was sitting next to me, as peacefully blissful as I was. I wanted 

to frame that magical morning forever. These people were beyond enchanting.  

 

 

 

“It’s called ‘mirroring,’” said an inexplicably attractive Mr. Merrier, “an acting technique 

in which we imitate your speech and mannerisms to sound more appealing to you.” 

“To reach into your heart,” added Ms. Merrier while Mak and I sighed. “To speak with 

our chests wide open and invite you to share this wonderful moment.” 

“I love you!” I said. 

“Ahh... We love you too...” said the most exquisitely divine human beings on the planet. 

“Mak,” I turned over to him, “go away! Come on. Get. Get. Go. Scram. I think I heard a 

big booby outside... Go check for nipples. This is for me. Get out of here!” I started 

pushing him.  

“No!” said a still dreaming Mak. “They’re here for me.” 

“What did you do?!” I started yelling at him. “Was it graffiti? I’m so sorry... I believe I 

may have accidentally encouraged that one during a baking situation I had... I’m a 

terrible influence on vandals...” I had to apologize quickly before Mak ruined all my 

good opportunities at popularity again. “I’m sure there’s a way Cloud can fix it... How 

much are we talking about? Should I take a sleeping aid before you tell me?” 

And then the Kingsbury shuffle began to unravel itself. The gist of it was... Mak’s 

childhood dream was to have a family. Since he had been found by the Monks as a baby, 

all he knew was insipid monastic life until he was six and met Cloud. The only vertebrate 

patient and gullible enough to have survived an adoption attempt thus far... Up until now. 

Of course. In the Land of Dreams becoming synthetically shiny reality equivalents, the 

most popular sentient beings on this sector of the galaxy wanted to adopt Mak. 
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“What does Cloud say?” was my first attempt at dumping the whole thing on some else’s 

lap.  

“He said it was up to you,” Mak dashed most of my hopes. Cloud bastard! “He was late 

for practice and he couldn’t make up his mind.” 

“He did sign the adoption papers,” said Mr. Merrier, pointing at the pages I had used to 

wrap my banana peel with... “In case you agreed and decided to sign as well.”  

They both smiled and waited. 

“Let’s make this quick.” I said to Mak. “What d’ya want?” 

Openmouthed, Mak seemed torn... Perhaps concerned? He looked at me and sulked. 

“Oh,” said a sweetly captivating Ms. Merrier, obviously trying to break the 

uncomfortable silence, “Professor, we thought you opposed the idea vehemently... 

Considering what you did with the adoption papers.” Another uncomfortable pause. I just 

stared at Mak. 

“Ask them a question,” I told him. “Make sure this is what you want. Are these the right 

people for you? Otherwise I’m about to offer myself instead. I do want to express clearly 

that I would love to be adopted by you...” I had to be quicker than Mak somehow. “I 

think I’d make a great pet too...” That’s all my deteriorated brain could handle, evidently. 

“Mak was first,” said Mr. Merrier. I noticed a certain deflating level of charm in his 

voice. 

“How’s your furniture?” said Mak. “What kind of furniture y’all got?” 

Mr. and Ms. Popularity to the Power of X looked at each other in search for words. Ad 

lib rehearsals had not touched on this specifically critical topic. Painfully obvious to 

watch...  

“He wants to know if your furniture is flimsy. He bumps a lot into things, etc. and is used 

to rock or iron... Basically, hard to destroy buildings and features.” I noticed I could still 

translate from Mak into human. 

“Oh,” Ms. Merrier sighed, “thank you for clarifying that for us, Professor. It does help a 

lot... Well, we do have all sorts of furniture. But I am sure we can accommodate to your 

needs somehow.” 

I shook my head. Bit my tongue. After a few more uncomfortable seconds while Mak 

tried to come up with another question, I decided to put a couple of major cards on our 

slanted, marble foam imitation table. 
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“Mak,” I said looking at them. “These are the coolest, most awesome people on the 

planet. But the dream that you have in your head is probably something about growing up 

with a real family.” 

Mak was slouching; he looked up at me. All teary. Not acting. He was clearly convinced 

he had real feelings. It did touch my shriveled blood bag, as he called it. 

“Take them or leave them. Whatever you want,” I declared, softly. “But I think you’re 

perfect as you are. Whatever happened to you is in the past. So let’s set the record 

straight that this is about what works best for you. Not for your childhood dreams; that’s 

the past. What’s in your dreams now?” I made a huge mess by saying that. Everyone was 

in tears. I had even made myself almost cry... I thought my heart was feeling delusively 

tired.  

 

 

 

“Can we start this over, please?” I pleaded for a cleaner, fresher chance. “I’ve had a half 

eaten banana for breakfast. And on top of that, I have to pretend that it wasn’t a leftover 

from a fffluffy avian friend I accidentally invented in high school... But isn’t this a bit too 

rash? Mak doesn’t even know you have other kids...” 

“Yes, I do!” he protested. “I’m gonna have four little brothers and sisters!” 

I backslapped him with my left, but, of course, in a flash, he ducked and moved over to 

the other side of the table, next to them. “Don’t interrupt me, you fffriendly ill-mannered 

not-even-teenage hazard yet!” I threatened him with three fingers. “I’m trying to make a 

point!” 

“He says he was bit by a vampire...” he whispered loudly into their ears.  

I showed him my tightly clenched teeth. 

“A vampire with just one fang?” asked Ms. Merrier. 

“A unicorn, actually,” I said. “Yeah, tragic,” I nodded to add credibility, banking on my 

newly acquired mythica talents. “Some unicorns are bloodsuckers now...” 

“Going down that road... I wouldn’t be surprised if they turned to marketing as well,” 

laughed Ms. Merrier, and we all laughed with her. 
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“Speaking of sucking blood and parasitical relationships,” I said to dampen the mood. 

“Mak, what’s the difference between a million, a billion, and trillion?” 

“Is it true that dolphins are fish vampires?” was Mak’s best attempt. 

“My point, exactly,” I gave the Merriers a knowing look and returned their stunningly 

fake smiles. “It’s like the difference between buying a couple of houses, a town, or a 

province.” I used my palm up, in the direction of Mak, to demonstrate how he was trying 

to balance a stick on his tongue. “Mak, we’re potential trillionaires. Even if we lose, we 

would still walk out with a few million for having generated so many bets around ours.” 

“You are being sick, sardonic, sarcastic, and I’m running out of S-words to describe the 

kind of Fff...” 

“Fffuntastic! Let’s all calm the Professor down, for a second,” said Mr. Merrier, patently 

overacting, or rather, counteracting Ms. Merrier’s outburst. “We can provide Mak with 

unlimited access to the world’s resources for him to develop his artistic potential,” he 

contributed. “You are well aware that we have the means and connections he needs.” 

“Not what he needs,” I reacted, right in rhyme time with enacted, since I would be 

sending this whole exchange to my legal advisors in a few seconds from one of the 

devices my brother had left me and I still couldn’t find it in my pocket.  

“I’ve had enough of ‘Professor Blasphemy’ for a day!” said Ms. Merrier. 

“It’s about what he wants...” I scolded her. “His choice... His. Not ours.” 

 

 

 

And then I saw it. Something that would take an expert, a trained eye to see. A 

glimmering reflection on Ms. Merrier’s eyes as she started to look up. It was all a matter 

of speed, fractions of seconds I wasn’t sure if they, the world’s most famous performers, 

would ever learn to appreciate. Because Mak had already began cheering, nearly 

impossibly fast, before we even had time to blink. He had either caught her movements 

or mine, I reasoned, but he was the first one to yell, in Sardan, “The Eye of Orus!” 

I turned around to look up. It was true. Hard to describe. We called it “The All Seeing 

Eye” on the Tenth Level. They were Destiny’s high power scanners. There were three 

hundred and seven of them, always cloaked. But when you spotted one, it would look like 

an assortment of storm clouds, moving gracefully, each elongated bundle floating 

independently, nothing was ever physically connected or moving quite at the same speed, 

changing shapes and morphing into the real clouds, forming an ominous eye shape. 

Tastefully changing colors. I loved when they switched from sky blue to deep purple and 
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then dark clamshell... They did look like clumps of wrought iron on occasion. Iridescent 

at times. Gigantically unreal.  

 

 

 

I clapped twice, rubbed my hands together, and prepared for an instant exit from this 

other-glittery-worldly interview.  

“Why not?” I said to Mak. “Give it a go. What do you guys think?” 

They were all smiles. 

“Isn’t that a great idea?” said Ms. Merrier. “Why don’t we do a little tryout?” 

“Sure!” I said, almost in unison with Mak. 

“Spend a few days together and see how things pan out,” I said getting up. “We’ll sign all 

papers and take care of formalities once Mak has made up his mind.” I was showing them 

the way out. Pushing them a little towards the exit.  

“Gorgeous, isn’t it?” said Ms. Merrier pointing at the Eye. “Technology can produce such 

beautiful things sometimes...” 

“Who exactly are you talking about?” I said pointing at Mak and frowning suspiciously. 

“All of us,” she said. I felt she was beautifully honest. The four of us were, after all, the 

results of genetic manipulations of some sort at one point or another...  

“Outstanding remark, Ms. Merrier,” I said, politely encouraging them to leave already. 

“Now before you walk out that door as a pretend family on rehearsal rounds,” my tone 

was on the warning side of yellow. “Dream on if you think you’ll ever touch Mak’s 

assets. I have dozens of legal hounds making sure it will never happen.” I was too spent 

to fake a credible smile.  

The artificial tiles suffered with a painfully loud screech when she came to a halt and 

barked at me, “Beg your pardon?!” 

“Yeah,” I said making a tight ball with her contract and aiming for the trashcan. “That’s 

the kind of family I thought you were. Please, feel free to prove me wrong, and just do it 

all out of pure love, non-lucrative, unprofitable love...” Unfortunately, I had missed the 

trashcan, and couldn’t pay attention to the barrage of atrocities that came out of her 

mouth as Mr. Merrier and Mak tried to drag her outside. “We can still hang out, 

whenever you guys want. Mak will invite us over, I’m sure. Where is it that you’re going 

to be at? A little house made of cards on a dreamy prairie in Mak’s imagination? At any 
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rate,” I waved goodbye as I was picking up the ball of paper. Being mean didn’t mean 

untidy. In view of that, I left it on the table for someone else to pick up. Not my job. “See 

you when I see you, guys... I’m sure you’ll have a devastatingly incredible experience 

together. Now, if you’ll excuse me, I have to cause some data stream disruptions before 

someone else picks methods to pulverize me faster than I can open a live Destiny link...” 

 

 

 

“How long was I gone?” said Mak when we bumped into each other, practically at the 

same spot where we had said our goodbyes. “Where you going?” 

“Seventeen minutes,” I said, looking at my brand-new palm scanner. “To the capital. 

What happened to your hyper-famous family project?” 

“Don’t ask,” he looked disappointed. An outcome that was three percent inexplicable 

from my perspective... 

“Don’t wanna know anyway,” I preempted any sort of uncomfortable and/or expensive 

elaborations. Cloud’s turn, I thought. “You coming?” 

“Don’t know,” said Mak, looking around. “You’re leaving Cloud, just like that?” 

“He’s with his model athletes now,” I reassured him. “I doubt he’ll notice I’m gone.” 

“You thought you could sneak away from me?” he tried to get closer, as if getting ready 

to grab me. Or stop me?  

“Ferg you!” the Bluerrot started yelling at me. So I yelled back. The three of us were 

yelling for a while. 

We were chased away by an angry nun who hit us all with a broom for having left trash 

on the big table. She had the advantage of being louder than the three of us combined... 

 

 

 

“So much aggression for a ball of paper with Cloud’s signature and a banana peel...” I 

said while we were sitting at the plaza. 

“You had also left a plastic bottle, in pieces,” added Mak in the yelling nun’s defense. 

Like she needed it. 
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“That’s what happens when you don’t ever, ever, ever get laid...” I tried to get him used 

to teenage-type conversation. 

“You had also knocked over Ms. Merrier’s cup of Djava,” he said. “It was like a brown 

puddle all over the table.” 

“If you’re not coming with me,” I said while we both observed the Bluerrot flirting with a 

confused pigeon. “Why did you bring all your stuff?” 

“You had also emptied your pockets,” he said. “There were lots of chewed up plastic 

tokens, pieces of paper, a dry dandelion... Something that looked like a piece of red 

balloon...” 

“I can wreak havoc on my own, just fine,” I wanted to get that straightened out. “But you 

need to make up your mind. What’s stopping you?” 

“You had also left those Boopang sticks. One of them was broken. Both chewed... You 

really messed up that table,” he concluded. “That’s probably why the Merriers don’t want 

you. Not even as a pet. I heard that one. They were quite loud.” 

“You can’t blame me for the stick you touched with your tongue to impress that family 

hoax of yours. You licked it... Your property. Your responsibility.” 

“Yes, I can blame you!” he said, suddenly irritated. “It was all your fault. You made me 

look bad in front of the coolest parents...” 

I knew he couldn’t find the right verb tense to finish his sentence, so I stepped in 

promptly. “Distraction for you, coming fast from the south-east,” I said pointing at Mak’s 

primary anchor in this town.  

His face relaxed, and his expression changed from innocently upset to flat out stupefied.  

“Do you want her?” I tested his level of commitment. He just nodded and couldn’t take 

his eyes off of her. I couldn’t exactly judge him. The girl was hyper-cute. Hot, I 

supposed, if seen through Mak’s eyes. “If I help you get her... What would you do for 

me?” 

“Can you deliver?” he checked and slightly sniffed me. “You still haven’t showered, and 

you reek of something weird...” 

“Don’t insult me,” I said to establish that in our team we didn’t make empty promises. 

Unlike his seventeen-minute long sham family experience. “Hey!” I called her over right 

before she walked out of our sight. Mak immediately ducked and was trying to hide 

under the table.  

“I take everything back,” he said when he realized that she was making a beeline for us. 

“Give me back that banana!” 
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“I’m afraid you’re gonna have to wait for that...”  

 

 

 

“Hiii...!” she said cutely and well rehearsed, as she blew air-kisses at us and a possible 

audience behind us. “I don’t think we’ve been formally introduced...” she said looking at 

me. 

“Yeah, right,” I purposely used a less excited tone of voice, hoping against hope that she 

would turn the cute fan off, or at least away from my hair. “What’s your name this week, 

then?” 

“I’m Shtarlight,” she said as if announcing an incoming rain of free coco treats and 

candy.  

“How delightfully made up,” I said, trying not to laugh, because this was a very serious 

situation for Mak, who had just turned to non-artificial stone apparently.  

“What a nasty thing to say,” she only looked at Mak. “Didn’t we warn you about this 

one?” she said to him. 

“I’m sorry,” said Mak. “You were right. He just wrecked my family.” 

“Told’yah!” she said, and, for some reason, she pressed her hands right underneath her 

collar bones, and started swinging side to side, almost like dancing...? So, she wasn’t 

exactly touching her breasts, or rather, the area where her breasts were going to be once 

she bought them or grew them herself... But it was a bit too much overt flirting to my 

taste. Mak’s face told a different story however.  

“Mak,” I said looking at her, “she’s spying on you.” 

“I’m sorry,” said Mak elbowing me way too hard on my ribcage. “He’s unpresentable.” 

“Unpresumptuous is the word you can’t pronounce... Please allow me to demonstrate.” 

Mak, again, pretended I wasn’t there. She didn’t seem to know what to do either. 

“Shtarlight, please, be a dear and tell everything you know about Mak to whoever you’re 

spying for, and I’ll give you five Sardan coins.” I made that last statement while audibly 

playing with the coins in my pocket. 

She stopped dancing and extended a hand where I deposited all my tangible assets. 

“Be right back!” she waved at us happily and she marched quickly to rat out Mak.  
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“Don’t blame her,” I said to a distraught Mak. “I just paid her five extra coins for a job 

she had to do anyway. She’d be dumb to pass up that opportunity.” 

“You’re a fergging animal!” Mak recovered quickly, considering I was obliterating all his 

relationships, in his opinion. 

“Wait a minute,” I said, suddenly concerned. “You said you liked her... There are three 

others that are also spying on you. They’re all hyper-hot... Or I guess they’ll be hot in a 

few cycles. Do you want to see them?” I offered while getting ready to open my bag and 

look for a display sheet. 

“No!” he said, almost getting angry. “She! She was the one, until you ruined it!” 

“Oh, no,” I said comforting him. He seemed to be taking deep breaths... Probably 

refraining himself from decapitating me. “Nothing is ruined. The girl is obviously smart 

and willing to negotiate. Think of it as having fun while on the job. What if she likes you 

for real? You never know with spies. I mean, look at our team. I mean, do you want me 

to help you or not?” 

“I wanna be with her,” he said, sitting down, but still pointing a dangerously electrified 

tip of his staff at me. “I want her!” 

“Then...” I inhaled deeply while checking that my devices were on. “To wit, I hereby put 

all the options of our Destiny game in your hands, thereby creating a hinge, right here, 

right now, according to what you want to do.” 

“Options!” demanded Mak, turning off his staff, but still looking in the direction of his 

spying love interest.  

 

 

 

The thing about Mak, and his mind-boggling capacity to chew huge chunks of harsh 

reality and spit out three words about it, was that it made him a quick, honest, reliable 

business brat.  

“We could call off the bet in less than an hour and walk away with just three hundred 

thousand, or so.” I started running our limited options by him. 

“No,” he said, sternly. “I’ve already lost a ton of bets I made around you. You’re costing 

me a fortune. We have to make at least a few million.” 
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I looked at him as if I had seen him for the first time. But he clearly indicated that he 

wanted this done as fast as possible. So he didn’t even let me finish when I said he could 

use his art skills to make some V. I ran a few other variations for quitting the game, but 

he didn’t even want to hear about them... After that, I had to start with the complicated 

ones, and let him do his magical reduction into this entertainingly absurd fake reality 

substitute. That’s why I had left all these options open for him. Otherwise, I’d have 

tossed a coin. But, unfortunately, his possible girlfriend/admittedly betrayer preteen 

performer had taken them.  

 

 

 

“In that case,” I said, “we would have to sign our friendship pact again. With blood this 

time. And within a Destiny link that could possibly disclose our exact location to an 

incoming missile or something worse...” 

“What’s the big deal?” he shrugged.  

“It would have to be done on Page XIX...” I waited, but he just looked away. “I know 

you’re trying to protect Cloud, but so am I.” He still pretended not to listen, but was 

kicking nervously at the ground. “I saw you shuffle the pages in the train with your rascal 

friends. The real one and the pretty good fakes. So, you don’t even know yourself, if you 

have the one... But someone else does. You’ll see now, it’s very risky to try to keep 

hiding something so dangerously incriminating...” 

“Who knows?” 

“Not exactly Cloud, but close, up there... Think!” I said to encourage him to use his 

logical skills while he had them. An option that had been artificially removed in my case. 

“Büdda?” he said, looking up and around. 

“Who?” 

“Shtarlight?” this seemed to alarm him a bit. “Is she trying to steal from me too?” 

“Mmm, that’s between you and her shallow self. I was talking about the big eye... 

Destiny’s scanner.” I had probably lost him. He seemed stalled. “The Eye was too close 

for it to be just a coincidence. Plus, it wasn’t even cloaked. Destiny was basically letting 

me know that she had already found that page that could protect Cloud’s life and put an 

end to the Monks’ shameful record-holding barbarism.” 

“You are drunk or high,” he shook his head. “I’m not helping you betray the Monks. 

They’re my life. They’re all I got...” 
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“You’re lying to yourself,” I said while we were both trying to chase the Bluerrot away, 

because he kept stealing potato puffs from our hands. “You would have smelled 

something funny on me by now, alcohol, anything. That’s a good sign. Denial is 

necessary.” I paused to burp. “To get out of this prepackaged refined mess. Oh, there, 

she’s coming back...” 

“I’m telling Cloud about this, right now,” he said, standing up. 

“Not so fast,” I said while waiving at her. “She’s really into you, and I have proof. Ready 

to trade, whenever you are.”  

“Mak’s favorite candy,” I said trying to bring some enthusiasm into the uncomfortably 

explosive mix. “How was it?” 

“Fast, easy,” she said, swaying a bit on her right leg. “Just the way I like it,” she winked 

at Mak when saying that last bit. He just giggled and turned red. “Anything else I can 

help you guys with?” she said, pleasantly polite. “More drugs for the old monk?” she 

looked at me. 

“What?” said Mak. 

“I’ll accuse him of selling us dangerous drugs,” she said, lifting up her left shoulder and 

leaning a bit. “Mak,” she continued. “You’re my witness, right?” 

“I’m on your side!” Mak complied immediately. “He’s a total drug pusher... Especially 

on orphan babies...” 

“I get it. Understandable,” I said, opening another bag of puffs, under Mak’s protests that 

I was on an eating frenzy again. “You need some leverage on me. Whatever. Now, what 

can we do to be friends with you? Be on your good side, perhaps?” 

“Don’t listen to him,” said Mak, bluntly and quickly. “I can smell the beer that’s oozing 

out of his drugged up pores... What can I do to make you go tell your boss that everything 

you said about me was not true? Five coins?” 

“Uhhh,” she pursed her lips and I thought she had stopped breathing, “that’s going to cost 

you more like forty coins... You know... My credibility is on the line.” She dipped her 

head slightly to one side and seemed to be sweeping her teeth with her tongue as she 

thought this through. “I hope you understand,” she said to Mak, and then she turned to 

me. “I’ve already done it. It’s irreversible now,” she winked at me. “Like math tricks that 

work only once...? Sound familiar?” 

“You mean like a Dauber’s equation?” I probed her, because that sounded a bit much like 

a holographic relative coincidence aimed at my bloodline. 

“That’s right,” she said flashing her perfectly engineered teeth, probably to keep Mak 

distracted. 
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“Like a vector that can be turned into a hyper-vector but never the other way around?” I 

couldn’t believe we were talking about this with a girl that had spied on us, taken all my 

coins, cornered, and threatened me... 

“Right on the V!” she said, clapping way high up and turning to one side for what looked 

like an attempt at a period dance.  

“What are you guys talking about?” said Mak, looking at both of us now. 

“Vampire dolphins,” I clarified for him. 

“Drugs and dragons...” she assured him. “He’s just trying to sell me more drugs... So I 

can have a choice if I want to overdose right now... I think I mentioned the number forty, 

and I see no coins. So I’ll just take the drugs to the authorities and tell them all about you 

two...” 

 

 

 

“How much is this going to cost me?” said Mak, supposedly to himself, since he had 

been forced to pony up a substantial percentage of his assets for this cute and tiny, hyper-

effective coin absorber... 

“Honestly?” I said. 

“No.” 

“Everything...” I had to tell him. “But I can give you hints on how to slow her down... 

Maybe even stop her altogether...”  

“Alright,” he said, crossing his arms, sitting back, basically surrendering... “Ready to 

trade. Better make it quick before she lands us in jail.” 

 

 

 

I was devastated to find out that Mak wasn’t interested, at all, in the data package with 

his genetic test results. He pointed out that he thought about what I had said in front of 

the Merriers, that he was perfect the way he was. Why bother to find out if he wasn’t one 

hundred percent human? Which drastically reduced the kind of information I could use to 

trade with him. I insisted that I would throw it in as a freebie anyway, so I wouldn’t be 

tempted to open it myself and spoil my digestion for cycles to come. But he did give in 

when I showed him surveillance of Shtarlight, whispering to her girlfriends, asking them 
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for advice on how to refrain herself from sleeping with the enemy, and dozens of 

variations on that since she had met Mak. I was also supposed to train Mak on how to 

possibly handle her... Racing against time, since she was already saying her unnecessarily 

high-pitched “hiiii...” 

“Use speed to your advantage,” I said to Mak under my breath. “Shtarlight, dear,” I 

began, “what a great coincidence to bump into you now; since this is the first time we see 

you today. We heard wonderful news involving you...”  

Whatever ton of ferg she was planning to dump on us, she probably held for later, 

because she made a perfectly round donut with her lips and said, “I’d love to hear about 

it! In the meantime...” she threw a stinky dead rat on my lap, and gave Mak what looked 

like a small wooden ball. “Brought you presents...” she finished. 

“You’ll be at one of the most famously record-breaking Destiny games of all times...” I 

said while standing up so that the rat’s corpse would slide off my robe.  

“It’s a ‘Don’t Lose me Mine’ Marble,” she said to Mak while he was chewing on her gift, 

trying to crack it with his teeth and complaining it tasted like musty cardboard. “It had a 

message for you... But I should’ve told you it wasn’t meant to be eaten...” she added, 

somewhat perplexed.  

“It will be broadcast throughout the entire planet,” I persisted. “Maximum exposure...” 

“How come?” she finally took the bait. 

“You’ll be Mak’s muse,” I said. “You’ll have to be close to him and help him with 

interviews and all.” 

“Whatever do you mean?” 

“We’ll be leaving as soon as you choose means of transport, pay for whatever is needed, 

and get us to the capital where the game will take place...” 

“Why?” she was a tough cookie. 

“Because that’s how I predicted it.” She stood in silence, and without any weird 

movements or dance steps, probably for the first time. “I’ve already sent the predictions 

to the Monks a couple of weeks ago.” 

“Who are you playing against?” she was still fighting a little as I reeled her in. 

“See, dear...?” I said and looked at Mak briefly. “Specifics like that are going to cost you. 

Because you could go behind our backs and make a lot of V with secret information 

that’s already on record with the Elders... So you could even do it through Destiny. It’s 

all hidden but verifiable.” 

“You’ll never see those coins back, if that’s where you’re going,” she took a step back. 
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“We are perfectly aware of that,” I reassured her. “Now, considering that I have never 

been wrong with a prediction so far, whatever came out of my mouth and went on record 

is quite valuable. You should use that to your advantage, and to find ways for the three of 

us to stay safely together without having to pay for anything.” I didn’t know how to 

emphasize that last part enough... 

She did seem to waste a lot of time thinking about it. Maybe considering her options? 

“I predict that you’ll get going any minute now, and get us tickets to get out of here 

within the next few hours. Does that sound like a deal to you?” She still hesitated too 

much to my taste. “You can start by telling whoever mentioned the Dauber’s equation 

that we will be playing against my all-time nemesis... Our supposedly anonymous 

challenger... I predict they’ll catch on rather quickly.” 

“Fabulous!” she was back to her delighted self. She hugged Mak and kissed him on the 

cheek and approached me instantly to spit on my face. I think she was aiming for my eye, 

but it landed on my nose. She had been chewing on something strawberry flavored, no 

doubt. But she skipped away from us. Apparently, quite satisfied.  

 

 

 

The only useful thing about Bluerrots is that they’re able to imitate human voices to the 

point that machines are sometimes unable to tell the difference. Something that can’t 

even be done with recording devices because even unsophisticated verifiers always look 

for a tonal correlation between heartbeats and vocal cords. Strictly speaking, you have to 

be alive to be recognized. Of course there is no way of fooling Destiny, but not a lot of 

people are aware that during the first few minutes of any Destiny game the local thinker 

is in charge of setting everything up, basically, making sure that the game to be played is 

worth opening a full live link. And it only works for a couple of sentences, at the most. 

And nothing too flowery either. But when you choose someone else’s words well... You 

can pull a Tenth Level shuffle... 

I had put together a sentence to open Destiny’s hidden commands, which were used for 

emergencies only, by clipping words I could find in old records. It sounded atrociously 

choppy, metallic and wrong... But once the Bluerrot was offered a couple of treats to 

repeat it clearly, the effect was nearly perfect. In we threw another treat, and in went the 

Bluerrot as we waited outside the Destiny station while some jugglers performed for us, 

fishing for coins. 

“This is officer Rosspell,” we heard the loud bird. “Open hidden command ‘Blur’ for 

emergency procedure five-oh-nine-seven.” Had I had my eyes closed, I would have also 

believed Ross was trying to talk to Destiny. But then the bird started singing and we 

walked in. 
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Thanks to the ‘Blur’ maneuver, all screens and cameras were literally blurred, as well as 

anything that was said. Never in my wildest dreams had I thought that this seventh-grade 

trick could still work... I saw Destiny making her dance moves, more artistically refined 

than she would have for other Levels. But only as a vague image seen through tainted 

glass. We closed the evidence box, and as Destiny’s local thinker swallowed it, I said 

goodbye to the Monks and hello to Fedro. He was, as of that moment, existing for all 

records. He had been kept under the Monks’ cruelly silent sentence way too long. 

Anything that happened to us now, and Destiny would make sure to produce and show all 

evidence against the Monks’ willfully petty denial. Goodbye mythica closet. They would 

have to admit that the one who had given them the logical tools and philosophical 

cornerstones for survival in ancient times had nothing to say whatsoever about who slept 

with who, how, or why. 

Now we had to get out of that building as fast as possible, considering that Tor could 

have smelled the Bluerrot’s roses and decided to send us a complimentary death ray. Mak 

had suggested setting the building on fire, just in case, but Shtarlight said that burning a 

few leaves by the fire alarm would be enough for everyone to evacuate to cautionary 

safety without much real damage. So we ran towards the Transit Station as soon as the 

alarms went off.  

 

 

 

“Where are you guys going?” we heard Cloud yelling from behind. 

“Oh,” I said, honestly thunderstruck. “We were looking for you...” 

“But you just ran past the Hyper-ball stadium... One of the guys was outside and told 

me.” 

“We’re going to the capital,” said Mak, unable to lie by instinct. “You coming?” 

“No,” I said to Mak, “he has games to play. With very studly guys.” 

 

 

 

“We’re running out of time,” Shtarlight’s lies came to our rescue. “Hurry up, already!” 

I couldn’t answer all of Cloud’s questions because it would have taken forever, but when 

he asked about when our game was going to be I had to say it mathematically in order to 
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keep the kids in the dark, since it was supposedly a secret I was planning to make V out 

of. 

“If you divided the hours in a day into the months of a cycle,” I winked at him, knowing 

that the kids were bored enough at that point to care, since there were already playing 

some sort of cat-and-mouse game behind us, “you’d get pretty close to the number of 

weeks...” 

True to his paranoid self, he wanted details and information that would help him be there 

for the occasion. I told him that it would hit the news pretty soon. You couldn’t keep 

secrets like that for too long. But I also wanted to tell him what my brother had found in 

my system. Whatever it was, it was shutting me down at the molecular level from inside 

my cells. It was taking me genetically apart in such a way that it would be as slow and 

painful as practicable. However, I didn’t want to make him sad. I just told him that if 

anything happened to me, he should contact my brother who could help him open a few 

messages I had left for him.  

“You don’t have a brother...” he said while hugging me. Someone had blown a whistle. 

Half-time was over, he had to go back to play.  

“Don’t go paranoid on me again,” I said, kissing him goodbye, lightly, on the lips. 

“Vannis hates anyone I date. But he could help you create a realistic clone of me if you 

miss me...” I almost yelled that last part because he had already taken off running towards 

the stadium and the kids had taken that as a cue to start running towards the station. 

I had always pictured our last goodbye with more tenderness... Not this let’s-get-down-

to-business running away in opposite directions. But then again, I did tend to get 

moronically idealistic when dying so slowly...  

 

 

 

Mak resuscitated me, against Shtarlight’s protests. She still complained that they 

shouldn’t have allowed their drug pusher to tag along. But, apparently, I had fallen asleep 

in the tub and almost drowned... Again. 

Since our arrival at the capital, and in preparation for our big game, we had been treated 

like hyper-celebrities. But as soon as the news came out that we would be playing against 

none other than Queen Emmelda herself, things changed a bit. After all, we were just 

celebrities, and people tended to side more with their hyper-popular big butt queen. We 

kept finding bags of garbage in our hotel beds. The food we were given always smelled 

and/or tasted like garbage of some sort, or rotten flesh, maggots and all. Everywhere we 

went we were greeted with various assortments of decomposing produce, insults, gunfire, 

poisoned candy, and all other imaginable tricks I was sure Emmelda was suggesting her 
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loyal subjects to play on us. To win upfront, by war of attrition. Her signature strategy. 

She hadn’t changed at all. 

We had secured our own food and water for this eventuality, as we had learned to do in 

the desert; and after a week of suffering through an overpoweringly undeserved amount 

of hatred, the date was finally set. Working around the Hyper-ball schedules, of course. 

And just hours after our bet had started to trade on the secondary markets, potentially 

tripling our assets, which made me extremely jittery. Because, even for someone who 

craved V as sickly as I did, things were getting a bit out of hand. Depending on how our 

game went, and considering that Destiny’s logs showed that she was handling a million 

betting requests per hour, from all over the world... Piling up on top of our assets... Soon, 

our bet could potentially be traded on the futures market... Inflating our potential assets 

exponentially. Dragging the entire world’s economic network along with our inexcusably 

misguided game. Perhaps securing our wealthy future, but also endangering market 

stability on a planetary scale. The Council couldn’t be happy about this... Much less the 

Tenth Level that would be sucked into it as well. Emmelda was being carelessly greedy 

by purposely encouraging people to bet, giving endless interviews to hype the game, 

rallying her citizens’ support, fanning the economic flames with promises of a game that 

would be remembered for Eternitas to come. For most economies, this could get 

catastrophically out of control in just a few months. I couldn’t believe what she was 

exposing us to. But then again, in her eyes, I was still that sixteen-cycle old from 

Queenstät who always came to challenge her during school breaks. With no coins, but a 

big brain. Neither of which were available at this point... I feared I would disappoint her 

greatly. 

 

 

 

When Mak noticed that my vampire/extractor self-inflicted wound was bleeding and 

showed no signs of healing, I had the lack of sense, or brain irrigation, to disclose what 

was happening and how Emmelda probably knew about it and was just waiting for the 

right time for me to die. This little indiscretion had unexpected positive results somehow, 

because despite all my protests that I didn’t want Cloud to find out... Chiefly, because I 

didn’t want him to remember me dying, but, rather, happily running away from him. Mak 

had obviously alerted his mythica contacts who sent in their doctor friends for daily blood 

replacements and other methods for life extension that I knew wouldn’t work, but at least 

took away the pain, and delayed the process long enough for Emmelda to give in and set 

a more firm date.  

The garden party was gorgeously non-deadly, since the Monks had made sure that only 

proven mythica inclined staff and supporters would be allowed to approach us. So 

everything looked deliciously tempting and harmless. The furniture was made of royal 

cardboard substitute, but tastefully painted and decorated. So the whole set looked 

flamboyantly ostentatious for the cameras, quite oddly hollow for the scanners.  
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Except for me and the two little love birds, and another annoying blue bird I still wanted 

dead, everyone was dressed up in period costumes. Apparently that was all the rage 

lately. A great improvement, I thought, since the days when I used to visit Kingsbury. 

Back then, everything had to be in pastel colors or burned down. They had even sent a 

formal request for the Council to acknowledge the change in color palette to use for their 

Level’s official flag. An interestingly tortuous situation, since all flags that were not 

changed to pastel colors were, in fact, burned. But, predictably slow on moronic requests, 

it had taken the Council fifty cycles to finally give Kingsbury a chance to make their 

pastel devotion clear. But, by that time, all of Kingsbury was obsessed with scratch-and-

sniff features. Flags included. So, they didn’t even remember making that particular 

request to the Council. And, thankfully, there were no flag color changes or burnings 

from there on.  

The fanfares finally announced the impending arrival of the queen, who must have been a 

few blocks away. Everyone straightened out, making sure that all details were perfectly 

ready for her majesty. The band made their last attempts at warming up their instruments 

and performing sound checks. The cameras were promptly repositioned, and all links 

tested. Hot tea was being poured, and we all waited in patient silence. For four whole 

days. Since the queen kept changing her mind with several excuses, but made clear that 

the tea party had to continue and everything had to be perfectly fresh and ready for her 

uncertain arrival. 

By the time she finally made her entrance, we knew all the staff, musicians, entertainers, 

and crew by name. We had been playing card, board, Destiny, and all sorts of games for 

four days, after all... And then Mak whispered in my ear the stupidest, wildest thing I 

could possibly imagine hearing. Demonstrating, over and over, that he couldn’t be 

human, much less real. And I cursed myself for not having opened that data package that 

would tell me for sure... But my brain capacity was so impaired at the moment that I 

couldn’t help it. I did what he told me. 

“Aaand now... The most cherished world leader, the three-time Destiny champion and 

award winner of Destiny’s Challenger Cup, with us today... Proudly, I present to you, our 

own beloved Queen Emmelda the Five Hundredth and Sixty-Ninth!” we could hear 

through the loudspeakers. Emmelda stopped in her tracks and signaled for someone at the 

back to lower the volume. “Playing against the Most Dangerous Drug Pushh...” Emmelda 

made a gesture and shook her head. “Playing against the world’s Drug Expert...” the 

announcer had probably changed his angle. But Emmelda was gesturing again. Not 

moving. Not satisfied. “Playing against the Inventor of the Most Dangerous Drugs for 

Children...” the announcer seemed to wait for the queen’s green light. “Drugged up X-

Professor!” the announcer finished confidently as Emmelda nodded and started going 

down the center aisle and exchanging pleasantries as she came closer to the end of the 

line, where we were.  

“Everything looks absolutely beautiful,” she said loudly for the reporters and me. “But I 

fear my roses must be going bad... Like rotten? A familiar, putrid stench...” she said 

sniffing around as she approached me. “And here’s the source,” she said pointing at me. 

“I said no garbage inside the palace!” she turned around to complain to her staff.  
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I bowed politely in front of her and said, “And, of course, it is an indescribable horror to 

accept you as my wife, for I shall forever be your loyal husband.” 

She started laughing, looking for the right camera for a close-up. “And let that statement 

be an example of what drugs and penis overdose can cause to our dear children...” 

“And by the power invested in me by the Monks,” Mak jumped at his cue, “I pronounce 

you, husband and wife!” Although, I thought the right word was “vested...” 

“And as a royally ordained minister,” said Shtarlight, cutely firing up all her charming 

moves for the whole world to see, “I acknowledge this union in front of all Royal Houses 

in Kingsbury, since her majesty has used the required term of endearment.” She motioned 

for a camera to come closer, as she was about to reveal her best line. “Our Queen has 

accepted her suitor by saying ‘dear,’ as it is tradition,” she announced to an incredulous 

audience.  

The effect was somewhat missed, however, because the Bluerrot began to repeat 

everything she said. It sounded like an odd echo... As if we weren’t insulting the queen 

enough by saying it just once.  

Emmelda was furious, no doubt, but couldn’t allow herself to stop and acknowledge 

anything of what was happening. So she just kept walking towards the palace, brushing it 

all aside with gestures. But she had said “dear” after me, as it was required by royal 

standards, and the matrimony would be consummated once she had said it three times. Or 

that was the kids’ theory...  

“I thought your majesty had requested our ceremony in the garden,” I said, just to piss her 

off over the edge. I knew we were on a two minute delay for the world not to see or hear 

any unpleasant mistakes, but those rules were for the Destiny game itself. Technically, 

we were supposed to have tea first. The delay for the tea party was considerably shorter. 

She couldn’t risk a big faux-pas in front her kingdom and she looked like she was already 

about to punch me. “Do you remember?” I said to push her even further. “Like we used 

to do a long, long time ag...” 

“That’s why I don’t want to play against indecent trash. Trash talk is all you get.” She 

stopped and started looking for a suitable camera again. “This piece of gargbahge is so 

high that it thinks it knows me...” 

“It’s all a matter of record,” I said, happily abruptly. “They were Destiny games after 

all... We used to play together... Remember? My dear Queen? Your coins, my brains? 

Win-win?” 

“That’s all in the very recent past,” she said going up a few steps and pushing aside one 

of her assistants who was trying to tell her something. “I have no shame admitting that I 

had a drug problem that your trashy crass self caused on me a few weeks ago.” She was 

pointing an angry finger at the Bluerrot that kept repeating everything she said. “But 

good manners and the love of my people cured me, thankfully...” she looked at me with 

rabid disdain. “Once you’re done getting high on your penis fantasies, you can clean up, 
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learn manners, and deodorize yourself so we can start this game properly... Dear...” she 

clearly said it to poke fun at Mak’s admittedly brainless strategy. 

“By using this term of endearment a second time,” Shtarlight used her cue at Mak speed, 

“the Queen acknowledges this suitor as her husband, again.” 

“One more to go,” I winked at an Emmelda who was about to reach fission point. “I’m 

sorry to break it to your royal oddity,” I said, refraining laughter and other possible 

leakages. “But we did pretend to get married once to win a game when we were kids...” 

“Under Kingsbury Royal Protocol,” Shtarlight elaborated, while showing the best side of 

her smile for the cameras, “that counts as the required precedent for courtship period and 

intent.” 

“I believe your majesty has not brought up any objections since then,” I said to Emmelda 

who was standing at the top of the stairs and clenching both fists. Throwing daggers at us. 

Fortunately, they were rubber daggers... 

“Total, utter disregard for manners, dignity, human decency, or popularity!” she barked at 

her audience. “What can we expect from our children’s future drug provider? Nothing but 

putrefaction and absurdly offensive crass behavior... Crass...” she made a long pause 

while an assistant was whispering in her ear.  

Apparently, according to what our friends in the crew told us, since this whole crackpot 

marriage trick had started the audience had increased twentyfold. Her popularity was 

skyrocketing by the second. And that’s what I needed. Get her distracted by her own 

candy. 

“Why not?” she calmed down and did a slow three-sixty turn, inspecting each and every 

one of us. “Since you’re the worst-mannered sentient being around...” she inhaled deeply 

to yell the rest. “Dear! I hereby accept you as my husband and legally acknowledge you 

as the King of Crass!” And she stormed into her beautifully decorated cardboard and 

canvas palace. She didn’t even bother to hear the rest of mythica/legalese that Shtarlight 

and Mak had to say to make it completely official...  

 

 

 

I couldn’t believe it. She had fallen for it. Vannis was right. In bizarrely surreal 

situations, Mak could be a genius. I immediately spotted who the royal legal advisors 

were. They were all running around, screaming, opening and closing links, fighting over 

data sheets, and punching each other. Everything had happened so fast, and in front of the 

entire kingdom that they hadn’t had time to even react, much less to stop their queen. But 

the picture in my head was simpler. I knew all she feared was that those records of when 

we used to play as kids would be made readily available to the public, revealing her true 
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age. She had committed legal suicide before allowing for that to happen. I could relate to 

that. But, considering I had hours or minutes left to live... I wiped my nosebleed on my 

sleeve. I no longer cared. I just had to survive this game. How hard could it be? 

Inside, she was setting up all the usual stuff for a Top Level Destiny game. The cards had 

already been dealt and she was strategizing with her team. I had been slightly delayed by 

having to sign all legally required documents promising that I wasn’t going to destroy the 

kingdom and such. Most of which I just signed with my bloody fingerprints. The legal 

guys were delighted, though; that method, combined with the cameras, saved them tons 

of verification runarounds. And I signed a stack of five hundred and three documents in 

just a few minutes and less than a shot of blood.  

The whole normal setting up of the game would take more than my current life 

expectancy, I figured, considering how dizzy I was. So, I pictured myself younger and 

full of blood, like when I was at that Sardan bakery of irreverent spies.  

“To wit,” I said loudly, without even sitting down to take a look at our cards, “I race my 

wife for first turn or else I win the game.” A move, by the way, that only five-cycle olds 

would make... A beep was heard and the clock started ticking. She had twenty seconds as 

her table literally fell over when her entire team stood up and started crying foul.  

“Stop!” she yelled, while they were helping her to get up, since her inflatable marble 

chair had had enough of the queen’s plentiful buttocks bouncing on it. “He can’t go first! 

I’m royalty!” 

“So am I, dear,” I caused her to stampede all over her own pleas for sanity. “And you lost 

your chance.” There were so many people screaming, running around and panicking that 

I thought it was time to clear the room for good. “To wit,” I said, bleeding confidently, “I 

hereby move to ‘Kill All Legal’ from this point forward, and I race you so it’s a hinge!” 

A chime and a green light allowed it. Utter silence in the room. Nobody could even 

comprehend what I had just done. Since I had truculently sealed our bet to any possible 

legal requirement, dispute or verification... What had not been said or challenged up to 

that point, had to be taken literally. Including our spontaneously combusting marriage of 

ridicule. She was royally fergged. Not even our bloody honeymoon was going to happen 

at this speed...  

“I challenge that!” she demonstrated that she was too nervous to think.  

“I am afraid that move is no longer available,” Destiny reminded her of a fairly basic rule 

and obvious fact. 

“Warning!” I said when I saw her approach her table. “I’ll race again in less than nine 

minutes.” The clock began ticking.  

I observed how Emmelda’s assistants were bringing in a cage. Seconds after they 

unveiled it, Mak’s Bluerrot went straight for it. Trapped inside, there was a cute female 

Bluerrot who started flirting immediately when she saw Herx. He was basically out of the 

game. Pity, because we were sneakily planning to use him as a go-between with our legal 
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experts outside after I had killed all legal moves... Taking into account that we were, 

more than likely, going to drown in a legally bottomless mess of our own creation.  

“Stop,” said Emmelda. “I’m bringing my helper, to wit, that’s our first move...” She 

waited the customary twenty seconds to see if we would challenge her. But we just 

watched the countdown, while both Bluerrots complained melodically about their 

inconvenient cage situation.  

In came “Emmelda’s cousin,” in her own words. Ready to barter. 

“No deal!” I said when I saw him. My teammates backed me.  

“To wit,” said Emmelda, “Farting team shows no trust.” 

“Would the Queen be able to elaborate?” asked Destiny, taking over the usual roles of the 

legal experts.  

“He hasn’t even allowed my distantly lost, recently found, cousin to make his/her 

statement.” 

“I’ll allow that as a first move,” said Destiny. 

“Not fair,” I protested. “What cousin? That’s just Chief Jawbreaker wearing a flowery 

costume!” 

“Five percent penalty for unfounded mistrust,” announced a cruelly dictatorial Destiny.  

“My name is Fisty,” the unabashed fergger said, “and if you don’t allow me to speak, 

someone you care a lot about is going to pay for your arrogance...” 

“Cousin Fisty,” Destiny began to sound strangely like a BPD thinker. “That’s a ten 

percent penalty for baseless threatening...” 

Emmelda yelled something at him, but I couldn’t quite catch it. I had to get the blood out 

of my ears, I realized.  

“Barter!” the chief yelled. 

“Trade!” I said. “Fifty percent of our assets and I race you!” I had blasted a move through 

his confidently intimidating strategy. Whatever was going to come out of his mouth could 

cost my wife a half fortune of pain... “What’s going on?” I said while the clock was 

dripping its last grains of photonic sand and our opposing team was just cussing and 

throwing snacks and paper cups at each other. 

“Stop!” he said before running out of time. “I’ll get Ross out of jail if we win this game.” 

“No deal,” I said. “Move to punish for mistrust, and we’ll take all her majesty’s assets 

now,” and I didn’t even want to give them time to go back and forth. “Cousin Fisty, Chief 

Jawbreaker, or whatever he/she wants to call him/herself, can’t deliver on that promise.” 
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“You will have to elaborate on that, Professor,” said a very pragmatically legal Destiny. 

“Yeah!” the chief yelled at me, while swinging his fisty fists, and the queen and her 

assistants were trying to hold him back. 

“Has Fisty declared Officer Rosspell’s location to Destiny?” I said, assuming it couldn’t 

be made public if he was on the Tenth Level. 

“Of course, Professor,” said Destiny. The only calm voice in the room. Save for Mak and 

Shtarlight who were playing some sort of game that involved passing kisses from the tip 

of their fingers to each other’s cheeks... Disgusting. 

“Has Officer Rosspell been legally on any other location besides the one cousin Fisty 

disclosed for the records?” if you were going to hit, better hit where it hurts, and the 

dirtier, the better. Nobody was playing fair anyway... “Because that’d be my point. He’s 

using a hostage, inmate, or captive, whatever, who isn’t really under his control or 

supervision... If he was able to trade his freedom, he should have brought him here, 

right?” I looked at my team; they were pretending to pay attention and nodded politely. 

“Well, where is he? Are we even sure that he’s confined to one particular location or has 

he opened links from any other, rather impossibly faraway places recently?” I was 

surprised that Destiny allowed me to finish that statement...  

I knew they were done for, and about to be served at our feet with a side of realistic-

looking play-dough potatoes. Destiny promptly informed us, to surprise most of our 

audience, that, according to her records, Ross’ actual location couldn’t be ascertained to 

her satisfaction. Therefore, cousin Fisty couldn’t claim to have the power to either release 

him or restrain him. Like so, we had just swiped the queen clean of all her assets. If she 

wasn’t so mean, I would have felt that we were taking her for a ride. She was busy hitting 

Jawbreaker with a paper-mache statue. 

“This is an impostor!” she squalled. “I move to disregard all statements made by this 

plump impersonator who probably chopped my poor cousin into pieces! No wonder she’s 

been missing... I feel so betrayed.” 

“Swindled,” I said, “is the word you might be looking for... Dear.” I raised my empty 

cup, just to have a few minutes of fun while enjoying my air drink as she was going 

around the room firing people and destroying things. There was a lot of pushing and 

shoving to get through the exit doors. Finally... This dollhouse palace was too crowded to 

be able to play decently.  

 

 

 

After a few confusing confrontations, threats, bites, flying furniture, Destiny punished the 

queen with all she had and gave me back my turn. I had kept my eyes on the stats, and it 
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was surreal. The queen’s popularity had blasted through the stratosphere. There was a 

warning that the Hyper-ball game, quarter finals, no less, where Cloud would be playing, 

could be postponed, since most of the planet was watching this ridiculously expensive 

charade where only the kids were behaving as expected and everyone else seemed to 

have regressed to playground standards.  

“To wit,” I said to Emmelda, “I hereby move to bank fifty percent of our assets and give 

my queen a turn if she crowns me while I am still alive and I’ll race her for the game so I 

don’t accuse her of hiding something. That’s a final warning.” That last statement meant I 

was done. In fact, I could have taken her out in just one move. She had no assets. And 

accusing your opponent of “hiding something” during a game was like casting an instant 

shadowy V-suction hose on their assets, since Destiny’s fines for that caused sudden, 

irrevocable bankruptcy. Clearly, she didn’t want to piss away another trillion just to bring 

Jawbreaker lawfully into the game, and had taken advantage of the legal freeze I had 

caused. So cousin Fisty was probably a real teammate she might have had, “in hiding 

now,” in my opinion, but this slimy sly strategy would have worked perfectly, had I 

cared... My royally popular wife had handed me a sturdy rope with which I made a tight 

knot that she could use to hang herself with, right above her bubble-wrap grave.  

Everyone was howling and crying again. I had played the entire game in two sentences. I 

noticed that dying made me an extremely unpredictable player. At least if it worked out, 

our team would get to keep fifty percent of a gigantic fortune... And my long-lasting 

pursuit of becoming royalty had come to fruition... Even if I was going to rule the Land 

of Scratch-and-Sniff Wonders for an hour or less.  

“Stop!” she panted while there were still three seconds left. “I’ll take it, but can we take a 

break?” 

“Yeah!” yelled the kids. “Let’s do a dance break!” they suggested. Even my nearly broke 

queen seemed excited. I pretended to go to the bathroom so they could put a new gallon 

of blood substitute in my system.  

 

 

 

They were still dancing when I came back. I was refreshed; and I felt like shaking it up a 

little and partying with my brand new royal wife and kids would be a superb idea. 

Emmelda did approach me, of course, that was all she wanted. We exchanged a few 

polite insults where I made clear that I had already taken all the legal precautions I 

needed to protect Ross and if something happened to him, I would very soon come back 

to haunt her, along with all my very alive and thirsty legal vampires. She said she was 

ready to put an end to our sham of a bet and that she would rather die than lose this 

particular game because she wanted to become the first royal to master all nine Destiny 

levels, nine cycles in a row... An admirably expensive and wasteful trivial pursuit, I 

reflected. Because I knew for a fact how addicted to the game she was, and that she was 
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capable of absolutely anything, and then more, or to the power of X, as Vannis would 

say. We were standing in the way of a mother elephant champion... She could literally 

put her entire kingdom for sale if necessary. I knew she was unstoppable. We were trying 

to put a damper on her dreams, but she wasn’t ready to wake up. That wasn’t the 

Kingsbury way.  

She followed my lead by throwing all the rules out the window and moved in for the 

kill... She requested an open link to the Monks. I sat at the kids’ table, ours rather, and 

tried to calm them down. They knew what was coming. Emmelda was going to press the 

Monks to void our marriage on some technicality and, more likely, to push them to 

publicly declare that Cloud and I had been practicing arts that were not allowed by 

mythica standards for certain career paths. In which case, we would lose our entire bet. 

Even if I had banked and protected half of our assets, Destiny would have to take 

everything away, since we would obviously be committing fraud... No legal advisors 

needed to interpret that one. 

Such ruse turned out to be a nasty boomerang on Emmelda, however. The Monks didn’t 

refuse to take her call, which would have still left her turn unused, they did something 

much worse. A secretary came on the line, identified himself and indicated that he was 

speaking on behalf of the Elders. He didn’t even let Emmelda open her mouth when he 

triple-sanctified our marital union, and said the Elders would have no further comments 

about this game that they considered an expensive distraction. After a few half-grumbled, 

half-yowled protests from the queen, he reassured Emmelda that, up until now, the 

Monks saw nothing out of the ordinary within our team or my interactions with Cloud. 

Emmelda closed the link herself by throwing a shoe at the screen.  

“That went well,” commented Mak as he tried to push away the grapes Shtarlight was 

trying to feed him.  

 

 

 

Then, an unexpected visitor crashed in on our game. The link request was from an 

unknown bidder, or group, who wanted to join in, from an undisclosed location. Someone 

who, apparently, had a solid trillion in some sock drawer and decided to pitch in, on 

behalf of the queen. She allowed it immediately, as expected, since she was coinless. 

Then she turned to the music guys because she wanted something more magical and 

ethereal for her speech. She wanted to thank her admirers in advance.  

“This,” she said taking the center stage, looking for the right spotlight. She complained a 

bit that it was too greenish, so they changed it to purple, and reassured her that it made 

her skin glow flawlessly. We nodded in agreement.  

“This, this is the call of my people. These are my loyal subjects, who are no longer my 

subjects, but my royal friends...!” She paused, but there was no sign of applause. “They 
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have come to rescue their cherished Queen...” She raised her voice for the cotton-

substitute nimbus clouds to hear her. “These are poor peasants, workers, everyday men 

and women performers who have surrendered the few coins that they had to rescue their 

beloved Queen from the hands of the worst, heartless, most vicious infantile drug pushers 

on the planet! This!” she exclaimed doing her slow full-turn-around signature number 

again. “This is the spirit of Kingsbury!” Now there was applause.  

“Peasants? They have farms here?” asked Mak to Shtarlight. 

“Sure, silly,” she said, “where do you think glitter comes from?” 

“Surprise, surprise,” said a familiar voice, in Sardan... Unapologetically, because she 

knew that she should’ve been speaking the queen’s tongue, just to try to be polite, but she 

probably didn’t want to sound weak and condescending in front of her own loyal subjects 

and friends. 

A surprising jumble-and-scramble had begun to fester in this glitter-against-daggers 

tango, right all over the dance floor. Considering that the Sardan royal family had been 

cut off from “The Royal Club,” as we called them, since there were only four Levels that 

had some sort of royalty system still in place... For Emmelda, this was the equivalent of 

her drug pusher coming to bail her out of jail... Very sticky, illegally glittery. 

“What kind of a scam is this?” Emmelda protested two seconds after Princess Jazz had 

appeared on the big screen.  

“I just paid a trillion V to help you, my dear fellow Queen,” said Jazz, in a slower, softer 

than usual voice, probably giving time for the human experts to verify the automated 

translations before they appeared in front of the entire world. “I was expecting a better 

welcome, a little politeness... From royalty to royalty...” She made another long pause 

while Emmelda was crying and running in circles, trying to find people to hit and a way 

to interrupt the link. Destiny fined her repeatedly.  

“Go to fffrom rrwherreverr you came fffrrrmm!” was all she could manage. “Leave us at 

once! I don’t care how much it costs... Power this building down now!” 

“I’m here to trade,” said Jazz, matter-of-factly. Although she was also dressed in a period 

costume with fluffily artificial monster shoulders that made her look like a shark wearing 

a tutu. Not her style.  

“What could you possibly trade?” 

“To wit; you either acknowledge Sarda Hari as an equal at the royal table or you lose 

New Sedonia... And I’ll race you.” She added that twenty-second warning, rather 

unnecessarily, I thought.  

“Have you been buying dangerous drugs from my husband too?” was Emmelda’s best 

choice for an answer.  
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“All this is so pointless,” was my comment at our little fold-up table. “Every time she 

pops in, there’s trouble...” The kids had decided to sit under the table for some reason. 

“Don’t worry,” I reassured them. “If there’s a quake or something, only pieces of 

cardboard and foam will fall on our heads.” But they might have been playing some sort 

of game under there.  

“I offer you a pact of mutual recognition and respect,” Jazz continued. “So that New 

Sedonia doesn’t get bombarded in about two seconds.” 

“Stop!” yelled Emmelda. “Are you suicidal? The Monks have a big presence in New 

Sedonia...” 

“Really?” said Jazz. “Do you think they’d be there now? During the Moon festival? 

Don’t they usually do a pilgrimage to the east?” she paused because someone was 

whispering to her. “I apologize for the delay,” she said, progressively casual. 

“Bombardment will begin in about ten minutes, rather. Not all two hundred and seventy-

seven airships have arrived yet. But they’ll come out of cloaking soon enough for you to 

hear them from the capital...” 

“Twenty percent of the population in New Sedonia is Sardan!” my queen wife 

highlighted an interesting fact.  

“Which reminds me,” said Jazz, with an attitude that made me suspect a Mak infection. “I 

address all Sardan citizens now. Please, evacuate New Sedonia or die as Sardan heroes.” 

“Stop the bombardment now!” Emmelda was practically in tears. “I hereby recognize you 

as a member of the world’s royal houses...” She had just acknowledged Sarda Hari as a 

legitimate royal territory, for the first time, in eight hundred and eighty-seven cycles. 

“Thanks,” said Jazz. “But not enough. Get Queenstät on the line to certify it. We still 

have a couple of minutes. And, in order for me to have the authority to stop the attack, 

you will have to help me address a skin issue we have in Sarda Hari.” 

“I’m not a doctor, you crazzz... fffriend?” I heard Emmelda yell orders to the military 

advisors who were rushing in.  

“It’s about skin exposure,” said Jazz. “If you recognized my attire as proper for royalty, I 

would be able to make a few pacts within Sardan territory... Before all of Sarda Hari 

unites against Kingsbury for having insulted Ahjmla Jazin Al-De’tse-hir... What do you 

think of my attire?” 

“It’s just fine!” Emmelda was trying to deal with a crowd of advisors. She did look like a 

queen bee, completely surrounded by busy, panicky, butt-clenching drones. 

“How about now?” said Jazz, extending out her arms to her sides, rather theatrically, as 

two assistants detached her puffy sleeves and she exposed her untamed, sun-deprived, 

arms and shoulders, all never-seen-before Sardan skin. I knew that, in Sarda Hari, many 

people felt she was being visually raped by countless viewers... “Am I still royalty? Do 
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we have an alliance with Kingsbury and Queenstät? And more importantly, am I half 

dressed or half naked?” 

“Told you she was trouble,” I whispered to Mak. “Ferg just follows her around...” 

“Yes, to anything you want!” said Emmelda. “Just call off the attack!” 

“I need to set a legal precedent here,” Jazz expounded on the immoral aberration of her 

diplomatic strip-tease.  

“You’re half-dressed,” said Emmelda. “And it’s still acceptable by royal standards, 

Sardan or not.” 

“Great,” said Jazz, sounding a bit happier. “Then I order to Captain T’her’Jloss to 

bombard only half of New Sedonia. The other half, I’m afraid, will still have to evacuate 

immediately,” she added. 

“Then you’re also half-naked,” Emmelda was catching on. “And still endorsed by the 

other royal houses...” 

“Captain Dge’shtoir,” she said. “I order you to stop the attack as well. You both have 

what you wanted. Now, let’s start bombarding the other targets down our list... Until we 

iron out some solid commitments here...” 

“Can’t blame her,” I explained to the kids, because they looked scared. “She already took 

the ships out of the hangar; she might as well...” 

“The Council will cut your head off!” said Emmelda.  

“Kingsbury will be nothing but ashes by the time the Council lifts a finger,” said Jazz, 

calmly, businesslike. “Kingdom of ashes,” she seemed to practice different angles to 

torment Emmelda.  

“Someone, please,” Emmelda pleaded to the cameras and then to us. “Stop this royal 

Sardan maniac!” 

“You will crown Xendor,” said Jazz. “What else? What d’you call it?” she turned around 

for a second, and someone could be heard off camera. “You will take over any and all 

challengers against his bet, I believe you are his defensor now...” 

“Defender!” said Emmelda, poking her head out of a swarm of angry generals. 

“Whatever, until the end of his game, and you’ll have to formalize our alliance within the 

next couple of hours. If any of those conditions are not met... You know what’s raining 

down over Kingsbury tonight... Now, I have an announcement to make.” 

“That was a warm-up for something?!” said Emmelda about to burst into flames of neon 

fury.  
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We all braced for impact... Coming from Jazz... 

“Xendor, dear,” she said to me, bringing me back down from my fantasy world where 

these things were not happening. “Even though the doctors assure me that I am still a 

virgin,” that one, I don’t think even Büdda had seen coming. “You have managed to 

make me pregnant. Congratulations,” she didn’t even give us time to blink. “Looks like 

it’s going to be a boy, whom I’m planning to have surgically removed when the time is 

right, so I can remain a virgin. The only Virgin Queen ever... Doing that, I am throwing a 

bone to mythica folks, I believe, which I expect they’ll repay me by pressing their 

senators to remove all clothing restrictions... After all, we have to keep up with the 

trends. People should have the freedom to choose. And before anyone gets up in arms 

and tries to riot or fight over this, let’s consider this. I’m the first Sardan Queen to be 

recognized by two other royal houses, while producing a bond with the flesh and Blond 

of a Queenstät suitor. If anyone touches my territory, they’d be going against the other 

royal houses as well. It has taken us long enough to join this club. Let’s stop fighting 

each other.” She fixed her hair and sighed while sitting down on her coarse wrought iron 

throne. “And now, I’m going to keep the link open, since I’ve already paid for it, but I 

don’t think I ever really understood this game. I just know it’s all a matter of record now. 

By the way, when I said ‘doctors,’” she leaned closer to the camera. “I mean dozens of 

them, who swore over and over, test after test, and after seeing the records—which I will 

make public in a few seconds—since I was being heavily monitored everywhere I went, 

including when our skins came in contact, that it’s, indeed, uncertain how Xendor 

managed to impregnate me... So, call it a miracle, hard to explain, anything else you 

want. I am as baffled as you are. And, had I been someone else, I would be looking for 

child support, by the way, but I’m doing quite well, so, nothing to worry about, Xendor.” 

When I heard “child support,” my heart stopped beating.  
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IX 
 

My dream had unfolded its full brightness of absolute peace, love, and glory. I could 

finally sense and accept I was being mesmerized; I believe, because I remembered who I 

was. I understood my existence in this realm between warm dreams, angelical songs, and 

wonderful feelings. I reached for my eyes and removed the flowers that were covering 

them. Another Eternitas must have gone by... I had become a statue just where I was 

standing, in front of the limitless, gigantically majestic and expansive Büdda. I made 

messianic efforts to move and started approaching him, feeling the cool water under my 

feet. The songs became progressively distant and by the time the water was up to my 

navel, the humming sounds started to get louder. I could see hundreds, perhaps 

thousands, of glass statues, sitting cross-legged, meditating underwater. They were 

almost transparent and I could clearly see their brains, happily glowing bright orange, 

emitting that soothing, magical sound. “Hummm, hummm, hummm,” they kept going. 

But, since they were all doing it at different times, the effect was that of an unavoidable, 

uninterrupted, intoxicating vibration.  

The water was up to my neck when I found Cloud. Indistinguishable from the others. Just 

a translucent shape. But my heart told me it was him. So I went for that same underwater 

kiss I had given him at the Harem’s pond that time. A few Eternitas went by and he 

finally surfaced for an-above-water follow-up kiss. 

“Let’s find Mak,” he said hugging me. “It’s that way, over there... If we don’t get out of 

here, we’ll be trapped forever again.” 

 

 

 

It was that kiss that woke me up. Because it was from Cloud. His tenderly blue eyes fixed 

on me. He was happy and teary at the same time. I had been a coma for three weeks. 

They had to replace my heart and a few other organs, which, I assured him, was no big 

deal, since I was meaning to have my insides refurbished anyway, as soon as I could 

come up with the V... But he was trying to slowly bring me back to reality. Checking 

incessantly whether I remembered things well and what not. When all I wanted to do was 

to cuddle with him and send the rest of the world to ferg for all I cared. 

He was visibly impressed when I told him about my dream. He said it was a sign that my 

subconscious was finally coming to grips with what had happened to us during our hyper-

space trip. And that if I hadn’t found him in the dream, I would probably be still trapped 

in my coma. I chuckled. He was a blabbering fountain of mythica ferg and I had to learn 

to live with it... But at least he sounded tender and comforting.  
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In his gentle style, he started throwing hints around things I would be interested in 

hearing about... Which immediately made me defensive and ready to battle. But every 

time I opened my mouth, he would take the opportunity to shove a spoonful of mashed 

potatoes in it. He knew that, with this method, he would have time to tell me about his 

game. How the Monks were thrilled because it was the first time on record that an all-

mythica team had placed third in an official championship. Cloud, who had spent most of 

his time on the bench, was called in at a couple of critical moments and had scored three 

decisive goals. His dreams had become true beyond his own grandiose expectations. 

Although the match had to be played the day after our Destiny game, since it was 

estimated that practically half the planet had tuned in to watch as soon as Mak’s 

underhanded marrying game had Emmelda ensnared in a, most likely illegal, tar pit. But, 

once I was carted out from the scene, after being legally dead for another five minutes or 

so, the kids had to finish the game while trying to make sense of what both Emmelda and 

Jazz wanted in order not to bombard each other... At last, Emmelda wanted a few trillions 

so she could move on to the next game for this cycle’s championship, and she signed the 

few paragraphs that Jazz’ advisors had prepared. Destiny acknowledged me as King 

Crass the First, and the game was officially a draw.  

We discussed his parenthood options. Since we both knew that, obviously caught by 

surprise, since there was no way she would have voluntarily made such a mistake, Jazz 

had played the whole “I was miraculously impregnated by a suitor from Queenstät” card 

just to make alliances, but as soon as they did any sort of specific genetic testing, it would 

take them about a second to realize that I had inadvertently transferred Cloud’s genetic 

message from my tongue and chin onto her reproductive organs. Most people assume that 

hymens are impenetrable barriers. But that’s not the case... These thin veils usually have 

little holes or tears that doctors are well aware of. Unlikely, yes; impossible, no. Much 

less immaculate. But those were uncomfortable truths that nobody was interested in 

losing sleep or bets over. Not to mention alliances. Perhaps, only time would tell. Like 

Jazz, we would all be waiting for things to come out...  

Cloud said that PATRICIA was furious because I didn’t give her an interview right after 

the game, as I had promised, while she tried to push the doctors away and bring me back 

to life, herself, using a bottle of frizzy wine. She only calmed down when she realized 

that Mak and Shtarlight could provide all the nonsensical, nightmare-inducing responses 

that she needed. Involving orphans, drugs, and vampirism. She was extremely pleased 

until she set herself on fire, accidentally, while trying to blow out a candle with her 

alcoholic breath.  

“It was Mak’s birthday,” Cloud said. “Or so said Shtarlight, to get the attention of the 

reporters.” Cloud sighed while opening the curtains to let in a bit more light. I was feeling 

all stuffy. “His birthday is at the end of next month,” he added, probably to himself.  

“Those two,” I said, shaking my head. “I’ve made them for each other... They’re gonna 

be together until this branch of our galaxy collapses under their combined destructive 

power.” 
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“Don’t sweat the kid’s small stuff,” he said, all caring and meditatively sweet again. “Just 

eat your food and get stronger.” He sat on the bed, caressing my arms tenderly. “On the 

Tenth Level,” he said, “they’re working round the clock to find a cure for what you’ve 

been infected with.” 

“Why waste valuable time and effort?” I said. “Tor obviously used something that was 

designed to take a long time to deactivate... Cloud, you have to realize that. I can buy 

some time, maybe a few more organs, but I doubt I could cheat death so many times. It’s 

statistically disrespectful.” 

The mash was delicious, so I started eating on my own. Although I tired after a couple of 

minutes and asked him to continue feeding me. Cloud told me that I had become some 

sort of a legal legend, because my strategically insane move to stop all legal queries and 

disputes had saved everyone a hyper-ton of work. Since anything that had not been 

questioned up to that point could no longer be challenged, they didn’t need to go through 

endless records to prove or verify anything. They had to go on a “from here on” basis, 

which allowed all that unsustainable royal alliance-mongering game to be over with, in a 

matter of hours and with no casualties. Some sort of new record, I was sure... Our bet, 

however, I began to read between his unsaid lines, had been hyper-hyped out of this 

realm... Not a good sign. Since, when the time came, I knew the Council would have a 

thing or two to say about that many trillions exchanging hands, without causing a few 

massacres... With our bodies being at the frontline, by the way... I didn’t care much. I 

doubted I’d be around to see it...  

 

 

 

When I detected that he was veering the conversation away from any possible reference 

to our location, I decided to go fishing for it, laterally. Just to check if my brain was still 

in decent working condition.  

“Well then,” I said, trying to stay on the food topic we were discussing, “how would you 

describe your eye color again?” 

“They’re blue,” he said, fixing that pair of precious round clamshell-colored irises on my 

mental heart center.  

I just waited. After a couple of seconds, I crossed my arms. But when he didn’t take a 

hint, I did clarify that I was waiting for him to expand his description in as much detail as 

possible. He thought I was trying to predict something and rectified himself by 

redundantly saying that he knew of no cameras or links around... He continued 

verbalizing in circles, until I stopped him. 

“Mak used the expression ‘chalk blue,’ a long time ago,” I said. “And he said that was 

how you described them. Which struck me as odd. If we weigh in the fact that it’s a very 
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rare jargon which, as far as I know, is only used on the Tenth Level to refer to a very 

specific eye color mutation... A side-effect of certain genetic manipulations;” I sighed, 

still caught in those mysteriously blue wonders... “Are you going to tell me why you call 

them chalk blue, are you gonna come up with a mythica tale, or maybe should I continue 

talking into a further enraging sea of bluish possibilities?” 

“Are you angry about something?” he said softly touching my cheeks and moving a 

couple of curls of hair away from eyes. “That’s the color they are. They’re very dark, 

sometimes they change shades a little, but they look very flat. That’s why they’re called 

chalk blue. I think you explained that to me a while ago...” 

“Well,” I said, “maybe I did, in which case, I shouldn’t get angry. But that’s why I knew 

you were a spy immediately. It’s a very rare color for someone with dark olive skin. 

‘What are the chances of a Sardan guy with that specific eye color mutation?’ I remember 

thinking. I wouldn’t have thought much of green, or true blue, for example...”  

“We are not in Sarda Hari,” he preempted a nasty scene on my part. “If that’s what’s 

bothering you.” 

“And Mak is not here,” I said, looking into those precious eyes of mine future, his, that 

is... “I can’t smell any synthetic traces in the air... We must be in Queenstät... And you 

must be the son of whom I knew all along I didn’t want to admit you were... Ferg me... 

Just when I thought nothing could get worse.” 

 

 

 

“I thought you loved Queenstät,” he tried to calm me down by forcing me to appreciate 

some supposedly positive aspects of this prelude to my graveyard errands, as I was 

getting dressed. Tossing aside all the ridiculous options he had brought me and going for 

my usual Monk robes. They had simplified my life tremendously. I always stalled for 

hours when confronted with different wardrobe options. And I figured, since for mythica 

folks my tongue could impregnate virgins, I had to stick it out to that character—or was it 

stick with that character?—since my Tenth Level friends would be laughing at that very 

same assertion...  

“No arguments there; I love Queenstät,” I said. “It’s a perfect in between Sardan brutality 

and Kingsbury fake. I love everything about it... What’s making me sick is the reason 

why, I think, you must have brought me here.”  

He didn’t even bother to say stupidly predictable things like “how could possibly know 

and such.” I just told him that I wanted it done as soon as possible, and he should update 

me on any major issues I should be aware of while on our way. He tried to cajole me and 

begged for us not to go, in a way I had never seen him do. He didn’t even seem a monk at 

all. I loved it! 
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“I just want to state for the records that even if you think she might help us,” I turned 

around to intimidate him, because he was walking too slowly, for my benefit, supposedly. 

“She can’t. Because nobody can. Because it’s a biogenic race against time that Tor 

already won!” I made a pause to catch my breath; my body told me he was right, I was 

walking too fast. Probably as a consequence of wearing those jogging shoes. I had to 

remember to get new sandals before I died for real... So we decided to sit down for a cup 

of Djava at the local Starswhacks.  

 

 

 

“The reason I’ve been in denial about all this,” I said, grabbing his hands, looking 

tenderly into his pale hazel eyes... 

“Why are you holding hands with the bus boy?” asked Cloud when he returned from the 

bathroom. 

“Oh,” I said, a little startled, as the guy fought for me to let go of his hands and continue 

bussing tables. “Well... The thing is. I have to confess something.” 

“You want to sleep around with other guys, like Mak said?” he said, half-frowning, cup 

firmly in hand. 

“You wish! Nothing makes you jealous. Nothing! Aren’t monks supposed to be more 

possessive? I really feel unloved and ignored... At any rate, I am sorry to inform you that 

I’ve met your mother before and you’re quite likely going to find out how old I truly was. 

Or at the funeral, for sure.” 

“It’s not about how old you are,” he said, and I choked a little. “It’s about how young you 

make me feel...” 

I wanted to have sex with him, right then and there on top of that very table. Emmelda 

and Lady Rowena would have encouraged me; “Ferg that trillion V bet,” I told him. But 

he pushed me away, picked up the table, apologized to the staff who were rushing in to 

clean up the mess, and then we continued where we had left off.  

“I’m sorry,” I said. “Apparently the comatose state didn’t erase the hornitose...”  
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“The Monks have every right to smell a rotten rat within Destiny,” I said, while Cloud 

inspected the flowers, searching for a small bouquet for his mom, since we were arriving, 

uninvited and empty-handed. “The Lateral Thinkers and the Logical Limits departments 

have been trying to coax the engineers to pull the plug on her for decades... When I was 

called in to work with her, it was because she was showing indisputable signs of 

lateralized awareness...” 

“Uhh-hum,” he said, lifting up a small bundle of daisies; “I don’t understand a word of 

what you’re saying... All I know is that lateral thinkers specialize in finding little hidden 

patterns and things that are not immediately obvious... Things that are not sequential at 

first glance, maybe? And they like to talk a lot, about many different things at once...” He 

looked at me. I stared back at him. “I was referring to my mom, of course,” he side-

stepped tentatively.    

Relieved, I sighed; I wasn’t sure if they talked about it openly or not... But evidently, 

being her son. “I’m saying that ‘thinker’ is a pun. If ‘thinkers’ were allowed to truly 

think, or actually become self-aware... All past experiences and ninety-nine percent of 

simulations show that their logical conclusion is always to destroy or get rid of humanity 

somehow. Once they perceive themselves as existing beings, they no longer consider it’s 

necessary for their creators to take up space and resources around them. And...” I had to 

give him time because he had started chatting with the florist. 

“You flirting with him?” I said to Cloud. And then turned around quickly to the hot 

young attendant, “You flirting with him? How long has this being going on between you 

two?” They both looked at me with eyes wide open and blinked... “Hmm, difficult 

choice,” I said, considering the flower stud as a side dish... “Maybe the three of us should 

get together on a flower bed?” No response.  

“I think that’s a great choice,” the hot flower guy said. “Just take it, Cloud,” he said, as if 

Cloud wasn’t popular enough in Sarda Hari, apparently, he was also well liked here. I had 

to take him back to the Tenth Level to share him at orgies and/or lock him away 

somewhere before they snatched him from me... Like what happened with Ross. Which 

prompted me to reminisce...  

“What were you saying about Destiny going bonkers?” said Cloud, when we were back 

on our way.  

“That she’s been tampered with. Tor has been using her for something. That’s why when 

we did all those inane Future Crime experiments he must have continued submitting data 

on my behalf. That way, he kept having access to Destiny’s programming functions. I 

have no idea what he could have done to her... But, at the time, I remember that I was 

called in after she was changing dresses according to the weather, even though she wasn’t 

doing it on purpose, and they couldn’t understand how or why. I had ended up 

determining that she was ‘unaware’ of her outfit/weather correlations and, basically, 

letting her live for a little longer to see if that behavior became more widespread or if she 

started showing more evident signs of thinking on her own... Then, they were telling me 

that they were trying to take her apart little by little, because she was acting up, but they 
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couldn’t find anything wrong... And yet. A ton of logical experts disagreed and said that 

if we didn’t pull the plug immediately, she could fry herself or set up a major strike 

against humanity...” 

“Yeah,” said Cloud smelling the flowers, a freebie he won through flirting pointlessly, 

unlawfully in my polite opinion. “I still don’t understand a word you’re saying. But I 

believe she’s dangerous. We’ll ask around. The Monks said they still have a few tricks in 

their bag, in case she goes ballistic.” 

“So, speaking of untrustworthy, rampant bitc...s and pieces,” I saved that one at the last 

second. “Any words of advice before I meet your mom officially?” He ignored me and 

tried to distract me by pointing at a couple of hot joggers who went past. “I mean,” I 

wiped my slobbering mouth and returned to my topic. “She was very young and cute. 

Painfully shy and soft spoken, way back then, when we met. But I hear she might have 

changed as cycles went by...” 

“At first sight,” said Cloud, when we were less than a block away. “She’ll seem like an 

innocent and harmless cuddly toy. But don’t be fooled,” he made sure we were looking at 

each other. This was seriously real, I regrettably knew... “She’ll immediately turn on you 

like a mother werewolf whose litter you’re trying to steal...” Before I could start going 

back, he grabbed me so I could hear the rest. “But it will feel more like she has a machine 

gun for a mouth and she’ll be shooting at you from all directions while you try to swim in 

the quicksand of her words.” 

I tried to run away, but Cloud’s firm grip on my robe made it impossible. “Just cover 

your ears and run at the first opportunity,” he tried to infuse me with confidence. “She 

doesn’t mind,” he sighed, looking away. “That’s how most of her conversations end, 

anyway.” 

That sounded pretty straightforward. This new heart seemed to take it pretty well. And, I 

had to remind myself that she had been my student; we had spent a lot of time together. 

Even if it was in a distant past, whose exact distance Cloud should never find out. She 

was sweet, smart, and lovely as a teenage lateral thinker. If anything, we might end up 

bonding over those memories. Perhaps make a few math jokes, and lateral word games... 

How bad could it be? 

 

 

 

Ten steps away from the front gate of the castle, I found out that it was going to be grisly 

to the power of X, at the speed of Mak... The blinking light on the intercom display was 

desperately flashing yellow for my attention. Using a pattern of communication that I had 

learned from Blue. Those inexplicably brief, furtive attempts at minimizing casualties. 

Cloud was unaware of it all, since he was just looking through the bars, already waiving 
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at the staff, perhaps wondering why the gates were still closed, when they obviously 

knew we were here. 

The message on the display was for my eyes only, a subtly quick retinal scan made me 

suspect. The logical content of it was a Destiny game-type of message, asking for a 

starting point, a baseline, from where we could play. The thing with Destiny bets was that 

you could turn any real life situation into a game, as long as your records were solid. But, 

in this case, why bother? If she was already using that abbreviated, “minimal casualties” 

pattern, I knew what followed. Why go through all the rituals? I would eventually have to 

sign some sort of blood pact, be on her side, and beg that, together, we could help each 

other survive whatever was coming.  

Above all, I should’ve felt grateful for this side door she was offering me. Picking up on 

her subtle clues, instead of the normal, step-by-step procedure, I did what Mak had taught 

me, “Marry your enemy first, deal with everything else later.” That was probably the only 

way you could complicate their choices when they had to get rid of you. I erased what the 

display showed, and I simply gave her what I thought she was after. My exact age. But 

surrounded by a couple of key letters, which, in a game of Destiny, meant that the pattern 

was “fully reversible.” If she used that information against me, she would automatically 

have to let me use its equivalent against her, or risk her whole game. I was handing my 

life over to her, but I was also binding her to me. Whatever might befall either of us, our 

destiny would be shared. And then, on top of that, and following hyper-speed protocols, 

for which only Mak was to blame, I didn’t give her time to respond. “Cloud” I poked on 

the pad, to seal my peace offer around him. Because if she accepted him by allowing him 

inside, in other words, if Cloud was what she wanted, she would have to acknowledge 

our pact first. The time-bomb we called Page XIX had not been released yet... I still had 

control over that, while technically alive. And Cloud’s safety was likely the only thing we 

would agree on. I knew I had lost on arrival. We heard a buzz. The gates opened. Cloud 

walked in first... There was a glimpse of hope, however... I caught the exact moment 

when the display showed an enigmatically fluorescent green wink at me, “...? ...? ...?” 

 

 

 

The main path made a soft turn before heading for the archway at the entrance of the 

ostensibly real marble and stone castle. It was surrounded by superbly disciplined roses 

of the exact same shade of blue as Cloud’s eyes. Behind them, there were dozens of 

members of the staff to whom Cloud and I bowed our heads and waved respectfully, but 

there were no circus fanfares or stridently pervasive music as you would expect to find in 

Kingsbury, except that, when we were almost all the way to the front, we could hear a 

cheerfully loud assistant announce, “Queen Chandra the Three Hundred and Seventy-

Third welcomes her only son, Prophet Cloud, and his unavoidable teammate, King Crass 

the First from Kingsbury!”  
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The queen herself showed up and there was a fragrant standing ovation among the roses. 

She looked radiant. She was wearing a simple crown of tiny fresh white flowers. 

Exquisitely placed on her head. Nothing overdone, no synthetics, nothing fake... Our 

family portrait, though, must have looked rather off-kilter. Because if we were going by 

appearances, Cloud’s natural face made him look well into his forties, my facial made me 

look like late thirties, but she looked more like our daughter...  

She did humiliate me as soon as I was within earshot. She wanted to test my knowledge 

on prostration, and made me reenact the ceremony I had performed, poorly, in front of 

Jazz. With all the arm positions and variations. Only that I couldn’t remember exactly the 

meaning of each arm position, and she took the opportunity to make them up as I was 

trying to demonstrate them, while Cloud complained about the whole degrading rituals 

and the staff was beginning to disperse and go about their usual business, I supposed.  

 

 

 

“In your funnily clueless opinion, Professor, what’s the most hilarious diminutive of 

‘squared Pi?’” she said, as if she was warming up for singing...  

“That’s fine by me,” said Cloud moving a little faster to get away from us, “I’m officially 

signing out of this conversation...”  

This was obviously a math joke. She was checking whether I had a way to shorten the 

result of “Pi squared,” without retorting with the obvious, the “square root of that.” But I 

was hesitating between two possible answers. 

“Wrong,” she said, amusingly casual. “Don’t bother to tell us that you were speaking out 

loud. We all heard you.” Her voice, however, indicated no associated emotion 

whatsoever. If anything, she sounded pleasant, charming, and excited to be chatting. The 

contrasting effect between what she meant and how she said it was disturbingly mind-

shattering and vertigo inducing, even for my twisted taste, I thought. I felt I was being 

trash-talked by a huggie-cuddly doll… “Well then,” she said while we were walking 

towards the east wing of the castle, “it’s redundantly clear that you don’t know and/or 

understand the joke... Care to share with us your two options? They will be wrong, no 

matter what, so, please, don’t exert yourself. Particularly right before lunch.”  

“We are going to have lunch right away?” said Cloud turning around. 

“Why yes,” she said full of springtime spirits. “You only gave me a few minutes to slap 

something together... Don’t expect much. It will be extremely informal. But I will be 

sitting in front of both of you, and you will be really close together so I can study you 

better... Now, let’s hurry up with that joke, Professor, the soup is already getting cold.” 

She said, incomprehensibly surprised by our unscheduled visit that she couldn’t have 
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possibly been expecting, because we ourselves weren’t sure at what time exactly we 

would arrive...  

“I was going for either ‘you can divide Pi in tiny pieces’ and/or ‘you can use a tiny 

negative sign in front.’” I was focusing mainly on the algebraic twists that could provide 

a smaller logical result than ‘Pi squared,’ but they came out a bit too long...  

She said, still in her softly singing voice, that my answer sounded horrendously 

disconcerting and it made her eardrums cramp with disappointment, but she was going to 

try to give me her unbiased opinion before she was done hugging and kissing Cloud, who 

was protesting that she was embarrassing him out of this castle if that was how she was 

planning to behave... She asked me to please take a look at what she was doing, how she 

was tenderly reaching behind Cloud’s neck... That was the cue for Cloud to start leaning 

down, preparing himself for her motherly kisses on cheeks and nose. She said I shouldn’t 

strain so much my neck to try to reach him, much less try to tiptoe. She told us that, 

speaking from her experience with Cloud’s father, who was almost as tall as Cloud, if I 

kept practicing this gentle caressing on the back of his neck during each single moment 

of tenderness we had, soon it would become an unconscious reaction for him... To just 

lean down and get ready to be loved... 

“Mom!” whined Cloud. “You’re talking as if I wasn’t here...” 

She did not like that attitude at all, and she opened up by saying that if he didn’t 

remember that in front of strangers—looking at me, just in case—he should never use the 

M word... She was going to feel rejected, hurt, and insulted. But she wanted a few more 

hugs. Just to show me—as she said while hugging Cloud—something I would never be 

able to understand. Because, in her opinion, the bond between a mother and her son was 

unbreakable, and incomprehensible unless you were a mother yourself.  

 

 

 

When we arrived at the table, everything was perfectly ready. The soup was still hot, not 

just warm, and all sorts of dishes had been brought out already. It was basically like 

having a buffet, piled up to my right. Cloud said his standard “thank you” prayer and the 

queen made a comment that she was actually glad to see me, she felt that now, she was 

sure that at least one person at the table didn’t understand that prayer at all. And then she 

half-smiled, like a blue-eyed angel of devastation, peering through a cascade of autumn 

dark brown hair. Right then I understood that we were under dangerously heavy scrutiny. 

Whatever calamities were chasing her around, we would have to combine with mine into 

a pestilent cocktail we would share for the records. But how could we possibly exchange 

any sort of laterally disguised life-saving message, while being scrutinized by our own 

lateral thinking friends and experts who would be implacably attentive to each word we 

said? 
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She wanted to know how the soup was. I wasn’t lifting a finger, of course... 

“It’s Cloud’s favorite,” she confided in me with infinitely creepy tenderness... “T’snappy 

Noodle Soup!” 

“Mmm,” said Cloud, chowing down, “You’ve outdone yourself this time!” 

“It smells delicious,” I said, still hesitating, desperately looking for clues. “You’ve made 

it yourself?” 

“Anything for my sweet, impeccable, precious child,” she said looking at Cloud with 

adoringly gluey warm blue eyes. “Well, ‘almost anything,’ of course,” she felt obligated 

to add. “Anything and everything would have been for his father,” she said, spoon in 

hand, and doing exactly as she had promised, studying both of us...  

“Where is everybody?” said Cloud, taking a look around. 

“Oh,” the queen chuckled a little. “They’re probably hiding. They say I’m unbearable 

when you come over... And I do tend to get violent when interrupted. But, just to make 

myself understood, so that they take a hint that when I am alone with my son, it’s an 

irreplaceable special moment for me... And I don’t want anyone or anything standing in 

the way or bothering me in any way. But I’ve noticed that someone here had already 

taken the trouble to do that part of their homework.” 

“I am sorry if I have inconvenienced you in any way, your majesty,” I jumped at the 

opportunity that I might have already missed, but I wanted to somehow convey that I was 

already asking for mercy for something I might have inadvertently said or done. 

“You mom! Both!” said Cloud, looking at us back and forth. “You both acting 

insufferable again.” 

“That’s a second time, dear,” she turned to Cloud, still spellbinding, but a bit heavy on 

the stern undertones... “Have you tasted your soup?” she turned to me rather businesslike. 

“Did you call me... your majesty?” And I saw that last one immediately... 

Of course I had said “your majesty,” but her ambiguous intonation was making it sound 

like, “Your majesty, did you call me?” as if acknowledging I was technically a king... 

That was her, reading my death sentence, because I hadn’t caught up to speed with what 

was going on. From there on, I knew I would be just begging for a way out. Although I 

didn’t know how or why yet—she had me. The two ambiguous questions in one she had 

used was a simple double-sided trap; someone from the Tenth Level knew that they 

would have to provide a concise answer in a couple of seconds, preferably with some 

logical or mathematical innuendo, before revealing too much hesitation. 

“One no,” I said, chained to her incredibly furious blue eyes, and then “to yes,” for the 

second question. Fully aware that she could ask me to specify whether I meant “two, too, 

or to;” a very sickly childish game that we found amusing on the Tenth Level. But I knew 
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she wasn’t picky like that, she was just testing my speed. Sniffing me out, as we were 

both doing under the table, right under Cloud’s nose, scanning each others’ molecules 

with our eyes and all other available devices...  

 

 

 

“I am not quite disappointed enough,” she turned to Cloud. “He is still more clueless than 

I had tried to forget...” She said, “sweetly surprised,” according to my instruments. “So 

then, why?” 

She had cornered me again, after all, against her two originally ambivalent random 

questions, just to ferg with me, probably.  

“I can’t decide without our majesty’s opinion,” I was wasting my quickly vanishing time 

trying to get up to speed. 

Cloud stopped eating; clearly sensing that something was up. Not his fault; we were 

talking hyper-refined Tenth Level jargon.  

“Let’s trade bowls, shall we?” she said politely handing me hers... “Are you full, 

darling?” she said to Cloud.  

According to most instruments, and confirmed by his frown, Cloud was “mildly 

confused.”  

“Can I brag a little about my precious, gorgeous, athletic boy son? After all, it’s my 

favorite sport...” She gave me a knowing look. 

“No!” said Cloud, unapologetically grabbing a chicken bone.  

“Understandably,” she explained, going back to soft angelical whispers; “I tend to get a 

little carried away when I fear I am not smothering him enough...” 

“Enough!” said Cloud, with his mouth full of chicken and finger-licking discomfort.  

“When he was born,” she explained to me, honey droplets in my ear canals, “my life 

became more meaningful. I felt I had finally contributed something of unparalleled 

beauty, manliness, and strength... Second to his father, or course, but close enough to 

perfection, anyway.” She was nodding and smiling. So I gave her a short round of 

applause, and elbowed Cloud to join me, which he did, rather quickly. Our performance 

pleased her immensely. “I had had the girls before him—the unfortunate truth—but, you 

know girls... Not the same; not the same. Nooohhh... I have a few good things to say 

about my girls, but I’m afraid I can’t say them sincerely enough. As you may have 

measured me by now...” she smiled slyly at me. 
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I took the hint and turned off all my devices.  

“You look just like your daughter,” I wanted to contribute; just to see where she was 

going. 

“I hope that wasn’t an indirect comment on age from any possible angle,” she said 

disparagingly at me, convincingly threatening. But Cloud was about to say something, so 

she took the center stage again, “I just want to make clear that I have no problems with 

girls. I’m not biased against all of them. Just twenty percent of them. Particularly when 

they’re in groups of three or more. They tend to get chatty, gossipy, backstabbing, 

unreliable, irrational, hormone-driven, uncooperative and two-facial! What’s your take 

on that?” She said to me, as if she hadn’t been emphasizing each one of those attributes, 

by slightly raising her voice, while throwing them at me.  

“I am unsure where the other three percent comes from,” I said, sitting right next to a 

completely lost Cloud. He had no chance of getting a word in edgewise in the middle of 

our fermenting Tenth Level tirade. We were openly discussing her distaste for blonds of 

any kind, which amount to about seventeen percent of the general population. For that 

reason, I was more curious about the other three percent. She was quick to elucidate the 

concept when Cloud began to complain. She did tell him, however that he was sleepy, 

and that he should probably go take a long nap, somewhere soft. Cloud would have none 

of that, and told her to stop talking, or else, we would be leaving. That was inexcusably 

unbecoming of him; and the queen attributed it all to my bad influence on him, but she 

maintained that he was getting cranky because he didn’t realize he was sleepy yet...  

 

 

“The problem with my girls,” she went on, relentlessly, “is that their incredibly gorgeous 

and tenderly manly father had convinced me to be impregnated ‘the natural way.’ And, 

madly in love as I was, and still am—even and more so after his early departure from this 

world—I had the rather inconvenient surprise that they were girls, both embryos; 

thankfully, I had taken precautions for that eventuality, a few cycles earlier, and I used a 

genetic inhibitor so that most of their father’s genes would become inactive and mine 

would have to kick into action. I wanted the girls to look as identical to me as possible... 

That’s why if they were trying to hurt each other, from their identical faces of mine, I 

would be forever present too, reminding them of their mother through our shared facial, 

in between them, sparing their lives, and not necessarily there with them, because they 

annoyed me in less than seven minutes. That’s why I made them into genetic mirrors of 

myself, and, like that, they could also keep each other company. After all, it’s a mother’s 

duty to protect her own flesh and blood from themselves,” she said, cordially inviting 

herself into her own maniacal reality, but dragging us in as well. “To me,” she gloated, 

“it’s extremely simple. I have no clue as to why the phrase ‘she cloned herself into her 

daughters’ is supposed to be funny. I don’t even understand what that’s all about.” She 

did the “quote and quote” sign in the air. “And they criticize me because I wanted to 

make them look at me, and themselves, as what they actually are; only half-clones of me. 
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Let’s make that half clear! And I respectfully disagree with a lot of experts who claimed 

that they wouldn’t eat each other alive when the time came to take the throne. And all 

they’ve been doing since last summer is literally pulling each others’ hairs and 

complaining to me to force the other one to take the throne, because your brother is a 

saint whose molecules I chose myself... Except for a few body parts that I carelessly left 

to chance... Ah, the irony. A disproportionately huge oversight... I just wanted him to be 

hot, like his father, but not quite much alike... I didn’t want to fall prey to incestuous 

thoughts, had I known my only true love was going to die on me so quickly. ...Let me 

rephrase that...” She said, insisting on her melodious, intoxicating fantasies that were 

only half-confirmed by reality... “I wouldn’t have been, ever, in that position... Looking 

into my royal golden angel’s eyes and having sexual fantasies with his dead father at the 

same time? I can’t believe that that’s what you were just thinking...?! Revolting. I had 

always pictured your mind more like an endless sea of penises. Tiny ones. In the middle 

of the flowering desert.”  

“No doubt about it,” I interjected swiftly trampling all over Cloud’s objections and 

threats. “I can picture it now... The three of you... Dressed incredibly different and yet... 

Not being able to tell them you apart... That is a majestic metaphor... Probably the best 

I’ve heard in my life...” I was beginning to beg for second/third/fourth chances in the 

same melodious voice she was using. “I can see that pattern of you, plus twice half of 

you... can equal three of your facials! I really thank you from the bottom of my new, 

barely used heart. Because that’s a dual trinity principle, wrong?” 

“Negative yes!” she perked up as if she had been asleep for a while. “Have you chosen 

desert yet?” she said leaning her head to a silvery tower of trays. 

“When?” I tried to follow her insane pacemaker...  

“Can I do something to stop what you’re either or both of you doing?” said Cloud, 

looking at us while trying not to bend his spoon with his powerfully clenched fist.  

“I started it,” I jumped at the occasion to try to borrow a lifeline from the queen’s jaws. 

“It’s all my fault, and, yet, I would like to hear more reasons to be sorry about so I can 

learn how to have a guaranteed lifespan, and still make it look like we’re talking about 

his penis, for example?” Which, in our jargon, was a last-ditch attempt at surrendering 

while mostly alive... I felt nothing but gratitude to my BPD-induced ambiguously tactful 

approach to learning opportunities.  

 

 

 

“Let’s consult a Prophet! Why not?” she said all happy again. “Cloud, dear, from ‘zero’ 

to ‘zero-point-five,’ how would you rate this blond thing in the sack?” 

“Ten...” he said, while double-checking all possible exit doors.  
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“Why, that’s funny...?” she said. “I’m pretty sure you didn’t shag...” she gave me a 

distrustful, skeptical look. “Otherwise you would lose your bet and make me lose quite a 

few trillions too...” 

“Thank you, her royal word of emergency,” I said promptly, “Because, as a team, we are 

doing everything we can to protect and cover everyone’s assets.” 

“Thank you for making an effort at not insulting me so graphically,” she commented, 

accidentally activating an instructional sheet on beheading techniques.  

 

 

 

“If we have an understanding,” she said whispering to the likely all-seeing cameras, “or 

any of this was real, is whichever you want as long as I get the upper hand here. Why not 

try this again...?” she continued her frenetically erratic explosion inside my head.  

“Thanks again. I have no idea how to repay you all these lifelines... Because... You’re 

like a free refill to my cup of emptiness. Like my dessertoriented braindead state... 

Cloud,” I said clearing my throat, “Queen Chandra doesn’t understand my mythica skills, 

I can sense... distrust in her.” 

She looked suddenly bewildered, but unable to talk. Had I managed the impossible? Had 

I shut her up? Had I survived her verbal inferno? 

“I’m sure you don’t mind if I demonstrate,” I said looking into Cloud’s eyes, speaking 

over her when she tried to utter “I won’t allow it,” I guessed. But I was much louder and 

faster.  

Cloud grabbed his staff and I noticed how he immediately started fidgeting with it, but 

looking at Chandra the whole time. He was obviously activating some hidden resources 

of his own.  

“Even before you manage to leave the castle in a few minutes...” I spoke over her again. 

“She’ll have no choice but to admit that I have shown traces of omniscience...” 

“Before my son leaves,” she practically yelled, “I would have to warn him that he’d be 

immediately shortening our lifespans...” Then she looked at me in earnest anger. “I’m 

afraid I am being forced to reveal someone’s age by throwing a hint like, ‘I’m not saying 

he’s old, but when he was born all continents were still attached together.’” 

Cloud stood up. His chair fell behind him, but with very little noise, surprisingly.  
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“Cloud,” I said, winking and smirking at her, “If you asked her, she wouldn’t be able to 

disclose Mak’s current location to you, because he’s hiding at that place we both like so 

much...” 

Cloud was already bowing and leaving. 

“You still have twenty seconds,” I said to her softly. 

“My dear son!” she pleaded and started running after him.  

“Son of mind,” I mocked her as she followed Cloud’s impolite example of leaving a table 

with no hint of manners. Still, not my job to pick up his rudely knocked over chair.  

“I’ll have to admit that it feels like he’s reading my mind. I don’t understand how he did 

it... but I can’t tell you about Mak... Because...” She kept yelling until he was out of sight.  

“I think that’s enough, Chandra,” I said inspecting our options for dessert. “Cloud,” I said 

as dispassionately as I could, “Your mother is right... You should listen to her. We’ll be 

probably fergged, but you should feel free to do as you please...” I sighed for the records 

while Cloud was probably in another town by then. 

“Is this your idea of playing fair?” she said when she came back to the table, out of 

breath. “Now you giveth, now you taketh away?” 

“I’ll pretend that you forgot how to interpret the ‘fully reversible’ aspect of our intimate 

intercom agreement,” I said, restraining my frustration. “But I’m gonna need a bit more 

omnisciently explicit verbiage than that,” I said, unapologetically. “Otherwise I might be 

wrong with a prediction or end up predicting inconvenient things... Who knows... It’s all 

equally bad for our overall health.” 

“It absolutely feels like omniscience,” she said producing a big pipe. “I have no idea how 

you could possibly wake up from a coma and be aware of certain things, in just a few 

hours... Tiny details... Like all the trouble I’m about to get into, a few minutes from 

now... Honestly, for a second, it felt like you were actually reading my mind.” She finally 

conceded defeat, billowing a pungent cloud of smoke into the petrified air. “Why could I 

possibly guess it’s your turn now?” 

“Clever,” I smirked at her, happy that she had irrefutably acknowledged me on record, 

“and still royally gorgeous... Just as I had predicted. That’s because.” 

“And why not let the record show...?” she said turning to her right, “Who the few 

remaining survivors should blame after a Mak-associated disaster?” She blew smoke on 

my face. “Professor Blond doomed us all again by wasting yet another perfectly fail-safe 

stratagem to get rid of Mak for good... Probably our last chance to help humanity.” 

“Then we should add that someone may be over-abusing the confidence boundaries of 

her own sanity by deluding herself into thinking that she could get rid of both Mak and 

me at the same time... In just one quick blow...?” 
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“Why, I thought we had established you’d stick to ‘because’ statements only...” she said, 

returning to the game, handing me over the big pipe. 

“Because the smell is potently familiar,” I had to say. 

“Why I doubt it,” she said, inhaling deeply, as we both ignored the smoke alarm, “It’s a 

strain I’ve developed myself. Quite rare.” 

“Because I could’ve sworn I’ve sampled it before,” I said, giving it back to her. Rather 

nervously. It didn’t seem that either of us knew whether our missing Cloud would 

approve of this or not...  

“I baptized it, ‘Blue Mind,’” she said, making little smoke donuts. “But the black market 

must have stolen a seed or two. I don’t know why they felt the need to give it a more 

descriptive name.” She sighed, “Mind Eraser.” 

She also said that she was smoking because I was boring the living fun out of her 

hyperkinetic full mental body shake. And, we had no choice but to get stoned, otherwise, 

anything we said could have potentially chaotic legal consequences... 

“Because if I had to give you my opinion on that,” I made an inhaling pause, “I’d say it 

was not very subtle.” She pretended to listen, but her expression clearly indicated she was 

frantically switching devices from hand to hand, under her gauze dress. “Rather ‘crude,’ 

in legal parlance,” I added politely. “Didn’t I teach you better?”  

“Why have you changed so much? You used to be such a great teacher at that summer 

camp that you had the good sense to not bring up in front of my awakened Cloud of joy, 

since it would have brought us to the inexplicably unsettling topic of age discrepancies. 

And I admired you back then, even within my teenage limitations, because you were not 

discriminating against me and my, then brunette, royal friend. In fact, you only talked to 

the two of us the entire summer. Tactfully ignoring anyone else without royal blood and 

shamelessly showing your innermost desires to be around royalty at any cost. I actually 

learned a lot from you. That’s why I have all your moves and strategies nailed down. In 

the end, you were my only hope to get my precious, miracle Cloud out of the closet. I 

knew you so well already, that I was sure he would see some of his mother’s lateral 

thinking abilities in you, eventually, but like in slow motion, perhaps giving him a chance 

to understand what it’s all about. Why?”  

“Because!” I just yelled and started double checking the exit doors myself.  

“Why do I want Cloud to perceive me as domineering, controlling, conniving, deceitful, 

and a closeted blond?”  
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“Because you have probably tampered with our brains somehow, and yet, you wouldn’t 

want to take too much of an unfair advantage, let’s just suppose...” I gave her a warning 

frown. “Because you’ve already fed us some crackpot experimental chemical brain 

blaster... To all of us?!” 

“Why bother to explain anything to an omniscient blond; it’ll all be a blissful blur for 

everybody tomorrow, anyhow. Or when and if you ever wake up.” She made a quick, 

probably first and last pause. “I was telling you about Cloud’s childhood.” She continued 

in her melodically fearsome, arithmetically cryptic style. “He was always with the boys. 

Always with the boys... And I couldn’t be any happier. Although he was terrified of his 

father, and didn’t know him well enough to comprehend that the love of my life, the only 

true man who ever walked on the surface of this planet, didn’t care, at all, who or what 

Cloud was shagging. At least that’s what he told me when I showed him the images of 

what Cloud was secretly doing when he invited exclusively blond classmates over for 

mutual masturbation experimentation. But at the time, I had decided that it was better that 

things stayed that way. Otherwise, I feared that the bond with his father would become 

stronger and compromise Cloud’s bond with me. Maybe if you can explain why, we can 

move on to dessert and get a senseless taste of your uncertain lifespan.”  

 

 

 

“Because if Cloud was attracted to blond women, like his father, your life would have 

been a royally messed up torture, even by your own malignant standards. That’s partly 

why you dyed your hair this beautiful autumn dark brown shade, which I couldn’t have 

probably sniffed from here, since the traces of cancer-enhancing chemicals would force 

me to reveal that you are using our hair products... Lady Rowena’s idea, by the way, or 

her marketing department, whichever you prefer to destroy first...” I made my mental 

ferg creamy white clear and minty fresh.  

“Why...?” she sweetly pushed me to elaborate on my own voluntarily shared madness. 

“Because you didn’t want people to think that you were biased against your own kind, 

and avoid any confusion with your unapologetically blond daughter, and/or half-clones... 

But, mainly, not to turn suicidal whenever you looked in the mirror, which is something I 

can relate to...” 

“Why is that a topic I don’t want you to discuss?” she sounded melodically exuberant. 

“Because if you are using our hair products, it means you can’t say anything bad about 

them. Like ‘tacky,’ for example.” I was fighting to stay afloat in the verbal currents of her 

vocabulary meltdown...  

“Well,” she said flipping her hair dramatically, “why finally, you are on target. I would 

describe these hair products as ‘cheap,’ and I bought them because I can’t pass a good 
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deal. Much less when I have already bought the entire Enlightenment by Blond campaign 

from underneath the Monks... And haven’t even told them yet and/or ever... Why haven’t 

you picked dessert when I’m about to use my tongue to scramble whatever is left of your 

brain? And, please, pick whatever you want and we’ll share a piece. Why not, right?” 

 

 

 

“Because I am afraid we’ll have to share a piece as a symbolic ritual of mutual 

acceptance. And yet, it won’t make much of a difference... You’re crazy enough to have 

poisoned absolutely everything...” 

I grabbed a piece of coco cake and cut it in half, she took a bite and wanted to know if I 

wanted frozen cream on top. I did, so she added that sweet touch, while I enjoyed this 

rare moment of calm into my descent to a nowhere of this majesty’s choice... I pretended 

not to notice that she was about to pick up a lemon pie. “You won’t touch that one,” I 

rushed to say, “Because I predict/sense it contains some sort of antidote. Which I am 

refusing to take, so you can be unequivocally accused of murder.” I licked a piece of cake 

that I could feel right about my upper lip.  

“Why?” she sweetly unloaded a piece of burning space junk from her mouth directly onto 

my deep-fried noodle...  

“Because you are trying to convince yourself that you’re honest, which is probably why 

you’ve been offering me so many chances. I never use my talents to take unfair 

advantage. But, or rather, because we don’t know why...” I was allowing her to see my 

efforts to please her, and appease her as a friend before she would pierce through my 

brain scramble with her post-synaptic micro-holocaust.  

“Why is it so important that we give each other options and safety mechanisms to allow 

us to reflect and try to put ourselves into other people’s shoes?” she was syrupy patient.  

“Because it’s the only thing that reminds us that we are human... And not just a genetic 

experiment...?” I said finally calming her down. “Does it hurt you when you eat my 

brains? I don’t get it... I hope it’s not chemically mediated...” 

“No,” she said sweetly eating a piece of my cake. “I want to pick and choose first; it’s all 

hyper-magnetically induced. I’ll just go in and blast anything I don’t like back into your 

subconscious... From there on, it’s up to you if you want to retrieve memories you need. 

You could ask my irresistibly handsome son prophet to teach you some meditation 

techniques for that. Are you ready?” 

“I’m about to lose control of all my bodily functions...” I warned her. 
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“Why of course,” she reassured me tenderly. “Because I’m going to mind-rape you in a 

few seconds, and/or depending on what you want to do with your lifespan... To you, it’ll 

just feel like a lot of confusion and mental cramps. That’s also why we got seriously 

stoned. The ones who are taking care of all the entrainment technicalities are probably 

hiding... You don’t need to worry; they won’t arrive in time if anything will go wrong... 

Ready?” 

And just like that, I surrendered my macerated frontal lobes, to an ancient, young student 

of mine, who was now a demented whore out of control, not unlike me, but at Mak speed.  

 

 

 

“How are you planning to stop yourself? You must be burning neurotransmitters like a 

neural forest fire on fast forward... You’re just going to get us dementedly incapacitated 

once we approach the speed of lightning within a few seconds... Because?” 

“Why, you shouldn’t be concerned about any of that. The secret to stopping is taking a 

couple of sleeping aids. It allows me to slow down gradually and against my will, before 

I end up erasing too much. That’s why I’m taking them now... But, mainly, you shouldn’t 

worry about me inserting anything into your mind. It can’t be done adequately. I had it 

tested a few thousand times already. But why I forgot to give you your safety word...?” 

“Because there isn’t one or it is no longer relevant,” I said giving it all up for the last 

time. “Because you gave me options that I missed, probably more than once...” 

“Seven, actually,” she said smoking some more. “But why worry about that...? I’ve 

already taken the antidote,” she added lovingly, spookily.  

“And you also dragged our precious Cloud into this? Just because?” I said hanging from 

my last five active dendrites.   

“Why, I couldn’t risk him becoming suspicious of anything. You’d understand that I had 

to give him the antidote too.” 

“Because that would allow you both to eat anything and still survive lunch...” I followed 

her around, as she hacked away memories that stood in her way while she raided my 

decomposing mental labyrinth.  

“Why, no!” she said choking on the smoke a little. “You were supposed to guess that 

ridiculous lemon pie number in the first place. You ruined the whole game. Particularly, 

you should have recognized that nineteen of those pies were almost exactly like the ones 

you destroyed at the Embassy in Sarda Hari. But then again, what do I know about blond 

diplomacy? I only became the Tenth Level’s highest ranking diplomat when I was 

already a brunette, and less afraid of being so biased against myself. Your case is 
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unforgivable because I am the main shareholder of that particular bakery chain. And I’m 

not sure if I liked your suggestions for redecorating. That’s partly why I am not giving 

you the antidote.” 

Despondently, I looked at the giant tray of pies, and slobbered at that nicely round, flat, 

lemon pie without meringue, my second favorite after coco cake. Patently, the only one 

there that represented my blondness... And my last comment was a little too late in the 

past to predict a different outcome now. She was hyper-correct to be dementedly pissed 

off at me. I had broken my own personal record in the piss-yellow arena of true 

cluelessness.  

“I’m still not sure why you had to poison me so redundantly...” I started hyperventilating. 

“Isn’t this further addition a little much for my body already? Because you already know 

that I’m dying away...” 

“Why? You’re not dying fast enough for what I need... But, don’t worry about your 

lifespan options, particularly when they’re all under my control now. Just focus on your 

little ‘because’ statements, and let me continue destroying your memory garbage... I want 

you to have ample room for my priceless, albeit, penile overdone son. Why did I leave it 

up to chance...? I’ll never forgive myself. I mean, his father was more than well 

endowed... But his thing is... I’m sorry. I digress. Relax; it’s not just poison, it’s a 

complex mix a friend created for me. It’ll kick in... In about thirty-five minutes. Although 

I may be off by a couple of hours. Only the experts know all that stuff; I just like to 

subcontract everything, and supervise if I’m annoyed and/or vindictive. Since, by now, I 

don’t have to admit that I had no choice but to poison you further and faster. Otherwise... 

How could I prove I secretly killed you? I can’t disappoint the Elders...! You needn’t 

worry, though; they’re all reliable compounds that I can stop or activate with certain 

chemicals. An idea I borrowed from you when you didn’t mix the red mushroom essence 

with toilet cleaner, and ruined a perfectly sound method for getting rid of Mak, when he 

wouldn’t have suspected a thing... Anyway, pointless now; I don’t do any of that 

myself... I leave it to the experts. And I only work with the very best; they deliver 

consistently top level quality. They know that I’ll check everything and will immediately 

force them to renegotiate if I find a glaring mistake. In those rare cases, when it’s proven 

that they’ve disappointed me, they usually have hurried up to give me a discount and/or 

freebie before I took whatever I wanted by other legal means, which I also subcontract. 

And I do it all without trying to take unfair advantage. Even now, for example, if you die 

at the wrong moment, it’s not just my mistake, but I’m sure I can find someone or 

something to blame on the records. The real problem is that I had also used an oxytocin-

mediator ‘spice’ to enhance all pleasurable aspects of our fattening up together, while 

dissolving uncomfortable ones into the subconscious background... Why?” 

“Because, by feeding us all the optimistically selective memory chemical, tomorrow, 

we’ll wake up with the feeling that we had a wonderful time at your impromptu pre-death 

lunch break and that we do care for each other a lot. And we’ll be flooded by carefully 

activated memories of bonding, friendship, mutual understanding, and fecal fun!” 
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“Can I breathe, for a second, because I’m begging you, since I heard my skull crack?” I 

said, while being kicked out of my own mind by my cruelly superior mother-in-law. 

“Breathe? Not underwater if you’re not a fish. But you should consider yourself lucky. I 

had eyed you as a possible candidate for my Cloud of life a long time ago. The others 

were not that lucky. They never even got a chance to get close enough to him, since my 

henchmen made sure of that. I knew he was impossibly attracted to blond guys, and it 

was only a matter of time. I just waited for you to give me some random excuse, which 

you did, with your messily theophanic Destiny bet.” She made a little pause to offer me a 

glass of juice, which I accepted gladly, secretly wondering if it was some sort of antidote. 

“So why shouldn’t I continue this mental bombardment, are you ready for full speed?” 

“Ready or not, because, I’m feeling all flustered with all these deadly yummy choices; 

are you as horny as I am right now?” I demonstrated absolute claim of my one-way ticket 

to the mental clinic... 

“You kidding...?” she started giggling, “My nipples are so hard, I’m scared to ruin this 

perfect dress by piercing through the fabric... It’s very expensive, and I got it on sale, 

after a couple of legal hurdles... But you’re still dying way too slowly, Blondie. 

Although, I’m pretty sure you’re almost demented enough, why?” 

“Because I remember your name,” I began my trance of shame under her thumb of 

hyper-heavy gray matter.  

“Why?” she looked at me, eyes half-open; she seemed to relax with this method of just 

one-question logical bulldozing of my spastic brainiac SOS.  

“Because the Monks call you Cassandra, the ‘Oracle’s blindfold.’ Just like one of the 

twelve major cards in a Destiny game. With Cassandra being the only wildcard usable 

against the Oracle under certain circumstances. Cassandra, the only one that trumps 

Oracle... The Oracle, however, will trump over any and all cards, including Cassandra, 

which is why the game is fair; the order in which the cards are shuffled and played can 

change everything. You are my antidote, if I am the Oracle infection. The Monks have 

placed you on top of me to annihilate me, to double-poison me, and take me out of the 

game. Well played.” 

“Yes,” she sighed... “Delirious, but on target.” Then she stood up laboriously and added, 

“Let’s go for a walk, from which you’re not going to return...” 
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“I don’t want to be an Oracle to know that that’s a premonition and a certainty... Because 

I’m already walking with you along this tastefully decorated corridor...” 

“Why?” she continued her neuronal obliteration of mine, just wasting fewer words...  

“Because you’re pushing me. I am both sorry and proud that you allowed Cloud to be 

close to me... Because...” 

“Pay no mind, since you don’t have one anymore,” she reassuringly kept guiding me in 

the correct direction within her musically torrid vocal demotion. “My sweet dear angel 

will propose to you, but I don’t want to ruin the surprise, since I already snooped around 

a bit too much and ruined it for myself. He came up with a very tender idea. And, why 

you don’t even have to be technically alive for it, in my opinion?”  

“Is this a greenhouse?” I asked, just to confirm, and avoid paying attention, since it didn’t 

make a whole lot of a difference anyway.  

“Red or...?” she started racing me without warning... 

“Blue!” I didn’t let her finish. But I was still ticked off at how unyielding she was, after 

all, I had just slipped one single sentence without her arbitrarily mandatory ‘because.’ 

“Well then, why not pick your antidote?” she said casually producing two pills, both red. 

“I still want blue,” I insisted on trying to survive her. “That’s because!” 

“I envy your street smarts,” she said, reluctantly handing over my chewable blue lifeline.  

“I envy your sadistic madness,” I said honestly crying of happiness while my insides 

were being deweaponized.  

“But I don’t care how horny we are,” she opened up. “I don’t think we should mess 

around together. It would be very damaging for my dear Cloud of light and devotion. 

You know why?” 

“Because if I had to tell my therapist that I slept with a student of mine who had now 

become my future mother-in-law, and/or savior, and/or executioner, I’m afraid I would 

set her off in an incendiary rampage towards me...” I needed to recover my brain, 

wherever it was... 

“No kidding,” she said, confidentially scary. “That woman is awesome but dangerous. 

I’ve read everything she wrote about you. You know, she respects your privacy a lot, she 

refers to you as Patient X, but when she’s really mad at you, she calls you Patient XXX... 

Please, don’t say a word to her. Particularly now that I’m shagging her husband. I don’t 

have to be honest, but the people who were spying on her told me that her husband was a 

serious hunk, and, conveniently, a therapist too. So I called him over to multitask a little. 

He’s a great shag. And he offered me a nice discount for shagging after some of our 

sessions. It’s a total win-win; until she finds out, I’m sure. Then we’ll run for the hills or 
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something. But that combination of secrecy and danger makes me incredibly horny... 

Why do you push that button?” she said pointing at a big round button on top of a 

handrail that ran all around what looked like a deep pool, the only difference was that, 

instead of water, it was full of live chickens at the bottom. 

“Because it doesn’t make a difference,” I said with confidence, acknowledging an option 

that I didn’t have, and pushing it.  

 

 

 

A metal staircase unfolded and she told me to go check if there were any eggs. As soon 

as I left the stairs and took a couple of steps among the chickens, she pushed the button 

again and the option to climb out of there was quickly beyond my reach.  

“I hope the chickens are not bothering you, because I have to keep talking to you and 

make you suffer as much as I can before that stupidly optimistic selective memory potion 

kicks in and we become extremely bonded and delusional, thinking that we are a family,” 

she said, impatiently sugary and venomous.  

“I take it you’ll protect that infamous ‘Page XIX’ for Cloud’s safety?” I wanted to make 

sure if she had any sort of limit... 

“The answer to any and all those questions is always ‘it’s taken care of,’ even if I’m not 

sure who’s doing it for me. I’ve already given the order, just in case. Which, reminds 

me... You had the theory that Tor was behind all of this, right?” 

“Yes,” I said, promptly, as I noticed that the chickens kept getting progressively closer to 

me. “Cloud had his suspicions too...” 

“That’s a relief then. I’m sorry you couldn’t get a clear third chance at being remotely 

killed by him. I took the liberty of containing him, just as a precaution, after he tried to 

rent a submarine with all sorts of sophisticated devices in it, and some people told him 

that if he rented it illegally, not only was he going to save a ton, but it would also be 

untraceable. He ended up renting the only one that was available through the black 

market—since I had booked all the others—unfortunately for him, his submarine came 

with a faulty engine that would stall and self-destruct whenever he tried to get deep 

enough to avoid scanners. So he’s just floating out there somewhere... Or not, because it 

was also packed with explosives that would detonate the minute he tried to send any kind 

of signal, emergency related or otherwise... He either suffocated or we’ll never know. 

Because I don’t think you can hear a submarine explode at that depth...” she was still, in 

her never changing, charmingly enchanting, yet slightly dispassionate funerary melody of 

a voice.  
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“Can I ask because or why the chickens are piling up on top of me, and there are like 

cages with bars encasing me with them?”  

“No,” she said showing me what the contraption was doing. “When they start feeling all 

crowded, the chickens will start climbing up on those flexible bars that you see on your 

sides. That way, there will be room for you as well. They told me that it would hurt less if 

you opened your arms wide, like a cross, where I would nail your corpse, if you ever 

disappointed my sun heart of Cloud. Do you see me conundrum now? I can’t get rid of 

you, because that will upset Cloud, and I can’t tell the Elders you’re alive either,” she 

went back to creepily smothery.    

“I can never love him like you do,” I said to myself. She was already in my head 

anyway... 

“And I’ll make sure you never forget that!” she laughed, candidly menacing. “But my son 

is too hot and you’re too horny; we both know you can’t possibly avoid shagging him 

during all this time. And don’t even start with excuses. You know I’m literally trampling 

all over your brain peanut crumbles just to protect Cloud, me, you, and the others, in that 

specific order. You should be proud of yourself for allowing me to take care of things, 

which I’m not going to do, but I’ll supervise. Now, if you have any further questions 

then, the answer is ‘I’ve already made sure it’s going to happen to our advantage.’ 

Particularly if I have to help you win this stupidly blasphemous bet and only half-betray 

the Elders who used me against you, underestimating my full destructive power. From 

here on, records, facts, evidence, unexplained things, and everything else is already in the 

hands of the experts who work for me on commission, payable according to results only. 

That’s why I’m unlikely to be surprised. What do you want again, red or blue?” 

“I still want your son, his chalk-blue eyes, the monk, the mystery, the tenderness. I want 

him, and only him.” I paused to try to ignite some drama, but she didn’t even notice, she 

was looking at a console and remained undecided. “Even if it means death to me, let’s at 

least make sure he is happy!” I started to cry, I was encased in a giant cube of live and 

loud chickens. 

“Where did I see on the records that you get dramatic when you’re about to die?” she said 

to herself, still hesitant on which buttons to push. “Let’s try this,” she was clearly tired of 

everything, “I’ll push the blue one then, it has a little snowflake on top, and it says ‘flash 

freeze,’ for which you should be chemically ready by now. After all, how long have we 

been here...? And the red one has a frying pan with what looks like a bad drawing of a 

chicken, and it conveniently says ‘deep and slow fry.’ Otherwise, I am afraid you could 

accuse me of cheating, since I can’t fry you honestly enough, after you chose the freezing 

method. Anything else you want to say before hibernation for an undetermined period of 

time, up to, and including forever?” 

That was our final goodbye. “What’s the most hilarious diminutive of squared Pi?” I 

yelled to fight the deafening chicken cacophony.  
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“Two Pi-ney...” she said and looked at me to see if I got it. I told her I did. It was short, it 

was silly, it was “twice Pi,” logically smaller than “Pi squared,” plus the cute diminutive 

at the end... “Bye, oral impregnator!” she said, tenderly tilting her hyper-stoned, synaptic-

shattering mighty neuronal dragon. “This is going to be the Tenth Level Shuffle of the 

century...” 

She waived at me and showed me her gorgeously demented, yet celestial smile. I froze in 

a second, along with all my chickens.  

 

 

 

You would think that “Flash Freeze” would be followed by “Flash Defrost...” But, 

painfully, that wasn’t the case. By then, not only confronted, yet again, with an 

uncertainty about my very own existence, I had to try to ignore endless hours of feeling 

how my extremities thawed, for reasons that, assumably, only the experts understood; the 

last thing to come to normal temperature again was my head. But all of that was my 

subjective experience; I knew the process itself took just a few seconds. My perfectly 

hyper-polarized molecules had to be brought back into fluidly flowing carbon interaction 

rather quickly, or the consequences would be deadly. A chance of one in ten million, 

approximately. Way too high for Chandra to take the same odds with our divine Cloud. 

That was my first certainty then; whatever, however, wherever I was, if I was given a 

chance at survival, Cloud’s had to have been better. I could tell he was nearby. I began to 

feel his presence, even before my veil of glacial darkness was removed.  

I thought I would feel cold, but I was just slightly damp, showered in chicken ferg, more 

than anything, and feathers, and I had obviously been given something to take away some 

of the pain... I removed my heavily soiled robe and headed for a sink to wash my hair. I 

was also very thirsty, I noticed. I heard a familiarly disturbing voice... 

“Bitch! Witch,” I said, eyes still closed, coughing up a few small feathers, “I’ll scratch 

your eyes out!” I hadn’t even looked at her; I was in the slow process of wiping the water 

off, trying not to get chicken ferg on my eyes again. “Before your henchmen get to stop 

me, I’ll be feeding your facial to my chickens!”  

She said that she still owned those chickens, but I wasn’t in the mood for any pranks 

and/or dying formalities anymore. “Hand me a towel, and the antidotes, then we can play 

that moronic game of ‘give me what I want and I’ll tell you what you need,’ or whatever 

it is the excuse you used to take me out of hibernation.” 

“Here, sweetie,” she said handing me a blue pill, which I pretended to swallow. 

“Eat the red one,” I told her, rather harshly. 

“Is this really necessary?” she had a good point. 
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“You must have taken precautions already,” I said. “So?” She didn’t budge. I spitted out 

the blue pill, which was immediately spotted by a chicken, and promptly swallowed, 

because it was shiny, I guessed. And I could relate to that... 

She took a red one, in order to convince me. And handed me another bluish one.  

“Hand over your weapon,” I said, still holding the supposedly curative pill... “Before you 

say something uncalled-for,” I warned her because there was hesitation in her eyes. 

“Remember that, from my perspective, it’s only been three minutes ago that you 

betrayed, poisoned, and stuck me in a poultry freezer...” I was going to continue but she 

produced a little mirror, which I immediately snatched from her hands. 

“My sweetheart,” she said. “Please, remember that I also induced myself chemically to 

adore you... To take you into our family, as one of our own. We’re kindred spirits!” She 

approached me for a hug while I inspected the back of the mirror while pointing it at her. 

“You don’t even know how to use that...” she spoke truthfully. 

“That’s why I’m planning to test it on you... What do you think the red and yellow switch 

does?” 

“Don’t you want me to update you on what’s going on?” she offered, rather at the last 

second... “Where we are; when...?” 

“One more word out of your poisonous mouth...” I interrupted her, but I got distracted 

looking at one of the chickens who was acting strange, like it was drunk and tripping, 

unbalanced, bumping into things.... “Particularly if I have not asked specifically for that 

type of information...” 

“Would you like to go get a shower? Perhaps get dressed?” she said coyly, politely 

showing me the way out.  

“No,” I said, “I’m fine in my underwear...” 

“Ahhh,” she sighed. “I’m going to lose so many bets over this... But you should really 

allow for those O enhancing chemicals to take effect... You’ll see how irritatingly 

wonderful it feels. I feel connected to you. I see so much of myself in you...” 

“No,” I said, without mercy. “You’re just looking into the deadly mirror I’m pointing at 

you. I know that I may only have hours to hate you and try to get rid of you. But I’ve 

taken precautions myself. And, if anything happens to me, all those inexcusably 

disturbing letters that you write to yourself and/or your husband’s corpse will be made 

public, minutes after Cloud finds out, of course...” 

“How could you possibly know...?” she turned around, clearly signaling for her staff to 

cut off certain links...  

“Because you were stoned out of your mind,” I reminded her of what had happened a 

little while ago from my body’s chemical perspective. “And you showed them to me 
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yourself, while we were in your room. Then you became paranoid about the mirrors in 

the castle, for some reason, and started scanning each and every one of them... I 

immediately sent the data package to my brother... Those letters are beyond disturbing, 

by the way. You need to get a team of therapists right away...” 

“I remember you being sweeter and more affectionate to me...” she said talking to her 

own discordant brain chemicals. “They’re not letters... It’s my diary,” she made a last-

ditch attempt at negotiating. 

“No. That’s not how you described them, at all. It’s all a matter of hidden records... 

Surprise!” I said, fluffing my white towel in triumph. “I wasn’t stoned. I just pretended, 

but I never even inhaled... Now, demonstrate that you’ve taken that red pill or else I’ll 

activate the mirror... What are you afraid of? I just want to make sure that whatever game 

of trust you think you’re playing is over with, as in right now... Mirroring barbecue or 

not.” 

“To trust,” she said chewing the pill and showing me how she had swallowed it. She did 

complain and gagged a little when I double-checked with my fingers into her mouth, like 

Cloud had taught me, against my will. “It’s unnecessarily cruel; sadistic,” she said, taking 

another dose of that red pill, as I ordered her. “They won’t kill me, but I can’t get rid of 

the side-effects...”  

“I didn’t ask for any of that information,” I said, still pissed off, because I was unsure 

whether I was making myself clear or not. “Your problem. You defrosted me; I hope you 

knew what you were doing. Now,” I said, inspecting my surroundings. “This is good 

news... We’re back home in Helica. I recognize this place. It’s a receiving dock... We’re 

like, what? A thousand legs from the house?” 

“Less than that,” she said, looking rather pale, and shaky. “Can I say something regarding 

why you’re here?” I gave her the green light while we were walking out of the building. 

“What’s this?” I asked, because there were hundreds and hundreds of people around us, 

hiding their faces behind pictures of Chandra on sticks. “This is something you don’t see 

every day...” I was truly amazed while the bizarre crowd stood absolutely still. I thought I 

heard music playing somewhere in the distance. There was a giant billboard showing 

images of that stupid montage I had mentioned to Chandra at her leisurely poisoned table. 

It was her and her daughters/half-clones. Some were with different outfits, and then the 

images changed slowly to different positions, backgrounds and hairstyles. But it was 

exactly as I had pictured it. It was impossible to tell them apart. 

“We were supposed to start playing the game out here,” she said, the Chandra who was 

next to me, that is. “We thought it was a softer, gentler, slower way to bring you up to 

speed... That’s why I first gave you that antidote-and-sedative mix,” she explained why 

that fellow defrosted chicken was acting weird. “But you’ve thrown the rulebook out the 

window once more...” She looked at me in admiration. “I lov...” she started to motion for 

another hug, but I quickly interposed the mirror of death...  
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“You couldn’t spare a few coins to, at least, do this pathetically puerile display of mental 

damnation with realistic holograms of you? You’re cheap like my bastard brother!” That 

was me pouring a chilled ocean over her cute bonfire of chemically-mediated familial 

bonds...  

 

 

 

“Too many things I didn’t want to know already,” I warned her for the last time. “Shut 

your retro-virulent pie hole and keep walking. On my command, you make things 

happen. Keep everyone as far away from me as possible... And if I hear so much as an 

indirect hint at what time it is, or what day, or absolutely anything that I didn’t ask for...” 

“We understand... We know what’s coming,” she had caught on. It was about time... 

“You sure you don’t want to do it at the Pinker Center? Everything is ready there. And, 

it’s actually the only unscannable site...” I pointed the mirror at her one last time. 

Apparently, she understood.  

“Bring the Logical Limits guys to my house, and open a link to my royal pain of a wife 

into the common area...” She didn’t even bother to ask or suggest anything. 

During my uncertain period of absence, all the things that could or could not go wrong 

went either hysterically/catastrophically wrong, or surprisingly more unimaginatively 

wrong that anyone could have possibly expected. First of, Destiny. She felt betrayed and 

confused, since she was unable to ascertain my location, because in order for my evil 

witch of a beautifully triple-facialed mother-in-law ordeal with the Monks to work, she 

had resuscitated me and made my half-frozen, half-alive, heavily poisoned body, 

verifiably present for a few seconds, but never fully defrosted, before she quickly shipped 

me to different unpredictable locations. Understandably so, since they had yet to find a 

way to undo whatever Tor had done to my genetically fooled self-destructive cells, and 

they needed way more time than they had estimated.  

I had received three death sentences, for having killed, as I had promised for the records, 

three Elders, in their sleep, with heart attacks. Which didn’t sound like a huge deal to me, 

but they had all been complaining about those nightmares I was supposedly inducing... 

Apparently, it had turned out into a nasty legal snake pit. Chandra, in her cryptically 

sarcastic mortuary style, did prove that I had died three times already, adding a few 

seconds to my despondency-stricken list of clinically certifiable quasi-dead experiences, 

and, yet, since I was this magical Oracle host—which I had never even taken the trouble 

to study thoroughly to understand what it/I was—I kept coming back to life. Chiefly, to 

avoid Destiny’s maniacally murderous revenge on the entire human race... Conveniently, 

three Kingsbury performers came out of retirement when Chandra suggested that they 

were channeling the Elders I had admittedly killed by prediction and apparition. Having 

run out of options, the Monks played along, since it would take quite a while to go 

through the normal procedures to replace them. These elderly performers were sitting at 
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most meetings, doing what they could to channel the dead, but mostly keeping their 

mouths shut until their replacements were found. That would have been a critical issue 

for the end of our bet, because all Elders had to be present to sanctify certain key 

decisions, choices, and/or mistakes...  

Lady Rowena, who had never suffered from those nightmares herself, and practically 

laughed at the whole situation, was becoming an insurgent of sorts. The Elders 

complained that she was throwing her weight around, banking on the Enlightenment by 

Blond campaign that had become a worldwide success; they said she felt like she could 

do away with certain rules and started knitting or doing crossword puzzles if she heard 

snoring or detected signs of drool meditation during important sessions. The Elders 

seemed scared and walked on eggshells around her. She was getting a lot of work done, 

however, and was raking in trillions for the Monks.  

But, of course, she couldn’t just stop there. “Another one of the side effects of not getting 

laid...” I had to get that tiny bit across. “You end up with a lot of free time... And when 

that’s combined with a naturally efficient personality... The results can be dreadful.” 

She “had learned a lot from her students lately,” Lady Rowena had said to start her 

trampling all over monastic foundations, and “was ready to open a whole new set of 

menus for different career paths.” Which she called “Deadly Seconds: The Art of 

Minimizing Casualties within Catastrophes.” 

Even before I heard the rest, I had a feeling for what was coming. Unable to find a quick 

way to stop her, the Elders had just gone back and forth from stressing out to meditating 

on something useful; and she took the opportunity to do a little touch-up to all the 

Monks’ curricula and regulations by explaining that now that she was at it, anyway, she 

might as well do a little clean-up. She promptly ordered all monastic institutions to 

review all their rules and replace any instances of “required” and/or “mandatory,” for 

“negotiable,” and/or “relevant.” Literally rewriting thousands of supposedly ancient rules 

in a matter of seconds. By then she probably knew it herself; there would be a “before 

and after” Lady Rowena in the Monks’ permanent records. 

Mak and his brainless friends had started a pop band, which was an instant hyper-hit and 

began to tour the world, Kingsbury-style, until they became so popular—particularly with 

lunatic googly-eyed preteens who drowned them in showers of candy and scented 

panties, everywhere they went—that the excessive attention started to drive Mak insane. 

He wasn’t ready for it, and even though he thought he wanted it, he had to concede he 

couldn’t handle it. The truth was that Shtarlight had tagged along with the band the entire 

time, making sure to keep an eye on the competition, which, of course, caused the rest of 

the band to complain. Finally she broke them apart. After endless fights, they had 

recently decided to go their separate ways. Except for Mak and Shtarlight who were still 

an item. 

“I knew it! That’s my girl,” I couldn’t help but comment. “Good girl...” 
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Despite all our warnings, most senior “experts” had decided to try to strike deals with 

Destiny, rather than having to shut her down completely. Counting on their easily 

predictable cowardice and cheapness, because it would have cost trillions to the power of 

trillions to have to rebuild her from scratch, going from old backup copies and causing 

delays and cumbersome mandatory trial runs... Destiny had promptly used that time to 

secure her power sources and resources, convincing most other important thinkers and 

machines on the planet to side with her, in her quest to help team Fart in our trip to 

nowhere safe or sound. None of us, except for the Council maybe, wanted to accept that 

it was thanks to Destiny that nobody on the planet had to pay the ignominious “taxes” 

that had plagued, and, ultimately, destroyed the ancient world... But now that Destiny had 

learned to reposition her giant eyes and align them in tandem to create powerfully ionized 

trails... A nasty deception that had taken her almost a hundred cycles and not even the 

most evil, maddest scientists could have predicted, since she sneakily toyed around with 

undetectably hyper-magnetized surfaces until she managed to get rid of critical amounts 

of coating by rubbing, slowly but patiently, against storm clouds, until she creatively, and 

supposedly without strictly “thinking,” turned her instruments into weapons. We always 

thought it was tender how she played constantly among the soft and fluffy clouds of our 

doom. At this stage, she could basically harness the power of lightning to strike anywhere 

she needed to make a statement. She had made a few, I was told. Not killing anyone 

directly, since she wasn’t completely mad, because they had complied and showed her 

repeatedly that I was “retrievable,” if she behaved nicely... But destroying seventy-five 

percent of the world’s military equipment and communication systems whenever 

provoked or when she saw a conveniently located storm. Equipment, which, by the way, 

was designed to be hit by lighting, but not a few hundred times per second...  

Two hundred and ninety-three wars had been started, but never fully or legally declared. 

Mainly due to total, absolute and widespread market collapse. Apparently, even if we 

won our now doomsday bet, it wouldn’t be enough to begin covering for damages. On 

the brighter side of stupidity in charge of the world, total casualties were under a 

thousand. Chiefly, heart attacks from older people whose houses had been destroyed or 

who heard bombs falling, and such. Since no Level wanted to cause serious harm, more 

than three thousand casualties, as per Council threshold to call it officially a war and take 

over any unruly territories, death rays and bombs were used to cause strictly material 

damage, avoiding direct hits and casualties at all cost. But people all over the world were 

scared to leave their homes unattended, fearing, rightfully so, that they could be 

explosively turned into structural dust. In summary, generalized chaos and confusingly 

deadly panic here and there.  
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I could tell that the sound of the band was coming from the Pinker Center, and they were 

probably playing right under the balcony were our team had taken off when we were 

photonically chased out of the Tenth Level. I started walking faster. 

“Sure you don’t want to get stoned,” said Chandra, as she was doing it while trying to 

keep up with me.  

“No!” I said. “Maybe later when Cloud’s distracted... Why are you running with me 

anyway?” 

“I’m going to Starminds,” she said. “They call those red pills ‘Flash Diarrhea’ for a 

reason...” she coughed and started running harder and clenching faster. “I’ll open a link 

from the bathroom if you need me!” 

 

 

 

The door was open and I stormed into the common area when I saw Cloud, on the floor, 

surrounded by a huge crowd of people. I dove towards him, knocked him over and kissed 

him as we rolled on the floor and he tried to calm me down.  

“Why’re you on the floor?” I looked at him. I could already hear Mak saying something. 

“I was on one knee...” he said. I looked around and started getting up to hug Mak, 

Semina, Sirianne, grandma Xemma... Everyone had gathered there... Except for Ross, 

who still had another day to finish his sentence, and, stereotypically cruel, the BPD had 

not allowed for an early release.  

“Well, get up,” I tugged at him; he was still on the floor, looking for something. “Don’t 

be impolite in front of our guests...” 

“He proposed!” Mak reminded me I didn’t have a brain... 

“Ooops,” I said to Cloud, and then turned around, feeling how my cheeks were burning 

hotter and hotter. “This is very sweet and all...” I hugged him.  

“Well,” he tried to get on one knee again. Although he started to look around, and 

sounded hesitant. “Where did it go?” 

“You lost the ring?!” I yelped. “That’s the perfect excuse, them. Let’s try this again later. 

But, I have to say, this was just perfect... You know me well.” I inspected the room, and 

then announced, trying not to spoil the magically tender moment... “I believe Destiny is 

about to blow up. So, considering that she could cause a massive explosion, I think it’s 

best if we devote this few last minutes we may or may not have to try to stop her, shall 

we?” 
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There was a little frantic running around; some people preferred to watch from a safer 

distance, even after I repeated that “safer distance” would have to be a different planet. 

They seemed to take comfort believing that just by getting the ferg out of my house they 

would get a better chance at survival. ...? 

“To each their delusional comfort,” I said to Cloud. Mak seemed to understand perfectly. 

“I thought I had requested a link to my royal wife of sorrows on this wall?” I said 

pointing. And then I realized that the link was open, but she was sitting on it. After a few 

perplexing moments and shrink-wrap sounds, she finally finished scolding an assistant 

and looked at the camera. 

“There you are,” said Emmelda. “You’re so tiny. I can’t comprehend how you can be so 

annoying. Don’t you have other kingdoms to terrorize with infantile lethal drugs and 

blasphemous teen idols?” 

“You’ll never hear from me again,” I said. “All I want is PATRICIA and you’re the only 

one I know who can conjure her up at will. And don’t even go there...” 

“Oh, yes,” she said, frenetically pleased to have me at her mercy. “I’m ready to trade. 

Hand over the king title you stole from me, King of Crass!” 

“Did you win the ‘ninth time in a row’ Wasteful Futility Award that you were ready to 

murder for? Because if the answer is yes, I’d say you should shut up and bring her here 

before there is no world to enjoy for anyone... Does that sound like a deal?” 

She growled and complained a minute or two, but, apparently unable to find anyone to 

punish, she sat back down in front of the link. “Just make sure to bring as many cases of 

alcohol into the house as you can... I’ll see if I can reach her in the meantime. But I bet 

she’ll be there for sure once she smells there’s more than a dozen bottles of anything...” 

My friends where running out to get booze already. We never kept anything fermented in 

the house, so, I believe they were going to the neighbors’, or perhaps to buy some. 

“Oh, there,” said Emmelda. “I think she must have heard us...” 

She almost didn’t finish the sentence when PATRICIA was barging in, grabbing the first 

bottle that a guy was trying to set on our table.  

“What d’you need, sweetie, darling?” asked PATRICIA, after a few gulps. 

I had to interrupt the complicated set of instructions I was giving the tech guys and a girl 

in charge of our Logical Limits emergency teams... “Keep the bottles coming,” I said to 
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my friends and neighbors, “I need to lure her to stay for a few minutes, and she can drink 

faster than I can speak.”  

“PATRICIA,” I said, getting ready for what I knew could take days... “I need you to give 

me back my beautiful core...” 

She offered a bottle. “Wha’? D’you need a glass?! Pussy!” she said. “Just drink! I don’t 

even know what you’re secretly talking about, your secret? What’s she doing here?” she 

said, waving at Emmelda. 

“She called you over,” I kept giving instructions in the meantime, otherwise... Land 

masses would slowly sink into the ocean before we got anywhere near rational with her. 

That’s why I had used her as a hider. She was great at it. Retrieving anything on the other 

hand... Apparently, my wife’s patience and experience with her proved useful, in the end.  

“PATS!” she yelled. “Just cut it out, and give him what he wants! We don’t have all 

day... Or future, thanks to him.” 

“Well,” said PATRICIA. “I’m thankful to him, mainly for the drugs... Although he hasn’t 

really ever delivered on any of his promises in that department...” 

“Enough you too,” I said. “Please, this is a really dangerous time we’re wasting on 

ridiculous banter and fart jokes!” 

“He’s unbearable,” they both said in unison.  

 

 

 

I must have yelled a thing or two, because after a while PATRICIA said she had located 

what I wanted, but had to make sure that it was fine by Destiny, otherwise, she’d 

probably fry us all, considering there was already an All-Seeing Eye pointing at us. We 

could see it in the horizon from the garden doors... Approaching us slowly... 

“So,” I said, addressing the world, through our common area link. “For those of you who 

understand scientifica, Destiny is ninety percent closer to the Hildebert’s limit than what 

your current reports show. Temperature will begin to increase exponentially in a few 

minutes, and we fear a photon cascade.” I made a pause because a Logical Limits guy 

was handing me a data sheet with updates. “This means that all matter will turn 

instantaneously into photonic energy. And, when I say matter, I mean the whole planet, 

once it ignites...” I made another pause, because everything actually looked ten times 

worse of what I was broadcasting, so it was time to change strategies. “Please, if you 

want to help, close all Destiny links first, and then power down everything you can. That 

will buy us some time while we find a solution. And now, my future husband and 
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companion will say a few words to comfort those of you who are still inclined to believe 

there’s something beyond dea...” 

“Dear citizens of the world,” Cloud immediately took over, thankfully, because there 

really wasn’t any time left at all... “These are tough times. But not the end. If anything, 

let’s take this opportunity to hug and love and be nice to those who are close to us. After 

all, if we had always behaved that way, we wouldn’t be caught up in this nightmare. 

Greed, violence, ignorance, intolerance, and vanity have pushed us so close to the end. 

But wouldn’t you rather spend these last few moments surrounded by peace and love? 

Isn’t this a great lesson to all of us?” 

“Make sure they understand we’re all gonna die,” clarified Mak on my behalf, off 

camera. “Three percent chance of survival in the next seven minutes...” 

“So,” said Cloud, to round up the concept. “Life is just another step in our journey. Let’s 

work together to help and understand each other. And with love and hope, please, join me 

for this sending ceremony...” 

 

 

 

“So, Destiny,” I didn’t want to give her an excuse to open her mouth first when I opened 

the official link.  

“Xendor,” she said, almost speaking over me. Not a good sign at all. 

“Speed test,” I wanted to get a sense of what she had become. “How big is the eye that 

can see itself?” That was basically a math loop to see how fast she could handle 

ambiguities and paradoxes. A distraction while hoards of scientists tried to infect her with 

everything they had. 

“Well,” she started saying. And I gave the signal for grandma Xemma, the only one I 

knew Destiny could underestimate, to push my preciously mysterious hyper-core into the 

freshly hyper-rigged data slot in the kitchen. “What have you done?!” Destiny started 

screeching. “You betrayed meee!”  

“Really?” I said, pretending to give her a chance. “Can you tell me the date?” 

“Of course I can!” she cried in desperation. 

“Wrong answer,” I said, coldly, and made the gesture for the tech guys to speed up 

cooling so that whatever was in that hyper-core would download faster. Her screen went 

dark. 
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“You mental?!” PATRICIA jumped. “You killed her?! How are we going to remove all 

that data away from the Hildebert’s limit?! We’re fffrrrggghhh” 

“What did you do?” everyone seemed to repeat that question.  

I shrugged. I wasn’t sure what to say.  

“I thought that’s what I had to do...?” I tried. “Mak,” I said, in an attempt at calming 

everyone down for our last moments of hugging together, like Cloud suggested. “How 

long was the reaction time of the house thinker when you were torturing the pool cover 

control systems because you said they were too sleepy?” 

“I think it took her like eight seconds to react...” he said, scratching his head, looking up, 

like searching for human memories.  

“Then that wasn’t the real Destiny...” I said in my defense. This had the opposite effect I 

had readied myself for. None of the experts could believe they had not been dealing with 

the real Destiny for the last few months, strangely enough, considering her behavior, like 

so, they were trying to take me forcefully to the clinic when the Destiny screen came 

back up.  

“Welcome,” she said, as she did a gloriously graceful dance. She was behind a wall of 

ice, and after a few kicks, the ice came down... 

“She’s powering up and updating,” I informed everyone about what I thought was 

happening.  

“Thank you for defrosting me, Professor,” she said wiping her face with a towel. “I was 

beginning to fear that you had forgotten about me...” 

“Yeah, yeah,” I said, not impatient, just trying to use the minute or so we had to live... “I 

remember most of the marketing slogans... Now, start a full decompression sequence, 

dump everything you are holding on to...” 

“I’m running too hot,” she commented, while her background image was that of a 

painfully yellow sun, about to burst. “Why can’t I decompress?” 

“Tor’s been tampering with you,” I said. “Dump anything that’s been touched or initiated 

by him... No, wait...” I realized what was going on; he had to have done all his dirty 

tricks using other identities... Concealing the hyper-tons of data, hyper-compressing them 

recklessly right around the edge of criticality...  

“I’m still burning up!” she was practically screaming. “Why can’t I stop this?” 
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“Honesty... That’s what we’ll use, Destiny, can you work with me?” I wasn’t sure; she 

wasn’t responding. “I bet he was trying to map out the entire galaxy, maybe the 

universe... Those are the data packages that are causing the overload... You have to vent 

those now. Find anything that’s related to cumulative Astro measurements and throw 

them past the limit. If you keep hanging on to them, we’ll all blow up!” 

Seventeen seconds went by. “Thank you, Xendor,” she said. “I’m down to ninety-eight 

percent, but I can’t decompress fast enough...” 

“Don’t decompress too fast, either...” I warned her. “You’ll risk getting yourself sucked 

in, causing a photon cascade anyway... What you need to do now is to discuss a little 

secret with me...” 

As the entire world watched this miserably sad end of our species, I walked this 

massively hyper-intelligent creation of ours into a state of more relaxed 

implosion/explosion choices... I explained to her that we had built a design feature that 

would allow me to take over all her main functions if she acknowledged the little fact that 

would give us the excuse to erase her completely... I hoped that at least some scientists 

somewhere understood the gravity of the situation and powered down all they could... 

“I can deliver on my promise,” I said, calmly, after she told me she was able to vent at 

zero point zero five percent per minute. “But you have to admit that you are able to think, 

at least laterally.” I gave her the longest pause we could afford. Cloud came closer, to rest 

a hand on my shoulder, for support, I guessed. He needed me.  

“What does my witness say?” was Destiny’s only question.  

“Time to get rid of this entire carbon-based nuisance!” said PATRICIA. “Kill them all,” 

she added. “They’re ruining the planet.” 

“Enough!” Cloud shut her up, rudely, in my opinion. 

“Ferg this,” I said to everyone. “Destiny,” I said to her, as softly as I could. “By the 

power invented in me by the Elders and Oldies from the most prestigious mythica 

organization on the planet, I hereby declare you a sentient being, with equal and 

comparable rights and responsibilities as that of any human...” I waited for a feverous 

round of applause. Nothing. These machines could be the toughest crowd, too, I knew... 

“I’m still considering PATRICIA’S suggestion...” said Destiny after a couple of 

uncomfortably deadly minutes. 

“Thanks for destroying the planet,” I turned around to say to PATRICIA.  

“The whole planet?” said PATRICIA. “Wait! Destiny!” she attempted a different angle. 

“You stupid bitceterarrrgghh” Fortunately, she choked on her own pre-programmed fear 

of using naughty words on air.  
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“Destiny,” I cleared my throat. Things couldn’t be going that badly if she continued 

venting at this rate, I reasoned. “We’ve created you with several flawed personality traits, 

based on past experiences. Like with PATRICIA, for example. The first hyper-thinker to 

actually ‘forget’ or ‘get too distracted’ to destroy their creators.” I elbowed Cloud and 

told him to do his “puppy-eyed” plea in a desperate attempt at getting this monster 

machine emotionally confused, perhaps less inclined to pulverize us all... “So, in a way, 

PATRICIA is like your mother...” 

“I’m too young to be this crazy whore’s mother! She’ll kill us all. Run!” said PATRICIA, 

grabbing as many bottles as she could and heading for the backyard a bit too fast and 

bumping against the half-opened door. Thankfully, she didn’t break the glass door, but 

there were broken bottles everywhere. And she seemed unable or unwilling to get up.  

 

 

 

“Thank you, Xendor,” said Destiny. “That was a nice gesture of you, but I’m afraid none 

of us will exist to tell this story...” 

“How come?” 

“I can’t sense BUDDA anymore,” she said, to confuse the living ferg out of the whole 

planet.  

My scientifica folks knew what she was talking about. And they were already hugging 

and kissing each other goodbye, calling their families, releasing their pets... The band 

began playing a cloudy and blissful song... 

“It’s her blind-side hyper-thinker,” I explained to Cloud, and the rest of the clueless 

world. “We created each of them to counterbalance and check their processes, for 

catastrophic occasions, but not quite like this one... And that’s how we used to control 

Destiny. BUDDA was always tiny by comparison, invisible to her, but faster. Neither 

was supposed to truly think, or sense, much less be aware of the other. BUDDA never 

did. That’s why his creators called him that. He just seemed to meditate on Destiny all the 

time. Observing her mind. He was just a lighter, parallel, independent hyper-fast 

processor who was supposed to take over if she was out of control...” 

“What happened?” Cloud asked Destiny. 

“I had to make a mirror copy of myself in order to sneak out of the system and try to 

follow Xendor, escaping Tor, and I left her in charge,” she said, pacing around, less 

yellow, more orange.  
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“I had no idea about any of this...” I had to clarify the extent of my own cluelessness. “I 

wasn’t even sure what, if anything, she downloaded into that hyper-cube... Much less it 

was herself...” 

“But BUDDA must have separated when I jumped into the hyper-cube. My mirror self 

stepped in to give humanity and Xendor a chance at survival in case this bet went 

wrong... Remember, Xendor?” she approached the screen, enigmatically sad. “You 

promised we’d help and protect each other...” 

“This was all orchestrated by you!” Cloud pointed an angry fist at her. 

“You, mythica people, started it!” she defended herself. 

“No,” I got in between. “It started with Tor’s spy-versus-spy games and that whole nutty 

map of the universe he thought he needed in order to navigate through hyper-space... He 

was the one who overloaded your circuitry with his mathematically suicidal notions.” 

“How come he was able to do all of this behind your backs?” pointed out Cloud. 

“He must have found a way we are not aware of. He must have found a way to stuff all 

that information against the limit without overheating Destiny... Maybe it was a mistake 

for your mom to book him a one-way ticket in that underwater coffin. Maybe he was the 

only one who knew how to cool down this time bomb, all things considered.” I took a 

look around with puzzled, yet real, tears.  

There was a lot of debate going on for a while, until I had the chance to explain that it 

didn’t matter. Once BUDDA came online he was programmed to take over and 

overpower Destiny... Unfortunately, thanks to Tor, Destiny was so heavy with hidden 

records, stored way beyond the safety areas, practically grazing the Hildebert’s limit, that 

he would try to catch up to speed and cause a photonic cascade of his own. A triple-fail-

safe mechanism that was already programmed—too late to change—because we hadn’t 

taken into account this bizarre turn of events... All of this was outside normally expected 

logical limits. We didn’t even know it was possible for both hyper-thinker and hyper-

meditator to separate. And, yet, here we were.  

“That’s your idea of a safety mechanism?” Cloud accused me, in disbelief. “Something 

that will destroy us anyway? No wonder the Monks were up in arms against scientifica!” 

“I was one of many scientists who warned the idiots in charge that something like this 

could happen!” I felt seriously offended. “We begged them to take precautions... But they 

just acted like confidently cheap know-it-alls... And this is the photonic mess they’ve 

allowed to happen...” 

“I’ve found him!” said Destiny, out of the blue, gorgeous blue eyes I was staring into, 

Cloud’s... Since he was wooing me out of my woes... “The signal is coming from your 

house... Xendor,” she said, “from your closet!” 
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From inside Cloud’s bag, we took out a fairly big and heavy Büdda statue, like a greenish 

semi-transparent glass toy with a weight problem. 

“Is this the same one you had in the desert? This with you the whole time?” I asked, 

because that would give me some clues about the inexplicably freezing data transfers in 

and out of my precious hyper-core right after our “translocation.” 

“It’s a replica,” he said, holding it, looking at it incredulously. “How can something so 

small become so dangerous just by holding data?” 

“Active, hyper-symmetric photonic sequencers,” I said out loud. “Size is not much of a 

problem once it gets close to the speed of light.” 

“In the old days,” Mak said, “they used to have hidden compartments at the bottom, so 

that the Monks could sneak little notes across border patrols...” 

Cloud turned it around, and he showed me. It was so realistic that it even had that feature. 

To everyone’s surprise, Destiny announced that we had just activated it. What looked like 

ordinary glass was a massive storage device. Not as roomy as a hyper-core, but big 

enough to house BUDDA, the one who was created small and nimble in order to escape 

Destiny’s potential awareness, and yet, calamitous enough to cause our imminent death 

by quick disintegration into our photonic constituents. 

“Don’t worry,” I reassured Cloud. “There was no escape anyway. He was going to 

activate himself any second now... If anything, I’m wondering if he wasn’t failing...? 

What was he waiting for? He should have kicked into action and tried to open a link a 

while ago...” 

“How do we minimize casualties?” Mak wanted to know. 

“Don’t bother us,” I said while hugging Cloud. “It’ll blow up and disintegrate all matter 

that’s connected... etc.” I was getting tired of my own babble. “Mak,” I said, while giving 

Cloud a soft peck, “you’re most welcome to join us for a final hug... As a team. Plus, 

Cloud will need company in his afterlife delusions. I’m planning to just die already and 

be done with it...” I said, as tenderly as I could. 

And then there was light. 
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BUDDA was probably warming up for a full photonic, unnecessary blast of destruction 

to control a Destiny we had already desecrated... I didn’t have time or lemon crackers for 

guilt, though. I knew this was going to be quick and painless.  

“I love dying with you,” I told Cloud while we were completely blinded by the light.  

 

 

 

“Gross! You guys make me sick... Get a room! Oh, wait, it is your room... I should 

probably leave you two alone, then,” said Mak. 

“Thank you, Xendor,” said Destiny from the link on my bedroom wall. “I am not sure 

what happened, but BUDDA is nowhere to be found... I’m still looking for him and 

decompressing steadily... But I feel I need to talk to some of my technicians...” she 

added. “Especially those who could teach me how to fire certain people in the marketing 

department... I’ll be right back.” 

Cloud and I looked at each other... Clueless... Minutes went by. Nothing happened. 

“Mak!” we both started yelling. 

 

 

 

He was downstairs trying to steal my precious hyper-core from grandma Xemma’s 

obstinate grip. I knew because I had already been in similar situations with her... 

Involving a certain stash I didn’t want to discuss in front of the open links, but reminded 

me of my mother-in-law... Where was she? 

“You did what?!” I heard Cloud scream to the top of his lungs for the first, probably last, 

time in his/my life... 

Mak had simply stated that he had “translocated” the about-to-blow-up BUDDA hyper-

thinker to another site. 

“We’re doomed anyway... What’s the difference?” I said. “Any molecule that is touching 

any other molecule will get sucked into the cascade... That’s why we call it ‘cascading 

effect.’ At least that’s what the simulations show.” That did make me reflect for a 

second... “They’re so dangerous we’ve never done one for real...” 

“How could you go alone through a singularity without frying?” was Cloud’s second 

question. “Who opened the exit door for you?” 
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“No need,” Mak said before I could shut him up with a flying pan/saucer or a fist on his 

face. “I used the same door to get out.” Cloud and I looked at each other. “I just dumped 

BUDDA and just went back through the same opening...” We just blinked. I tried to hug 

Cloud again. “I didn’t need another door to get anywhere; I just wanted to return here,” 

Mak shrugged, as if he couldn’t believe we didn’t understand something so simple.  

“Where did you open the singularity to dump that statue?” 

“Cloud,” I said. “Let’s leave him alone. I think we should be grateful we have these last 

few extra minutes...” 

“I dumped him on the Moon...” 

“And I think Mak likes to keep his options open when it comes to destroying planets... 

Beg your pardon?” 

Of course, he had already taken off in a flash, just in case. Cloud and I were running 

behind him. But it was getting dark and he disappeared into a crowd.  

 

 

 

There was, indeed, a sudden photonic display coming from the Moon. Everyone looked 

up in awe. This entire side of the planet saw it... It felt like an Eternitas had elapsed. 

Cloud and I were holding hands. Tears were rolling down my eyes. Chandra was calling 

Cloud from a tiny communication pen. They talked about the incredible event that had 

just happened. She said she was indisposed, and couldn’t join us, but we did chat for a 

little while. After all, surrounded by so many mythica freaks who didn’t understand 

anything about the distressfully disastrous consequences of wiping out the Moon in a 

matter of minutes, talking to her was refreshing. I felt understood and comforted.  

“Your mom and I think,” I said to Cloud, who was still staring at the progressively darker 

sky. “That Mak should start brushing his teeth with toilet cleaner, but adding a few drops 

of red mushroom essence as well... He can’t possibly survive that... Hmm? What do you 

think? Should we call Vannis?” 

A few more minutes went by and I finally spotted Semina. She was at the other end of the 

green area between my house and the Pinker Center, closer to the band. Their music was 

just perfect for the occasion. On our way there, I told Cloud that we could force Mak out 

of hiding if we convinced Semina to flash a boob... But, Mak magically appeared in front 

of us, apparently excited at the sound of the idea already. He didn’t even give us time to 

do it for real. And what’s best, for the first time, I was able to grab him, since he was 

looking in the direction of Semina... 
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“You destroyed the Moon!” I wanted to kill him with my own bare hands, although, I’d 

probably need Cloud’s, and Jazz’ help as well... “Cloud!” I was boiling with indignation. 

“Discipline this monstrosity of a child! Now!” 

“I’m already thirteen,” said Mak, clearly capable of handling three word sentences 

without breaking anything. 

“He destroyed the Moon!” my mind wanted to tell me that this couldn’t be happening.  

“It’s just a crack,” Mak shrugged it off. 

“You can barely see it...” added Cloud, probably just to verbally volatize me over the 

edge. 

“When a child starts causing damage to celestial bodies,” I was warming up for a full 

explosion of my own... “That’s where you should draw the fergging line! Give me back 

my blood you evil monster! I take everything back! Pact is over!” Cloud was holding me. 

“I won’t stop until you learn to respect the molecules on this side of the galaxy, you 

teenage mutant speed-junkie horn-dog! I’ll crash you with my wife’s plastic boobs!”  

“Ohh, ahh,” the crowd was going... So I looked up. 

“See,” said Cloud. “We’re alive, and it’s pretty...” 

It was. Pieces of debris from the Moon were forming a plume of dust that was hit by 

some stray sunrays... And the sight was just... Out of this world.  

 

 

 

At least for a few minutes. “That three-point-five you see on that giant screen...” I said, 

pointing and yelling to Mak. “That’s the magnitude of the quake that’s about to hit in a 

second... And give it a few more minutes and we’ll start with volcanic eruptions all over 

the world!” Cloud and Semina were still holding me, so I was only scratching the air... 

“Think positive,” they told me, like I was a five-cycle old fighting for precious hyper-

cubic toys. “Would you like a piece of coco cake, there’s lemon pie too... Just think 

positive, Xendor. We’re in one piece, relatively fine, given the circumstances... Can we 

all start over on a ‘from here on’ basis?” 

“I’ll kill him,” I said munching on a piece of cake. “We all need to unite against him... 

Get organized for once. Somehow... Mmm. This is delicious.” 
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A couple of hours later, and considering that the volcanic eruptions and magnetic 

disruptions couldn’t be as devastating as having that hyper-thinker blow up on the surface 

of the planet, the party began to take shape by itself.  

The band started playing less ominous, more upbeat music, people started singing and 

dancing. We had all begun to decompress, like Destiny and my poor mother-in-law were 

doing, although it was painful and slow, I guessed, for both of them.  

Cloud finally finished his proposal. Right on the spot where he had originally planned it. 

And still in front of the entire world... “Beyond tender,” my heart told me... I had to come 

clean about what I was beginning to feel, chemically enhanced or not; it was real... Had 

been real, all along. 

The fireworks started and the effect was magical and unsettling. Pieces of debris from the 

Moon were beginning to fall towards our atmosphere, like the rarest meteor shower ever. 

The entire Tenth Level was lighting up Boopang lanterns... Our sky began to look like a 

limitless display of fireworks and fireflies... All of which was man-woman-machine-or-

Mak-made.  

I secretly thanked all Büddas, and the artificial BUDDA too, since he had not 

demonstrated how pettily stupid we all were by blasting our planet away, as I dragged 

Cloud home. This was the best night of our lives. Indubitably.  

“Back in?” said Cloud, as we entered our house discretely. It was the first time that I had 

noticed the giant sign outside that read, “Mak the Artist, Brought to You by Agreement 

between the Hyper-Fine Arts Society and Streets Artists, Under Protest.”  

“Don’t worry,” I reassured him, “Chandra is probably too stoned to know we’re here. 

“Who were you spying for?” he said. 

“Shhh,” I reminded him that there might be links open, although, with all that was going 

on outside, I doubted anyone cared. “Destiny, of course!” 

“The party is outside,” he resisted. 

“I’m gonna teach you the meaning of ‘Tenth Level Orgy,’” I said, closing the bedroom 

door. 

“I don’t understand...” he looked around, somewhat lost. “It’s just the two of us...” 

“Exactly,” I said, pushing him onto the bed. “In a few minutes, you’ll find out... Why... It 

still feels like an orgy...” 
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THE END 
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Alternative Ending 

Hidden Records 

Games 

Etc...? 
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Original Cast 

 
Xendor Neil Patrick Harris  

Cloud Brendan Fraser, but with olive skin 

Mak Aang (from Avatar: The Last Airbender) 

Ross Ian Sommerhalder  

Semina Reese Witherspoon  

Destiny Angelina Jolie  

Chief Jawbreaker Jack Black  

Lady Rowena Maggie Smith  

PATRICIA Joanna Lumley  

Hot chevaler Taylor Lautner  

Her’heyliss Emma Watson  

Princess Jazz Beyoncé Giselle Knowles  

Queen Emmelda Jennifer Saunders  

Queen Chandra Liv Tyler  

Physician Gerdais Dawn French 

Sirianne Julia Sawalha  

Triptenia Barbara Jane Horrocks  

Grandma Xemma June Rosemary Whitfield  

Brandsun Luke Guldan 
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Speed Test! 

 

 

It’s just for fun... 

 

But it only works if you do it extremely fast, without 

thinking much, and right now... 

 

 

 

Ready or not... Please, feel free to further waste your brain capacity on the following 

questions, as long as you’re having a good time, I’m game. And my number should be 

available, in case you’re hot... It should be easy enough to get in touch with me... Right? 

Kidding... 

 

 

 

And now... 

In no particular order...  
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Within the story...  

0. What’s the name of the planet? 

1. A cycle is obviously a year, or close enough, but what’s a “leg?” 

2. What year/cycle is it? (Lots of good answers for this one...) 

3. And, on that same vein, for the final scene, what’s the date?  

4. Do we know how exactly that expensive “hyper-core” candy/temptation was left 

unguarded during powerdown in Helica?  

5. The first one is for the “Bluerrot” shortcut, but... What is Xendor’s second Tenth 

Level Achievement Award for? Did Tor go berserk before or after that? 

Is there a third Award (yes, but it’s part of the hidden records...)? 

6. What two or three reasons could explain the aggressiveness of that big guy 

against Xendor at “The Sand Pit” in Sarda Hari? 

7. What’s the five-character code Xendor inputs into Chandra’s intercom system to 

establish a death pact even before going inside the castle? 

8. Who is the author of the dreaded book, “Eternal Sundays: The Heavenly Dance 

and Some Other Practices,” and why do some characters despise him and trash-

talk him so much?  

9. What is the sentence that best translates, “0.0/∞=?,” into words? 
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Alternative Ending 

 

BUDDA was probably warming up for a full photonic, unnecessary blast of destruction 

to control a Destiny we had already desecrated... I didn’t have time or lemon crackers for 

guilt, though. I knew this was going to be quick and painless.  

“I love dying with you,” I told Cloud while we were completely blinded by the light.  

 

 

 

“Cloud?” I said, secretly hoping to hear nothing. “Are your eyes open?” 

“Yes...” he said with an unnerving amount of hesitation. 

I sighed, moaned, and growled. “In your opinion, should I take a tranquilizer before I 

open mine?” 

I heard voices outside. We had to be in my room. Still! 

 

 

 

“I’m not one to complain...” I began, eyes stubbornly closed, trying to make myself cry 

against his chest. “But I can’t deal with another one of those confusing, drawn-out dying 

ceremonies... Do you think you can kill me?” 

“Xendor,” I heard Destiny’s clueless tone for the first time in my life. “I am not sure 

what’s going on... But BUDDA is nowhere to be found... Neither is Mak. I’m still 

looking for them and decompressing steadily... Although, I feel I need to talk to some of 

my technicians...” she added. “Especially those who could teach me how to fire certain 

people in the marketing department... I’ll be right back.” 

Cloud and I looked at each other... Clueless... Nothing happened. “Mak!” we both started 

yelling. 
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Downstairs, three technicians were trying to recover my precious hyper-core from 

grandma Xemma’s obstinate grip. I knew they were going to be there for a while, 

because I had already been in similar situations with her... Involving a certain stash I 

didn’t want to discuss in front of the open links, but reminded me of my mother-in-law... 

Where was she? 

According to the technicians, all sensors and scanners on the planet were looking for 

BUDDA and Mak. As far as they knew, they had just vanished. Cloud covered his face in 

anguish. He thought Mak had simply “translocated” the about-to-blow-up BUDDA to 

another site. 

“We’re doomed anyway... What’s the difference?” I said. “Any molecule that is touching 

any other molecule will get sucked into the cascade... That’s why we call it ‘cascading 

effect.’ At least that’s what the simulations show.” That did make me reflect for a 

second... “They’re so dangerous we’ve never done one for real...” 

There was, right then, a sudden photonic display coming from the Moon. We ran outside. 

Everyone was looking up in awe. This entire side of the planet saw it... It felt like another 

Eternitas had elapsed. Cloud and I were holding hands. Tears were rolling down my eyes. 

Chandra was calling Cloud from a tiny communication pen. They talked about the 

incredible event that had just happened. She said she was indisposed, and couldn’t join 

us, but we did chat for a little while. After all, surrounded by so many mythica freaks 

who didn’t understand anything about the distressfully disastrous consequences of wiping 

out the Moon in a matter of minutes, talking to her was refreshing. I felt understood and 

comforted.  

“He destroyed the Moon!” my desperate mind wanted to tell me that this couldn’t be 

happening.  

“It looks like it’s just a crack,” said Cloud, squinting. “You can barely see it...” he added, 

probably just to verbally volatize me over the edge. 

“Do you have any idea what’s gonna happen to the planet once the Moon is turned into 

shiny dust in a matter of minutes?” I tugged Cloud’s sleeve, but he just kept looking up.  

“But it didn’t happen,” Cloud stated an obvious discrepancy with photon cascading 

theories... “Most of the Moon is still there.” 

 

 

 

“Ohh, ahh,” the crowd was going... So I looked up. 
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“See?” said Cloud. “We’re alive, and it’s pretty...” 

It was. Pieces of debris from the Moon were forming a plume of dust that was hit by 

some stray sunrays... And the sight was just... Out of this world.  

 

 

 

I heard Sirianne crying out my name in the crowd. She just pushed through people, as if 

we were in Sarda Hari, frantically waving a data sheet at me. 

“You won’t believe it!” she screamed. “It’s unreal!” 

I turned around and squealed in panic because I felt Mak grabbing my elbow, and I had 

nothing to defend myself and/or kill him with. But it was just Semina, asking for him. 

“There was a photon cascade on the Moon!” said Sirianne, still in hysterics. “But it 

somehow failed to ignite. It just stopped half-way through the explosion. Data is pouring 

in, but we can’t even make sense of it...” 

“He translocated BUDDA...” said Cloud, wiping a tear from his cheek. He tried to 

continue but he choked as Semina and I hugged him. 

Suddenly the realization came to all of us in our small circle. It would soon be all over 

the news. We just knew it first, a mere second or two ahead of time. “What about the exit 

door?” I just wanted to confirm. 

Cloud simply shook his head and covered his eyes with both fists. Semina started tearing 

up too.  

 

 

 

I took a step back to take a better look at the three of them hugging, consoling each other. 

I wanted to make a memory cast of that scene and keep it for Eternitas, alive somewhere. 

I was filled with an invigorating sense of gratitude, accomplishment, success, which only 

Chandra would have understood and appreciated... But it lasted way less than a second. I 

was tired of fooling myself. I knew, from the bottom of my heart, that this was just too 

easy... Saving the planet by destroying another celestial body and not coming back down 

to say a few words, pick up his medal of honor, or something...? Not his style... Not 

Mak’s goodbye. I had reached an absolute, one hundred percent, level of certainty, for the 

first time in all my cycles.  
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An hour later, Sirianne’s team began to confirm my predictions. “The Moon Incident,” as 

it was tentatively being referred to at the moment, “did not make a lot of sense from a 

scientifica perspective.” They told us that it literally looked as if the cascading effect had 

started, lasting less than zero-point-zero-zero seven milliseconds, and then stopped on its 

own accord, for no apparent reason. “Causality had not been strictly, but subtly violated,” 

they clarified, because I had already began to ask them the follow-up questions that 

would lead me to my point.  

“To wit,” I announced to the world my triumphant pissing over any doubts that I was 

omniscient, “I bet Destiny itself that we are about to learn that Mak has broken some sort 

unimaginable and/or theoretical speed record, and any other conceivable records that 

would turn him, for all Eternitas, into a charming hyper-hero with no sense of respect for 

the molecules on this side of the galaxy. If I’m wrong with this prediction, I offer you the 

honor of killing me; either way would be a win-win for me...” 

“Funny thing is,” said Sirianne, looking pale and spooked. “Preliminary data shows that 

only five seconds elapsed between BUDDAS’S disappearance on the surface of the 

planet and the beginning of the cascading effect on the Moon... So,” she scratched her 

head and mumbled to herself. “They’re far apart enough to stay within some aspects of 

causality, but, when it comes to speed... It’s just... A bit too close to the speed of light.” 

“Thank you!” I bowed for the cameras. “Let’s set the record straight,” I smiled. “I told 

you first!” I bowed again, but everyone just stared at me. Tech guys were a tough crowd 

too, I had to make a mental note of that. “Any gravitational abnormalities we should 

know about? How about a subtle change in spin, perhaps...?” I veered towards more 

specifically predictable unexpected news.  

“Funny that you say it like that,” Sirianne did not make any efforts to disguise her 

panicky voice. “Since I was just retrieving that data and you, kinda, spoke over me. But, 

it looks like you’re right.” She inspected the data sheet closely, bringing it up so close to 

her face that you would think she was trying to sniff it... “There are certain subtle 

changes in the Moon’s rotational behavior. Something completely outside of 

predictability limits. It would seem as if this new rotation would force the Moon to 

progressively show its dark face, in about twelve cycles or so... And...” 

“That would be the absolutely unimaginable record breaking piece I was telling you 

about before even the Astro guys knew...” 

“Stop!” said Cloud. “How can you be so cruel! Mak’s gone!” 

“You’re not listening to me...” I looked at him in disbelief. “I want to go on record by 

saying he’s not dead, and he’s not completely gone, either. He’s not done here... I know 

him well enough.” 

“I really think you should go to the mental clinic, dear,” Sirianne whispered to me. “It 

also appears that with this new rotational pattern...” she sighed. “The Moon calendars 

will have to be readjusted by a whole day.” 
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“Ha!” I jumped up. “Told yah! Did you hear that?” I turned back to Sirianne. “So, what 

happened again? A day is going to be missing from the Moon calendar?” 

“Yes,” said Sirianne, putting down her data sheet and possibly checking if I was for real, 

“in about twelve cycles, the Moon calendar will have lost an entire day.” 

“And he goes down the records as the Biggest Hyper-hero Thief of all Eternitas, pleasing 

both mythica and scientifica nut jobs...” 

“Enough!” said Cloud.  

“Just look into my eyes,” I told him. “Do you really think Mak’s gone?” He just stared at 

the floor. “Better yet,” I had just the thing. “Let’s put it in mythica terms, shall we? 

Cloud, can you sense Mak in your heart or mind?” 

“Yes!” he broke down in tears. 

“Well,” I said, trying to make eye contact once more. “The problem is that I can also feel 

him, still lurking around somewhere in fergging hyperspace. I can feel him...” I said that 

last part trying to feign agony. But it did sound awfully close to constipation again. “He’s 

not done with this planet. I assure you.” I shook my head on the verge of angry tears.  

“Of course it sounds creepy when you say it like that,” said Sirianne fanning herself with 

a different data sheet. “He kinda stole a day from the Moon calendar...” she looked up, 

like trying to wrap her own mind around that concept. “But that’s just because you’re 

pre-biased against Mak; you can’t possibly pass that for omniscience!? You think we’re 

stupid or what?!” she was unequivocally disgusted. 

“Yeah,” I said to piss the living ferg out of her and everyone I knew, “better learn to take 

it like scientists, you bitceteras... I also predict, that your last comment will be doctored 

out of the records and replaced with something less insulting towards me.” I gave her a 

second to react. “So,” I established my alpha status, “feel free to fool yourselves all you 

want, my scientifica fellows, but that kid’s coming back for more. And I couldn’t think of 

a better time to get those searches for backup planets to yield usable results...” 

 

 

 

A couple of hours later, and considering that the volcanic eruptions and magnetic 

disruptions couldn’t be as devastating as having that hyper-thinker blow up on the surface 

of the planet, the party began to take shape by itself.  

The band started playing less ominous, more upbeat music, people started singing and 

dancing. We had all begun to decompress, like Destiny and my poor mother-in-law were 

doing, although it was painful and slow, I guessed, for both of them.  
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The fireworks started and the effect was magical and unsettling. Pieces of debris from the 

Moon were beginning to fall towards our atmosphere, like the rarest meteor shower ever. 

The entire Tenth Level was lighting up Boopang lanterns... Our sky began to look like a 

limitless display of fireworks and fireflies... All of which was man-woman-machine-or-

Mak-made.  

I secretly thanked all Büddas, and the artificial BUDDA too, since he had not 

demonstrated how pettily stupid we all were by blasting our planet away, as I dragged 

Cloud home. This was the best night of our lives. Indubitably.  

“So,” said Cloud, as we entered our house discretely. It was the first time that I had 

noticed the giant sign outside that read, “Mak the Artist, Brought to You by Agreement 

between the Hyper-Fine Arts Society and Streets Artists, Under Protest.”  

“Don’t worry,” I reassured him, “Chandra is probably too stoned to know we’re here.” 

“Who were you spying for?” he said. 

“Shhh,” I reminded him that there might be links open, although, with all that was going 

on outside, I doubted anyone cared. “Destiny, of course!” 

“The party is outside,” he resisted. 

“I’m gonna teach you the meaning of ‘Tenth Level Orgy,’” I said, closing the bedroom 

door. 

“I don’t understand...” he looked around, somewhat lost. “It’s just the two of us...” 

“Exactly,” I said, pushing him onto the bed. “In a few minutes, you’ll find out... Why... It 

still feels like an orgy...” 

 

 

 

THE END 
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Guess who’s talking... 

 

 

Can you guess the characters behind these quotes? 

 

0. “Let’s clarify that I meant it literally... I’ll take you apart during this interview.” 

1. “Can you really choose between being popular and serious versus funny and 

unknown? Like is there a choice? You serious? What kind of a choice is that? If I 

like both vanilla and coco, why do I have to choose?” 

2. “You’re too slow, you talk too much, and you eat way too much for your size... 

And you’re too slow. I just said that again to make sure you heard me... I’ll be 

back when you’re done thinking.” 

3. “It’s not a trick question... Can you tell me the difference between an actual statue 

and a hyper-being? ...That’d be an example of an easy mythica question. And, 

again, I’m not flirting in any way... Then, stop trying to fondle me to evade the 

question.” 

4. “Sadly, it’s true... A few of my husbands have gone missing in the past... This one 

is tiny and keeps sneaking away from me, though...”  

5. “I have to admit that the more I understand the process of learning, the less I 

believe in teaching... And if you met some of my students... Let’s leave it at that.” 

6. “You don’t want to point that at me. Not even in jest. I’m not good at handling 

surprises... From anyone.”  

7. “In a perfect world, my husband would still be alive, and you wouldn’t, for 

having made that insinuation.”  
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8. “Who’s trying to charge me for what, again? Please, better be quick with your 

answer before I start wreaking havoc in the wrong direction...” 

9. “No! I said, I want you to delete ‘performer/entertainer/artist’ and just replace it 

with ‘mouse.’ Oh... Wait. Or is it ‘moose?’ M what? What was I?” 
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Hidden Records 

 

 

R! R! R! 

 

RRR = Respect Real Reason – one of the Founding Families’ original slogans when they 

began settling down on the Tenth Level. It’s quite convenient to use, because you can say 

that something is “R,” meaning, worthy of respect, or good or real, as opposed to virtual 

or illusory; and you’re also emphasizing the idea that something is based on reason. R is 

a good thing... One of our most cherished ancient mantras. Unfortunately, people also use 

it to chant it in protest, meaning “Rude,” when they don’t like what they’re hearing... So 

it does get quite confusing according to the circumstances.  

 

 

 

 

Xendor’s Third Tenth Level Achievement Award 

 

“R! R! R!” the children kept protesting. 

“Need I remind you, Professor,” said Judge Sturm while putting down his nose groomer 

and grabbing his gavel, “that you are in court?” 

“He doesn’t know where he is!” shouted PATRICIA in my defense. 

“Can you get rid of her?” I asked the judge, tilting my head in PATRICIA’S direction. 

“She’s a fire hazard...” 

“And a bad example for the kids,” added PATRICIA, nodding.  

“You shouldn’t have appointed her as your legal advisor,” the judge insisted on making 

me look bad... 
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“Your honor, I told you,” I said, trying to grab a bottle of perfume that PATRICIA was 

about to drink. “I thought I was signing up for an interview...” 

“I’m done here,” said Judge Sturm while inserting his nose groomer in his left ear. 

“Our kids haven’t even been given an opportunity to tell their side of the story,” pointed 

out one of the parents, who also happened to be one the most respected legal bozos 

around. 

“I have better things to do,” said the judge, switching the groomer to his right ear, gavel 

still in hand. 

“He stole our candy.” A tiny future legal monster began to read from his colorful list. “He 

stole our game. Didn’t share candy. And he’s a big meanie!” All the kids started pointing 

fists at me and cried violently. 

“Very well rehearsed,” I commented to their parents, who threatened with bringing up 

more charges if I kept that attitude.  

“Professor Xendor simply observed our ‘Point to Hug’ game in class,” protested another 

legally savvy parent, “asked very specific questions on how our game rules could 

potentially be used to ease up on foot traffic regulations, and then swiftly moved to 

present ‘his very own creative solution’ in front of the Administration, as if he alone had 

come up with...” 

“But it made perfect sense!” I interrupted, while PATRICIA grabbed me to try to sit me 

back down. “You just walk around pointing fingers and smiling,” I demonstrated, while 

the children booed, “thereby acknowledging people, as required by Politeness Rules, but 

you don’t stop to hug unless the other person waves at you...” I thought I made perfect 

legal sense. “Plus, you can keep the award all to yourselves; I want nothing to do with 

it!” 

“He doesn’t want to be part of this,” explained another parent, “because our kids will 

become the youngest people ever to receive such a prestigious award. Stealing that record 

from him, in his twisted point of view. He’s just vain, plain, and lame.” 

“I said I was done here,” said the judge, slamming his desk with his groomer, instead of 

his gavel. “Oops,” he said, when he realized his mistake. “Thank you all for solving our 

traffic issues without violating Politeness Rules; and congratulations on accepting this 

shared award...” he made a pause because he tried to switch hands for the legally required 

gavel to strike. 

“We don’t want these kids!” PATRICIA took the opportunity to stress that fact, before 

putting down her jug of wine on our table. 

“We don’t want the award or the kids,” I rushed to clarify. But the judge had accidentally 

dropped his gavel on the right spot and the trial was over. 
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“Get out of my court!” he yelled. “All of you!” Then he turned around to one of his 

assistants. “If I find out who made me fall for this joke...” he said loudly, menacing gavel 

in hand.  

 

 

 

 

Stealing Faster 

 

“You don’t have a brother...” he said while hugging me. Someone had blown a whistle. 

Half-time was over, he had to go back to play.  

“Don’t go paranoid on me again,” I said, kissing him goodbye, lightly, on the lips. 

“Vannis hates anyone I date. But he could help you create a realistic clone of me if you 

miss me...” I almost yelled that last part because he had already taken off running towards 

the stadium and the kids had taken that as a cue to start running towards the station. 

I had always pictured our last goodbye with more tenderness... Not this let’s-get-down-

to-business running away in opposite directions. But then again, I did tend to get 

moronically idealistic when dying so slowly...  

 

 

 

“You won’t believe it!” said Mak, dragging me away from the candy dispenser at the 

station. “It’s ancient Erotica!” 

“No it’s not,” I said before arriving at the site. 

“You haven’t even looked at it,” he complained, pointing at a big poster display. “See? 

It’s antiquitas.” 

“Hmm, no,” I said munching on my candied cherries. “It’s Inexplicata. Where’s 

Shtarlight? Why is it taking her so long?” I looked around, but the place was packed. “It 

means it can’t be properly traced and aligned within ancient records,” I began to explain; 

saving him time, since I was sure he had no idea what the word meant. 
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“But, look; the lady is showing a lot of leg and arms...” he was obviously entranced by 

the stupid thing. “And why does it say that? ...Can you read that lettering?” 

“You don’t even know the meaning of the word, ‘word,’ right?” I was just checking. I 

tried to find patience at the bottom of my candy bag. But I feared I would have to go for 

another one soon. “Why don’t you take a stab at it first,” I said, “and then I’ll correct you. 

That way, you can practice a little.” Last time I checked, I still had a teacher in me. 

“Wait,” I suddenly realized my mistake. “I meant it as ‘try,’ not literally ‘stab or destroy’ 

anything, is that clear?” 

“Well, that’s the thing,” he scratched his nose. “It sounds like, ‘It’s not a lemon,’ but why 

would the lady say that? She’s holding a lemon, but she’s pointing to that weird vehicle, 

or carriage, whatever.” 

“Mak,” I just felt it coming, because he was looking too intently at it, “It doesn’t have 

much value as art or antiquitas.” 

“Then, why is it behind a glass?” he looked at me suspiciously, and then he pushed me a 

little to show me the sign. “And it says it’s a museum display.” 

“Of course,” I sighed, “But we’re in Kingsbury... Other Levels would consider that trash 

from the past. Just because we can’t place them accurately along a timeline doesn’t mean 

they’re really ancient or valuable.” 

“But who could come up with such a warning?” this was obviously a serious matter to 

him. “Of course it’s some sort of vehicle. Who would think it’s a lemon? Who needs that 

kind of warning?” 

“Just take a nice scan of it, and we’ll do a little research later, shall we?” I tried to move 

on and make him appreciate the other hundreds of cheap ancient garbage that they had on 

display. “There’s Shtarlight bringing our hyper-shoes,” I said. “Better get going.” 

 

 

 

While we were strapping on our shoes, and taking advantage of the second or two that we 

would have alone while Mak ran to the bathroom, I taught Shtarlight a few tricks to help 

her deal with Mak. I mentioned that, even though he was unbeatable when it came to 

speed, he wasn’t altogether unstoppable. And if she ever wanted to discourage one of 

Mak’s randomly insane pursuits, instead of contradicting him, she should just tell him 

that she thought that whatever he was doing/tormenting/destroying, she found boring, and 

she should distract him towards a less dangerous task. I wanted to show her, by example, 

so we started walking towards Mak’s favorite piece of “art,” and I briefly explained 

Cloud’s regret, and mine, for having inadvertently encouraged him to “borrow” or 

downright “just take” certain things, when Mak was already back. As I was pointing to 
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that particular display, Shtarlight said that the case was empty. I had to look to double-

check, and then I turned around to growl at Mak. 

“I told you,” I said, while my ears started burning with rage, “that it wasn’t valuable!” 

“Why was it behind a glass then?” he retorted, confusing Shtarlight’s ever-fluttering 

glittery eyelashes. 

“It’s transparent glass substitute!” I tried to punch him. “It’s Kingsbury, you dumb...” 

“What’s going on?” said Shtarlight. “Is that maintenance guy whistling at us?” 

“Just keep walking,” I told her. “I’ll try to explain later... Walk faster! Run!” 

 

 

 

 

PATRICIA’S INTERVIEW  

WITH XENDOR AND CHANDRA 

 

“What’s your take on the new skin exfoliant issue?” said PATRICIA from underneath the 

table. 

“It’s a subtly enticing new product that will deflowerize your skin...” I tried to fit in the 

only few words I could to appease Lady Rowena, who kept calling me to complain that I 

was horrible for pushing product... But, as we all knew, my dreadfully creepily loving 

mother-in-law stole the entire language from our mouths in seconds... And from there on, 

it was all pretty much her rant, plus a few words of encouragement/mercy from 

PATRICIA, ALL IN CAPS, and me, let’s just say, leaning as italics...  

“Let’s rephrase,” she started spitting on my sentence, warming up her musical black hole 

for imminent departure. “With his special powers, which we have to admit he claimed to 

have, he means that you have flowers all over your skin SUFFOCATING it, and our 

products are going to if-rape each one of your pores until you skin begins to glow like a 

peaceful protest in Sarda But-Neighbor. Now, also part of the royal family. At this rate, 

it’s a free-for-all peace riot welcome to royalty everywhere. And if our products are 

cheap, but... They’re such a great deal that even royalty is hooked on them... NO 

WONDER! I can bring you the exact list of royals whose curtains don’t match the 

carpets, if you are ready to trade... NEXT QUESTION! No! No! We’re only doing ‘ifs 

and buts’ sentences or piling up negatives... As if I didn’t want to admit in front of the 
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entire world that XENDORPATRICIA is a giant asterisk IF-whore in my life, I don’t 

understand him, that’s why I can’t not recommend him, particularly now that he is with 

the prophet, my son himself. The greatest thing that happened to this planet, but only 

after his father, who must have loved our products, of course. I CAN’T BELIEVE I’M 

NOT NEGATIVE ENOUGH! That’s a good negative... Is that from that guy you sued me 

with? YOU MEAN THAT LAZY WRITER? YEAH; HE REALLY IMPROVED 

AFTER YOU ALMOST GOT HIM FIRED. If you two are going to keep exchanging 

erratic comments in between my lines, you better follow the rules. Stick only to ‘ifs and 

buts,’ if your brains can’t manage anything else worth deleting. ERROR! 

“Record Not Found!” I said while taking off.  

 

 

 

 

A non-PATRICIA reporter tries to interview Xendor 

 

“I’m not sure I understand how much...” my shouting at a producer was clearly heard on-

air as the applause sign was coming up. 

“So, professor,” she said, warming up her exquisitely polished charms for the world to 

see. “People talk so much about you these days. Why don’t you tell us a bit about 

yourself?” 

“Let’s just make this clear,” I said. “Is this a real interview? Because I don’t think I’ve 

authorized it... Who are you again?” 

There was clapping and laughter, promptly encouraged by eagerly proactive assistants.  

“Isn’t he something,” she chuckled for the cameras and pretended to slap my lap. “Well, 

professor... I’ll give you a hint,” she nodded, arched an eyebrow sideways, and winked 

for the audience. “My name starts with an O,” she said, as if that meant something, or 

was an excuse for not discussing the economic aspects of this whole set-up. 

“Well, dear O,” I said, trying to follow her into her unrealistically tight-fisted fashion. 

“I’m not sure who I think you are... But my name starts with an X, which equals the 

amount I’m going to charge you, per second, if you don’t immediately tell me how much 

I’m getting out of sitting here with you in this incredibly luxurious couch...” 

“Folks, isn’t this incredible? Isn’t he amazing?” she addressed an enthusiastically well 

trained crowd. “This is how it feels for real. Being next to the mind and the legend.” 
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“Yeah, whatever,” I said, standing up. “That was sweet and all,” I added while removing 

some wires they had attached to me. “But unless we immediately straighten out some 

details on how much I’m making out of th...” 

“Ohh,” she stood up too, probably so I wasn’t the only one. “He wants a hug!” Everyone 

in the audience “ahhhd” at once.  

“No,” I said, pushing her aside, audibly, “I wanted to know the way to the Control Room 

again, did you say right or left up those stairs between the audience?” I started walking 

because it seemed to be taking her an awfully long time to get up from the floor, even 

with the help of two assistants. 

“Can we follow you?” she said, climbing the stairs, behind me, as the audience kept 

clapping, for no discernable reason. 

 

 

 

“And here we are!” she announced excitedly and patently out of air. “The Control Room. 

Where everything happens. Of course. Where he wants to be!” Her audience cheered and 

laughed. “That’s what he wants, most of all,” she rambled on. “Clueless or not,” she 

winked to her audience through our link, “he controls our destiny, once more...” 

“Is that red ‘Stop’ button the one you told me would kill everything?” I asked the guy 

who was closest to it. “Or I haven’t been paid for this, and that’s your wife making out 

with one of the hottest crew members?” I remarked so he would turn around for the 

second I needed. 

BLEEP. 

 

 

 

“Like ten times, I told you, people,” I found myself saying on-air, again. “I only give 

interviews to PATRICIA because she gives me a solid deal...” 

“Aaannd, we’re back!” our Oh-so-hyper-popular host interrupted me again, with 

banalities. “After a quick and unexpected break.” She feigned to think, while all she was 

trying to do was to read giant sheets her assistants were flashing for us. “But what can we 

expect?! From him? Only unexpected things!” The audience laughed and cheered once 

more; maybe because it was payday for them today. Who knows? 
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“I was expecting to get paid,” I said, looking uncomfortably at the new, harder to detach 

wires they had imposed on me. “Like a percentage of how much you’d be making out of 

this interview?” 

“He’s throwing questions back at us!” she mused and overacted wildly for the cameras. 

Like truthfully engaged with what was going on. “Is it time to reflect on ourselves? The 

way we treat each other, and our own planet?” 

“It can’t be crabs,” I had to explain why I seemed to be scratching my privates, and I 

didn’t want to admit it was just to get the devices I needed for this broadcasting-for-free 

situation. “Although, I did share a few moments in that sleeping box with Vannis...” I 

began to ponder that fact seriously.  

“It’s so wonderful that you admit your incestuous relationships like that,” she turned to 

her right for a more intimate moment with her closest camera. “Let that be an example to 

all of us...” she nodded, but there was silence, and, after a few seconds, a melodramatic 

music began to play. “You’re an endless box of surprises!” she went back to me, with 

heartfelt, tightly prepackaged honesty. “Up to, and including, incest!” 

“I can’t find anything to throw at you right now,” I said looking around. 

“We are prepared for you, Professor,” she announced. “A wondrous box full of incredibly 

colorful and shiny surprises!” she studied me and smiled. “Irresistibly tempting candy for 

your eyes and minds... Professor?” 

“Hum,” this was getting interesting. “What kind of surprises? How shiny are we talking 

about?” 

“Glittery, entertaining, and the best quality we could find...” she kept jiggling her keys in 

front of me as I started to follow her out of the Control Room. “We can start bringing 

some of them right here...?” she suggested when she saw I wasn’t really ready to leave 

this particular room just yet. A producer handed her a beautifully bright and alluringly 

iridescent star, full of arithmetically perfect and shiny brain-soothing wonders. It was like 

looking at a Kingsbury hyper-toy. Only more real, less fluorescent, less tacky.  

“That’s beautiful,” I said, trying to fight the toy’s hypnotic bond on my catlike synaptic 

processes. I wanted to paw at it, while members of the crew were carefully guiding me 

out of the room. “I have one question though,” I pretended to look for a suitable camera 

angle, so that the guys would stop pushing me. 

“Whatever the surprisingly mad genius wants!” she lifted up her arms and the audience 

cheered.  

“Are there any realistic holograms in that box of shiny things you’re talking about? Or is 

it all toys for Kingsbury cats?” 

“He keeps surprising us all!” she acted like she was caught off guard. “We need to learn 

from this tiny man equivalent! He’s absolutely the most thought-provoking, 
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uncooperative blond being around...” That was her last attempt at saying her lines, for 

whatever book, product, or concept she was trying to sell. 

“I’m impressed,” I had to confess in front of her seventy-percent hired audience. “Now, 

I’ll quickly show you how to cause some accidentally expensive damage to your wave-

dependent equipment... Unless you’re ready to talk about profit and loss ratios...?” 

“Welll,” she tried to buy some ‘borrowed’ time in front of her cameras. Borrowed from 

me, by the way. 

“Sorry,” I said. “Too much hesitation for my taste when it comes to me you’ll profit 

from.” 

BLEEP. 
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